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VOLUME V.

Ganj&m (Ganj-i-dm, c the granary of the world’).—British District in

the extreme north-east of the Madras Presidency, lying between i8° 15'

and 20
0
15' n. latitude, and between 83° 49' and 85° 15' e. longitude.

Bounded on the north by the Orissa Tributary States of Nay£garh,

Daspalla, and Bod, of Bengal; on the east by the Bengal District of

Puri and the Bay of Bengal
;
and on the west by the Feudatory States

of KalaMndi and Patnd of the Central Provinces, and Vizagapatam

District of the Madras Presidency. Area, 8311 square miles, of which

5205 square miles are in the Agency or Hill Tracts. Population,

according to the Census of 1881, 1,749,604. In point of size, Ganjam
District ranks sixth amongst the Districts of the Madras Presidency.

Geographically the District divides itself into the Mdliahs or Hill

Tracts, and the Plain country, and contains 16 large and 35 minor

zammddris or proprietary estates, besides 3 Government taluks. There

are altogether 16 towns, of which 2 are municipalities, and 6879
villages; of the latter, 2706 are in the Agency Tracts. Berhampur

is the chief town of the District, and is also a military cantonment.

Physical Aspects.—The District is mountainous and rocky, but inter-

spersed with valleys and fertile plains. In shape it resembles an hour-

glass, contracted in the centre, where the Eastern Ghats nearly meet the

sea, and widening out in the north and south into undulating plains.

Pleasant groves of trees give to the scenery a greener appearance than is

usually met with in the plains farther to the south; whilst rugged moun-

tains, frequently covered with dense jungle, relieve the eye. A chain of

fresh-water or brackish lakes runs all along the coast, being separated from

the sea by narrow strips of sand. Salt swamps and backwaters are also

not uncommon. The chain of the Eastern GMts, known as the Maliihs
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2 GANJAM.

or Maliy£s, which occupies the western portion of the District, has several

well-defined gaps. On the Bod frontier it has a general elevation of

about 2000 feet (the axis of the chain being here farther eastward and

about 2500 feet high)
;
west of Daringabadi the peaks rise above 4000

feet, and the general elevation exceeds 3000 feet. A gap occurs where

the chain is pierced by the ‘Hot Springs’ Pass, and here 1800 feet is

the summit level for some distance. In the Pedda Kimedi and Parla

Kimedi Hills, the chain is over 3000 feet, and the peaks approach

to near 5000 feet. The principal peaks are—Mahendragiri (4923 feet),

Singhiraj (4976), and Deodonga (4534). The passes which lead from

the low country of Ganjdm into the M£liy£s, along their entire length

of some 140 miles, are very numerous; but only one, the Kalinga

Ghat, possesses a road available for wheeled traffic. Many of the passes

are, however, practicable for elephants and other beasts of burden,

although the paths are generally rocky, rugged, and steep. The chief

rivers are—(1) the Rishikulya in the north, which rises in the hills

beyond the District boundary, and, after a course of about 100 miles,

falls into the sea near Ganjdm town; this river is not ordinarily

navigable, but rafts can be floated down it in the flood season between

June and November
: (2) the Vamsadhara, which rises in the Jaipur

(Jeypore) Hills, and, after a course of about 145 miles, falls into the

sea near Kalingapatam in the south of the District; it is more or

less navigable for about 70 miles from its mouth : (3) the Languliyd,

which takes its rise in Kalahandi, and, after flowing for about 115

miles, enters the sea near Mdphiiz Bandar. Besides these rivers, there

are numerous mountain streams and torrents, which are utilized for the

purposes of irrigation. The banks of the rivers are usually steep and
high, and there is in all of them a great tendency to accumulate silt.

Their channels dry up in the hot season, but during the rains between

June and November they are usually in full flood. Owing to the

vicinity of the Eastern Ghats to the sea, however, the floods subside

with rapidity; and from the same cause the rise of the waters in .the

rivers is frequently so great as to cause considerable damage to property,

and not unfrequently loss of life. Sea and river fisheries form an

'important industry, and the fishing castes were returned in 1881 at

41,856, or 2*48 per cent, of the Hindu population. Pearl oysters, of an

inferior quality, are found in the Sonipur backwater, and in the canal

which runs from the Chilk£ Lake to the Rishikulya river. Iron-ore,

limestone, building stone, sandstone, talc, and crystal comprise the

mineral products. Timber forests are numerous and extensive, con-

sisting chiefly of sal, with satin-wood, sandal, and ebony in smaller

quantities. Beeswax, honey, turmeric, and myrabolans are jungle

products, and important articles of commerce, being sold by the hill

Kandhs (Khonds) to the low-country merchants. Wide grazing grounds
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exist, which afford pasturage to large herds of cattle. Wild beasts are

numerous in the hills.
'

History.—Ganjam anciently formed parf. of the southern kingdom of

Kalinga. Its early history is involved i/n obscurity, and it was not

until the long line of Gajapati or Ganjga-vansa kings (1132-1532)

occupied Orissa that the adjoining District of Ganjdm was annexed to

that Province. Owing to the nature of the country, Ganjdm was only

nominally reduced by the Musalmdns, who overran Orissa from Bengal

for the first time about 1568. In 1641, [the king of the Kutab-Shahi

kingdom sent a deputy, Sher Muhammad iKhdn, to Chikakol (Chicacole)

to rule over the country as its first Faujddr. The present District of

Ganjam formed under the Musalmdns h part of the Chikakol Circar,

and the country south of the Rishikuliya river at Ganjdm, as far as

Kasibuga, was known by the name of the Ichdpur Province. Successive

Faujdars and Naibs continued to rule over the Chikakol Circar until

1753, in which year the Northern Circar s were granted to the French by

the Nizam, Saldbat Jang, to cover the p;iy and equipment of the French

auxiliaries in his service. M. de Bussy, who managed the affairs of the

French at Haidarabdd in the Deccan, proceeded to the Northern Circars

in person in 1757, in order to secure the revenues on behalf of his native

allies. After reducing the country as 'far as Gumsar, on the south-west

border of Ganjam, M. de Bussy was obliged to return, being recalled

by M. Lally, the Governor of PondicTiierri, who required his services at

the siege of Madras (1758). In 17(59, an expeditionary force under

Colonel Forde, sent from Bengal by Clive, was successful in taking

Masulipatam
;
and upon the key of their position in the Northern

Circars falling into the hands of the English, the French found them-

selves obliged to abandon Ganjam and their other factories in the

north. In 1765, the Northern Circar = were granted to the English by

the Mughal Emperor’sfarmart, dated the 12th August 1765 ; but it was

not until the 12th November 1766,. that Nizam Ali, the Sdbah of the

Deccan, agreed to ratify this farmdn by actually ceding the country to

.the English. In August 1768, Mr. iEdward Cotsford took possession

of 'Ganj£m as the first English Resident, and founded an English

factory there, which he secured by means of a small fort From 1768

down to 1802, the Ichhipur Province was ruled by a succession of

Residents, Chiefs in Council, and Collectors; and in the latter year, the

country south of the Pundi river, as :far as Chikakol, was formed into

the present District of Ganjdm. Thje earlier records (1768-1802) of

the District show that the zaminddfs were accustomed to pay their

tributes only under actual pressure and that the country was con-

tinually in a state of disturbance a nd confusion. Plunder, rapine,

murders, and incendiarism were comrhon ; and one zaminddr had to be

reduced by troops. In 1815, a severe epidemic fever prevailed in
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the town of Ganjam, and cairried off about 20,000 people in the course

of the three years that it raged in the District. In 1816, the Pinddrfs

came down upon the Parl.a Kimedi zaminddri
,
and spread fire and

'sword from Ichhdpur to G4nj£m. In 1819, the disturbances in the

Parla Kimedi and Mohirr z\minddrls had risen to such a height, that

Government sent Mr. Thackeray to Ganjam, as Special Commissioner,

to devise means for quieting the country. It needed the presence of a

strong body of regular troojps to crush the spirit of insubordination

which had been fostered in jthe District by many years of a weak and
vacillating policy. In 1834-^5, the Parla Kimedi campaign took place,

Brigadier-General Taylor in command. The judicious measures of

Mr. George Russell, the Special Commissioner in this and the two suc-

ceeding Gtfmstfr campaigns oft' 1835-37, did much to place the country

on a more satisfactory footing, by reducing the two most refractory

and influential zaminddrs in the District. The first contact of the

English with the aboriginal Kandhs (Khonds) occurred in 1836, when
it was discovered that they were addicted to the practice of human
sacrifice

(
meriah ). A special Agency, under European officers, was

deputed to the tract, and succeeded in inducing the Kandhs to abandon
the rite. In 1865, a partial rising of the Kandhs took place, but it was
of an unimportant character, aftd was suppressed without the aid of

regular troops. Since then the District has enjoyed undisturbed peace.

(For further details, see Hunter’s {
Orissa, vol. i. 18, ii. 49-53, and article

Kandhs.)
j

Population.—A Census of tfye District taken in 1871 returned a
total population of 1,520,088, 'inclusive of the people of the hills.

The last Census of 1881 returned the number at 1,749,604, or an
increase of 229,516 in ten yeairs. Of the whole number returned

in 1881, 246,303 inhabited the 'Hill Tracts, namely, 130,042 males
and 116,261 females. The remainder, namely, 739,423 males and
763,878 females, total 1,503,301, inhabited the plains portion of
the District Scattered over tlhe lowlands and highlands are 16
towns and 6879 villages. Thd< number of houses is 336,646, of
which 58,565 are in the Hill Grants. This gives a proportion of
5*4 persons per house in the plains, and 4*2 in the hills. In
density of population, Ganjam ranks third among the Districts of
the Madras Presidency. The \ proportion in the plains is 484 persons
to the square mile, being next

;0 Tanjore and Vizagapatam Districts,

and more than double the average. The proportion of males to
females is 497 to 503 in e\|ery 1000 of the population. The
number of children under 10 years were returned at 449,071, or
221,590 boys and 227,481 gir. .s; between 10 and 20 years there
were 159.293 males and 141,948 females, total 301,241. So that
nearly half the population of ,the District are under 20 years of
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age. The population is composed almost entirely of Hindus, of

whom there were—males 865,229, females 875,945, total 1,741,174,

or 99*58 per cent., distributed as follows:—Brahmans, 127,869;

Kshatriy£s (warriors), 4143; Shettis (traders), 23,683; Vallalars

(agriculturists), 461,995; Idaiyars (shepherds), 56,567 ;
Kammalars

(artisans), 44,970; Kanakkan (writers), 25,665; Kaikalars (weavers),

38,104; Vanniyans (labourers), 42,712; Kushawdns (potters), 15,660

;

S&inis (mixed castes), 29,670; Shambadavans (fishermen), 41,856;

Shanans (toddy - drawers), 44,467; Ambattans (barbers), 25,206

;

Vannans (washermen), 40,462 ; Pariahs, 198,179 ; other castes not speci-

fied, 464,853. The Muhammadans numbered only 6073; Christians,

1551, of whom 129 were Europeans, and 222 Eurasians; Jains and
Buddhists, 270; and ‘others/ 536. Sixty per cent, of the Christians

are Roman Catholics. The distribution by occupation was as

follows:—Under Class I., or professional, 29,843, or 1*71 per cent.;

under Class II., or domestic, 22,133, or 1*26 per cent.; under Class

III., or commercial, 21,523, or 1*23 per cent.; under Class IV., or

agricultural, 568,843, or 32*51 per cent.
; under Class V., or industrial,

180,382, or 10*31 per cent.; and under Class VI., or indefinite and
non-productive, 926,880, or 52*98 per cent. Of the total popula-

tion, 53*87 are employed in work, while 46*13 are dependent on
them for support. Of the males, 63*27 per cent., and of the females,

44*59 are employed. There were in the plains, educated or under

instruction, 61,406 persons, including 42,68 females. The languages

of the plains of Ganjam are Telugu and Uriyd, while Kandh and
Savara are the languages of the tribes in the hills known by those

names. The aboriginal tribes are principally Kandhs and Savaras,

who have now nearly all embraced some form of Hinduism, and
are included in the general number of Hindus returned above.

Ethnically, the Uriyas (777,558) form the largest part of the District

population, the remainder being for the most part Telugus (692,931).

Their manners and customs differ, and they speak a distinct language.

The Uriyas are chiefly found in the north of the District, extending

as far south as Parla Kimedi. South of Kdsibiiga, and throughout the

Chikakol t&luk, the larger number of the inhabitants are Telugus.

There is, however, no clearly-defined line between the country occupied

by the two races. The principal towns in Ganjam are

—

Berhampur
(i88r), 23,599; Parla Kimedi, 10,812; Chikakol, 16,355; Ichhapur,

5528; Baruva, 4298; Raghunathapuram, 7634; Kalingapatam,

4465; Aska, 3909; Ganjam, 5037; Gopalpur, 2675; Boyarani,

3339 f
Harimandalam, 3089; Mandasa, 4671; Narsannapet, 8230;

PURUSHOTTAPUR, 3962; and Surada, 3594. Gopdlpur is the chief

seaport of the District : the others are Ganjam, Bdrtiva, and Kalinga-

patam. The only municipalities are Berhampur and Chikakol.
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Agriculture\ — Agricultural operations commence in June, during

which month the rains of the south-west monsoon usually begin to

fall. In June the early dry grains and rice intended for trans-

planting are sown. Rice is sometimes sown broadcast, but is usually

transplanted from specially prepared seed-beds. In July and September

an ample and continued supply of water is essential to the growth of

the young plants. The reaping of the rice crop commences soon

after the ist November, and sometimes lasts until the 15th January,

according as the season has been early or late. An early season

betokens, as a rule, a favourable harvest. The dry grain crops (ie.

those grown upon unirrigated land) and early rice are reaped between

the ist September and the 15th October. The after-crop of dry grains

continues, however, to be reaped from the middle of February to the

beginning of April. A second crop of rice in Ganjim is almost un-

known; it occurs, however, in a tract of land not far from Ichdpur,

bordering upon the sea. Neither cotton nor fibre cultivation is

pursued to any considerable extent. The sugar-cane grown in Ganjdm
is of excellent quality, and is said to be the best in India. It demands
more care and attention, however, than any other crop, and is never

grown for two years in succession on the same land. The soil

requires to be well manured with oilcake or other suitable manure.

Sugar-cane is estimated to require one-third more water than rice,

and takes ten months before it reaches maturity. In spite of these

drawbacks, however, the crop is exceedingly profitable to the peasant

who can afford to grow it. Sugar-cane is chiefly cultivated about

Aska. The total area of the District amounts to 8311 square miles,

of which 5205 are comprised in the Mdliyd Hill Tracts, and 3106
form the plains portion. The total cultivated area returned in 1881-82

was 428,337 acres (or nearly one-twelfth of the total area of the Dis-

trict), of which 203,184 acres were irrigated. The uncultivated area

consisted of 70,763 acres of cultivable land, 28,139 acres of pasture

and forest lands, and 147,090 acres of uncultivable waste; the total

area assessed was 495,824 acres, and the total assessment amounted to

^97,°S9* Of the cultivated area, cereals occupied 353,333 acres; pulses,

i9»7S5 acres; orchards and garden produce, 14,838 acres; tobacco,

2015 acres; condiments and spices, 2090 acres; sugar-cane, 4123 acres;

oil-seeds, 27,564 acres ; and fibres, 4445 acres, including 4093 acres

under cotton. The Imperial and minor irrigation works of the Dis-

trict comprise 45 irrigation channels, 112 large and 2661 minor tanks,

which irrigated in 1881—82 a total area of 268,135 acres, yielding
a water revenue of ^54,5 17* Rice occupies about two-thirds of the
area under grain cultivation. The agricultural stock of the District in
1881-82 consisted of 26,537 buffaloes, 81,400 bullocks, 66,279 cows,
157 horses and ponies, 561 donkeys, 1827 pigs, 25,768 goats, 12,093
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sheep, 13,874 carts, and 47,440 ploughs. The peasantry, as a class,

are poor, and generally in debt to the money-lenders, forestalling

their crops by borrowing, or by selling the produce at a cheap rate for

payment in advance. An average holding consists of about 8 acres,

paying a yearly rental of about £2. The average rates of wages

in 1881-82 were, for ordinary labourers, from 2d. to 3d. per day

;

and for blacksmiths, carpenters, and other skilled labourers, 6d. to 8d.

Prices of rice and food-grains have risen to more than double the

rates prevailing in 1850, and in the case of rice, to treble the former

rates. The rates in 1881, per maund of 80 lbs., were as follow :—Rice,

4s.
; ragi (Eleusine coracana), 2s. 2d.; kambu (Panicum spicatum), 2s.;

millet, 2S. 3d.; wheat, 5s. id,; pulses, from 5s. 3d. to 2s. ofd.

;

salt, 6s. iojd; sugar, 21s. rod.; gingelly, 6s.; tobacco, 22s.; cotton,

14s. 2d. ; and sheep, 3s. 6d. each. Tenures are of three kinds—(1)

Jtdyatwarl
,
or small farms held by individuals direct from Government

;

(2) koshtgutta
,

in which whole villages unite in holding lands in

common, direct from Government, with joint responsibility for rent

;

(3) mustazdri
,
or the farming-out system, which is confined to the

zaminddri tracts. By the last system lands are put up to auction,

either in lots or entire villages, and knocked down to the highest

bidder, who is left to make what profit he can out of the actual

cultivators.

Natural Calamities.— Famines, caused by flood and drought, are

the principal natural calamities to which the District is liable. The
chief scarcities have been in 1789-92, 1799-1801, 1836-39, and
1865-66. The great famine of 1865-66 was principally confined to

the northern portion of the District, but its ravages did not reach the

same intensity as in Orissa. This famine was caused by the failure

of the rains, following upon two years of partial scarcity in 1863 ai*d

1864. It is estimated that 60,000 persons perished, either from

starvation or from diseases induced by privation. The cost of relief

was about ^37,500.
Communications, Manufactures,

etc.—The District contains 664 miles

of made roads and 26 miles of canals in the plains, besides 323 miles

of roads in the hill country. A tidal canal, 9 miles long, connects the

Chilka lake with the Rishikulya river. Ganj^m was formerly the seat

of an important factory of the East India Company, and its looms

supplied a considerable share of the annual * Investment 9 from the

Madras coast. The manufactures of the District are now chiefly con-

fined to those required for local consumption. Muslin, handsomely

finished with gold thread, is made in Chikakol. Sugar and rum
factories exist at Aska. The sugar manufacture is a modification of

the German method. It consists in chopping up the cane into small

shavings by rapidly-revolving knives, and extracting the juice by
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thoroughly saturating the cane in water. Fine white sugar can be

refined within 48 hours after commencing the process. In 1880,

the out-turn by the German process was valued at ;£i 6,000. The
rum is manufactured chiefly out of the surplus syrup which it is not

found profitable to convert into sugar. For making country spirits, rice

and mahud flowers (Bassia latifolia) are used. Cognac and milk punch
are also manufactured in the Aska sugar factory. Annual out-turn of

rum, 150,000 gallons. The season of sugar manufacture is from

January to the end of March. Salt manufacture is a Government
monopoly, and is carried on at Ganjdm, Naupida, and Vomardvilli.

Administration .—The District, which contains^ besides the Hill tracts,

the three Government tdluks of Berhampur, Chikakol, and Gumsar,
is administered by a Collector-Magistrate, who is the chief executive

and revenue officer, aided by 3 European Assistants, a District Judge,

4 District tnunsifs

,

a Superintendent of police, and a staff of subordinate

English and native officials. The Agency tracts are administered by a

judge and 4 munsifs. In 1 805-6, the total revenue amounted to

^88,512, and the expenditure to ^6143 3
in 1850-51, the revenue was

^£136,144, and the expenditure ^22,325 3
while by 1881-82, the gross

revenue had increased to ^3 95, 8 7 9. The principal items of Imperial

revenue are land, which yielded in 1881-82, ^£118,4593 excise,

£12,077; assessed taxes, ^1225 3 sea customs, ,£*13,2703 salt,

.£237,93** ; and stamps, ,£12,912. For the protection of person and
property, there are 26 magisterial and 13 civil and revenue courts in

the District. The regular police numbered 1356 officers and men of
all ranks in 1881-82, costing £21,612 , and showing a proportion
of 1 policeman to every 6*i square miles of country, and to every
1290 of the population. The average daily number of prisoners in

the District jail at Berhampur was 130, and at Russellkonda Hill jail,

126, maintained at a total cost of .£1967, or £7, 12s. 9d. per head of
average strength. Education is comparatively forward, 8*3 per cent,
of the population of the plains being able to read and write. In
1881-82 there were in the District 850 schools, attended by 17,312
pupils, besides 17 hill schools, attended by about 960 boys. [For
further information regarding Ganjam, see the Ganjam District Manual,
hy T. J. Maltby and G. D. Leman, Esquires (Madras, Lawrence Asylum
Press, 1882). Also Report on the KandJis of the Districts of Ganjam
and Cuttack, by Lieutenant (afterwards Major) Macpherson, Assistant
Surveyor -General, dated Madras, 21st June 1841, and printed in
Calcutta* folio, 1842 ; The Madras Census Report for 18813 and the
Administration and Departmental Reports of the Madras Presidency
from 1880 to 1883.]

Gaitf&m.—Tdluk of Ganjim District, Madras Presidency. Area,
>35$ square miles, with 300 villages. Population (1881) 78*513, namely,
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39,357 males and 39,156 females; number of houses, 13,651. Hindus
numbered 78,309; Muhammadans, 196; and Christians, 8.

Ganj&m.—Town in Ganjdm District, Madras Presidency. Lat. 19
0

22' 27" n., long. 85° 7' e. Formerly the capital of the District to

which it gives its name, situated at the mouth of the Rishikuliya

river, 697 miles north-east of Madras, 315 miles south-west of Calcutta.

Population (1881) 5037, namely, 4995 Hindus, 27 Muhammadans, 14

Christians, and 1 unspecified. The town itself and the remains of the

old pentagon fort are on a rising slope; but north of the town the

ground is low and feverish. It was formerly a seat of considerable

trade, and of a Factory and Fort (1768) presided over by a Chief and

Council
;
but since the removal to Berhampur of the head-quarters of

the District in 1815, Ganjdm has declined in size and importance.

The removal was occasioned by an epidemic fever which carried off a

large proportion of the inhabitants, both European and native. The
sanitary condition of the town has been much improved of late. While

it remained the chief town, Ganjdm was remarkable for the magnifi-

cence of its European residences. Some of these still exist, as also the

remains of the old forts (see Hunter’s Orissa,

,

voL i. p. 17). The
Government salt manufacture forms now the principal industry. The
fort of Ganjam is situated at the mouth of the Rishikuliya river, but

has no harbour, and the heavy surf and constant shifting of the sand-

banks render it difficult of access. There is a mud dock for the repair

of native vessels. European steamers occasionally visit the port. The
chief trade consists of the export of rice.

Ganj&m.—River in the Madras Presidency.—See Rishikuliya.

Ganj&m.—Suburb of Seringapatam, in Mysore District, Mysore

State. Lat. 12
0

24' n., long. 76° 47' e. It occupies the eastern or

upper portion of the large island in the Kdveri (Cauvery) river, on
which Seringapatam is built. It was established by Tipii Sultdn, who
transported hither thousands of families from Sira. Now the most

thriving part of the island, and the
1

residence of several well-to-do

merchants, with manufactures of cotton cloth. The Karighdtajdtra or

festival held in February or March is annually attended by 20,000

persons.

Gantang.—Mountain pass in Bashahr State, Punjab, over the range

dividing Kun^war from Chinese territory. Lat. 31
0
38’ n., long, 78°

47' e. The highest part lies within the limit of perpetual snow.

Scenery wild and rugged
; the Rishi Gantang mountain rises over the

pass to a height of 21,229 feet above sea-level, while the crest of the

pass itself has an elevation of 18,295 feet. Fuel can be obtained with

great difficulty, and the pass is consequently but little frequented.

Ganuti&.—Town in Bfrbhdm District, Bengal. Lat. 23
0
52' 30" n.,

long. 87° 52' 45" e. Situated on the north bank of the river Mor, and
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famous as the centre of the silk industry of Birbhum. The Ganutid

factory was established in 1786 by Mr, Frushard, a merchant, who
engaged to supply the East India Company with silk at fixed rates.

Mr. Frushard’s story is typical of the 4 private adventurers 9 of the last

century. It is told at length in Hunter’s Annals ofRural Bengal, p. 357
et seq., 5th edition. He met with much opposition from the District

officials in his endeavours to become a producer of Bfrbhdm silk on a

large scale. The natives charged him the highest prices for everything,

and the Company allowed him the smallest. At length, in 1790, he was

compelled to make a final appeal to the Government for relief
;
and in

1791, Lord Cornwallis commanded all his arrears of revenue to be

remitted, and his rent to be reduced by about one-half. Thus relieved,

Mr. Frushard began to prosper. He converted the forest and waste

around Ganutia into thriving and prosperous villages, and founded

little tributary factories throughout the whole north-eastern jungle of

Bfrbhiim. His factory, rebuilt several times, now forms the most

imposing edifice in the District, and is the property of an English firm

in Calcutta. The single process of winding off the cocoons formerly

employed 2400 artisans, and it has been calculated that the factory

supported 15,000 persons ; its average annual outlay was unofficially

returned in 1868 at about ^72,000. At present (1883), owing to the

decaying state of the silk industry, the Ganutid factory only employs

about 530 persons.

' Garag.—T&luk or Sub-division of Dhdrwar District, Bombay Presi-

dency. Area, 699 square miles ,* contains 3 towns and 97 villages.

Population (1881) 100,333, namely, 49,506 males and 50,827 females.

Hindus number 88,853 ; Muhammadans, 10,314 ;

4
others/ 1166. The

Sub-division contains 1 civil and 3 criminal courts; police circles

(thdnds), 2
;
regular police, 56 men ;

village watchmen (chaukiddrs), 334.
Garag (Gadag ).—Chief town of the Sub-division of Garag, Dhdrwar

District, Bombay Presidency; 43 miles east of Dharw^r town.
Lat. 15

0
24' 50" n., long. 75’ 40' e. Population (i88j) 17,001.

Hindus number 13,460; Muhammadans, 3176; Christians, 331 ; and
Jains, 34. Together with the neighbouring town of Betigeri, Garag
forms a municipality, with a municipal revenue (1882-83) of ^1548 ;

rate of taxation, is. s£d. per head of the joint population (17,001)
within municipal limits. Garag is a flourishing town, with considerable
trade in raw cotton and cotton and silk fabrics, the cotton trade alone
amounting to upwards of ^50,000 a year. There is a sub-judge’s
court, a telegraph and a post-office, together with the chief revenue and
police offices of the Sub-division

; a weekly market is held.

Gar&i ( Gorai).—The name given to the upper reaches of the
Madhumati, the largest and most important river in Jessor District,
Bengal. The Garii is one of the principal channels by which the
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waters of the Ganges are carried to the sea ; its chief tributary is the

Kumdr; which was formerly itself the main stream, the Garii being then

a feeder. Below Kushtid, the Gardi throws off several cross streams

towards the Kumdr, the most considerable being the Kiliganga. During

the rains so much water flows through this channel into the Kumar that

at Ramnagar, near Magura, the latter has to get rid of the surplus, and
discharges part of its waters back again into the Gar£i channel. But in

the' cold season, when but little water comes down the Kum£r, this

cross stream flows in the opposite direction, and brings down the waters

of the Gar£i towards Migura with the Nabagang£. The Gardi flows in

a southerly direction from Ganespur to Haripur, about 35 miles ; it is

420 yards wide in the rains, and navigable by steamers all the year

round.

Garamli Moti.— Petty State in South Kdthidw^r, Bombay
Presidency ; consisting of 1 village, with 1 independent tribute-payer.

Population (1881) 327. Estimated revenue, ^200, of which ^19, 12s.

is paid as tribute to the G£ekw£r of Baroda and ^2, 8s. to Jundgarh.

Garamli Ndni.— Petty State in South Kdthidwdr, Bombay
Presidency ; consisting of 1 village, with 2 independent tribute-payers.

Population (1881) 400. Estimated revenue, ^£150, of which a tribute

of ^19, 8s. is paid to the G£ekw£r of Baroda.

Garaspur.—Town and fort in Gwalior State, Central India. Lat

23
0

40' N., long. 78° 9' e. Noted for some fine ancient buildings

elaborately sculptured, and carved out of the sandstone of the

neighbouring hills.

Garden Reach.—A suburb of Calcutta
;
situated on the Hugli, 3

miles south of the city. Lat. 22
0

32' 35" n., long. 88° 21' 40" e. The
Peninsula and Oriental Navigation Company and the Messageries

Maritimes have large establishments here, where passengers for Europe

by their mail steamers embark. The small forts of Aligarh, on the left

or Garden Reach side of the river, and Tannd, on the opposite bank,

were taken by Lord Clive in the recapture of Calcutta, December 1756.

Branch dispensary. The suburb was long a favourite place of residence

for the European inhabitants of Calcutta, and contains many fine houses,

situated in large * compounds.’ These houses are said to have been

built between 1768 and 1780. The residence of the ex-King of Oudh
has been fixed here by the Government, and he occupies a series of

magnificent mansions on the river bank, with menagerie and pleasure-

grounds attached.

Garg&on.—Ruined town and fort in Sibsdgar District, Assam.

—

See

Garhgaon,

Gargariba.—Town in Maldah District, Bengal.

—

See Haiatpur.

Garh (Gad),—Petty State of the Sankhera Mehvds, in Rewa Kdntha,

Gujarat, Bombay Presidency. Bounded on the north and east by
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Chhota Udaipur, on the south by the Narbada river separating it from

Khandesh, and on the west by the estates of Palasni and Virpur. The
estate includes 103 villages and is the largest in the Sankhera Mehvas,

having an area of 128 square miles, and an estimated revenue of about

£2000. Pays a tribute of ^47, 10s. to Chhota Udaipur. Population

almost wholly Bhil. The chief, who is a Chauhan Rajput, represents a

younger branch of the Chhota Udaipur house.

Garhd.—Ancient town in Jabalpur (Jubbulpore) District, Central

Provinces
; 90 miles south-east of Sdgar (Saugor). Lat. 23

0
io'n., long.

79°
56' 30" e. Population (1881) 5587, as returned by the Deputy

Commissioner, but the town is not shown separately in the Census

Report. The figures probably include neighbouring villages. Garha

was formerly the capital of the Gond dynasty of Garhd Mandla, whose

ruined keep, built about 1100 a.d., by Madan Singh, and known as the

Madan Mahal, still crowns the low granite range, along the foot of

which the town stretches for about 2 miles. Under the Mahal, to the

west, is the beautiful Gangd Sagar tank, and near it the large sheet of

water called the Bal Sdgar. Garhd has an excellent Government
school, with about 125 scholars. The trade is insignificant, its decline

dating from the removal of the Gond dynasty to Singaurgarh. The
Garhd mint, which coined an inferior rupee called the Bald Shdhf,

formerly current throughout Bundelkhand, was in full operation when
Mr. Daniel Leckie passed through the place in 1 790.

Garhd.—Petty State of the Giina (Goona) Sub-Agency, under the

Gwalior Agency of Central India.—See Gharra.
GarM Kali.ll.—Village in Banda District, North-Western Provinces.

Population (1881) 2000, consisting chiefly of Brdhmans and Chamdrs.

Pounded about 500 years ago, and burnt during the Mutiny by troops

of the rebel Ndrdyan Rdo of Karwf, in revenge for the inability or

unwillingness of the inhabitants to provide supplies.

GarMkota.—The chief town of a tract of the same name in Sagar

(Saugor) District, Central Provinces. Lat. 23
0
47' n., long. 79

0
11' 30" e. ;

situated in an angle formed by the rivers Sondr and Gadhdiri, 27 miles

east of Sdgar; about 1435 feet above sea-level. Population (1881)
1 1,414, namely, Hindus, 7701; Sikh, 1 ; Satndmfs, 7 ; Kabfrpanthfs, 1293

;

Muhammadans, 1897; Jains, 474 ; Christians, 5 ;
aboriginal religions, 36.

Number of houses, 3473. It was probably founded by the Gonds, who
held it until about 1629, when a Rdjput chief from Bundelkhand, named
Chandra Sdh, expelled them, and built the fort. In 1703, Hirde Sdh,
son of the famous Chhatra Sdl, the Bundela Rdjd of Pannd, took the
fort, giving the Rdjput chief in lieu the single village of Naiguwdn, in

RehU, still held at a quit-rent by a descendant of Chandra Sdh. Hirde
Sdh built another town east of the fort, on the other side of the river,

and called it after himself, Hirdenagar. Five years after his death,
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which happened in 1739, dissensions arose between Subha Singh and

his younger brother Prithwf Singh. The latter invited the Peshwd to

his assistance, promising in return a fourth of the revenues, and by these

means succeeded in constituting himself ruler of the town and tract of

Garhakota. In 1820, the Rajd of Nagpur invested the fort Mardan
Singh, a descendant of Prithwi Singh, was killed in a skirmish, and his

son, Arjun Singh, applied to Sindhia, offering to cede one-half of the

territory in payment for his protection. Sindhia accordingly despatched

an army under Colonel Jean Baptiste, who defeated the Ndgpur troops,

and retained Mdlthon and Garhakota for Sindhia, leaving for Arjun

Singh the country of Shdhgarh, with other territory. Baptiste remained

for some time at Garhakota, as governor of the fort. In 1819, how-

ever, Arjun Singh seized the fort by treachery, and held it for six

months, when he was ejected by a British force under General Watson.

From that time the English administered the country on behalf of

Sindhia, till in 1861 an exchange was effected, and Garhakota became
British territory.

Garhakota really consists of two towns, divided by the river Sonar

—

GarMkota and Hirdenagar, in the latter of which all the trade of the

place is carried on. The chief manufactures are red cloths called ddhi

and patht
y
worn chiefly by women. Gur, or coarse sugar, is largely

produced and exported
;
and grain, especially rice and wheat, sent both

north and south. Besides the market held every Friday for the sale of

grain, cattle, and native and English cloth, there is a large cattle fair,

beginning on the 18th January, and lasting for six weeks, which is

attended by about 30,000 persons from Gwalior, Bhopdl, Bundelkhand,

and most Districts of the Central Provinces. In 1868-69, the imports

of Garhakota amounted to ^16,958, the exports to ^20,068. There

is a District post-office, and schools for boys and girls. The fort is

solidly constructed on a lofty eminence east of the town, between the

rivers Sonar and Gadh£iri, with an artificial moat on its unprotected

side. The inner walls enclose a space of ir acres, mostly covered

with buildings. These, however, are in ruins, as also are the outer walls

and bastions, which were partly levelled by sappers, after Sir Hugh Rose
captured the fort in 1858. About 2 miles north of the town, on the

borders of the Garhakota Ramna, stand the remains of a large

summer palace built by Mardan Singh. The square tower is still in fair

preservation. At the base, each side measures about 15 feet; and the

tower rises to the height of 100 feet, in 6 storeys, each slightly tapering

upwards. There is a winding stone staircase the whole way up. Near
these ruins Sir Herbert Maddock, when Agent to the Governor-General

at Sdgar (Saugor), built a large flat-roofed house, which has lately been

placed in charge of the Forest Department Dispensary and police

station.
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Garh&kota Ramnd*.— Teak forest in S£gar (Saugor) District,

Central Provinces. Area, 6 square miles.

Garhanli (Gahrauli ).—Rural town in Hamirpur District, North-

Western Provinces. Population (1881) 4003. Distant from Hamirpur

35 miles. Large Chandel tank, now nearly silted up, testifies to former

importance. Two annual fairs, halkdbandi school.

Garhbeta.—Town in Midnapur District, Bengal; situated in the

north of the District, on the main line of road to Midnapur. Formerly

the head-quarters of a Sub-division, since transferred to Ghatal. The
seat of a munsifs court, and of a sub-registrar’s office. Magistrate’s

court sits twice a week. Police station.

Garhbori—Pargana in Ch£nd& District, Central Provinces, con-

taining 129 villages, with an area of 576 square miles. A hilly and

thickly-wooded tract, intersected from north to south by four branches

of the Andhari river, and rendered picturesque by several magnificent

tanks or lakes. The soil is chiefly red, and devoted to rice and sugar-

cane. The population mostly consists of Korfs and Mdnas.

Garhbori.—Town in Chdndd District, Central Provinces; on a

branch of the AndMrf river, 16 miles north-north-west of Mill Lat.

20
0
18' n., long. 79

0
38' 30" e. Population (1881) 1269. Manufactures

a sari (native female garment) of a peculiar pattern, and produces

excellent pan. The houses cluster round a fortified hill, with forests

on all sides
;
and near the town are quarries of freestone and limestone.

Garhbori has Government schools for boys and girls, and a police

outpost.

GarhchirolL—Town in Ch£nd£ District, Central Provinces; on left

bank of the Waingangd river, 23 miles east-north-east of Mill. Lat.

2o
p

11' n., long. 8o° 3' e. Population (1881) 3099, namely, Hindus,

2736 ;
Muhammadans, 78 ;

and aboriginal religions, 285. Brisk trade

in cotton, cotton cloth, tasar cocoons and thread, jungle produce,

carts, and salt. Government schools for boys and girls, and police

outpost.

Garhdiw&la.— Town in Hoshidrpur fahsil, Hoshiarpur District,

Punjab. Lat. 31° 44' 30" n., long. 75
0

47' 30" e. Population (1881)

3438, namely, Hindus, 2037; Muhammadans, 1024; Sikhs, 337; and
Jains, 40. Number of houses, 621. A third-class municipality.

Municipal revenue in 1882-83, ^257; expenditure, ^197. A con-
siderable entrepSt of the sugar trade. Scene of an important fair, in

honour of Devi, held in March and September. Average attendance,

20,000 persons.

Garhg&on (spelt in Assamese, Gargdon).—Ruined town and fort in

Sibsdgar District, Assam. The earliest seat of government of the Aham
princes, and the capital of their kingdom till the prosperity of the
dynasty began to wane, when it was transferred to Rangpur in the same
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District about 1698. The fort and palace of Garhgaon are situated on
the banks of the Dikhu river, to the south-east of Sibsdgar town. The
fort had bastions at the comers, but they are now destroyed. The
magazine was situated a short distance east of the fort. The royal

palace, one of the oldest buildings in the Province, is described by
Robinson, in his Descriptive Account of Assam, as having been 6

sur-

rounded by a brick wall about 2 miles in circumference;’ but the whole
town and its suburbs appear to have extended over many square miles

of country. The ruins of gateways, built chiefly of masonry, are still

to be seen within the fortified circumvallations which surrounded the

town. It may be observed that one of the gateways is composed prin-

cipally of large blocks of stone bearing marks of iron crampings, which
show that they once belonged to far more ancient edifices. From this

evidence alone, were there no other, it might safely be presumed that,

long antecedent to the conquest of the Ahams, the country had been
inhabited by a race far advanced in some of, the arts of civilised life.’

This ancient building has fallen into complete ruin, though not altogether

by the hand of time ; for the fort and site were purchased from Govern-

ment many years ago, on a thirty years’ lease, by the Assam Company,
for the sake of the bricks, which have been removed for the purpose of

erecting fresh buildings on the Company’s tea estates.

GarM (also known as Bhaisa Kheri).—Guaranteed Thakurate of

Dh£r State, under the Deputy Bhfl (Bheel) Agency of Central India.

It consists of 3 villages in Dharampuri, for which the chief pays a small

tribute, and 3 Bhil paras. The chief is responsible for all robberies.

The present holder is Nahar Singh, whose residence is at Pipalda.

Population (1881) 552. Revenue, about ^215.
Garhi-Adu-Shah.—Town in Sakkar taluk, Shikdrpur District, Sind,

Bombay Presidency. Population (1881) under 2000, mainly agricul-

tural. A station of the Great Trigonometrical Survey.

Garhi Y&sin.—Town in Sakkar tdluk, Shikarpur District, Sind,

Bombay Presidency. Latitude 2

7

0
54' n., longitude 68° 33' 15" e. Popu-

lation (1881) 554L namely, Muhammadans, 2391, chiefly Pathdns

;

Hindus, 1755, principally Baniyds; and ‘others,’ 1395. Municipal

revenue (1881-82) ^1109; expenditure, ^679; incidence of local

taxation, 2s. 7d. per head. Considerable trade in oil. Travellers’

bungalow, court-house, and post-office.

Garhmukhtesar.—Ancient town in Meerut (Merath) District, North-

Western Provinces. Lat. 28° 47' 10" n., long. 78° 8' 30" e. Stands on
the high cliffs on the right bank of the Ganges, 4 miles below its

junction with the Brirh Gangd; distant from Meerut 26 miles south-

east Population (1881) 7305, namely, Hindus, 4934; and Muham-
madans, 2371. Area oftown site, 109 acres. Originally a ward (mahalla)

in the mythical city of Hastin&pur, celebrated in the Bhdgavat Purdna
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and in the Mahdbhdrata. Ancient fort, afterwards occupied by a

Mar£tM leader. Derives its name from the great temple of Mukhtes-

wara Mahadeo, dedicated to the goddess Gangi, consisting of four

separate shrines, two on the cliff and two below it. Close by stand 80

sati pillars. A great fair at the full moon of Kdrtik attracts 200,000

pilgrims from all parts of the country. Inhabitants chiefly Brahmans.

Little trade except in timber and bamboos, rafted down the Ganges

from the Dun and Garhwal. Police station, four sarais, staging

bungalow, charitable dispensary. Ferry in the rains, and bridge of

boats during the remainder of the year.

Garhshankar.—Southern tahsil of Hoshiarpur District, Punjab ;

situated between 30° 58' and 31
0
25' 30" n. lat., and between 76° 1' and

76° 33' 45" e. long. Area, 45 1 square miles. Population (1881) 235,165,

namely, males 127,275, and females 107,890; persons per square mile,

521. The revenue of the tahsil in 1883 was ^34,809. The adminis-

trative staff consists of 1 tahsilddr
,
1 munsif, and 1 honorary magistrate,

presiding over 3 civil and 2 magisterial courts. Number of police

stations, 3; strength of regular police, 50 men; village watchmen

(<chaukiddrs), 384.

Garhshankar.—Town in Hoshiarpur District, Punjab, and head-

quarters of Garhshankar tahsil. Lat. 31
0
12' 58" n., long. 76° ii' 2" E.

Situated on the road from Hoshiarpur to Rdpar. Population (1881)

5275, namely, 2032 Hindus, 3157 Muhammadans, and 86 Sikhs. Con-
siderable trade in sugar and tobacco. Tahsili

,
police station* post-office.

Police force of 16 men.

G&rhvi.—River of the Central Provinces
;
rising near Chichgarh, in

Bhand&ra District, in lit. 20° 52' nr., long. 8o° 34' e., and flowing south-

wards for 150 miles, falls into the Waingangd. river below Seoni, in

Chanda District, lat. 20° 26' n., long. 8o° e. According to a local legend,

the stream issued from the earth at the prayer of a holy man named
G£rga Rishi.

Garhw&l.—District in the Lieutenant-Governorship of the North-

Western Provinces, lying between 29
0
26' and 31

0
5' n. lat, and between

78° 1 7' 1
5" and 8o° 8' e. long. Garhwdl forms the north-western District

of the Kum£un Division, It is bounded on the north by Chinese Tibet,

on the east by Kumaun District, on the south by Bijnaur (Bijnor)

District, and on the west by Independent Garhwal or Tehri, and Dehra
Dtin District. Estimated area, 5500 square miles; population (1881)

345,629 persons. The administrative head-quarters are at Pauri, but
Srinagar is the chief town of the District.

Physical Aspects.—The District of Garhwal consists for the most part
of rugged mountain ranges, the central peaks or outliers of the main
Himalayan chain, tossed about in the most intricate confusion, and
severed by narrow valleys, which may rather be described as gorges
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or ravines. The broadest among them, that of Srinagar, measures

barely half a mile in width, and has an elevation of 1820 feet above

sea-level A narrow strip of bhdbar
,
or waterless forest, some 2 or 3

miles in breadth, intervening between the southern bases of the hills

and the alluvial lowlands of Rohilkhand, forms the only level portion

of the District. To the north, the mountains belong to the central

upheaval line ofthe Himalayas, the principal peaks within the boundaries

of Garhwdl being—Trisul, 23,382 feet; Nandd Devi, 25,661 feet;

Drinagiri, 23,181 feet; Kamet, 25,413 feet; Badrinath, 22,901 feet;

and Keddmath, 22,853 êet* North-westward from this massive chain,

the mountains fall away to the elevated plateau of Tibet, scored by the

valleys of the Saraswati and the Dhauli, through which the Mana and
Niti Passes respectively lead across the frontier into Chinese territory.

Southward from the main range, again, parallel spurs run towards the

plain in a direction from north-east to south-west, while cross systems

of irregular hills connect their lines from time to time, interspersed with

occasional ridges of greater elevation, which reach a height of from

10,000 to 12,000 feet. South of the river Nydr, however, the ranges

assume a direction more parallel to the plains, and nowhere exceed an

elevation of 7500 feet. Along the larger rivers, the hills present a

gradual slope at their bases, and end in a succession of dry terraces,

which are generally cultivated by artificial irrigation. Above, a belt of

forest clothes their flanks ; while the actual summits rise high into the

region of perpetual snow. The Alaknanda River, one of the main

sources of the Ganges, marks the central line of greatest depression,

and with its affluents receives the whole drainage of the District The
Alaknanda forms one of the holiest amongst Indian objects of reverence,

and each of the points where it meets a considerable confluent is

regarded as a sacred station in the pilgrimage which devout Hindus

perform to Himdchal. At Deopraydg, a place of special sanctity* it

^
joins the Bhagirathi, and the united streams thenceforward assume

~ the name of Ganges. The only important river in Garhw^l that does

not fall into the Ganges within the borders of- the District is the R£m-.

ganga, which rises near Lobha, and, flowing through Kumaun and
the plains of Rohilkhand, finally debouches into the great stream in

Farukhabad District. Navigation is impracticable on all the rivers,

owing to their great velocity, and the existence of shoals or rapids ; but

several of them afford a waterway for rafting timber. The southern

portion of the District is still covered with primeval forest, and tiger-

haunted jungles abound in the central tract
; but cultivation encroaches

year by year on the wild lands, and the people are encouraged to settle

and reclaim the soil by grants at a nominal rent.

History.—In the almost total absence of written records, the annals of

Garhwdl have to be constructed partly from local tradition and partly

VOL. V. B
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from inference. About five hundred years ago, the valley of the

Alaknandi was divided into 52 petty chieftainships, each chief having

his own independent fortress (garh), from which the country is said to

have derived its name. Between four and five centuries ago, Ajai Pdl,

ruler of Chdndpur, reduced all these minor principalities under his

own sway, and became the founder of the Garhwdl kingdom. He
placed his capital at Srinagar, where he built a palace, the ruins of

which still remain in tolerable preservation. The BAjds of his line,

known as the Chdnd Dynasty, ruled over Garhwdl and the adjacent

Tehri State until their expulsion by the Gurkhas in 1803. The suc-

cession appears to have been strictly hereditary. One of the line,

Pridhiman Sdh, was chosen ruler of Kumdun ; but on his father’s

death, he preferred the certain tenure of his ancestral dominions to

the precarious throne of the neighbouring State, which lay at the mercy

of the party from time to time in power at Almora. The Chdnd Rijas

seem generally to have ruled with justice and moderation, and their

country attained a considerable degree of prosperity for a mountain

principality. Twice they successfully repelled an invasion of the

Rohillds—on one occasion when the freebooters attacked them through

Kumaun, and again when they attempted to enter the hill country

through Dehra Dun. But a constant predatory warfare existed

between Garhwal and Kumaun, each party making forays into the

territory of their rivals whenever opportunity offered, and plundering

all that came in their way. To the present day, a slumbering animosity

between the inhabitants of the two Districts is only kept in check by
the British authority.

In 1803, the Gurkhds, then the dominant race in Nepdl, made their

way westward, conquering everything before them, and drove Pridhiman
Sdh, the Chdnd Rdjd, into the plains. Por twelve years they ruled with

a rod of iron over the whole of Garhwdl and Dehra Diin, and im-

poverished the country by their tyranny. They divided the District

into a number of petty military fiefs, in which each commandant
as much as he was able in addition to the demand of the central

power. The villages were left waste
; the inhabitants fled into the

most impenetrable jungles
; and to this day the name of Gurkhd forms

a popular synonym for all that is cruel and tyrannical. Years of our
rule have hardly sufficed to obliterate the effects of this terrible in-

vasion, which threw back the progress of the country for at least a
quarter of a century. The Gurkhas then commenced a series of petty
encroachments on the British territories at the foot of the Himalayas,
which 'were not resisted with any vigour until the attention of our
Government was attracted in 1812 by their outrageous aggressions on
the Gorakhpur and Tirhfit frontier. After an unsuccessful attempt at
conciliation, war broke out in November 1814. The events of the
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campaign, which resulted in our capture of Almora and the reduction

of the two Districts, belong rather to the history of Kumaun. At the

close of the war, the Tehri principality, known as Independent
Garhwal, was restored to Sendurshan S£h, whose grandson, Pratdp

Sah, still retains it ; but the valley of the Alaknandd was erected into

a British District, and organized on the usual model. Under our

strong and peaceful administration, British Garhwal has risen from a

state of desolation scarcely paralleled elsewhere in India, to a height

of material prosperity which it never before enjoyed. Cultivation has

rapidly increased ; and the growth of tea culture has opened the Dis-

trict to British capital and enterprise, which are turning this once

wretched tract into an important and wealthy region.

Population. — The Census of 1872 was taken over an area ap-

proximately estimated at 5500 square miles
;

it disclosed a total

population of 310,288 persons, distributed among 3944 villages or

townships, and inhabiting 57,293 houses. The last Census in 1881

returned the population at 345,629, showing an increase of 35,341, or

11*4 per cent, during the nine years. The results arrived at by the

Census of 1881 may be summarized as follows:— Estimated area

of District, 5500 square miles; members of villages, 3862; houses,

47,736. Total population, 345,629, namely, males 170,755, and

females 174,874; proportion of males, 49*4 percent. Average density

of population, 62*8 persons per square mile ;
villages per square mile,

0*70
;
persons per village, 89*5 ;

houses per square mile, 8 #

6 ;
persons

per occupied house, 7*2. As regards the religious distinctions of the

people, Garhwal is almost exclusively a Hindu District, as many as

343,186 persons, or 99*4 per cent., being returned as adherents of the

ancient creed; while the Muhammadans number only 2077, or o*6

per cent The Musalmans live in such scattered localities that they

possess little or no social influence. Jains number 69, and Buddhists

55. There is a mission at Chapra, near Pauri, and 242 persons

were returned in 1881 as being Christians. Of Hindu castes, Brahmans

number 77,960; Rijputs, the great bulk of the population, 204,519 ;

Baniyds or traders, 3657 ; Gos£ins, 2620 ; and Dorns, 52,060. The
great Hindu temples of Badrinath and Kedarnath attract large

numbers of pilgrims, and have produced a deep influence on the history

and manners of the people. They lie among the inmost recesses of the

snowy range. The sanctity of these shrines has contributed to render

the inhabitants superstitious and bigoted ;
but the yearly influx of

pilgrims adds greatly to the wealth of the District.

Three principal races inhabit the southern slopes of Garhwal.

The Dhiims (who are not returned separately in the Census Report)

appear to be the descendants of aboriginal tribes, and now form

the menial class throughout the District. They differ totally in
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features, habits, and religion from the other castes by whom they have
been brought into subjection. The Khasiyds evidently came from
the plains of Hindustan, but they preserve no memory of their im-

migration. They comprise many castes of Brahmans, Rajputs, etc.,

all of which, however, are regarded by the orthodox Hindus as Siidras.

They reside principally in the central and northern pargands, and re-

semble the Gurkhas in appearance, from which fact it may perhaps be
inferred that they are not free from a Nepalese admixture. The third

class includes the true Brahmans and Rajputs, most of whom arrived

in the country after the establishment of a settled government. Some
of the Brihmans trace back their immigration to the times of Kanak
PA who first settled in Chindpur and built a fort, the ruins of which
are still in existence. A totally distinct race inhabits the region lying

within the snowy range. These are the Bhuti&s, a tribe of Indo-Chinese
origin, much intermixed with Hindu elements. They talk the Hdnia
or Tibetan language, as well as Hindi, and have besides a patois

of their own. They are few in number, but they control the whole
carrying trade with Tibet. Both men and women are powerfully built,

dirty in their habits, and greatly addicted to drink. Among the social

customs of Garhwal generally, must be noticed the universal prevalence
of polygamy. Wives are looked upon in the light of beasts of burden,
so that every man obtains as many as his means will afford. Desertion
and suicide are common, in spite of all the efforts of the British officials

in ameliorating the condition of women. The District contained no
place in 1881 with a population exceeding 5000 persons. Pauri, the
head-quarters station, can hardly claim any higher rank than that of
a hill village

; and Srinagar, in the valley at its foot, is the only place
which reaches the dignity of a town. Of a total of 3862 villages in
*881, 3582 contained less than two hundred inhabitants; 270 had
from two to five hundred; and only 9 from five hundred to a
thousand.

Agriculture.—Out of an estimated area of 5500 square miles, only
173 were returned in 1881 as under cultivation. Nevertheless, this
amount is nearly treble of the tilled land in 1815. Agriculture is

carried on with considerable skill and great industry. Taking into
account the steep nature of the country, it must be allowed that the
people deserve great credit for the manner in which they have divided
it into terraces, some of the fields having a breadth of only 3 yards.
Wheat, rice, and mandud form the staple crops ; and the quantities
grown not only suffice for local wants, but leave a surplus for exporta-
tion to the neighbouring District of Bijnaur (Bijnor) and to Tibet
The chief food of the lower classes is mandud, which yields a larger
return than any other crop. Cotton is little cultivated, as it can be
purchased- elsewhere at a cheaper rate than that for which it could be
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produced in the District. The people have grown richer of late years,

and are enabled to keep more cattle than formerly, and consequently

to employ more manure for their fields. Abundant pasture lands

stretch along the upper slopes of the snowy range, affording excellent

grazing for large herds of goats and sheep during the rains. Unlimited

pasturage also exists in the valleys and in the bhdbar at the foot of

the hills, but this has been preserved by the Forest Department, which

levies dues on all animals permitted to enter its boundaries. Cattle in

numbers come for grazing from the western pargands of Kumaun,
where no pasturage is found. The cultivators chiefly consist of petty

proprietors, and the peasantry as a whole are well-to-do and free from

debt. Rents are generally paid in cash, except by tenants-at-will, who
pay in kind at the rate of from one-fourth to one-third of the crop.

Irrigation is practised wherever water can be obtained
;
and two small

canals in the bhdbar supply an area of 1300 acres. The regular rota-

tion of crops consists of rice, followed by wheat, and then by mandud;
after which the land lies fallow till the next rice season. Tea-planting

is carried on under European supervision to a considerable extent.

The planters give occupation to about 400 permanent and 600 short-

service labourers, the latter being employed during the tea-picking

season. Wages have more than doubled during the last thirty years.

In 1850, ordinary coolies obtained fd. per diem; they now receive 3d.

per diem. Smiths, braziers, and carpenters used to get from 3d. to

4^d.
;
they are now paid from 4^d. to 9d. Agricultural day-labourers

are unknown in Garhwdl. The ordinary price of mandud varies from

30 to 40 sers per rupee, or from 3s. 9d. to 2s. rod. per cwt.

Natural Calamities.—Floods occasionally occur on the Alaknanda,

one of which, before the Gurkhd conquest, swept away half the town

of Srinagar. In 1868, again, an inundation of the same river inflicted

considerable damage. Droughts also affect the District from time to

time ; but owing to the high ranges of hills on every side, they are

never general, though they may extend over so wide a tract as to make
their effects felt throughout the whole country. The last great scarcity

from this cause took place in 1867, when the rabi crops in all the lower

and more fertile portion of Garhwdl almost entirely failed. Govern-

ment made an advance of ^1000, and grain purchased in the bhdbar

was carried up by the people themselves for sale at certain established

centres. Money was plentiful in the District at the time, so that most

purchasers paid in cash, only a few giving labour in exchange for food.

The kharifcrops of the same year proved excellent in their yield, and
entirely relieved the temporary distress. Garhwal suffered but little

from the terrible famine of 1868-70, and probably gained in the end,

as measures were taken to prevent the export of grain or the ingress

of pilgrims; and the crop of 1869 turning out a good one, the
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people sold large quantities of grain after the removal of the em-

bargo, at very high rates, to the inhabitants of Bijnaur. This famine

also acted as an incentive to increased cultivation. The District

suffered severely in 1877-78, when about ^1200 worth of grain was

advanced to the people to carry them over the scarcity. Want of

carriage forms the great difficulty in relieving distress among the

Garhwal hills, since supplies can only be drawn from the bhdbar
,
or

the adjacent plain Districts; and to reach these places a very malarious

jungle must be traversed. Sir H. Ramsay has done much to avert the

recurrence of dearth by his settlements in the bk&bar of Kumdun, but

the similar tract in Garhwdl does not possess like capacities for culti-

vation. Famine rates are reached when wheat sells at 8 sers per

rupee, or 14s. per cwt., and mandud at 10 sers per rupee, or ns. 2d.

per cwt.

Coni7nerce and Trade
,

etc*.—The Bhutiis carry on a considerable

traffic with Tibet, to which country they export grain, sugar, cloth, and
tobacco ; while salt, borax, wool, gold, and precious stones form the

chief staples of the return trade. Sheep and goats imported from
Chamba are employed as beasts of burden on these routes, which lie

over the lofty crests of the Mana and Nfti Passes. Bird-skins and the

pods of musk-deer formerly ranked as main items in the exports south-

ward; but owing to the reckless way in which the animals were
destroyed, measures have been taken to preserve them, which cause a
temporary interference with the trade. Several valuable minerals are
found in Garhwal, including copper, iron, lead, silver, and gold ; none,
however, occur in paying quantities or positions. Coin accumulates
from year to year, mainly through the influx of pilgrims to the great
temples. Tea-planting has not hitherto proved remunerative, but its

financial prospects are improving, as the planters gradually learn to
economize labour and to reduce expenditure. No railway station
exists nearer than Saharanpur, distant from Pauri about 100 miles.
Good hill roads, from 10 to 12 feet in width, intersect the District in
every direction. Most of them are bridged throughout. The total
length of roads amounts to about 1000 miles. The chief routes, in a
commercial point of view, are those—(1) from Srinagar to Nfti, 125
miles, which serves the Tibet trade; (2) from Srinagar to Kotdwdra,
55 miles, which serves the traffic to the plains

; (3) from Kaindr to
the great trading mart at Rdmnagar, which carries the hill produce

;

and (4) from Pauri to Almora, connecting the two head-quarters
stations.

Administration.—The District is administered by a senior-Assistant
Commissioner, who resides at Pauri, and possesses criminal and revenue
jurisdiction. The office is now held by a military officer in civil employ,
assisted by an extra-Assistant Commissioner and a tahsi/ddr

9 both of
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whom are stationed at Pauri. The Civil Judge, who exercises revenue

and criminal powers, also resides at Pauri, which is the head-quarters

as well of the native civil judge. In 1822 the total land revenue

amounted to ,£5851; by 1875 it had risen to ^£9555 ; and by
1882 to ^12,167. There is no regular police except at head-

quarters, and little crime of any kind. Long-term prisoners are sent

to the jail at Almora, and the only place of confinement in Garhwal

is a lock-up at Pauri. Education has made much greater progress

among these mountain valleys than in the plain country at their feet.

The total number of Government inspected schools in the District in

the year 1883 amounted to 67 ;
and the total number of pupils on

the rolls to 3314. These figures show an average of 1 school to

every 82 square miles of area, and 9 scholars per thousand of the

population. This, however, is exclusive of uninspected schools, for

the Census Report of 1881 returns 3744 boys and 177 girls as under

instruction, besides 12,278 males and 135 females able to read and
write, but not under instruction. For administrative purposes, the

District is divided into n parganas and 86 pattis. The number of

registered proprietors at the last settlement amounted to 31,118.

There are no municipalities in Garhwal.

Medical Aspects.—For six months in the year the climate of Garhwal

is damp and rainy
;
but during the remaining half of each twelvemonth

it is dry and bracing. The natural features of the country, however,

introduce many minor modifications in various portions of the District.

Towards the Niti and Mana Passes, in the Bhutid country, periodical

rains do not occur, and the climate is always cool. In the valleys,

intense heat prevails during the summer months, while the nights and

mornings in the cold season are bitterly cold. The average annual

rainfall at Pauri is about 48*4 inches, and at Srinagar about 37*1

inches. Fevers and bowel complaints form the chief endemic diseases,

but cholera prevails to a much greater extent than in the plains. The
total number of deaths recorded in 1881 was 6910, or 20 per thousand

of the population. Small-pox formerly ravaged the District, but owing

to the vaccination arrangements lately made, this annual plague has

ceased to recur with its former regularity. There are 7 charitable

dispensaries—at Srinagar, Kamprayag, Ukhimath, Chimauli, Joshimdth,

Ganai, and Bikhia-kasain. During the year 1882 they gave relief

to 18,861 patients. [For further information regarding Garhwdl, see

the Gazetteer of the North - Western Provinces, vols. x. and xi., by E. T.

Atkinson, Esq., C.S. (Government Press, Allahdbdd, 1882 and 1884).

Also the Census Report for the North-Western Provinces and Oudh
in 1881 ; together with the Provincial Administration and Depart-

mental Reports from 1880 to 1883.]

Garhwdl (or Tehri).—A Native State in political relationship with
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the Government of the North-Western Provinces ; lying between lat.

30° 2* and 31
0
20' n., and between long. 77

0
54' and 79

0
19' e. It

extends over the south-western declivity of the Himalayas, and consists

throughout of a vast range of mountains of enormous height, inter-

mingled with several valleys, the drainage of the whole ultimately

finding its way to the Ganges, The chief town is Tehrf, by which

appellation the State is sometimes mentioned. The R£jd of Garhw&l,

Prat£p Sah, is a Kshatriy£ of the Lunar race. The early history of

the dynasty is obscure
;
but it appears that they exercised authority

over the whole of Garhwdl for many generations, paying, however, a

small tribute to the Emperor of Delhi. In 1804, the Gurkhas overran

the country and expelled the R£ja, but he was replaced by the British

after the Nep£l war of 1815, and that portion of his hereditary pos-

sessions which lay to the west of the Alaknanda river was restored to

him
; the lands to the east, the Dehra Dun and the District of Garhwdl,

being retained by the British Government. (See Garhwal District.)

During the Mutiny of 1857, the Rdj£, Sudar Shan Sih, rendered

valuable assistance to Government. He died in 1859 without legitimate

issue, and, in accordance with the terms of the treaty, the State lapsed

to Government ; but, in consideration of the services of Sudar Shan
Sdh, his eldest illegitimate son, Bhawdni Singh, was allowed to succeed.

Bhaw£m Singh subsequently received a sanad giving him the right of

adoption. He was succeeded in 1871 by his eldest son, Prat£p Sdh,

the present ruler, who was bom about 1850. The State pays no tribute.

The area of Garhwal is about 4180 miles; the population in 1881 was
returned at 199,836 persons, inhabiting 2249 villages and 22,728
houses. Hindus numbered 198,738; Muhammadans, 1089; and
Christians, 9. The Rijd’s estimated revenue is ^8000 per annum.
The hills are generally very steep, and a large portion of the territory is

covered with forests, which include valuable deodar tracts. These were
leased to the British Government in 1864.

Garnimetta (Gurnimetta).—Town in Vayalpad taluk, Kadapa
(Cuddapah) District, Madras Presidency, Latitude 13

0
48' n., longitude

78° 56' e. Population (1881) 3934, namely, 3808 Hindus and 126
Muhammadans ; houses, 929.

Giro Hills.—The District of the Giro Hills forms the south-western
corner of the Province of Assam. It lies between 25

0
9' and 26° o' n.

lat, and between 89° 52' and 91
0

3' e. long. Bounded on the north
by Godlpiri District; on the east by the KMsi and Jdintia Hills ; on
the south and west by the Bengal Districts of Maimansingh and Rangpur.
According to the recent survey, it contains an area of 3x46 square
miles, with a population in 1881 of 109,548 persons. The administra-
tive head-quarters are at the station of Tura, on the mountain range of
the same name.
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Physical Aspects.—The entire District, as implied by its name, is a

mountainous tract, forming the western end of the great chain which

runs between the Surma and Brahmaputra valleys. On the north, near

the Brahmaputra river, the hills are low, and covered only with grass

or scrub jungle; but they gradually increase in height towards the

interior of the District. The two principal ranges are known as the

Turd and Arbeld Hills, which run parallel to one another east and west.

Their greatest height is 4650 feet, which is attained by two peaks in

the Tura range. As is the case with all the mountains on the north-

east frontier of India, these ranges take the form of a series of long

even ridges, with deep valleys between, occasionally diversified by peaks

or towering masses of rock. Except on the rare spots where jt'im

cultivation has been introduced, they are clothed with dense forest,

containing timber trees of majestic dimensions. From the summit of

Tura Hill a magnificent view can be obtained over the flat Districts of

Goalpdrd, Rangpur, and Maimansingh, and the sweeping course of the

Brahmaputra can be traced for a distance of upwards of 100 miles. On
a clear day in the months of October and November, the eye can discern

the snowy peaks of the Himalayas, far beyond the distant station of

Ddrjiling. In the valleys, also, the scenery is of a very picturesque

character. The hill streams break through rocky gorges, which are

overgrown to the water’s edge with forest trees, creepers of many
varieties, and gigantic ferns.

The Brahmaputra, called the Songdi by the G4ros, nowhere touches

the boundary of the District ; but several tributaries of that river take

their rise among the hills, and find their way into the Districts of

Goalpird. and Maimansingh. Of these, the five most important are the

Krishnai, Kalu, Bhogal, Nitai, and Someswari, all of which are

used for floating down timber rafts, and can be navigated by canoes

during the cold season. The Tur£ range constitutes the watershed of

the District, all the streams north of that line draining into Goilpara,

while those to the south flow into Maimansingh. The streams abound
in fish, which the Gdros are expert in catching by several ingenious

devices.

The extensive forests of the District are too remote from means of

communication to yield much profit at present The valuable s&l tree

is very abundant, and the tt'in, kurdi
,
and ajar are also felled for timber.

In recent years, the British authorities have adopted the policy of

taking into their own hands the entire management of the forests, after

compensating the zaminddrs and the hillmen for the rights which they

formerly enjoyed. It is proposed to plant nurseries of sdl in spots con-

venient for water carriage, and carefully reserve them from the fires of

jum cultivation. At present the woodcutters take out licences to fell

timber within certain limits. In the year 1881-82, the revenue derived
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from this source amounted to ^907, but the collections are very

fluctuating/ The jungle products are— lac, beeswax, various fibres,

used for making string and cloth, and a few dyes. Wild animals and

large game abound, including elephants, rhinoceros, tigers, wild dogs,

buffaloes, mithun or wild cows, and many kinds of deer. Government

has recently asserted its prerogative to the sole right of capturing wild

elephants. It has been estimated that the District can annually supply

nearly 200 of these valuable animals for several years to come, which

alone would more than repay all the local expenses of administration.

The mineral products known to exist are— coal of fair quality and

under a large area, building stone, and lime. No metals have hitherto

been discovered.

History.—The Giro Hills were first constituted a separate admini-

stration in the year 1866. Previous to that date, the independence of

the tribes living in the remote hills had been tacitly recognised. From
the time when the British obtained possession of the diwdni of Bengal

in the last century, numerous Giro villages along the foot of the hills

were included within the Districts of Goilpiri and Maimansingh. The
frontier, however, was always very ill-defined, being fixed neither by

geographical nor ethnical principles. The boundaries were finally

settled by the survey executed between 1870 and 1875. Towards the

east a line has been drawn along rivers and other natural boundaries, to

demarcate the Giro from the Khisi Hills. On the north and west, some

tracts previously included within Goilpiri District have been definitely

attached to the Giro Hills
;
and the dues and cesses formerly levied by

the lowland zaminddrs are now collected on their account by the direct

agency of Government. On the south side, towards Maimansingh, a

similar principle has been adopted; and a long-standing dispute has

been terminated, which dated back to the Permanent Settlement The
Riji of Susang and other Maimansingh zaminddrs had persistently

asserted their claim to a large portion of the hills, as having been
originally included within their permanently-settled estates ; and they

urged, accordingly, that such portion of the hills lay within the juris-

diction of the Collector of Maimansingh. These claims, however, were

never admitted by the Government. In 1866 the boundary was
roughly drawn at its present line, and the Maimansingh landholders’

claims were finally satisfied by money payments, and the land attached

to the Giro Hills.

But though a British officer was appointed to the Giro Hills in 1866,
the mountainous interior still remained a terra incognita

,,
and its inhabit-

ants continued to be known as the Independent Giros. In December
1867, the Deputy Commissioner took up his quarters at Turi, and by
the end of 1871 nearly 100 villages had tendered their submission. In
that year, however, there occurred the unfortunate incident which led
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to the armed expedition of 1872-73. After the conclusion of the

survey of the adjoining Khisf Hills, the survey party was deputed to

explore the country of the Independent Giros. At first no active

opposition was encountered, though it was found that the hillmen

gradually ceased to offer ready assistance. Their suspicions evidently

were aroused. In March 1871, two Bengali coolies of the survey party,

who had been detached to procure labour from the secluded villages of

Rangmagiri and Pharimgiri, were treacherously attacked, and one of

them was murdered. This outrage was followed by several raids on
the part of the Independent Garos against their countrymen who lived

under British protection. The Deputy Commissioner immediately

occupied the rebellious villages with bodies of police, but he was not

strong enough to pursue the inhabitants into their retreat amid the

forests. Accordingly it was determined to take advantage of the cold

season of 1872-73, in order to enforce the authority of the British

Government throughout the whole country, and to receive the submis-

sion of about 60 villages that still held out. The expedition consisted

of three strong detachments of police, operating from separate points,

and three companies of the 43rd Assam Light Infantry. The military,

however, were never required to advance farther than the frontier of

the Khisi Hills. After one engagement, in which the Giros suffered

some loss, the three police parties effected their junction, having

marched through the country in all directions. Every one of the

independent villages now tendered their submission. They surrendered

the heads of the persons killed by them in their several raids, and
paid the fine that was inflicted on them. At the same time, permanent

measures were adopted for maintaining order in the future. Every

part of the lately independent country was thoroughly examined, the

number and size of the villages noted, and arrangements made for

the appointment of lashkars or heads of circles. Every village was

compelled to contribute to the revenue, according to an assessment

levied on each house. By the end of May 1873, a map of the entire

Garo Hills District had been prepared, on the scale of four miles to the

inch
1 and the wild interior was thus robbed of its chief protection,

which our ignorance had conferred upon it. The results of this

expedition have been most beneficial, and the civil administration has

since been conducted with little or no trouble.

Population.—No attempt at a regular enumeration of the inhabitants

has ever been effected in the Giro Hills. The Deputy Commissioner

in 1870 estimated the population at from 80,000 to 100,000. The
Census of 1881 was only carried out in certain tracts, and careful

estimates made from them for the remainder. The Census Report

returns the total population at 109,548, of whom 23,914 reside in the

plains, and 85,634 in the hills. In the hills proper, the only race to
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be found is the Garo itself, with the exception of one small isolated

village called Thdp£, which is inhabited by Rabhds. But several

villages on the plains, which have recently been included within the

boundaries of the District, are peopled by Rdbhds, Kochs, Rajbansis,

Dalus, Mechs, and a few Musalmins. All these tribes possess ethnical

features in common with the Gdros, but the latter retain sufficient

national characteristics to be classed as a people by themselves. They

are thought to represent the primitive stock, of which the Rabhd,

Mech, and Koch represent offshoots that have been modified by life

on the plains and contact with Hinduism. According to local tradition,

the Garo Hills were once occupied by Kochs, who were gradually driven

northward by an invasion of Gdros
;
and it is a fact that the Kochs at

the present day claim land in the hills.

The Garos proper are a robust and active race, capable of enduring

a great amount of exertion. They are of about the middle height, and

of a dark-brown swarthy colour. Neither the men nor women have

any pretensions to good looks. Their cheekbones are prominent, noses

broad, lips thick, ears large, and eyes of a hazel colour. The men are

remarkable for deficiency of beard, whatever hair grows on the face

being carefully plucked out. The hair of the head with both sexes is

never cut, but either tied up in a knot or kept off the face by means of

a piece of cloth. The dress of the men consists merely of a strip of

home-spun cotton cloth, about a yard and a half in length, which is

passed round the waist and between the legs, and then tied at the back.

The dress of the women only differs in being slightly more extensive.

In addition, both sexes carry a small blanket, usually made from the

bark of a tree. This is manufactured by steeping the bark in water,

beating it out, and afterwards drying it well in the sun. In the

eastern hills, the Giros have adopted the short fringed jacket, which is

characteristic of the Khasias. Both men and women are inordinately

fond of personal ornaments. The males wear three or four brass ear-

rings, and as many bead necklaces as they can afford. Men of heredi-

tary rank wear an iron or brass armlet above the elbow, and a peculiar

ornament round the head, which consists of brass plates connected by a

string. It is said that this last may only be assumed by one who has

slain an enemy in battle. The women wear, besides necklaces of glass

and bell-metal beads, ear-rings of enormous size and weight. It is a

coveted mark of distinction to have the lobe of the ear altogether torn

away by the strain thus caused, in which case the ear-rings are suspended

from a string passed over the top of the head. The weapons of the

Gdros consist of spear, sword, and shield. The sword, which is peculiar

to these hills, is a two-edged instrument with an abrupt point, the blade

and handle forming one piece. Besides being a weapon, it is used for

every variety of domestic and agricultural purpose. The shield is com-
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posed of thin strips of bamboo ingeniously worked together, so as to be
almost proof against a spear-thrust. In the back of the shield is a

receptacle for bamboo spikes, which form an essential item in the

equipment of a Garo warrior. These spikes are intended to be planted

in the ground, so as to block the way against a shoeless enemy ; and
they have been found to answer their purpose very effectually. In

food, the Garos may be styled omnivorous ; they eat not only beef and
pork, but also tigers, dogs, snakes, and frogs. Their staple diet is rice,

and their drink rice beer. Milk they altogether eschew, as do all the

aboriginal races inhabiting the hills between the Surma and Brahma-

putra. They are great smokers of tobacco, but touch no intoxicating

drug. Their villages are usually placed on the side of a hill, some
distance from the crest, and within easy reach of water. The houses,

as is the case among many other tribes of the north-east frontier, are

built on piles, and are frequently of considerable size. The materials

are bamboo and thatch. The structure is usually divided into the

following compartments :—A large room where the family live, an

apartment for the women, a place where the cattle are kept, and
verandahs in front and behind. A rude fireplace, consisting merely of

smoothed clay, occupies the middle of the house ; and the smoke is

left to escape as best it can. During the agricultural season, the entire

body of villagers occupy temporary huts in the immediate neighbour-

hood of the common cultivation.

The most remarkable domestic custom of the G£ros is one which

they share with the Khasias. The wife is regarded as the head of

the family, and through her the descent of property is traced. This

custom is apparently a survival of the system of polyandry. That

system still exists intact among Himalayan tribes ; for example, among

the tribes between Simla and Tibet. It is also practised among

the Nairs and the aboriginal Todas of Southern India. According* to

this system when in full force, a woman is the lawful wife of a family

of brethren, and a man’s property descends, not to his own, but to

his sister’s children. Among tribes who have advanced so far as to

give up the practice of polyandry, but who still preserve its tradi-

tions, it leaves behind curious customs of inheritance, such as that just

described among the Gdros and Khisids. Property still descends through

the females, and the sons receive nothing, but have to look to the

family into which they marry for their advancement in life. As among

the KMsias, the women enjoy a position of the highest consideration

in all domestic matters, and it is said that their voice has great weight

also in public councils. Marriages are arranged by the parents, and

concluded when the parties are of fit age. No dower is demanded on

either side. The husband immediately migrates to the house of his

wife’s family, and becomes one of her clam Intermarriages between
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members of the same clan are not permitted, but otherwise no regard

is paid to the ties of consanguinity. A second wife cannot be taken
without the consent of the first Adultery is punished by a fine.

The funeral ceremonies of the Gdros imply the beliefin a future state.

The body is burned, and the ashes finally buried near the hut-door. At
the time of cremation, dogs are sacrificed, in order that they may direct

the spirit on his way. Up to a very recent period, human victims were
offered on the occasion of the death of a chief. If no slaves were
available, a foray was made into the plains to bring back heads. The
Garos believe in a supreme being called Saljang, who is impersonated
in the sun. But the real objects of their religion are numerous malig-

nant demons, to whom is attributed every physical and moral evil, and
whose wrath requires to be appeased by bloody sacrifices. It is the

duty of the priest or kamdl to determine by certain omens which
particular evil spirit is at work, to arrange the ceremonies, and repeat

the necessary incantations. Like the aborigines of Central India, the
Gdros are excessively superstitious, and believe in the existence of
witches and imps of all kinds. They have a curious idea that certain

persons are capable of leaving their human frames, and taking up their

abode in the body of a tiger or other animal.

The Giro villages vary greatly in size. Some may have as many
as 2000, others no more than 30 inhabitants. Tura Station, with

only 744 inhabitants, is the only place possessing any special charac-

teristics. It is situated on a spur of the Turd range, about 2000 feet

above sea-level, and the same distance from the summit It contains

houses for the Deputy Commissioner, Police and Medical Officers,

barracks and huts for 200 constables, and the school-house of the
American Mission. The stockade by which it was originally protected,

and a small outpost station, have now been suffered to fall into decay.
Water is plentiful in the immediate neighbourhood, and an aqueduct
has recently been cut, running right through the station.

Agriculture, etc.—The Gdros cultivate their land on the system
known as jdm. A spot of land is selected on the hill-side, and the
jungle cut down during the cold season. Towards the end of March,
the trees and brushwood are burned as they lie ; and the rice crop is

planted in April, at the commencement of the rains. Shortly after-

wards, the seeds of vegetables, cotton, pepper, and pulses are sown in
the same clearing ; and each crop is reaped in rotation, as it comes to
maturity. In the second year, nee only is grown ) and after two years

5

cultivation, the clearing is abandoned and suffered to lie fallow for
about ten years. The sole implement of agriculture is the large knife
or sword, called dte by the Gdros. Neither plough nor spade is used,
except in the few Hinduized villages bordering on the plains.. The
rice crop generally raised corresponds to the dus of Bengal; the out-
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turn is estimated at about 4^ cwts. per acre, valued at 15s* The cotton

is short in staple and poor in quality, but has been found suited for

mixing with woollen fabrics. Several experiments have been made with

seed from HingangMt, but hitherto without any success. The attempted

introduction of the Khdsii potato has also resulted in failure. Among
miscellaneous crops maybe mentioned—arhar (Cajanus indicus), reared

as food for the lac insect, indigo, ginger, turmeric, and pan or betel-

leaf. Domestic animals are not used for agriculture. Cattle are

purchased from the plains for sacrifice
\

pigs, goats, and fowls are reared

for food. Every village contains several watch-dogs, and numbers of

dogs are imported from the plains for food.

There are but few regular day-labourers in the District. A fair

remuneration for the Garo casually engaged to carry baggage, would be

from 4d. to 6d. a day. The work at the station is mainly carried on by

coolies imported from the plains, but Gdros now visit Tura in small

numbers in search of work. The Givos have no weights nor measures

of quantity, but they are extremely acute in guessing the amount of

the commodities they barter with Bengali traders. In 1881, the price

of the best cleaned rice at Tura was 13s. 8d. per cwt. ; of common rice,

5s. 6d. per cwt

No such calamity as blight, flood, or drought sufficient to cause

famine has been known to occur in rile Giro Hills, although distress

has occasionally occurred, as in 1879, when the remoter villages on the

north-eastern boundary suffered to some extent The country is well

watered both by streams and rainfall, but the average harvest of rice is

barely sufficient for the local consumption. In the improbable con-

tingency of distress from a failure of the dus crop, the inhabitants could

be best relieved by the establishment of food depots at the hill passes,

which would prevent a turbulent population from crowding into the

plains. A bridle-path joins Turd with Dhubri in the Assam valley, and

there is also a cart-road to Dalu in Maimansingh District Along

the former route the telegraph line will be laid. The latter is the line

by which Turd draws its supply of food. In 1882, means of communi-

cation were afforded by 156 miles of navigable rivers, 37 miles of first-

class, and 31 miles of second-class roads.

Manufactures^ etc.—There are no special local manufactures in the

hill*. The Garo women weave a coarse cotton cloth for the scanty

garments of themselves and the men, using a loom which has evidently

-been borrowed from Bengal. The cloth is dyed blue with indigo, and

generally ornamented with red stripes. A rude pottery is made in

certain villages, but all metal utensils are imported The District

trade is entirely conducted at the small markets situated at the passes

leading into the plains. The principal articles of export are—cotton,

timber, boats, bamboos, firewood, rubber, and lac ; the imports received
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in exchange consist of—rice, dried fish, cattle, goats, fowls, pigs, cloth,

and ornaments. The raw cotton grown on the pirns is brought up by
Marwirf merchants, to be shipped to Sirijganj. In 1881, about

30,000 cwts. of uncleaned cotton were exported, valued at 11s. per cwt.

The exports of lac are estimated at about 1600 cwts., worth about ^3
per cwt.

Administration.—In the year 1869-70, the total revenue derived

from the Garo Hills was ^798, while the expenditure on administra-

tion amounted to ^6476. By 1881 the revenue had risen to ^5041,
of which £610 was collected on account of certain zaminddrs in Goal-

piri District; and the expenditure to ^13,271.
Medical Aspects.—The rainy season generally lasts from about the

middle of June to the end of October, but occasional showers set in as

early as May. The cold weather lasts from November to February

;

and the months of March and April are usually dry and warm. During

the ten years ending 1881, the average annual rainfall registered

at Turi station was 126*25 inches. The chief diseases affecting

strangers to the hills, are fevers of a malarious type, sometimes com-
plicated with enlargement of the spleen or liver, diarrhoea, dysentery,

rheumatism, chest affections, and ulcers. The Giros, in addition,

suffer from bronchocele and elephantiasis. In 1871, a severe epidemic

of cholera broke out at the station of Tura. Out of 80 persons

attacked, as many as 32 died. [For a further account of the Giro
Hills, see Hunter’s Statistical Account of Assam (London : Triibner &
Co., 1879).]

GaroL—Petty State in Rewa Kintha, Bombay Presidency. It has
been lately transferred to the Panch Mahils District

; but the tribute of

£>Z is still paid to the Giekwir of Baroda through the Rewi Kintha
Agency. 1

Garold.— Rent - free estate in Sagar (Saugor) District, Central
Provinces

;
consisting of one village, with an area of 5479 acres, and

yielding a yearly revenue of ^164. Population (1881) 1017 ; number
of houses, 235. The village became the head-quarters of a tract

bestowed by the Emperor of Delhi on Rio Kim Chandra, the
greater part of which was resumed by the Peshwi in 1746. Garoli
contains a small fort, and is surrounded by a stone wall. To the east is

a fine lake, covering 76 acres
; the soil around is fertile. Government

school for boys.

Garotha.—The north-eastern tahsiloi Jhinsi District, North-Western
Provinces; consisting of a hilly country, gradually sloping down to
the plains along the Betwa and the Dhasin rivers, and much inter-
sected by native territory. Area, 501 square miles, of which 232 are
cultivated. Population (1881) 87,897, namely, males 45,591, and
females 42,306; number of villages, 176. Land revenue, ^13,965;
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total Government revenue, 15,340 ] rental paid by cultivators,

^29,231.

Garrauli.—One of the petty States of Bundelkhand in the Central

India Agency, under the Government of India. Gopdl Singh', the first

jdgirddr
,
and the father of the present chief, was one of the most active

and daring of the military adventurers who opposed the occupation of

Bundelkhand by the British in 1803. He had been in the service

of Darjan Singh and Hari Singh, the grandsons of Chhatarsal

Singh, in Jaso; and on the invasion of Ali Bahddur, he seized the

pargand of Kotra for himself. For years he resisted all efforts of per-

suasion or force to reduce him to submission
;
but being at last con-

vinced of the hopelessness of the unequal contest, he submitted on
condition of obtaining a full pardon and a provision in land.

Accordingly, in 1812, he received the grant of the Garrauli jdgzr.

He was succeeded by his son, Diwdn Bahadur Parichit, a Hindu
of the Bundela caste, who is the present chief or jdgirddr. He
has received a sanad of adoption. The State contains an area of

25 square miles, with 16 villages and 913 houses. Total population

(1881) 4976, namely, Hindus, 4779; Muhammadans, 195; and abori-

gines, 2. Estimated revenue of the chief, ^1600. The military force

consists of 75 men.

Garuda-giri (or Gardan-giri).— Hill peak in Kddiir District,

Mysore State; 3680 feet above sea -level. Latitude 13
0

29' jst.,

longitude 76° 17' e.

Garudanadi (or Gaddilani).—River in South Arcot District, Madras
Presidency. It rises in the Yegal Tank, in Kallakurchi tdluk

.
,
and is

fed by the Mallatdr, which connects it with the Ponnidr. Its bed is

sandy, and its banks for the most part low. After a course of 59 miles,

passing on its way Fort St David and Cuddalore, it falls into the Bay

of Bengal.

Garumdri.—Forest reserve in Darrang District, Assam
;
containing

valuable sdl timber (Shorea robusta). Area, 205*18 acres.

Garvi.—Petty Bhil (Bheel) State in Khandesh District, Bombay
Presidency.

—

See Dang States.

Garwd.—Town and municipality on the Dauro river, Lohdrdaga

District, Bengal. Lat. 24
0

9' 45" n., long. 83° 51' 10" e. The chief

distributing centre for the surplus produce of Paldmau Sub-division,

and of a great part of Sargujd and the tributary States of Chutid

Nagpur. Population (1881) 6043, namely, Hindus, 4977; Muham-
madans, 1063; ‘others/ 3. Area of town site, 2412 acres. The
Garwd market is held in the dry season, on the sands of the Dauro

river ; and here sticklac, resin, catechu, cocoons of tasar silk, hides,

oil-seeds, ghl
7
cotton, and iron are collected for exportation ; the imports

are food-grains, brass vessels, piece-goods, blankets, silk, salt, tobacco,

VOL. v. c
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spices, drugs, etc. Municipal revenue (1882-83) ^225, or 8|d. per

head of population.

Gathar.—Town in Shikdrpur District, Sind, Bombay Presidency.

Population (1881) under 2000. Lies on the Kambar-Nasirdbad road.

Well known for its rice.

OauMli.
—Mewds State, Khdndesh District, Bombay Presidency.

Area unknown; population (1881) 1946; supposed gross revenue,

-£2200. The country is extremely mountainous, covered with dense

forests, and only partially cultivated. Principal produce, timber and

bamboos, for the most part sold in the Taloda market. Climate

unhealthy. The chief is a Bhfl Hindu of the Girds family, and holds

no patent allowing adoption. He resides at Raisinghpur. He is one

of the superior chiefs of Khdndesh ;
and being a minor, the State is for

the present under the direct management of the Political Agent.

GauMti (Gowhatty).— Chief town of Kdmrup District, Assam;

situated on both sides of the Brahmaputra, but principally on the left

or south bank, in lat. 26° ii' N., and long. 91
0
48' e. Population (1881)

11,695, namely, Hindus, 9220; Muhammadans, 2333; and Christians,

142. Area of town site, 2172 acres. Municipal taxation (1882-83),

^1347; average rate of taxation, 2s. 2^d. per head. Gauhdti was the

ancient capital of the Hindu kingdom of Assam previous to the conquest

of the western portion of the valley by the Ahams. It then became the

seat of the Bar Phdkan, or Viceroy of the Aham kings, whose capital was

in Sibsdgar District. When Assam was conquered from the Burmese in

1825, Gauhati was selected as the head-quarters of the administration

of the Province. On the constitution of the Chief-Commissionership

of Assam in 1874, the administrative head-quarters were removed to

Shillong in the Khdsi Hills. Gauhdti is, with the exception of

Barpetd in the same District, the most populous town in the Brahma-
putra valley, and spreads over an area of 2 square miles. According to

local tradition, it is identified with the city of Praydgajyotishapura, the

capital of King Naraka and his son Bhagadattd, monarchs mentioned in

the Mahdbhdrata. Of its former glories, whether as the capital of a
Hindu King or of an Aham Viceroy, the only relics which exist are the

mounds and extensive lines of brick fortifications which lie scattered

along the banks of the Brahmaputra. The gateways which gave access
to the enclosures within the fortifications, and which existed at the
beginning of the present century, have now entirely disappeared. A
large proportion of the soil in the cultivated fields in the neighbourhood
is composed of brick, mortar, and pottery; and carved stones and
beautifully-finished slabs, the remains of once noble temples, are
frequently found beneath the surface. The numerous tanks, which
attest the command of labour possessed by its former rulers, are now,
in many cases, choked up with weeds and jungle, or are entirely effaced
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by a false though luxuriant soil that floats on the stagnant waters

concealed beneath.

The site of the town is regarded, with some justice, as very

unhealthy. The Brahmaputra is here almost surrounded by a circle

of hills to the north, west, and east, and the basin thus formed is

cut off from the breezes which at other points on the river purify the

atmosphere. The houses of the European residents are situated along

the southern bank of the Brahmaputra, on comparatively high ground

;

the bazars lie behind them inland ; and beyond these, for a distance of

six or seven miles, to the skirts of the Khdsi Hills, stretches a malarious

swamp, partly cultivated with rice, and partly covered with marsh

vegetation. Some improvement has been effected in recent years in

the sanitation and drainage of the town, and in cleaning and improv-

ing the tanks in its immediate neighbourhood. Projects for a more

extensive drainage, and for the provision of a pure water-supply, are

now (1883) under consideration, and a matured scheme has been

drawn up and submitted to the Chief Commissioner, with an applica-

tion for a loan. Gauhati was formerly a military station, occupied by

one of the Assam regiments, but the cantonments have now been

abandoned, with the exception of a few military buildings for the

accommodation of troops passing through. Gauh£ti is an important

centre of river trade, and one of the largest seats of commerce in

Assam. In 1876-77, European piece-goods were imported to the

value of £16,000, and cotton twist to the value of ,£10,500. No later

statistics of local traffic are available, the river traffic being now
registered only at the border of the Province. An excellent cart road

leads south to Shillong, a distance of 63^ miles. The High School at

Gauhati formerly possessed a College Department, teaching up to the

university examinations ; but it was very poorly attended, excessively

expensive, and was abolished by Colonel Keatxnge, Chief Commis-

sioner of the Province, the money thus saved being expended to

better advantage in primary and middle-class education. There is

also a Persian School frequented by the children of a small body of

Muhammadans settled here. In the immediate neighbourhood of the

town is a frequented place of Hindu pilgrimage, the temple of

KAmikhya (a name of Durga). A picturesque temple to Siva, under

the title of Umdnanda, situated on a rocky island in the mid-channel

of the Brahmaputra, immediately opposite the centre of the town, is

also an object of veneration.

Gaur (or Lakhnautt).—Ruined city and ancient capital* of Bengal,

Maldah District ; situated on a deserted channel of the Ganges, in lat.

24
0
52' n., long. 88° 10' e. The time of the foundation of the city is

involved in obscurity, and the whole course of its history, down to

the day when it was finally deserted, is only to be conjectured. With
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regard to its origin, it is known that it was the metropolis of Bengal

under its Hindu kings. Local traditions connect some of its ruins with

the oft-recurring names of Adisdr, Ballal Sen, and Lakshman. The most

ancient name for the city itself seems to have been Lakshmandwati,

corrupted into Lakhnauti. The name Gaur is also of great antiquity,

but it is probable that this name was more strictly applicable to the

kingdom (called Gauriya Bengala) than to the city. The ascertained

history of Gaur begins with its conquest in 1204 a.d. by the Muham-

madans, who retained it as the chief seat of their power in Bengal for

more than three centuries. At the close of this period were erected the

numerous mosques and other Muhammadan buildings, which yet remain

in a tolerable state of preservation. When the Afghan kings of Bengal

established their independence, they transferred the seat of govern-

ment to Panduah, a Hindu outpost of Gaur, also in Maldah District

and to build the public structures of their new capital, plundered Gaur

of every monument that could be removed. Hence it is, that while the

ruins of Panduah are covered with stones bearing Hindu sculptures,

scarcely a single relic has been found on the site of Gaur that could be

definitely referred to a Hindu building. Panduah was soon afterwards

deserted, and the royal residence re-transferred to Gaur, which continued,

under the name of Janatdbad, to be the capital of Bengal so long as its

Muhammadan kings retained their independence. During the latter

years of the Afghan dynasty, the seat of government was again

removed to Tandan or Tangra, a few miles south-west of Gaur, on the

bank of the then main channel of the Ganges, which was gradually

receding farther and farther west, and disturbing the drainage of the

country east of its course.

This change of the seat of government was made on account

of the change in the course of the Ganges, and the alteration of the

face of the country and of communications, as well as owing to

the unhealthiness of Gaur from its malarious surroundings, after the

recession of the Ganges. The fall of Gaur was hastened by its being

sacked by Sher Shdh and his Afghans in 1537. It finally dis-'

appears from history in 1575. During these last years of its great-

ness, it suffered many vicissitudes. It was plundered by its own kings,

repeatedly besieged, and more than once taken by storm. Dddd KMn
was the last of the Afghan dynasty. His refusal to pay homage to the

Mughal Emperor at Delhi led to the final subjugation of Bengal. A
large army under Mana’im KMn finally defeated Dddd in 1575, and
occupied during the rainy and unhealthy season the already decaying

city of Gaur. A pestilence broke out, by which thousands of the

troops and inhabitants died daily. The people were unable to bury or

bum the dead 5 corpses of Hindus and Musalmdns were thrown into

the moats and tanks, and into the adjoining river BMgirathi. The few
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people that survived the plague left the city, which was never again

populated to any extent. The imperial general, who had resolved to

maintain Gaur as the seat of government, and to restore its former

magnificence, fell a victim to the general contagion.

Henceforth the name of Gaur is scarcely to be found in Muhammadan
annals, and the city was never reoccupied after this depopulation. Such
appears to be the true account ofthe desertion ofGaur. But Dr. Buchanan-

Hamilton discredits the story of the pestilence, and states that the

Mughal viceroys of Bengal used occasionally to reside at the fortified

palace at Gaur; and that as late as 1639, SMh Shujd, the brother of

Aurangzeb, added buildings to the palace fort in the city. This prince

made R£jmahal the capital of Bengal ; and from that time, according

to Dr. Buchanan - Hamilton, dates the actual abandonment and
desolation of Gaur. He thinks that * the city then went to instant ruin,

not from any great or uncommon calamity, but merely from the removal

of the seat of government.’ The ruins have been a quarry, not only

for the brick houses of the neighbouring towns and villages, but also for

the mosques, palaces, and public monuments of Murshid£bad. It is

said that the Commercial Residency at English Bazar was constructed

with bricks from Gaur. Dense jungle now reigns supreme over the

half broken-down ruins of walls, forts, and palaces. Tigers, rock

pythons, and pelicans were the chief inhabitants of Gaur for centuries
;

but during the last twenty years, extensive clearances of jungle have

been effected, and the whole area of the city is now more or less

under cultivation. As the few ruins left crumble away, and as cul-

tivation extends, only the ramps and ditches and old tanks, and

remains of roads, will mark the site of the city of Gaur.

The ruins were first explored by Mr. H. Creighton in 1801, and

afterwards by Dr. Buchanan-Hamilton in 1810. This latter gentleman

has left an elaborate description of the ruins as they then appeared, from

which the following account is mainly condensed. It must be remem-

bered, however, that their dilapidation, partly from natural causes, but

chiefly by the hand of man, has rapidly advanced since that time.

The city, with its suburbs, covered an area variously estimated at

from 20 to 30 square miles. The situation is somewhat elevated, and

the soil is clay, affording good material for bricks, and well suited to

preserve the houses from inundation, and the site of the city from

diluvion. Countless millions of small, thin bricks were used in building

Gaur. ' The dimensions of the city proper, /.<?. the part within the great

continuous embankment (partly natural and partly artificial), were about

>i\ miles in length from north to south, and from 1 to 2 miles in breadth,

giving a total area of about 13 square miles. The west side of the city

was throughout washed by the main stream of the Ganges, the eastern

side being protected partly by the Mahdnad^ and partly by a line of
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perennial swamps, which were formerly a channel of the Ganges. To
the south but little protection was needed, for the junction a little lower

down of the Mahdnanda and the Ganges would have prevented an

invader from choosing such a circumscribed base of operations. To
the north, which was the most accessible quarter, an artificial bulwark

was required. A line of fortifications, about 6 miles in length, extends

in an irregular curve from the old channel of the Bhdgirathf at Sontali

to near the Mahdnand£ at BholaMt. This rampart, mainly composed of

brick, is about ioo feet wide at its base. At each end, where it touches

on the rivers, it is cut off by a ditch 120 feet wide. At the north-east

part of this curve is a gate, protected by a strong projecting outwork in

the form of a quadrant, through which a high embanked road passes

north and south. This outwork contains many tanks, and the monument
of a Muhammadan saint. It seems to have been, the station of the

police officer who had charge of this part of the city.

Near the north-east corner of the outwork, at the confluence of

the Kalindrf with the MaMnandd, stands a mindr or tower, which,

although now fallen to ruin, still presents a striking object as viewed

from the ferry at Minasarai. North of the rampart, and entirely

apart from the city, are the sites of two isolated ruins, connected
with the names of Adisiir and Ballal Sen, early Hindu kings of

Bengal. Close by is the site of the ruins of the palace where
Ballal Sen is said to have resided, consisting, like the palace at

Dacca, of a square of about 400 yards, surrounded by a ditch.

Behind the rampart is the northern suburb of the city. It is of vast

extent, in the shape of a quadrant of a circle, with an area of about
6000 yards. It does not appear to have been at any time thickly

inhabited. The eastern portion is now occupied by marshes
; but

the western portion, near the Bhigfrathf, is enclosed by earthworks, and
contains many public buildings. Here is situated the large Sdgar Dighi,
the most celebrated artificial piece of water in Bengal. It was formed
by uniformly deepening, and embanking from north to south, natural
hollows existing in the high clay lands. The place was probably used
extensively for a long time for brickmaking before it was converted into
a tank. Its dimensions are almost 1600 yards from north to south, and
more than 800 from east to west. The banks are built of brick, and
the water remains pure and sweet to the present day. This was a
Hindu structure

j and in the neighbourhood are the two most
frequented places of Hindu pilgrimage in the District, namely,V2dulMpur
ghdt and the Durbasine shrine. The banks, however, are now occupied
with Muhammadan buildings, of which the most conspicuous is the
tomb of Mukhdam Shdh Jaldl, a saint who is stated to have exercised
great influence in the time of the early Musalmdn kings of Bengal.
Near this tomb is a small mosque. Both these buildings are supported
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by an endowment, and tolerably well cared for. Opposite this suburb,

at a market-place now called SddulMpur, is the chief descent (ghdt) to

the old bed of the Ganges. To this spot dead bodies of Hindus
are still brought from great distances to be buried. It is said to have
been the only burning ghdt allowed to the Hindus in Gaur by their

Muhammadan rulers.

Immediately to the south lies the city itself, which, towards each

suburb and along the Ganges, has been defended by a strong rampart

and ditch. On the side facing the Mahananda the rampart has been
double, and in most parts there have been two immense ditches, and in

some parts three. These works were designed for embankments against

inundation, and were utilized for drains and for fortifications. The
double embankment appears to have been constructed to prevent the

Ganges from cutting away the site of Gaur, when the main body of its

water east of the city began to gravitate westwards. This is known to

have occurred in the early part of the sixteenth century. The hardness

of the clay highlands on which Gaur was built, and these works,

resisted encroachments by the river
;
and the Ganges cut fresh channels

west of the embanked city, instead of sweeping away and levelling the

city as might have been expected. The base of the outer embankment
was in one place measured by Mr. Creighton, and found to be 150 feet

thick.

By far the greater portion of the 13 square miles thus enclosed

appears to have been thickly inhabited. Small tanks are everywhere to

be seen, as well as many foundations of houses and the remains of small

places of worship. Broad roadways from east to west traverse this

northern part of the city at irregular intervals. There were also com-

munications by water within the city, and a regular system of internal

drainage for carrying off the rain-water to the large natural and artificial

reservoirs. In the southern part there have been numerous roads,

raised very high, and so wide that, in many places, small buildings of

brick were erected, with rows of trees in front, on their sides. These

were probably chapels, or other places of public resort
;

while the

dwelling-houses were huddled together along the sides of the tanks.

Somewhat to the south, on the banks of the Bhagfrathi, was the citadel

or kild, a work evidently of the Muhammadan period. It extends

about a mile in length from north to south, by about 600 to 800

yards broad. The rampart which encircles this area has been very

strongly built of brick, with many flanking angles and round bastions at

the corners. The palace, at the south-east corner of the citadel, was

surrounded by a wall of brick about 40 feet high and 8 feet thick. In

the interior, the remains of several cross-walls are visible, but the

arrangement of the apartments cannot be ascertained. Indeed, almost

the whole site is now under cultivation. A little north of the palace are
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the royal tombs, where Husain Shah and other independent kings of

Bengal lie buried. This building has been almost entirely destroyed,

but it had evidently considerable pretensions to elegance. The floor

was paved with stone, and the graves were covered with slabs of 1

polished hornblende. Not one of these stones, however, now remains.

Within the citadel, also, are two mosques, the larger of which has fallen

into ruins. The smaller, built by Husain Shah, or by his successor,

Nazrat Shdh, known as the Kadam Rdsiil Mosque, is in good preserva-

tion, being supported by an adequate endowment Just outside the

east wall of the citadel stands a lofty tower of brick, up the centre of

which runs a winding stair leading to a chamber at the summit. It is

known as the Pfr Asd Mantra, but no object is assigned for its erection

by the natives. Mr. Fergusson, however, in his History of Eastern

Architecture
,

states that it is evidently a pillar of victory, a Jayi.

Stambhd, such as the Kutab Min£r at Delhi.

About a mile and a half north of the citadel is a place of 600 square

yards, surrounded by a rampart and ditch, known as the Flower-

Garden. South-east of this is the Piydsbdri, or * Abode of Thirst/ a

tank of considerable dimensions, but containing bad brackish water.

A tradition states that condemned criminals were allowed to drink

nothing but water from this tank, and thus perished of thirst.

There are many other large tanks within the city walls, some con-

taining crocodiles, which are fed by the resident fdklrs. Of these,

the finest is the small Sagar Dfghf, which is inferior in size only to

the tank of the same name in the north suburb. Between the

PiyasMrl and the citadel is the Great Golden Mosque, reckoned

the grandest building in Gaur. Dr. Buchanan-Hamilton thought its

proportions mean. It is 180 feet from north to south, 60 feet from east

to west, and 20 feet high to the top of the cornice. It is a perfect

parallelopiped without projection or recess, except that it was formerly

covered with 33 domes. The only other structure of interest is the

fine central gate in the south wall of the city. It is called the Kotwdli
Darwdzd, presumably from the circumstance that the superintendent of

police was stationed here. This gate is still in good preservation

(1883).

Southwards from this gate stretches an immense suburb as far as

Pukhariyd, a distance of about 7 miles. Its width is comparatively

small, but it bears abundant traces of having been at one time densely
populated. It was called Firozpur, from Firoz Shdh, the second of
the two kings of Bengal of that name. Towards the east and south
lay an embankment and ditch, probably designed to ward off the
floods, which have now created large marshes in that direction. This
southern suburb contains a good number of public buildings. The
most prominent among these are the Lesser Golden Mosque, which Dr.
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Buchanan-Hamilton describes as
4 one of the neatest pieces of archi-

tecture in the whole place
;

9 and the tomb of Niamat-ulM-Wali. This

person was the spiritual guide of Shah Shujd, and his monument, which

is small and clumsy, is to this day carefully tended by his descendants.

Such are the ruins of Gaur. No doubt many of the accounts of its

vast population are oriental exaggerations. But even according to Dr.

Buchanan-Hamilton, who places the inhabited area at 20 square miles,

it would have contained over 600,000 or 700,000 souls. The actual

city of Gaur was long entirely deserted, and was formerly overgrown

with dense jungle
; but cultivation is gradually spreading, and clusters

of habitations and new villages are appearing here and there amid the

ruins of the ancient city.

Gaura.—Town in Gorakhpur District, North-Western Provinces.

—

See Gora.

Gaura Jasmin.—Pargand in MusafirkMna tahsil^ Sultanpur Dis-

trict, Oudh. Area, 93 square miles, of which 49 are under cultivation.

Population (1881) 47,749, namely, males 23,282, and females 24,467 ;

average density, 513 persons per square mile; 91 villages. Land
revenue, ^6153.

Gaurangdihi.— Hills in Manbhum District, Bengal. Three conical

hills at a village of the same name, 24 miles from Bdnkur£, on the road

to Raghunathpur
; about 300 feet above the level of the surrounding

country, covered with tree jungle, and so steep as to be only accessible

to men. Lat. 23
0
26' n., long. 86° 48' 45" e.

GauriMr.—One of the petty States in Bundelkhand, under the

Central India Agency; situated between 25
0
14' and 25° 26' n. lat., and

between 8o° 12' and 8o° 21' e. long. It is bounded on the east by
Bdnda District and part of Hamfrpur, on the north and west by B^nda,

and on the south by the Chhatarpur State. The area of the State is

727 square miles; it contains 14 villages and 1903 houses. Total

population (1881) 10,691, namely, Hindus, 10,295 ;
Muhammadans,

394;
i others,’ 2. The estimated revenue of the chief is ^5000 a year.

The predecessor of the last ruler was a guerilla leader of importance

during the period of anarchy in Bundelkhand which prevailed at the

close of the last century. He received a grant of the Gaurihdrjdgir in

1807. The last chief, Rao Bahadur Kudra Singh, did good service, at

great personal loss, during the Mutiny of 1857 ;
for which he received

the title of Rio Bahadur, a dress of honour worth Rs. 10,000, and the

privilege of adoption, which was subsequently confirmed by sanad.

Rudra Singh died in 1877, and was succeeded by an adopted son,

Gajadhar Prasdd, the present chief. He maintains a military force of 3

guns, 35 cavalry, and 240 foot soldiers. Gaurihdr town is situated in

lat. 25
0
16' n., and long. 8o° 14' e.

Gauripur.—Village in Godlp&rd District, Assam, on the right bank
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of the Gadddhar river. Lat. 26
0
1 i' n., long. 90° 7' e. Population (1881)

1900. It is the residence of one of the wealthiest landowners in the

District, and a busy centre of river traffic. A large trading fair is held

here during the Durga-Puja festival in October or November. In

1876-77, Gauripur exported to Sirajganj, in P^bna District, 28,900

maunds of jute.

Gavipur.*— Village in Bangalore District, Mysore State; 1 mile south-

west of the fort of Bangalore. Latitude 12
0
56' n., longitude 77

0
36' e.

Population (1881) 624. Celebrated for the cave-temple of Gavi Gan-

gddharesvara, constructed in the time of Kempe Gauda (1537). The
emblems of Siva—the trident, the umbrella, and the double drum—are

carved out of the solid rock on a colossal scale, each being 15 feet

high.

Gavrid&r.—Petty State in Haldr prdnt or division of Kathiawar,

Bombay Presidency; consisting of 6 villages, with 1 independent

tribute-payer. Population (1881) 3055. The original seat of the

chiefs of Pdlitdna, with which place it is connected by a made road.

Mentioned in the Ain4-Akbari and the Mirdt-i-Ah??iadi. Estimated

revenue, ^1300; tribute of ^ioi payable to the British Govern-

ment, and jQdi to Jundgarh.

G&wilgarh.— Hill range, a branch of the Satpura mountains, in

Berar; situated between 21
0
10' and 21° 46' 30" n. latitude, and between

76° 40' and 77
0

53' e. longitude; so named from the Gauli tribe.

Immediately east of Betul District the Satpuras divide into two dis-

tinct chains—the one running on to the west coast between, and

nearly parallel to, the Tdpti and Narbada (Nerbudda) rivers; whilst

the other, passing in a south-westerly direction through Betul, the

Melghdt or upland country of Ellichpur, and the southern portion

of Nimdr, terminates at the junction of the Tdpti with its principal

tributary, the Pilrna. In Melgh^t, the crest of the range attains

an average elevation of 3400 feet above sea-level, the highest point,

Bairdt, being 3987 feet. The main height of the lower hills, border-

ing upon the Tdpti, is about 1650 feet. The chief passes are

—

Malhira on the east, Dulghit on the west, and Bing£ra on the

extreme west
;
the first two have been made practicable for wheeled

vehicles; several other roads are in course of completion or projected,

which will open out this difficult portion of country entirely. There are

also several smaller intermediate tracks, used by the Korkiis in bringing

their wood and forest produce for sale in the markets at the foot

of the hills.

Gdwilgarh.—Hill fortress in the G^wilgarh range, in the Melgh^t
Sub-division of Ellichpur District, Berar

; situated on the watershed be-

tween the Piima and T^pti rivers. Latitude 21
0
21' 30" n., longitude 77

0

24' 30" e.
; elevation, 3593 feet above sea-level. The hill was first fortified
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by the Gaulfs, a tribe from whom it takes its name, and who are still

numerous here. The fortress, however, dates from 1420, its construction

being assigned to Ahmad Shkh of the B^hmani dynasty. It was held

at different times by the Nizdm and the Marithas, being captured from

the latter by the British in December 1803, At that time it consisted

of one complete inner fort facing the steepest part of the mountain,

covered by an outer fort, defending its approaches to the north and

north-west. The walls were strongly built, and fortified by towers and

ramparts. The communications with the fort are through three gates

—one to the south with the inner fort, one to the north-west with the

outer fort, and one to the north—and by a road made, after the

capture, up the western face of the hills. A handsome mosque
occupies one of the highest points of the fort, and in it are eight

tanks, four only of which contain water during the warm season. The
march of General Stevenson up the hills through the Malhdra Pass

eastward of Giwilgarh, and round to Labada on the northern side of

the fort, is described by Sir Arthur Wellesley as one of the most diffi-

cult, as well as successful, operations he had witnessed. The fort was

breached by batteries from Labada, and gallantly carried by storm on

the 15th December 1803. The fort was dismantled in 1853, an(i

only buildings now standing are two mosques, the powder factory, and

Shora-kMna.

Gaya.—British District in the Lieutenant-Governorship of Bengal,

lying between 24
0

17' and 25° 19' n. lat,, and between 84° 4' and
86° 5' E. long. It is bounded on the north by Patnd District, on

the east by Monghyr, on the south and south-east by Lohardag£ and

Haz£riMgh, and on the west by Shahdb^d, the boundary line being

formed by the river Son (Soane). Area, 4712 square miles. Population,

according to the Census of 1881, 2,124,682. The chief place in the

District is Gaya town, but the civil station and administrative head-

quarters are at Sdhibganj, which is distinct from, although adjoining

Gay£ town.

Physical Aspects.—The southern boundary of Gaya is formed by an

irregular ridge of hills of no great height, but prettily wooded, and full

of game. These hills may be regarded as part of the Vindhyan system,

by which the great Gangetic plain is bounded on the south ;
from them

the District slopes gently northward towards the Ganges. The country

is generally flat, but here and there hills are found, either isolated or in

groups, the higher ones covered with jungle and coarse grass, the others

rocky and bare. The loftiest of these peaks is Miher Hill, about 12

miles south-east of Gaya town, which rises to a height of 1620 feet

above the sea. The only other remarkable clusters of hills in the

District, besides the southern range already referred to, are the Bar&bar,

or, as they are called in old maps, Currumshaw Hills; and a range
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which forms portion of the boundary between Gayd and Patnd, and
contains (on the Patnd side) Rdjgriha, the famous sacred mount, a

place of great antiquarian interest.

The eastern part of Gayd is highly cultivated ;
the portions to the

north and west are less fertile, and the remainder of the District

consists of hills and jungles, which are full of wild animals, and in which
the hunters collect tasar silk, beeswax, resin, gums of all kinds,

and the valuable fruit of the mahud tree. This part of the country

was formerly thinly peopled and little cultivated, but of late years

much of the jungle has been cleared away, and the cultivated area is

rapidly increasing. The soil generally is alluvial. Most of the rivers

of the District take their rise in the southern mountains, and flow from
south to north

; the principal of them, however, the Son, which forms

the boundary between Gayd and Shdhabdd Districts, rises in the Central

Provinces. It contains water at all seasons of the year, and in

every part of its course; and its channel here is almost equal in

size to that of the Ganges. After heavy rains this channel is almost

filled, and the rapidity of the current is such as to render up-stream

navigation almost impossible. But generally speaking, during the rainy

season, boats of twenty tons burthen traverse the whole extent of Gayd
District, and small boats of under a ton can navigate throughout

the year. The Son derives its name from the golden colour of its

sand, with which are intermixed many small pebbles, some of them
prettily coloured, and susceptible of polish. The next river of import-

ance is the Pdnpdn, which rises in the extreme south of the District,

and flows in a north-easterly course towards the Ganges. During the
driest part of the year there is always some stream

; and the water is

extensively used for irrigation by the neighbouring villages. Small
channels called pains, often continuing for a considerable distance, dis-

tribute the river water over the fields, or flow into large public reservoirs,

ahars
, where it is stored until required by the cultivators. The Phdlgu,

formed by the junction of two hill torrents, flows through the District,

and is chiefly noteworthy for the reverence in which it is held by the
pilgrims who flock in large numbers to Gayd ; during the hot weather
the stream dries up. The other rivers of the District are the Dharhar,
the Dongd, the Tiliya, the Dhanarji, the Shob, the Kdsf, and the
Sakrf, all used for irrigation.

Gayd District is traversed by two important lines of canal, the
Eastern Main Canal from the Son to the Ptinpiin river, a distance of
8 miles

; and the Patna Canal, which branches off about 4 miles from the
Son Canal, and flowing northwards as nearly as possible parallel to the
Son, joins the Ganges in Patnd District between Bdnkipur and Dina-
pur, after a course of 79 miles, of which 43 miles lie in Gaya District.

Another principal branch of the Son Canal system, the Western Main
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Canal, takes off from the other side of the river opposite the Eastern

Canal, and flows through Shdhab^d District The wild animals of the

District comprise tigers, found in the southern hill ranges ; leopards

and bears in most parts of the District. Antelope and hog are

common, and different varieties of deer are numerous in the south.

Hyenas abound ;
wolves are very troublesome, and deaths from these

animals are common, especially in Naw£da Sub-division. Smaller

game include jungle-fowl, pea-fowl, wild duck, teal, quail, snipe, and

partridge.

History.—Materials for the administrative history of Gaya are scanty,

as the records were burnt during the Mutiny. After the acquisition of

the Province of Behar by the English in 1765, the management was

entrusted to a distinguished native, Shitab Rai. Gay£, as at present

constituted, then formed part of the District of Behar, and its history

for the first fifty years of British rule does not admit of separation from

the Province of the same name. In 1814, the south of the District was

placed under the jurisdiction of a special Joint Magistrate, stationed at

SherghdtL In 1825, Gayd was constituted an independent Collectorate,

with a jurisdiction including the present Sub-division of Behar. For

revenue purposes, the Collector was under the jurisdiction of the Board

of Commissioners at Patna and Benares, created in 1817. For judicial

purposes, there were native munsifs
,
under a Judge-Magistrate; from

whom, again, an appeal lay to the Provincial Civil Court at Patna. In

1829, this Court, and also the Board, were abolished, and their powers

were vested in a Commissioner at Patna, acting under the orders of the

Board in Calcutta. In 1831, increased powers were given to the Judge-

Magistrate of Gayd as a Sessions Judge, and his magisterial powers were

made over to the Collector. Thus the present unit of administration,

the Magistrate-Collector, was created. In 1845, offices of Magistrate

and Collector were separated, to be reunited by order of the Secretary

of State in 1859.

Though Gayd was not the scene of fighting during the Mutiny of

1:857, yet an incident took place in the District worthy of record. The
Sepoys in the neighbouring cantonments at Dinapur mutinied in July,

and escaped into Shah&bdd. After the first attack upon them by a

British force had resulted in disaster, orders were issued by the Com-
missioner of Patnd to all the civil officers within his jurisdiction to

withdraw their establishments and retire on Dinapur. A small garrison

of the 64th Regiment, together with a few Sikhs, were then stationed at

Gay& town. In obedience to the written orders of the Commissioner,

the handful of soldiers and civilians at Gayd started on the road to

Patnd, leaving behind about 7 Idkhs of rupees (^70,000) in the

treasury. But on the way bolder counsels prevailed. Mr. Money, the

Magistrate of the District, and Mr, Hollings, an uncovenanted official
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in the opium agency, determined to return to Gayd and save what they

could from the general pillage that would inevitably follow upon the

abandonment of the town. The detachment of the 64th was also sent

back. The town was found still at peace. A few days were spent in

providing carriage for the treasure. But the Patnd road had become

unsafe, and the only means of retreat now open was by the Grand

Trunk Road to Calcutta. As soon as the little party had started a

second time, they were attacked by a mixed rabble of released prisoners

and the former jail-guards. After repulsing the attack, Mr. Money

conveyed his treasure safely to Calcutta, where his arrival was welcomed

with enthusiasm.

Population .—The population of the District, according to the Census

of 1872, was 1,947,824 persons, dwelling in 6530 villages or towns,

and 327,845 houses, the average density of the population being

413 persons to the square mile. The Census of 1881 returned the

population at 2,124,682, showing an increase of 176,858, or 9*07 per

cent., in the nine years. The general results arrived at by the Census

of 1882 may be summarized as follows :—Area of District, 4712

square miles; number of towns and villages, 9657 ; number of houses,

372,648, of which 346,794 are occupied and 25,854 unoccupied.

Total population, 2,124,682, namely, males 1,043,441, and females

1,081,242. Average density of population, 451 persons per square

mile; villages per square mile, 2*05; persons per village, 220;

houses per square mile, 79*1 ;
persons per house, 6-13. Classified

according to religion, Hindus numbered 1,891,484, or 89*0 per cent.,

and Muhammadans 213,141, or ii'o per cent ; Christians and

‘others,’ 100. Of aboriginal and semi-Hinduized tribes, the most

numerous are the Dosadhs, of whom there are 108,249 ; the Bhuiyds,

who number 83,469 ; and the Kharwirs, 3569. These aborigines, who
in religion profess some sort of Hinduism, live chiefly in the south of

the District, and support themselves on the produce of the jungles,

or by thieving, cattle-lifting, and hunting. The high-caste Hindus

include—Brahmans, 79,750 ; Rajputs, 114,402 ; Bdbhans, agricultural

Brahmans who have lapsed from pure Brahmanhood by reason of their

occupation, 152,646 ; Baniy£s or traders, 49,304 ; Kiyasths, Govern-

ment officers, clerks apd landholders, 43,965.

Among the 79,570 Brahmans of Gay& are included a number of

persons who, though not regular or orthodox Brdhmans, are allowed

a kind of brevet rank as such. Of these the most remarkable are the

Gaydwils, of whom there are about 300 families in the District Al-

though they are held in great esteem at the places of pilgrimage in Gaya
town, respectable Brahmans look down upon them ; they live an idle,

self-indulgent life, but are very wealthy, extorting large sums out of the

numerous pilgrims. A detailed account of the origin and customs of
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this curious class of men is to be found in vol. xiL of the Statistical

Account ofBengal (pp. 35, 49, 77).

The agricultural and pastoral castes include— Goal£s, 309,871; in

number, the most numerous caste in the District; Koerfs, 144,675;
Kdrmi's, 43,791; Garerfs, 15,597; Bands, 5863; and Mails, 7740.

The principal artisan castes are the Barhdis, or carpenters, 36,166 in

number; Kumbhars, potters, 22,282; Lohdrs, blacksmiths, 21,425;
and Sonars, goldsmiths, 15,863. Other respectable Sddra castes,

mainly engaged in personal service—Nipits, barbers, 37,838; Dhobis,

washermen, 16,733 ;
Kahdrs, domestic servants, palanquin-bearers

and labourers, 116,961 ;
Mdlas, 11,906; Kdndus, confectioners,

23,784; and Madaks, preparers of parched food-grains, 12,900. Other

castes—Tells, oil-sellers, 57,379; Nuniyds, labourers, 16,621; Tatwas,

weavers, 5051; Sunrls, wine-sellers, 6643; Pasls, palm toddy sellers,

39,293; Rajwdrs, labourers, 43,773; Chamirs, leather dressers and

labourers, 78,552. The Muhammadan population are divided into

—

Sunnis, 207,241 ;
Shids, 3383 ;

and unspecified, 22,474.

Six towns contain more than 5000 inhabitants—namely, Gaya, with

a population (1881) of 76,415; Tikari, population 12,187; Daud-
nagar, population 9870 ;

Sherghati, population 5862 ; Jahanabad,

population 5286; and Hasua, population 5019. Of the 9657 towns

and villages in the District, 6395 contain less than two hundred

inhabitants, 2460 from two to five hundred, 629 from five hundred to

a thousand, 154 from one to two thousand, 10 from two to three

thousand, 3 from three to five thousand, 4 from five to ten thousand,

1 from ten to fifteen thousand, and 1 upwards of fifty thousand.

As regards occupation, the Census Report divides the male population

into six main classes, as follows :—(1) Professional, including Government

officers and servants and professional men, 17,481 ; (2) domestic

servants, inn and lodging-house servants, etc, 52,642; (3) commercial,

including merchants, traders, carriers, etc., 31,546; .(4) agricultural,

including cultivators, gardeners, herdsmen, etc., 283,197; (5) manu-

facturing and industrial, 84,208; (6) indefinite and non-productive

(comprising 157,396 general labourers, and 416,971 male children and

persons of no specified occupation), 574,367.

The District of Gayd is full of places of the greatest sanctity. The
rocky hills, which here run out far into the plain of the Ganges valley,

teem with associations of the prehistoric religion of Buddhism, many
of which have been diverted to new objects by modern superstition.

The Brahmans stamped out the Buddhist faith, but they have utilized

its' local traditions to their own profit. At the present day, the chief

pilgrims to the sacred tree at Budh Gayd are devout Marathds, who

come to pray for the souls of their ancestors in purgatory. As a place

,of Hindu pilgrimage, the town of Gayi is of comparatively modern
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interest. ' The name is derived from that of a pagan monster, whose
fate is recorded in the Vdyu Purdna. His only crime was his desire

to save sinners from perdition. Accordingly, Brahma himself under-

took the task of putting a stop to his career. This he effected by
treacherously persuading him to lie down, and then placing a heavy

stone upon his body. When the monster struggled to get free, the

gods prevailed upon him to keep quiet, by the promise that they would
come and take up their abode on the spot, and that all pilgrims who
worshipped there should be delivered from the pains of hell. The
profitable lesson of this legend has been turned to good account by the

Gaydwdls, or Brdhman priests, who possess the monopoly of pointing

out the sacred spots, and reciting the appropriate prayers.

The pilgrim who would effectually secure admission for his ancestors

into heaven, must scrupulously perform the whole routine of duties, each

one of which involves presents to the priest Before leaving his home,
he must first walk five times round his native village, calling upon the

souls of his ancestors to accompany him on his journey. Arrived at

Gaya, he is forthwith placed in charge of a special Brahman guide.

There are 45 sacred localities, which he should visit in proper order and
on particular days. The full round occupies 13 days; but for those

who have not sufficient devotion, or sufficient wealth, 38 shrines, two,

or even only one, will serve the desired purpose. Each of these sacred

places, bedi
,
ilrat

y or tirlha, is supposed to represent the footprint of
some deity. At each, a findd or ball of rice and water has to be
deposited by the pilgrim, while a hymn is chanted by the attendant

Brdhman. Some of the spots lie a considerable distance beyond the

city walls, on the summit of steep hills, the ascent of which demands
not a little enthusiasm on the part of the devotees. Others are

crowded together within the walls of old narrow temples. The popu-
larity of Gayd appears to have increased with the growth of the

Mardtha power. The records frequently refer to the arrival of
Mardthd princes, as matters of political importance during the early

years of British rule. Towards the end of last century, a Peshwd is

said to have expended ;£i0,000 upon a pilgrimage to Gayd. The
average number of pilgrims in the year is now estimated at 100,000

;

and it has been calculated that a poor man might accomplish the full

round at a cost of £2 . The pilgrim-tax, varying from about 4s. to
28s. per head, levied under the native government, was abolished
during the early years of British rule.

Tikari, on the Murhar river, contains the fort of the Rdjds of Tikdri ;

Jahanabad and Datjdnagar are chiefly interesting as having formerly
contained flourishing cloth factories established by the East India
Company, Among the other noteworthy villages in the District are
Arwal on the Son, once famous for its paper and sugar manufactories,
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and now the centre of the only indigo concern in Gayi.
; Deo, the seat

of the Rdjds of that name, one of the most ancient families in the

District; Nawadd, Wazfrganj, Bela, Hasda, and Wdrisaliganj, consider-

able trading places. At Buddh (or Bodh) Gaya, about 6 miles south

of Gayd, and a few hundred yards west of the Phalgti or Nitejan river,

there are ruins of great sanctity. Here dwelt Sakya Muni, the founder

of the Buddhist religion, and here is the filial tree under which he sat in

mental abstraction for five years. Here, too, are extensive remains of

temples and monuments, and of the Rajasthdn or palace, said to be the

residence of Dharma Asoka, and some of his successors on the throne

of Magadha. Close at hand is a convent, the mahant or abbot of

which shows the place to visitors. Another place of interest in the

District is a temple of great antiquity, which crowns the highest peak of

the BaraMr Hills. This temple is sacred to Sidheswdra, and contains

a linga said to have been placed there by Bard Rdja, the Asar King of

Dindjpur. In September, a large fair, attended only by men, is held

here. The pilgrims, who number between 10,000 and 20,000, spend a

night on the mountain. Near the foot of the hill are some caves cut-in

the rock about 200 b.c., and in the immediate neighbourhood are a

sacred spring and tank, and several sculptures of great interest to the

antiquary.

Agriculture.—The most important crop of the District is rice, which

is sown in June or early in July. The bhaddi crop is reaped in August

or September; the kharif crop is transplanted in July or August, and

cut in December or January. Wheat is sown broadcast in September

and October, and reaped in March. Among the other cereals grown

are barley, Indian com, marui
.,
and kodo. The chief leguminous

crops are khesdri
,
gram, peas, and beans. The other crops include

yams and potatoes, hemp and flax, cotton, oil-seeds, opium, indigo,

sugar-cane, and pan. Rotation of crops is common in the District,

and irrigation is much practised, the means used being natural and

artificial watercourses, reservoirs, and wells. Manure is always used

for cotton and opium. The area ordinarily cultivated with rice is

about 900,000 acres, producing over 400,000 tons, of which a

fourth part is exported ; the wheat-growing area has been estimated

at nearly 170,000 acres, producing about 60,000 tons, of which

about a half is exported ; and the area devoted to oil-seeds is about

35,000 acres. The area under opium cultivation in Gayd cannot be

given exactly, as the boundaries of the opium sub-divisions are not

conterminous with those of the District
;
but the two sub-divisions of

Tehtd and Gaya are almost co-extensive with Gayd District, and the

sum of their areas is but little in excess of the opium area. In

1872-73, the area under cultivation in these two opium sub-divisions

was 67,858 acres, the amount of crude opium produced being 668 tons,

VOL. v. d
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and the average produce per acre about 22 lbs. In 1880-8 r, the

estimated area under opium in Gayd District was 63,940 acres, the

produce amounting to 301 tons, of the value of about ^263,250.

There is only one indigo factory under European management in the

District, and for some unexplained reason the dye here cannot be

brought to such a state of perfection as it attains north of the Ganges.

The area under sugar-cane has been estimated at 13,000 acres.

Speaking roughly, a fifth of the total area of the District still lies

uncultivated. A fair out-turn of paddy or unhusked rice from an acre

of good land would be 30 cwts., value £2, 14s. ; from inferior lands,

18 cwts., value £i, 12s. 3d. The out-turn of wheat or barley, and

their value, is much the same as in the case of paddy
;
but the cultiva-

tion of these crops is less expensive, and the net profit to. the cultivator

is consequently higher. Wages for labour are generally paid in kind.

There seems to have been little or no variation in money wages during

the last quarter of a century, but at an earlier period they were 25 per

cent less than at present. The money wage of a day-labourer is now
3d., that of a smith, bricklayer, or carpenter, from 4^d. to 6d. per diem.

Prices seem to have fallen of late years. In 1859, i860, and 1870, the

prices of the best cleaned rice were respectively 6s. ojd., 7s. 6d., and

4s. sd. per cwt. ; in the same years the prices of common rice were

5s. 4d., 6s. iod., and 3s. 9d. per cwt. respectively. Prices, however,

were high in 1882, the rates in the month of September for that year

being returned at 9s. 4d. per cwt. for best cleaned rice, and 6s. ofd. for

common rice.

Natural Calamities.—Gaya does not suffer from blight or flood to

any great extent, but droughts are very common, and seriously affect

the prospects of the District. The Son Canals, recently completed,

will no doubt prevent much of the loss arising from dry seasons. The
District suffered considerably from the famine of 1866, and the

mortality was increased by an outbreak of cholera which took place in

the middle of July in the town of Gay£, and spread through the greater

part of the District. The number of recipients of gratuitous relief

never exceeded a daily average of 1200, and the average daily number
of persons employed on relief works was about 350. The maximum
price of common rice was 18s. 6d., and of paddy, 9s. 3d. per cwt. ; but

prices in Gaya are not by any means a trustworthy index to the pressure

from scarcity. The famine of 1873-74 did not affect the District

seriously; the food-supply was augmented by private trade, and the

Government had only to supplement this supply by a small amount of

grain, and by the provision of relief works on the canals.

Commerce and Trade

.

— No important manufactures are carried

on in Gayi. Common brass utensils for home use, black stone orna-

ments, pottery, tasar silk cloth, and rope made of a grass called
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sabi/i, are manufactured. Cloth and paper were formerly the princi-

pal manufactures, but these industries have now almost entirely died

out. Soda effloresces in parts of the District, and a considerable

quantity of saltpetre is manufactured and despatched to Calcutta. The
principal exports are—food-grains of all kinds (especially rice), oil-seeds,

indigo, crude opium (sent to Patna for manufacture), saltpetre, sugar,

blankets, brass utensils, etc. Among the imports are—salt, piece-goods,

cloth, cotton, timber, bamboos, tobacco, lac, iron, spices, and fruits.

The principal trade with other Districts is by the State Railway from

Binkipur to Gayi, which was opened for traffic in March 1879. Its

total length is 57 miles; gross earnings for the year 1881-82, ^54,819 ;

working expenses, ^34,241 ;
net earnings, ^20,578, or a return of 5*34

per cent, on the capital outlay.

Administration.—Owing to the loss of all office records at the time

of the Mutiny, it is impossible to give the revenue of Gayd. District

before 1858-59. In that year the net revenue was ^213,125; in

1870-71, the net revenue was ^192,870; and in 1882-83, ^255,464.
The land revenue constitutes in Gaya, as elsewhere in Bengal, the

most important item of the revenue; in 1870-71, it amounted to

^138,032 ;
and in 1882-83, t0 ;£i43,688. Sub-division of estates has

progressed very rapidly in Gay£
; the number of estates in 1871 was

4411, and the number of registered proprietors, 20,453. The average

payment, therefore, from each estate was ^31, 5s. rod., or from each

individual proprietor, £6, 14s. nd. By 1881-82, the number of

estates had increased to 5614, and the registered proprietors to 59,172,

the average payment from each estate being £26. Comparing

these figures with the corresponding ones for 1789, found in an old

register in the Patna office, it appears that in eighty years each estate

had on an average split up into eight, and where there had in 1789

been one proprietor there were in 188 r over fifty. The land revenue

in the former year was ^104,170 ; the subsequent increase has not

been great, as remissions have been granted to the Deo Rajas and

others for military services. The machinery for the protection of person

and property in the District has been steadily increasing in strength.

There are now 12 magisterial and 5 civil courts, besides 3 honorary

magistrates’ courts. For police purposes, Gaya is divided into 14

thdnds,
with 24 outposts. The regular District police consisted

at the end of 1882 of 3 superior and 99 subordinate officers, and

475 constables; the municipal police at the same time consisted of

318 officers and men; and the village watch numbered 13,126 men.

Included among these last is a body of digwars or road policemen,

maintained by the landholders. These digwdrs are peculiar to Gayd,

and appear to have been first appointed early in the present century, in

consequence of frequent accidents $£> travellers on roads and hill passes.
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.Highway robbery, once very prevalent in the District, is said to have

almost entirely ceased since the introduction of the digwdri system.

The total cost of maintaining the regular and municipal police in

1882 was ;£i 1,914, equal to a charge of ijd. per head of the popula-

tion. Burglary and dakditi are still very common; the criminal

classes are principally recruited from the Bdbhans, Go&las, Dosadhs,

and Doms. There were 4 jails in the District in 1882—the District

jail at Gay£, and Sub-divisional lock-ups at Jahan£bad, AurangdMd,

and Nawadi. In that year the daily average number of prisoners in

the Gaya jail was 298*48. Education (specially primary) has made

rapid progress of late years. The number of pupils subject to the

Education Department increased from 574 in 1856-57, to 8139 in

1873-74, and to 19,118 in 1882-83; the total number of schools in

1873-74 was 446, and in 1882-83, 1476, or 1 school to every 3-2

square miles of area, and 1 pupil to every in of the population.

Of the boys of school-going age, 1 in every 6*5 is under instruction.

For administrative purposes, the District is parcelled out into 4 Sub-

divisions—the sadr or head-quarters Sub-division, with an area of 1839

square miles; Naw£d£, 1020 square miles; Aurangdbdd, 1246 square

miles; and Jahdn£b£d Sub7division, 607 square miles.

Medical Aspects,—The climate of Gaya is dry, and the District is

regarded as very healthy. The average temperature is about 79*98° F.;

maximum in May 1882, in*5°, minimum 68*i°; maximum in July

95*2°, minimum 73*0°; maximum in December 81*9°, minimum 47*2°.

Average annual rainfall at the town of Gay&, 39*8 inches. The wettest

month is July, and in that month the average rainfall is 11*37 inches.

Among the diseases of the District are cholera, leprosy, small-pox,

neuralgia, headache, and the ‘Gaya sore.’ Cholera breaks out every

now and then in some part of the District. Small-pox is endemic,

owing to the objection of the people to vaccination. Neuralgic

headache occurs in a very intense form
;

it often returns periodically,

and in some cases defies treatment. Total number of registered

deaths in 1882-83, 1416, or 19*49 per thousand of the population.

[For further information regarding Gay£, see The Statistical Account of
Bengal

,
vol. xii. (Triibner, 1877); the Bengal Census Report for 1881

;

and the Administration and Departmental Reports ofBengal, from 1880

to 1883.]

Gay&.—Head-quarters Sub-division of Gayi District, lying between
24° 17' and 25° 6' 30" n. lat., and between 84° 20' 30" and

,85° 26' 45" e. long. Area, 1839 square miles, with 3719 villages

.or towns, and 137,370 houses. Population (1881) 805,364, namely,

395,836 males and 409,528 females. Classified according to

religion, there are 706,127 Hindus, 99,161 Muhammadans, and 76

Christians. Average density of population, 438 persons per square
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mile; villages, 2-02 per square mile; houses, 78*9 per square mile;

persons per village, 217 ;
per house, 5*8. The Sub-division comprises

the 5 police circles (
tlidn&s

)

of Gayd, Atri, Tikdri, Sherghdtf, and
Barachatf. In 1882, it contained 9 magisterial and 4 revenue courts;

with a regular police force of 277 officers and men, besides 6590
village watchmen.

Gayd,—Chief town and (with Sahibganj) the administrative head-

quarters of Gaya District ; situated on the right bank of the Phdlgu river.

Lat. 24
0
48' 44" n., and 85° 3' 16" e. long. The town consists of two

distinct portions adjoining each other—the old town or Gaya proper,

which contains the residence of the priests
;
and Sdhibganj, the trading

quarter, and also the seat of administration, where the civil offices

and the dwelling-houses of the European residents are situated. The
streets are wide, but the native houses are generally small and insig-

nificant. Besides the ordinary official courts, Sahibganj contains the

jail, police lines, hospital, circuit bungalow, and church. There is also

a public library, billiard-room, swimming-bath, and racecourse. Gaya

with Sahibganj forms one municipality. The population of the united

towns in 1881 amounted to 76,415, namely, 38,493 males and 37,992

females. Hindus numbered 60,181 ;
Muhammadans, 16,161 ;

and

Christians and ‘others/ 75. Municipal income (1882-83), ^£7253, of

which ^£3807 was derived from taxation, mainly from houses and lands

;

expenditure, ^6593 ;
average incidence of taxation, nfd. per head of

population within municipal limits. The town police force consists of

73 officers and 138 men. For the history and shrines of Gaya, see ante,

Gaya District.

Gazzalh&tti (‘ The Elephant Track ’).—Pass in Coimbatore District,

Madras Presidency. Latitude n° 33' n., longitude 77
0

3' e.

Formerly the principal pass from Coimbatore into Mysore, one track

leading from Satyamangalam, and another from Coimbatore town via

Denaiakenkota to the foot of the ghdt An old-fashioned bridge at

the foot still stands, but the road is no longer kept in order. Pack-

bullocks and donkeys still cross it in considerable numbers. The

head of the pass, 2800 feet above sea-level, is 17 miles from the

Mysore frontier.

Gedi.— Petty State of Jhalawar print or division, Kdthiawdr,

Bombay Presidency; consisting of 2 villages, with 2 independent

tribute - payers. Nine miles distant from Limbdi railway station.

Population (1881) 901. The revenue in 1881 was estimated at ,£428 ;

tribute of £120 is payable to the British Government and £13, 18s.

to Jundgarh.

GeonkMK {Cowcolly).— Village and lighthouse, on the Hugli

river, 13 miles east of Contai, and about 40 miles below Calcutta in

Tamhik Sub-division, Midnapur District, Bengal. Lat, 21
0
50' 15" n.,
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long. 87° 59' 15" e. The cyclone of October 1864, with its

accompanying storm-wave, visited this place and the surrounding

country with terrific force. For a full and interesting account of it,

given by the lighthouse superintendent, see Statistical Account ofBengal

^

vol. iii. pp. 220-226. The village contains a travellers
7 bungalow and

police outpost station. At this point commences the Hijili (Hidgellee)

tidal canal, which runs to Balasor in Orissa.

Georgegarh.—Village in Jhajjar tahsil, Rohtak District, Punjab, with

remains of an old fort. Lat. 28° 38' n., long. 76° 37' e. Built by the

adventurer George Thomas during his temporary dominion over this

part of India. He was besieged here by the Mardthds in 1801, but

succeeded at the head of a small body of cavalry in cutting his way
through the investing lines to Hdnsi, where he was finally overthrown.

Two important cattle fairs are held here annually, about March and

September.

Gewarda.—Estate in Chdndd District, Central Provinces.— See

Giwarda.

GMgar.— River rising in the Kotw£Iip£rj£ Marshes, Faridpur

District, Bengal, in lat. 23
0

1' 45" n., long. 90° 8' 45" e. It flows

south into the Madhumati (lat 22
0
48' 30" n., long. 89° 57' 15” e.),

a distributary of the Ganges, and is called the Sildaha in the

lower part of its course. Navigable throughout the year by large

boats.

Ghaggar.—River in the Punjab and Rijputdna. Once an important

confluent of the Indus, but now a comparatively insignificant stream,

which loses itself by evaporation in the deserts of Bhatner. The
Ghaggar rises among the Himalayan slopes in the Native State of

Ndhan or Sirmiir (lat. 30° 41' n., long. 77
0
14' e.), leaves the hills a few

miles above the town of Mani M£zra, and crosses AmMla (Umballa)

District at its narrowest point
;
thence it traverses the Native State of

Patidla, flowing close to the British frontier, and passing only 3 miles to

the west of Ambala city, where it actually touches the borders of our

territory; emerging into Hissir District near the town of Akalgarh, it

divides into two channels, and formerly passed on to Sirsa with a very

uncertain water-supply, but the whole amount is now diverted in Hissdr

itself for purposes of irrigation. Another branch, however, reaches Sirsa

from Patiala direct, and crosses the District into the Rijput&ia deserts.

The water penetrates no farther than the fort of Bhatner, just beyond
the frontier, but the dry bed may be traced as far as Mfrgarh in

Bahawalpur State.

In ancient times the lower portion of the river appears to have
borne the name of its confluent the Saraswati or Sarsuti, which
joins the main stream in Patiila territory. It then possessed the
dimensions of an important channel, receiving the whole drainage
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of the lower Himalayas between the Jumna (Jamna) and the Sutlej

(Satlaj), and debouching into the Indus below the junction of the five

great Punjab rivers. At present, however, every village through which

the stream passes has diverted a portion of its waters for irrigation,

no less than 10,000 acres being supplied from this source in AmMla
District alone. The dams thus erected check the course of the stream,

while the consequent deposit of silt, greatly facilitated by the dams,

has permanently diminished the power of the water, both in the main

stream and its tributaries, to force its way across the dead level of the

Kama! and Patiala plains. In Sirsa District the river expands into

three jhils or lakes, on which a few Persian wheels are worked for

purposes of irrigation. The Ghaggar water, in or near the hills,

when used for drinking, produces disastrous results upon the health,

causing fever, enlarged spleen, and goitre; families die out, accord-

ing to report, in the fourth generation; and the villages along its

banks are greatly under-populated. Only the prospect of obtaining

exceptional returns for their labour can induce cultivators to settle in

such an unhealthy region. During the lower portion of its course, in

Sirsa District, the bed of the Ghaggar is dry from November to

June, affording a cultivable surface for rich crops of rice and wheat.

Even in the rains the water-supply is very capricious, and from time

to time it fails entirely, except in the immediate neighbourhood of the

hills.

Ghagra.—River of Oudh .—See Gogra.

GMibi Dero (or Dero Kot).—Jdgir or revenue-free town in

Larkhdna Sub-division, Shik£rpur District, Sind, Bombay Presidency.

Lies on the PauMro - Kambar road, 32 miles north-north-west of

Larkhina. Latitude 27
0

36' n., longitude 67° 41' e. Population

under a thousand
;
the Muhammadans are mainly Chdndias. It is the

principal town in the jdgir of Ghaibi Khan Chandia, the chief of the

Ghaibi KMn and Ch&ndia tribes, long established in Chandko.

Ghamar.—Town in Ghazipur District, North-Western Provinces.

—

See Gahmar.

Gh&n.—River of Berar, rising in the table-land north of the Pen-

ganga valley, Buldana District, Ber£r, in latitude 20° 26' 30" n., longi-

tude 76° 23' 30" E. The stream, which dries up in the hot weather,

flows in a northerly direction past Pimpalg£on and N^ndwa, and joins

the Piima in latitude 20° 55' n., and longitude 76° 33' e. Commonly

known as the Dnyan Ganga.

GharfL—A name sometimes applied to the united stream of the

Beas (Bias) and the Sutlej (Satlaj), from their confluence at Endrfsa to

their junction with the Chen£b. Below the latter print the whole river

bears the title of Panjnad. The length of the course between these

points amounts to about 300 miles.
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Gharapuri (‘ Hill of Purification
5

?), sometimes also vulgarly called

Gdripuri; the Galipouri of Du Perron and Niebuhr; spelt Gdrapuri
‘

and translated ‘Town of Excavations’ by Dr. Stevenson . —
> See

Elephanta.

Gharo.— Village in Karachi (Kurrachee) District, Sind, Bombay
Presidency. Latitude 24

0
44' 30'' n., longitude 67° 37' 30" e. Popu-

lation (1881) under 2000, chiefly occupied in grain trade with Karachi,

Tatta, and Mirpur Sakra. The Karachi-Kotri Railway, which runs

within 8 miles, has diverted much of the former trade from this place.

A bridge of four arches spans the creek o'f Gharo.

Gharra.—Petty State under the Guna (Goona) Sub-Agency of Central

India. Population (1881) 9544. Revenue about £1700. This State

is feudatory to Gwalior, and was formerly a portion of the Rajhugarh

fagir, which was divided in 1843 amongst the three principal members
of the Khfchi family of Rdjputs. During the minority of the present

(1883) chief, Balbhaddar Singh, the management of the State is carried

on by a kdmdar under the superintendence of the Political Assistant

at Gdna.

GMtal.— Sub-division of Midnapur District, Bengal. Area, 317
square miles, with 913 towns and villages, and 50,144 houses. Popu-
lation (1881) 287,333, namely, males 138,706, and females 148,627.

Average density of population, 906 persons per square mile; villages

per square mile, 2*9; persons per village, 314; houses per square

mile, 173; persons per house, 57. Classified according to religion,

there were—Hindus, 274,310; Muhammadans, 13,006; Christians, 6;
and Santdls, 11. The Sub-division comprises the three police circles

(thdnds) of Ghdt£l, Chandrakond, and Dispur. It contained in 1883,

1 criminal and 2 civil courts; strength of regular police force, 113
men; village watchmen {chaukiddrs), 1295.

Ghat&L—Town and municipality in Midnapur District, Bengal, and
head-quarters of Ghitil Sub-division ; situated on the Silii river, near

its junction with the Rupnariyan, and transferred a few years ago to

Midnapur from Hiigli District. Lat. 22
0
40' 10" n., long. 87° 45' 50" e.

Population (1881) 12,638, namely, males 6261, and females 6377.
Hindus numbered 12,3x1; Muhammadans, 320; and ‘others,’ 7.

Area of town site, 2560 acres. Municipal revenue (1882-83), ^£481 >

expenditure, ^394. Ghatdl is an important commercial town, carrying

on trade in rice, silk, sugar, cotton cloth, etc.

Ghdtampur.—Southern tahsil of Cawnpur District, North-Western
Provinces, lying along the banks of the Jumna, and traversed by a
branch of the Lower Ganges Canal. The tahsil may be roughly
divided into two portions, the river Non marking approximately the
boundary between them. The northern is a tract of fertile loam
(dumat), while the southern is occupied by the soils peculiar to the
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neighbourhood of the Jumna, and in parts is cut up by wild and
bare ravines. Area, 336 square miles, of which 208 are cultivated.

Population (1881) 113,946, namely, males 57,836, and females 56,110.

Hindus numbered 108,532 ; and Muhammadans, 5414. Land
revenue, ^29,204 ;

total Government revenue, ^3 2,708; rental paid

by cultivators, ^47,516. Of the 275 estates in the tahsll at the time

of the recent settlement, 17 1 were zamind&A
, 96 fattiddri

, 7 ih&yd

-

chdra,
,
and 1 mudfi or revenue-free.

GMtampur.—Town in Cawnpur District, North-Western Provinces,

and head-quarters of Ghatampur tahsil, situated on the Hamfrpur road,

26 miles west of Cawnpur city. Population (1881) 4916. The town
was formerly a stronghold of the Bais clan, who expelled the Ahfrs

about five centuries ago, and gave the town the name of their leader

Ghatam Deo. The principal building is a picturesque Gosain temple,

situated in a mango grove south of the town. The public buildings

comprise the taksili
,

first-class police station, dispensary, school, and
post-office. There is also an encamping-ground for troops.

Ghatampur.—Pargand in Unao District, Oudh. A small pargand,

8 miles long by 7 broad. Area, 26^ square miles, or 16,937 acres, of

which 12 square miles are cultivated. Government land revenue,

^2247, or an average of 2s. 7|d. per acre. Land is held under the

following tenures:

—

Zaminddri
, 15,056 acres; tdlukddri

, 267 acres;

and pattiddri, 1414 acres. Population (1881) 15,469, namely, 7615
males and 7854 females. The Bais Kshatriyas form the most numerous

caste. Number of villages, 29 ; average density of population, 620 per

square mile.

Ghatampur Kal&n.— Town in Undo District, Oudh; 18 miles

south-east of Undo town, and 12 south of Pfirwa. Lat. 26° 22' n.,

long. 8o° 46' e. Said to have been founded many centuries ago by an

eponymous Tiwdri Brdhman, whose heirs are still in possession. Noted
for excellence in goldsmiths’ and carpenters’ work. Population (1881)

1668 Hindus, and 45 Muhammadans; total, 1713, dwelling in 372
houses. Four Hindu temples.

Ghdtkdl.—Pargand in Chdnda District, Central Provinces ;
consist-

ing of 81 villages, with an area of 368 square miles. Hilly and densely

wooded, except in the east along the Wainganga river, where the

black loam produces good crops of rice, sugar-cane, and wheat. Popu-

lation chiefly Telingas. At the beginning of this century, plunderers

from the opposite side of the Wardha constantly overran the pargand,

and many villages remain desolate to this day.

GMtS (meaning etymologically ‘a pass through a mountain,’ or

‘landing-stairs from a river;’ in this case the ‘passes’ or ‘landing-

stairs’ from the coast to the inner plateau).—Two ranges of moun-

tains, forming the eastern and the western walls which support
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the triangular table-land of Southern India. The Eastern and the

Western Ghdts pass through many Districts, and their sections are

treated in detail in the articles on the Administrative divisions in which

they are situated. The present notice of them must therefore be a very

general one. The Eastern Ghats run in fragmentary spurs and ranges

down the Madras side of India, receding inland, and leaving broad

tracts between their base and the coast The Western Ghats form

the great sea-wall for the Bombay Presidency, with only a narrow strip

between them and the shore. At one part they rise in magnificent

precipices and headlands out of the ocean, and truly look like colossal

‘landing-stairs’ from the sea. The Eastern and the Western Ghdts

meet at an angle near Cape Comorin, and so complete the three sides

of the interior table-land. The inner plateau itself lies far below the

snow-line, and its ordinary elevation seldom exceeds from 2000 to 3000

feet Its best known hills are the Nilgiris (Blue Mountains), which

contain the summer capital of Madras, Utakamand (Ootacamund), 7000

feet above the sea. The highest point is Dodabetta Peak, 8760 feet,

at the southern extremity of Mysore. This wide region of highlands

sends its waters chiefly to the eastern coast. The drainage from the

north edge of the three-sided table-land falls into the Ganges. The
Narbadd (Nerbudda) runs along the southern base of the Vindhyas

which form that edge, and carries their drainage due west into the

Gulf of Cambay. The T£pti flows almost parallel to the Narbada, a

little to the southward, and bears to the same gulf the waters from the

Satpura Hills. But from this point, proceeding southwards, the

Western Ghdts rise into a high unbroken barrier between the Bombay
coast and the waters of the inner table-land. The drainage has there-

fore to make its way right across India to the eastwards, now twisting

round hill ranges, now rushing down the valleys between them, until

the rain which the Bombay sea-breeze drops upon the Western Ghdts,

finally falls into the Bay of Bengal. In this way the three great rivers

of the Madras Presidency— namely, the Godavari, Kistna, and
Kaveri (Cauvery)— rise in the mountains overhanging the Bombay
coast, and traverse the whole breadth of the central table-land before

they reach the ocean on the eastern shores of India.

The entire geography of the two coasts of the Indian Peninsula is

determined by the characteristics of these two mountain ranges. On
the east, the country is comparatively open, and everywhere accessible

to the spread of civilisation. It is here that all the great kingdoms of

Southern India have fixed their capitals. Along the west, only a narrow

strip of lowland intervenes between the barrier range and the seaboard.

The inhabitants are cut off from communication with the interior, and
have been left to develop a civilisation of their own. Again, the east

coast is a comparatively dry region. Except in the deltas of the great
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rivers, the crops are dependent upon a local rainfall which rarely

exceeds 40 inches in the year. The soil is poor, the general elevation

high, and the mountains are not profusely covered with forest. In

this region the chief aim of the Forest Department is to preserve a

sufficient supply of trees for fuel.

On the west, all these physical conditions are reversed. The
rivers are mere hill-torrents, but the south-west monsoon brings

an unfailing rainfall in such abundance as to clothe even the

hill-slopes with a most luxuriant vegetation. The average fall all

along the coast from Khdndesh to Malabar reaches 100 inches, and in

many exceptional spots high up among the mountains more than 200

inches of rain' are registered in every year. What the western coast

loses in regular cultivation it gains in the natural wealth of its primeval

forests, which display the most magnificent scenery in all India. The
mountains of Kanara, MalaMr, Mysore, and Coorg furnish the Forest

Department with the richest supplies. Along the highest ridges, on

both slopes, grow the trees constituting what is technically known as

‘the evergreen forest.’ Chief among these is the pun (Calophyllum

angustifolium), which often attains the height of 100 feet without branch

or bend. No other tree in the world is better suited in every respect

for supplying ships’ spars and masts. Other timber-trees in this region

are the jack (Artocarpus integrifolia), iron-wood (Mesua ferrea), Indian

mahogany (Cedrela toona), ebony (Diospyros ebenaster), and champak

(Michelia champaca). Interspersed among the tall trees grow an

infinite variety of shrubs and creepers, among which latter pepper

and cardamoms may be noticed for their commercial value. Farther

east, sloping towards the plateau of Mysore, but still within the influence

of the south-west monsoon, comes the region of c deciduous forests,’ in

which the characteristic trees are blackwood (Dalbergia latifolia), teak

(Tectona grandis), sandal-wood (Santalum album), and bamboo.

In both these forest tracts European enterprise has recently intro-

duced the successful cultivation of coffee. In wild beauty, nothing can

surpass the luxuriance of a Coorg forest, as viewed from the summit of

one of the peaks of the Western Ghdts. A waving sea of green, broken

into terraces of varying elevation, extends beneath on every side.

North and south run parallel ranges of peaks, wooded almost to the

summit; while to the west, many thousand feet below, the view is

bounded by the blue line of the Arabian Ocean. Wild animals of all

kinds swarm in the jungle, and haunt the grassy glades. Of these the

most characteristic are the elephant, the tiger, the still more furious

bison, the sdmbhar deer, and the jungle sheep or ibex

The following details must here suffice with regard to the GMts
the reader being referred for further information to the separate articles

on the Districts in which they are situated :

—
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The Eastern Ghats commence in Balasor District, Orissa, and
form a continuation of the hills which close the south-western side of

the Gangetic valley. They pass southwards through the Districts of

Cuttack and Puri (in Orissa), enter the Madras Presidency in Ganjam
District, and sweep southwards through the Districts of Vizagapatam,

Goddvari, Nellore, Chengalpat, South Arcot, Trichinopoli, and Tinne-

velli. They run at a distance of from 50 to 150 miles from the coast,

except in Ganjdm and Vizagapatam, where in places they almost abut

on the Bay of Bengal. Average elevation, about 1500 feet. Geo-

logical formation, granite, gneiss, and mica slate, with clay slate, horn-

blende, and primitive limestone overlying. ‘The surface of the

country,’ says Thornton, fi appears to consist of the debris of granitic

rocks as far north as the Pennar (Ponnaiyir), in approaching which, the

laterite or iron clay formation expands over a large surface. From
the Kistna northwards, the granite is often penetrated by injected

veins of trap and dikes of greenstone. Passing on to Vizagapatam

and Ganj£m, syenite and gneiss predominate, occasionally covered by

laterite.’

The Western Ghats start from the north of the valley of the

Tdpti, and run southwards through Khandesh, Ndsik, Thana, Satara,

Ratnagiri, Kdnara, and Malabar, and the Native States of Cochin and

Travancore. Length of range from the Tapti to the Pdlghdt gap,

800 miles ; south of this pass they run for about 200 miles farther, to

Cape Comorin. The coast-line from the sea to their base is generally

flat and low, but the hills rise abruptly on the western side to an

average height of 3000 feet. On the eastern side, the slope is more
gradual. Highest peaks in the northern section

—

Mahabaleshwar,

4700 feet; Purandhar, 4472; and Sinhgarh, 4162. South of Mahd-
baleshwar, the elevation diminishes to about 1000 feet above sea-level.

Farther south the elevation again increases, and attains its maximum
towards Coorg, where the highest peaks vary from 5500 to 7000 feet;

and where the main range joins the Nilgiris. South of the Palgbdt gap,

many peaks rise to the same elevation. 6 Geologically,’ says Thornton,
‘ it may be observed generally, that the great core of the Western Ghits

is of primary formation, enclosed by alternating strata of more recent

origin. These strata, however, have been broken up by prodigious

outbursts of volcanic rocks ; and from Mahabaleshwar to the Tdpti, the

overlying rock of the Western Ghats is stated to be exclusively of the

trap formation. . . . In consequence of the boldness of the declivities

and the precipitous character of the faces of the trap rocks, the summits

in many parts of the range are nearly inaccessible. The natural strength

of these portions has in many instances been increased by art ; and the

hill forts in all ages of Indian history have been regarded as the

bulwarks of the Deccan. The trap formation terminates southward on
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the sea-coast in about lat. 18 n., and is succeeded by laterite. This

last-mentioned formation extends southwards as the overlying rock,

almost without interruption, to Cape Comorin, covering the base of the

mountains and the narrow strip of land that separates them from the

sea/

GMzi&b&d.— South-western tahsll of Meerut (Merath) District,

North-Western Provinces, comprising the pargands of Ddsna, JalaM-

Md, and Loni, lying along the bank of the river Jumna ; traversed

by the Sind, Punjab, and Delhi, and the East Indian Railways; inter-

sected by the Hindan river, and irrigated by the Ganges and Eastern

Jumna Canals. Area, 494 square miles, of which 353 are cultivated.

Population (1881) 244,815, namely, males 131,400, and females 113,415.

Hindus numbered 190,670; Muhammadans, 53,628; Jains, 256; and
1 others/ 261. Land revenue, ^39, 532; total Government revenue,

^43,089 ; rental paid by cultivators, £78, 786 ; incidence of Government

revenue per assessed acre, 2s. 6d. The tahsil or Sub-division contains

1 civil and 1 criminal court, with 7 police circles (thdnds)
; strength of

regular police, 94 men ;
village watchmen (<chauktddrs), 597.

Gh&Z&b&d.—Town and municipality in Meerut (Merath) District,

North-Western Provinces, and head-quarters of Gh&zMbad taks'iL Lat
28° 39' 55" n., long. 77

0
28' 10" e.

;
distant from Meerut 28 miles south-

west. Population (1881) 12,059, namely, Hindus, 8293; Musalmjfns,

3592; Jains, 37; Christians, 130; and ‘others,’ 7. Area oftown site, 102

acres. Has risen greatly in importance of late years, owing to the junction

of the East Indian Railway with the Sind, Punjab, and Delhi line at this

point. The branch to Delhi also diverges from Gh^zMbad junction.

Founded in 1740 by the Wazir Ghdzi-ud-din, brother of Salibat

Jang, ruler of the Deccan, from whom it derived its original name
of Ghazf-ud-din-nagar, shortened to the present form on the opening of

the railway. In May 1857, a small British force from Meerut here

encountered and defeated the Delhi rebels, who had marched to attack

them. Several sardis
,

tahsili
,
school - house, municipal hall, police

station, 6 mosques, several Hindu temples (the handsomest known as

Mandir Dudheswarnath). Numerous barracks, bungalows, and houses

for native employes have sprung up in the neighbourhood of the railway

station. The town has a rapidly increasing trade, and is now an

important grain mart. Weekly market for hides and leather manu-

factures. Municipal revenue in 1882-83, ^1057; from taxes, ^763,
or is. 3^d. per head of population.

Gh&Zipur.—District in the Lieutenant-Governorship of the North-

Western Provinces, lying between 25
0

18' 29" and 26° 56' n. lat.,

and between 83° 21' 26" and 84° o' 7" e. long. GMzfpur is a District

in the Benares Division. It is bounded on the north by Azamgarh

;

on the west by Benares and Jaunpur; on the south by Shdh^bad;
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and on the east by Ballia. Area, 1473 square miles; population

(1881) 1,014,099 persons. The administrative head-quarters are at

Ghazipur town.

Physical Aspects.—The District of Ghdzlpur forms part of the great

alluvial plain of the Ganges, stretching in equal portions on either

side of the river. The northern part lies between the Gdmti and the

Sarju, whose confluences with the main stream mark its western and

eastern limits respectively. The southern tract is a much smaller

strip of country, enclosed between the Karamndsa and the great

river itself. No hill or natural eminence is to be found within the

District on either side
;
but both north and south of the Ganges the

country may be divided into an upland and a low-lying tract The

higher land consists of the ancient alluvial bed, deposited at some very

early period by Jhe vast streams which carried down toward the sea the

detritus of the Himalayan range. Through this elevated plateau, the

modem rivers at a later date have cut for themselves broad channels,

flooded at certain periods of the year, but forming the low-lying tilth

in the harvest season. The process of denudation still goes on with

every inundation, and the upland slopes are gradually diminishing in

extent under the erosive action of the torrents. The principal rivers

are the Ganges, Sarju, Gurnti, and Mangai. The first three are per-

manent streams, which flow during the dry season in narrow channels,

cut through their own alluvial deposits. A few lakes are scattered

over the District, formed where a river has deserted its former

channel, and a bank of silt has dammed up the abandoned bed.

The soil in many portions of the upland shows a tendency to develop

the noxious saline efflorescence known as reh, the frequency of which

is increased by the obstruction to drainage arising from the cul-

tivation of rice. With this exception, however, the greater part of

Ghazipur is fertile and fully cultivated. Game is comparatively scarce,

owing to the general prevalence of tillage ; and deer, which prove so

destructive to the standing crops in neighbouring Districts, are here

almost unknown.

History.—Tradition refers the foundation of the city of Ghazipur to

a mythical hero, Rdja G£dh, who is said to have called his stronghold

Gddhipur. The name, however, as will be presently proved, is of

Musalman origin, and, in fact, the town was not really founded until

the 14th century a.d. Nevertheless, the District can boast a long

history of its own, stretching far back into the earliest days of Aryan

colonization. Carved monoliths bear witness to a very ancient Hindu
civilisation

;
and one in particular, at Bhitri, contains an inscription of

Samudra Gupta, who probably reigned over the surrounding country as

far as Kanauj about the end of the 4th century a.d. Indeed, the

monuments found in Ghazipur have been of inestimable value in
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enabling us to unravel the intricate history of the Ganges valley before

the advent of the Musalmans. The result of late investigations, as

applied to these remains, may thus be briefly summarized. At the time

of Sdkya Muni (Buddha), 550 b.c., the country from Sayyidpur to Baxar

was already the seat of a civilised Aryan nationality, whose metropolis

was situated near the former town, where numerous ruins and archi-

tectural remains of the earliest age are still found. The country

embraced the religion of the new teacher, and formed a portion of

the Buddhist Empire under Asoka, who reigned about 250 b.c.

Asoka erected here one of his well-known pillars, and at least two
stupas. From the 4th to the 7th century of our era, Gh^zfpur was
included in the territories of the Gupta dynasty of Magadha, in whose
columns and coins the District is unusually rich* Hwen Thsang, the

Chinese pilgrim, about 630 A.D., found this tract inhabited by a

mixed population of Buddhists and Hindus. He visited a monastery

built by Asoka, and mentions many other buildings, whose sites have

been identified with a high degree of probability. After the extirpation

of Buddhism by Brdhmanism in Northern India, the aborigines appear

to have recovered these regions from their Aryan lords, who were

perhaps weakened by internecine religious strife.

In the interval between the Gupta monarchy and the Muhammadan
conquest, an age of darkness supervenes, during which Ghizipur was

apparently in the hands of Bhar chieftains. The ancient Aryan civilisa-

tion would seem to have been utterly trampled out, as no great monuments
or architectural remains mark this intermediate period. But just before

the Musalmin inroads, the Brdhmans and Rijputs from the north and

west, driven from their own homes by the advancing wave of IsUm,

moved eastward to occupy the neglected tracts which had fallen for

awhile into the hands of the indigenous races. The descendants of

this second Aryan colony form the modem landowning class of the

District ; but they have no traditions with respect to their predecessors,

and attribute the ancient monuments of their fellow-tribesmen to the

Bhar Raj£s, whom their fathers found in possession of the soiL The
Rajput settlers, however, did not long enjoy their independence in the

new home to which they had migrated. The aggressive Muham-
madan power followed eastward close upon their heels. In 1193,

Behar and the middle Ganges valley were conquered by Kutab-ud-dfn,

the general of Muhammad Ghori, first Musalmdn Emperor of Delhi.

He had defeated and slain the Hindu champion, Jai Chand, Rahtor

Rdj£ of Benares and Kanauj, in the Jumna ravines of Etawah
;
and the

whole country as far as Bengal lay at the feet of the conqueror. During

the succeeding century we hear little of the present District; but

about the year 1330, the city of Ghdzfpur was founded (according to a

probable tradition) by a Sayyid chief named Masdiid, who slew the
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local Hindu Rij£ in battle. Sultan Muhammad Tughlak thereupon

granted him the estates of his conquered enemy, with the title of Ghazi>

or c Champion of the Faith/ which gave the name to the newly-founded

city. From 1394 to 1476, Ghdzfpur was incoiporated in the dominions

of the Sharki dynasty of Jaunpur, who maintained their independence

for nearly a century as rival to the Lodhi rulers of Delhi, After their

fall, it was reunited to the dominions of the Western Sultans, and was

conquered, like the surrounding country, by the Mughal Emperor
JB£bar in 1526. In 1539, however, the southern border of the

District was the scene of a decisive engagement between the Afghdn

Prince Sher Shdh and Hum^ytfn, the son of Babar, at Baxar, just

within the Shdhdbdd border, in which the latter was utterly defeated

and driven out of the country.

Sher Shah’s victory settled the fate of Ghazipur for the next

twenty years. It remained in the undisturbed possession of the

Afghans, not only through the reigns of the three intrusive emperors

belonging to the dynasty of Siir, but throughout the restored

supremacy of Humayiin. It was not till the third year of Akbar
that Ghdzipur was recovered for the Mughal throne by Khdn
Zamdn, Governor of Jaunpur, from whom the town of Zamanid derives-

its name. After his rebellion and death in 1566, the District was

thoroughly united to the Delhi Empire, and organized under the subah

of AllahdMd. During the palmy days of Akbar’s successors, the annals

of GMzfpur are purely formal and administrative, until the rise of the

Nawdb Wazirs of Oudh at the beginning of the last century. In 1722,

Saadat Khdn made himself practically independent as Viceroy of Oudh.
About 1748, he appointed Shaikh AbdulU, a native of the District who
had fled from the service of the Governor of Patn£, to the command
of Ghdzipur. Abdulla has left his mark in the city by his splendid

buildings, the chief of which, now in ruins, is known as the Palace of

the Forty Pillars, He also constructed a garden, the Nawab’s Bagh,

near which he was buried under a handsome mausoleum. His son
Fazl All succeeded him, but, after various vicissitudes, was expelled by
Rdja Balwant Singh of Benares. Balwant Singh died in 1770, but the

Nawdb Wazlr permitted his illegitimate son, Chait Singh, to inherit his

title and principality. In 1775, the suzerainty of the Benares Province
was ceded to the British by the Wazir Asaf-ul-daula. The new Govern-
ment continued Chdit Singh in his fief until the year 1781, when he
was deposed by Warren Hastings. From this final introduction of the
British rule till the Mutiny, Ghdzfpur enjoyed undisturbed peace.

In 1805, Lord Cornwallis died here, and a monument, with a marble
tomb adorned with a statue by Flaxman, was erected to his memory.
In 1837, order was preserved till the mutiny at Azamgarh became
Jknown, on 3rd June. The fugitives from Azamgarh arrived on that
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day, and local outbreaks took place. The 65th Native Infantry, how-
ever, remained staunch, and xoo European troops on their way to

Benares were detained, so that order was tolerably re-established by

the 1 6th June. No further disturbance occurred till the news of the

Dinapur mutiny arrived on the 27th of July. The 65th then stated

their intention of joining Kuar Singh’s force; but after the rebel defeat

at Arrah, they were quietly disarmed, and some European troops were

stationed at Ghdzfpur. No difficulties arose till the siege of Azamgarh
was raised in April, when the rebels came flying down the Gogra and
across the Ganges to Arrah. The disorderly element again rose, and
by the end of June the eastern half of the District was utterly dis-

organised. In July 1858, a force was sent to Ballia which drove the

rebels out of the Do£b, while another column cleared all the parganas

north of the Ganges, The patgands south of the river remained in

rebellion till the end of October, when troops were sent across which

expelled the rebels and completely restored order.

Population.—Ghdzipur is one of the numerous Districts which, after

suffering a loss of population about the middle of the present century,

has partially recovered its lost ground of late years. In 1853 the

total number of inhabitants was returned at 1,596,324. In 1865 it

had sunk to 1,342,455, showing a decrease of 253,869 persons, or 16

per cent., in spite of an intermediate enlargement of its area by 41

square miles. By 1872, however, although 55 square miles of territory

had been transferred to other Districts, the population had risen again

to a total of 1,345,570, which showed an increase of 3115 persons, or

•2 per cent., although, allowing for the present further decreased area,

the population in 1872 was.but 873,299. By 1881 the population had

increased to 1,014,099, being 140,800, or 16*1 per cent., over the popu-

lation in the same area in 1872. The statistics of density display these

changes even more conspicuously and truthfully than a mere enumera-

tion upon a constantly-shifting area. The Census of 1853 gave an

average of 732 persons to the square mile; that of 1865 showed only

604 to the square mile; while that of 1872 disclosed a density of 621

to the square mile, and that of 1881, 688 to the square mile. The
enumeration of 1881 was taken over an area of 1473 square miles, and

it returned a total population of 1,014,099 persons, distributed among
2606 villages or towns, and inhabiting 166,789 houses. These figures

yield the following averages :—Persons per square mile, 688 ; villages

per square mile, 17; houses per square mile, 113; persons per village,

389 ;
persons per house, 6*o.

Classified according to sex, there were—males, 507,117; females,

506,982 ; proportion of males, 50-0 per cent. As regards religion,

Ghazlpur contains about * the average proportion of Hindus and

Muhammadans which is found throughout the North-Western Pro-
vol, v. E
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vinces. The Census showed 913,764 adherents of the Hindu faith,

or 90'! per cent, as against 99,678 Musalmdns, or 9
-

8 per cent.

There were also 648 Christians, 8 Jews, and 1 Pirsi. The higher

Hindu castes were returned as follows:—Brdhman, 67,840; Rdjput,

91,675 ; K£yasth, 15,42 x ; and Baniy£, 4251. The lower castes are repre-

sented by the Ahlr, cattle breeders, milkmen, and cultivators, 154,246,

the most numerous caste in the District; Chamar, leather -workers,

labourers, etc, 130,716; Kachhi, cultivators and gardeners, 77,262;

Bhuinh&r, landholders and cultivators, 47,181 ;
Bhar, the early abori-

ginal rulers of the country, now cultivators and labourers, 43,846;
Kahar, cultivators, palanquin-bearers, and domestic servants, 35,989

;

Tell, oil-makers, 22,478; LoMr, blacksmiths, 21,419; Lonid, salt-

workers by hereditary occupation, but now spadesmen and field

labourers, 18,633; Kumbhar, potters, 14,247; Mallah, boatmen,

14,029; Kalwdr, distillers, 13,239; Kdrrm, landholders and culti-

vators, 10,023; Gadaria, shepherds, 8554; Ndi, barbers, 8536; Sondr,

goldsmiths, 7813; Dhobi, washermen, 7079; and Tambulf, betel-

leaf sellers, 6269. Amongst the Musalmdns, the Sunnfs numbered

96,787 ;
and the Shias, 2891.

The panchdyats, or caste guilds, have here as elsewhere very much
the practical effect of trades-unions

;
and they also regulate matters

of social arrangement, petty debt, occupancy of land, and domestic

questions generally. The District is permanently assessed, and both

landowners and cultivators are richer and more independent than in

the country farther west. In the poorer parts, the peasantry are

generally in debt; but in the more fertile tracts, where they have

mostly rights of occupancy, they are well-to-do, and are (perhaps

in consequence) the most litigious community in the North-Western
Provinces. There are seven towns in the District with a population

(1881) exceeding 5000 souls—namely, Ghazipur, 32,885; Gahmar,
10,443; Riotipur, 10,297; Sherpur, 9030; Narhi, 5415; Zamania,
51x6; and Bahadurganj, 500 7’ These give a total urban popula-
tion of 78,193 souls, leaving the remainder, 935,906, as forming
the village and rural population. Of the 2606 towns and villages

in the District in x88i, 1300 contained less than two hundred
inhabitants, 726 from two to five hundred, 385 from five hundred to a
thousand, 145 from one to two thousand, 28 from two to three thousand,
11 from three to five thousand, 8 from five to ten thousand (including

scattered hamlets attached to four villages), 2 from ten to fifteen

thousand, and 1 over thirty thousand. As regards occupation, the
Census Report classified the male population into the following six

groups :—(1) Professional, including civil and military, all Government
employes, and the learned professions, 6865 ; (2) domestic servants,

board and lodging-house keepers, 1859; (3) commercial, including
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merchants, general dealers, carriers, etc., 9585 ; (4) agricultural and
pastoral, 236,517 ; (5) manufacturing and industrial, 54,230 ; (6)

indefinite and non-productive (comprising 14,026 labourers and

*84,035 male children or persons of unspecified occupation), 193,061.

Agriculture,—The greater portion of the cultivable soil in Ghazfpur

is already fully tilled, there being a total of 1006 square miles under

cultivation, with an available margin of only 132 square miles. The
black earth called kardil

,
resembling the mdr of Bundelkhand, is

common in the lowlands and in the plateau south of the Ganges. It

produces a good spring crop without irrigation, but its character is

much improved if sand is spread over the surface ; otherwise it is liable

to dry up into deeply-fissured masses of hardened clay. In all the

Gangetic lowland, the upper layer of a well-raised tract always consists of

alluvial mould ; but the sub-soil is sandy. The rivers which have had
the longest course from the hills, deposit mud ; the others leave behind

*hem beds of sand ; but the Ganges forms alternate layers of each.

Hence a flood from the Sarju is injurious to the fields, while an

inundation of the Ganges benefits the crops. The harvests are those

common to the whole north-western plain. The kharif crops are sown
after the first rains in June, and reaped in October or November. The
early rice, however, is sometimes harvested as soon as the end of

August, while cotton is not ready for picking till February. The other

autumn staples are the millets bajra and jodr.
,
and moth. The rabi or

spring crops are sown in October or November, and reaped in March
or April They consist of wheat, barley, oats, vetch, and pulses.

Manure is used, where it can be obtained, for both harvests ; and land

is allowed to lie fallow whenever the cultivator can afford it As a

rule, spring and autumn crops are not taken off the same land, but

sometimes a plot of early rice is reaped in August or September, and a
second crop of some kind is sown in its place for the spring harvest.

If rain is delayed beyond the 20th* June, this keeps back the sowing

and endangers the yield of the early autumn crops.

At the Land Settlement of Ghizfpur District, made in 1789, and sub-

sequently declared permanent, fraternities or brotherhoods belonging

to various Hindu and Muhammadan tribes were recognised by Govern-

ment, in the great majority of cases, as the owners of the soil The
settlements were concluded with a few head-men on each estate, who
were the representatives of the whole community. In some cases, by
accident rather than by design, the head-man of a proprietary community
was treated as sole owner. In no instance did Government admit

the existence of any divided ownership, or of superior and inferior

proprietary rights. No taltikddrs were therefore recognised, though

there were immense td/uks, or single estates formed of many villages,

held by brotherhoods of shareholders. A detailed record of the rights
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of ownership of the various shareholders was not attempted till 1840.

Meanwhile, estates were sold for arrears of revenue ; and, till after the

Land Act of 1859, the purchasers were constantly at law with the

old landowners, who rented and cultivated the fields they formerly

possessed. The adult male agriculturists in the District in 1881

numbered 235,971, cultivating an average of 273 acres each. The
total agricultural population dependent on the soil, however, was

726,369, or 71*62 per cent, of the District population. Of the 1473

square miles of area, 1470 square miles are assessed for Government

revenue. Of this, 1006 square miles are under cultivation, 13 tJ square

miles are available for cultivation, and 332J square miles are uncultiv-

able waste. Total amount of Government assessment, including local

rates and cesses on land, ^129,963, or an average of 4s. ofd.

per cultivated acre. Total rental actually paid by cultivators,

^223,254, or an average of 6s. nd. per acre. Wages ordinarily rule

as follows :—Coolies and unskilled labourers, 2^d. to 3jd. per diem
\

agricultural labourers, 2^d. to 3d. per diem ; bricklayers and carpenters,

6d. to 2S. per diem. Women are paid about one-fifth less than men,

while boys and girls get from one-half to one-third the wages of adults.

Agricultural hands are most frequently paid in grain. In villages,

payments for labour are made daily. The following were the average

prices-current of food-grains in 1883 :—Wheat, 18 sers per rupee, or

6s. 3d. per cwt.; best rice, ri sers per rupee, or 10s. 2d. per cwt.
;

common rice, 16J sers per rupee, or 6s. 9d. per cwt. ;
jodr

, 32I sers

per rupee, or 3s. sjd. per cwt ; bdjra^ 27! sers per rupee, or 4s. o£d.

per cwt.

Natural Calamities.—The District is not specially subject to flood,

drought, or blight, and it has suffered from no great famine during

the present century. It possesses ample means of external communi-
cation in the rivers Ganges and Gumti, the East Indian Railway, and
the branch railway from Dilddrnagar to the bank of the Ganges
opposite Gh&zfpur town. In 1783, severe scarcity occurred from the

failure of the rains in the previous year, but there were no deaths from

famine as far as known. In 1803, the rice crop was destroyed and the

spring harvest endangered. In 1837-38, there was again a scarcity,

but no actual famine occurred. There were also partial droughts in

1859-60, 1864-65, and 1865-66, besides floods in 1871-72. Another
scarcity occurred in 1868-69, when only 21 inches of rain fell in twelve

months. The greater part of the autumn and about half the spring

crops were lost, and severe distress resulted. Relief operations were
set on foot, and continued from June to September 1869, but no actual

deaths from famine occurred. The last year of scarcity was 1878,
when prices rose very high owing to the scanty rainfall of 1877, and
Government relief works were necessary from June to August 1878.
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Commerce and Trade
,

etc.—The chief imports into the District are

English piece-goods and yarn, cotton, salt, spices, and grain. The
principal exports are country cloth, sugar, fuller’s earth, oil-seeds, and
hides. The head-quarters of the Government Opium Department for

the North-Western Provinces are at Ghazipur. The poppy has been

cultivated in India since the 16th century; and when the English first

acquired the Benares Province, they farmed the monopoly to

contractors. In 1797, an opium agent was appointed for Benares, but

natives still managed the manufacture, and were paid by commission.

In 1852, Lord Dalhousie introduced the present system. There are

10 deputies under the agent, and each of these has one or two

European assistants. The 10 divisions are again sub-divided into 39
offices,* each supervised by a native overseer. Licences are granted and

advances made to the cultivators, who in return engage to place a

certain amount of land under opium. After the fields are sown, they

are measured carefully, and estimates made of the quantity of opium

which each cultivator ought to produce. In March and April the

opium is collected and brought to the factory, where it is weighed, and

its consistence is tested, before the cultivator is paid for it. The
amount disbursed in working expenses at the Ghdzfpur factory is

about ^10,000 per annum. The opium is classified according to its

consistence, and is then made up into special balls, which are packed

in boxes and despatched to Calcutta for sale by auction. Carbonate of

soda is manufactured from the reh or saline efflorescence of the barren

usar plains, and exported to Calcutta. Saltpetre is also largely

prepared from the same source. The parganas south of the Ganges

are traversed by the East Indian Railway for a length of 24 miles

;

there are three stations within the District—at Zamania, Dild£magar,

and Gahmar. Three stations in Shahab&d District are also situated

within easy distances from portions of Ghdzfpur. A branch State line

has been constructed from Dildimagar to Tari-ghdt opposite Ghdzfpur

town, and is worked by the East Indian Railway. Total length of

railways, 35 miles. Much of the heavy commerce of the District is

still conveyed by the Ganges. Good roads, to the length of 568 miles,

of which 1 1 2 miles are metalled, connect all the principal centres with

one another and with the adjacent towns. A bathing fair is held on
the full moon of Kartik, in October, at Chochakpur, which attracts

some 10,000 visitors

Administration.—The ordinary District staff consists of a Collector-

Magistrate, a Joint Magistrate, and 3 Deputy Magistrates. Ghazipur

is the seat of a Civil and Sessions Judge, who is also Judge of Ballia.

The whole amount of revenue raised in the District, for imperial,

municipal, or local purposes, amounted in 1882-83 to 140,000, being

at the rate of 2s. 9d. per head ofthe population. In the same year, the
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total strength of the regular police force was 392 officers and men,

besides a municipal or town police of 16 1 men; the cost of their

maintenance was returned at ,£5799, °f which ^4793 was Pa*d from,'

Provincial sources, and ^1006 from municipal funds. These figures

show 1 policeman to every 27 square miles of the area, and to every

1834 of the population. The District jail is at Gh^zipur town. In

1882 it contained a daily average of 459 prisoners, of whom 34 were

females. The District possesses 17 imperial and 1 local post-office;

and telegraph offices are connected with each of the stations on

the East Indian Railway. Education was carried on in 1882-83

in 150 Government - inspected schools, with a total roll of 5524
scholars, being an average of 1 school to every 9*8 square miles, and

5 scholars per thousand of the population. This is exclusive of unaided

schools, for which no returns are available. The Census Report in

1881 returned 5870 boys and 200 girls as under instruction, besides

24,489 males and 456 females able to read and write, but not under

instruction. For fiscal purposes, Ghdzfpur is sub-divided into 4 tahsils

and 13 pargands. The District contains only one municipality, that of

Ghizfpur town.

Sanitary Aspects.— Ghazfpur is one of the hottest and dampest

Districts in the North-Western Provinces. In 1869, the mean annual

temperature was 8o° F. ; the lowest monthly mean was 6i° in January,

and the highest 98° in May. The average annual rainfall for the

thirty years ending 1881 was 37*99 inches; during this period, the

maximum was 50-5 inches in 1861, and the minimum was 21*5 inches

in 1868. The total number of deaths recorded in 1882 was 31,877,

or 32*49 per thousand of the population. There are 3 dispensaries

in the District, at Ghdzipur, Sayyidpur, and Pfmagar. During the year

1882 they afforded relief to 24,393 persons, of whom 689 were in-door

and 23,704 out-door patients.

GMzlpur.— Central tahsil of Ghazfpur District, North-Western

Provinces, lying along the north bank of the Ganges. Area, 440
•square miles, of which 264 square miles are cultivated, 73 square miles

cultivable, and 103 square miles uncultivable waste. Population

(1881) 332,408, namely, males 168,751, and females 163,657. Hindus

numbered 299,770; Muhammadans, 32,244; and ‘others,' 394; land

revenue, ^32,118; total Government revenue, ^35,604; rental paid

by cultivators, ^71,870 ; incidence of Government revenue, 2s. 3fd.
per acre. In 1883 tohsU contained 4 civil and 8 criminal courts,

with 7 police circles (thdnds) ;
strength of regular police, 95 men

;

village watchmen (<chauktddrs), 745.

GMzipur.—City, municipality, and administrative head-quarters of

Ghazipur District, North-Western Provinces; situated on the low
alluvial northern bank of the Ganges, 44 miles north-east of Benares.
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Lat. 25
0
35' o" n., long. 83° 38' f e. Population (1881) 32,885,

namely, males 15,961, and females 16,924. Hindus numbered

21,824; Muhammadans, 11,047; and Christians, 14. Founded, ac-

cording to Hindu tradition, by Raj£ Gadh, an eponymous hero,

from whom it took the name of Gadhipur : according to Muhammadan
history, by the Sayyid chief Mas&tid, about the year 1330, from whose
title of Malik-us-Saidat Ghdzf the city really derives its name* For
later history and Mutiny narrative, see Ghazipur District. The city

stretches along the bank of the Ganges for nearly two miles, with

a breadth from north to south of about three-quarters of a mile.

Palace of the Forty Pillars, built by Shaikh Abdulla, governor under
the Oudh viceroys, now lies in ruins. Tombs of Masdud, Abdulla,

and Fazl Alf also adorn the city. Monument to Lord Cornwallis,

who died here in 1805, consisting of a domed quasi- Grecian building,

with a marble statue by Flaxman. Trade in sugar, tobacco, coarse

long-cloth, and rose-water. Head-quarters of the Government Opium
Department, where all the opium from the North-Western Provinces

is collected and manufactured under a monopoly. Two weekly ver-

nacular newspapers are published in the town. Municipal revenue in

1882-83, ^2962 ;
from taxes, ^2439, or is. 1 Jd. per head of popu-

lation (43,232) within municipal limits.

Gh&zipur.—Central southern tashil of Fatehpur District, North-

Western Provinces, lying along the north bank of the Jumna, and
consisting of the pargands of Ayah Sah, Ghazipur, and Mutaur. Area,

282 square miles, of which 158 are cultivated, and 61 still available for

cultivation; land revenue, ^19,623 ;
total Government revenue,

^23,069; rental paid by cultivators, ^32,439; incidence of Govern-

ment revenue per acre, 2 s. 7Jd.

GMzipur EMs. — Town in Fatehpur District, North-Western

Provinces, and head-quarters of Ghazipur tahsiZ, situated on the Fateh-

pur and Libra road about 9 miles from Fatehpur town, in lat. 25° 48'

55" n., and long. 8o° 46' 41" e. Population (1881) 2134, chiefly

Rdjputs. Said to have been founded in 1691 by Araru Singh, the

ancestor of the present Rija of Asothar. The fort here was the chief

stronghold of the family. Police station and post-office.

GMzi-ud-din-nagar.— Town in Meerut District, North-Western

Provinces.—See Ghaziabad.

Ghazni—Town and fortress in Afghanistan; situated on the left

bank of the river of the same name, 85 miles south-west of K£bul, 233
miles north-east of Kandahar, 145 miles north-east of Kalat-i-Ghilzai,

264 miles west of Koh£t by Kuram, 283 miles north-west of Dera

Ismail Khan by the Gumal road, and 295 miles north-east of Quetta.

Lat 33
0

34' n., long 68° 19' e. The town may be described as an

irregular square, each side averaging 500 yards. Its circumference
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was measured in 1880, and was found, excluding the citadel, to be

21 75 yards. The citadel and town are thus described by Captain

Larminie, a member of Sir D. Stewart’s staff, who wrote in 1880 :

—

c With a few slight exceptions, nothing whatever either in the shape of

repairs or new buildings appears to have been done since the date of

our last occupancy, nearly forty years ago ; hence the whole has fallen

into a state of ruin and decay. A ruined citadel, broken and useless

parapets, cracked and tumble-down towers, crumbling curtain walls,

and a silted-up ditch, are all that remain of the once famous stronghold

of Ghazni.’ The town is surrounded by a high wall, and flanked at

irregular intervals by towers. The city itself is composed of dirty

irregular streets of houses, several storeys high, and will not bear

comparison with either Kdbul or Kandahar. The houses are built

of mud, and variously estimated at from 900 to 3500 ; the inhabitants

are composed principally of Afghans, about 200 families of Hazara

labourers, and about 150 Hindu shopkeepers, bankers, and traders,

the latter paying a small tax as infidels. With the exception of

poshtins (sheepskin coats) there are no manufactures. Ghaznf is cele-

brated for its apricots, apples and melons, which go to Kdbul in large

quantities.

The climate of Ghazni, for several months of the year, is extremely

cold, and snow lies on the ground from November to March. In

summer it is not so hot as Kdbul or Kandahar, but at that

season there are constant dust-storms. Three miles to the north-

east of Ghazni are the ruins of the old city, destroyed in the middle

of the 1 2th century by the Prince of Ghor, who, however, spared

the tomb of the renowned Mahmrid of Ghaznf. The citadel is

situated at the north angle of the town, and commands the city

completely. Ghaznf was captured by Sir John Keane’s force during the

first Afghan war, being carried by storm on the 23rd July 1839. At
the time of the Afghdn rising in 1841, the citadel was garrisoned by the

27th Bengal Native Infantry. The place was besieged by the Afghans,

and the garrison forced to retire to the citadel. The little force held

out, after suffering great privations, from November 1841 till the 6th

March 1842, when, their supply of water failing, they were forced to

evacuate the fort, and afterwards to surrender to the Afghdn chief.

The officers were brutally treated, and the Sepoys either sold into

slavery or murdered. In September 1842, General Nott recaptured

Ghazni. The citadel was destroyed before the withdrawal of General
Nott’s army to India. During the Afghdn War of 1879-80, Ghazni
was twice visited by a British force, namely, in April 1880 by Sir Donald
Stewart, when marching from Kandahdr to Kdbul, and in August of
the same year by Sir Frederick Roberts, when returning from Kdbul
to Kandahdr. On the former occasion an unimportant engagement
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with the Afghans took place at Arzu, 6 miles south-east of Ghazni.

Ghazni lies beyond British India, and does not, therefore, come within

the strict scope of this work. But its former importance as a great

military centre on the north-western frontier deserves a passing word.

It gave its name to the founder of the Musalman Empire of India,

and Mahmiid of Ghazni (997-1030) was only the forerunner of a

long series of invaders who streamed eastwards over the passes from

Afghanistan.

Gheria.—Town and fort in Ratnagirf District, Bombay Presidency.

—See VIJAIADRUG.
Gheria.—Small town to the south of Suti, Murshid^bdd District,

Bengal. Lat. 24
0
30' 15" n., long 88° 8' 15" e. Famous as the scene

of two important battles—the first in 1740, when the Nawab Alf

Vaxdi Khan defeated Sarfaraz Kh£n, his rival for the government of

Bengal; the second in 1763, when Mir Kasim, Nawab of Bengal,

after declaring war upon the East India Company, was finally defeated

and the throne bestowed for the second time upon Mir Jafar.

Ghes.—Estate or zamindarz attached to Sambalpur District, Central

Provinces, about 43 miles west of Sambalpur. Population (1881) 7030,

residing in 25 villages, on an area of 30 square miles, of which three-

fifths are cultivated, chiefly with rice. The principal village, Ghes,

situated in lat. 21
0

ii' 30" n., long. 83° 20' E., contains a population

(1881) of 979. The zaminddr>s family are Banjdras. The estate

occupies a small tract in the south-west corner of the District, and is

much overrun by scrub-jungle, and the soil is inferior. The popula-

tion is mainly agricultural, composed of Banjdras, and aboriginal Gonds
and Kandhs. A few Kalita families hold the best villages. Staple

products, rice and oil-seeds. Only 4 villages contain a population of

between 500 and 1000, the remainder having less than 500. The
estate is said to have been granted to an ancestor of the present family

by the Sambalpur Biji two centuries ago, free of rent, but subject

to alight tribute. In 1857, the zaminddr joined in the rebellion of

Surendra Sah, but was pardoned under the amnesty of 1838. He was

afterwards, however, convicted of harbouring proclaimed rebels, and

sentenced to seven years’ imprisonment. He died in jail, and was

succeeded by his son Ujal Singh, who still (1883) holds the estate.

Ghodbandar.—See Ghorbandar.

GhogM.—Town in Ahmadabad District, Bombay Presidency.—See

Gogo.

Ghogh&ro.—Town in Shikdrpur District, Sind, Bombay Presidency.

Lat. 2

7

0
29' n., long. 68° 4' e. Population (under 2000) chiefly

Muhammadans of the Mangan, Skfl, and Wagan tribes. Ghogdro
possesses a considerable rice trade, being situated in one of the finest

rice districts in Sind.
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GholgMt.—Village in Hiigli District, Bengal Famous as the site

of a fortress built by the Portuguese, which gradually grew into the

town and port of Hugli* Traces of this fort are still visible in the bed
of the river.

Gholw&d.—Town in Thdna District, Bombay Presidency. Latitude

20° 5' n., longitude 72
0
46' e. Population (1881) i486. Station on

the Bombay, Baroda, and Central India Railway. The railway traffic

returns show an increase in passengers from 5898 in 1873 to 9949 in

1880, and a fall in the amount of goods carried from 912 to 522 tons.

Average exports for three years ending 1878-79, ^1870; average

imports, ^202.
Ghord.—Chief town of the State of Jobat, under the Bhfl Agency of

Central India.

—

See Jobat.

Ghor&Mri.

—

Taluk of Kardchi (Kurrachee) District, Sind, Bombay
Presidency; situated between 24

0
5' and 24

0
34' n. latitude, and 67°

21' is" and 68° 1' E. longitude. Population (1881) 34,360,, namely,

3417 Hindus, 30,202 Muhammadans, 697 Sikhs, and 44 * others f’

area, 566 square miles, with 1 town and 97 villages
; revenue, ^8140.

In 1882-83 the taluk contained 3 criminal courts
;
police circles

(thands\

8; regular police, 44 men. Area assessed to land revenue, 41,360
acres ;

under actual cultivation, 25,360 acres.

Ghor&sar.— Petty State under the Mahi Kantha Agency in the

Province of Gujardt, Bombay Presidency* Population (1881)8400;
gross revenue, ^2854. Products—cotton and the ordinary cereals.

For administrative purposes, the State is included in the Wdtrak
Kdntha sub-division of the Mdhi Kdntha territory. Number of

villages, 15 ; area under tillage, 22,300 acres. There are 2 schools,

with 155 pupils. The present (1881) chief is Siiraj Mai; he holds the

title of Thdkur, and is a Hindu of the Kolf caste. The succession

follows the rule of primogeniture
;

there is no sanad authorizing

adoption. An annual tribute is payable of ^48, 16s. to the British

Government, and ^350 to the Gdekwdr of Baroda. Transit dues
are levied in the State. Chief town, Ghordsar, situated in latitude

23
0
28' n., longitude 73

0
20' e.

Ghorbandar (Ghodbandar).— Port in Salsette, Thana District,

Bombay Presidency. Population (1881) 601. The customs* division

called after Ghorbandar comprises 5 ports, namely, Rai Utan, Manori,
Bdndra, Vesdva, and Ghorbandar. The total trade of these 5 ports

in 1881-82 was ^210,777, of which ^36, 717 represents imports, and
^174,060 exports, the last consisting of rice, stone, lime, sand, cocoa-

nuts, salt, fish, and firewood. The imports are hardware, cloth,

groceries, rice, oil, molasses, butter, tobacco, gunny-bags, hemp and
timber, Ghorbandar lies on the left bank of Bassein creek, 10 miles

north-west of Thdnd, and has been supposed to be the Hippokura of
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Ptolemy. Under the Portuguese, the place stood a siege by the

Marathd Sivaji, who appeared before it in 1672. In 1737 it was

captured by the Marathas, and the Portuguese garrison put to the

sword. Fryer calls the town Grebondel. Rest-house on the shore

with accommodation for over fifty travellers. Portuguese architectural

remains. The traders in Ghorbandar are Agris, Kolas, Muhammadans,
and Christians, and most of them trade on borrowed capital.

Ghot&na.— Town in Haidar£b£d (Hyder^bdd) District, Sind,

Bombay Presidency. Latitude 25
0
44' 45" n., longitude 68° 27' e.

Population chiefly Mohinos and Lohdnos. Being situated only 2 miles

from the landing-place on the Indus, where the products of Shikarpur,

Adam-jo-Tando, etc. are received for re-exportation, Ghotana possesses

a large transit trade in grain, cotton, seeds, and potash. The local

trade, chiefly in cereals, has an annual value of about ^1300.
Ghotki.—Tdluk of Shikarpur District, Sind, Bombay Presidency;

situated between 27
0

46' 45" and 28° 18' n. latitude, and between
69° to' and 69° 36' e. longitude. Population (1881) 42,453, namely,

5600 Hindus, 35,253 Muhammadans, 753 Sikhs, and 847 ‘ others/

Area, 385 square miles, with 2 towns and 98 villages; revenue

(1882-83), ^13,359. The area assessed to land revenue (1882-83) is

53,545 acres; area under actual cultivation, 48,424 acres. The tdluk

contains 1 civil and 2 criminal courts; police circles
(
thdnds\ 10;

regular police, 49 men.

Ghotki.—Town in Shikarpur District, Sind, Bombay Presidency.

Latitude 28° o' 15" N., longitude 69° 21' 15" e. Population (1881)

3240, the Muhammadans being chiefly of the PatMn, Malak, Sayyid,

Mochi, and Loh£r tribes, and the Hindus principally Baniyds. Founded

about 1747. Municipal revenue (1881-82), ^276; disbursements,

^225 ;
incidence of local taxation, is. 8d. per head. Situated on the

Sind, Punjab, and Delhi Railway. Sessions court-house, head-quarters

of a mdkhtidrkdr
,
post-office, travellers' bungalow. The mosque of Pir

Mfisa Sh&h, the founder of the city, 113 feet long by 65 feet broad,

is the largest in Sind, and of great sanctity. Local trade chiefly in

cereals, indigo, wool, and sugar-cane. The Loh£rs (blacksmiths) of

Ghotki are famed for their metal-work; wood carving and staining

are also very creditably executed.

GhugllS.—Village in Ch£nd£ District, Central Provinces; 13 miles

west of Chdndi town. Lat. 19
0
56' 30" n., long. 79

0
9' 30" e. Popula-

tion (1881) 748. The village contains three temple-caves, and near

them some carved stones apparently meant to represent animals.

Near Ghugus, about a.d. 1700, was fought the battle between the

Gond king Ram Shih and the rebel princes Bdgba, Agbd, and Ragbd.

Agbd fell on the field, where his tomb may still be seen ; and hard by

is the * Ghora Ghat,’ so called from Bdgb^s fabled leap across the
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Wardhi. On the bank of this river, between Ghugus and Chandur, a

seam of coal, 33 feet thick, crops out on the surface, and is estimated

to cover 3 square miles. An experimental shaft was sunk, but has

now been abandoned.

Ghusal.—Mountain pass in Bashahr State, Punjab, across the range

of the Himalayas which forms the southern boundary of Kundwar.

Lat. 31
0
21' n., long. 78° 13' e. Two other passes, the Gund and the

Nftrang, lie within half a mile to the north-west ; but Thornton states

that only one of the three is ever practicable at any particular season.

They lead from Sangla to Chudra. Elevation above sea-level, 15,851 feet.

*

Ghusri.—Village in Howrah District, Bengal. Manufacture of dhutis

and sdrls carried on according to European methods. Permanent

market, with large trade in agricultural products.

Ghutasdn Devi.—Hill pass in Sirmur (Sarmor) State, Punjab, lying

over the crest of a low transverse ridge, which runs across the Khidrda

Diin from the sub-Himdlayan chain to the Siwdliks. Lat. 30° 31' n.,

long. 77
0
28' e. Thornton says that the ridge divides the waters of the

Bhuta, a tributary of the Jumna, from those of the Markanda, flowing

south-west toward the Sutlej. The route from Dehrd to Nahan runs

through this pass. Elevation above sea-level, 2500 feet.

Ghw&lari.—A pass leading from Afghanistan to the Derdjdt in the

Punjab, across the Sulaimdn range ;
much frequented by the Povindah

traders on their journeys from Kdbul and Kandahdr to the Punjab.

This route should be termed Gumal rather than Ghwdldri, the latter

name being properly applicable only to a pass at the east end of the

defile. Water and forage abundant ; the former in one or two places

is, however, brackish.—See Gomal.

Gidhaur.—Town in Monghyr District, Bengal. Lat. 24
0
51' 20" n.,

long. 86° 14' 25" e. Station on the East Indian Railway, The
site of a deserted hill frontier town, and interesting as the seat of

one of the oldest of the noble families of Behar. In the neigh

bourhood are the ruins of an ancient castle, the erection of which

is often attributed to Sher Shah, but it is probably of much earlier

origin. The Gidhaur family, which now after twenty-two generations

is still wealthy and influential, was founded about 1066 a.d. by
Bfr Vikram Singh, a Rijput of the Chandrabansi or Lunar sept,

Puran Mall, the 10th Rdjd, built the great temple of Baidyanath;
and in the Sanskrit verse inscribed above the inner door of the

sanctuary he is called ure pati, or ‘king of men/ a title that bears

witness to the position of the family centuries ago. Sir ]£l Mangal,

who has lately died, was created a Mahdrdjd in 1865, and a Knight
Commander of the Star of India in 1866, in consequence of his loyal

exertions on our behalf during the Sant£l Rebellion of 1855 and the

Mutiny of 1857.
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Qldhaur Gala.—Pass in Peshawar District, Punjab, lying on the

old road from Peshdwar to Attock, 5 miles north-west of the latter

town. Lat. 33
0
56' n., long. 72

0
12' e. Derives its name (‘the Jackal's

alley or lane’) from its extreme narrowness, being not more than

10 or 12 feet wide, and bounded on either side by considerable hills.

Its military importance is slight, from the facility with which it may be

turned.

Gidu-jo-Tando—Town in Haidarabad (Hyderabad) District, Sind,

Bombay Presidency. Latitude 25
0 22' 15' n., longitude 68° 21' e.

Population (1881) under 2000. Situated on the Indus, and connected

by a fine road, 3! miles in length, with the city of Haidaribdd, in which

municipality it is included. Large transit trade, chiefly in cotton and
grain. A steam ferry connects Gidu-jo-Tando with the railway station

of Kotri on the opposite bank of the Indus.

Gig&S&ran.—Petty State in South Kdthiawdr, Bombay Presidency

;

consisting of 1 village, with 4 independent tribute-payers. Popula-

tion (1881) 632. Lies 24 miles south of Kunkawav station on the

Bhaunagar-Gondal railway. Estimated revenue, £500. The tribute

due is paid by Amreli in lieu of certain villages taken possession of

by that State.

Gygarh.—Town in the Native State of Jaipur (Jeypore), Rdjputana.

Population (1881) 5171, namely, 4932 Hindus, 127 Muhammadans, and

1 12 ‘others.’

Gilgaon.—Ancient or zaminddrl in Chanda District, Central

Provinces
;
area, 60 squaSj^fniles, with 14 villages or hamlets, and 235

occupied houses. Population (1881) 1211. Most of the area is

covered by hill and forest, the latter containing some good timber,

mostly sdl and bijesaL Gilgaon village is situated in lat. 20° o' 30" n.,

long. 8o° s' 30" e. Population (1881) 503.

Gilghit.—Valley and district in Kashmir State, Punjab, lying on the

southern slope of the Hindu Kdsh, or perhaps more correctly the

Himalayas, between Baltistan and Yasin. The town of Gilghit,

which gives its present name to the valley, lies in latitude 35
0
55' n.,

longitude 74
0
22' e. The river Ydsin or Gilghit traverses the centre of

the valley, and finally joins the Indus six miles north of the village of

Bimjl, Bdnji, or as the Sikhs call it, BawanjL Bimji was at one

time a flourishing settlement with 8 forts, but was almost ruined in

the course of a war, undertaken by the rulers of Yasin and Chitral,

which led to the Sikh occupation of the valley of Gilghit. The
lower part of the valley of the Gilghit river, nearly 40 miles in length,

forms the Gilghit district The town of Gilghit is distant 24 miles

from the Indus, with an elevation above sea-level of 4890 feet, a central

position, good climate, and a considerable extent of fertile land.

The ancient name of the place was Sargin \ later the name of Gilit
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was given to it, and this was changed to Gilghit by its Sikh conquerors;

among the inhabitants it is still known as Gilit or Sargin - Gilit.

The settled population of the Gilghit district, which is very mixed,

amounts to about 4500. The language spoken is Shina, though the

Shins are numerically inferior to the rest of the population. The
former rulers had the title of Rd, and there is reason to suppose that

they were at one time Hindus, but for the last five and a half centuries

’they have been Muhammadans. The names of the Hindu Rds, who
were also called Shihreis, have been lost, with the exception of the last

of their number, Sri Baddat
;
and tradition relates that he was killed by

a Muhammadan adventurer, who married his daughter and founded a

new dynasty called Trakhand. The present holder of the title of Ra
is Aliddd Khan, who belongs properly to the ruling family of Nagar,

but was installed as representative of the Trakhand on account of his

descent from that family through his mother.

The population of the Gilghit valley must at one time have been

large, as traces of cultivated terraces high up on the mountain-sides to

an elevation of 10,000 feet distinctly prove; and the period of greatest

prosperity was probably under the Shin R&s. According to tradition,

Sri Baddat’s rule extended over Chitral, Yassin, Tangir, Darel, Childs,

Gor, Astor, Hanza, Nagar, and Haramosh. A glance at the map will

show that the Gilghit country is situated in the centre of the most

mountainous region of the Himalayas. Nowhere else in the world,

probably, is there to be found so great a number of deep valleys and
lofty mountains in so small an area. Within a radius of 65 miles from

Gilghit town, the survey maps show, amidst innumerable smaller peaks,

eleven varying from 18,000 to 20,000 feet, seven from 20,000 to 22,000

feet, six from 22,000 to 24,000 feet, and eight from 24,000 to 26,000

feet, while half of the tract thus included still remains to be surveyed.

A rival to Mount Everest and Kanchanjanga may yet be found among
the lofty mountains of these parts.

From Gilghit mountain roads radiate into all the surrounding valleys,

and its position in the centre of the valley shows how favourable it is

for the establishment of the head-quarters of a confederacy of small

States. The lofty mountains around it, though barren and rocky at

their bases, are covered with verdure higher up. Everywhere above

7000 feet are fine thick forests, grassy glades, deep glens, and running

streams, of which a view of the mountains from below gives litfle

promise. On the lower and more barren hills below the forest, are to

be found numerous flocks of the wild sheep (Ovts Vignei). At an
elevation of x 1,000 feet, wild onions grow in great profusion, and to this

fact the range is indebted for its Chinese name, Tsungling
(

c the Onion
mountains ’).

The principal difficulty in communication is caused by the rivers,
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which in winter shrink to small dimensions, but in summer, fed by

snow -fields and glaciers of enormous extent, become impassable

torrents, bringing down tons of soil in their turbid waters. Many of the

streams are rich in gold, especially those flowing from the great

Rakiposh mountains, and it is probable that a scientific search for

minerals would be well repaid. The natives believe that the gold is

generated by the glaciers, because the greatest quantity is found in the

glacier mud, and there are traditions of small but rich veins of earth

having been occasionally laid bare by earthquakes. Gold-washing

is only practised by the poorest in winter, but is sometimes veiy

remunerative, the best gold being of 20 carats.

Nearly half-way between Gilghit town and the Indus is the Bagrot

valley, which contains several flourishing villages. This valley is

celebrated for the quantity and quality of its gold production, and

there are many signs of mineral wealth. It was a favourite resort of

the old Gilghit rulers, and was their last place of refuge, when hard

pressed by external enemies. The Bagrot people belong almost

entirely to the Shin caste or clan.

The Hanza river joins that of Gilghit, a mile below the town*

Though fordable in winter, in summer it is a deep and rapid torrent,

more than a hundred yards in breadth. Kashmir jurisdiction extends

some 25 miles up the valley to a point at which the river makes a sudden

bend from a westerly course to the south-east. Immediately above

the bend of the river is the district of Chaprot, consisting of the fort

and village of that name, and three other villages. This district has

always been a fruitful source of contention among the rulers of the

three States of Gilghit, Hanza, and Nagar, between which it is situated,

chiefly on account of the fort, which is locally considered impregnable.

It is situated in the angle formed by the junction of two streams, with

high precipitous banks, and can therefore only be approached on one

side. It has belonged in turn to all three States, but at present is

garrisoned by Kashmir troops. Continuing up the valley to the

eastward, at about 52 miles from Gilghit town, the residences of the

rulers of the two States of Hanza and Nagar are reached, the river

forming the boundary between them.

The great Rakiposh mountain, as viewed from the north, rises from

the water’s edge without a break for 19,000 feet to its topmost peak,

which is over 25,000 feet above sea-level. Above Hanza the course of

the Hanza river, which rises in the Hindu Kdsh, lies entirely in Hanza
territory. The people of Hanza and Nagar are of the same stock as

those of Yasin, Ponyal, and the majority of the people of Gilghit and
the neighbouring valleys. They are Muhammadan Shias, and slavery

does not exist among them. Their rulers are called Thum, and their

families are descended from twin brothers, Moghlot and Girkis, who
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lived about the end of the 15th century. Although it is the smaller of

the two States, Nagar has the larger population, owing to the greater

amount of cultivable land which it contains ; the country is famous for

its apricots, which are dried and exported to the Punjab in con-

siderable quantities, and its streams are rich in gold. Nearly opposite

Hanza, the Myetsil river joins the main stream from the south-west.

The fort of Nagar and the Thrim’s residence are on the southern side

of this stream, about 3 miles from the junction, and at an elevation of

8000 feet above the sea. The valley forms the eastern boundary of

the Nagar State. In the prosperous times of Shin rule, the Thiims

of Nagar acknowledged the R&s of Gilghit as their feudal superiors.

At the time of the Sikh occupation of Gilghit, a very close connection

existed between the rulers of the two States of Gilghit and Nagar.

Since 1868, Nagar has been tributary to Kashmir, to which it makes
an annual payment of 2 1 tolas (a tola = nearly ounce) of gold, and
two baskets of apricots. Hanza has an agricultural population of

about 6000 souls. North of the great range of peaks which bisects

the principality from south-east to north-west, the country opens out

into rolling steppes. This tract is known as Little Giijhal to distinguish

it from Wakhan, and supports a scattered pastoral population. Farther

to the north-east of the principality are the two small communities of

Pakhpd and Shakshti, said to contain between them nearly 10,000

Souls. Both pay tribute to the ruler of Hanza. These curious people,

of whom very little is known, are of Aryan race, handsome, very fair,

and of ruddy complexion. Nearly due north of Hanza is the small

mountain State of Sirikol. The ruling family of Hanza is called

Ayeshe (heavenly). The two States of Hanza and Nagar were formerly

one, ruled by a branch of the Rds, the ruling family of Gilghit, whose
seat of government was Nagar. Hanza used once to be the chief

place of resort for slave merchants from Badakshdn. The principality

is divided into 8 districts, each having its own fort.

The people of Hanza and Nagar belong to the caste called Yeshkiln

by the Shins of Gilghit, but known amongst themselves as Brirish. The
Yeshkdns, besides being numerically superior in Gilghit, form nearly all

the population of Ydsin, Sai, Darel, and Astor. They are great wine
drinkers, and are reproached by their neighbours for their readiness to

eat unorthodox food, and for the immorality of their women. Muham-
madanism sits but loosely on them. The most remarkable peculiarity of
the Shins of these parts is their feeling with regard to the cow, in spite

of their conversion to Muhammadanism. Orthodox Shins will not eat
beef, drink cow’s milk, or touch a vessel containing it A sucking calf

or any portion of a dead animal is especially unclean, and it is not
uncommon for a Shin to make over his cow and calf to a Yekshdn
neighbour, to be restored to him when the calf is weaned. The Shins also
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regard the domestic fowl as unclean, and in districts inhabited by them
not a single fowl is to be seen. These peculiarities are strictly confined

to the Shins, and they afford good grounds for supposing that they were

a race of Hindus who came from the south, and pressing up the Indus

valley, established a Hindu State in these remote regions, under the

brest of the Hindu Kdsh. In Gilghit itself there are a great number of

Kashmiris, or, as they are here called, Kashinis, whose forefathers

settled in the place in the time of Ahmad Shdh Abddli, about a.d.

1760. They now form the largest section of the Gilghit population,

and the shrewdness which forms so distinctive a part of the character

of the ordinary Kashmiri has suffered little by transplanting. Some
are said to have penetrated into Chitrdl, where they have since become
merged in the regular population. Those in Gilghit are weavers and
carpenters, and they are regarded with some contempt both by Shins

and Yeshkilns.

The Ponyal district, 19 miles above Gilghit town, stretches for some
22 miles up to the Ydsin frontier. Of old an appanage of Gilghit,

Ponyal became in later times a bone of contention between the rulers

of Yasin and Gilghit, who each possessed it in turn for a time, till it

finally came into the possession of Kashmir in i860.

Hanza raids against Gilghit villages were frequent, but in 1869 they

were put an end to by the Thiim of Hanza yielding allegiance and
paying a yearly tribute of two horses, two hounds, and twenty ounces of

gold dust The elevation of Hanza is 8400 feet. Cultivation in this

tract extends about 7 miles in length by 1^ in depth. The Thiim lives

at Baltit. He is addressed as Soori or Sri
,
an appellation of Lakshmi,

the Hindu goddess of wealth. In cutting the throat of an animal for

food, the people of Hanza make a practice of turning it towards the

Thiim’s abode, even when many miles distant, instead of in the orthodox

direction of Mecca.

Ginaur.—North-western tabs'll of Buddun District, North-Western

Provinces, lying along the northern bank of the Ganges.—See Gunaur.
Gingi ( Chenji).—Fort in South Arcot District, Madras Presidency.

Latitude 12
0

15' 19" n., longitude 79
0
26' 8" e. ; situated on the road

from Kistnagiri to the coast, about half-way between Tindivanam and
Trinomaldi ;

82 miles south-west from Madras, and 50 north-east from

Cuddalore, the chief town of the District

Formerly there was no village of Gingi beyond a few houses near the

foot of the hills ; but now, in order to perpetuate the name, which is

well known in history, Government have directed that the neighbouring

village of Bagayah should be called Gingi. The interest of the place is

exclusively historical. The fortress consists of three strongly-fortified

hills, connected by long walls of circumvallation. The highest and

most important hill is called Rdjagiri
;
the two others being known as

VOL. v. F
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Kistnagiri and Chendrayan Drtfg. Rdjdgiri is about 500 or 600 feet

high, and consists of a ridge terminating in an overhanging bluff, facing

the south, and falling with a precipitous sweep to the plain on the

north. On the summit of this bluff stands the citadel. The walls

of circumvallation, already alluded to, enclose an area over 7 miles

in circumference. Before the fortifications existed, the summit of the

Rajagiri bluff must have been utterly inaccessible on all sides but the

south-west. At this point, where the crest of the ridge meets the base

of the bluff, a narrow and steep ravine probably gave a difficult means

of access to the top, across which the Hindu engineer built three walls,

each about 20 or 25 feet high, rising one behind the other at some

little distance, and rendering an attack by escalade in that direction

almost impracticable. On the north side, a narrow chasm divides a

portion of the rock from the main mass. This chasm, the fortifiers of

the rock artificially prolonged and heightened; and where it had a

width of about 24 feet, and a depth of about 60, they threw a wooden

bridge over it, and made the only means of ingress into the citadel

through a narrow stone gateway facing the bridge, and about 30 yards

from it, with flanking walls fitted with embrasures for guns and loop-

holed for musketry.

It is not known with certainty who constructed the fort. It is

probable that the site was originally built on by the Chola kings,

and quasi-authentic history attributes the commencement of the great

fort to a son of Yijaya Ranga Naik, the Governor of Tanjore in 1442.

The works were completed during the time of the Vijayanagar kings.

The martello towers and cavaliers show traces of European super-

vision, and some of the more modem embrasures were the work of

the French. The great lines of fortification which cross the valley

between the three hills were evidently built at different periods. In

their original form, they each consisted of a wall about 5 feet thick,

built up of blocks of granite, and filled in with rubble
; but subse-

quently a huge earthen rampart, about 25 or 30 feet thick, has been

thrown up behind these walls, and riveted roughly on the inside

with stone, while at intervals in this rampart are barracks or guard-

rooms.

Several ruins of fine buildings are situated inside the fort Of these,

the most remarkable are the two pagodas, the Kaliyana Mahal, the

Gymkhina, the Granaries, and the I’dgah. There are various mandaps

(porches) on each of the hills, and a large granary on the top of

Kistnagiri. The most noticeable building of all, perhaps, is the

Kaliydna Mahal This consists of a square court surrounded by
too^qs for the ladies of the Governor’s household. In the middle of

this court is a square tower of eight storeys, and altogether about 80
feet high, with a pyramidical roof. The first six storeys are all of the
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same size and pattern, namely, an arcaded verandah running round a
small room, about 8 feet square, and communicating with the storey

above by means of small steps. The room on the seventh storey has

now no verandah, but there are indications of one having existed

formerly. The topmost room is of smaller size than the others. The
only other interesting feature in the building is an earthenware pipe

leading to the sixth storey, and brought all the way from a tank 600

yards off, outside the walls of the fort, and carried under the wall to

the back of the ladies’ quarters, and thence over the roof to the Mahal.

One of the most singular features about Gingi is the water-supply.

There are two perennial springs of excellent water on the top of RAjA-

giri—one outside the gateway of the citadel, and the other on the very

summit of the rock. At the foot of the ridge at the back of RAjAgiri,

and between it and Chandrayan Driig, are two tanks, and on the western

side of the bluff is a third reservoir constructed to catch the surface

drainage. The principal objects of interest are—the great gun on the

top of RAjAgiri; the RAja’s bathing-stone, a large smooth slab of

granite, 1 5 feet square and 4 or 5 inches thick, near the spot where

the palace is said to have stood ; and the prisoners’ well. This latter

is a very singular boulder, about 15 or 20 feet high, poised on a rock

near the Chakrakulam and surmounted by a low circular brick wall.

It has a natural hollow passing through it like a well, and the bottom,

having been blocked up with masonry and the upper edges smoothed

with a little masonry work plastered with chunam
,,
a natural dry well

was formed, into which prisoners are said to have been thrown and
allowed to die of starvation. The top of the boulder can only be

reached by means of a ladder, but the hollow has now been filled up
with rubbish. The metal of which the gun is made has little or no rust.

It has the figures 7560 stamped on the breech. A little to the south

of RAjagiri is a fourth hill called Chakli Drug. The summit is

strongly fortified, but these fortifications are not connected with those

of Gingi.

History.—As mentioned above, Gingi was a stronghold of the

Vijayanagar power, which was at the height of its prosperity towards

the close of the 15th century, and was finally overthrown by the allied

Muhammadan kings of the Deccan in 1564, at TAlikot. It was not

till 1638, however, that BandullA KhAn, the BijApur general, captured

the fort of Gingi, after joining his forces to those of Golconda, which

were then beleaguering the place. The division of the BijApur army

that effected this was commanded by ShAhjf, father of Sivajl the Great.

In 1677, the fort fell to Sivajf by stratagem, and remained in MarAthA

hands for twenty-one years. In 1690, the armies of the Delhi Emperor,

under ZulfikAr KMn, were despatched against Gingi with a view to the

final extirpation of the MarAthA power. The siege was prolonged for
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eight years, but the fort fell in 1698, and afterwards became the head-

quarters of the standing army in Arcot. In 1750, the French under

M. Bussy captured it by a skilful and daringly - executed night-sur-

prise, and held it with an efficient garrison for eleven years, defeating

one attack by the English under Major Kineer in 1752. Captain

Stephen Smith took the place after five weeks’ siege in 1761. In

1780 it was surrendered to Haidar All, but subsequently it played no

part of importance in the wars of Southern India. Gingi has long

enjoyed the reputation of being one of the most unhealthy localities

in the Kamdtic. The French are said by Orme to have lost 1200

European soldiers during their eleven years’ tenancy of it, and their

garrison of Europeans rarely exceeded 100 men. There is no trace,

however, of any burial-ground where these men were interred. The
place is now deserted, but Government allows an annual grant for the

preservation of the ruins,

Gingi.—River of South Arcot District, Madras Presidency.—See

Ariakupum.

Gir {Geer).—Range of hills in Kathiawdr, Bombay Presidency, ex-

tending over 40 miles in length, commencing from a point about 20

miles north-east of Diu island. Captain Grant of the Indian Navy was

captured in 1813 by an outlaw named Hdw^wdla, who kept him a

prisoner on these hills for two and a half months. The region consists

of a succession of rugged ridges and isolated hills covered with

forest.

Girar.—Town in Wardha District, Central Provinces
; 37 miles south-

east of Wardhd town. Lat. 20° 40' n., long. 79
0
9' 30" e. The shrine

of the Musalmin saint, Shaikh Khwdja Farid, crowns the summit of a

neighbouring hill, and attracts a continual flow of devotees, both Hindus

and Musalmdns. This holy man was bom in Hindustan, and, after

wandering for thirty years as afakir,
he settled on the Girar Hill about

1244. Two travelling traders once mocked the saint, on which he

turned their stock of cocoa-nuts to stone
;
then moved by their suppli-

cations, he created a fresh stock from dry leaves. The traders were

so struck by these wonders, that they attached themselves to the saint’s

service, and their two graves may yet be seen on the hill. The shrine

absorbs the revenues of five villages, Girar itself, however, not being

among the number. The town has a police outpost, a good village

school, and a weekly market. Population (1881) 1548.

Gird&Mdi.—One of the peaks „ of the Eastern Ghdts, in Chinna

Kimedi zamindari> Ganjam District, Madras Presidency. Lat. 19
0

29'

44" n., long. 84° 25' 18" e.
; 3399 feet above sea-level. A Great

Trigonometrical Survey station.

GiridhL— Sub-division of Hazdrfb£gh District, Chuti£ Ndgpur,

Bengal. Giridhi station is the terminus of a branch line from Madhu-
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pur on the East Indian Railway. This branch is at present 23 miles

in length, and opens up the important Karharbari (Karharbali) coal-

field. A convenient route to Pdrasnath is obtained by proceeding

by railway to Giridhi, and thence 20 miles by palanquin or horseback to

the foot of the sacred hill Area of the Sub-division, 2446 square miles

;

number of villages, 3553; houses, 70,631. Total population (1881)

432,504, namely, males 216,027, and females 216,477. Hindus
numbered 356,230; Muhammadans, 45,321 ;

Christians, 172; Santals,

28,043 ; Kols, 2649 9
other aboriginal tribes, 89. Average density of

population, 177 persons per square mile; villages per square mile, 1*45 ;

houses per square mile, 29*96; persons per village, 12 1; persons

per house, 6*12. The Sub-division comprises the five thdnds or police

circles of Pachamba, Gawan, Karagdiha, Kodarma, and Dumurhi. It

contained in 1883, one civil and two criminal courts, a regular police

force of 1 13 officers and men, and a rural police or village watch

numbering 881.

Giriy&k.—Village on the Panchana river, Patni District, Bengal.

Lat. 25
0

1' 45" n., long. 85° 34' e. South-west of the village, and on
the opposite side of the river, stands the peak at the end of the double

range of hills commencing near Gayi, which General Cunningham
identifies with Fa Hian’s Solitary Mountain, suggesting at the same
time that its name is derived from ek-giri, or ‘one hill;’ but this

statement has been doubted. Dr. Buchanan-Hamilton has described

the ruins of Giriy£k, which are full of archaeological interest. They
were originally ascended from the north-east ; and remains of a road

about 12 feet wide, paved with large stone blocks, and winding so as

to procure a moderate gradient, still exist. It could, however, never

have been practicable for wheeled carriages. At the west end of the

ridge, a steep brick slope leads up to a platform, on which there are

some granite pillars, probably part of an ancient temple. East of the

ridge is an area 45 feet square, called the chabutara of Jarasindhu,

the centre of which is occupied by a low square pedestal supporting a

solid brick column 68 feet in circumference and 55 feet in height. Dr.

Buchanan-Hamilton considers the general impression that the ruins

on this hill are the remains of Jarasindhu’s country house erroneous

for the ascent to Giriydk must always have been too arduous to render

it a place of luxurious retirement. The popular belief is that Krishna,

on his way to challenge Jarasindhu to combat, crossed the river at this

point, and a bathing festival is annually held at the spot in the month
of Kdrtik to commemorate the event.

Gim&r.—Sacred hill, with ruined temples, in Kdthi£w£r, Bomoay
Presidency; situated about 10 miles east of Junigarh town. Lat. 210

30' n., long. 70° 42' e. The hill rises to about 3500 feet above sea-

level, and forms one of the sacred seats of Jainism, only second in
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importance to Pilitdna. A rock at the foot of the hill outside the

town is covered with a set of Asoka’s inscriptions, 250 b.c. Another

inscription (150 a.d.) relates how the local monarch, Rudra Dama,

defeated the king of the Deccan ; while a third (457 a.d.) records the

bursting of the embankment of the Sudarsana tank, and the rebuilding

of a bridge which was destroyed by the flood. There are, however, no

remains of any ancient city, temples, or ruins of a corresponding age

to these inscriptions, and but for their dates the place would have

seemed to be unknown before the 10th century.

There are six parabs or rest-houses on the ascent to the temple of

Nemin&th. The temple of Ambamdta, which crowns the first peak

of'the hill, is much resorted to by newly-married couples of the different

sub-divisions of the Brahman caste. The bride and bridegroom have

their clothes tied together, and attended by their male and female

relatives, present cocoa-nuts and other offerings to the goddess, whose

favour is sought to secure a continuance of wedded felicity.

Mr. James Fergusson, in his History of Indian and Eastern

Architecture (John Murray, 1876, pp. 230-232), thus describes the

architectural features of Girndr:— ‘The principal group of temples

at Gim£r, some sixteen in number, is situated on a ledge about 600

feet from the summit, and nearly 3000 feet above the level of the sea.

The largest and possibly the oldest of these is that of Nemin^th. An
inscription upon it records that it was repaired in a.d. 1278, and un-

fortunately a subsequent restorer has laid his heavy hand upon it, so

that it is difficult now to realize what its original appearance may
have been. The temple stands in a courtyard measuring 195 feet

by 130 feet over all. Around the courtyard are arranged 70 cells,

with a covered and enclosed passage in front of them, each of

which contains a cross-legged seated figure of the Tirthankar to

whom the temple is dedicated (Nemindth), and generally with a

bas-relief or picture representing some act in his life. Immediately

behind the temple of Nemin^th is a triple one, erected by the

brothers Tejpdla and Vastupila, who also erected one of the principal

temples in Abu.’

Girwa.—River of Nep£l and Oudh; a branch of the Kauriala,
leaving that stream on its eastern bank a mile below the point where

it emerges through a gorge in the Himalayas known as Shlsha-panf or

‘ Crystal waters.’ Some years ago, the Gfrwa was a mere watercourse,

but its volume has gradually increased till it is now considerably larger

than the parent stream. Both are rapid rivers
; their beds covered with

large pebbles, often a foot in diameter, particularly at the fords where
they, are broad and shallow, enabling elephants to cross generally

without difficulty. Both streams are about 400 yards brpad, and from

3 to 4 feet deep ; they are unfordable by men, except at one or two
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places. The Gfrwa in particular is a beautiful stream, its banks being

covered with dense sdl, with the mountains showing over the tree-tops.

In many places the river has worn for itself large clearings amid the

jungle, several miles broad, through which the water passes in several

clear channels. The islands thus formed are generally covered with

shishdm trees and thickets of willow. Diagonally across the stream in

its upper course extend ridges of kankar or conglomerate limestone,

forming rapids, and causing a complete obstruction to navigation. In its

lower course, the Gfrwa enters Bahr£ich District, and finally reunites

with the Kauridla a few miles below Bharthapur. The stream is navig-

able by large boats up to Dhanaura, just beyond British territory. The
waters of the Kauridla and Gfrwa, afterwards swelled by the Sarju and

Chauka (or Sardi), finally become the Gogra, or great river of Oudh.

Girwdn (or Sihonda).— South-westerly tahsil of Banda District,

North-Western Provinces
;
consisting of hilly eminences sloping down

into an elevated plain, with detached granite rocks. Area, 331 square

miles, of which 183 are cultivated. Population (1881) 88,651, namely,

males 44,558, and females 44,093. Hindus numbered 82,129

;

Muhammadans, 6517 ; and ‘ others/ 5. Number of villages, 176 ; land

revenue, ^14,802; total Government revenue, ^16,529 ; rental paid

by cultivators, ^27,409. The tahsil^ which is usually called Sihonda,

although its head-quarters are at Girwdn town, contains the famous

fortress of Kalinjar.

Goa.—Portuguese Settlement on the western coast of India, lying

between 14
0
53' and 15

0
48' n. lat, and between 73

0
45' and 74

0
24' e.

long., about 250 miles south-south-east from Bombay. Bounded on

the north by the river Tirakul or Auraundem, separating it from the

Sawantwdri State ;
on the east by the range of the Western Ghdts,

separating it from the District of Belgium
;
on the south by North

Kinara District ; and on the west by the Arabian Sea. Extreme length

from north to south, 62 miles; greatest breadth from east to west,40 miles.

Total area, 3370 square kilometres or 1062 square miles. Population

(1881), including Anjediva, 445,449, or 419*4 persons per square mile.

Number of towns, 4; villages, 400; parishes, 100; and houses,

87,196.

Goa forms a patch of foreign territory on the coast of the Bombay
Presidency, surrounded on all sides, except to the seaward, by

British Districts. It comprises the following 9 Districts, namely

(Old Conquests), Ilhas (population 48,847) ;
Salsette (109,620)

;

Bardez (109,951) ;
(New Conquests), Pernem (population 33,012);

Sanquelim (45,179); Ponda (39,998); Sanguem (20,592); Quepem

(19,663); and Canacona (18,490). It was not practicable to extend

to this settlement the minute statistical survey which was carried out

in British territory, and a personal visit disclosed the impossibility of
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adhering to the same arrangement. The following account was kindly

drawn up for the Imperial Gazetteer by Dr. Jose Nicolau da Fonseca,

President of the Sociedade dos Amigos das Letras, from official sources

in Goa ;
it is now printed (as requested) with as few modifications as

possible, although in a much condensed form, and with some historical

amplifications.

Physical Aspects.— Goa is a hilly country, especially that portion

which was most recently acquired, known* as the Novas Conquistas

(New Conquests). Its distinguishing feature is the Sahyddri Mountains,

or Western Ghats, which, after skirting a considerable portion of the

north-eastern and south-eastern boundaries, branch off westwards across

the territory into numerous spurs and ridges. Of the isolated peaks

with which these ranges of mountains are studded, the most conspicuous

are, on the north—Sonsagar, 3827 feet above sea-level; Catlanchimauli,

3633 feet; Vaguerim, 3500 feet; Morlemchogor, 3400 feet, all in the

Satdri mahal or District ; on the east and west—Sidnato at Ponda,

Chandarnate at Chandrawadi, Consid at Astragar, and Dudeagar at

Embarb£kam.
The territory is intersected by numerous rivers, which are generally

navigable. Beginning on the north, the eight principal rivers are

—

(x) The Tirakul or Auraundem, so called from the fortress of that

name guarding its estuary ; has its source in the Western GMts, in the

Sdwantw&ri State, flows south-west for 14^ miles, and, after forming

the northern boundary of the District of Pernem, and also of the

territory of Goa, discharges its waters into the Arabian Sea: (2) the

Chdpori or Colvalle, 18 miles long, rises at Ram GMt, and, after

separating the Districts of Bdrdez, Bicholim, and Sanquelim from
Pernem, takes a zigzag direction to the south-west through the villages

of Salem, Revora, Colvalle, and empties itself into the sea close to the

village of Chaporf
: (3) the Bdga, only 1 mile long, rises in Bdrdez,

and passes a redoubt of the same name
: (4) the Sinquerim, si miles

long, also rises in Bdrdez close to the village of Pileme, and, after

describing almost a right angle, westwards and southwards, and form-

ing the peninsula of Aguada, falls into the bay of the same name :

(5) the Manddvi, 38J miles in length, is the most important stream in

the territory, both the ancient and modern metropolis being situated

on its banks ; it rises at Parvar GMt in the District of Satiri, first

runs north-west of Ponda, and then south-west of Bicholim and Bdrdez,
and, after forming several islands and passing Panjim or New Goa,
discharges its waters into the Bay of Aguada ; its principal offshoots

pass the villages of Mapuca, Tivim, and Assonora, watering the Dis-
tricts of Bicholim, Sanquelim, and Zambaulim, and are locally known
by those names: (6) the Juari, 39 miles in length, rises at the foot
of Digny GMt in the District of Embarbdkam, runs northwards,
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separating Salsette from Ponda, and falls into the Bay of Murmagao

;

like the Mand£vi, it has' numerous offshoots, one of which joins the

former river between Marcaim and Sao Lourengo after forming the

island of Tissuadi
: (7) the S£l, 15 miles long, runs close to the town

of Margao, and discharges itself into the sea near the fort of Betiil

:

(8) the Talpona, 7 miles long, rises at Ambughat in the District of

Astragar, and, running westwards through the District of Canacona,

falls into the sea near the small fort of Talpona. The boats by which

these rivers are navigated are called tonas
,
and the ferries across them

are designated passa-gens.

The territory of Goa possesses a fine harbour, formed by the pro-

montories of Birdez and Salsette. Half-way between these extremities

projects the cabo (cape) from the island of Goa, dividing the harbour

into two anchorages, known as Alguada and Murmagao. Both are

capable of accommodating safely the largest shipping from September

to May. Alguada is virtually closed to navigation during the south-

west monsoon, owing to the high winds and sea, and the formation of

sandbanks in the estuary of the Mandivi at that period ;
but Murmagao

is accessible at all times. A consequence of the intersection of

numerous rivers, is the formation of many islands, of which the chief

number 18.

The rainfall for the three years ending 1875, as registered by the

Meteorological Department, averaged 100*22 inches. The prevail-

ing diseases are intermittent and remittent fevers, diarrhoea, and

dysentery.

Laterite is the stone most abundant throughout the territory. Iron

is found at B£ga Satdri, Pemem, and especially in the District of

Zambaulim. The geological resources of Goa have not yet been

scientifically explored.

Stately forests are found in the Novas Conquistas. The reserve and
other forests scattered over an area of 30,000 hectares

\

or 74,133
acres, have an aggregate value, according to the Report of the Forest

Committee of 1871, of ^700,000. The wasteful practice of kumri

or nomadic cultivation, till lately prevalent, has denuded them of

valuable trees. More attention is now paid to this branch of public

administration, which is entrusted to a special department In 1874,

the forest revenue amounted to ^1040, 7s. 6d., and the expenditure to

^429, 1 6s.

Population.—The population of Goa Proper, in 1800, i.e. the Velhas

without the Novas Conquistas, was calculated at 178,478 ; composed of

91,436 males and 87,042 females. The whole population of the Velhas

(old) and Novas (new) Conquistas, according to the Census of 1851,

was 363,788 ; showing a density of 342*54 to the square mile.

The population of the territory of Goa in 1881, according to the
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Census Report of that year, was 445,449, as shown by the table on the

opposite page, being an increase of 81,661 since 1851, or 22*4 per

cent, in 30 years.

The inhabitants are divided into three classes—(1) Europeans, (2)

the descendants of Europeans, and (3) Natives. The last class may
be again sub-divided into Christians and Pagans. The native Chris-

tians, who constitute a little more than half of the total population, are

the descendants of Hindus converted to Christianity on the subjuga-

tion of the country by the Portuguese, and can still trace the caste to

which they originally belonged. The predominating caste among the

Pagans is that of Shenvis, or Saraswati Brahmans. Chitpawans and

Karadds are also to be found, as well as the low or depressed castes,

such as Mahars, Chamdrs, etc., who are generally to be distinguished

by their darker colour. The few Musalmans are, as a class, in a poor

condition. The males among native Christians for the most part

adopt European costumes, while the females still wear the indigenous

s&rl. The ordinary expenses of a middle-class family seldom exceed

^3 a month. All classes of the people, except Europeans, use the

Konkdni language, with some admixture of Portuguese words. But

the official language is Portuguese, which is commonly spoken in the

capital and the principal towns, as well as by all educated persons.

French is understood by some, and English chiefly by those who have

resided for a long time in British territories.

The majority of the population profess the Roman Catholic religion,

and are subject in spiritual matters to an Archbishop, who has the title

Of the Primate of the East, and exercises jurisdiction over the Catholics

of all the Portuguese colonies in the East, and of a great portion of

British India. His nomination rests with the King of Portugal, subject

to confirmation by the Pope. There are altogether 96 Christian

churches in Goa, mostly built by the Jesuits and the Franciscans prior

to the .extinction of the religious orders in Portuguese territory. The
chief of these churches is the cathedral or metropolitan church, called

the Se Primacial de Goa

.

The religious orders have been abolished

in Portuguese India, and the churches are under the charge of secular

priests, all of whom are natives of Goa. The Catholics of Goa are

very regular in the fulfilment of religious duties, and celebrate the

chief festivals sanctioned by the Catholic Church with much devotion

and pomp. The Hindus and Muhammadans enjoy perfect liberty in

religious matters, and have their own places of worship. The chief

Hindu temples are those of Mangesh, Mdlshd, Sdntddurgd, Kaplesh-

war, N£gesh, and Ramndth, all of which are situated in the Novas
Conquistas.

At the conquest of Goa by Alfonso de Albuquerque in 1510, th*e

[Sentence continued on p. 92,
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[Sentence continuedfrom p. 90.

village communities, among which the inhabitants were distributed,

were found to be in the enjoyment of certain immunities from taxa-

tion and of other privileges. Albuquerque carefully maintained the

constitution of the villages, and avoided all appearance of fresh

taxation. The same policy was followed by his successors; and in

1526, a register was compiled, called Foral dos usas e Costumes
,
con-

taining the peculiar usage and customs of the communities, and the

privileges enjoyed by them from time immemorial. This register

served as a guide-book to subsequent administrators. But in time the

communities were burdened with additional imposts, and placed under

certain restrictions. At present they are under the supervision of

Government, which appoints in each District (conselho) of the Velhas

Conquistas, an officer called Administrador das Communidades, to

watch rigidly over their proceedings. They are precluded from spend-

ing even the smallest sum without Government sanction, and have to

pay certain contributions to the parish churches and for the construc-

tion and repair of roads, the establishment of schools, etc. The
staff of village servants is not the same in all parts, but it usually

comprises the following members :—The tax-collector (.sacador), the

clerk (<escrivao), the carpenter
(
carpinteiro\ the barber

(
larbeiro\ the

shoemaker
(
alparqueiro\ the washerman (

mainato\ the crier (purport),

and the mahdr (faraz). There is, however, no village head-man. On
questions affecting the interests of a whole village, a sort ofpanchdyat

or council is held, composed of one or more members of each clan

(vangor), and the decisions are determined by the majority of votes. In

the Velhas Conquistas, a great portion of the land is held by the village

communities, which, after paying the rent and other Government taxes,

divide the annual produce amongst themselves ; while in the Novas

Conquistas the lands are distributed among the vangors
, who cultivate

them and enjoy their net produce. The total number of village com-

munities is 421. The aggregate revenue of the villages comprehended

in the Velhas Conquistas amounted in 1872 to ^77,111, 16s., against

an expenditure of ^26,436, 6s. 8d.

Agriculture.—The entire territory of Goa contains 679,680 acres, of

which 234,754 acres are stated to be under cultivation, thus distributed

among the different crops :—Rice, 122,566 acres; other cereals, vege-

tables, etc., 77,076; cocoa-nut trees, 33,194; areca palms, 565; and
fruit trees the remainder. The soil is chiefly argillaceous, but also

contains light sand and more or less decayed vegetable matter. In

many parts it is full of stone and gravel. Its fertility varies according

to quality and situation in reference to the supply of water. Manure,

consisting of ashes, fish, and dung, is largely employed. As a rule, the

Velhas Conquistas are better cultivated than the Novas Conquistas. In
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both these divisions of the Goa territory, a holding of 15 or 16 acres

would be considered a good-sized farm, though the majority of holdings

are of smaller extent.

The staple produce of the country is rice (Oryza sativa), of which

there are two harvests—(1) the winter crop, called sorodio, and (2) the

summer crop or vangana,
,
raised by means of artificial irrigation from

the rain-water accumulated in reservoirs, ponds, and wells. For the

sorodio crop, the field is ploughed before the commencement of the

monsoon, the seed scattered in May or June, and the crop harvested in

September; while as regards the vangana, the ploughing operations

begin in October, the sowing in November, and the harvesting in

February, Rice is cultivated in low lands
(
cazana or cantor) situated

near the banks of rivers, slopes of hills (molloy), stiff grounds
(
dulpan or

dulip), and sandy soils (quero). The proportion of produce to seed

is roughly estimated as follows :—Near the banks of rivers, fifteen-fold

;

in dry and stiff soils, six-fold
;
and in other places, eight-fold. The

quantity of rice produced is barely sufficient to meet the local demand

for two-thirds of the year. Next to rice, the culture of cocoa-nut

trees (Cocos nucifera) is deemed most important, from the variety

of uses to which the products are applied. They grow in luxuriant

groves on all lands not hilly or serviceable for the production of rice,

and along the sea-coast Areca palm (Areca catechu) is chiefly culti-

vated in the Novas Conquistas on lands irrigated from rivulets. Hilly

places and inferior soils are set apart for the cultivation of such cereals

as nachinim (Dolichos biflora), urid (Phaseolus max), culita (Dolichos

uniflorus), orio (Panicum italicum), mug (Phaseolus radiatus), tori

(Cytisus cajan). Of fruit-trees the most important are mango (Mangi-

fera indica), jack (Artocarpus integrifolia), cashew (Anacardium

occidentale). Among the various kinds of vegetables are potato

(Convolvulus batata), radishes (Raphanus sativus), yams (Dioscorea

sativa), melons (Cucumis melo), cucumber (Cucumis sativus), bendas

(Abelmoschus esculentus), etc. Besides these— chillies (Capsicum

frutescens), ginger (Zinziber officinale), turmeric (Curcuma longa),

onion (Allium cepa), and certain vegetables of daily consumption are

extensively cultivated in some villages. In the District of Satdri a

party of enterprising foreigners rented some years ago from Govern-

ment certain plots of ground for coffee plantations. Several experiments

were tried, but the result did not prove encouraging.

Goa is seldom subject to great floods, though some of its Districts

occasionally suffer from partial inundation during heavy rains. In

times of drought, the agricultural classes sustain heavy loss, but the

people at large are supplied, though at great cost, with rice from

British territory. It is only when a general famine occurs beyond the

frontier that signs of extreme distress are visible amongst the inhabitants
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of Goa. Formerly the country was frequently subject to famine. The
years 1553, 1570, and 1682 are said to have been seasons of great

scarcity. In subsequent years, the constant incursions of the Marthas
occasioned much distress.

The condition of the agricultural classes in the Velhas Conquistas

has of late improved, owing partly to the general rise in prices of all

kinds of agricultural produce, and partly to the current of emigration

to British territories. In the Novas Conquistas, however, the culti-

vators are said to have been reduced to great^want and misery through

the oppression of the landowners.

Commerce and Manufactures.—In the days of its glory, Goa was the

chief entrepdt of commerce between the East and West. But with the

downfall of the Portuguese Empire, it lost its commercial importance,

and its trade has now dwindled into insignificance. Few manufacturing

industries of any importance exist, but the country is not devoid of

skilful artisans, such as goldsmiths, carpenters, blacksmiths, shoemakers,

etc. Some of the articles produced are disposed of privately, while

others are exposed for sale at the annual and weekly fairs held in

various places. The principal exports are— cocoa-nuts, betel-nuts,

mangoes, water-melons, jack, and other fruits
;
cinnamon, pepper, salt

fish, gum, coir-work, firewood, fowls, and salt. Of these the last-forms

one of the principal sources of profit, the numerous salt-pans that exist

in the country yielding a large quantity of salt over and above the local

demand. The chief articles imported are—rice, cloth, refined sugar,

wines, tobacco, glass-ware, hardware, and other miscellaneous goods.

The value of the imports largely exceeds that of the exports, thus

causing a drain of money which would certainly have materially affected

the financial condition of Goa, had not a stream of coin flowed con-

stantly into the country from the savings of those of its inhabitants who

reside temporarily in British territory. In 1874, the customs revenue

amounted to ^21,388, 18s. The total number of vessels of every kind

that entered the port of Goa in the same year was 1075, with 97,900

tons of cargo, while the number of those that left was 2084, with

119,756 tons.

A line of railway now connects Murmagao with Hubli on the

Southern Mardtha Railway, the length of line to Hubli being 124 miles,

of which 49 miles lie in Goa territory. Several new roads have recently

been made, and others are in course of construction. According to the

report of the Committee of Engineers, published in 1870, there were in

that year 31 roads, complete and incomplete; of these the chief runs

northwards from Verem,, opposite Panjim, through the villages of

Pilerne, Saligao, Parramaprica, and Assonora, meeting at Sankarwalle

the road constructed in British territory.

,
There are no banking establishments or professional money-lenders
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in the country; but in cases of necessity, money can be borrowed from
wealthy proprietors or religious confraternities at 5 per cent. In
districts inhabited by Hindus, however, the current rate of interest is

about 10 per cent. Landowners not infrequently advance petty sums,

or their equivalent in kind, without interest, to such of the cultivators

or labourers as are their dependants, or live in their oarts (palmares),

deducting the debt by monthly instalments from the wages due. In

the Novas Conquistas, the rate of interest charged for an advance of

grain is generally half as much as the value of the advance.

Owing to the want of labourers, and the comparative increase in the

price of grain, wages have of late risen considerably. Formerly they

varied from 2d. to 3d. a day, but at present a male labourer earns as

much as 6d., and a female 2 Jd. Agricultural labourers generally

receive their wages in kind, either daily or weekly. Good masons and
carpenters are paid at the rate of is. per diem; and male servants

at about 4s. per month, besides food. Wherever female servants are

employed, they, as a rule, receive no fixed wages, but it is usual to give

them periodically some suits of clothes, and jewels on the occasion of

marriage. The average price of a cow is about £1

;

of a pair of oxen,

^5; of a pair of buffaloes, ^5; of a pig, of a score of fowls,

1 os. ; and of a score of ducks, £ 1 . In 1874-75, rice sold at 26 lbs.

per rupee (2s.); urid, at 30 lbs.
;

culita, at 50 lbs.

Administration,

.—Previous to 1871, Goa possessed a comparatively

large Native army, but owing to the rebellion which broke out in that

year it was disbanded, and a battalion composed wholly of Europeans

was obtained from Portugal. The force now consists of 313 men of

all ranks. The entire strength of the police is 919 men. The total

expenditure on the public force was in 1874, ,£49,687, 6s.

There is at present no naval foice at Goa; but in the year 1874-75,

the Settlement contributed a sum 0^9815, 15s. towards the mainten-

ance of the Portuguese navy.

There is one telegraph office in Goa, at Panjim, maintained jointly

by the British and Portuguese Governments, the latter contributing

yearly the sum of £160, besides paying £3 monthly as house rent.

The receipts amounted to ^198, 3s. 9d., and the expenditure to ^256,
ns. 6£d. The head-quarters of the post-office are also at Panjim,

with branches at Margao, Mapuga, Ponda, Bicholim, Chinchinim, and

Pernem. Letters sent from Goa to any part of British India, or vice

versa, bear the postage stamps issued by both Governments. The total

postal receipts in 1874-75 were ^1815, 6s.

There are two hospitals—one for military men
;
and the other for the

poor and destitute, called ‘Hospital da Santa Caza de Misericordia*

(Hospital of the Holy House of Mercy). In the year 1875, the latter

contained 520 inmates, of whom 226 were females. The most
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important charitable institutions are—the Santa Caza de Misericordia

(Holy House of Mercy), at Chimbel
; Sociedade de Caridade (Charit-

able Society), at Panjim; Hospicio de Sagrodo Coragao de Maria

(Asylum of the Sacred Heart of Mary), at Margao
;
and Asylo de

Nossa Senhora de Milagres (Asylum of our Lady of Miracles), at

Mapu^a. The first is coeval with the conquest of Goa by the Portu-

guese, and maintains the hospital alluded to above and two establish-

ments for the reformation and education of females. In 1874, these

two houses contained a total of 48 inmates.

Of late years, education has made considerable progress in Goa. In

1869-70 there were 137 lower schools, of which 52 were public and 85

private, with 6027 pupils of both sexes; 29 higher schools, of which 21

were public and 8 private, including 1 national lyceum or college, with

2433 pupils
;

1 medical school, with 60 pupils
;

1 school of chemistry,

with 48 pupils
;

1 mathematical and military school, with 137 pupils;

1 seminary for priests, with 92 pupils. Besides these, there are 3 public

schools for girls. Since 1870 the military school has been closed, and

a college for practical sciences, called Instituto Professional, established

in its place. Besides the Government Gazette, called Boletim do

Govemo
,
there are five weekly periodicals—viz. (1) AGazeta de Bdrdes

,

(2) AIndia Portuguesa
, (3) ANova Goa

, (4) APatria
,
and (5)

O' Ultramar, all edited in the Portuguese language by natives. In

addition, there is a Portuguese religious paper called A Cruz, and a

Mardthf newspaper called Desha Sudhimechd. Of the four literary

associations established in the country, the most important is the

Instituto Vasco da Gama.

The total revenue in 1873-74 was ^108,148, 10s., and the ex-

penditure, ^107,145, 18s. The sources of revenue are—tithes at 10

per cent, on rice, cocoa-nuts, and salt, customs and postal dues, seal

and stamp duties, tobacco licences, taxes on liquor-shops, etc.

Goa is regarded as an integral portion of the Portuguese Empire,

and, with Damdn and Diu, forms, for administrative purposes, one

Province subject to a Governor-General, who is appointed directly by

the King of Portugal, and holds his office for five years. Besides his

civil functions, he is invested with the supreme military authority in

the Province. His personal staff consists of two aides-de-camp, and

a secretary styled the Chief Secretary of the Governor-General of

Portuguese India, and likewise appointed by the king. Although he is

the chief executive functionary, the Governor-General cannot, except in

cases of emergency, impose new taxes, or abolish the existing ones,

contract loans, create new appointments, or reduce the old ones,

retrench the salaries attached to them, or generally incur any expenses

not sanctioned by law
;
nor can he, under any circumstances, leave the

Province without the special permission of the Home Government.
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In the administration of the Province, the Governor-General is aided

by a council composed of the Chief Secretary, the Archbishop of Goa,

or, in his absence, the chief ecclesiastical authority exercising his func-

tions, the Judges of the High Court, the two highest military officers

in Goa, the Attorney-General, the Secretary of the Junta de Fazenda
Publica (council of public revenue), the Health Officer, and the

President of the Municipal Chamber or Corporation of the Capital

(camara municipal de capital). As a rule, all the members give their

opinions, and vote in every matter on which they are consulted by the

Governor-General. There are also three other Juntas or councils,

called the Junta Geral da Provincia (general council of the Province),

the Junta da Fazenda Publica (council of public revenue), and the

Conselho de Provincia (the council of the Province). The first of

these is composed of the Chief Secretary, the Archbishop or his

substitute, the Attorney-General, the Secretary of the Junta da Fazenda

Publica, the Director of Public Works, the Health Officer, a Professor

of the Medico-Surgical College, a Professor of the Instituto Professional,

a Professor of the Lyceum, a Professor of the Normal School, and a

representative from each of the municipal corporations of the Pro-

vince. This Junta discusses and decides all questions relating to

public works, and the expenses necessary for their execution, the pre-

servation of public health, the establishment of schools, the alteration

of custom duties, etc. The Governor-General is empowered to suspend

the operation of any resolution passed by this Junta, pending a refer-

ence to the Home Government. The second council consists of the

Governor-General as President, the Attorney-General, the Secretary of

the same council, and the Accountant-General. This Junta exercises

a direct and active control over the public revenues, making the

requisite provisions for their proper collection and expenditure; and

no public expense can be made without its sanction. The third

council is altogether of inferior importance.

In addition to the above machinery of administration, there are sub-

ordinate agencies for the local government of the different districts.

In connection with these agencies, the entire territory of Goa is divided

into two tracts, known as the Velhas and Novas Conquistas (old and

new conquests). The former tract is sub-divided into three districts

(conselhos)—viz. the Ilhas, Bardez, and Salsette—and each of these

again into parishes, of which there are 85 in all. Every district has a

municipal corporation, and is placed under the charge of a functionary

called Administrador da Conselho. This officer is appointed by the

Governor -General, and is entrusted with duties of an administrative

character, besides those connected with the public safety and health.

Every parish has likewise a minor council, called Junta da Parochia,

presided over by a magistrate, called Regedor, whose duties are to

VOL. v. Q
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inspect and direct the police establishments of the parish, keep a strict

surveillance over liquor-shops, gaming-houses, etc., open wills and

testaments, and report generally every important occurrence to the

Administrador. Similarly in each of the six divisions into which the

Novas Conquistas are sub-divided, there is an officer called Administrador

Fiscal, whose duties are almost identical with those of the Administrador

da Conselho. The functions of a Regedor are here exercised by a

village kulkarni

\

Of the above-named six divisions, the first is

Pernem ; the second, Sanquelim, or Satiri and Bicholim ; the third,

Ponda ; the fourth, Sanguem, or Astagrar and Embarbakam ; the fifth,

Quepem, or Bally, Chandorowadi, and Cacora
;

and the sixth,

Canacona with Cabo de Rdma. Each of the sub-divisions of the

Velhas and Novas Conquistas is also known by the name of Province.

The offices of Governor, Chief Secretary, Attorney-General, and some
other important ones are almost invariably filled by Europeans

; while

those of Administrador da Conselho and Regedor are held by natives.

As stated above, there are three municipalities in the Velhas Con-
quistas, the chief being that of the Ilhas. The municipal receipts in

1874-75 amounted to £1232, 15s.

Goa and its dependencies in India, viz. Damdnand Diu, together with

Mozambique, Macao, and Timor, constitute, for judicial purposes, but
one judicial district. This district is divided into Comarcas, which
are sub-divided into Julgados, and these again into Tregulsias or

parishes. Each parish is superintended by a justice of the peace,

whose appointment is honorary. It is the duty of this functionary to

arbitrate between litigants in civil suits, except those affecting the
interests of minors, and those relating to mortmain

; to institute pre-

liminary inquiries into criminal matters previous to their submission
for trial; to try municipal offences, and decide petty suits not exceeding
in amount or value 2500 rets (12s.). Against his decision an appeal
lies to the court of a judge of higher jurisdiction called Juiz Ordinario.

In every Julgado there is a Juiz Ordinario, with an establishment con-
sisting of a sub-delegate of the Attorney-General, two clerks, two or
more bailiffs, and a translator or interpreter. All these officials are
paid by Government, and are besides entitled to fees, except the clerks,

who receive fees only. A Juiz Ordinario holds his sittings twice a week,
for the purpose of deciding civil and criminal cases within his juris-

diction. The former are chiefly connected with disputes concerning
landed property not exceeding the value of£2, or moveable property
not exceeding £6. The latter relate to offences for which no higher
punishment can be awarded than a fine of 15s., or three days’ rigorous
imprisonment.

The Juiz de Direito holds the next grade, in chaige of a Comarca,
with a staff composed of a delegate of the Attorney-General, three
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clerks, one interpreter and translator, an accountant, four or five

bailiffs, all of whom, except the clerks and accountant, receive, in

addition to certain fees, fixed salaries. A judge of this class exercises

ordinary and extraordinary jurisdiction in matters both civil and
criminal.* He is required to go on circuit annually to the Julgados,

where he hears complaints against subordinate functionaries, examines

their proceedings and registers, and sometimes tries those suits within

his jurisdiction which may not have been submitted to his tribunal by

the ordinary judges. His decision in suits relating to landed property

exceeding in value ^io, and moveable property above ^15, are subject

to appeal to the High Court of Goa. Within the limits of the Julgado,

where the seat of his tribunal is fixed, this officer exercises the functions

of a judge of ordinary jurisdiction as well as those of a district judge.

The supervision of all the above judges is entrusted to a High
Court (Tribunal da Relagao), whose seat is in Nova Goa (New Goa), in

consequence of which it is sometimes called Relagao de Nova Goa.

This court consists of a Chief Justice (Presidente) and 3 puisne judges,

with a staff consisting of an Attorney-General, an assistant, a registrar,

2 assistant registrars, an accountant, and 2 bailiffs, all drawing salaries

from the public treasury besides certain perquisites. The High Court

has jurisdiction, both ordinary and extraordinary, in all cases, whether

civil or criminal, and is invested with appellate powers. Its decisions

are final in all suits except those relating to immoveable property

exceeding in value ^150, and moveable property above ^250, in

which an appeal lies to the Supreme Tribunal of Portugal. Besides

the High Court, there are in Goa 3 courts of the Juiz de Direito,

established in the three Comarcas of the Ilhas, Bardez, and Salsette.

The Ilhas are divided into two Julgados—(1) Panjim, and (2) Ponda.

Bdrdez into four—(1) Mapuga, the chief town of the Comarca, (2)

Calangute, (3) Pemem, (4) Bicholim. Salsette into three—(1) Margao,

(2) Chinchinim, and (3) Quepem. The offices of the judges of the

High Court, and of Comarcas, are filled by Europeans, and those of

the Julgados by natives. The total sum spent on judicial adminis-

tration in 1873-74 amounted to ^555 1, 16s. The following are the

statistics of the High Court in 1874 :—Civil judgments, 167 ; criminal

judgments, 164; total, 331.

History.— Certain inscriptions lately deciphered corroborate the

evidence of the Purdnds that Goa was in ancient times known under

the various names of Gomanchala, Gomant, Goapuri, Gopakapur, and
Gopa-Kapatanua ; while recent investigations prove its identity with

the Sindabur ,of Arab writers. The accounts handed down from

antiquity teem with legendary tales, on which little reliance can be
placed. In the Sahyidri Khanda of the Skanda Purdnd> it is recorded

that at an early period the Aryans settled in Goa, having been brought
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by Parasurdma from Trihotrapur or Mithila, the modem Tirhiit

Some of the inscriptions referred to above show that Goa afterwards

passed tinder the sway of the Kadambas or Banawdsi, whose first

king, Trilochana Kadamba, is supposed to have flourished in#
K£liyug

3220, or about a.d. 109-no. This dynasty continued to rule until

1312, when Goa fell for the first time into the hands of the Muham-

madans, under Malik Kafur. They were, however, compelled to

evacuate it in 1370, having been defeated by Vydy^ranya Madhawa,

the Prime Minister of Harihara of Vijayanagar, under whose successors

Goa remained for about 100 years. In 1449 ft was conquered by

Muhammad Gawan, the general of Muhammad il, the 13th Bdhmani

King of the Deccan, and incorporated into the dominions of that

sovereign. After the downfall of this house, Goa became subject

to the Adil SMhi dynasty reigning at Bij^pur, about the time that

Vasco da Gama landed at Calicut in 1498. This dynasty retained

possession until the 17th February 1510, when Goa was captured by

Alfonso dJAlbuquerque.

The Portuguese fleet, consisting of 20 sail of the line, with a few

small vessels and 1200 fighting men, hove in sight of the harbour. A
holy mendicant or jogi had lately foretold its conquest by a foreign

people from a distant land, and the disheartened citizens rendered up
the town to the strangers. Eight leading men presented the keys of

the gates to Albuquerque on their knees, together with a large banner

which was only unfurled on State occasions. Mounted on a richly

caparisoned steed, Albuquerque entered the city in a triumphal pro-

cession, drums beating, trumpets sounding, with the Portuguese banners

carried by the flower of the Lisbon nobility and clergymen at the

head, amidst the acclamations of an immense multitude, who showered
upon the conqueror filagree flowers of silver and gold. Albuquerque
behaved well to the inhabitants, but was shortly afterwards expelled by
the Bijdpur ruler.

Yusaf Adil Shah, King of Bijapur, marched against the place with

a considerable force, and after several sanguinary contests, retook
it from the Portuguese on the 15th August of the same year.

Reinforced, however, by the large armament which opportunely
arrived from Portugal about this time, Albuquerque hastened back to

Goa with his fleet, and conquered it a second time on the 25th of
November. With 28 ships, carrying 1700 men, he forced his way into

the town after a bloody assault, in which 2000 Musalmans fell. For
three days the miserable citizens were given over as a prey to every
atrocity. The fifth part of the plunder, reserved for the Portuguese
Crown, amounted to ^20,000. Albuquerque promptly occupied him-
self in fortifying the place, embellishing the city, and establishing the
Portuguese rule on a firm basis.
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From this time Goa rapidly rose in importance, and eventually

became the metropolis of the Portuguese Empire in the East,

which is said to have comprehended an area of about 4000 leagues.

In *543 > during the governorship of Martin Alfonso, who came to

India together with the celebrated St. Francis Xavier, the two im-

portant Provinces or mahals of B£rdez and Salsette were ceded to the

Portuguese by Ibrahim Adil Sh&h, who, however, not long afterwards,

attempted to regain them, but was foiled in his endeavours by the

intrepidity of Dom Joao de Castro. To provide against any future

invasion on the part of the Muhammadans, the eastern part of the

island of Goa was protected by means of a long wall. In 1570, AH
Adil Shah besieged the city with an army of 100,000 men; but it was
so bravely defended by the little garrison under the Viceroy Dom Luis

de Athaide that the Muhammadan army, greatly thinned in number,
retreated precipitately after a tedious siege of ten months’ duration.

About this period, the Portuguese were alarmed by the appearance

on the coast of India of a new enemy. The Dutch, having shaken off

the Spanish yoke, assumed a warlike attitude towards the Portuguese,

owing to the intimate connection between Portugal and Spain.

The subsequent history of the town has been one of luxury, ostenta-

tion, and decay. After bearing a siege by the King of Bijdpur, and
suffering from a terrible epidemic, Goa reached the summit of its

prosperity at the end of the 16th century. During the very years when
the English Company was struggling into existence under Elizabeth,
4 Goa Dourada,’ or Golden Goa, seemed a place of fabulous wealth to the

plain merchants who were destined to be the founders of British India.
4 Whoever hath seen Goa, need not see Lisbon,’ said a proverb of that

day. Indeed, if the accounts of travellers are to be trusted, Goa
presented a scene of military, ecclesiastical, and commercial magnificence

which has had no parallel in the European capitals of India. The de-

scriptions that have been left of Calcutta in the last and during the first

quarter of the present century, leave behind them a feeling of insignifi-

cance compared with the accounts of Goa, lyritten nearly three hundred

years ago. To find a parallel, we must go to the travellers’ tales

regarding Agra and Delhi during the zenith of the Mughal prosperity.

The brilliant pomp and picturesque display of Goa was due to the fact

that it was not only a flourishing harbour, but also the centre of a great

military and ecclesiastical power. The Portuguese based their dominion

in India on conquest by the sword. They laboured to consolidate it by
a proselytizing organization, which throws the missionary efforts of every

other European power in India into the shade. The result has proved

how rotten was this basis, and how feebly cemented was the superstructure

reared upon it. But during the greatness of Goa it had all the splendours

which the church and a powerful military court could cast around it
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After the genius of Albuquerque and the energies of the early

Viceroys had spent themselves, these armaments constituted a vast idle

population in the capital. The work of conquest was over, and it left

behind it a gay and wealthy society of conquerors who had nothing to do.

Every Portuguese in India, says a traveller, set up as a ‘ Fidalgo 5
(sic).

These gentlemen had to be amused. There were no hotels or inns in

the city, but many boarding-houses and gambling saloons. The latter,

writes a voyager in the 17th century, were sumptuously furnished, and

paid a heavy tax to the Government, People of all classes fre-

quented them, and entertainments were provided for the lookers-on by

jugglers, dancing girls, musicians, wrestlers, and native actors or buffoons.
fi Those who were inordinately fond of gambling stayed there sometimes

for days together, and were provided with board and lodging.*

Such gambling houses were not places for respectable women, and

while the male society thronged their saloons, the Portuguese ladies were

rigorously shut up at home. The family income was derived from the

labour of slaves, and as no 6 Fidalgo * (sic) could follow a trade or calling

without disgrace, so neither could his wife busy herself in domestic

affairs without losing her social importance. The society of Goa,

therefore, divided itself into two idle populations—an idle population of

men in the streets and gambling houses, and an idle population of

women in the seclusion of their own homes. This was one of the

first results of the intensely military spirit, with its contempt for peaceful

forms of industry, on which rested the Portuguese power in India. The
ladies of Goa soon obtained an unenviable notoriety in books of travel.

Excluded from male society, they spent their time in indolence,

quarrelling, and frivolous pursuits. A European zanana life grew up,

and brought with it some very ugly consequences. A lady valued

herself in her female coterie upon the number and the daring of her

intrigues. Almost every traveller who visited Goa during its prime tells

the same curious story regarding the rashness with which the Portuguese

matrons pursued their amours. Both Pyrard and Linschoten relate, in

nearly the same words, how the ladies of Goa were wont to stupefy their

husbands with dhat^ra^ and then admit their lovers. The perils of

such interviews became almost necessary to give a zest to their profligacy,

and the Goanese became a byword as the type of an idle, a haughty,

and a corrupt society.

Strangers are inclined to laugh at Englishmen for adhering in India
to the British costumes devised for a more temperate zone. There can
be no doubt that the Dutch in Java have adapted their clothing much
better to the climate than we have in Calcutta. But the very rigidity

with which English society in India insists upon matters of dress is not
without its value. It forms a perpetual check upon the tendency to
fall into the slip-shod habits of Oriental domestic life. In Goa, these
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habits were carried to an extreme length. At home, both ladies and
gentlemen dressed very much like the natives, except for the large

rosaries which they wore round their necks. While untidy and careless

in their dress at home, they made an ostentatious display when they stirred

abroad. When a gentleman rode out, he was attended by a throng of

slaves in gay and fanciful liveries, some holding large umbrellas, others

bearing richly inlaid arms
;
while the horse itself was loaded with gold

and silver trappings, the reins studded with precious stones, with jingling

silver bells attached, and the stirrups wrought into artistic shapes in gilt

silver. The poor followed the example of the rich, and resorted to

amusing makeshifts to maintain an air of dignity and grandeur. The
gentlemen who lived together in a boarding-house had a few suits of

silk clothes between them in common. These they used by turns when
they went out, and hired a man to hold an umbrella over them as they

strutted through the streets.

Holland, having thrown off the Spanish yoke, began to assert herself

in the East. While our own East India Company was struggling into

existence during the last years of Elizabeth, the Dutch were preparing

to dispute with the Portuguese for the supremacy in the Indian Ocean.

In 1603 they blockaded Goa. The attempt proved abortive ; but it

left behind it a struggle between the two nations, which, during the next

seventy years, shattered and dismembered the Portuguese power in

India. One by one, the Portuguese possessions fell into the hands of the

Dutch 1 their fleets were captured, or driven within the shelter of their

forts, and their commerce was swept from the seas. Goa suffered not

only from these disasters, but also from a return of the fever which had
afflicted the city in the preceding century. It broke out again in 1635,

and raged for several years. Towards the end of this visitation, the

Dutch once more blockaded Goa in 1639, hut were again compelled to

withdraw.

A period of pride and poverty followed, during which the splendour

of the previous century was replaced by shabby devices to conceal the

decay that had blighted the Portuguese power. In 1648, Tavernier

admired the architectural grandeur of Goa, but was struck with the

indigence of several Portuguese families whom he had seen in affluence

and prosperity during his first visit. He says that many who had six

years previously enjoyed an ample income, were now reduced to the

necessity of secretly begging alms. ‘Yet they did not put aside their

vanity. The ladies were particularly observed going in palanquins to

seek charitable relief, attended by servants who conveyed their messages

to the persons whose assistance they implored.’ ‘The city,
5 says

Thevenot in 1 666, ‘is great and full of beautiful churches and convents,

and well adorned with palaces. There were few nations in the world

so rich as the Portuguese in India
;
but their vanity is the cause of their
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ruin.’ In 1675, Dr. Fryer described Goa as
e Rome in India’—‘looks

well at a distance—stands upon seven hills; everywhere colleges,

churches, and glorious structures ; but many houses disgracing it with

their ruins.’

The Portuguese, indeed, were becoming unable to hold their capital

even against the native banditti. In 1683 it narrowly escaped falling

into the hands of Sambdji at the head of his roving Mar&thas, who

plundered up to the very gates of the city. All hopes of resistance

were abandoned, when a powerful Mughal force suddenly made its

appearance from the Ghdts, and compelled the Marithis to come to

terms. This unexpected deliverance was ascribed to the miraculous

interposition of St. Francis Xavier. Subsequently the Bhonslas from

the State of S^wantwadi invaded the Goa territory ;
but though at the

outset they obtained partial successes, they were eventually defeated by

the Portuguese, who conquered from them the islands of Corjuem and

Panelem, and destroyed their fortress at Bicholim. To defend the

place against future inroads, the Viceroy, Vasco Fernandes Caesar de

Minezes (1712-1717), built a fortress on the frontiers of B£rdez, and

another at Chipora. During the administration of the Count of

Sandomil (1732-41), the Portuguese became once more involved in a

war with the Marathas, and lost some of their most important possessions

towards the north of Goa. In 1741 the Marathas invaded the pen-

insulas of Bardez and Salsette, and threatened the city of Goa itself.

At the same time the Bhonslis availed themselves of the opportunity to

overrun the settlement. At that critical period a new Viceroy arrived

at Goa, the Marquis of Lourigal, bringing with him from Europe a
reinforcement of 12,000 men. With this army he encountered and
defeated the Marathds at Bdrdez with great slaughter, captured the

celebrated fortress of Ponda and other minor forts, and compelled them
to retire from Goa. He then marched against the BhonsMs, and
forced them to sue for peace, making their chief, Khem Sdwant, a
tributary of the Portuguese. Shortly afterwards, however, the BhonsMs
renewed hostilities, but were defeated by the Marquis of Castello-Novo,

who conquered Alorna (whence his later title), Tiracol, Neutim, Rarim,

Sanquelim, or Satiri.

In 175c the Mardth£s and Bhonslds jointly attacked the fortress

of Neutim, which they closely invested both by sea and land. The
Viceroy, the Marquis of Tavora, hastened to the relief of the place with
all his available forces, and compelled the enemy to raise the siege,

after which he turned his arms against the King of Sunda, and
captured the fortress of Piro (Saddshivgarh). His successor, Count
of Alva, prosecuted successfully for a time the war against the Mar-
athfc, but eventually lost Rarim and Neutim, and was killed at the
siege of one of the fortresses which had fallen into the hands of the
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to the Viceroy, Count of Ega, to restore the fortresses of Piro and
Ximpem to the King of Sunda, and Bicholim, Sanquelim, and Alorna

to Khem S£want n. Subsequently, however, the former allowed the

Portuguese to possess themselves of Ponda, with the adjacent territory

of Zambaulim, Cabo de Rama, and Canacona, during the time that his

dominions were invaded by Haidar ALL After some years of repose,

Khem Siwant again attempted to disturb the Portuguese ; but being

defeated, had to surrender to them Bicholim, Sanquelim or Satdri,

Alorna, and Pernem.

The decay of the capital had become so notorious that the Portuguese

Government in Europe determined to rebuild it at a great cost After

a century of fruitless efforts and foolish expenditure, Old Goa still lay

in ruins, and the remnants of the population drew themselves together

at Panjim or New Goa, at the mouth of the river. The changes in the

river itself had contributed to render Old Goa still more unhealthy than

of old, and to make the navigation of its channels dangerous even for

the comparatively small class of ships which the Portuguese employed.

During the 18th century, the decayed settlement, instead of being a

centre of military pomp and courtly display, had become a burden on
the Home Government, and cost Portugal a considerable sum of money
annually. It required a force of 2000 European soldiers to protect it

from the Mardthas; the privates receiving a miserable subsistence of

rice and fish, and the captains drawing a salary of 6 rupees (12 shillings)

a month. Such commerce as survived was in the hands of the Jesuits.

This fraternity still preserved the traditions, and something of the

energy, of the proselytizing era. Captain Hamilton, early in the 18th

century, declared that he counted from a neighbouring hill nearly eighty

churches and convents. He states the number of Roman Catholic

priests at 30,000 for the city and settlement. The native merchants

had been driven away by oppressions and insults; and during the first

half of the last century, the Jesuits monopolized the remnants of the

trade, which still clung to the capital. In 1739, when the territory was

overrun by the Mar^thas, the nuns and monks had streamed forth in

panic to the refuge of Murmagao. Nevertheless, high offices and

military commands were still lavished among the poverty-stricken

remnants of the Portuguese in India. All the talk at Goa was about

fine titles.
cA post which would be filled by a small tradesman every-

where else, needed a general.’

From 1794 to 1815, the Government of Goa and other Portuguese

Settlements in India received little attention from the Court of Lisbon,

owing to various causes, the chief of which was the invasion of the

Iberian Peninsula by the French. To protect Goa against any con-

tingency, an English auxiliary force was obtained to garrison the two
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fortresses commanding the port, until the general peace in Europe after

the battle of Waterloo. In 1817, the Viceroy, the Count of Rio Pardo,

repelled the inroads of the predatory forces from the Sdwantwadi

State, capturing the fortress of Uspa and Rarim. This Governor was,

however, deposed in consequence of a revolution which took place in

Goa in 1821. In 1835, a native of the place, named Bernardo Peres

da Silva, was appointed Governor and Prefect of the Portuguese State

of India by Dona Maria n., in reward for his adherence to the House
of Braganza during the usurpation of Dom Miguel. But his reforms in

Goa during the 17 days of his government ended in an kmeute and his

flight to Bombay.
For about sixteen years after this event, Goa was undisturbed

either by external foes or internal dissensions, except a brief

military revolt, which resulted in the deposition of the Governor,

Lopez de Lima. During the administration of Pestana, in 1845, the

disturbances at Sawantwadi, and the shelter afforded at Goa to the

rioters who had fled thither, threatened for a time to bring about a

rupture with the British Government of Bombay. In 1852, the Ranfs
of Sat^ri, headed by Dipdji, revolted. In 1871, a rebellion broke out

among the native army at Goa, in consequence of the Portuguese

authorities making a stand against its exorbitant demands. To sup-

press this insurrection, the Court of Lisbon despatched a reinforce-

ment, accompanied by the king’s own brother, Dom Augusto. On the

restoration of peace, the native regiments that had revolted were dis-

banded, and the colony is now held by 313 Portuguese soldiers. The
former army has not been reorganized, as native regiments could only

be dangerous to the handful of European troops; and the peace
maintained throughout India by the British supremacy renders them
unnecessary for any practical purposes.

The chief towns in the territory of Goa are

—

Nova Goa or Panjim,
with 1185 houses, and a population of 8440 souls; Margao, 2522
houses, population 11,794; and Mapuga, 2285 houses, population

10,286.

Goa City.—The capital of the Portuguese territory of the same
name; situated near the mouth of the river Mandavi, in 15

0
30' n. lat.,

and 73° 57
' E - long. Population of Old Goa (1881), 1882, dwelling in

469 houses.

Goa is properly the name of three cities, which represent three

successive stages in the history of Western India. The earliest of
the three was an ancient Hindu city, before the invasion of the
Muhammadans ; the second, known as Old Goa, was the first capital

of the Portuguese, and is still the ecclesiastical metropolis of Roman
Catholic India ; the third, commonly called Panjim, is the present
seat of Portuguese administration. The original city of Goa (Goa
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Velha), built by the Kadambis, was situated on the banks of the river

Juary. No traces of buildings exist at this day. The next town of

Goa (Velha Cidade de Goa), generally known to foreigners as Old Goa,

situated about 5 miles to the north of the Hindu capital, was built by
the Muhammadans in 1479, nineteen years before the arrival of Vasco
da Gama in India. This famous city, conquered by Albuquerque in

1510, became the capital of the Portuguese Empire in Asia
; as such

it was once the chief emporium of commerce between the East

and West, and enjoyed the same privileges as Lisbon. It reached

the climax of its splendour during the 16th century; but with the

decline of the Portuguese power in the following century, it began

gradually to lose its significance in every respect, save as an ecclesias-

tical metropolis.

The frequent plagues by which the population was repeatedly

thinned, together with the removal of the seat of Government to

Panjim, and the suppression of the religious orders, contributed

finally to effect its complete downfall Instead of the 200,000 inhabit-

ants which once formed its population, hardly 2000 poverty-stricken

creatures remain to haunt the few ecclesiastical edifices still standing.

Foremost among the surviving edifices is the Cathedral dedicated to

St. Catherine by Albuquerque, in commemoration of his entry into Goa
on the day of her festival Built as a parochial church in 1512, it was

reconstructed in 1623 in its present majestic proportions, having been

about a century before elevated to the rank of a primatial see, which

it has ever since retained. Service is regularly held every day by the

Canons attached to the Cathedral. The Convent of St. Francis,

originally a Muhammadan mosque, converted into a church by the

Portuguese, was the first structure consecrated to Catholic worship in

Goa. Its chief portal, curious as being the earliest of its kind in

Portuguese India, has been preserved intact to this day, though the

convent itself was rebuilt in 1661. The Chapel of St Catherine was

erected in 1551, 0$ the site of the gate of the Muhammadan city

through which Albuquerque entered. The Church of Bom Jesus,

commenced in 1594, and consecrated in 1603, is a splendid edifice,

enjoying a wide renown for the magnificent tomb holding the remains

of the apostle of the Indies, St. Francis Xavier, the events of whose
life are represented around the shrine. The Convent of St. Monica,

commenced in 1606, and completed in 1627, was constructed for a

community of nuns, now represented by a single venerable member.
The Convent of St. Cajetan, erected in the middle of the 17th century

by the order of the Theatines, is noted for its resemblance to St Peter’s

at Rome, and is in excellent preservation.

Of the other historical edifices with which Old Goa was for-

merly embellished, but few traces remain to give a conception of
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their pristine beauty and magnificence. The once renowned palace

of the Viceroys, the spacious custom-house, and many other

public buildings, have been completely destroyed. The College

of St Roque, belonging to the order of Jesus, the Senate-house,

the once famous Palace of the Inquisition, the Church of the

Miraculous Cross, the College of St. Paul, the Hospital of St.

Lazarus, the Church and Convent of St. Augustine, as well as the

college of the same name close by, are all in ruins. The arsenal, the

chapel of the Cinco Chagas (the Five Wounds), and the ecclesiastical

jail, still remain standing in a dilapidated condition, but every year their

walls yield to the crumbling finger of decay. The sites of the vanished

buildings have been converted into cocoa-nut plantations, the ruins are

covered with shrubs and moss, and the streets are overrun with grass.

But though Old Goa has long since lost its civil importance, forming

at present only a suburb of Panjim, its ecclesiastical influence as

the See of the Primate of the East still remains ; and, as long as it

can boast of its noble monuments of Christian piety, and retains the

shrine of the great Eastern evangelist, it will not cease to attract pilgrims

from the most distant parts of the Catholic world.

The history of Goa has been very fully given in the preceding article.

As far back as 1 759, the ruin of the old city was complete. The governor

changed his residence to Panjim, near the mouth of the river, and in

the same year the Jesuits were expelled. With them went the last

sparks of commercial enterprise. In 1775, the population, which at

the beginning of the century had numbered nearly 30,000, was reduced

to 1600, of whom 1198 were Christians. Goa remains in ruins to this

day. Every effort to re-people it has failed, and Old Goa is now a city

of fallen houses and of streets overgrown with jungle. Almost the only

buildings which survive are the convents and churches, with miserable

huts attached. In 1827, the Superior of the Augustinian Convent thus

wrote :
* II ne reste plus de cette ville que le sacre : le profane en est

entihrement banni.’ The stately mansions and magnificent public

buildings of Old Goa are now heaps of bricks covered with rank

grass, and buried in groves of cocoa-nut trees.
c The river,’ wrote Dr.

Russell in 1877, * washes the remains of a great city,—an arsenal in

ruins; palaces in ruins
; quay walls in ruins

;
churches in ruins ; all in

ruins. We looked and saw the site of the Inquisition, the bishop’s

prison, a grand cathedral, great churches, chapels, convents, religious

houses, on knolls surrounded by jungle. We saw the crumbling

masonry which once marked the lines of streets and enclosures of

palaces, dockyards filled with weeds and obsolete cranes.’

Nova Goa
,
the present capital of Portuguese India, comprehends

Panjim, Ribandar, as well as the old city of Goa, and is 6 miles in extent

It is situated on the left bank of the river Manddvi, at a distance of
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about 3 miles from its mouth. The suburb of Ribandar is connected
with the central quarter of Panjim by a causeway about 300 yards long,

through which lies the main road leading to Old Goa. Panjim occupies

a narrow strip, enclosed by the causeway on the east, the village of St.

Ignez on the west, the river on the north, and a hill which walls it on
the south. In the last century it was a miserable village, inhabited by
a few fishermen dwelling in cadjan huts, and remarkable only for the

fortress built by Ytfsaf Adil Shdh, which is now transformed into a

viceregal palace. As in the case of Bombay city, the surface has been
gradually formed by filling up hollows and reclaiming large tracts of

marshy land. The present (1881) population, exclusive of Goa Velha,

or Old Goa, is returned at 8440 persons, dwelling in 1185 houses.

Panjim was selected as the residence of the Portuguese Viceroy in

1759 ; and in 1843 it was formally raised by royal decree to rank as

the capital of Portuguese India. From the river, the appearance of the

city, with its row of public buildings and elegant private residences, is

very picturesque ; and this first impression is not belied by a closer

inspection of its neat and spacious roads bordered by decent houses.

Of public structures, the most imposing are the barracks, an immense
quadrangular edifice, the eastern wing of which accommodates the

College or Lyceum, the Public Library, and the Professional Institute

for teaching chemistry, agriculture, and other sciences. The square

facing this wing is adorned by a life-size statue of Albuquerque standing

under a canopy. The other buildings include the cathedral, the vice-

regal palace, the high court, the custom-house, the municipal chamber,

the military hospital, the jail, the accountant-general^ office, and the

post-office. For trade, etc, see pp. 94, 95.

Goalanda.—Sub-division of Faridpur District, Bengal,* extending

from 23
0
31' to 23

0
55' n. lat, and from 89° 22' to 89° 54' e. long. Area,

428 square miles; number of villages or townships, 1223; number of

occupied houses, 47,287. Population (1881) 321,485, namely, males

163,433, and females 158,052. Hindus, 123,262; Muhammadans,

198,073 ;
Christians, 137 ; and Buddhists, 13. Number of persons per

square mile, 751*13 ; villages per square mile, 2*86
; persons per village,

263 ;
houses per square mile, 114 ;

persons per house, 6*8. Goaldnda

Sub-division includes the three thdnds or police circles of Goalanda,

Balyakdndi, and Pangsd. It contained in 1883, 2 civil and 2 criminal

courts, with a regular police force of 71 officers and men, and a rural

constabulary or village watch numbering 584.

Go&landa.— River mart and municipality in Faridpur District,

Bengal; situated in 23
0
50' 10" n. lat, and 89° 46' 10" e. long., at the

confluence of the main streams of the Ganges and Brahmaputra.

Fifteen years ago but a small fishing village, with an evil reputation for

river dakaiti^ Goilanda has now become one of the most important
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centres of trade in Bengal, and has taken the place of Kushtid as the

terminus of the Eastern Bengal Railway and the point of departure of

the Assam steamers. The population of the town, which in 1872 was

estimated at about 1000, had at the time of the Census of 1881

increased to 8652, namely 4508 Hindus, 4130 Muhammadans, and 14
4 others.’ Area of town site, 2364 acres. Municipal revenue (1882-83),

j£35°i or at the rate of 9§d. per head of population.

The modem career of GodMnda has not been without vicissitudes

;

and it is possible that the irresistible waywardness of the rivers, which

have brought to it its prosperity, may again in a few years divert

commerce to another direction. The town, which consists of little

more than a railway station, a bdzdr
,
and a court-house, stands upon

an alluvial tongue of land lying at the junction of two great river

systems. During the cold weather, a temporary line of rail is laid

down to the river bank, and the process of transhipping goods from

steamer or boat to railway truck is conducted safely on the water’s

edge. But when the two rivers rise in flood about July, the operations

of commerce are driven back inland. The river bank over which trains

were running a few weeks before, becomes a boiling sea of waters,

where even the steamers find a difficulty in making headway. At this

season, the eye may look north or east over 3 or 4 miles of uninterrupted

water. When a storm comes on, the native craft flee for shelter to

various creeks. The railway extension from Kushtid, to GodHnda was

first opened in 1870 ; and up to 1875 the station stood upon an artificial

embankment near the water’s edge, protected by a masonry spur running

out into the river. From first to last, about £130,000 was spent upon
these protective works, and it was hoped that engineering skill had
conquered the violence of the Gangetic flood. But in August 1875
the river rose to an unprecedented height. The solid masonry spur,

the railway station, and sub-divisional offices were all swept away; and
at the present time there is deep water over their site. A new terminus,

which it was hoped would prove permanent, was afterwards erected

about two miles from the river bank, but this was also soon afterwards

washed away. The site of the terminus has frequently been changed

owing to the shiftings of the river channel, and none but temporary

buildings are now erected.

The trade of Godldnda consists almost entirely in the transhipment

of goods from river to rail. In addition to a large through traffic con-

ducted direct with Assam, the agricultural produce of the surrounding

Districts is here collected for despatch to Calcutta. In the year 1882,

the value of the total trade, including both exports and imports, was
returned at £788,981. The principal item is jute, of which 2,184,393
mmnds were received during the year, valued at ,£436,878. The
aggregate amount of oil-seeds (chiefly mustard) was 87,614 maunds

%
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valued at ^30,488 ; of food-grains (chiefly rice), 478,400 maitnds
,

valued at ;£99,578; of tobacco, 4378 mounds
,
valued at ^2299.

The most important articles obtained in exchange from Calcutta are

European piece-goods and salt. In 1882, the imports of cotton goods

were valued at ^7700, entirely by rail; the importation of salt was

100,014 ?natmds
,
valued at ^35,005. The steamers of three companies

touch at Goalanda, running to Assam, Sirdjganj, Dacca, and Cachar

;

but the greater portion of the trade is still carried in country boats, of

which it is estimated that 100,000 passed Goaldnda in 1882. This

number does not include the fleets of fishing boats, which add so much
to the liveliness of the scene. A good deal of hilsa fish is exported to

Calcutta, but not to such an extent as formerly, the fisheries being less

productive. Only a small quantity is cured, the drawback duty of

Rs. 2. 12. o a mound on salt formerly allowed by Government being

now discontinued. The merchants of Goaldnda are chiefly Mdrw^ris,

locally called Kdyas. There are also many Bengali and Musalm&n
traders. The bazar is held daily, and is largely frequented both by

wholesale dealers and petty shopkeepers.

Go£Lp&r&.—The most westerly District of the Province of Assam,

forming the entrance to the upper valley of the Brahmaputra, It lies

on both sides of the great river, extending from 25
0
45' to 26° 54' n.

lat., and from 89° 44' to 92
0
14' e. long. It is bounded north by the

mountains of Bhutan, and south by the newly-formed District of the

Garo Hills. It contains an area of 3897 square miles; and the popu-

lation, according to the Census of 1881, numbers 446,232 persons.

The administrative head-quarters are at Dhubri Town, situated on the

right or north bank of the Brahmaputra.

Physical Aspects.—The permanently-settled portion of the District

(as distinguished from the Eastern Dwars portion, which is under the

regular Assam land system of yearly settlements) occupies the narrow

valley of the Brahmaputra, at the comer where the great river leaves

Assam proper and turns due south to enter the wide plain of Bengal.

It is very irregularly shaped, extending for only 65 miles along the

northern bank of the Brahmaputra, and for 120 miles along its southern

bank. The level land on the south bank forms but a narrow strip, in

some parts not more than 8 miles across, being shut in by the ridges of

the Garo Hills. On the north, the cultivated plain gradually merges in

the low jungle of the Eastern Dwars. The scenery throughout is of a

striking character. Along the channel of the river grow dense clumps

of cane and reed. Farther back, the wide expanses of rice cultivation

are only broken by the fruit-trees surrounding the village sites. In the

background rise forest-clad hills, crowned in the far distance by the

snow-capped peaks of the Himalayas. The soil of the hills and of the

higher ground consists of a red ochreous earth, interspersed with large
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blocks of granite and sandstone. The latter are subject to disintegra-

tion from exposure to the weather. In the plains, the soil is of alluvial

formation, being either tenacious clay or clay more or less mixed with

sand. Earthquakes are common in Goalp&rd, and very severe shocks

have occasionally been experienced.

Besides the Brahmaputra, the three following tributaries of the great

river on its northern bank are navigable for boats of considerable size

throughout the year :—The Manas, Gadddhar, and Gangadhar or Sankos.

These all rise in the Bhutan Hills, and flow through the Eastern Dwdrs

into Go£lpar£. Several other minor streams become navigable during

the rainy season. Alluvion and diluvion are continually taking place

in the course of the Brahmaputra, as testified by the numerous islands

and sandbanks that dot its broad channel. This river, also, annually

inundates a large tract of country on both its banks ; and the flood-

water stands all the year long in the wide bits or marshes, some of

which cover an area of from 6 to 12 square miles. In the Eastern

Dwars, the Government reserved forests form an important department

of the administration, covering an area of 447 square miles. There

are also valuable forests in private hands, estimated to yield about

^3000 a year to their proprietors. The financial results of the working

of the Goalp£r£ forests in 1880-81 showed a surplus of ^1233 of

receipts over expenditure. Wild animals of all kinds abound in Goal-

pard, including tigers, rhinoceros, and buffaloes. It is on record that,

about twenty-five years ago, more money was annually expended in

rewards for the killing of wild animals than was realized from the land

revenue. Even in the three years ending 1870, the average number of

deaths from wild beasts and snake-bite averaged 116 annually. No
coal or other minerals have been found in Goalpdrd, but the hills

abound with large stones which might be utilized for building purposes.

History.—Godlpdrd has always formed the frontier between Bengal

and Assam, and has participated to the full in the vicissitudes attending

such a position. In the earliest times it must have constituted part

of the legendary Hindu kingdom of Kamnip, which is said to have
extended from the head of the Assam valley far across the plains of

Bengal to what are now the borders of Pumiah District. The only

remains of this period may perhaps be found in the ruined temple of

Thakeswari. The next dynasty which can be localized in this region

is that of the early Koch Rdjds of Kuch Behar, whose empire was
almost as extensive as that of the fabled Kdmrdp. But it fell to pieces

by subdivision in the generation after it was founded
;
and the present

Rdjd of Bijni, who owns a large zaminddrt in the settled portion of

the District, claims to be descended from a younger son of a Kuch
Behar king, and to hold his lands as a royal appanage. About 1600
A.D., two armies of invaders were closing upon Goalpdrd from different
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directions, and the divided kingdom could offer no resistance. From
the east, the wild Ahams gradually spread down the valley of the

Brahmaputra, to which they subsequently gave their own name of

Assam
;
while, from the west, the Mughals pushed forward the limits of

the Delhi empire and of the faith of Islam. The Muhammadans first

appeared on the scene ; and thus Goalpdrd was definitively assimilated

to Eastern Bengal in administration and ethnical characteristics. It

was in the year 1603, twenty-seven years after Bengal had been wrested

from the Afghans by Akbar’s generals, that the Mughals first reached

the Brahmaputra, and annexed the Assam valley as far as the present

District of Darrang. But here they soon came into collision with the

Ahams. After a decisive defeat in the neighbourhood of Gauhati, in

1662, Mir Jumla, the well-known general of Aurangzeb, was obliged to

retreat ; and the Muhammadan frontier was permanently fixed at the

town of Godlpard. At this place and at Rangamdtf, on the opposite

bank of the Brahmaputra, military officers were stationed, among
whose duties it was to encourage the growth of jungle and reeds,

to serve as a natural protection against the inroads of the dreaded

Ahams. About this time, also, the Eastern Dwars fell into dependence

upon Bhutan.

This was the position of affairs when the British obtained possession

of the diwani of Bengal in 1765. The comparatively small extent to

which the Mughals here assimilated their conquest may be judged from

the fact that the Musalman element in the population of the District

now amounts to 22 per cent, as against 51 per cent, in the neighbour-

ing jurisdiction of Rangpur. Another significant feature in the Mughal
administration of Godlpard was the lightness of the revenue assessment.

The land was left in the hands of border chieftains, whose residence in

some cases lay beyond the recognised frontier, and who paid a merely

nominal tribute. This system was stereotyped in the Permanent
Settlement of 1793, by which the land revenue of the District was fixed

in perpetuity at the trifling total of ^1170. At the present day, Goal-

pax£ is the paradise of great landlords. There are altogether only 19
estates in the permanently-settled tract

;
and it is estimated that the

average rentals exceed the amount paid to Government by fifty-fold.

The average rate of assessment throughout the settled portion of Goal-

para is less than id. per head of population, as compared with is. 3d.

in Assam generally, and is. 2d. in Bengal.

During the early years of British administration, Goalpdrd was
administered as an integral portion of Rangpur District

;
but in 1822

it was formed into an independent jurisdiction under a Commissioner.

This step was taken with a view to establishing a special system of

government over the Gdros and other wild tribes on the frontier. It

was also thought desirable to place a European officer at Gadlpara
vol. v. H
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town, which was then the outpost station towards the disturbed frontier

of Assam. This town had long occupied a peculiar position of com-

mercial and political importance. So far back as 1788, a European

merchant, Mr. Raush, who settled there, is stated to have despatched

at his own charges an armed force of 700 men to assist the Assam

Raj£ in quelling an insurrection of the Moamari^s ; and as the opposite

bank of the Brahmaputra lay within Assamese territory, Goalpara had

become a sort of free port for river traffic. After the conquest of

Assam by the British in 1825, Godlpdrd, District was immediately

annexed to the new Province, though for revenue purposes the admini-

stration has always continued to be conducted in accordance with the

Bengal Regulations. The Bhutan war of 1864 brought about another

change. The Dw£rs ceded by the Bhutias were attached partly to the

newly-formed District of Jalpdiguri and partly to Go^lpiri; and the

whole tract, together with the State of Kuch Behar, was erected into

the Kuch Behar Commissionership under the Lieutenant-Governor of

Bengal. But this severance was not of long duration. In 1868, the

civil and criminal jurisdiction of Goalpara was again transferred to the

Judicial Commissioner of Assam; and in 1874, when Assam was con-

stituted a Province independent of Bengal, the entire administration

in all departments was included in the new Province. The Deputy
Commissioner, as the chief European officer is now styled, exercises

the powers possessed in Bengal by a Magistrate and Collector, and also

those of a subordinate judge; while the functions of a civil and sessions

judge rest with the Judge of the Assam Valley.

People.— Goilpdrd, as forming part of the Bengal District of

Rangpur, was included in the statistical survey conducted by Dr.

Buchanan-Hamilton in the beginning of the present century. He
estimated the total number of inhabitants at 176,000, within an area of

2915 square miles. There can be no doubt that the population has

largely increased since that date. The regular Census of 1872, which
was confined to the permanently-settled tract of 2571 square miles,

disclosed a total population of 407,714 persons, dwelling in 1330
mauzds or villages, and in 65,767 houses. The last Census in 1881,

taken over the entire District, including the Eastern Dwars, returned a
population of 446,232 on an area of 3897 square miles, residing in

1225 villages and 87,362 inhabited houses
;
average density of popula-

tion, 114*5 Per square mile
; villages per square mile, 0*31 ; inhabitants

per village, 364 ; inmates per house, 5*11. Divided according to sex, the

males numbered 229,149, and the females 217,083. Classified accord-

ing to religion, persons professing Hinduism were returned at 329,066

;

Muhammadans, 104,777; Sikhs, 14; Christians, 513; Buddhists, 79;
Jains, 39 ; Brdhmos, 32 ;

and aboriginal hill tribes, 11,712.

Generally speaking, Goalp£rd presents the ethnical aspects of a
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frontier District, in which the hill tribes have been imperfectly

assimilated by the Hindus. The aborigines of the Census Report are

chiefly represented by the three kindred tribes of Rdbha, Mech, and

Kachdri or Cachari, who are now returned as Hindus in religion.

Next come the Garos, numbering 11,710, who are immigrants from

the neighbouring hills on the south, and are fully described in the

article on the Garo Hills District. The great majority still hold

their primitive aboriginal faiths, although an American Baptist Mission

for Garos has been established in the south of the District The great

bulk of the semi-Hinduized aborigines consists of the Kochs, who are

properly an aboriginal tribe, akin to the Kdcharfs and Mechs ; but since

the high position attained by the conquering Rdjas of Kuch Behar,

their tribesmen have been admitted within the pale of Hinduism under

the high-sounding title of Rajbansi. The term ‘ Koch/ also, is vaguely

used at the present time as applicable to all new converts made by the

Brdhmans ; and members of every rank in society may be found

included in this caste. Among Hindus proper, the Brahmans number

2970, and chiefly belong to the Vaidik sept, who are said to have migrated

from Hindustan at a remote period; the Rdjputs number only 57;
the Kdyasths, 1733* By far the most numerous caste is the Jaliya

(19,230), whose occupation is that of fishermen, and who are supposed

to be connected with the well-known Kaibarttas of Bengal. Next in

number come the Kolitds (11,299), a caste peculiar to Assam, who
exercised priestly functions under the native dynasty before the advent

of the Brahmans. They now rank as pure Sudras, and are chiefly

employed in agriculture. They are found in greater numbers in the

Districts of Upper Assam.

A branch of the Brdhma Samaj was established by Bengali

immigrants in 1868, but theistic principles have not made progress

among the natives of the District. Mention is made of a peculiar

sect called Mahdpurdshiyd Bhakat, whose members meet at night

to eat flesh and drink wine. The Jains are represented by a few

Marwdri traders from the north-west, settled at Godlpdrd town. Of
the Musalmdn population, a few of those residing in the towns have

adopted the Fardizi or reforming creed, while many in the interior are

described as scarcely differing from their Hindu neighbours in their

rites and image-worship. The native Christians are mainly Garos,

dwelling on the southern boundary of the District, under the charge of

the American Baptist Mission.

The population of Goalpara is entirely rural. There is only one

place with more than 5000 inhabitants, Goalpara Town, containing in

1 881, 6697 inhabitants, which is the chief centre of trade. Dhubri
is the present head-quarters of the District

;
and as the terminus in this

direction of the Northern Bengal State Railway, is the principal point
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where passengers for Assam are taken on board the Brahmaputra rivet

steamers. Gauripur, Bagribari, and Lakhipur possess a thriving trade

in timber, and are the residences of wealthy zaminddrs*.

Agriculture
, etc.—The staple crop of the District is rice, which is not,

however, cultivated so exclusively as in Upper Assam. The principal

harvest is the haimantih
,
^/f, or aman rice, sown on low lands about

June, transplanted a month later, and reaped in mid-winter. Next in

importance is the dus rice, sown about March on comparatively high

lands, from which a second crop of pulses or oil-seeds can be taken

later in the year, and reaped about July. BAo or long-stemmed rice

is cultivated in marshes, being sown in March and reaped in October.

Neither of these last two varieties is transplanted. Mustard is largely

grown as an oil-seed on the chars and alluvial accretions in the bed

of the Brahmaputra. The acreage under jute has rapidly increased in

recent years, and this fibre, with oil-seeds, now furnishes the staple

export from the District. The less important crops include many
varieties of pulses and vegetables, wheat, sugar-cane, andpdn or betel-

leaf. The estimated area under the different crops in 1880-81 is

returned as follows. Rainy season crops—Rice, 361,312 acres; other

food-grains, 2143; jute, 74,425; cotton, 19,895; sugar-cane, 1742;
tea, 342; and indigo, 500 acres. Dry season crops—Wheat, 9765;
other food-grains, 38,620; and oil-seeds, 61,198. Total cultivated

area, 569,942 acres.

Manure, in the form of cow-dung, is used on dus or high lands,

especially for the sugar-cane crop. Irrigation is only" practised in

the neighbourhood of the northern hills, where the villagers com-
bine to divert the hill streams over their fields by means of artificial

channels. Land is nowhere suffered to lie fallow all the year through
;

but, for the most part, only one crop in the year is taken off the same
field. A fair out-turn from an acre of sail land would be i8| cwts. of

unhusked paddy, worth about £3 ;
from an acre of dus land, 15 cwts.

of paddy, worth about £2, 8s. Under favourable circumstances, a

second crop from either description of land might raise the total value

of the annual out-turn to nearly £4. As Goalp^ri. (excepting the

Eastern Dwdrs tract) is a permanently-settled District in accordance
with the Regulations prevalent in Bengal, the rates of rent are not fixed

by Government as in Assam proper, but vary on the estates of the

several zaminddrs. According to official returns furnished in 1870, the

rent paid for basti or homestead land varies, in the different parganas,
from 3s. to 14s. an acre; for sdli land, from 2s. 7d. to 6s. 3d. ; and for

dus land, from is. to 5s. The forms of land tenure resemble those in

the neighbouring Districts of Bengal. Various classes of under-tenants

intervene between the zaminddr and the actual cultivator of the soil

;

and in many cases the cultivator has no recognised interest in the
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land, but is merely a labourer paid by a certain proportion of the

produce. The most numerous class of under-tenants with permanent

rights are those styledjotddrs : while praja
,
ddhidr

,
and ehuk&nidar are

the common names for subordinate cultivators, the amount of whose

service or remuneration varies in each case. Eights of occupancy are

almost unknown.

Rates of wages have approximately doubled within the past twenty-

five years. Ordinary labourers, when paid in cash, now receive from

14s. to 1 8s. a month
;

skilled artisans can earn as much as £2 . The
price of food-grains has also risen greatly. In 1882-83, common rice

sold at 4s. 9d. per cwt.

The District is not specially liable to any form of natural calamity.

Blights, caused by worms and insects, have been known to occur ; and

in 1863 the country was visited by swarms of locusts. These visita-

tions, however, have never been on such a scale as to affect the

general harvest Similarly, Godlp£r£ is exposed to river floods,

especially in the upper part of the District, where there is great need

of protective embankments
; but no inundation has ever produced

a scarcity. Partial droughts are caused by deficiency of the local

rainfall
; but in such cases the sterility of the higher levels would be

compensated by the increased area of marshy land brought into

cultivation. If the price of common rice were to rise in January

to 14s. a cwt., that should be regarded as a sign of approaching

distress later in the year.

Manufactures
,

etc,—The manufactures of Godlpara consist of the

making of brass and iron utensils, gold and silver ornaments, the

weaving of silk cloth, basket work, and pottery. It is said that in recent

years the competition of the cheaper Bengal articles has seriously

injured the local industries, which used to be of a highly artistic

character and of honest workmanship. A speciality still remaining is

the thagi or sardi, a silver tray occasionally inlaid with gold. Silk cloth

is woven from the cocoons of the end and mugd worms. The former,

which is the more domesticated variety of the two, is fed on the leaves

of the castor-oil plant ; the latter on the saola or smn tree. The silk

of Godlpdrd, is regarded as inferior in texture, but superior in dura-

bility, to that of Upper Assam. The cultivation and manufacture of

tea has been introduced only recently into Godlpdra. In 1880 there

were 342 acres under cultivation (including newly-opened gardens), with

an estimated out-turn of 41,305 lbs., the average yield being 160 lbs.

per acre of mature plant. None of the labourers employed were

imported under contract from Bengal, although all the immigration

traffic passes by way of Dhubrf town.

The external commerce of the District is entirely conducted by

means of the Brahmaputra, the chief centres of traffic being Go£lpara
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town, Dhubri, Jogighop^t, and Singimari. The local trade is principally

in the hands of Marwar! merchants from R&jputdna. It is carried

on at permanent bazars^ weekly hdts or markets, and periodical fairs

held on the occasion of religious festivals. The chief exports from

the District are mustard-seed and jute from the plains, and cotton,

timber, and lac from the hills; there is also some export of silk

cloth, india-rubber, and tea. The commodities received in exchange

comprise rice, European piece-goods, salt and hardware, oil and

tobacco.

The chief means of communication are the rivers, especially the

Brahmaputra, which is navigated by steamers and the largest native

boats all the year through. The Assam Trunk Road, running south of

the Brahmaputra from a point opposite Dhubri to the K£mrup border,

is the mail route, and much travelled by foot passengers. The roads

in the District are in fair order, and are now all in charge of District

Committees, constituted under the Assam Local Rates Regulation of

1879. Dhubri, as already mentioned, is the terminus of the Northern

Bengal State Railway, a daily communication being kept up with

Kaunia on the Tistd, by a service of small steamers, together with a

tramway service between the Tfstd and Dharla, and between the Dharla

and the Brahmaputra. Communication within the District is com-

posed of 500 miles of navigable rivers, 265 miles of first-class roads, 143
miles of second-class roads, and 76 miles of third-class roads.

Administration .—In 1870-71, the net revenue of Go&lpird. District

(including the Eastern Dwdrs) amounted to ;£18,309, towards which

the land-tax contributed ^4235, and the excise ^6225 ; the expen-

diture was ^20,266, or nearly ^2000 more than the revenue. The
balance in the treasury is adjusted by the receipt of ^6770 from Kuch
Behar, being the tribute of that State, which is still paid at Goalparl

The total of the land revenue is extremely small, but it has increased

somewhat since the annexation of the Eastern Dwdrs. By 1874-75
it had risen to ^6229, of which only ^1170 was obtained from the

permanently-settled portion of the District. In 1880-81, while the

total land revenue had risen to ^9391, that derived from the perma-

nently-settled estates had slightly fallen to ^1141. It is curious to

observe that, in the matter of excise, Goalpari clearly manifests its

character of a border region. Under this item, the incidence of

taxation is 3^d. per head of population, against 8^d. in Assam
generally, and 2d. for the whole of Bengal. In 1880 there was 1

European officer stationed in the District, and 7 magisterial and civil

and revenue courts were open. For police purposes, Godlpard is

divided into 4 thdnds or police circles, with 15 outpost stations. In
1880 the regular police force consisted of 322 men of all ranks, main-
tained at a total cost of ^6062. There is a small municipal police
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force of 6 men, and a chaukiddrt or rural force of 621 men, costing

^2787. There are two prisons in the District, one at Dhubrf, with a

daily average population in 1880 of 25*30; and one at GoAlpara, with

a daily average of 17*89 inmates in the same year.

Education had not made much progress in GoalpArA until within

late years. In 1856 there were only 15 schools in the District, attended

by 194 pupils. By 1870, after a temporary decline, these numbers

had increased to 31 schools and 862 pupils. The reforms of Sir G.

Campbell, by which the benefit of the grant-in-aid rules was extended

to the village schools or pdthsdlds
,
raised the total number of inspected

schools in 1873 to 92, and of pupils to 21375 while by 1880 the

schools had further increased to 96, and the pupils to 2355. The
chief educational establishment is the Higher-Class English School

at Dhubri. This school was formerly situated in GoalpAra town, but

it fell into a declining state on the removal of the head-quarters station,

and the number of pupils steadily decreased. Since the removal of

the school to Dhubri, the attendance increased, and in March 1881

the school was better attended than for the five previous years. The
American Baptist Mission is assisted by Government in maintaining a

normal school and 9 pdthsdlds among the GAros, who live on the

southern boundary of the District

For administrative purposes, GoAlpAra is divided into 2 Sub-divi-

sions, including the Eastern DwArs, and into 4 thanas or police circles,

with 15 outpost stations. In the permanently-settled tract there are

17 parganas or fiscal divisions, with an aggregate of 19 estates, of which

only 7 date from a period subsequent to the Permanent Settlement

The temporarily settled estates in the Eastern DwArs, the engagements

for which are made yearly with the actual cultivators, numbered in

1880-81 no less than 14,606. GoAlpArA town was constituted a

municipality in 1875, under Act vi. of 1868. The average municipal

income is about ^400, of which the greater part is expended on

sanitation.

Medical Aspects.—The rainy season or monsoon lasts for five months,

from the middle of May to the middle of October. It is succeeded

by the cold weather, which is marked by heavy fogs during the early

morning. The prevailing winds are easterly; but during the three

months from March to May, hot winds occasionally blow from the

west, and thunderstorms come up from the south-west. The mean
annual temperature is returned at 75

0
F. In 1880, the maximum

recorded was 92*9° in the month of July; and the minimum, 49*3°, in

December. The average annual rainfall at GoalpAra town for the five

years ending 1880-81 is 100*46, and at Dhubri, 97*54 inches. The
rainfall in the latter year, however, was only 72*66 inches at GoAlpAra,

and 62*66 inches at Dhubri.
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Goalpara District is considered very unhealthy both for Europeans

and natives, especially during the rainy season. The whole country

round Godlpara town is charged with malarious exhalations. The
prevalent diseases are—intermittent and remittent fevers, complicated

with affections of the spleen; diarrhoea, dysentery, rheumatism, and

chest affections. Epidemic outbreaks of cholera are frequent, and

small-pox annually appears, owing to the popular custom of inocula-

tion. The vital statistics for 1881 returned a registered death-rate of

13 ’i 2 per thousand, but this is admittedly below the truth. Out of

a total of 5855 deaths, 4840 were assigned to fevers, 57 to cholera, 87

to small-pox, and 389 to bowel complaints. There are 4 charitable

dispensaries in the District, which were attended in 1881 by 353 in-

door and 5121 out-door patients
;
the total expenditure was ^608.

Goalp&r&.—Sub-division of Goalpara District, Assam; containing a

population (1881) of 164,222 persons, residing in 563 villages or towns,

and 36,092 houses. Hindus numbered 137,903 ;
Muhammadans,

15,420 ; and * others/ 10,899. The Sub-division comprises the 2 police

circles
(thdnas)

of Go£lp£r£ and Salmara. It contains 1 civil and 3
criminal courts

;
a regular police force of 94 officers and men, besides

264 village watchmen (chaukiddrs).

Godip£ra Town.—Chief town and formerly head-quarters station

of Goalpara District, Assam
;
situated on the south or left bank of the

Brahmaputra. Lat. 26° ii' n., long. 90° 41' e. Population (1881)

6697, namely, males 4330, and females 2367. Hindus numbered
4151; Muhammadans, 2373; and ‘others/ 173. Municipal income
in 1882-83, ^253; incidence of taxation, 9d. per head of popu-
lation. Go£lp£r£ is said to derive its name from a colony of Hindu
GodMs or cowherds who settled here in early times. It was the

frontier outpost of the Muhammadans in the direction of Assam,
and afterwards a flourishing seat of trade before the British annexed
that Province. In 1788, the name of a Mr. Raush appears as a

merchant settled here, who sent a force of 700 armed guards to assist

the Rajd of Assam against his revolted subjects. The civil station is

built on the summit of a hill, rising 260 feet above the plain, which
commands a magnificent view over the valley of the Brahmaputra;
bounded north by the snow-capped Himalayas, and south by the G£ro
Hills. The native town is situated on the western slope of this hill, and
the lower portions of its area are subject to inundations from the marshy
land which stretches all around. The town is regularly laid out, but the

houses are almost all made of wooden posts, mats, and thatch, so that

destructive fires are of frequent occurrence. Godlp£r£ is still an im-

portant centre of river trade, but Dhubri is now the depot for the timber

floated down from the Eastern Dwars. In 1876-77, the imports from
Bengal included 153,400 maunds of rice, 97,400 maunds of salt, and
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European piece-goods valued at ^64,700. Communication is main-

tained with Dhubrf on the opposite bank of the Brahmaputra, about 50
miles distant, by the Assam Trunk Road, and by a steam service branch

of the Northern Bengal State Railway.

Gobardangd.—Town and municipality in the north of the District

of the Twenty-four Parganas, Bengal. Lat 22
0
52' 40" n., long. 88°

47' 55" e.
;
situated on the eastern bank of the Jamund. Population

(1881) 6154, namely, Hindus, 4264; and Muhammadans, 1890. Area

of town site, 1920 acres. Municipal revenue (1882-83), ^390; rate

of taxation, io^d. per head of population. Police force, 18 men.

English school, branch dispensary. Export of jute, molasses, and

sugar. Tradition points out this village as the spot where Krishna

tended his flocks.

Gobardhan.— Ancient town and place of pilgrimage in Muttra

(Mathura) District, North-Western Provinces. Lat. 27
0

29' 55" n.,

long. 77
0

30' 15" e. ; lies among the low rocky hills on the western

frontier. Noticeable only for its antiquarian remains, which include

—

the sacred tank of Manasi Gang£, where the pilgrims bathe at the close

of the rains ; the temple of Hari Deva, erected during Akbar’s reign

by Rajd Bhagwan Das of Ambar, governor of the Punjab; the two

cenotaphs of Randhfr Singh and Baldeva Singh, Rajas of Bhartpur, who
died in 1823 and 1825; and the monument of Suraj Mall, erected by

Jawahir Singh, his son, soon after his death at Delhi in 1764. The
last-named memorial comprises three cenotaphs, nine kiosks, and a

large garden with an artificial lake.

GobardhatLgiri.—Fortified hill on the frontier between Shimoga

District, Mysore State (latitude 14
0

9' n., longitude 74
0
43' e.), and the

Madras District of South Kanara, commanding the old pass that leads

by the famous Falls of Gersoppa. Annually traversed by 50,000 pack-

bullocks. The fort is in fair repair, but abandoned.

Gobindpur.— Sub-division of Minbhum District, Bengal.— See

Govindpur.

Gobra.—Solitary village in the Khulna portion of the Sundarbans,

Bengal. Cited as a proof that this tract was once inhabited. Ruins of

masonry buildings still exist
;
but embankments alone prevent Gobra

from being washed away by the Kabadak.

Gobra.—Village in R&ipur fahszl, Rdipur District, Central Provinces.

Population (1881) 2368, namely, Hindus, 2097; Kabfrpanthfs, hi;
Satndmfs, 146; Muhammadans, 13; and Jain, 1.

Godagari.—Village and head-quarters of a police circle, Rajsh£M
District, Bengal. Lat 24

0
28' n., long. 88° 21' 33" e. ; situated in the

extreme west of the District, on the banks of the Ganges. An important

trading village, with a considerable river traffic with the North-Western

Provinces.
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Goddvari.— British District of the Madras Presidency. Lies

between i6° 15' and 17
0
35' n. latitude, and between 8o° 53' and

82° 38' e. longitude. Area, 7345 square miles, inclusive of the Agency
Tract, which comprises 820 square miles. Population (according to

the Census of 1881) 1,791,512, including 10,899 inhabitants of the

Agency Tract. Bounded on the north by the Bastar State of the

Central Provinces and by Vizagapatam District
;
on the north-east by

Vizagapatam District
; on the east and south by the Bay of Bengal

;

on the south-west by Kistna District
; and on the west by the Nizdm’s

Dominions. In point of size Goddvari District ranks tenth among the

Districts of the Madras Presidency, and in point of population seventh.

The plains are divided into 10 Government tdinks, area 6635 square
miles

;
and there are 3 zaminddii divisions in the hilly portion, with an

area of 710 square miles. The two taluks of Bhadrdchalam and
Rekapalle, whose area is 91 1 square miles, were transferred to this

District from the Central Provinces in 1874. These, together with
the Rampa country, are included in the Agency Tract under the Col-
lector of Goddvari. In 1881 the District contained 2249 inhabited

villages, including 13 towns. Land revenue, ^£461,011; gross revenue,

^641,744. Administrative head-quarters and chief town, Cocanada
Physical Aspects.— The District is divided into two parts by the

Godavari river. At Dowlaishvaram, 30 miles inland, the river

separates into two main branches, enclosing the tdluk of Amaldpur,
the central delta of the river. The eastern delta comprises the tdluk
of Rdmdchandrapdr with the zaminddA of Cocandda

;
the western,

the tdluks of Narsdpur, Bhfmavaram, and Tandku. These deltas are
flat, in some places even marshy. They present a vast and unbroken
expanse of rice cultivation, dotted by villages, and varied only by
clusters of palmyra, cocoa-nut or betel-nut palms, and mango groves.

North of the delta the land gradually undulates, and the horizon is

broken by scattered conical hills. Farther north, the hills come
closer together, and are thickly covered with jungle; but there is

no real range of mountains met with till the long broken table-

land of Papikonda (2709 feet) is reached. Here the Godavari river is

completely shut in by hills, forming a magnificent gorge, in some places
only 200 yards wide; whereas the river attains a breadth of about
3 miles at Rajdmahendri (Rajahmundry), 50 miles lower down. The
hills in all parts of the District are covered with jungle more or less

dense. They are never quite inaccessible, but the numerous blocks
of gneissic rock with which they are strewn render the construction
of any road through or over them almost impossible. Teak is found
here and there, and some of the higher hill ranges are covered with
clumps of the feathery bamboo.
The only navigable rivers of the District are the Godavari and the
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Sabari, which joins the former at Vaddigudem in Rekapalle taluk.

The Godavari has seven mouths, viz. the Tulyabhaga, the Atreya, the

Gautami, the Vruddhagautami, the Bharadwajam, the Kausika, and the

Vasishta. The large town of Narsapur is situated at the mouth of one

of the two main branches, the French Settlement of Yanaon at the

mouth of the other. Thirty miles up the river is the famous Dow-
laishvaram anicut; 4 miles farther on, the town of Rdjamahendri

(Rajahmundry). Northwards still, is the picturesque island of Pat£-

patteshim, covered with pagodas, and a favourite resort of pilgrims

;

and close to it, the timber market of PoMvaram. The shipbuilding

trade of the District is carried on at Tallarevu, on the Coringa branch

of the river. Owing to the volume of the Godivari, and the quantity

of silt brought down by it, not only the islands of the river (termed

lankas\ but the sea-coast itself, are continually changing in form.

Each of the seven mouths of the river is deemed holy, and the

Goddvaxi is one of the 12 rivers of India at which the feast of

Rushkaram is celebrated. The bed of the Godavari, at the point

where it enters the District, is sandy
;
but gradually turns into alluvial

mould in its course through the delta. The only lake of importance

is the Koleru, which is studded with islands and fishing villages.

Sea-fishing is carried on along the coast. Building and lime stone are

found in abundance in the uplands, and iron is smelted in small

quantities. The forest tracts are those of Rampa, Yemagudem, Jud-

dangi, Dutsarti, Guditeru, and Bhadrachalam. Chiefjungle products

—

myrabolans, soap-nuts, tamarind, bamboo-rice, honey, and beeswax.

The wild animals comprise the tiger, leopard, hyama, bison, nilgai^

sambhar
,
wild-boar, antelope, deer, wolf, and bear. Game birds are

plentiful.

History.—The present District of Godavari formed part of what

is known as the Andhra division of the Dr^vida country; the tract

to the north-west of the river having probably been part of the

kingdom of Kalinga, and more or less subject to the Orissa kings;

while the south-western tract belonged to the Vengi kingdom, and owed
allegiance to the Ganapatis of Warangal. The District formed for

centuries a battle-field, on which the Chalukyas, Narapatis, the Reddi-

war chiefs, and the aboriginal hill tribes, fought with varying success,

until the arrival of the Muhammadans in the beginning of the 14th

century. After a struggle lasting a century and a half between the

Hindu chiefs and the Musalmdn invaders from the west and north,

the contest ended in the subjugation by the latter of nearly the whole

of this District (1471-77). Subsequently, Krishna Raya, the King of

Vijayanagar, overran the country in 1516, and for a time restored

the ancient Hindu kingdom. Lesser Hindu chiefs temporarily asserted

and maintained their independence; but the whole of the country
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may be regarded as having passed under Muhammadan domination

from the commencement of the 16th century. In 1687, the rule of

the Kutab Sh£hi kings was succeeded by that of the Delhi Mughals
;

Aurangzeb, after a long struggle, having succeeded in overthrowing the

independent Bijipur and Golconda dynasties. Thenceforward the

District became known as the Nawabship of R£j£mahendri (Rajah-

mundry) in the Subahat of Golconda, under the governorship of the

Nizdm, Asaf Jah. From the death of Asaf Jah in 1748, commenced

the struggles between the English and the French in the Deccan and

Karn£tic, which terminated in the final overthrow of the French power

in the East. By 1753, Goddvari had become a French Province, but in

that year it was overrun by the Mar^this, then at the zenith of their

power.

Long anterior to this, the English, French, and Dutch had placed

factories within the District. The English settled at Masulipatam in

1611, the Dutch in 1660, and the French in 1679 ;
in 1686, the Dutch

seized the administration of the town. The English opened factories

at Pettapalam, Vir^vasaram, and Madapolliem in the 17th century, at

Injeram, and Bandamdrlanka early in the 18th ;
the Dutch held Palakollu,

Narsapur, and Cocanida in 1650 ; the French occupied Yanaon a cen-

tury later (1750). In 1756, the French captured without resistance the

English factories at Madapolliem, Bandamdrlanka, and Injeram; but

Lally’s ill-advised recall of Bussy to aid him in the Karndtic in 1758

soon put an end to the French domination in the Northern Circars.

In the latter year, Colonel Forde’s expedition (consisting of 500 Euro-

peans, 2000 sepoys, and 100 lascars) marched into the District, and in

December completely routed the French army under Bussy’s successor,

the Marquis de Conflans, at Condore.

The battle of Condore (Chandurti) was the most important ever

fought in the District. The English forces have been enumerated

:

those of de Conflans were 500 Europeans, 6000 sepoys, and a great

number of local troops, including 500 cavalry. The fortune of the

day, at one time adverse to Colonel Forde, was turned by the pre-

cipitous pursuit of the French after the English sepoys, while the whole

European battalion, hitherto concealed behind the lofty stalks of

an Indian corn-field, seized the opportunity and moved out to the

attack. The French were taken by surprise. Thirty pieces of ordnance

were captured, and 6 French officers, with 70 men, were killed. M. de
Conflans galloped to Rajdmahendri (40 miles), and reached the town
at midnight without having drawn rein. The battle resulted in releas-

ing the Northern Circars from French dominion. It was followed

by the capture of Narsdpur and Masulipatam, which practically left the

Circars (including what now forms Goddvari District) in English hands,

—a state of things confirmed by Imperial Sanad in 1765. Until 1823
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the Company paid an annual tribute to the Nizdm for the Northern

Circars. In that year it was commuted for a lump payment of n|
lakhs (;£i 17,500).

Till 1794 this new acquisition of the East India Company was adminis-

tered on the old system, namely, by a Chief and Provincial CounciL As
that arrangement was not found satisfactory and proved unequal to the

suppression of risings, such as those in Poldvaram and Gritala (1785-

1787), a system of Collectorates was adopted
;
and three of these, under

a principal Collector at Masulipatam, nearly represented the present

Goddvari District. In 1793, Lord Cornwallis had permanently settled

Bengal, and it was believed that a permanent settlement might also be

with advantage applied to Madras. The Madras Government expressed

its willingness to see the system introduced into the Northern Circars,

although even there a great part of the country was held directly by the

State. As in the case of Bengal, Lord Cornwallis formally reserved to

Government the right of passing any laws which might be considered

expedient for the protection of the raydts. From 1794 till 1802-3,

when the Permanent Settlement was introduced, the history of the

District is one continuous struggle with recusant zamindars. The
Settlement, owing to insufficient knowledge, was unequal in its incidence,

and consequently unsuccessful. Constant sales, lawsuits, and distraints

were the result. The downfall of the proprietary estates, of small and
large zamind&rs alike, was equally rapid and equally sad. The failure of

the system was pointed out by Sir Thomas Munro in 1822 ;
but it was

not till 1843, after several seasons of famine, distress, and steady

decline in wealth and population (the latter decreased 30 per cent in

twenty years), that Sir Henry Montgomery was appointed to inquire and

report. The reforms instituted on his representations practically put an

end to the Permanent Settlement in this District. In thirty years the

population has doubled
;
and, thanks to the splendid system of navigable

irrigation works, the agriculture and commerce of the District are now
in a most prosperous condition. In 1859 the boundaries were re-

adjusted, and the three Districts of Guntiir (Guntoor), Rajimahendri

(Rajahmundry), and Masulipatam became the present Districts of

Kistna and Godavari. In 1874, the taluks of Bhadrdchalam and

Rekapalle were transferred to this District from that of Upper Godavari

in the Central Provinces ; and in 1 881, the hill muttahs of Dutsarti and
Guditera from Vizagapatam District.

Population has increased largely of late years. In 1856, the number
of inhabitants was returned at 1,081,703; in 1861, at 1,366,831 ; in

1871, at 1,592,939 ;
while in 1881 the number had risen to 1,719,512,

on an area, inclusive of Bhadrachalam and Rekapalle, of 7345 square

miles, and occupying 319,733 houses. Males numbered 888,969,

females 902,543 ;
proportion of females to males (in the plains) in every
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xooo ofthe population, 504 to 496. In point ofdensity, Goddvari District

ranks ninth among the Districts of the Madras Presidency, the number of

persons per square mile being 234, but excluding the agency tracts, 273.

The population per house, exclusive of Bhadrachalam and Rekapalle,

is 5-6. Classified according to religion, there were 1,748,734 Hindus,
or 97*6 per cent, of the total population

; 38,798 Muhammadans, or

2*2 per cent.
; 3893 Christians; 17 Jains; and 70 ‘others.’ Of

children under 10 years there were 251,926 boys and 252,322 girls,

total 504,248. Between the ages of xo and 20 there were 190,300
males and 168,638 females, total 358,938. The classification

according to caste showed the Hindu population to be distributed as

follows: Brdhmans, 89,412; Kshatriyas (warriors), 46,66r
; Shettis

(traders), 43,171 ; Velldlars (agriculturists), 535,854; Idaiyars (shep-

herds), 66,151 ; Kammilars (artisans), 35,678; Kanakkans (writers),

4306; Kaikalars (weavers), 71,776; Vanniyans (labourers), 56,424;
Kushavans (potters), 13,240; Satani (mixed castes), 17,078; Shem-
badavans (fishermen), 3702; Shandns (toddy-drawers), 161,268;
Ambattan (barbers), 19,011; Vanndns (washermen), 45,631 ; Pariahs,

423,218; ‘others,’ 116,153. The distribution of the total population
by occupation was as follows :—Class I., or professional, 21,092, or
i'i8 per cent ; Class II., or domestic, 8275, or 0*46 per cent.; Class
III., or commercial, 27,931, or 1-56 per cent.; Class IV., or agri-

cultural, 513,451, or 28-66 per cent.; Class V., or industrial, 191,613,
or 10-69 Per cent.; and Class VI., or indefinite and non-productive,

1,029,150, or 57-45 per cent., of whom 6-09 were occupied. About
48 per cent., or a little less than half the population, were returned
as workers, while the remaining 51^ were dependent on them. Of
the males 65-62 per cent., and of the females 31-89 per cent, were
workers. Excluding the hilly portion of the District, there were edu-
cated, or under instruction, 76,026 persons, of whom 3846 were females.
Only 8-17 per cent of the male population, and 0-43 per cent of the
female, were returned as educated. The Christian population consists
of 250 Europeans, 412 Eurasians, 2582 native Christians, and 649
Christians whose nationality was not stated ; total, 3893. Of
921 were Baptists, 10 11 Protestants, 602 Roman Catholics, 5 followers
of the Greek Church, 61 Lutherans, 12 belonged to the Church
of Scotland, and 420 to the Church of England. The creed of 861
was not returned. The following are the principal towns of the
District

:

—Ellore, 25,092 ; Rajamahendri, 24,555 > Cocanada,
28,856; Pithaptjram, 11,693; Peddapuram, 11,278; Dowlaish-
varam. 8002; Amalapuram, 8623; Narsafur., 7184; Palakollu,
75x0; Attili, 7080; Achanta, 6568; Kapileswarapuram, 5067;
Mandapeta, 5914; Velpuru, 6282; Nagavaram, 5839; Chamar-
lakotta, 4962 ; Coringa, 4398 ; Sanavarapeta, 3200 ; Relangt,
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5058; Attaravadi, 5747; Palekuru, 5141; Perur, 5264; Mumidi-
varam, 5409 ;

and Palevella, 5561. Besides these there are 136 towns

and villages of over 2000 inhabitants. Under Act iii. of 1871, three

towns were constituted municipalities, viz. Ellore, R^jamahendri, and
Cocandda, with an aggregate population of 78,503 ; total municipal

income (1881), ^5910, or at the rate of is. 6£d. per head of municipal

population. The municipal income in 18S2 was ^7084. Coringa,

Cocanada, and Narsapur are the ports of the District. The two first-

named places are the two principal ports on the eastern seaboard ot

India. Telugu, spoken by 1,727,733 persons, is almost the only

language of the District.

Agriculture,—The total area of the District, including recent transfers,

is 7345 square miles, of which (in 1881-82) 2914 square miles, or

1,865,328 acres, were Government land; indm lands occupied 448,495
acres. Of the Government land, 605,238 acres were under cultivation,

433,986 acres were cultivable, 417,831 acres were pasture and forest

lands, and 408,273 acres uncultivable waste. The total area assessed

was 827,771 acres, bearing a total assessment of ^162,075. The
remaining area is comprised in the zaminddri estates (for which no

detailed information exists), or is forest land. In 1882-83, the total

area assessed was 865,673 acres, the amount of assessment being

^£164,181. This area was Government land exclusive of indms. Of
the cultivated Government area (1881-82), cereals occupied 697,681

acres; pulses, 66,904 acres; orchards and garden produce, 28,021

acres; tobacco, 8803 acres; condiments and spices, 13,282 acres;

sugar-cane, 5762 acres; oil-seeds, 133,692 acres; indigo, 1677 acres

;

and fibres, 18,250 acres.

The Imperial and minor irrigation works of the District consisted,

in 1881-82, of 85 large and 928 minor tanks, which irrigated a

total area of 107,738 acres, realizing a water revenue of 24,891.

By far the greater portion of the cultivated land is under rice.

The chief crops of the District are:— (1) Cereals

—

(a) rice trans-

planted (white paddy), five varieties, sown in May and July, and

reaped in November and January ; two other sorts are sown in June

and reaped in October; all these crops are grown on irrigated

land; (b) black paddy, sown in June, and harvested in October;

(c) cholant,
,
sown in June and reaped in November and January;

(d) ragi
,
sown in May and June, and reaped in September; these

last are grown on dry lands: (2) Green crops— (a) gram (4

varieties), sown in December and reaped in February; (b) red-

gram, sown in June and reaped in December: (3) Fibres

—

(a)

cotton, sown in October and gathered in March
;

(b) jute, and

(c) hemp, sown from June to August, and harvested from Sep-

tember to January; these are grown on dry land. The District
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also produces large quantities of gingelly, tobacco, sugar-cane, and

indigo.

The land on which tobacco is grown consists for the most part of

alluvial islands lying within the banks of the Godavari river, called

lank&s
,
which are generally flooded every year. The soil of these

islands, in the low parts, is covered with deep layers of coarse sand,

and in other parts varies from a light friable loam to a stiff loam.

The former, being composed of the finer parts of the silt brought

down by the river, is the best for tobacco, though it seems to be

grown on any part of the lank&s almost indifferently. It is grown even

on coarse sand, provided that it is not too deep, and that there is a

layer of good soil not more than a foot or so below the surface. The
seed is sown about September or October, in seed-beds which are very

carefully prepared, cleaned, and heavily manured, the land being fre-

quently stirred with the native plough until a good depth of loose

mould is formed. The amount of seed allowed is i lb. for 8 acres, or

2 oz. per acre
; and at the time of sowing it is mixed with fine sand in

the proportion of i to 16, and sown broadcast over the area of the seed-

beds. The beds are thereafter watered lightly three or four times a day

for some time, and the plants come up in a week after sowing. The
preparation of the tobacco ground begins after the last freshes have

passed down the river. The plants are then transplanted into holes

2 to 3 feet apart, and are watered by hand from pots daily for a month
or more. The leaf, after being cured, is exported to British Burma
to be manufactured into cigars. The leaf is cured after the crude

native method
; but if a higher class of cured leaf could be turned out

by persons properly trained to the work, the tobacco of the lank&s

would command a good price in European markets.

Great improvement has taken place of late years in the quality of the

rice and other food-grains raised in the District, owing to the extension

of irrigation by canals. A farm ioo acres in extent is considered a large

holding for an agriculturist, one of about 30 acres a middling-sized one,

and one of 5 acres a very small one. Government tenants have a

permanent right of occupancy in their lands so long as they pay the

Government demand. In zamind&ri estates, on the other hand, the

cultivators are mostly yearly tenants. A few holders of service lands

cultivate their fields for themselves without assistance. A number of

landless day-labourers are employed in cultivation, paid sometimes in

money, and sometimes at a fixed rate in grain, but never by a regular

share in the crop. The agricultural stock of the District, in 1881-82,

comprised 88,289 buffaloes, 171,932 bullocks, 110,737 cows, 70 horses,

2320 ponies, 3125 donkeys, 101,162 sheep and goats, 30,468 pigs, 1131
boats, 7815 carts, and 100,674 ploughs. The prices ruling in the

District in the same year, per maund of 80 lbs., were as follow for
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rice, 4s ; for ragi (Eleusine coracana), 2s. ; for cholam (Sorghum vul-

gare), 2s.
;
for kambu (Panicum spicatum), 2s. 2d. ;

for maize, 3s. $d.

;

for wheat, 6s. 4d. ;
for gingelly, 6s. ifd. ; for oil-seeds, 5s.

;

for gram,

2s. 6d. j for tobacco, 25s. 6d. ; for sugar, 28s. 7& ; for flax, 8s. ;
for

cotton, 7s. i|d.
;
and for sheep, 4s. id. each. Wages have doubled since

1850. A carpenter, smith, or bricklayer now (1882) earns from iod. to

is. a day, and an agricultural labourer from 3^d. to 4^d. Women
employed in weeding and transplanting are paid at from one-half to two-

thirds of the rates for men, while children receive a yet lower rate.

Natural Calamities.—Godavari District was formerly liable to severe

floods caused by a sudden rising of the river, but these are now con-

trolled by the embankments. No great famine has occurred since 1833.

In that year, a famine caused by want of rain lasted from March
to September, and numbers of the inhabitants fled the District.

Private charity was widely extended, but no relief works were opened.

Pressure from high prices was also experienced in 1876-77 ; but the

mass of the people being themselves cultivators, and irrigation being

abundant, the distress did not require extraordinary relief.

Means of Communication
,
Manufactures,

Trade
,

etc.—The District

is well supplied with means of communication by 692 miles of good
road, 51 1 miles of canals, and 352 miles of communication by
river. Principal manufactures—cotton and woollen carpets, woollen

blankets, Uppdda cloths and sugar ; chiefly conducted by the people

on their own account. Indigo manufacture is also carried on by
natives. The chief articles of trade are grain, cotton, jaggery,

turmeric, cocoa-nut, flax cloth, onions, garlic, lace cloth, tobacco,

gingelly seed, lamp-oil seed, salt, tamarind, cattle, teakwood, hides,

opium, indigo, etc. The commerce of Goddvari District has been

rapidly increasing. The largely augmented area under cultivation

since the completion of the great Goddvari anicut, and the system of

water communication in the Delta and with the adjoining District of

Kistna, have applied an impetus to trade. Cocan&da is the port

through which the new trade must flow, and it is possible that an

attempt will be made to remove the bar of accumulated silt that now
forms the obstacle to a good harbour. The lighthouse at Cocandda
was erected in 1865. Many of the native craft that enter the port

hail from the Maidive Islands. The trade is carried on along the

coast and in large towns and ports by means of permanent markets, and
in almost all other places by fairs. The principal seats of commerce
are Cocan^da, Ellore, Rdjamahendri, Mandapetta, Jaggampetta, Hasan-

bada, Nars^pur, Patekollu, Dowlaishvaram, Ambdjipetta, Jagannithpur.

The estimated value of imports in 1881-82 was ^219,931, exclusive of

treasure, which amounted to ^64,511. Estimated value of exports,

^1,247,330, exclusive of ^75,000 of treasure.

VOL. v. 1
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Administration.—The Government revenue has steadily increased.

In 1860-6 1, the first year after the present District was constituted, the

total revenue amounted to ^42 1,246, and the expenditure on civil

administration to ^48,017. In 1870-71, the revenue was ,36531,043,

and the civil expenditure ^23,368. By 1881-82, the revenue had

reached ^641,744, while the expenditure was ^28,362. The principal

items of Imperial revenue are land, which yielded in 1881-82,

^461,011 ; excise, ^43,931 ; assessed taxes, ^2819 ; customs,

,64544 ; salt, ^£87,065 ;
and stamps, ;635>353* For the protection of

person and property, there were in 1881-82, 29 magisterial and 19

revenue and civil courts in the District. The regular police and

municipal police force in 1881 numbered 1469 officers and men,

costing ^2 1,528, and showing a proportion of 1 policeman to every 5
square miles of the area, and to every 1219 of the population. In

1881-82, there were 915 schools, with 25,435 pupils; of these schools

681 were maintained or supported by the State. There were also

1091 indigenous schools, with 27,607 pupils. The administrative

head-quarters of the District are at Cocanida ; but the Judge’s court

and the District jail are at Rajamahendri. Daily average number of

prisoners in 1881 in Rajamahendri Central Prison, 958 ;
and in the

District jail, 162; expenditure for the year—Central Prison,£7064

;

District jail, ^1201 : total, ^8265.
Medical Aspects.— The prevailing endemic diseases of Godavari

District are beri-beri and fevers. Beri-beri is a rheumatic affection

attended with dropsical swelling. Among Europeans its occurrence is

very rare. It is more prevalent on the coast than inland. There is both

an acute and a chronic form. It is a disease of middle life, and is said

to be peculiar to the male sex. Cholera is prevalent during the hot
seasons of the year ; small-pox also occurs at the same periods ; fevers

come after the cessation of rain. Cattle diseases are also prevalent.

Cholera is usually imported by travellers coming from the north. The
average annual rainfall from 1871-72 to 1881—82 was 40*42 inches; the

highest rainfall being in 1878-79, when 62*29 inches were registered,

and the lowest in 1877-78, when only 27*46 inches fell The mean
temperature for each month during 1881 at Rajamahendri was

—

January 85° F., February 89°, March 97
0
,
April 90°, May 8o°, June 84°,

July 86°, August 83°, September 74
0

, October 75
0

,
November 74

0
, and

December 74
0
. The number of births per 1000, registered in 1882,

was 21*6; number of deaths per 1000, 16*9.

Storms.—A destructive inundation took place at Coringa in 1787.

The first great cyclone recorded was in 1832. The sea broke in at

Coringa, and destroyed a great number of people, cattle, and houses

;

a small village near Coringa was entirely swept away, and the country

was laid under water for many miles inland Again, on the 16th
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November 1839, a similar storm destroyed great parts of Cocandda,

Coringa, Tallarevu, and NilapallL Most of the vessels lying near

these places were wrecked, and the value of the property lost was

estimated at jQi00,000. Narsdpur, as it lies on the banks of the

Godavari, has always been exposed to inundations during the high

freshes of the river. Two cyclones visited the District in 187S,

one on the 5th November and the other on the 6th December.

The first commenced about 8 a.mm and continued up to 4 p.m.

Considerable damage was done, but there was no encroachment of the

sea upon the land. The second was accompanied with heavier rain,

and lasted for more than a day. Many canals, tanks, and roads were

breached, and much damage done to houses and trees.

Godavari (Godavery).—A great river of Central India, which runs

across the Deccan from the Western to the Eastern Ghdts ;
for sanctity,

picturesque scenery, and utility to man, surpassed only by the Ganges
and the Indus ; total length, 898 miles ; estimated area of drainage basin,

H2,2oo square miles. The traditional source is on the side of a hill

behind the village of Trimbak, in N£sik District, Bombay Presidency,

about 50 miles from the shore of the Indian Ocean. At this spot

is an artificial reservoir, reached by a flight of 690 steps, into which the

water trickles drop by drop from the lips of a carven image, shrouded

by a canopy of stone. From first to last, the general direction of the

river is towards the south-east After passing through Nisik District, it

forms for some distance the boundary between Ahmadnagar and the

dominions of the Nizdm of Haidaribad. It then crosses into the

territory of the Nizam, running for more than 500 miles of its course

through a country that has been little explored. Near Sironcha,

where it again strikes British territory, is the confluence of the

Pranhita, itself a noble river, which brings down the united waters of

the Wardha, the Penganga, and the Wainganga. From Sironcha to

the point where it bursts through the barrier range of the Eastern

Ghats, the south bank of the Godavari continues to lie within the

Nizdm’s Dominions
;
while on the north stretches the narrow strip of

country known as the Upper Godavari District, in the Central

Provinces. In this portion of its course it is joined by the Indravati,

the Tal, and the Sabari.

On reaching this stage, the Godavari has grown into an imposing

stream, with a channel varying from 1 mile to more than 2 miles in

breadth, occasionally broken by long alluvial islands. The British bank
is for the most part rocky and steep, and covered with primeval jungle.

Parallel to the river run long ranges of hills, which at places advance

their abrupt spurs almost to the water’s edge. On the opposite side,

the country is more . open and cultivated. Several flourishing towns

are to be seen, and the plain stretching away southwards, which
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included the capital of the ancient kingdom of Telingdna, is thickly

dotted with tanks for irrigation. Below the junction of the Sdbari, the

scenery assumes the character which has earned for the Goddvari the

name of the Indian Rhine. The channel begins to contract 3 the

flanking hills gradually close in on either side, until the precipitous

gorge is reached, only 200 yards wide, through which the entire volume

of water is poured upon the alluvial plain of the delta, about 60 miles

from the sea. This mountain range, and the remainder of the course

of the river until it reaches the Bay of Bengal by three principal mouths,

is entirely included within the Madras District of Godavari. The
head of the delta is at the village of Dowlaishvaram, where the main

stream is crossed by the irrigation anicut The largest of the three

branches, known as the Gautami Godavari, turns eastward, and, after

passing the quiet French settlement of Yanaon, enters the sea at Point

Koringa, not fax from the port of Cocanada. The most southerly

branch, or the Vashista Godavari, debouches at Point Nars&pur, after

throwing off the third offshoot called the Vainateyam Godavari.

The peculiar sacredness of the Godavari is said to have been
revealed by Rdma himself to the rishi, or sage, Gautama. The river is

sometimes called Godd, and the sacred character especially attaches to

the Gautami mouth. According to popular legend, it proceeds from

the same source as the Ganges, by an underground passage
3 and

this identity is preserved in the familiar name of Vriddha-gangd. But
every part of its course is holy ground, and to bathe in its waters will

wash away the blackest sin. Once in every twelve years a great

bathing festival, called Pushkaram
,
is held on the banks of the Goda-

vari, alternately with the other eleven sacred rivers of India. The
spots most frequented by pilgrims are—the source at Trimbak 3 the town
of Bhadrdchalam on the left bank, about 100 miles above Rdja-
mahendri (Rajahmundry), where stands an ancient temple of Rama-
chandradu, surrounded by twenty-four smaller pagodas

3 Rdjdmahendri
itself 3 and the village of Kotipalli, on the left bank of the eastern

mouth.

Throughout the upper portion of its course, the waters of the Godavari
are scarcely at all utilized for irrigation

3 but within recent times, the

entire delta has been turned into a garden of perennial crops by means
of the magnificent anicut constructed at Dowlaishvaram. This great

work was first projected towards the close of the last century by
Mr. Michael Topping3 but it was not until 1844, when the impoverished
condition of the people, from repeated failures of the harvest, forced

the matter on the attention of Government, that it became the subject

of a special report from Sir H. Montgomery. It was resolved by
Government to undertake irrigation works on a comprehensive scale

3

and the management was entrusted to Captain (now Sir Arthur)
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Cotton, who had experience of the successful works on the Kaveri

(Cauvery) in Tanjore District. Operations were commenced in 1847,
and completed according to the original design by 1850. Up to

1853, the total expenditure had been ,£153,000. From March 1847
up to April 1850, there had been expended in daily wages for the

labourers £23,913. In the year of the most extensive building

operations there were in constant employment 641 bricklayers,

365 stonemasons, and, upon an average, 6500 coolies or ordinary

labourers.

The principal work is the anicut or weir at Dowlaishvaram, at the

head of the delta, from which three main canals are drawn off. The
river channel here is about 3J miles wide, including the space occupied

by islands. The anicut itself is a substantial mass of stone, bedded
in lime cement, about 2^ miles long, 38 feet above mean sea-level, 130
feet broad at the base, and 12 feet high. The stream is thus pent

back, so as to supply a volume of 3000 cubic feet of water per second

during its low season, and 12,000 cubic feet at time of flood. As is the

case with all deltaic streams, the river runs along the crest of a natural

embankment several feet above the alluvial plain. Dowlaishvaram is

about 20 feet above the lowest level, and therefore easily commands
the whole area of the delta. The total length of the main channels of

distribution is estimated at 528 miles, capable of irrigating 612,000

acres. In 1882-83, the area actually irrigated from the Godavari

Delta system was 504,213 acres ,• profit during the same year,

£84,583, equal to an interest of 7*68 per cent on the total capital

outlay. Of the 528 miles of canal, 458 miles are also used for navi-

gation. In 1864, an extension of the original scheme was sanctioned,

by which water communication has been opened between the river

systems of the Godavari and the Kistna. Completion estimates for

the entire Goddvari Delta system, amounting to £1,303,265 for direct

and indirect charges, were sanctioned by the Secretary of State in

1882. For a detailed account of the history of these irrigation works,

see The Manual of the Godavery District
,
by Mr. H. Morris (Triibner,

1878).

The more recent project for opening for navigation the upper waters

of the Godavari has not been crowned with equal success. In 1851,

before the railway had penetrated through the heart of the peninsula, it

was hoped that the Goddvari, or rather its tributary the Wardha, might

supply a cheap means of carriage for the cotton and other agricultural

produce of the Central Provinces. This line of navigation would have

had its upper terminus at the mart of Nachangaon, not far from Ndgpur
and Amrdoti; and it would have passed by the great cotton emporium
of Hinghanghdt, and the towns of Wfln and Chanda, reaching the sea

by the flourishing port of Cocan&da, During nine months of the year
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there is sufficient water for shallow river steamers ; and the force of the

current does not exceed 3 miles an hour. There are, however, three

great obstructions to navigation, caused by rocky barriers and rapids.

The first of these barriers is at Ddmagddiem, about 115 miles above

Rdjdmahendri ; the second about 68 miles higher up, just below the

confluence of the Prdnhita ; the third is on the Wardha, about 75 miles

above the second. It was proposed to construct canals round these

barriers by means of anicuts and locks, and to clear the river-bed in

other places by blasting. Between 1861 and 1863, about ^700,000
was expended upon the navigation works

; but comparatively little real

progress had been made, and the prospects of any remunerative return

had become more than doubtful. Finally, in October 1871, the entire

undertaking was abandoned, in accordance with instructions from the

Secretary of State. The navigation on the canals of the delta has

already been alluded to.

Goddd.—Sub-division of Santdl Pargands District, Bengal
;
situated

between 24
0
30' and 25° 14' n. lat., and between 87° s' and 87° 38' E.

long. Area, 966 square miles, with 1758 villages and 58,195
houses. Total population (1881) 348,493, namely, males 173,004,
and females 175,489. Average density of population, 360 persons per

square mile; villages per square mile, i’8; persons per village, 255 ;

houses per square mile, 61 *6
;

persons per house, 6. Classified

according to religion, there were—Hindus, 190,900 ; Muhammadans,
2 5* 2 73 I Sant&s, 112,583 ; Kols, 929 ;

other aboriginal tribes, 16,227 ;

Christians, 84 ; unspecified, 2497. This Sub-division, which was con-
stituted in 1856, consists of the thdnd or police circle of Godd£.
It contained in 1883, 2 civil and 2 criminal courts

;
strength of regular

police, 52 men; village watchmen, 666.

Godhrdi.—Sub-division of Pdnch Mahals District, Bombay Presi-

dency. Area, 598 square miles
;

contains 1 town and 232 villages.

Population (1881) 78,318, namely, 40*895 males and 37,423 females.

Hindus number 64,015 ; Muhammadans, 7712; ‘others,’ 6591. The
Sub-division is well wooded and well tilled in the west, but in the
north becomes a plain country of brushwood and forest with rough
and scanty cultivation. The climate is unhealthy. Average annual
rainfall, 457 inches. The Mahi and the Pinam flow through the

Sub-division, The rates of settlement were fixed for 30 years in

1873-74; average incidence of land revenue per acre, is. 5d. In
1873 there were 6430 holdings with an average of 14 acres each, and
paying an average rent of 13s. iod. Maize is the staple of culti-

vation. The Sub-division in 1883 contained 1 civil and 5 criminal

courts
; police station (thdnd), 1; regular police, 195 men. Land

revenue, ^5903 in 1884.

Godhrd.— Chief town of Godhri Sub-division, District of the
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Panch Mahals, Gujarat (Guzerat), Bombay Presidency. Lat. 22
0

46' 30" n., and long. 73
0

40" e.
; situated on the main road from

Nimach (Neemuch) to Baroda, 52 miles north-east of Baroda town, and

43 west of Dohad. Population (1881) 13,342. Hindus number

5927; Muhammadans, 6339; Jains, 6233 Christians, 41; Parsis, 12;

and * others/ 400. The town is almost surrounded by jungle. Formerly it

was the head-quarters of a provincial governor under the Muhammadan
kings of Ahmadabad. In addition to the usual District head-quarters

offices and courts, there is a sub-judge’s and mdmlatdd^s court, a post-

office, a dispensary, and a subordinate jail for short-term prisoners.

Godhri is also the head quarters of the Rewa-Kdntha Political Agency,

transferred from Baroda in 1880, consequent on its amalgamation with

the Panch Mahals. A considerable area of rice land is irrigated from a

large tank in the neighbourhood. The extension of the Bombay,
Baroda, and Central India Railway, 17 miles from Pali, across the river

Alahi, has reached this town and increased its importance in trade by a

revival of the old route from M£lwa to Gujarat A line to connect

Godhrd, with the opium mart of Rutlam was begun in 1884-85.

Municipal income (i88o-8i),^6i2, and ^504 in 1882-83 ; incidence

of taxation per head of municipal population (10,641), is. 2d. in

1880-81, and 9d. in 1882-83. Oil-pressing was started in 1867, and a

steam mill was erected in that year. The mill, however, ceased working

in 1877. Near the town is an embanked lake 70 acres in area.

Godhra has 3 vernacular schools.

Godnd (or Revelganj).—Town and municipality in Sdran District,

Bengal. Lat. 25
0
46' 56" n., long. 84° 41' 7" e. Situated just above

the junction of the Ganges and Gogra (Ghagra), and built along the

banks of the latter river ; the largest mart in Saran District. Its trade

maybe classed under two heads:—(1) Its local trade as the port of

Saran, representing also Champ^ran and Nepdl ; exports—maize, barley,

peas, oil-seeds, saltpetre, sugar, cotton, and wheat
;
imports—rice, salt,

and piece-goods
: (2) Its through trade between Bengal and the North-

West Godna is the great changing station, where the boats from

Lower Bengal transship their cargoes of rice and salt into the Faizdbid

(Fyz£b£d) and Gorakhpur boats, which give in exchange wheat, barley,

pulses, and oil-seeds. Several Calcutta firms are represented in the

town. The population of Godna in 1872 was returned at 13,415,

and in 1881 at 12,493, namely, males 5683, and females 6810. Area
of town site, 2560 acres. Hindus in 1881 numbered 10,399; and
Muhammadans, 2094, Municipal revenue (1876-77), ,£812; (1881-82),

^1169 ; incidence of taxation, is. 7d. per head. ; municipal police, 41
men. Dispensary, bdzdr, and fair held twice a year. The native name
of this town is Godnd. It is celebrated as the residence of Gautama,
the founder of the school of Nydyd philosophy or Indian logic. No
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traces of his dwelling exist : but a wretched hovel and a pair of shoes

are still pointed out to pilgrims.

The commercial importance of Godni dates from the end of the last

century. In 17 88, Mr. Revell, collector of Government customs, was

deputed to open a custom-house and bdzdr at this place. After his

death he became an eponymous hero. To the present day his tomb
is visited as a shrine by the market people, and his name is invoked

on all occasions of calamity. The chief business done is in oil-seeds,

brought down the Gogra from the Districts of Oudh, and here trans-

shipped into larger boats for conveyance to Patnd. and Calcutta. The
traders are mostly agents of firms at those two cities, and they transact

business on commission. The principal European firm represented

is that of Messrs. Ralli Brothers. A distinction in their course of

business is observed by European and native merchants. The object

of the Europeans is to use the railway at Patna to the utmost. They

therefore have their oil-seeds cleaned at Patnd by a special class of

women. The rate of freight from Godna to Patn£ is 1 anna per

bag, or Rs. 3 per 100 mounds

;

the voyage takes two days during the

rainy season and three days at other times of the year. From Patnd

the cleaned seed is despatched by rail to Calcutta. The native

merchants scarcely use the railway at alL They buy up oil-seeds

when the prices are low, and store them along the river bank until

they can obtain a good market at Calcutta. Then they despatch

them all the way by boat, in their uncleaned state. There are no
facilities for cleaning at Godna. The freight to Calcutta varies from

Rs. 20 to Rs. 25 per 100 mounds. The voyage occupies about fifteen

days during the rains and forty days in the dry weather. The native

traders do not insure. They draw bills, accepted by their bankers at

Calcutta, who thus become practically the insurers
;

for if a heavy loss

is sustained, the traders fail, and the bankers have to pay.

In the year 1876-77 (the last year for which figures are available,

the inland river registration station being now abolished), the total

registered trade of Godnd, including both imports and exports, was
valued at over one million sterling. But it is admitted that great

part of the imports, especially European piece-goods from Dina-

pur, escaped registration altogether. Oil -seeds were imported to

the amount of 559,000 mounds
, valued at ^207,000. Nearly

one -half came from the District of Faizdtad (Fyzdbdd), the rest

from Bahrdich, Gorakhpur, Gonda, Sftdpur, and Basti. The exports

of oil-seeds were 895,000 mounds
,
valued at ^333,000, consigned

in almost equal moieties to Patna and Calcutta. Considerably
more than half the total was linseed. Food-grains of all kinds were
imported to the amount of 976,000 mounds

, valued at ^181,000.
Wheat, pulses, and gram, and other spring crops, are received from
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Oudh, to be sent on to Calcutta, Patnd, and the Districts of Behar.

Rice is imported for local consumption to the amount of 293,000
maunds, chiefly from Northern Bengal. The total export of food-

grains was 530,000 maunds
,

valued at ^110,000, chiefly wheat to

jSSicutta and Patnd, and inferior grains to Tirhut. Salt was imported to

the amount of 203,000 maunds
, valued at ^101,000, of whfch 140,000

maunds came direct from Calcutta, and the rest from PatnL The
exports of salt were only 24,000 maunds

,
valued at 7,000, principally

to Gorakhpur. The other articles of trade included timber, ^£35,000 ;

sugar, ^16,000; saltpetre, ^4000. No trade statistics are available

for 1881-S2, but the commerce of the place has greatly decreased of

late years, and is likely to continue to do so as the Patna-Bahraich

Railway is opened,

Gogha.—Town and Sub-division in Ahmaddbdd District, Bombay
Presidency.

—

See Gogo.

Goghat.—Village and police station in Hugli District, Bengal. Lat.

22
0
53' 15" n., long. 87° 44' 50" e. Recently transferred from Bardwdn

District

Gogo.—Sub-division of Ahmad£b£d District, Bombay Presidency.

Area, 224 square miles ; contains 1 town and 62 villages. Population

(1881) 29,370, namely, 14,824 males and 14,546 females. Hindus number

24,082; Muhammadans, 3879; * others,’ 1409. Since 1871, the popu-

lation of the Sub-division has decreased by 4459. There is but little

State land in Gogo. The Khokhra hills, with a peak 600 feet high,

bound one side of the Sub-division. Climate cool and healthy. A steady

sea-breeze blows during the hot-weather months. The average Settle-

ment holding is 24 acres in extent, and pays a rental of jQx, 4s. 3d.

Joar is the chief crop, occupying 33,000 acres out of 37,000 under

actual cultivation in 1877-78. About 2000 acres were under

wheat. Cotton and rice are seldom grown. The Sub-division in

1883 contained 2 criminal courts and 1 police station (ihand); regular

police, 54 men ; village watch
(
chaukiddrs\ 69. Land revenue

(1882-83), ^3870-
Gogo (or Goghd).— Chief town of the Sub-division of Gogo,

Ahmad£b£d District, Bombay Presidency ; situated in the peninsula

of Kithiaw^r, on the Gulf of Cambay, in lat. 21
0
39' 30" n., long. 72

0

15' e., 193 miles north-west of Bombay. Population (1872) 9572;

(1881) 7063, namely, 3389 Hindus, 2728 Muhammadans, 708 Jains, 53
Christians, 3 Pdrsfs, and 182 ‘ others/ About three-quarters of a mile east

of the town is an excellent anchorage, in some measure sheltered by the

island of Perim (Pirani), which lies still farther east. The natives of

this town are reckoned the best sailors or laskars in India ; and ships

touching here may procure water and supplies, or repair damages. The
roadstead is a safe refuge during the south-west monsoon, or for vessels
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that have parted from their anchors in the Surat roads, the bottom

being an uniform bed of mud, and the water always smooth. When
the Dutch raised Surat to be the chief port of Gujarit, the Cambay

ports were more or less injured. Gogo has of late years lost its

commercial importance. During the American war it was one

of the chief cotton marts of Kdthi^wdr. It is now deserted;

its cotton presses idle ; and its great storehouses ruinous and empty.

Its rival, Bhdunagar, is 8 miles nearer to the cotton districts. North

of the town is a black salt marsh, extending to the Bhaunagar creek.

On the other sides undulating cultivated land slopes to the range

of hills 12 miles off. South of the town is another salt marsh. The
land in the neighbourhood is inundated at high spring tides, which

renders it necessary to bring fresh water from a distance of a mile.

Average annual value of trade for five years ending 1880-81—exports,

^3.9>393 5 imports, £$1,046.
Gogra (

Gkdgra
,
also called the Deoha and Great Sarju).—The

great river of Oudh. It rises in the upper ranges of the Himalayas,

and, after passing through Nepdl as the Kauriala, issues from the hills

at a place called Shishapdni, or the * Crystal Waters/ where it sweeps

down on the plains in a series of rapids over immense boulders which

it has brought with it from the hills during the course of ages. Almost

immediately after it debouches on the tardi, the stream splits into two;

the western branch retains the name of the Kauriald, but the eastern,

known as the Girwa, has a volume of water superior to that of the

main stream. After a course of about 18 miles through the midst of

fine sdl forests, and over rough stony beds, the twin streams enter

British territory in lat. 26° 27' n., long. 82° 17' e., a few miles distant

from each other, and re-unite a few miles below Bharthapur ; and here

the bed loses its rocky character and becomes sandy. Almost
immediately below the confluence of the Kauridla and Girwa, the

stream is joined by the Suheli from Kheri District
;
but it receives no

other affluents of any importance until, after a southerly course of 47
miles, marking the boundary between Bahr£ich and Kheri, it is joined

by the Sarju just above Katdighit. Below the confluence, the united

stream is swelled by the Chauka and Dahawar at BahramgMt From
this point the river takes its name of the Gogra. It flows in a south-

easterly and afterwards an easterly course, forming the boundary between
Bahrdich and Gonda on the north, and Bara Banki and Faiz^Md
(Fyzibdd) on the south. It leaves Oudh in the west; and, marking the

boundary between the North-Western Provinces Districts of Basti and
Gorakhpur on the north, and Azamgarh on the south, receives the Muchora
and Bipti as tributaries on its left bank. In its course along the northern

boundary of Azamgarh District, the Gogra throws off an affluent, the
Lesser

(
chhotS) Sarju, which takes a south-easterly course along what is
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supposed to be an ancient channel of the Gogra, through Azamgarh
and Ghdzfpur Districts, joining the Ganges below Ballia town. It then

touches on the Bengal District of Saran at Darauli, and finally empties

itself into the Ganges at Chaprd, in lat. 25° 43' n., long. 84° 43' 30" e.,

after an estimated course of upwards of 600 miles.

Many changes in the course of the Gogra have taken place in olden

times. Its waters have shown an inclination towards abandoning
lateral channels, and selecting a central one, as in the well-known

case of the Sarda, from which a magnificent system of canals to

irrigate the Gogra -Gumti doab is about to be constructed. On
both sides of the present stream are seen ancient channels of the

river, and high banks within which it once flowed. There were

formerly, probably, three main channels of the river, whose volumes
varied each year as accidental circumstances diverted the greater

part of the water into one or other. A great flood of the Gogra
took place about 1600 a.d., which swept away the town of Khurasa
in Gonda, and considerable encroachments have also been made
by the river in Azamgarh District. During the past century, there

has been but little change in the channel beyond slight encroachments

on its banks, by which villages are occasionally swept away during

the rains. The old eastern and western channels have to a great

extent silted up, but in the rains contain a considerable quantity of

water. The depth of the river in mid-channel is nowhere less than

6 feet, but boats drawing more than 4 feet are not desirable, because

they may be carried by the current on to shallows. The boats are

generally clinker built, the largest carrying about 1200 maunds or 45
tons. They are usually without decks, the cargo being protected by
mat awnings

; the cost of carriage is very small. The only large town

on the banks of the river is Faizabad (Fyzabid) ; Barhaj, at the

confluence of the Gogra and R^pti, is an important mart, but is in no

other respects remarkable. A pontoon bridge crosses the Gogra at

FaizdMd
; and bridges of boats during the cold and hot seasons are

kept up at Bahramgh£t and Dohrighat ; during the rains they are

replaced by a well-served ferry; 45 other ferries are maintained at

different points of the river in Oudh, and several in the North-Western

Provinces.

The Gogra is, commercially speaking, the most important waterway

in the North-Western Provinces and Oudh. The traffic which it

carried in 1879-80, the year in which it was registered under the

superintendence of the Department of Agriculture and Commerce,

amounted to considerably more than one-fourth of the whole water-

borne traffic; and if its tributary the Rapti be included, the united

traffic comes to nearly half the whole water-borne traffic. The returns

show the total traffic carried by the Gogra to have been over 23J Idkhs
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(2,350,000) of maunds,
or about 86,000 tons; 21 Idkhs (2,100,000)

maunds being carried down stream, and 2\ Idkhs (250,000) maunds

up stream. The down-stream traffic runs in three well-marked lines :

(1) Transport of timber from the Nep£l forests on the Kauri&ld, and of

grain and oil-seeds from Bahraich to the Oudh and Rohilkhand Railway

at Bahramgh£t. (2) Transport of grain and oil-seeds from Bahrdich to

PatnL (3) Transport of grain and oil-seeds from Nawdbganj (opposite

Faizdbad) in Gonda District to Patnd. The weight of timber thus

carried is estimated at 100,000 maunds
,
and of grain and oil-seeds

1,825,000 maunds
,
of which 875,000 maunds were despatched from

Nawdbganj to Patnl The up-stream traffic is of comparatively small

importance, consisting principally of rice, metals, salt, stone, and sugar,

imported from Patna and consigned to DohrigMt in Azamgarh District

Gogunda. — Town in the Native State of Udaipur, Rdjputdna.

Contains about 1500 houses. Situated on the watershed at a height of

2750 feet above the sea, and probably the highest town on the whole

of the Aravalli range. The country around is open and undulating,

and there is a good sheet of water to the south-east of the town. A
first-class noble of Udaipur, who owns 104 villages, resides here, and

the town gives its name to his estate. Twenty-five miles to the north

is the temple of Jargo, where a large fair is held annually.

Gohad.—Town in Gwalior State, Central India. Distant 60 miles

south-east from Agra, and situated on the road from Etdwah to Gwalior,

55 miles south-west of the former, and 28 north-east of the latter town.

Lat. 26° 25' n., long. 78° 29' e. A fortified town, formerly the capital

of a Jdt chieftain, who rose into power from the position of a land-

holder during the troublous times at the beginning of the last century,

and established himself at the expense of his neighbours. In 1779, the

chief entered into alliance with the British, who assisted him in a

struggle against Sindhia. Sindhia’s capital, with the fort, was captured

by a British force, and made over to the Gohad chief. Five years

later, however, the position was reversed; Sindhia besieged and re-

obtained possession of Gwalior fort, and also captured the capital

(Gohad) of his enemy. In 1803, certain territorial arrangements were

effected by which the town and territory of Gohad were transferred to

Sindhia, and the Gohad Rini received instead the territory of

Dholpur, which his descendants still hold. The fortifications of

Gohad consist of an outer curtain of mud, faced with stone, enclosing

an extensive area, between which and the citadel are two other walls.

The citadel is lofty, with massive towers, and has spacious and com-
modious apartments. Thieffenthaler, who visited Gohad in the last

century, describes it as a populous and rich place. It is now, however,

much decayed.

GoMna.—Northern tahsll of Rohtak District, Punjab
;

irrigated by
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the Western Jumna Canal, which affords a water-supply to 39,664
acres. Area, 338 square miles; population (1881) 127,732, namely,

males 69,079, and females 58,653, or 378 per square mile. Classified

according to religion, there were—Hindus, 106,812; Muhammadans,
1 7j579 J Sikhs, 8974; and ‘others,’ 3295. The administrative staff

consists of a tahsildar.
,
who presides over one civil and one criminal

court. Strength of regular police, 32 men; village watchmen, 175.

Land revenue of the iahsil, ^2 1,482.

GoMna.—Town and municipality in Rohtak District, Punjab, and
head-quarters of Gohana taJisti, situated half a mile west of the Rohtak
branch of the Western Jumna Canal. Lat. 29

0
8' n.

; long. 7 6° 45' e.

Founded about the middle of the 13th century by a Rajput and a
Baniya, converts to the faith of Isldm, who were permitted to settle on
the present site. Population in 1868, 7124; in 1881, 7444, namely,

Hindus, 2739; Muhammadans, 3883; Jains, 791; and Sikhs, 31.

Number of houses, 948. Municipal income in 1875-76, ^318;
in 1880-81, ^454; average incidence of taxation, is. 2§& per

head. Tahstlt, police station, post-office, school, dispensary, and sarau

Yearly fair at tomb of Sh£h Zi£-ud-dm Muhammad, a saint who
accompanied Muhammad Ghori in his invasion of Upper India. Two
temples of the Jain deity, Pdrasndth, at which an annual festival takes

place in the month of Bhadra. A fine tank is situated on the north-

west side of the town.

Gohelwar (or Gohelwdd).—A tract of country lying to the south-

east and forming one of the four divisions or prdnths of Kathiawar,

Bombay Presidency, and so named from the tribe of Gohel Rajputs by
whom it is principally peopled and owned. It lies along the Gulf of

Cambay, and has an area of over 4000 square miles. Population of

the division (1881) 98,395, of whom 52,238 were males and 46,157
were females. Hindus numbered 70,447 ; Muhammadans, 18,076 ;

Jains, 9180; Christians, 253; P^rsfs, 116; and ‘others/ 323. The
principal State in this division is Bhaunagar.

Gok&k.—Sub-division of Belgium District, Bombay Presidency.

Area, 671 square miles; contains 1 town and 113 villages, of which 85
are Government. Population (1881) 93,029, namely, 46,464 males

and 46,565 females, dwelling in 18,484 houses. Hindus numbered

84,994; Muhammadans, 5909; ‘others/ 2126. Since 1871, the

population of the Sub-division has decreased by 16,668.

Gok&k.—Chief town of the Gokak Sub-division, Belgium District,

Bombay Presidency. Lat. 16
0
io' n., long. 74

0
52' e.

; 42 miles north-

east of Belgium. Population (1872) 12,612 ; (1881) 10,307, namely*

8579 Hindus, 1508 Muhammadans, 220 Jains; municipal revenue

(1882-83), ^781 ; rate of taxation, is. 3d. per head. In 1883 the Sub-

division contained 2 criminal courts; police stations
(
thdnds

), 6;
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regular police, 47 men ;
village watch (

chauktddrs\ 399. Head-quarters

of the chief revenue and police officers of the Sub-division, post-office,

and dispensary. Gok£k was formerly the seat of a large dyeing and

weaving industry; of late years this business has much decayed, but

there is still a considerable trade in coarse paper. Toys representing

figures and fruits, made of light wood, and of a particular earth found

in the neighbourhood, command an extensive sale.

Gokam (Cow's ear).—Town in North Kanara District, Bombay
Presidency, ten miles north of Kumta. Population (1872) 3707;

(1881) 4207, namely, 4191 Hindus, 7 Muhammadans, and 9 Chris-

tians; municipal revenue (1882-83), ^178 ; rate of taxation, 9d. per

head. Gokam is a place of pilgrimage frequented by Hindu devotees

from all parts of India, especially by wandering pilgrims and ascetics

who go round the principal shrines of the country. The Mahdbleshwar

temple here is built in the Dravidian style, and is famed as containing

a fragment of the original Linga given to Havana by Siva. Upwards

of a hundred lamps are kept perpetually alight from funds supplied by

devotees. A fair is annually held in February, at which from 2000 to

8000 people assemble. Gokarn is mentioned both in the Rdmdyana
and Mahdbhdrata. Buchanan visited the place in 1801.

Gokul.—Town in Muttra (Mathura) District, North-Western Pro-

vinces ; situated on the left or eastern bank of the Jumna river. Lat.

28° 26' n., long. 77
0

46' 30" e.
; 6 miles south-east of Muttra town.

Hindu tradition regards the village as the spot where Vishnu first

visited the earth in the form of Krishna. Also noted as the place

where Vallabhi Swami, a Hindu reformer of the 16th century, first

preached his doctrines.

Gold,.—Town in Bansgaon tahsil, Gorakhpur District, North-Western

Provinces. Situated on the banks of the Gogra (GMgra) river, at the

converging point of three metalled roads from Gorakhpur town, 33
miles distant to the north. Population (1881) 7193, namely, Hindus,

6466; Muhammadans, 725 ;
and Christians, 2. Area of town site, 74

acres. A flourishing market town and a considerable dep&t for the

collection and river export of grain. For police and conservancy

purposes, a house-tax is levied under the provisions of Act xx. of 1856.

Police station, post-office, and good elementary school. The town is

the head-quarters of a sub-division of the Opium Department.

GoU.—Town in Kheri District, Oudh, on the road from Lakhimpur
to Shahjahdnpur. Lat. 28° 4' 40" n., long. 8o° 30' 45" e. Picturesquely

situated at the base of a semicircle of small hills, covered for the most
part with sal forests, with a lake to the south. Population (1869)

2584; (1881) 3018, namely, 2425 Hindus, and 593 Muhammadans.
The Gosdin community has a monastic establishment here, and
numerous tombs have been built in honour of its principal men.
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Seat of considerable sugar manufacture. Daily market, and special

bi-weekly market. Seat of an important Hindu fair held twice

every year, in the months of Phdlgun and Chaitra, in honour of

Gokamath Mahadeo. These fairs last for fifteen days each, and are

attended by from 75,000 to 100,000 persons, traders as well as pilgrims.

Estimated average annual value of trade, 0,000.

GolagMt.—Sub-division in Sibsagar District, Assam; containing

19 mauzas or village unions, and 16,845 houses. Population (1S72)

76,486; (1881) 93,944, namely, 49,703 males and 44,241 females.

Hindus numbered 84,385; Muhammadans, 4568; and c others/ 4991.

Average number of persons per mauza
, 4944 persons; persons per

house, 5*5. The Sub-division was constituted in 1846. In 1883 it

contained 2 magisterial and 2 revenue and civil courts, together with

a regular police force of 26 men. An Assistant and extra-Assistant

Commissioner are ordinarily posted in this Sub-division.

Gol&gh&t.—Village in Sibsigar District, Assam, and head-quarters

of the Sub-division of the same name, on the Dhaneswari (Dhansari)

river. Lat. 26° 3o' n. ; long. 94
0

e. Population (1881) 1906. The
town has recently increased in importance as being the depot in con-

nection with the transport and commissariat offices for the troops in

the Ndga Hills. It is built on high ground, broken by ravines, and
ranks as one of the healthiest places in Assam. It was erected into a

municipal union in 1881. Steamers are able to reach Goldghat during

the rainy season, and the river is navigable for small boats all the year

through. In the cold weather, the Nagas from beyond the frontier

come down in large numbers, bringing cotton, and vegetables, such as

yams, sweet potatoes, ginger, pumpkins, etc., to barter for salt, fish, and
live stock.

Golconda.—Fortress and ruined city, situated in the Nizdm’s Domi-
nions, 7 miles west of Haidarabad (Hyderabad) city. Lat. 17

0
22' n.,

long. 78° 26' 30" e. In former times, Golconda was a large and powerful

kingdom of the Deccan, which arose on the downfall of the Bahmani
dynasty, but was subdued by Aurangzeb in 1687, and annexed to the

dominions of the Delhi Empire. Golconda was the capital of the

Kutab Sh£hi kings, who had their court here from 1512 to 1687.

Originally it was a small fort built by the Rdj£ of Warangal, who ceded

it together with its dependencies to a Bahmani king of Gulburgah
(Kalburga) in 1364. In 1512 it passed from the Bahmani kings to

the kings of the Kutab Sh£hi line. The boundaries of the kingdom
of Golconda, one of the five sovereignties that rose on the downfall of

the Bdhmanis, extended along the left bank of the Tungabhadra river

as far as its junction with the Bhima, and then followed the line of hills

to the south-west, which formed the frontiers of the Bidar region. After

a prosperous reign of thirty years, the first Kutab Shdhi king was
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assassinated by the commandant of the fort at the instigation of the

king’s son. In the reign of Ibrdhim Shdhi, the existence of diamonds

in Golconda territory was discovered at Partial and Kanat and other

places. In 1589, the son and successor of Ibrdhim commenced to

build the present city of HaidardMd, on the banks of the Musi, 5 miles

from Golconda. The kingdom now reached the zenith of its prosperity.

Ibrdhfm’s successor died in 16 11, and from that date until the arrival

of Aurangzeb in the Deccan (1657), the annals of Golconda are un-

certain. During Aurangzeb’s viceroyalty on behalf of Shah Jahdn at

Aurungdbdd, the famous Mir Jumld was Prime Minister or diw&n at

Golconda, and having incurred the anger of the Golconda king,

fled for protection to Aurangzeb. As an answer to Mir Jumld’s

appeal, Aurangzeb suddenly appeared before Haidardbdd, plundered

Golconda, and forced the Shdhi king to pay a ransom equal to one

million sterling. Mir Jumld took service with the Mughal and after-

wards rose to power; he was originally a servant in the train of a

Persian merchant trading with the Deccan. After the submission of

Golconda, Mir Jumld visited the court of Shdh Jahdn. In 1675, the

Mughal commander in the Deccan advanced to punish Golconda for

assisting the Marathd Sivaji after his escape from Agra, but the forces

of Golconda defeated those of the Mughals. In 1687, Aurangzeb, now
Emperor at Delhi, besieged and captured Golconda after a struggle of

seven months’ duration. Thenceforward Golconda, now deserted, lost

even the memory of its former greatness.

The fortress of Golconda, situated on a rocky ridge of granite,

is extensive, and contains many enclosures. It is strong and in

good repair, but is commanded by the summits of the enormous

and massive mausolea of the ancient kings, about 600 yards distant.

These buildings, which are now the chief characteristic of the place,

form a vast group, situated in an arid, rocky desert. They have

suffered considerably from the ravages of time, but more from the

hand of man, and nothing but the great solidity of their walls

has preserved them from utter ruin. These tombs were erected at

great expense, some of them being said to have cost as much as

50,000. Golconda fort is now used as the Nizdm’s treasury, and
also as the State prison. It is held by a small Arab garrison in the

service of Haidardbdd. Visitors require permission from the Nizam’s

minister to go over the fort. The diamonds of Golconda have obtained

great celebrity throughout the world ; but they were merely cut and
polished here, being generally found at Partial, near the south-eastern

frontier of the Nizdm’s territory.

Golconda (
Golugonda or Golgonda:).—Tdluk in Vizagapatam District,

Madras Presidency. Latitude, 18
0
28’ to 18

0
4' n. ; longitude, 8i° 30'

to 82° 40' E. ; area, i6t square miles, with 178 villages, 21,711 houses,
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and (1881) 97,748 inhabitants—namely, males 49,383, and females

4^,365. Classified according to religion, there were, Hindus, 96,874;
Muhammadans, 838 ; Christians, 6 ; and ‘others,’ 30. Of the villages,

1 13 are rayatwdrl
,
or held direct from Government by the cultivators.

Land revenue, ^11,486. This idluk
, which contains a large tract of

hill country, and about 600 square miles of Government forest, was one
of the largest and most ancient zaminddns or landed estates in the

District, the zaminddrs being relatives and feudatories of the Jaipur

(Jeypore) chief. Of the tract above the ghats

,

two muttds (Dutsarti

and Guditeru), with an area of about 400 square miles, were transferred

to Godivari District in 1881. In 1836, in consequence of the

murder of the Rdm, the British authorities sequestrated the estate

and imprisoned the zaminddr^ and in the following year the estate

was bought by Government at auction. In 1845 the sarddrs or chiefs

rose in rebellion, and held their ground for three years ; and again, in

1857-58, it was found necessary to send troops against them. The
zami?iddri has been converted into a Government taluk with head-

quarters at Narsapatam. The forests are of considerable value, but

the attempt to conserve them has been abandoned, owing to there

being no means for transporting the timber down the ghats. The
idluk is also noted for the excellence of its oranges. In 1882 it

contained 2 criminal courts; police stations (thdnds\ 10; regular

police, 126.

Gollagudem.—Village on the Godavari river, in Goddvari District,

Madras Presidency. Latitude, 17
0

39' N. ; longitude, 8i° i' 30" e.

Vessels navigating the Godavari take in and deliver cargo here, and
travellers are permitted to occupy the small inspection bungalow

belonging to the Public Works Department.

Golugonda.—Taluk in Vizagapatam District, Madras Presidency.

—

See Golconda.

GomaL—Pass across the Suldim^n range, from the Punjab into

Afghanistan.

—

See Gumal.

Gouda*.—District of Oudh in the Faizib£d (FyzdMd) Division or

Commissionership, under the jurisdiction of the Lieutenant-Governor of

the North-Western Provinces, lying between laL 26° 46' and 27* 50' n.,

and between long. 8x° 35' and 82° 48' e. In shape, the District is

an irregular oblong, slightly pinched in the middle, with an extreme

length of 68 and an extreme breadth of 66 miles. Bounded on the

north by the lower range of the Himalayas, separating it from Nepdl

;

on the east by Basti District; on the south by Faizdbid and Bara

Banki, the Gogra river forming the boundary line ; and on the west by
Bahriich. Area, 2875 square miles

;
population (1881) 1,270,926.

Physical Aspects.—Gonda presents the aspect of a vast plain, with

very slight undulations, studded with groves of mango trees ; in parts,

VOL. v, K
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the large mahud trees, left standing on green pasture grounds where the

other jungle has been cut down, give the country an English park-like

appearance. During the fine clear months at the end of the rainy

season, the range of the Himalayas, with the towering peak of Diwdla-

giri in the centre, forms a magnificent background to the north. The
villages, except in the north, are very small, being generally divided

into a number of minute hamlets, of which over thirty will sometimes be

included in a single village boundary. This may be attributed partly

to a comparative freedom from the disastrous clan wars which, in other

parts of Oudh, drove the villagers to congregate for the sake of security,

and partly to the fact that a large part of the District has been only

lately reclaimed from jungle. Throughout the District, the surface

consists of a rich alluvial deposit, which is divided naturally into three

great belts, known as the tardi or swampy tract, the uparhdr or

uplands, and the tarhar or wet lowlands. (1) The first of these, the

tardi, extends from the forests on the northern boundary, and reaches

southwards to a line about 2 miles south of the Rapti, running through

the towns of Balrampur and Utraula. The soil is generally a heavy
clay, except in places where the rain-swollen mountain torrents which
flow into the Rdpti and Burhf Rapti have flooded the neighbouring

fields with a sandy deposit of debris from the hills. (2) The uparhdr
begins where the tardi ends, and extends south to a line drawn
roughly east and west about 2 miles below Gonda town. The soil

is generally a good domat
,
or mixture of clay and sand, with occa-

sional patches of pure clay. (3) The tarhdr or wet lowland reaches from
the uparhdr to the Gogra, which forms the southern boundary of the

District. The soil is a light domain with an occasional excess of sand.

These three belts are marvellously fertile; and there is said to be hardly

an acre of land in the District which would not eventually reward patient

labour. The vast tracts of barren saline efflorescence
(reh) so common

in the south of Oudh are quite unknown here.

The chief rivers, beginning in the north, are the Burf Rapti, Rapti,
Suwawan, Kuwana, Bisdhi, Chamndi, Manwar, Tfrhi, Saiju, and Gogra, all

flowing from north-west to south-east. The Gogra and Rapti are alone
of any commercial importance, the first being navigable throughout the
year, and the latter during the rainy months. The rivers in the centre
of the District are mere shallow streams in the hot weather, fringed in

most places with a jungle of young sdl trees, mixed with mahud, and
ending at the water’s edge with a cane-brake or line of jdmun trees.

Dangerous quicksands, covered with a green coating of short grass, are

exceedingly common along the edge of the water. The whole District

is studded with small shallow lakes, the water of which is largely used
for irrigation, and on the margin of which grows a variety of wild rice

(tinni), which furnishes an important article of food to the lower classes.
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A strip of Government reserved forest runs along the foot of the hills,

the most valuable trees being the sal (Shorea robusta), dhdm (Cono-

carpus latifolia), ebony (Diospyros melanoxylum), and Acacia catechu.

The wild animals consist of tigers, leopards, bears, wolves, antelope,

deer of various kinds, and wild pigs, among large game. Snipe,

jungle fowl, quail, peacock, partridges, ortolans, and pigeons, are the

principal game birds. Fish are abundant in the rivers and lakes;

crocodiles and dolphins are common.
History.—The early history of the District is centred in that of

Sravasti, the modem Sahet Mahet, capital of the kingdom ruled over

by Lava, the son of Rdma. After a period represented in the Vishnu

Purina by fifty generations of kings, who ruled either at Sravasti or at

Kapilavastu (Gorakhpur), the historical age commences (6th cent b«c.)

with King Prasenaditya, the contemporary of Buddha, and one of

his early converts, who invited the Sage to Sravasti. During eight

generations, Sravasti remained a principal centre of the Buddhist re-

ligion. The kingdom reached its culminating power in the reign of the

Oudh king Vikramaditya, in the 2nd century a.d. This monarch was a

bigoted Brdhmanist
;
and it was perhaps through civil wars between the

followers of the rival religions that his kingdom so quickly collapsed.

Within thirty years of his death, the sceptre had passed to the Gupta
dynasty, and this thickly-populated seat of one of the most ancient

kingdoms in India before long relapsed into jungle. The high

road between the two capitals, Sravasti and Kapilavastu, was in

the time of the Chinese pilgrims a dense forest infested with wild

elephants.

When it next emerges into history, the District was the seat of

a Jain kingdom, which, in the hands of Sohildeo, was powerful enough

to exterminate the victorious forces of Sayyid Salar, the nephew
of Mahmud of Ghazni. It was not long, however, before this dynasty

shared the fate of its predecessors
;
and at the time of the second

Muhammadan conquest, a Dom R£ja ruled Gonda with his capital at

Domangarh on the Rdpti, in Gorakhpur. The most famous ruler of

this race was R£ja Ugrasen, who had a fort at Dumriadih in Mahadewa
pargand. The establishment of many villages in the south of the

District is traced to grants of land, generally in favour of Tharus,

Dorns, Bhars, and P£sis, made by this Rdjd, As no similar tradi-

tion exists to the north of the Kuwdna, it may be conjectured that

that tract was then mainly covered with forest. This low-caste Dom
kingdom was subverted in the beginning of the 14th century by
the Kshattriya clans of the Kalhansis, Janw£rs, and Bisens. The
first-named clan occupied the country from Hisampur in Bahrdich

far into the interior of Gorakhpur. It is related of them that their

leader Sahaj Singh, at the head of a small force, came from the Nar-
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bada (Nerbudda) valley, with the army of one of the Tughlak

emperors, and was commissioned by him to bring into obedience

the country between the Gogra and the hills. Their first settle-

ment was in the Koeli jungle, about 2 miles south-west of Kurasa,

which town subsequently gave its name to the chieftainship thus

established. The thinly-populated country was distributed in jdgirs of

about &os each among the leading officers of the cavalry.

The ruling family came to a tragic end. Raja Achal Nar^yan Singh,

having carried off* the daughter of a Brahman zaminddr by force, the

latter sat down before the door of the oppressor's palace, and deliberately

starved himself to death, after having pronounced the curse of extinction

upon the Rdjas, with the exception of the offspring of the youngest queen.

The Brahman's prediction was speedily fulfilled, the Rijd's palace and
fortress being soon afterwards overwhelmed by the river Sarju, and

himself and family drowned, save only the young queen, who was

exempted from the Brahman's avenging prediction. She afterwards

gave birth to a son, whose descendants are the present Kalhdnsi zamin-

ddrs of Babhnipair. The overthrow of the great Kalhdnsi dynasty

occurred in the latter part of the 1 5th century. Some time before this,

however, the north of the District had been occupied by the Janw£rs,

whose forest kingdom comprised the whole sub-Himalayan tardi; and
for long they divided with the Kalhdns the chieftainship of the whole
of the District. The overthrow of the KalMnsi dynasty was followed by

several years of anarchy. In the reign of Akbar, with the exception of

Ikaun£ and Utraula, there were no powerful chieftains in this part of

Oudh. The KalMnsis of Babhnipair and Guw£rich were never of any

considerable importance ; and the rest of the District was covered with

small semi-independent tribes of Bisens and Bandalghotis, and quasi-

proprietary communities of Brahmans. During the next period, the

Bisens, who had been steadily rising in power for some time, consoli-

dated the great Bisen rdj of Gonda, comprising a territory of 1000

square miles ; the Janw^rs sent out an independent branch between

the Kuwana and the hills, and the large chieftainships of Balr&npur,

Tiilsipur, and Manikpur were formed. For some time before the

separation of Oudh from the Delhi Empire, and its erection into a

separate Muhammadan kingdom under Saddat KMn, the trans-Gogra

chiefs had enjoyed a virtual independence, waging wars among them-

selves, and exempt from any regular calls for the payment of tribute or

revenue.

The new Muhammadan power was vigorously resisted by the Raja
of Gonda, who defeated and slew the first of the new Governors,

Nawab Alawal KMn of Bahr£ich. A second force was sent against him,

and he was for a time reduced, to extremities ; but the arrival of rein-

forcements compelled the Nawdb to raise the siege, and to be satisfied
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with a partial submission, and a promise to pay a fixed tribute. For
the next seventy years, a series of powerful Bisen chiefs retained a semi-

independence, and engaged separately for the whole of their five ancestral

pargan&s of Gonda, Paharapur, Digsdr, Mahadewa, and Nawdbganj.

It was not till the murder of Bij£ Hindupat Singh and his entire family

by his hereditary enemies, the Brahman Pandes, that the Oudh
Government, by obtaining possession of his successor, a youth named
Guman Singh, was enabled to break up the power of the Gonda princi-

pality, and to collect the revenue direct from the village head-men.

Balrampur and Tdlsipur still held out for independence, and, though

worsted in many fights, managed to retain their positions as chieftains,

and were let off with a lump assessment on their whole estates, which

left them considerable profits. The lords of Mankapur and Babhnipdir

in the same way were allowed to collect the rents in their own villages,

and pay the revenue in a lump sum to the Nawab. Up to the

commencement of the present century, there was nothing at all in

Gonda District resembling the taluks in other parts of Oudh. The
hereditary chieftains were each supreme within the territorial limits of

his raj

\

As soon as Gonda and Utraula were broken up, and the revenue

was realized by official collectors, tdluks sprang into existence. The
Nawdbs found it convenient, and in some cases necessary, to let

large numbers of villages to wealthy individuals as talnkddrs
,
or simple

farmers of Government revenue. As a rule, these tdlukddris lasted but

a short time, and their small collections of villages became absorbed by
the Pandes, with whose power and wealth no one in the District could

compete. The dispossessed Rdjds of Utraula and Gonda attempted to

acquire tdluks
,
and to combine the character of revenue farmer with

that of feudal lord. The Rdja of Utraula succeeded for a few years,

but finally had to content himself with the few villages assigned for his

support. The Gonda Bisens, however, got together the magnificent

estate of Bisambharpur. The exactions of the Nazims, or revenue

deputies of the Lucknow Court, have been described in the account

of Bahraich. The British annexation of Oudh brought relief to the

people; but in making the land settlement, the first Deputy Commis-
sioner of the District, Colonel Boileau, was killed by a notorious

freebooter named Fazl AIL

On the outbreak of the Mutiny, the Rdja of Gonda, after honour-

ably escorting the Government treasure to Faizdbdd (Fyzdbdd), threw

in his lot with the rebels, and joined the standard of the Begam of

Oudh at Lucknow. The Rdja of Balrampur remained loyal throughout

the struggle. He steadily declined to recognise the rebel Government,

received and protected Sir C. Wingfield, the Commissioner of Gonda
and Bahraich, together with other English officers, in his fort, and after-
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wards forwarded them safely, under a strong escort, to Gorakhpur.

The Gonda Rdj£, after the relief of Lucknow, fixed his camp at

Lampti on the Chamnai river, with a force said to amount to 20,000

men, who were, however, dispirited at the English successes else-

where. After only a feeble resistance, the broken remnants of his

forces were swept across the Rapti and over the lower range of the

Himalayas into Nepdl. Most of the rebel tdlukdars accepted the

amnesty, but neither the R£ja of Gonda nor the Rdni of Ttllsipur could

be induced to come in (although the conduct of the former throughout

the Mutiny had been free from overt crime)
;
and their estates were

accordingly confiscated and conferred as rewards upon the late

Maharajds Sir Dig Bij£i Singh of Balr^mpur, and Sir Min Singh of

Shahganj.

Population.—The population of Gonda District, according to the

Census of 1869, amounted to 602,862 males and 563,653 females,

total 1,166,515 ;
but upon the slightly increased area of the present

District, was returned at 1,168,462, dwelling in 2834 villages or towns.

The Census of 1881 returned the population at 1,270,926, showing
an increase of 102,464, or nearly 10 per cent., in the thirteen years.

The details of the Census are as follow : Area of District, 2875
square miles,- towns and villages, 2790; houses, 203,274. Total

population, 1,270,92 6, namely, males 650,771, and females 620,155.

Average density of population, 442 per square mile ; villages per square

mile, *97; persons per village, 445; houses per square mile, 70 *6;

persons per house, 6-2. Classified according to religion, there were

—

Hindus, 1,102,193, or 86-7 percent, of the population; Muhammadans,
168,546, or 13*3 per cent. Sikhs numbered 28, and Christians 159.
The Brahmans are the most numerous caste, numbering 213,024, or

16-7 per cent of the total population. They are almost all of the

Sanvirid sept, with a slight sprinkling of Gaurs, Kanaujias, and
Sakaldwipis. The Gonda Brdhmans have long been noted for their

military spirit ; and they formed one of the most important elements
in the forces of the great Bisen Rdj£s. With the exception of the

Pathans of Utraula, the ruling classes are everywhere Kshattriyas,

of which the principal families are the Kalhans of Babhnipdir and
Chhedwird, the Bisens of Gonda and Mankdpur, the Bandalghotis of

Mankapur and Nawibganj, the Janwars of Balrdmpur, and the Goraha
Bisens of Mahadewa. These Rdjput castes number 53,027. The
Kdyasths, who largely make up the official element in the population,

number 18,287 1 and the Baniy^s, or trading caste, 28,674. The
great cultivating castes are the Ahfrs, 128,439; Koris, 124,252;
Kurmis, 102,736 ;

and Kachhfs, 41,934. The Kahdrs, mostly servants

and palanquin-bearers, number 47,573* The other principal Hindu
castes—artisans, traders, labourers, etc.—are as follow, arranged numeri-
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cally:—Chamirs, 33,950 ;
Barhais, 21,574; Telis, 20,503; Dhobis,

18,984- Lonias, 17,576 ;
Gadarias, 16,562; Nais, 16,022; Bhurjis,

14,852; Kalwars, 14,183; Kumbhars, 13,980 ;
Tambulis, * 3 *547 ;

and

Lohars, 11,814. The remnants of aboriginal tribes comprise the

Bhars (8834), Doms (647), Pisis (32,477), Khatiks (8482), Ndts,

Tharus, and Arakhs, the three last not being shown separately in the

District Census. Of these, the first two are the pioneers of culti-

vation. Settling along the edge of the jungle, they clear the trees

and prepare the land for tillage, only to leave it, when the task is

accomplished, to the steadier industry of the Kurmi or the Ahir.

The Barwars are a predatory tribe of Hindus, who spread over the

country in gangs of 40 or 50 ; they have no scruple in robbing

temples, but will not steal cattle, or even commit thefts, within Gonda

District The Muhammadans are most influential, and most numerous

in proportion to the Hindus, in the old Pathan estate of Utraula, where

they form the majority of the village proprietors ;
as common culti-

vators they are very thick all over the north of the District. Their

religion is strongly intermingled with Hinduism, and the services of the

Brahman astrologer are held in high estimation by high and low.

Five towns in the District contain a population exceeding 5000—

namely, Gonda, population 13,743; Balrampur, 12,811; Nawabganj,

8373 ;
Colonelganj, 5904 ;

and Utraula, 5825—all of which see

separately. The different villages and townships are thus classified:—

843 contain less than 200 inhabitants
; 1105 from 200 to 500 ; 627 from

500 to 1000; 170 from 1000 to 2000 ;
28 from 2000 to 3000 ;

12 from

3000 to 5000 ;
and 5 upwards of 5000 inhabitants. As regards occupa-

tion, the Census Report classifies the population into the following

six groups Class (1) Professional, including Government servants,

civil and military, and the learned professions, 6883 ; (2) domestic

servants and lodging-house keepers, 1675 ; (3) commercial, including

merchants, general dealers, carriers, etc., 5 1 59 ; (4) agricultural and

pastoral, 341,994; (5) manufacturing and industrial, 38,608; (6)

indefinite and non-productive (including 11,693 general labourers, and

244,759 male children and persons of no specified occupation), 256,452.

The principal places of pilgrimage are the temple of Pateswari Debi at

Debi Patan, the thdkurdwdra of the new Vaishnava sect at Chhipia,

and the temples of Baleswarn£th MaMdeo at Mahddewa, Karaandth

Mahadeo at Machhligdon, Bijleswari Debi at Balrimpur, and

Pacharanath and Pritwinath at Khargupur.
.

Agriculture.—Rice, wheat, and barley are the chief agricultural

staples, comprising more than one-half the total cultivated area of the

District. There are three harvests—the kharif*

\

the henwat,
and the

rabi—oi which the relative importance varies in different parts of

the District. In the centre table-land the rabi
%
and in the north the
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henwdt
,
are most depended upon. In the south, the kharif when

the rains are moderate, yields a magnificent crop of Indian corn
; and

excessive rains, while they are fatal to that particular crop, leave a fair

crop of rice, and secure an abundant wheat harvest for the rabL

Ploughing for the kharif begins at the end of May, and continues

throughout June; the seed is sown in the beginning of July, and cutting

commences in September, or, in the case of rice, even earlier. By the

middle of October, all the autumn crops are off the ground. Land for

the henwdt or Christmas crop is ploughed at the commencement of the

rains, and the sowing continues during the growth of the kharif. In

the case of transplanted rice (jarhan\ the planting out is done at the

beginning of August, and the cutting continues throughout November.
In the middle of December, the cutting of the oil-seeds commences,
and lasts till the first week of January. Preparations for the next year's

spring crop commence before the rains set in ; and in the case of wheat,

the first ploughing generally takes place in June. At the end of August
the field receives two or three more ploughings, and a last ploughing in

September. Sowing takes place in October and November, and the

crop is cut early in March. April is occupied in threshing and winnowing.
The total cultivated area of the District is returned at 1,135,002

acres, but including land bearing two crops, 1,398,856 acres are

cultivated yearly. The, area under the seven principal crops in 1882
was as follows:— Rice, 352,200 acres; wheat, 266,877 ;

barley,

41,246; jodr
, 127,123; arhar, 4649; kodo

,, 16,078; alsi, 26,973
acres. Irrigation is largely practised, the area watered in 1881
being returned at 231,681 acres, of which 128,452 acres were watered
from tanks, 9632 from rivers, and 93,597 from wells. Prices of food-

grains do not range quite so high in Gonda as in other Districts ; but
they are higher than might be expected from the scanty population,

owing mainly to the great facilities for export afforded by the Gogra.
Prices have risen considerably of late years. Between the ten years

1861-70, the rates for unhusked rice rose from 2s. 2d. to 3s. 6£d. a cwt.

;

common husked rice from 4s. 2d. to 6s. 7& ; wheat, from 3s. 3d. to

5s. 9d. ; barley, from is. nd. to 4s. 7d. ; bdjra, from 3s. 9d. to 4s. 7d. ;

*odr
,
from is. nd. to 3s. iod.

; gram, from 2s. 6d. to 4s. 2d.; arhdr
,

from 4s. 2d. to 5s. 6d. ; urid,

\

from 3s. 9d. to 8s. 6d. ; m&g, from 5s. gd.
to 7s. 6d. ; musuri

,
from 2s. 3d. to 4s. 7d. a cwt. Prices, however,

ranged unusually high in 1870, as the District had not recovered from
the effects of the scarcity in the previous year. Prices were returned as
follows in 1883:—Wheat, from 4s. iod. to 5s. 4d. per cwt. ; rice, from
6s. 3d. to 6s. 7d. per cwt. ; and gram, from 3s. 6d. to 3s. iod. per cwt.

The famine of 1874 was severely felt, and Government relief works on a
large scale were undertaken.

Gonda is pre-eminently a District of large landed proprietors ;
20
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tdlukddrs were returned in 1882 as in possession of estates covering

1,280,646 acres, and including 1885 whole villages and 242 shares;

950 villages or shares are held on ordinary tenure by small proprietors.

The principal estates are those of the late Mah£raj£ of Balrampur, with

538,678 acres; Raja Krishna Datt Ram P£nde, 201,450 acres; and

the late Maharaja Man Singh, 201,960 acres. The taluks are

assessed at a total Government revenue of ^127,72 6, or an average of

is. io£d. per acre jover the entire area ;
while the small proprietors are

assessed at ^42,2 12, on a total area of 348,996 acres, or an average

of 2s. 6d. per acre. The apparent advantage on the side of the

tdlukddrs is due to the fact that the late Maharaja of Balrampur’s

estate consists of the whole of the thinly-populated and poorly-culti-

vated plains of Tulsipur
;
and also one-tenth of the entire assessment

of Balrimpur has been remitted as a reward for loyal services. As a

rule, consideration has been had for coparcenary bodies of village

proprietors, who have been assessed lower in proportion to the area of

cultivated land in their possession than the large individual landholders.

The cultivating classes are well-to-do and independent
;
and, owing to

the thinness of its population and the considerable area of fertile waste

land, Gonda enjoys almost complete freedom from the worst forms of

poverty. The system of cultivating land by means of Sawaks or bonds-

men, as described in Bahraich District, is also common here.

Communications
, Trade

,
Co?nmerce,

etc.—The three principal lines of

road are—from Faiz£bad (Fyzabad) to Gonda town, 28 miles; from

Nawabganj to Utraula, 36 miles
;
and from Nawdbganj to Colonelganj,

35 miles. The minor roads are—Gonda to Begamganj, 16 miles ; Gonda
to Bahraich, 16 miles

;
Gonda to Utraula, 36 miles ; Gonda to Colonel-

ganj, 15 miles; Gonda to Balrampur, 28 miles; Colonelganj to

Maharajganj, 28 miles; Colonelganj to Bahrdich, 28 miles; Utraula to

Tiilsipur, 16 miles ; Khargupur to Chaudhari Dih, 28 miles; Balrampur

to Ikauna, 14 miles. Rice and food-grains are the chief exports ; and

cotton, European piece-goods, and salt the principal imports.

Administration.—The District is administered by a Deputy Commis-

sioner, aided by 2 European Assistants, and 1 or more extra-Assistants.

The courts number 15 magisterial and 22 revenue and civil. The total

imperial revenue of Gonda in 1871-72 amounted to ,£138,795,

of which £122,234 was derived from the land. The imperial

expenditure in the same year amounted to £32,101, of which, how-

ever, one-half, or £15,385, was on account of the Settlement Depart-

ment, which has now ceased its operations. In 1S75-76, the revenue

amounted to £157,349* of which the land contributed £i35>5°9 5

the expenditure in that year amounted to £15,810. By 1880 the total

revenue had increased to £181,103, and the land revenue to

^150,936; expenditure, £16,720. The regular police force in 18S0
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consisted of 594 officers and men, including 120 municipal, maintained

at a cost of ^7253, of which ^6624 was defrayed by Government; the

village watch numbered 3271 men, costing ;£i 1,898 from local sources.

Female infanticide is common in Aija and Colonelganj thdnds. Efforts

have been made to stamp out this crime
; but in 1874, in 52

c proclaimed’ villages, the proportion of females to every 100 males was
only 72. Education is still in its infancy, but village schools are now
springing up in all directions. In 1880-81 there were 137 schools

under Government inspection, attended by 4361 pupils. The Census
Report, however, returned only 3900 boys and 72 girls as under
instruction in 1881.

Medical Aspects.—The average annual rainfall of the District during

the fourteen years ending 1881 was 42*99 inches; the highest fall in

any one year was 68*7 inches in 1871, the lowest was 6*io

inches in 1874. The rainfall in 1881 was 54*98 inches, or 11*99
inches above the average. The heavy rains commence early in June,
and continue, with slight interruptions, to the end of September or

middle of October. Showers fall in every month of the year, and
particularly in February and March. Owing to the proximity of the
hills, the rains are more assured, and less subject to violent variations

than in more southerly Districts. The average monthly temperature for

the three years ending 1875 is thus returned—January 62° F., February
64°, March 75

0

, April 82°, May 91
0

, June 87°, July 87°, August 86°,

September 8i°, October 80*, November 70°, December 64°
;

yearly

average, 77*5° F. The highest recorded range of the thermometer is

106
0

, lowest 48° F. Fever is very prevalent in the tardi pargand of
Tdlsipur during the drying up of the rains, and is also common
throughout the District The other principal diseases are scurvy,

cholera, diarrhoea, and goitre. [For further information regarding
Gonda District, see the Oudh Gazetteer (Oudh Government Press,

Lucknow 1877), vol. i. pp. 497-572 ; Settlement Report of Gonda
District by W. C. Benett, Esq., C.S., dated 30th April 1877; the
North-Western Provinces and Oudh Census Report for 1881 ;

and the
North-Western Provinces and Oudh Provincial and Departmental
Administration Reports, i88r to 1883.]

Gonda.—Tahsilor Sub-division of Gonda District, Oudh
; bounded on

the north by Bahrdich and Balr&npur tahsils, on the east by Utraula tahsil,

on the south by Tarabganj tahsil, and on the west by Hisimpur and
Bahrdich tahsils. Area, 632 square miles, of which 392 are cultivated;

population (1869) 247,107 ; (1881) 351,185, namely, Hindus, 308,527;
Musalmans, 42,583 ;

'

‘others,’ 70. Males numbered 178,938, and
females 172,247; number of villages or towns, 780; average density
of population, 571 per square mile. The tahsil consists of the two
pargands of Gonda and Pah£rapur,
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Gonda.—Pargand in Gonda tahsil and District, Oudh. Bounded
on the north by the Kuwana river, which divides it from Balrampur

and Utraula pargands ; on the east by Sadullanagar and Manikpur;

on the south by Mahddewa, Digsar, Guwarich, and Pahdrapur

pargands

;

and on the west by Bahraich District. The history of

the pargand is identical with that of the District {vide supra). In

appearance the parga?id is a large, fairly well-wooded plain, with hardly

perceptible undulations. In the north are some rather extensive sal

jungles, but the trees are not of sufficient size to be of much value.

Excepting these jungle tracts, the whole pargand is under high cultiva-

tion, and produces luxuriant crops of wheat, rice, sugar, gram, Indian

corn, and barley. Groves of mahua trees are dotted all over the

parga?ia . The soil is generally a light and fertile loam. Water is

obtainable at a depth of from 15 to 20 feet, and irrigation is much
practised. Area, 509 square miles, of which 307 square miles, or

1 96} 595 acres, are under cultivation; 111,474 acres yield spring, and

128,410 acres autumn crops ; while 43,289 acres bear a double harvest.

At the time of British annexation, a summary investigation was made
into the assets of thzpargand; and on the principle of taking half as the

Government share, the land revenue was fixed at ^25,500. A revised

assessment was made in 1869-70, when a thirty years’ settlement was

effected at an assessment of^42,404, equal to an average of 4s. 2^d.

per acre of cultivated area, or 2s. 7^d. per acre of total area. This

increase of upwards of 66 per cent, probably represents, with some

approach to accuracy, the rapid extension of cultivation during fifteen

years of undisturbed peace.

Of the 652 villages comprising the pargand
, 476, paying a revenue

of ^£33,531, are held by talukddrs

;

and 176, paying a revenue

of ^8893, are held by independent zawhiddrs. Population (1881),

Hindus 242,852, and Muhammadans 32,995—total, 275,907, namely,

140,774 males and 1359133 females; average density of population,

524 per square mile. The Brdhmans are by far the most numerous

caste, numbering 71,163, or nearly one-fourth of the entire popula-

tion. They belong, almost without exception, to the great Sarwarid

sept, and retain no tradition of their first settlement in the

District, of which it is probable that they are among the most ancient

inhabitants. Next to the Brdhmans in point of number come the low-

caste Korfs (28,157), Kurmis (26,022), and Ahfrs (18,450). The semi-

monastic order of Gosains numbers 2528 members, some of whom are

wealthy landed proprietors. The most peculiar tribe in the paigana are

the Barwars, who are said to have migrated from Basti about 200 years

ago. Their distinguishing profession is theft, which they carry on with

great success, though the rules of their religion sternly restrict their

operations to the period between sunrise and sunset. Any one stealing
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by night is at once turned out of caste. The Barwdrs go on distant

plundering expeditions in parties of two or three, and on their return

the proceeds are impartially divided, a share being set apart to buy

sacrificial offerings of goats and ardent spirits to Devi, and a percentage

being paid to the zaminddr of the village. A police Census returns the

number of this caste at 1251 of all ages and sexes in this J>argand. It is

proposed to bring them under the Criminal Tribes Act. The principal

markets are at Gonda town, Jigna, Dhangpur, Dubha, Rajgarh, and

Khargupur. Principal exports, wheat and rice; imports insignificant,

consisting of salt, brass vessels, and English cotton cloth. Metalled

road from Gonda town to Faizabad (Fyz£b£d), and several other

unmetalled roads and cart tracks.

Gonda.—Chief town and administrative head-quarters of Gonda Dis-

trict, Oudh
; situated 28 miles north-north-west of Faizabad (Fyz£b£d).

Lat. 2 7
0

7' 30" n., long. 82° e. The site on which the town now stands

was originally a jungle on the estate of the Rajis of Kurdsa, in

the centre of which was a cattle-fold (Gontha or Gotham) where the

Ahirs enclosed their cattle at night as a protection against wild beasts,

from which the town derived its name. Raj£ Man Singh of Kurasa

built a palace and fortress here, and it has since been the residence of

his successors, under whom the town gradually grew up. As mentioned

in the account of Gonda District, the last Raja of Gonda at the time

of the Mutiny threw in his cause with the rebels, and his large estates

were confiscated. The population of the town and civil station in 1881

was returned at 13,743, namely, 7723 males and 6020 females. Hindus

numbered 8954; Muhammadans, 4692 ;
Christians, 69; and 1 others/

28. Area of town site, 203 acres. The place is not now noted for any

manufacture, but in the days of native rule was celebrated for its

shields, which were in great request It is not a commercial centre,

nor is it of any religious importance to either Hindus or Muhammadans.
The principal buildings in the native town are—2 th&kurdw&r&s

;

the palace, which for some hundreds of years formed the residence of

the Gonda Rajds, but is now falling into decay; a handsome sardi

or rest-house; and a large masonry tank known as the Rddhdkund.

North-west of the native town, and between it and the civil station, are

the civil dispensary and District school, two fine buildings. Beyond

these is a large handsome artificial lake, constructed by Rdja Seo

Prasdd, and surrounded by groves of tall mango trees and ornamental

grounds. On the bank of the lake is a Literary Institute, known as the

Anjuman-i-rifah, supported by European and native subscribers, and

containing a large library. Beyond the S£gar or lake are the civil

lines, and what were formerly the cantonments. The troops were with-

drawn in 1863 ;
and the only traces of the military occupation of this

quarter now left are the barracks, which up till recently were occupied
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as the civil court buildings, a church which has been reduced in size to

suit the requirements of the small civil station, a burial-ground, racquet

court, and a Government garden, which is carefully kept up, and forms

one of the finest pleasure-grounds in Oudh. On what was the parade

grounds the handsome new court-house now stands, and south of it the

jail. Municipal revenue (1881-82), ^936 ;
average incidence of taxa-

tion, is. 4^d. per head of population within municipal limits.

Gonda.—Town in Partabgarh (Pratapgarh) District, Oudh ; 2 miles

from Bela, on the road from Allahabad to Faizdbad (Fyzabad). Popula-

tion (1881) 1752 Hindus, 672 Muhammadans—total, 2424. Said to

have been founded by the Gonds. Hindu temple, Government school.

Large bazar, with annual sales amounting to about ^1500. Two fairs

are held annually in honour of the tutelary goddess, Asht Bhuji Devi,

each attended by about 2500 people.

Gondal.—Native State in Halarprint
,
Kdthiawar, Province of Gujarat

(Guzerat), Bombay Presidency. Area, 687 square miles; 174 villages
;

population (1881) 135,604. Hindus numbered 105,329; Muhammadans,
24,652 ;

and ‘others/ 5623. Estimated gross revenue, as shown in the

Administration Report of 1880-81, ^125,815. With the exception of

the Osham Hills, the country is generally flat The soil is chiefly black.

Several small streams intersect the State, the largest, the Bhddar, being

navigable by small boats during the rains. For purposes of irrigation,

water is drawn in leather bags from wells and rivers b}r means of
bullocks. The climate is good. Products—cotton and grain. Manu-
factures—cotton cloth, and silver and gold cord. There are 43 miles

of first-class metalled road, and 44 miles of unmetalled road between
Gondal and Rijkot; for the rest, internal communication is carried

on by the ordinary country tracks. Gondal has always been
pre-eminent amongst the States of its class for the vigour and
success with which its public works have been prosecuted. The
produce is exported from Mingrol, Verawal, and Joria, There are 38
schools, with 2556 pupils. Gondal ranks as a second-class State among
the many States in Kdthiawdr. The ruler entered into engagements
with the British Government in 1807. He is a Hindu, a Rdjput by
caste, of the J£rej& family. The name of the present (1883) chief is

Bhagwatsinghjf Sagramjf, and his title Thdkur Sdhib. He was educated

at the Rajkumar College at Rajkot, and afterwards travelled in Europe.

The State of Gondal pays a tribute of ;£r 1,072 in all to the British

Government, the Gaekwar of Baroda, and the Nawdb of Jun£garh.

The family holds no sanad authorizing adoption : the succession follows

the rule of primogeniture. The chief has power to try his own subjects

only for capital offences. His military force consists of 198 cavalry,

and 659 infantry and police, with 16 cannon. No transit dues are

levied in the State.
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Gondal.—Capital of Gondal State, in Kdthiawar, Bombay Presi-

dency. Lat. 21
0
57' 30" N., long. 70° 53' e. ;

population (1881) 13,523.

Hindus numbered 7893 ;
Muhammadans, 3562 ; Jains, 2068. Gondal

is connected with Rajkot, Jetpur, Jun&garh, Dhoraji Upleta, and

Manikwara by good roads. It is in contemplation to connect it

with Sultdnpur Road railway station by a made road. The town is

fortified; contains a hospital, dispensary, telegraph office, and post-

office.

Gond-umri.—Estate in Bhanddra District, Central Provinces
; 5 to

10 miles north-east of Sangarhi
;

containing 10 small villages, the

largest of which is Gond-umri. Area, 17,715 acres, of which only 2862

are cultivated
;
population (1881) 2722, chiefly Gonds and Dhers. The

chief is a Brahman.

Gondwana.—Tract of country, Central Provinces; so called from

the aboriginal tribe of Gonds who principally inhabit it.

—

See Central

Provinces.

GonikoppaL—Township in Coorg, known as the c Bamboo,’ on the

Mysore-Cannanore Road. Pop. (1881) 328 ;
10 miles from Verajeu-

drapett. Head-quarters of the Parpattigar of the Betiethnad. Large

weekly market on Sundays, attended by about 5000 coolies from the

neighbouring coffee estates.

Goomsar.—Taluk and town, Ganjam District, Madras Presidency.

—See Gumsar.

Goona (Gtind).—District of Gwalior State, Central India; situated

between latitudes 24
0

5' and 25
0

7' n., and longitudes 76° 53' and

77
0

55' e., with an area of 3678 square miles, and a population

(1881) of 249,006. Length about 72 miles, with a varying breadth

of from 50 to 70 miles. Bounded on the north by the pargand of

Shahabad, the Jhdldwar State, and the Kaildras District of Sindhia’s

territory; on the east by the Chanderi District of Gwalior; on the

south by the Sironj territory of Tonk, and Rajgarh State; and on the

west by the State of Jhdlawdr, and the Chhabra pargand of Tonk.

The District comprises seven chiefships, feudatories of Sindhia,

but mediatized or guaranteed by the British Government, namely,

Bhadaura, Ragugarh, Garha, Dhanaodah, Umri, Paron, and

Sirsi; and seven pargands of Sindhia, namely, Bajrangarh, Narod,

Pachar, Chachora, Kumraj, Miana, and Aron. The general eleva-

tion of the tract is about 1800 feet, and it may be described as an

elevated plateau drained by the tributaries of the Betwa river on

the east, the river Sind in the centre, and the Parbati on the west.

In the east and west the country is flat, well populated and cultivated

;

but to the north and south it is much broken by hills, the range

that runs through the District forming a continuation of the ghdts

on the left bank of the Kdnd river. The forests of the hills yield
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much timber and bamboo; and in some parts of the district a rich

earthy iron-ore is extracted, which is roughly smelted and worked

up into farming implements for local use. The wild animals consist

of tigers, leopards, hyaenas, wolves, antelope and deer of various

kinds, and wild pigs. The population comprises Rajputs, Kherdrs,

Minis, Ahfrs, Kachhis, Chamirs, and Bhils, of whom the Ahfrs are the

most numerous. The Chauhan Rajputs of this tract have for centuries

been distinguished by the name of Kichi, from which the name of

Kfchiwara is applied to this part of the Gwalior territory. The only

towns of any importance are Guna, Bajrangarh, and Raghugarh.
The crops grown are—wheat, barley, Indian corn, joar

,
several

pulses and fibres, sugar-cane, and opium. The land is cultivated by

zaminddrs who are tenants-at-will, and, as a class, poor and generally

in the hands of money-lenders. In Sindhia’s seven j>arga?i&$ of the

District, a fixed settlement for ten years is made
;
but in the lands of

the seven chiefships, his feudatories, the rental is liable to change

yearly. The prevailing prices of food-grains and other articles in the

District in 1881 were—for wheat, 54 lbs. per rupee (2s.); for grain,

68 lbs. ; for barley, 40 lbs. ; forjodr

\

72 lbs. ; for Indian corn, 89 lbs. ;

for jaggery
, or molasses, 16 lbs.; and for salt, 20 lbs. The district

is not much subject to natural calamities, but the absence of rain in July

or October causes an occasional drought. In 1868, when scarcely any

rain fell, higher prices prevailed than had been known in the previous

three decades. No canals or other irrigating works exist, as the rivers

run dry periodically
;

in a few places only has the country been

embanked for tanks. The chief road through the District is that

which runs from Agra to Indore. Several village roads of minor

importance, and under local management, connect the larger places of

the District with the outlying towns.

Goona {Gttnd).— Town in Gwalior State, and head-quarters of

the Guna District of Gwalior, Central India. Latitude 24
0
40' n.,

longitude 77
0
20' E. Situated on the Agra and Indore main road, 202

miles south of Agra, and 135 miles south-east of Gwalior. Population

(1881) 3700. Gdna is also a British cantonment, at which a regiment

of Central India Horse is stationed, the officer commanding being ex

officio Political Assistant in charge of the Guna Sub-Agency, and also

holding political and magisterial charge of the District and cantonment.

Before the Mutiny a large force of the Gwalior cavalry contingent

used to be quartered here. A fair is held annually in November,

to which large crowds from the neighbourhood resort, and much
traffic is carried on. There is a school, with 80 pupils, which is

unaided by Government, being maintained by contributions from

the neighbouring chiefs, and by local funds to the extent of ^270
yearly. Five miles south of Giina lies the large town of Bajrangarh,
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the head-quarters of the governor of the District, under whom is a

detachment of 4 companies of Sindhia’s infantry.

Gooty (GMi).—Taluk of Anantapur District, Madras Presidency.

Area, 1010 square miles, with 3 towns and 150 villages. Houses,

21,577. Population (1881) 110,597, namely, 56,400 males and 54,197

females. Hindus numbered 100,160; Muhammadans, 9995 ; Christians,

406; and 6 others,’ 36. The taluk contains 1 civil and 3 criminal

courts; police stations
(
ihdnds\ 10; village watch, 77 men. Land

revenue, ^18,322.

Gooty (Gtiti).—Town in Anantapur District, Madras Presidency

;

32 miles from Anantapur town. Latitude 15° 6' 53" N., longitude

77
0
41' 32'' e.

;
containing (1881) 1373 houses and 5373 inhabitants, of

whom 3749 were Hindus, 1587 Muhammadans, and 37 Christians.

Head-quarters of a Deputy Collector and Magistrate, and of a District

munsif or civil judge; post and telegraph offices; sub-jail; and im-

portant railway station, 257 miles from Madras.

The fort of Gooty, built in the early part of the 16th century,

was a place of immense strength. It was the stronghold of the

great Mar^tha guerilla chief, Morari Rao, who joined Clive in 1751

on the relief of Arcot. Originally belonging to a dependant of the

Vijayanagar family, it formed one of the conquests of Mfr Jumld,

the Golconda minister, and a famous general of the Mughal
Empire. Gooty was afterwards held by the Pathans of Cuddapah
and Sawandr, from whom it was wrested in 1714 by the Gauripur

family of Mardthis, the most distinguished of whom obtained, in

1744, the Nizam’s recognition of his territory as a Mardthd State.

In 1776, Haidar All besieged the town, which was forced to capitulate

after a siege of four months, the water-supply being exhausted. Haidar

used this fortress as his head-quarters in several expeditions against

the neighbouring $&legdrs. Gooty was captured by the British in the

Mysore campaign of 1799.

Wilks describes the fort as follows:—‘The fort is composed of a

number of strong works, occupying the summits of a circular cluster of

rocky hills, connected with each other, and enclosing a level space

which forms the site of the town. The town is approached from the

plain by a single fortified gateway on the south-west, and by two small

footpaths across the lower hills, communicating through small sally-

ports. An immense smooth rock, rising from the northern limit of the

circle, and fortified by gradations surmounted by 14 gateways, overlooks

and commands the whole of the other works, and forms a citadel

which famine or treachery alone can reduce. The rock is composed of

granite, in which red felspar prevails. Its extreme height above the

sea has been ascertained to be 2171 feet, but notwithstanding this, the

heat in April and May is intense. Its height above the plain is 989
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feet On the summit of the hill are several wells and reservoirs for

water, and various buildings where State prisoners were confined.’

On one of the bastions overlooking a precipice of about 300 feet,

is a small building, called Morari Rdo’s seat. Here the Maratha

chieftain was wont to sit and play chess, watching at the same

time all that was going on in the town below, or as a spectator of

prisoners being hurled from the top of an adjoining precipice and

dashed to pieces on the rocks. Besides the fort, the most interesting

features in Gooty are the choultry, tomb, and memorial well of Sir

Thomas Munro, who died at Pattikonda in 1827.

GrOp&lganj.—Town and police station in Faridpur District, Bengal;

situated on the Madhumatx river, in lat. 23
0
o' 22" n., long. 89° 52' e. ;

population (1881) 3402. Famous for jute, rice, salt, and clarified

butter. Formerly noted for the manufacture of fine sitalpati mats, but

only a few of second-rate quality are now made. An evangelical

mission was established here in 1874, which is doing good work among
the Chandal inhabitants.

Gop&lgarh.—Town in Bhartpur State, Rajput^na. Situated 40 miles

north-west of Muttra, on the route from Muttra to Firozpur in the

Gurg£on District Distance from Firozpur, 12 miles. Dispensary.

Gopdlnagar.—Town in Nadiya District, Bengal. Lat. 23
0
3' 50" n.,

long. 88° 48' 40" e. One of the principal seats of commerce in the

District, trade being chiefly carried on by means of permanent markets.

The trade, however, has somewhat decreased of late years.

Gop&lpur (
Gopaulpore).—Town and seaport in Ganjdm District,

Madras Presidency. Latitude 19
0

21' 5" n., longitude 85° i' e. ;

distant 9 miles south-east of Berhampur, the chief town of the District,

of which it forms the chief seaport, and 13 miles from Ganjdm.

A place of rapidly increasing importance. Population (1881) 2675,

namely, 2504 Hindus, 24 Muhammadans, and 147 Christians. It has

a considerable export trade with Europe in grain, myrobalans, hemp,

horns, hides, and seeds. The chief imports are cotton piece-goods,

betel-nuts, and gunny-bags. French and English vessels load here.

It is also a port of call for coasting steamers of the British India Steam

Navigation Company, as well as for those of private firms. The number
of registered boats in 1882 was 106. Value of exports (1880-81),

^307,785; imports, ^132,535. The exports to foreign countries

in 1883-84 were valued at ^177,826; to British ports in other

Presidencies, ^147,827 ; to British ports within the Presidency,

^72,801 ; and to Indian ports not British, ^1205 : total exports

(1883-84), ^399,659. Value of customs duty collected :—in 1879,

^2295; in 1883-84, ^8485. The port light (fixed white) is dis-

played at an elevation of 80 feet, and is visible from 8 to 10 miles

at sea
; good anchorage (sand and mud) is found in 8 to 9 fathoms

VOL. v. L
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about i\ mile off the shore. Post-office; staging bungalow and tele-

graph office.

Gopalswdmi-betta Hill of the shepherd god, Vishnu ’).—Isolated

peak, forming a spur of the Western Ghdts, in Mysore district, Mysore
State; about 4500 feet above sea-level. Latitude n° 43' 20" n.,

longitude 76° 37' 45" e. Crowned with fortifications, said to have been

erected by the Danayak brothers in the 1 2th century. On the summit
stands a temple of Vishnu, attended by two Brahmans, at which a car

festival is held annually.

Gop&mau.—Pargand in Hardoi tabs'll, Hardoi District, Oudh.
Bounded on the north by Mansurnagar and Pihani pargands

;

on the

east* by the Gumti river, separating it from Chandra, Misrikh, and
Aurangabad pargands ; on the south by Sandila and Bdlamau pargands ;

and on the west by Bangar, Bdwan, and Sara pargands, the Sai river

marking the boundary for a considerable distance.

The earliest traditions show the Thatherds in possession of this tract,

which they still held in 1033 at the time of Sayyid Sdlar’s invasion.

A great battle was fought near Gopdmau between the Musalmans and

the Thatheras, in which the former were successful; but two years

afterwards, on the defeat of Sayyid Salar at Bahrdich, his army of

occupation at Gopamau was overpowered and put to the sword. The
Thatherds remained masters for some time, when they were ousted by

an Ahban chief, named Gopi or Gopdl Singh, who founded the present

town of Gopamau. On the overthrow of the Hindu kingdoms of

Delhi and Kanauj by Shahab-ud-dfn in 1193 and 1194, the several

Kshattriya clans poured into the trans-Ganges Districts, and effected

fresh settlements. The Shaikhs obtained a footing in the pargand in

Humdyun’s reign, when two Musalmans were appointed kdzis of

Gopamau ; and a descendant still holds the Kasmandi estate. The
pargand forms the watershed of the Gumti and Sdi rivers. Round
Tandidon, in the heart of the pargand, is all that now remains of the

great Bangar jungle, which up to the British annexation was a robber

haunt, which all the efforts of the Oudh troops could not reduce to

order.

Area, 328 square miles, of which 172 are cultivated. Staple pro-

ducts—barley, bdjrd, and wheat, which occupy three-fifths of the

cultivated area. Government land revenue, ^17,544; average inci-

dence, 3s. 3d. per acre of cultivated area
;
and is. 8d. per acre of

total area Of the 240 villages constituting the pargand, 145 are

owned by Rajputs, the Ahbans slightly predominating; Kayasths hold

36J villages
; Brdhmans, 2J; and grantees, 10. Muhammadans possess

46 villages. Only 28J villages are held under tdlukddr'i tenure, mj
are zaminddri, 95 pattiddH, and 5 bhaydchdra. Population (1872)
112,006; (1881) 130,786, namely, 70,269 males and 60,517 females.
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The most numerous castes are Chamars and Basis, who form a third of

the entire population. Brahmans and Rdjputs form each about a tenth.

The Oudh and Rohilkhand Railway runs along the western side of the

pargand

;

the Gumti in the east provides water communication; and

the Si'tdpur and Mehndighdt road runs along the south. In the

interior, the only road is the Hardoi and Sitdpur road, with a branch

northward to Gopdmau, Majhia, and Pihdni. Five schools, of which

two are for girls.

Gopamau.—Principal town in Gopdmau pargaiid,
,
Hardoi District,

Oudh ; 2 miles west of the Gumti river, 14 miles north-east of Hardoi

town, and 20 west of Sftapur. Lat 27
0

32' n., long. 8o° 19' 40" e.

The town is said to have been founded in the nth century by an

Ahban chief named Rajd Gopi, who drove out the Thatherds from

what was then a mere clearing in the forest The Muhammadan
population dates from the invasion of Oudh by Sayyid Sdlar (1033);

since which date it has always been an important seat of Musalmdn
influence. The chief development of the town took place in the reign

of Humdyun, who first appointed a chaudhdri and kdzi for thepargand,

with their head-quarters in the town. Till 1801, when Saddat Alf

removed the head-quarters of the pargctnd to Tandidon, Gopdmau
seems to have thriven. Many of its residents attained high posts under

the Empire, and contributed to the wealth and importance of the town.

Numerous mosques, wells, and large buildings attest its importance

in the days of Musalmdn supremacy. In 1881 the town contained a

population of 3040 Muhammadans and 2334 Hindus—total, 5374.

Area of town site, 159 acres. Two bi-weekly markets; Government

school. The only manufacture is one peculiar to the place, the making

of arsis, or thumb-mirrors of silver.

Gor&.—Town in Gorakhpur District, North-Western Provinces,

lying on the river Rdpti, 1 mile west of Barhaj. Lat. 26° 33' n., long.

83° So' 30" e. Population (1881) 8485, namely, Hindus, 7848;
and Muhammadans, 637. Area of town site, 91 acres.

Gor&baz&r.—The southern suburb of Berhampur town, Murshid*

abad District, Bengal. Lat 24
0

5' 15" N., long. 88° 17' 15" e. The
population consists chiefly of Musalmdns and Urdu-speaking immi-

grants from the north-west. An annual fair called the Chaltia meld is

held here in honour of Raghundth, attended by about 20,000 people.

Gor&gMt.—Ruined city in Dindjpur District, Bengal. Lat. 25
0

15' n., long. S9
0

20' e. Once the capital of the eastern Mughal
Government, with a revenue circle of 90 Idkhs of rupees (£900,006).

The capital was removed to Dacca by the Emperor Jahdngir. The
site of Goraghdt is now a vast mass of ruins buried in dense jungle,

on the west bank of the Karatoyd river.

Gorai—River of Bengal.

—

See Garal,
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Gorakhpur.—District in the Lieutenant-Governorship of the North-

Western Provinces, lying between 26° 5' 15" and 27
0

28' 45" n. lat.,

and between 83° 7' and 84° 29' e. long. Gorakhpur is a District in

the Benares Division. It is bounded on the north by the territory

of Nep£l, on the east by Champdran and Saran, on the south by

the river Gogra, and on the west by Basti and Faizabdd (FyzdMd).

Area, 4598 square miles; population (1881) 2,617,120 persons.

Physical Aspects.—The District of Gorakhpur lies immediately south

of the lower Himalayan slopes, but itself forms a portion of the great

alluvial plain derived from the detritus of the mountain region, and
deposited by the mighty rivers which take their rise amid the snow-

clad northern heights. No greater elevation than a few sandhills

breaks the monotony of its level surface. It is, however, inter-

sected by numerous rivers and streams, and dotted over with lakes

and marshes. The water-supply is abundant, and the moisture of

the soil gives a verdant appearance to the country, which contrasts

strongly with the arid aspect of the Districts south of the Gogra. In

the north and centre, extensive tracts of sdl forest diversify the

scene ; the trees are not, as a rule, of any great size, but the density

and extent of the woodland strike the eye of a visitor from the

populous and highly-cultivated Districts farther south. Immediately

below the first range of hills stretches the tardi or lowland, a tract of

sub-montane character, with clear and rapid streams, flowing through

a thickly-wooded forest region. Here and there, glades used for

pasturage open out among the wilder portions, and the cultivated

patches are generally devoted to the growth of rice. The inhabitants

are either hillmen like the GurkMs and Nepdlis, or else aboriginal

Thdrus, who alone can live in the tardi during the rains, when its

pestilential climate drives away all other tribes. The snowy range can

be distinctly seen from the -frontier.

Moving southward, the forest disappears, and a well-tilled plain is

entered, only broken by occasional woods or rare tracts of the saline

waste known as dsar. In the south of the District, the general expanse

of cultivation is diversified by shady mango groves, or intersected by
frequent lakes. The west and south-west are low-lying plains, subject to

extensive inundations. In seasons ofheavy rain, the water collects in the

valley of the Ami, and, joining the lakes to the east, forms an immense
inland sea. Beyond the Rlpti the ground rises slightly, but again sinks

towards the south-east, and slopes away as it reaches the border of the

District. The principal rivers are—the Rapti, a tortuous torrent, with a

very shifting channel ; the Gogra, a large river, with a volume of water

here surpassing that of the Ganges, navigable by steamers during the

rains, and never fordable in the driest weather
; the Great Gandak, a

dear and rapid stream, full of cataracts and whirlpools, and navigable
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with difficulty on account of its fierce current and sunken snags ;
the

Little Gandak, the Ku£na, the Rohin, the Ami, and the Gunghi.

The principal lakes are the Ramgarh, Nandaur, Nawar, Bhenri,

Chillua, and Amiyar Tils. The tiger is found in the north, and the

jackal, wolf, fox, and wild boar throughout the District; deer are

rare. Wild-fowl of all kinds abound on the larger lakes, which are also

well stocked with fish. The latter afford a livelihood to numerous
boatmen (maids), who rent a lake of the landholder and then fish it in

concert

History.—The tract of country north of the river Gogra and between

Oudh and Behar, which now forms the Districts of Gorakhpur and Basti,

was originally included in the ancient kingdom of Kosala, of which Ajod-

hya was the capital. It was visited by the deified hero Rdma, whose

death may be placed at about 750 b.c. Gautama Buddha, the founder

of the widespread religion which bears his name, was bom at Kapila

just beyond the border, and died at Kasia within this District A
colossal statue still marks the place of his decease. Gorakhpur thus

became the head-quarters of the new creed, and was one of the first

tracts to receive it. Tradition further recounts that a prince belonging

to the Solar dynasty of Ajodhya attempted to found here a great city

which should rival the glories of Kasi (or Benares) ;
but that when it

was nearly completed, he was overwhelmed by an irruption of the

Th£rus and Bhars. These aboriginal and mixed races held all the

country north-east of Oudh and the Ganges for a long period, and

drove out the Aryans who had at first conquered them. Their re-

appearance was apparently connected with the rise of the Buddhist

faith. The Bhar chieftains seemed to have held the country at first

independently, and afterwards as vassals of the Magadha Buddhists.

On the fall of that dynasty, the Bhars regained their autonomy till

about 550 a.d. From this time the Aryans began to recover their

lost ground; and in 600 a.d., the Rahtors of Kanauj invaded the

District, which they conquered up to the modem town of Gorakh-

pur. Hweng Thsang, the Chinese Buddhist pilgrim, who visited

this part of India about the year 630, notices the large number of

monasteries and towers, the latter a monument of the continuous

struggle between the aboriginal Bhars and their Aryan antagonists, the

Rahtors.

About 900 a.d., the Domhatars or military Brahmans made
their first appearance on the scene, and, with other tribes of mixed

Brdhman and Rajput descent, began to push up from the south

and to dispossess the Rahtor chiefs, whom they expelled from the

town of Gorakhpur. In the nth century, Bisen Sen of Nagar became
the leading chief in this region ; but the Bhars continued to hold the

western tracts, until ousted by the Jaipur (Jeypore) Rajas in the time
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of Akbar. Early in the 14th century, the Rajputs, expelled from

the country farther west by the Muhammadans, began to enter this

District. Dhiir Chdnd established himself in Dhdriipar, and Chandra
Sen in Satdsi. The latter murdered the Domhatdr chief of Doman-
garh (the Gorakhpur fort), seized his stronghold, and established

himself in the city. During the whole century, the Batwal and Bdnsi

Rdjds carried on an incessant warfare, which desolated the whole

country; and from 1350 to 1450 the Satisi and the Majholi Rajis

waged war without intermission. The present town of Gorakhpur

was founded about 1400. A century later, the Majholi family held

the south-east ; the descendants of Dhur Chind reigned in the south-

west ; the Aonla and Satasi dominions came next
;
while the extreme

north-west belonged to the principality of Batwal. All these Rdjis

seem to have been quite independent of one another, and isolated

from the outer world, as no bridges or roads attest any intercourse

with the Districts to the south or east. Until the Mughal period, the

Musalmins do not appear to have crossed the Gogra; but in 1576,

Akbar passed across it on his return from the successful expedition

against Ddud Khan of Bengal. The Emperor’s general, Fiddi Khdn,

defeated all the Rajds who opposed him, and occupied Gorakhpur.

Bah&dur Shah visited the District for the sake of its sport during the

lifetime of Aurangzeb; but until the establishment of the Naw^b
Wazirs of Oudh at Lucknow in 1721, the Musalmans interfered very

little with Gorakhpur, and allowed it to be controlled entirely by the

native Raj£s.

After Saddat All’s accession, however, a firmer grasp of the

District was taken; and in 1750, a large army under All Kasim Khdn
reduced it completely to submission. Even then the Muhammadan
governor exercised no real power, and collected what revenue he

could obtain through the Rdjas, who carried on war amongst themselves

as they pleased. At the middle of the 18th century, the Banjdras

had become a perfect scourge to the District. They first appeared

from the west about 1723 ;
but thirty years later, united under able

leaders, they were formidable enough to contend with chiefs like the

Raja of BdnsL They kept the eastern fiarganas in a constant state of

terror, and weakened the power of the Rajds so greatly that the latter

could no longer resist the fiscal exactions of the Oudh officials, who
plundered and ravaged the country to an extent which they had never

ventured to attempt in its more independent days. After the battle of

Baxar in 1764, a British officer received command of the Nawab’s

troops, and was instructed to collect the taxes of Gorakhpur
; but all

he could do was to sub-let the collection to native revenue farmers,

who rack-rented the cultivators in a merciless manner. The District

formed part of the territory ceded by Oudh to the British under the
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treaty of 1801 ; and an officer was immediately put in charge of the

country now divided between the Districts of Gorakhpur, Azamgarh,

and Basti.

Efforts were made to bring this extensive region under a firmly-

organized Government, and the revenue was reduced from time to

time, to meet the needs of the landholders. An invasion of the

Nepdlis in 1813 was successfully repulsed
; and the District was happily

free from the incidents of history until the Mutiny of 1857. It was

then lost for a short time at the beginning of the disturbances, but soon

after recovered by the aid of the friendly Gurkhas. Later on, in the

month of August, the rebels under Muhammad Hassan occupied the

whole District ; and it was not till the 6th of January 1858 that the

Gurkhd army under Jang Bahadur marched in and occupied Gorakhpur.

Muhammad Hassan was then driven out of the city, and shortly after-

wards the other rebels were expelled from the outlying pargands,
which

once more passed under our rule.

Population.—In 1853, the Gorakhpur Census returned the number of

inhabitants at 1,816,390. By 1865 the figures had risen to 2,024,150,

showing an increase of 207,760 persons, or 11-4 per cent. In 1872,

upon a reduced area, corresponding to the present District, there was an

apparent falling off to 2,019,361. At the last Census, however, in 1881,

the population was ascertained to be 2,6 17,120, showing an increase of

597,759, or 29*6 per cent., in the nine years. The enumerations of 1872

and 1881 are both calculated upon an area of 4598 square miles.

The Census of the latter year disclosed a total of 2,617,120 persons,

distributed among 7238 villages or towns, and inhabiting an aggregate of

448,925 houses. These figures yield the following averages:—Persons

per square mile, 569 ; villages per square mile, 1 ‘5 ; houses per square

mile, 97 ;
persons per village, 361 ;

persons per house, 5*8. Classified

according to sex, there were—males, 1,306,123 ;
females, 1,3x0,997. In

religion, Gorakhpur still retains for the most part the original creed of

its Aryan conquerors. The Census shows a total of 2,354,915 Hindus,

or 89-9 per cent, as against 261,196 Musalmdns, or io‘i per cent.

The District also contains 35 Sikhs, 41 Jews, and 933 Christians. The
higher caste Hindus consist of 244,386 Brdhmans, 90,266 Rdjputs,

and 97,005 Baniyds. The other respectable Hindu castes include

—

Kdyasths or writers, forming an important element in the official class,

27,272 ;
Bhuinhars, landholders and cultivators, 27,802 ; Kurmfs, culti-

vators, 149,812 ;
Kachhis, cultivators, 150,186; Tambulls, betel sellers,

25,658; Tells, oil pressers and sellers, 73,042; Gaddrids, shepherds,

17,135 1
Nais, barbers, 35,591 ; Dhobis, washermen, 37,974 5

Kumbhdrs,

potters, 45,964; Lohdrs, blacksmiths, 47,803; Barhais,carpenters,22,463;

Kahdrs, domestic servants, palanquin-bearers, and agricultural labourers,

102,653; Sonars, goldsmiths, 15,149. The inferior castes comprise

—
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Ahfrs, agriculturists, 307,685; Chamars, leather dealers and labourers,

the most numerous caste in the District, 326,205 ; Mallahs, boatmen,

154,747 ; Kalwars, distillers, 30,806; Lonias, salt-makers and diggers,

60,541; Pdsfs, palm-toddy sellers, 39,121; Bhars, cultivators and

labourers, the modern representatives of the once dominant tribe of the

country, 63,451. The Musalmdns consist of 260,708 Sunnis and

488 ShMs.

South of Gorakhpur, and particularly along the Gogra, the country

is densely inhabited, and the peasantry are comfortably housed,

and as civilised as the inhabitants of the southern Districts; but

in the extreme north, where forests still abound, the people remain

in a very backward condition, living in miserable huts, and being

generally wilder, poorer, and more barbarous than the Dodb tribes.

The only trade in that part of the District is the through traffic from

Nepal, and the roads are few and bad. The great density of popula-

tion throughout renders the masses extremely poor, the standard of

living low, and the- margin of superfluity against evil times exceedingly

narrow. There were 11 towns in 1881 with a population exceeding

5000 souls—namely, Gorakhpur, 57,922; Barhaj, 11,715 ; Rudrapur,

9843; Gora, 8485; Lar, 7408; Gola, 7193; Pania, 6642; Bans-

gaon, 5873; Badhalganj, 5779; Majhauli, 5599; and Madanpur,

5099. The aggregate urban population amounted to 131,549.

The vast majority of the inhabitants are scattered over the country in

small hamlets. Of the 7238 villages comprising the District, 3197
contain less than two hundred inhabitants, 2741 from two to five

hundred, 914 from five hundred to a thousand, 303 from one to two

thousand, 55 from two to three thousand, 17 from three to five

thousand, 9 from five to ten thousand, 1 from ten to fifteen thousand,

and 1 upwards of fifty thousand inhabitants. Classified according

to occupations, the Census Report returned the male population under

the following six main groups :—Class (1) Professional, including all

Government servants, civil and military, and the learned professions,

9488 ; (2) domestic servants, inn and lodging-house keepers, etc., 3830

;

(3) commercial, including merchants, traders, carriers, etc., 16,752 ; (4)

agricultural and pastoral, 733,099 ; (5) manufacturing and industrial,

40,694; (6) indefinite and unspecified (consisting of 23,138 general

labourers, and 479,122 persons of unspecified occupation), 502,260.

Village Communities.—The villages in Gorakhpur exemplify each

of the three usual tenures

—

-pattiddri^ with imperfect pattiddri
,
zamin-

ddri
,
and bhaydchdra

;

but the village here has never assumed the

same importance as a clearly separate unit which it possesses in the

revenue system of other Districts. The bond of connection among
the landholding classes was a feudal attachment to the R£j£ on whom
they were dependent ; and village communities, in the sense of associa-
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tions bound together by common proprietorship and residence in the

same hamlet, were rare and of little importance. The various de-

pendants and relatives of the Rdja were at first obliged to live with their

chief, in order to be constantly at hand for his defence ; and villages

grew up around the fort or house of the Rajd as soon as his following

became too large to be accommodated within its walls. The more
defined and customary unit in this District is the iappa or hundred, a

sub-division of the pargand
,
which appears to have existed before the

time of the Muhammadans, In many cases the tappets correspond

with natural divisions formed by rivers or other physical features
;
but

very often they appear to be purely artificial, and probably represent the

tract made over by a R£ja to some one of his dependants on a feudal

tenure. In consequence of this peculiarity, the earlier revenue settle-

ments were not made by villages, but by taluks and tappas. The
Muhammadan divisions of chaklds and sarkdrs were never much known
in Gorakhpur, as their revenue system did not fully develop itself under

the imperfect and transitory administration which they maintained in

this outlying dependency. The uniformity of British rule, however, is

making itself felt in this respect

Agriculture.—Gorakhpur District contains a total cultivated area of

2785 square miles, but there still remains a margin of 1171 square

miles available for cultivation, most of which is now forest. The
mode of tillage does not differ from that which prevails elsewhere

throughout the great alluvial basin of the Ganges and its tributaries.

There are two great harvests a year, in the autumn and in the spring.

The khari/or autumn crops are sown after the first rain in June, and

gathered in October or November. They consist of cotton, rice, bajra
.

,

jodr, moth,, and other food-grains. The rail or spring crops are sown

immediately after the autumn harvest, and reaped in March or April.

They are mainly composed of wheat, barley, oats, peas, and other

pulses. Manure is used, where it can be obtained, for both harvests.

Spring and autumn crops are seldom taken off the same ground, but

sometimes a plot of early rice is gathered in August, and a second crop

sown in its place for the spring harvest. Owing to the heavy and long-

continued rains at the foot of the Himalayas, the country is often

flooded, and the rail sowing delayed much later than in other Districts.

A great part of the surface is so long inundated, that it yields no autumn

crops at all, the spring seed being sown as soon as the water clears off.

This flooded land, however, is rendered exceedingly fertile by the

deposits which are left behind as the waters recede. The forests

possess little economical value. Wild honey is their chief product
;

the Bhars contract to collect it, and sell it in the neighbouring towns.

The trees used to be tapped for their gum, but this practice has been

stopped since the forests passed into the hands of Government. Com-
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pared with the misrule and oppression which took place under the

native Rajds and the Musalmdn revenue-farmers, the condition of the

people is now vastly improved.

The total male agricultural population of Gorakhpur in 1881 numbered
73 r,365, cultivating an average of 2-44 acres each. The total agri-

cultural population, however, dependent on the soil, amounted to

2,276,514, or 86*99 Per cent* of the District population. Of the

total area of 4598 square miles, 4253 square miles are assessed

for Government revenue. Of these, 2751 square miles are under

cultivation, 866 square miles are cultivable, and 636 square miles

are uncultivable waste. Total amount of Government assessment,

including local rates and cesses on land, ^199,835, or an average of

2s. 3^d. per cultivated acre. Total amount of rental actually paid by
cultivators, ^451,179, or 5s. ofd. per cultivated acre. Wages and
prices are still on the whole rather lower than in the Districts to the

south of the Gogra
; but the construction of the Patna-Bahraich Railway

will probably increase the demand for labour, besides equalizing the

cost of necessaries. Coolies and unskilled hands receive from 2^d. to

3|d. a day
; agricultural labourers from 2^d. to 3d. ;

bricklayers and

carpenters from 6d. to 2s. Women get about one-fifth less than men,

while children are paid one-half or one-third the wages of an adult.

Prices ruled as follows in 1876 :—Wheat, 24 sers per rupee, or 4s. 8d.

per cwt.
;

rice, 17 sers per rupee, or 6s. 7d. per cwt.
;
jodr^ 38 sers per

rupee, or 3s. per cwt.
; bdjra, 34 sers per rupee, or 3s. 4d. per cwt.

Prices ranged higher in 1882-83, and are thus returned in the official

reports. Wheat, 19 sers per rupee, or 5s. nd. per cwt.; rice, from 19

to 13J sers per rupee, or from 5s. nd. to 8s. 4d. per cwt ;
jodr

, 30J
sers per rupee, or 3s. 8d. per cwt.

;
bdjra,

, 23J sers per rupee, or 4s. gd.

per cwt.

NaUtral Calamities.—Gorakhpur, being a naturally moist and rainy

District, suffers less from famine than most other portions of the great

north-western plain. The distress in 1780 and 1783 did not seriously

affect the Districts beyond the Gogra. In 1803 the rice harvest

failed, and the spring crops were endangered, but rain fell in September,

and the scarcity was never very severe. The next great famine, in

I837“38, was most heavily felt in the Upper Do£b and Bundelkhand,

and did not seriously attack Gorakhpur. The District suffered some-

what, however, in the dearth of 1860-61, when, under the pressure of

want, crimes against property became twice as numerous as in ordinary

years. In 1873-74 the drought extended to the Districts of Gorakhpur
and Basti, and it became necessary to establish relief works in the

spring of 1874. The rains shortly afterwards put an end to the
* distress, and the relief measures were at once discontinued.

Commerce and Trade
,

etc.—The commerce of Gorakhpur is chiefly
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confined to the export of agricultural produce; but there is a small

amount of through traffic with Nepal Barhaj is the principal mart of

the District. In the north, the trade in rice and pepper is considerable,

and that in timber, iron, and copper is large and increasing. The
means of communication are still imperfectly developed. No railroad

passes through the District, and the nearest railway stations are at

Faiz^Md (Fyzabid) (80 miles), Akbarpur (68 miles), or Zamdnid (76

miles). A good metalled road runs due south from Gorakhpur to Benares

via Barhalganj, with a length of 36 miles in this District. It is carried

over the depression of the Amiyar and Bigra lakes by an embankment

3 miles long, known as the Tucker bandh
,
flanked with solid masonry,

and having four considerable bridges on its line. Another metalled

road leads from Gorakhpur to Basti and Faizdbdd, with a length of 1

5

miles in this District. There are 910 miles of unmetalled road, of

which 527 are raised and bridged throughout. The Rdpti is navigable

for country boats, which convey a large amount of grain and timber

into the Gogra, and thence down to the Ganges. The Gogra itself

receives a considerable quantity of grain from Barhaj and Barhalganj

for the Ganges ports. Rafts of timber are floated down the fierce and
dangerous channel of the Great Gandak from Nepal, besides grain and
sugar from this District

Administration.—The local staff generally consists of a Collector-

Magistrate, 2 Joint Magistrates, and 1 Deputy, besides the usual

fiscal, medical, and constabulary establishments. The whole amount
of revenue—imperial, municipal, and local—raised in the District in

1876 was ^227,738, being at the rate of 2s. 2^d. per head of the

population. In 1880-81, the gross imperial revenue was returned at

^2 11,2 25. A new settlement of the land revenue was commenced in

1859 and completed in 1871. The land-tax in 1876 produced a total

sum of ^168,071, and in 1881-S2, ^170,171. In 1880, the total

strength of the regular police force amounted to 788 officers and men,

including 162 municipal or town police ; while the cost of their

maintenance was returned at ^8953, of which the State contributed

^8x20, and local funds ^833. These figures give an average of 1

policeman to every 5*8 square miles of area and every 3334 of the

population, maintained at a rate of £1, 19s. 2d. per square mile, or

less than id. per head of the inhabitants. The regular force was

supplemented by a rural body of 2298 village watchmen (chaukiddrs).

The District jail contained in 18S0 a daily average of 584 prisoners,

of whom 529 were males and 55 females. There are 18 imperial

and 19 local post-offices in the District, but no telegraph station.

Education vras carried on in 1880 by means of 8592 inspected

schools, with a total roll of 8592 pupils. Fifteen of these were girls'

schools. There are also numerous uninspected private schools for
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which no statistics are available
; and the Census Report returned

20,291 boys and 278 girls as under instruction in 1881, and 47,653
males and 1087 females as able to read and write, but not under

instruction. For fiscal purposes, Gorakhpur is sub-divided into 6 tahsils

and 12 pargands.

Sanitary Aspects.—The District is not subject to very intense heat,

being secured from extremes by its vicinity to the hills, and by the

moisture of its soil Dust storms are rare, and cool breezes from the

north, rushing down the gorges of the Himalayas, succeed each interval

of very hot weather. The climate is, however, relaxing, and there is no
bracing cold. The southern and eastern portions, where the jungle has

been cleared, is as healthy as most parts of the Province
; but the tardi

and the forest tracts are still subject to malaria. The average rainfall for

a period of 30 years ending 1881 was 48*68 inches; the maximum was

60 inches in 1861, and the minimum 25 inches in 1868. In 1881, the

total rainfall was 50*88 inches, or 2*20 inches above the average. The
mean monthly temperature in the shade was 77

0
F. in 1870, and 76° in

1871; the extreme range was from 6

1

0
in January to 9o° in June. The total

number of deaths reported in 1880 was 72,133, or 19*8 per thousand of

the population. There are 6 charitable dispensaries in the District—at

Gorakhpur, Rudarpur, Kasia, Barhalganj, Bela Haria, and MaMrdjganj.
In 1882 they afforded relief to a total number of 50,126 patients, of

whom 953 were in-door and 49,686 were out-door patients. [For further

information regarding Gorakhpur District, see the Gazetteer of the

North- Western Provinces, vol. vi. (Government Press, Allahabad, 1881)

;

Settlement Reports,
,
by various officers between 1861 and 1863. (A

fresh Survey and Settlement of the District was sanctioned by Govern-

ment in April 1883, although the present settlement does not expire

till 1889.) Also the North-Western Provinces Census Report for 1881,

and the Provincial and Departmental Administration Reports from

1881 to 1883.]

Gorakhpur.—Central ta/isil of Gorakhpur District, North-Western

Provinces ; traversed by the river Rapti, and consisting throughout of

a level plain. Area, 654 square miles, of which 379 are cultivated

;

population (1872) 330,886 ; (1881) 416,293, namely, males 208,878,

and females 207,415, showing an increase of 85,407 in nine years.

Land revenue (at time of settlement), ^25,923 ;
total Government

revenue, ^28,426; rental paid by cultivators, ^62,021. In 1883, the

tahsll (including head-quarters) contained 3 civil and ir criminal

courts. Number of police circles (thdnds), 3 ;
strength ofregular police,

47 men; village watchmen (chaukiddrs), 277.

Gorakhpur.—City, municipality, and administrative head-quarters

of Gorakhpur District, North-Western Provinces, situated on the river

R£pti, about the centre of the District, in lat. 26° 44' 8" n., long. 83° 23'
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44" e. Population (1872) 51,117 ; (1881) 57,922, namely, males 28,730,

and females 29,192. Hindus numbered 37,7x0; Muhammadans,

20,031; Christians,- 125; and ‘others,’ 56, Area of town site, 746
acres. Founded about 1400 a.d., on the site of a more ancient

city. For early history and Mutiny narrative, see Gorakhpur
District. Head-quarters of a civil and sessions judge

;
District jail

;

usual administrative offices. Considerable trade in grain and timber,

sent down the R&pti to the Gogra and the Ganges. Government
charitable dispensary. Municipal revenue in 1881, ^4905 ;

from

taxes, ^4466, or is. 6jd. per head of population.

GorhjMmar.—Town in Rehli tahsil, Sagar District, Central Provinces.

Population (1881) 2498; namely, Hindus, 2063; Kabirpanthfs, 56;
Satn&nis, 52 ;

Muhammadans, 108 ;
and aborigines (by religion), 9.

Gori-bidnur.—T&luk in Koldr District, Mysore State. Area, 150

square miles; population (1881) 27,708, namely, 14,211 males and

1 3,49 7 females. Hindus numbered 26,916 ; and Muhammadans, 792.

Soil loose and fertile, with water easily procurable below the surface.

Products—cocoa-nut and areca-nut, sugar-cane, rice, and turmeric. The
t&luk contains 2 civil and 7 criminal courts ; regular police, 47 men

;

village watch (chateMd&rs), 298. Land revenue (1883), 2,738.

Gori-bidnur.—Village in Kolar District, Mysore State. Lies on the

left bank of the North Pindkini river, 56 miles north-west of Koldr.

Lat. 13
0

37' n., long. 77
0

32' 50" e. ; population (1881) 1392.

Ancient town with a legendary history connecting with that of the

Mah&bhdrata. Head-quarters of the t&luk of Gori-bidmir.

GorigangcL—River in Kum&un District, North-Western Provinces
;

one of the headwaters of the Gogra. Rises from a glacier about 12 miles

south of the XJnth or Untd Dhara Pass, at an elevation of 11,543 feet

above sea-level; runs in a perpetual cascade for 60 miles down the

mountain valleys; and joins the Kali in lat. 29
0
45' N.,long. 8o° 25' e.,

at a height of 1972 feet above sea-level.

Gorinda Parsandan.—Pargand of Unao District, Oudh. A small

pargand, formerly a waste and jungle tract used by Ahfrs as grazing

ground for their flocks and herds. Said to have been first cleared

about 500 years ago by a Brahman and a Kdyasth. Area, 44 square

miles, of which 25 are cultivated. Government land revenue, ^3434,
or an average of 2 s. 1Jd. per acre. Land is held under the following

tenures:

—

Tdlukd&ri
, 3492 acres; pukht&d&rL

, 504 acres; zamlnd&A
,

8775 acres; pattid&ri, 15,281 acres. Population (1881) 20,987,

namely, 10,938 males and 10,049 females. Number of villages, 62 ;

average density of population, 495 per square mile.

Gos&inganj.—Town in Lucknow District, Oudh ; 14 miles from

Lucknow city, on the road to SuMnpur. Founded by Rijd Himmat
Gir Gosdin, in the reign of the Nawib Shuja-ud-dauM, in 1754. The
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RAjA commanded a force of 1000 RAjpur cavalry, and held the pargani

of Amethi in j&gfrr for the pay of the troops. On building the town

and his fort, the extensive ruins of which are still in existence, he

transferred the head-quarters of the pargand hither, and altered the

name of the pargand to that of the town. His power must have been

considerable, for on one occasion, when the NawAb was flying before

the English after the battle of Baxar, the GosAin refused him admission

and shelter within the walls of his fort. On the conclusion of peace

between the NawAb and the English, however, the RAjA found it

expedient to leave the place, and retire to his native village near

HardwAr, where a small jdgir was granted him by the British. The

population of GosAinganj in 1881 amounted to 2923, almost ex-

clusively Hindus, dwelling in 596 houses. The town is clean and well

kept, with a conservancy establishment maintained by levy of a house-

tax. GosAinganj has always been noted as a flourishing market town,

and a brisk local trade is carried on. It has the advantage of direct

communication with Lucknow and Cawnpur by a road connecting

it with the Cawnpur imperial road at Bani bridge on the left bank

of the Sai. This road is the great outlet for country produce, and

in turn conveys to GosAinganj European piece-goods and articles

of English manufacture. Annual value of sales in the market are

estimated at ^19,150. Two religious festivals in the year are held in

honour of the local goddess, each attended by about 5000 people,

at which some trade is carried on. Two mosques, and one or two

small Sivaite temples
;

police station
;
Government school.

GosAinganj.—Town in FaizAbad District, Oudh .—See Ahankari-

pur.

GostAnadi (Go-st&ni-nadi,
‘River of the Cow’s Udder’).—River in

Godavari District, Madras Presidency. An important stream, which

has been converted into a useful navigable irrigation channel by the

GodAvari engineers. Its waters are considered sacred by the Hindus.

GostMni (Champavati or Kondda).—River rising in Gajapatinagar

t&luk, Vizagapatam District, Madras Presidency; flows south-east for

48 miles till it enters the sea at KonAda. Principal villages, Gaja-

patinagar and Andhra.

Gotardi.—Petty State of RewA KAntha, Bombay Presidency. Area,

ij square mile. There are four shareholders. Revenue in 1881

estimated at ^42 ;
tribute of ^42 payable to the GAekwAr of Baroda.

Govindgarh.—A fortress lying north-west of the city of Amritsar,

Punjab, at a short distance from the walls. Lat. 31
0
40' n., long. 74

0

45' e. Built by Ranjft Singh in 1809, nominally for the protection

of pilgrims to the holy city of the Sikhs, but really to overawe their

tumultuous assemblage. Now garrisoned by a portion of a battery of

artillery and a company of British infantry.
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Govilldpur.—Sub-division of Manbhiim District, Chutid Nagpur,

Bengal; lying between 23
0
38' and 24

0
3" 30" n. lat., and between 86°

9' 15" and 86° 52' 15" e. long. Area, 803 square miles; number of

villages and towns, 1781 ; houses, 31,189. Population (1881) 196,584,

namely, males 97,992, and females 98,592. Hindus numbered

151,888; Muhammadans, 14,684; Christians, 70; Brahmos, 3;
Santals, 12,597; Kols, 480; other aboriginal tribes and unspecified,

16,862. Average density of population, 245 per square mile; towns

or villages per square mile, 2*22

;

houses per square mile, 40*36;

persons per village, no; persons per house, 6*30. The Sub-division

comprises the four thdnds or police circles of Govindpur, Jharia, Nirsha,

and Topchanchl It contained in 1883, 1 civil, 1 revenue, and 2

criminal courts. The sub-divisional officer has the powers of a magis-

trate of the first class ; and an honorary magistrate, the zaminddr of

Jharia, exercises third-class magisterial powers. The regular police

consists of a force of 83 officers and men; there is also a force of 681

chaukiddrs or village watchmen, and 83 ghdtwdls
,
holding lands rent-

free in return for police service.

Gowhatty.—Chief town and administrative head-quarters of K&nrtip

District, Assam.

—

See Gauhati.

Gramang.—Village in Bashahr State, Punjab. Lat. 31
0

33' n.,

long. 78° 33' e. ; lies in the valley of Tidang, on the banks of a river

bearing the same name, which flows with a violent course down the

rapid descent. Well-built, neatly laid out, and intersected with water-

courses. The neighbourhood contains an immense number of temples,

shrines, and other sacred buildings, devoted to the religious exercises

of the Buddhist monks and nuns who inhabit the village. Elevation

above sea-level, 9174 feet

Gll&SUbcL.—River in Twenty-four Pargands District, Bengal ; one of

the principal arms of the Ganges, falling into the sea in lat. 21
0

38'

N., long. 88° 54' e. Although of considerable size, it is the most

difficult river to enter of any on the coast, on account of a bending

channel at its mouth. A vessel entering it must bring the middle of

the land on the east side of the river to bear north, and steer directly

in for it till near shore ; she ought then to steer to the westward until

close to Bdngddum island, whence the channel takes a fairly straight

direction to the north.

Gubbi.—Town in Tdmkfir District, 'Mysore State ; 13 miles by road

west ofTdmkdr; head-quarters ofthe Kadaba taluk. Lat. 13
0
18' 40" n.,

long. 76° 58' 30" e. ;
population (1881) 3793, namely, 3342 Hindus,

401 Muhammadans, 40 Jains, and 10 Christians. EntrepSt for the

trade in areca-nut between the high lands of Mysore and Wallajah-pet

in North Arcot, and also for local traffic. Said to have been founded

about 400 years ago by the gauda or chief of Hosahalli, the head of
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the tribe of Nonaba Wokligars. His descendant was dispossessed by
Tipri Sultan, and the family are now ordinary cultivators, though their

rank is acknowledged in their own tribe* Gubbi has suffered much
from the antagonistic spirit prevailing between the rival trading castes

of Komatfs and Banajigas or Lingdyats, and was once in danger of

being entirely abandoned owing to their dissensions. There are fairs,

both weekly and annual, frequented by merchants from great distances.

The neighbourhood produces coarse cotton cloth (both white and
coloured), blankets, sackcloth, woldgra areca-nut, cocoa-nut, jaggery-

sugar, tamarind, capsicum, wheat, rice, ragi and other grains, lac, steel,

and iron. Large imports are received in exchange for these articles,

and Gubbi forms an intermediate mart for goods passing through the

south of the peninsula in almost all directions. The local trade in

areca-nut is estimated at 335 tons— value, ^2 1,840; kopri or dry

cocoa-nut, 134 tons—value, ^3328 ;
cotton cloth, ^1500. In addi-

tion, areca-nut, pepper, and cardamoms are imported from Nagar and
transmitted to Vellore and Wallajah-pet, whence nutmeg, mace, and
European piece-goods are received in exchange. Sugar, sugar-candy,

and silk from Bangalore are exchanged for cotton and thread from

DMrwdr.

Gudalur.—Pass in Travancore State, Madras Presidency
; crossed

by the road from Madiira to Travancore. Giidalrir village is situated

in lat. ii° 9' N., and long. 77
0
e.

Glidallir.—Town in Nilgiri District, Madras Presidency
; situated

at the foot of the Neduwatham ghdt, on the road to Utakamand
(Ootacamund), and at the junction of the main roads from Mysore
and Malabdr. Lat n° 30' n., long. 7 6° 34' e. The chief town of the

Nambalakod amshams

;

it contains 488 houses and 1796 inhabitants,

according to the Census of 1881. Since 1850, Gtidaliir has become
the centre of the south-east Warned coffee industry, and is a place of

growing importance. A sub-magistrate, with a munsif’s jurisdiction, is

stationed here. There are also police and post offices. The transfer

of this station and the surrounding country to the jurisdiction of

Nflgiri District was carried out in 1877.

Gudi&tham (
Gooriattum).

—

T&luk in North Arcot District, Madras
Presidency. Area, 446 square miles, with 1 town and 246 villages.

Houses, 22,821 ;
population (1881) 154,646, namely, 76,491 males and

78,155 females. Hindus numbered 140,126 ; Muhammadans, 13,376;
Christians, 1138; and c others/ 6. The taluk contains 2 criminal

courts
;
police stations (tkdnds), 6 ; regular police, 65. Land revenue,

^22,772. The tdluk forms a long strip lying along the north bank of

the Paldr. Its length is nearly 50 miles, while its breadth averages 9
miles. Crops—rice, katnbu,

, and jodr. The maximum assessment

on irrigated land for land revenue is £1, 10s. per acre. The soil
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is rich in iron, lime, and building stone. There are 109 miles of roads.

Chief town, Gudiatham.

Gudi&tham.—Town in North Arcot District, Madras Presidency

;

situated on the Madras Railway, 75 miles west from Madras, 15 miles

west from Vellore (Velilr). Lies 3 miles north of the PaMr, and is

bisected by the Kaundinia river. Lat. 12
0

57' 20" n., long. 78^54'
40" e. It contains (1881) 1678 houses and 10,641 inhabitants, namely,

8567 Hindus, 2060 Muhammadans, 8 Christians, and 6 4 others.’

Head-quarters of the tdluk
,
with court, sub-jail, school, post and

telegraph offices. Centre of a considerable weaving industry ; exports

rice to Malabdr.

Gudibanda (
c Temple Rock').—Tdluk in Kolar District, Mysore

State. Area, 220 square miles; population (1881) 32,415, namely,

16,324 males and 16,091 females. Hindus numbered 31,484; Muham-
madans, 928; and Christians, 3. Land revenue (1874-75), exclusive

of water rates, ^6864, or 2s. 2d. per cultivated acre.

Gudibanda.—Village and head-quarters of Gudibanda tdluk
,

in

Kolar District, Mysore State
; 55 miles north-west of Kol£r. Lat 13

0

41' n., long. 77
0
44' 35" e.

;
population (1881) 1788. Situated at the

foot of a rock, crowned by fortifications, with a temple on the summit

;

residence of a local chief during the 17th century.

Gudiw&ra.—Tdluk in Kistna District, Madras Presidency. Area,

596 square miles, with 203 villages
;
houses, 16,488 ;

population (1881)

99,233, namely, 50,346 males and 48,887 females. Hindus num-
bered 94,446; Muhammadans, 3072; Christians, 1706; and 4

others,’ 9.

The tdluk is a deltaic tract lying to the north of Masulipatam, and

comprising a great portion of the curious depression called the Kolleru

lake (see Kolleru). It contains 2 criminal courts; police circles

{thdnds\ 11 ;
regular police, 137 men. Land revenue, ^42,422.

Gudiw&ra.—Village in Kistna District, Madras Presidency. Popu-

lation (1881) 4041. Lies about 20 miles from Masulipatam. A place

of great antiquity, with the remains of a Buddhist stupa in the middle

of the village.

Gudlir.—Tdluk in Nellore District, Madras Presidency. Area, 910

square miles, containing 1 town and 163 villages; houses, 24,239;

population (1881) 125,453, namely, 63,789 males and 61,664 females.

Hindus numbered 119,858; Muhammadans, 5439; Christians, 149;

and 4 others,’ 7. The tdluk contains 2 criminal courts
;
police circles

(thdnds), 12 ;
regular police, 93 men. Land revenue, ^3 1,458. Chief

town, Gudur.
Gudlir.—Town in Nellore District, Madras Presidency ; situated on

the Great Northern Trunk Road, about 23 miles south of Nellore

town. Lat. 14
0

8' 43" n., long.^ 79
0

53' 30" k It contains (1881)

1093 houses and 4862 inhabitants, namely, 4276 Hindus, 520 Muham-
vol. v. m
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madans, and 66 Christians. The head-quarters of the Griddr taluk,

with the usual courts, sub-jail, post-office, police station, travellers’

bungalow, and good camping ground.

Gudtir.—Town in Karmil (Kurnool) District, Madras Presidency
;

situated about 19 miles north-west of Karmil town, with which it is

connected by a newly-made road. Lat. 15
0
43' n., long. 78° 34' 40" e.

It contains (1881) 822 houses, and a population of 3547, namely, 2704
Hindus, 746 Muhammadans, and 97 Christians. Formerly the head-

quarters of a tdluk. The town is of no importance, except for its

cotton cloth, in the manufacture of which a large section of the

population is employed. There is also a small silk-weaving business.

Gugera (Gugaira ). — Northern tahsil of Montgomery District,

Punjab ; stretching on either side of the Rdvi, and consisting for the

most part of a dry and barren waste, with a narrow strip of cultivation

along the river bank. Area, 1498 square miles. Population (1881)

99,200, namely, males 53,863, and females 45,337 ; average density,

66 persons per square mile. Classified according to religion, there

were—Muhammadans, 81,609; Hindus, 14,527; and Sikhs, 3064.

The administrative staff consists of a tahsilddr. One civil and 1

criminal court, with 6 police circles
(
thdnds

) ; strength of regular

police, 57 men, with 239 village watchmen (chaukiddrs).

Gugera.—Town in Montgomery District, Punjab, and head-quarters

of Gugera tahsil

;

situated on the high southern bank of the Rdvi, 30
miles north-east of Montgomery. Lat. 30° 58' n., long. 73

0
21' e.

Formerly the head-quarters of the District, but abandoned in favour of

Montgomery on the opening of the Lahore and Miilt&i (Mooltan)

Railway in 1864. Since that time the town has declined in population

and importance, and has now little claim to notice. Tahsili
,
police

station.

Guindy (Kindi).—Village in Chengalpat District, and a suburb

of Madras city, 4 miles south-west. Lat 13
0

n., long. 8o° 16' e.

The country house and park of the Governor of Madras are at

Guindy. The Government farm and School of Agriculture are at

Rosh&nbdgh Jail.

Guj&inli.—Village in Bashahr State, Punjab, on the road from

Kotkdi to the Burinda Pass. Inhabited by a mining population, who
extract and smelt the iron-ore of the neighbouring hills. Lat 31

0
8'n.,

long. 77
0
42' e.

Gdjar Khdn.—South-eastern tahsil of Rdwal Pindi District, Punjab,

lying some 20 miles south of the Marrf (Murree) Hills
; situated between

33
0
4' and 33

0
26' n. lat, and between 72

0
59' and 73

0
39' 30" e. long.

Area, 565 square miles
;

population (1881) 133,396, namely, males

68,163, and females 65,233 ;
average density, 236 persons per square

mile; The administrative staff consists of a tahsilddr and a munsif,
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who preside over i criminal and 2 civil courts. Number of police

circles (thdnds\ 3 ; strength of regular police, 57 men
;
village watch-

men (chaukidars\ 239.

Gujarat (Guzerdt).—The name given to the northern maritime

Province of the Bombay Presidency, extending from 20° to 24
0
45' n.

latitude, and from 69° to 74
0

20' e. longitude. It includes the

peninsula of Kdthiawdr, and is bounded on the north by Rdjputdna, on
the east by the spurs of the Vindhya and Satpurd ranges, on the south

by the Konkdn, and on the west by the sea. On the mainland, it

comprises the British Districts of Surat, Broach, Kaira, Panch
Mahals, and Ahmadarad, with a total area of 10,158 square miles,

and a population (1881) of 2,857,731; together with the scattered

territories of the Gdekwar of Baroda, the Native States of Kdthidwdr,

the Mahi Kantha and Rewa Kantha Agencies, the States of

the Pdlanpur Superintendency, the States of Cutch, Cambay, and

Ndnikot, and the States under the Surat Agency (Bansda, Dharampur,

and Sdchin), with a total area of 59,880 square miles, and a population

(1881) of 6,922,049; grand total area for Gujardt, 70,038 square miles;

grand total population (1881) 9,779,780, or more than one-half the

population of the Bombay Presidency. The term Gujarat is sometimes

employed to exclude the peninsula of Kathidwdr, with its 180 petty

States. Total area, exclusive of the peninsula of Kdthiawdr, 41,536
square miles. For an account of the history, geography, etc. of Gujarat,

the reader is referred to the articles on the various States and Districts

mentioned above. Gujardt gives its name to the vernacular of Northern

Bombay, viz. Gujardti, which forms one of the three great languages

of that Presidency; the other two being Kanarese on the south coast,

and Mardthf in the central and southern regions.

Gujrdnwdla.— District in the Lieutenant-Governorship of the

Punjab, lying between 31
0
32' and 32

0
33' n. lat., and between 73

0
11'

30" and 74
0 28' 15" e. long. Gujranwala is the north-western

District of the Lahore Division. It is bounded on the north-west by

the river Chendb, which separates it from Gujrdt and Shahpur; on
the south and south-east by the Districts of Jhang, Montgomery, and
Lahore ; and on the east by the District of Sidlkot. Area, 2587 square

miles; population (1881) 616,892. The administrative head-quarters

are at the town of Gujranwala.

Physical Aspects.—The District of Gujrdnwala forms the central

portion of the Rechna Dodb, intermediate between the fertile sub-

montane plains of Sialkot and the desert expanses of Jhang. It

displays, accordingly, all the transition stages by which the rich silt of

the lower Himdlayan slopes merges into the waterless level character-

istic of North-Western India. On the northern frontier, a belt of

alluvial land, some 2 to 6 miles in breadth, fringes the Chendb
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throughout its course, and marks the wider valley within which the

river has now and again shifted its uncertain channel. This low-

lying strip is bounded on the south by a steep bank, whence the

central uplands rise at once to the general level, which they maintain

across the whole DoAb. For io miles from the river-bed, the influence

of the water is felt in all the wells ; but beyond that line, the country

becomes entirely dependent upon the rainfall for its harvest. The
eastern portion of the plateau, bordering on SiAlkot, has a rich soil,

with accessible water, and is quite equal in productive power to the

country immediately above it
;

the villages here lie close together,

while the people are careful and industrious cultivators.

Receding from the hills, the soil becomes harder and drier, the water

is hidden at greater, depths, and the villages begin to lie farther apart.

At last, in the extreme south, we reach the desolate table-land known
as the bdr

,
a flat expanse of seemingly barren land, covered with

low jungle, and only covered by grass after the rainy season has brought

out the natural fertility of its thirsty soil. On its southern border

the bdr assumes its worst characteristics, and passes slowly into the

utter desert of Jhang. Even here, however, a few large marshes are

to be found, whose stagnant waters serve as the last resource of cattle

in seasons of drought. In the south-east corner of the District, the

little river Degh irrigates and fertilizes a tiny valley of its own, which

its annual inundations supply with a rich deposit of loam. Two or

three minor watercourses carry off the surface drainage into the Degh
or the ChenAb, and are used for purposes of irrigation in the villages

through which they pass. The District is very bare of trees, having

little timber except the scrubby brushwood of the bdr> which is only

useful for firewood. Its scenery is everywhere tame, and in the central

plateau becomes tediously monotonous. Yet it would be possible, by
means of an extensive irrigation system, to raise the productiveness of

the driest parts to as high a level as that now attained by the most
fertile portions of the northern slope.

History.—The District of GujrAnwala is essentially a modern creation,

alike in its boundaries, its population, and its principal towns
;
yet it

can claim important relics of the past, constructed during an early

period of prosperity, which is completely separated from its later annals

by a comparative blank. It seems likely, indeed, that the District once
contained the capital of the Punjab, at an epoch when Lahore had not

yet begun to exist. We learn from the Chinese Buddhist pilgrim,

Hwen Thsang, that about the year 630 he visited a town known as

Tse-kia (or Taki), the metropolis of the whole country of the Five

Rivers. The site of this town has been identified by General Cunning-
ham with a mound near the modern village of Asarur in this District,

where immense ruins of Buddhist origin are still to be seen. Their
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date is marked by the discovery of coins, as well as by the great size

of the bricks, which is characteristic of the period in which they were
constructed. After the time of Hwen Thsang, we know as little of

Gujr^nwila as of Indian Districts generally, until the Muhammadan
invasions brought back regular chronological history. Meanwhile,
however, Taki had fallen into oblivion, and Lahore had become the
chief city of the Punjab.

Under Muhammadan rule, the District flourished. From the
days of Akbar to those of Aurangzeb, wells were scattered over
the whole country, and villages lay thickly dotted about the southern
plateau, now a barren waste of grass land and scrub jungle. Their
remains may still be found in the wildest and most solitary reaches
of the bar. Eminabad and Hafizabad were the chief towns, while
the country was divided into 6 well-tilled parganas. But before
the close of the Muhammadan period, a mysterious depopulation
fell upon this tract, the reasons of which are even now by no
means clear. The tribes at present occupying the District are all

immigrants of recent date, and before their advent the whole region

seems for a time to have been almost entirely abandoned. Indeed,
there is reason to think that most of the occupying clans have not held
villages in the District for more than sixty years, and that previously

their ancestors were nomad graziers in the ruined plain of the bdr. The
only plausible conjecture to account for this sudden and disastrous

change is that of the settlement officers, who regard it as a simple result

of the constant wars by which the Punjab was convulsed during the last

years of Muhammadan supremacy.

On the Sikh reaction, the waste plains of Gujr£nw£la were seized

by the military adventurers who then sprang up. Charat Singh, the

grandfather of the great Maharaja Ranjft Singh, took possession of

the village of Gujranwala, then an inconsiderable hamlet, and made it

the head-quarters of himself and his son and grandson. Minor Sikh
chieftains settled at Wazirabad, Shekhupura, and other towns ; while

in the western portion of the District, the Rajput Bhattis and Chattahs

maintained a sturdy independence. In the end, however, Ranjft Singh

succeeded in bringing all the scattered portions of the District under
his own power. The great Mahdrajd was himself born at Gujrdnw&la,

and the town continued to be his capital up to his occupation of

Lahore. The Sikh rule, which was elsewhere so disastrous, appears to

have been an unmitigated benefit to Gujrdnwala. Ranjft Singh settled

large colonies in the various villages, and was very successful in en-

couraging cultivation throughout the depopulated plain of the bdr.

In the Degh valley, especially, he planted a body of hard-working

Hindus, the Lab&ias, to whom he granted the land at a nominal rent,

on condition that each cultivator should break up and bring under
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tillage the ground allotted to him. On the other hand, the paternal

rule of the Mahdrijd, is said to have unfitted the people for self-reliant

exertion under a more liberal regime.

In 1847 the District came under British influence, in connection

with the regency at Lahore; and two years later, in 1849, it was

included in the territory annexed after the second Sikh war. It

formed a part originally of the extensive District of WazfraMd,
which comprised the whole upper portion of the Rechna Dodb.
In 1852, this unwieldy territory was sub-divided between Gujranwala

and Sialkot. The present District, as then constituted, stretched

across the entire plateau, from the Chendb to the Rivi; but in

*8535 the south-eastern fringe, consisting of 303 villages, was trans-

ferred to Lahore; and three years later, a second batch of 324 villages

was similarly handed over to the same District. Since that time

Gujrdnwdla has enjoyed an immunity from the catastrophes of history,

with the exception of the events of 1857, which, however, are in it more
properly connected with the general annals of India than with the

records of a single tract. Under Sikh and British rule, the relative

importance of the various towns has been completely revolutionized

;

Gujranwala and WazirdMd have risen to the first place in wealth and
populousness, while the older cities have declined into mere villages.

In the early days of British rule, there was a considerable military

cantonment at Wazfribdd. The only remains of it now visible are two

European cemeteries.

Population.— Owing to the large transfers of territory between

this District and Lahore, it is impossible to employ the statistics

afforded by the Census of 1855 f°r purposes of direct comparison; but

there is reason to believe that the total increase in the population of

the District, as at present constituted, between 1855 and 1868,

amounted to 63,420, or i3’oi per cent. The enumeration in the

latter year disclosed a population of 550,922 on the area corre-

sponding to the present District. In 1881 the Census returned

the population at 616,892, showing an increase of 65,970, or ii*8 per

cent., in thirteen years. The details of the enumeration of 1881 may
be thus summarized— Area of District, 2587 square miles, with

10 towns and 1x86 villages; number of houses, 118,158, of which

88,571 were occupied and 29,587 unoccupied. Total population,

616,892, namely, males 333,605, and females 283,287; number of

families, 124,492. These figures yield the following averages:

—

Persons per square mile, 238; villages per square mile, 0*46; persons

per village, 518; houses per square mile, 46; persons per house, 6*96.

In religion the District is mainly Muhammadan, though the Hindu
element is much stronger here than in the border region to the north-

west. The Census shows the following numbers and percentages :

—
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Musalmdns, 452,640, or 73*3 per cent.
;
Hindus, 127,322, or 20*6 per

cent ; Sikhs, 36,159, or 5*8 per cent
3 Jains, 577 ;

and Christians, 194.

As regards the ethnical division and caste distinctions of the people,

the Br&hmans number 18,080, a few of whom are employed in agri-

culture or commerce, while the greater part maintain themselves by

the exercise of their priestly functions. With the exception of 25

returned as Muhammadans, they are all Hindus or Sikhs. The
Khattris (21,301) and Aroras (30,079), both Hindus by creed, are

the chief mercantile tribes. They also hold respectively 49 and 4
villages in the District, their landed property having been generally

acquired by recent purchase. The Baniyis are only represented by 160

persons, as their usual functions of bankers and money-lenders are here

usurped by the Khattris and Aroras. The J£ts (or J&ts, as they are

locally called) number in all 173,979 persons, or 28-3 per cent, of the

whole population. Farther north, their fellow-tribesmen have almost

universally abandoned the Hindu creed—with its caste exclusiveness

and narrow restrictions which press so heavily on the inferior classes

—

in favour of the comparative equality offered by IsMm ; but in Gujrdn-

wala, more than one-sixth of the tribe still retain their ancient faith,

133,727 being returned as Musalmans, while 23,373 are enumerated as

Hindus. Most of them lay claim to Rajput origin, a pedigree which is

not improbable, as large clans of Jdts appear to be composed of broken

Rdjput stocks. As elsewhere, they are industrious and cheerful

cultivators, and they own no less than 549 villages. Some of the clans,

however, still lead a nomad life in the wild pasture-lands of the bar.

The Rajputs returned as such number 36,484, almost exclusively Mu-
hammadans

3
amongst whom the half-tamed Bhattis of the south-west

form the principal sub-division. They are a pastoral tribe, who till

only so much land as is absolutely requisite for their subsistence, and

accumulate great wealth from the produce of their herds. The other

Muhammadan tribes are Shaikhs (8557), Sayyids (6339), Mughals

(827), Pathans (91 2), Baluchis (2800), Gujars (1986), Kashmiris

(6186), Mlrdsis (12,224), and Khwdjds (3458).

The Census Report returned the following ten towns:

—

Gujranwala,

22,8843 Wazirabad, 16,462; Ramnagar, 6830; Eminabad, 5886;
SOHDRA, 4464; AKALGARH, 43123 PlNDI BhATTIAN, 3528; KlLA
Didar Singh, 2822 3

Hafizabad, 2453 3 and Jalalpur, 2353. These
figures show a total urban population of 71,994 persons, or ir6 per

cent, of the inhabitants. Of the 1196 towns and villages comprising

the District, 371 contained less than two hundred inhabitants, 491 from

two to five hundred, 197 from five hundred to a thousand, 74 from

one to two thousand, 36 from two to three thousand, 23 from three to

five thousand, 2 from five to ten thousand, and 2 upwards of ten

thousand. Classified according to occupation, the Census returns the
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adult male population under the following seven groups -(i) Profes-

sional, 9575 ; (2) domestic, 17,139; (3) commercial, 5798; (4) agri-

cultural, 86,081 ; (5) manufacturing and industrial, 50,770 ; (6) indefinite

and non-productive, 15,670 ; (7) unspecified, 15,518. The language in

common use is Panjabi, but the townspeople and more intelligent

peasants understand Urdu.

Agriculture.—According to the returns for 1881, the total cultivated

area of Gujr&nwala amounts to 611,812 acres, while the cultivable

margin reaches the high figure of 697,457 acres, of which 379,844 acres

were grazing land. The cultivated area in 1850-51 amounted to only

424,184 acres, the increase of tillage during the thirty years being 44-2

per cent. The staple crop of the District is wheat, which occupies

one-third of the cultivated area. The principal agricultural products,

with the extent occupied by each, were returned as follows in

1881-82 :—Rabl or spring harvest—wheat, 231,694 acres; barley,

86,810 acres; gram, 22,770 acres; tobacco, 3947 acres; oil-seeds,

9046 acres; vegetables, 13,134 acres: Kharif or autumn harvest

—

rice, 14,609 acres; joar
, 53,249 acres; bdjra, 34 I 3 acres; Indian

corn, 23,471 acres; pulses, 67,763 acres; oil-seeds, 7179 acres;

cotton, 32,551 acres; sugar-cane, 20,934 acres; vegetables, 20,454

acres. Of all these, the most valuable crop in proportion to its

acreage is sugar-cane; it* is the most remunerative product grown

in the District, and its cultivation is steadily increasing. Within

the last few years, the out-turn of sugar has doubled, and all the

irrigated land of the Wazirdbdd and Gujranwdla pargands is now

covered by waving fields of the green cane. Cotton was largely

produced during the scarcity which followed the American war,

but the cultivation has now shrunk once more to the normal

demand for home consumption. The evergreen shrub mehndi,

from whose leaves a valuable scarlet dye, the henna of the East, is

procured, forms an occasional crop in the District ; it might be grown

in much larger quantities to advantage, but the development of this

important industry is retarded by the superstition of the peasantry,

who regard the plant as unlucky, and walk about in the constant dread

of sudden death if they possess a patch of it in their holding. Irriga-

tion is very general, as many as 368,246 acres being artificially watered

from private works in 1882. Part of this area is supplied from the

natural overflow of the Chendb and the Degh; the remainder is

irrigated by wells, or by Persian wheels in connection with natural and

artificial ponds. The use of manure is also common, especially for the

richer crops, such as sugar-cane, cotton, tobacco, maize, and garden

produce, almost all of which also require copious watering and great

attention. Wheat is likewise very generally manured. Rotation of

crops, though still in its infancy, is partially practised. The land always
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receives at least two or three ploughings for each harvest ; in. the case

of the richer products, eight or ten are found necessary; while soil

intended for sugar-cane is sometimes ploughed as many as sixteen

times. The average out-turn of wheat per acre is 454 lbs., valued at

13s. 4^d. ; that of sugar-cane is 618 lbs., valued at 16s. 4^d, Most

of the land is held under the tenure known as pattid&ri
,
in which the

rights and liabilities of sharers are regulated by ancestral or customary

usage. Few of the tenants have acquired hereditary or occupancy

rights.

Rents ruled as follows in 1881-82, in accordance with the nature

of the crop for which the soil is fitted:—Rice lands, from 6s. to

1 os. ; cotton lands, from 8s. to 10s. ; sugar lands, from 16s. to ;£i, 4s.

;

wheat (irrigated), from 6s. to 10s. and (unirrigated) from 4s. to 6s.

;

inferior grains (irrigated), from 4s. to 6s. and (unirrigated) from 2s.

Agricultural labourers are universally paid in kind. Of a total area of

2587 square miles, 1992 square miles are assessed at a Government

revenue, including cesses and rates levied upon land, of ,£56,955.

Rental actually paid by cultivators, £133,645. In the towns, wages

ruled as follows in 1882 :—Skilled labour, from 4^d. to 9d. per diem;

unskilled labour, from 3fd. to 6d. per diem. On the 1st January

1883, the prices of food-grains were returned at the following rates :

—

Wheat, 25 sers per rupee, or 4s. 6d. per cwt.
;
gram, 36 sers per rupee,

or 3s. id. per cwt.; Indian corn, 46 sers per rupee, or 2s. 3d. per

cwt.
;
jodr 48 sers per rupee, or 2 s. 4d. per cwt

Commerce and Trade
,

etc. — The trade of the District is purely

local in its character. The only exports are agricultural produce,

brass vessels, leathern bottles, and timber. The return trade con-

sists of salt, iron, cattle, spices, and English piece-goods. Sugar,

wheat, gM, and wool are sent down the Chendb from Wazfr^bad,

Rdmnagar, and other water-side towns- land transport is chiefly effected

by means of camels. The manufactures are almost confined to cotton

and woollen fabrics for home consumption
;
but the smiths of Wazfr-

dbad have a good reputation for small cutlery and ornamental hardware,

and several of them are very fair armourers and gunmakers. The
principal religious fair is held at Dhonkal, at which it is calculated that

206,000 persons assemble. As usual, business is largely mixed with

the sacred character of the festival. The great channel of communi-

. cation is the Northern Punjab State Railway from Lahore to Pesh&war,

which runs through the District, with stations at Kdmoki, Gujranwala,

Ghakkar, and WaziraMd. The Grand Trunk Road, connecting the same

places, traverses the District for a distance of 42 miles, metalled and

bridged throughout Of unmetalled roads, there are 1055 miles in

Gujrdnw£la, besides a number of local by-ways. The Chendb is navig-

able throughout for country boats, the chief river marts being those of
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WazfrdMd, Rdmnagar, and Mahanwala. A line of telegraph runs along

the side of the Grand Trunk Road.

Administration.—The ordinary civil staff of Gujrdnwala consists of a

Deputy Commissioner, Assistant and extra - Assistant Commissioners,

and three tahslldars
,

besides the usual medical and constabulary

officials. In 1871 the revenue was returned at ^53,560, of which

the amount contributed by the land-tax was ^44,352. The other

principal items are stamps and excise. In 1881-82 the total revenue

was ^56,612, of which the land-tax contributed ,£49,295. The
District contained in 1881-82, 15 civil or revenue and 23 magisterial

courts. In the same year, the imperial police numbered 391 men of

all ranks, besides 86 municipal constables. There was thus a total

police force of 477 men, being 1 policeman to every 1293 of the popu-
lation and to every 5*4 square miles of area. The regular force was

supplemented by 1092 village watchmen or chaukiddrs. There is 1 jail

in the District, the total number of prisoners in which was 1081 (daily

average, 413) in 1870, and 1726 (daily average, 429) in 1881. Education

is still unfortunately backward, the agricultural population especially

having made no advance in their appreciation of its advantages. The
total number of pupils on the rolls of the various schools amounted in

1873 t0 5818. ^ 1881, there were in all 92 schools inspected by the

Education Department, attended by 4896 pupils. Of these, 19 were
girls

7

schools, attended by 571 pupils. The District is sub-divided into

3 tahsils and n pargands
,
containing an aggregate of 1291 villages,

owned by 33,757 proprietors or coparceners. Average land revenue

from each village, £41, os. nd.
;
from each proprietor, £1, 9s. 3d.

The regularly constituted municipalities in the District are those of

Gujrdnwdla, WazirdMd, Rdmnagar, Akdlgarh, JaUfpur, Pindi Bhattidn,

H£fizab£d, KM Didar Singh, Eminibid, and Sohdra. Their aggregate

population in 1881 amounted to 71,601 persons, and their aggregate

revenue amounted to £6676 in 1881-82, being at the rate of is. iojd.

per head of their inhabitants.

Sanitary Aspects.—No statistics as to the temperature of Gujrdnwdla

are available for any date later than the year 1867. Observations

made at that time show that the mean monthly temperature ranged

from 53
0
F. in January to 95

0
in June ; while the minimum and maximum

readings for the same year were 20° and 120° respectively. The
average rainfall for the twenty years ending in 1881 was 25-68 inches

for the whole District. The rainfall in 1881 was 25-80 inches, or -12

inch above the average. The prevalent diseases are intermittent fever

and small-pox, the latter of which exists always in an endemic form.

The total number of deaths recorded in 1881 amounted to 14,174, or

2o*i per thousand of the population; but these figures are probably

below the truth. The towns are badly drained, and the urban death-rates
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are extremely high. The Government maintains 4 charitable dispensaries

—at Gujrdnw&la, Akdlgarh, Wazirabad, and Hafiz£b£d, which afforded

relief in 1881 to 376 in-door and 34,846 out-door patients. [For further

details regarding Gujranwdla District, see the Gujranwdla Gazetteer
,
by

D. J. H. Ibbetson, Esq. (Lahore, 1883); Settlement Report of the

District, by Lieutenant R. P. Nisbet, 1868 ;
the Punjab Census Report

for 1881 ; the Punjab Provincial Administration Reports, 1881 to 1883.]

Gujrdnwdla.— Tahsil in Gujrdnwala District, Punjab; situated

between 31
0
49' and 32

0 2d n. lat., and 74
0
28' 15" and 75° 50' e. long.

Area, 770 square miles. Population (1868) 222,549; (1881) 250,720,

namely, males 135,258, and females 115,462; average density, 326

persons per square mile. Classified according to religion, there were

:

Muhammadans, 163,061; Hindus, 66,343; Sikhs, 20,644; and ‘others/

672. The revenue of the tahsil in 1882-83 was 7,283. The
administrative staff consisted of—1 Deputy Commissioner, 1 Judicial

Assistant, 3 Assistant and extra-Assistant Commissioners, 1 taksilddr
,

1 munsif, and 2 honorary magistrates. These officers preside over 8 civil

and revenue and 8 criminal courts. The tahsil contains 3 police circles

(thdnds), with 143 regular police and 502 village watchmen (
chaukiddrs).

Gujranwdla.— Chief town and administrative head-quarters of

Gujranwdla District, Punjab. Lat 32
0

9' 30" n., long. 74
0
14' e. Lies

on the Grand Trunk Road and Northern Punjab State Railway, 40 miles

north of Lahore. Population (1868) 19,381; (1881) 22,884, namely,

males 12,345, and females 10,539. Muhammadans numbered 11,820 ;

Hindus, 9114; Sikhs, 1396; Jains, 412; and ‘others/ 141. Number
of houses, 3747. The town is of modern creation, and owes

its importance entirely to the father and grandfather of Mahdrajd

Ranjit Singh, whose capital it formed during the early period of the

Sikh power. Ranjit Singh himself was born at Gujrdnwala, and made
it his head-quarters until the establishment of his supremacy at Lahore.

Large dwelling-houses of Sikh architecture line the main streets ;
the

minor lanes consist of tortuous alleys, often ending in culs-de-sac. The
town lies in a plain of dead level, destitute of natural drainage

;
and its

sanitary condition has called forth severe comments. Mausoleum to

M£han Singh, father of Ranjft Singh
;

lofty cupola covering a portion

of the ashes of the great Mah£r£j£ himself. The civil station lies a

mile south-east of the native town, from which it is separated by

the Grand Trunk Road and the railway line. It contains the

court-house, treasury, jail, dispensary, post-office, staging bungalow,

and church. Trade in local produce only; small manufactures

of country wares, including brass vessels, jewellery, shawl edgings,

and silk and cotton scarves. Municipal revenue in 1875-76, ^3554

;

in 1882-83, ^4749, or an average of 4s. 3jd. per head of the

population.
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OujrAt.—District in the Lieutenant-Governorship of the Punjab,

lying between 32
0

10' and 33
0
n. lat., and between 73

0
20' and 74

0
33'

e. long, Gujrat forms the easternmost District of the Riwal Pindi

Division. It is bounded on the north-east by the Native State of

Jammu or Kashmir, on the north-west by the river Jehlam (Jhelum), on
the west by Shahpur District, and on the south-east by the rivers Tdvi

and Chen£b, separating it from the Districts of Sidlkot and Gujr£nw£la.

Area, 1973 square miles; population (1881) 689,115 persons. The
administrative head-quarters are at the town of Gujrat, 4 miles from

the present bed of the Chendb.

Physical Aspects.—The District of Gujrdt comprises a narrow wedge
of sub-Himalayan plain country, enclosed between the boundary valleys

'

of the Jehlam and the Chendb. The tract of land thus cut off

possesses fewer natural advantages than any other portion of the sub-

montane Punjab region. From the basin of the Chendb on the south,

the general level of the country rises rapidly toward the interior,

which, owing to the great depth of water below the surface, begins to

assume a dreary and desert aspect almost from the very base of the

great mountain chain itself. A range of low hills, known as the Pabbi,

traverses the northern angle of Gujrat, commencing on the Jammu
frontier, 5 miles below the town of Bhimbar, and passing south-

westward in a direct line till it abuts upon the bank of the Jehlam

;

rising again beyond the valley of that river, the system trends north-

wards once more, and ultimately merges in the Salt range. These hills

consist of a friable tertiary sandstone and conglomerate, totally destitute

of vegetation, and presenting to the view a mere barren chaos of naked
rock, deeply scored with precipitous ravines. The highest point attains

an elevation of 1400 feet above sea-level, or about 600 feet above the

surrounding plain. Immediately below the Pabbi stretches a high and
undulating plateau, which runs eastward across the whole breadth of

the Doab, and terminates abruptly in a precipitous bluff some 200 feet

in height, overlooking the channel of the Tdvi, an affluent of the

Chen&b, in the north-eastern corner of the District. At the foot of the

plateau, again, succeeds a dry champaign country, bounded by a lowland

strip some 8 miles in width, which forms the actual wider valley of the

Chen£b itself, and participates in the irrigation from the river-bed.

Scarcely one-fifth of the plain has been brought under the plough

;

the remainder consists of brushwood jungle, valued only as pasture-

ground for the herds of cattle which make up the principal wealth

of its inhabitants. The dreary and sterile aspect of the country

increases in a marked degree as we move westward. Even in the

best portion of the plain, water can only be obtained in wells at a

depth of 60 feet below the surface, which precludes the possibility of its

general use for purposes of irrigation. At the foot of the high bank,
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however, which terminates this central plain, the Chenab lowlands have

a fertile soil of consistent loam, whose natural fruitfulness is enhanced

by artificial water-supply from the mountain streams, which pass in

deeply-cut channels through the dry uplands, but expand once more

into broad reaches as they flow through the alluvial flats. Close to the

actual channel, a fringe of land, some 2\ miles in width, is exposed to

inundation from the flooded river, and produces rich crops upon the

virgin silt. A similar belt of lowland fringes the Jehlam; but the

deposits from this river contain a large admixture of sand, which renders

the soil far less fertile than in the valley of the Chenab. Besides

the great boundary rivers, the Jehlam and Chenab, the District is

intersected by numerous hill torrents rising in the outer Himalayas or

the Pabbi Hills, the chief being the Bhimbar, Bhandar, Dalli, Dabuli,

Dodra, and Bdkal. Most of these streams, although unmanageable

torrents during the rains, either dry up entirely, or find their way into

the Chendb by insignificant channels during the dry season. The
District as a whole is well wooded, and great attention has been paid

to arboriculture. The State preserves about 60,000 acres of waste land

for the growth of timber, under the management of the Forest Depart-

ment. The mineral products include saltpetre, limestone, and kankar
,

a calcareous concrete.

History .— Numerous relics of antiquity stud the surface of Gujrat

District. Mounds of ancient construction yield considerable numbers

of coins, and abound in archaic bricks, whose size and type prove

them to belong to the prehistoric period of Hindu architecture.

General Cunningham has identified one of these shapeless masses,

now occupied by the village of Moga or Mong, with the site of Niksea,

the city built by Alexander on the field of his victory over Porus.

This mound, a conspicuous object for many miles around, lies about

6 miles west of the Pabbi range, and has a height of 50 feet, with a

superficial dimension of 600 by 400 feet. Copper coins of all the so-

called Indo-Scythian kings are found in abundance amongst the rubbish

which composes the heap. Gujrat itself evidently occupies an ancient

site, though the existing town dates only from the time of Akbar. J£t

and Gfijar tribes form the principal elements of the population, and
their legends afford a concurrence of testimony in favour of the view

that their ancestors entered the District from the east in comparatively

modem times.

The Delhi Empire first made a settlement in this portion of the

Punjab under Bahlol Lodi (a.d. 1450-88), by whom the town of

Bahlolpur upon the Chendb, 23 miles north-east of Gujrat, was

founded as the seat of government. A century later, Akbar visited

the District, and restored Gujrat as the local capital. That Emperor’s

administrative records are still extant, having been preserved in
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the families of the hereditary registrars (kaniingos). They exhibit

Gujrat as the centre of an administrative division comprising 2592
villages, and producing a revenue of ^163,45 5. During the long

decay of the Mughal power, the District was overrun by the Ghakkars

of Rawal Pindi, who probably established themselves at Gujrdt in

1741. The country also suffered at the same time from the ravages

of Ahmad Shih Duranf, whose armies frequently crossed and recrossed

the District. Meanwhile the Sikh power had been asserting itself

in the eastern Punjab; and in 1765, Sarddr Giijar Singh, head of the

Bhangi Confederacy, crossed the Chenab, defeated the Ghakkar chief,

Mukarrab Khan, and extended his dominions to the banks of the

Jehlam. On his death in 1788, his son, Sdhib Singh, succeeded to

the domains of his father, but became involved in war with Mdhan
Singh, the chieftain of Gujranwdla, and with his son, the celebrated

Ranjit Singh. After a few months of desultory warfare in 1798, the

Gujrat leader found it well to accept a position of dependence under

the young ruler of Gujranw^la. At length in 1810, Ranjit Singh, now
master of the consolidated Sikh Empire, determined to depose his

tributary vassaL Sdhib Singh withdrew to the hills without opposition,

and shortly afterwards accepted a small portion of the present Si^lkot

District as a private landowner.

In 1846, Gujrdt came under the supervision of British officials,

a settlement of the land-tax having been effected under orders

from the Provisional Government at Lahore. Two years later, the

District became the theatre for the series of battles which decided

the event of the second Sikh war. While the siege of Multan
(Mooltan) still dragged slowly on, Sher Singh established himself

at Ramnagar on the Gujr£nw£la side of the Chendb, 22 miles

below Gujrdt, leaving the main body of his army on the northern

bank. Here he awaited the attack of Lord Gough, who attempted

unsuccessfully to drive him across the river, 22nd November 1848.

Our commander withdrew from the assault with heavy loss; but

sending round a strong detachment under Sir Joseph Thackwell by

the Wazfrdbdd ferry, he turned the flank of the enemy, and won the

battle of Sadull£pur. Sher Singh retired northward, and took up a

strong position between the Jehlam and the Pabbi Hills. The bloody

battle of Chilianw£la followed (13th January 1849), a victory as costly

as a defeat. On 6th February, Sher Singh again eluded Lord Gough's

vigilance, and marched southwards to make a dash upon Lahore ; but

our army pressed him close in the rear, and, on the 22nd of February,

he turned to offer battle at Gujrat. The decisive engagement which

ensued broke irretrievably the power of the Sikhs. The Punjab lay at

the feet of the conquerors, and passed by annexation under British

rule. At the first distribution of the Province, the whole wedge of land
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between the Chenab and the Jehlam, from their junction to the hills,

formed a single jurisdiction
;
but a few months later, the south-western

portion was erected into a separate charge, with its head-quarters at

Shahpur. Various interchanges of territory took place from time to

time at later dates; and in 1857, the north-eastern corner of the

original District, comprising the tongue of land between the Tivi and
the Chenib, was transferred to Siilkot. Gujrat District then assumed
its present form.

Population.—The first Census of Gujrat took place in 1855, and

it returned the number of inhabitants in the area now composing

the District at 500,167 souls. In 1868 the population was returned

at 616,509. The last Census in 1881 disclosed a total population

of 689,115, showing an increase of 188,948 persons, or 377 per

cent., in the twenty-six years since 1855. The Census of 1881 was

taken over an area of 1973 square miles, and it resulted in the

following statistics:— Number of villages, 1334; number of houses,

83,193; persons per square mile, 349; villages per square mile, *68;

houses per square mile, 50; persons per village, 516; persons per

house, 8*28. The western portion of the District is very sparsely

populated. Classified according to sex, there were—males, 362,162;

females, 326,953; proportion of males, 53*85 per cent. As regards

religious distinctions, Gujrat is an essentially Musalman District, where

the ancient religion has been almost crushed out, and the Sikh

reaction has produced but little effect. In 1881, the Muhammadans
numbered no less than 607,525, or 88*i6 per cent

; while the

Hindus numbered only 72,450, or 10*49 Per cent., and the Sikhs

8885, or 1*28 per cent. The District also contained 255 Christians.

Among Hindus and Sikhs, the ethnical divisions comprised 8663

Brahmans, 17,793 Khattris, 23,956 Aroris, and 3080 Jits. The
Muhammadans included 16,428 Sayyids, 21,233 Rijputs, 177,297

Jits, 23,846 Julihas, 93,417 Gdjars, and 21,546 Tarkhans. The
mass of the Musalmin population consists of converts to Islim,

drawn either from the old Rijput aristocracy, who were forcibly

brought under the faith of the Prophet, or from the lower castes,

who readily exchanged the exclusive creed of their fathers for the

comparative- freedom of the Muhammadan belief. Among the

Hindus and Sikhs, the large proportion of 70 per cent, belong

to tribes engaged almost exclusively in commerce. The most

important Rijput tribe is that of the Chibs, who occupy the country

immediately below the Himilayas, both in this District and in Jammu,
and hold a high social rank. They are nearly all Muhammadans,
but there is also a Hindu section. The conversion of the Muham-
madan section dates from the reign of Aurangzeb, the example being

set by Riji Sursidi, then head of the tribe, whose tomb at Bhimbar
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is still an object of veneration. The tribe is divided into seven clans

or septs. Its members hold themselves superior to other Rajputs, and
although taking wives from other tribes, do not as a rule give their

daughters in marriage out of the tribe, except to Sayyids. Like

Rajputs generally, until their independence was overthrown by the Sikhs

under Ranji't Singh, the Chibs disdained to carry on agricultural

pursuits, but in this respect they are now in the same position as the

Jats and other purely agricultural classes. The Jit tribe consists of four

principal clans, the Baraich, Tarar, Gondal, and Rinjha, each of which

occupies a special locality in the District. They are industrious and

careful cultivators, professing Muhammadanism with but few exceptions,

but the retention of Brdhman purohits or priests in almost every one of

their villages is an unmistakeable relic of their old religion. They lay

claim to high social rank, and a marriage with a low-caste woman is

regarded as a disgrace. The Gujdrs, also almost entirely Muham-
madans, are divided into several clans, the chief being the Khu-

thana, Chechi, and Chauhdn, who all claim Rdjput descent. They

occupy themselves more as herdsmen and graziers than as agricul-

turists. The Sayyids of ,
Gujrat have been settled in the District

from a very ancient date, and are divided into eight sections, named
after the localities they first occupied in India on leaving' their

original home in Arabia. Amongst the Hindus, next to the Brahmans

and Khattris, are a clan of Sikhs called the Bahrupiyas, claiming

R&jput origin, and with the high-sounding family names of Rahtor,

ChauMn, and Puar. Their claim to Rdjput descent, however, is

discredited, and they are not accorded a position of equality with other

Sikhs of respectable Hindu origin. The Labdnas, another Sikh tribe,

correspond to the Banjiras of Central India, and carry on an extensive

trade by means of large herds of pack-bullocks. Of late years they

have taken to agriculture, but as an additional means of livelihood, and

not as a substitute for trade.

In 1881 the District contained 4 towns that have been consti-

tuted municipalities— namely, Gujrat, 18,743; Jalalpur, 12,839;

Kunjah, 5799; and Dinga, 5015. Total urban population, 42,396.

Of the 1334 towns and villages comprising the District in 1881,

356 contained less than two hundred inhabitants; 523 from two

to five hundred; 310 from five hundred to a thousand; 116

from one to two thousand; 22 from two to three thousand; 3 from

three to five thousand; and 4 upwards of five thousand inhabitants.

Classified according to occupation, the Census Report returns the

adult male population under the following seven main groups :—(1)

Professional, 7931 ; (2) domestic, 8097 ; (3) commercial, 4596 ; (4) agri-

cultural and pastoral, 1 13,995 ; (5) manufacturing and industrial, 49,637

;

(6) indefinite and non-productive, 10,932; (7) unspecified, 15,083.
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Agriculture,—Wheat fdrms the staple product of the rabi or spring

harvest
; while the common millets, jo&r and bdjra, make up the chief

items in the kharif or autumn harvest. Barley, gram, rice, pulses, oil-

seeds, and cotton also cover considerable areas ; while sugar-cane

is grown in small quantities on the better irrigated soil. With the

exception of rice, which is of inferior quality, all these staples reach

an average level of goodness. The following statement shows the

estimated area under the principal crops in 1880-81 :—Wheat,

328,489 acres; rice, 7493; joar
, 62,352; b&jra, 137,284; barley,

54,922; Indian corn, 16,789; pulses, 47,875; oil-seeds, 35,808;
cotton, 16,237; vegetables, 16,128; sugar-cane, 6349 acres.

No canals exist in the District, either public or private; and artificial

irrigation is entirely confined to wells. Of these, 6772 were returned

as in operation during the year 1866-67. Each well may be con-

sidered to supply water on an average to an area of about 18 acres.

In the central plateau, cultivation depends entirely upon the compara-

tively regular rainfall. In 1880-81, 801,339 acres were returned as

under cultivation, of which 238,210 acres were provided with artificial

irrigation. The area under tillage has largely increased of late

years.

Property in the soil rests for the most part in the hands of the village

communities, which differ from one another only in the degree to

which division of holdings has been carried. A very small number of

villages still retain the principle of common proprietorship; in the

remainder, division has been either partially or wholly effected. In

any case, the State holds the entire village responsible for the amount
of the land-tax assessed upon it.

Of a total area of 1973 square miles, 1835 square miles are assessed

at a Government revenue, including cesses and rates levied upon land, of

854. Rental paid by cultivators, ^133,594* The current land

revenue settlement, made for a period of twenty years, will expire in

1888. Less than one-fourth of the tenants possess rights of occu-

pancy. The average holding of a joint proprietor amounts to 18

acres; of an occupancy tenant, 8 acres; of a tenant-at-will, 5 acres.

The latter class invariably pay their rents in kind. Agricultural

labourers also receive their wages in kind.

In 1880-8 1, cash wages ranged from 7J& to iojd. per diem for

skilled, and from 3d. to 4^d. for unskilled workmen. Prices of food-

grains ruled as follows on 1st January 1881 :—Wheat, 7s. per cwt.

;

flour, 8s. 7d. per cwt.
;
barley, 5s. 7d. per cwt.

;
gram, 6s. 9d. per cwt.

;

joar
,
5s. 7d. per cwt. ; bdjra

,,
6s. 3d. per cwt.

;
rice (best), 18s. 8d. per

cwt.
; cotton (cleaned), ^2, 5s. rod. per cwt. ; and sugar (refined),

£2, 9s. rod. per cwt. Owing to the regularity of the rainfall, drought

is comparatively infrequent The famine of 1869-70 produced little

VOL. V. N
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effect on this District, beyond raising the price of grain to nearly

double the above quotations.

Commerce and Trade
,
,

etc.
— The merchants of Gujrdt, Jatelpur,

Kunjdh, and Dingd hold in their hands the greater part of the local trade.

The exports consist chiefly of grain, gM, wool, and other agricultural

produce, most of which goes down the river to Multdn (Mooltan) or

Sakkar; but the opening of the Northern Punjab State Railway, which

intersects the District from south-east to north-west, now affords a

new outlet for traffic. The imports come chiefly from Lahore, Amritsar,

Jammu, and Pind D£dan KMn. Boats sent down the stream seldom

return, being bought up upon their arrival at their destination, and

employed in the lower navigation of the three rivers. Fabrics made
from pashm

,
or the under wool of the Tibetan goat, are woven at

Gujrdt and Jaldlpur, but the manufacture is declining. The extrac-

tion of an impure saltpetre from saline earth, formerly a flourishing

industry, has also much declined. The mineral is produced for the most

part to the order of the Pind Dddan KMn merchants, by whom it is

exported to Multdn and other large marts after refinement Lime-

kilns, worked by Government, yield lime for official buildings, but the

supply is all used locally. The Northern Punjab ' State Railway passes

through the District from south-east to north-west, with stations at

Gujr£t, L£la Musa, Kh&rian, and Kariila. The bridge across the

Chendb was formally opened by the Prince of Wales in January 1876 j

while another leads across the Jehlam into the District of that name.

Bridges of boats conduct the Grand Trunk Road over both rivers.

Good branch lines of road connect Gujrdt with all surrounding centres

;

that to Bhimbar being much frequented as a route to Kashmir. In

1880--81 the District contained 55 miles of metalled and 650 miles of

unmetalled roads. Water communication is afforded by 72 miles of

navigable rivers.

Administration.—The total revenue derived from the District in

1861-62 amounted to ^55,171. By 1882-83 it had- increased to

^£75,269. This gain is chiefly due to improvement in the land-tax,

while the remaining increase must be set down to excise and stamps.

The land settlement now in force was made in 1865, and will have

effect till the year 1886-87. Besides the imperial revenue, the District

contributes a sum of about ;£i0,000 by local cesses for expenditure

on works of public utility within its limits. In 1882-83, 17 civil and

revenue judges of all kinds held jurisdiction in the District The
regular or imperial police in 1882 consisted of 310 officers and men,

of whom 226 were available for protective or detective duties, the

remainder being employed as guards over jails, treasuries, escorts,

etc. There was also in the same year a municipal force of 61 men,

and a rural police or village watch of over 600 men. The District
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jail at Gujrat received in 1882-83 a total number of 1095 prisoners,

the daily average being 196. During the same year, the number of

State-supported schools amounted to 49, having a total roll on the 31st

March 1883 of 4304 scholars. These figures show an average of 40-2

square miles for each school, and 6 scholars per thousand of the popu-

lation. The Census Report in 1881 returned 5831 boys and 163 girls

as under instruction, besides 11,738 males and 126 females able to read

and write, but not under instruction. The District school at Gujrat,

which ranks among the ‘higher class ’ schools ofthe Punjab, contained

44 pupils in March 1883. In 1882-83, the District contained 4 muni-

cipalities—namely, Gujrat, Jalalpur, Kunjah, and Dinga. They
had a total revenue of ^2360, and an expenditure of ^2487; average

incidence, is. 1Jd. per head of their united population.

Medical Aspects.—Gujrdt generally bears an excellent reputation as

a healthy District, but excessive irrigation in the neighbourhood of

the head-quarters town is said to breed fever and ague. Small-pox

prevails largely along the eastern border, imported probably from

Jammu from time to time. The official returns of 1882 state the total

number of deaths recorded in the District during that year as 14*769,

being at the rate of 21 per thousand of the population. In the

towns of Gujrdt and Jaldlpur, 376 and 471 deaths respectively were

registered, being at the rate of 20 and 37 per thousand. The
District contains 12 charitable dispensaries, which gave relief in 1882

to 62,989 persons, of whom 341 were in-door patients. No ther-

mometric returns are available, but the heat at Gujrdt is considered

moderate, even in the months of May and June, owing to the proximity

of the hills. The average rainfall varies from 33 inches immediately

below the Himalayas to 26 inches or less in the western uplands. As
a rule, the fall is regular, nor does the District suffer from drought so

much as many of its neighbours. The average for the whole

District during the twenty years ending 1881 was 30-88 inches. In

1880 the total rainfall was only 11*9 inches, in 1881 it was 25*90 inches.

[For further information regarding Gujrat District, see the Gujrat

District Gazetteer (Lahore, 1884) ;
the Report on the Second Regular

Settlement of Gujrdt District
;
by Captain W. G. Waterfield, dated 31st

March 1870 ;
the Punjab Census Report for 1881 ; the Punjab Provincial

Administration Reports
, 1881-83.]

Gujr&t.—South-eastern tahsll of Gujrdt District, Punjab ; situated

between 32
0

24' and 32
0

53' n. lat., and between 73
0

49' 30" and

74
0

31' e. long., consisting chiefly of the lowland tract along the

Chendb. Area, 554 square miles
;
population (1868) 272,055; (1881)

297,040, namely, males 156,339, and females 140,701 ;
average density,

536 persons per square mile. Classified according to religion,

there were: Muhammadans, 256,936; Hindus, 35,096; Sikhs, 4818;
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and * others/ 190. Total assessed area (1878-79), 357 »936 ^
of which

284,221 acres were returned as cultivated, 21,086 acres as cultivable,

and 52,629 acres as uncultivable. Amount of Government assessment,

^27,126. Average area under the different crops for the five years

ending 1881-82 : Wheat, 121,769 acres; bdjra, 32,103 acres; barley,

33,778 acres; Indian corn, 13,035 acres; jodr
, 19,009 acres; gram,

8875 acres; moth
, 4862 acres; rice, 2668 acres; poppy, 40 acres;

tobacco, 955 acres; cotton, 7697 acres; indigo, 71 acres; sugar-cane,

3411 acres; and vegetables, 7363 acres. The administrative staff

consists of a Deputy Commissioner, with a judicial Assistant, and

2 Assistant or extra-Assistant Commissioners, a tahdlddr
,
and munsif.

These officers preside over 6 civil and revenue and 5 magisterial courts.

Number of police circles (thdnds), 4 ;
strength of regular police, 91 men,

with 285 village watchmen (
chaukiddrs).

Gujrdt.—Chief town and administrative head-quarters of Gujrit

District, Punjab, lying about 5 miles north of the present bed of the

Chen^b. Lat. 32
0
35' n., long. 74

0
7' e. Population (1868) 14,905

;

(1881) 18,743, namely, 13,637 Muhammadans, 4762 Hindus, 317

Sikhs, and 27 ‘others;
3 number of houses, 3114. Stands upon an

ancient site, formerly occupied by two successive cities; the second

of which General Cunningham supposes to have been destroyed in

a.d. 1303, the year of an early Mughal invasion of Delhi. Nearly 200

years later, Sher Shdh turned his attention to the surrounding county,

and either he or Akbar founded the existing town. Though standing

in the midst of a Jat neighbourhood, the fort was first garrisoned by

Gtijars, and took the name of Gujrat Akbaribad. Remains of the

imperial period still exist During the reign of Shdh Jahdn, Gujrat

became the residence of a famous saint, Pfr Shah Daul£, who adorned

the city with numerous buildings from the offerings of his visitors. The
Ghakkar chief, Mukdrab Khin of Rdwal Pindi, held Gujrat for twenty-

five years, till his expulsion in 1765 by the Sikhs under Sardir Giijar

Singh Bhangi. For subsequent history, see Gujrat District. The
town was rendered memorable during the second Sikh war by the

battle which decided the fate of the campaign, bringing the whole

Punjab under British rule.

Akbaris fort, largely improved by Grijar Singh, stands in the centre

of the town. The civil 'station lies to the north of the native quarter,

containing the court-house, treasury, jail, dispensary, police lines,

staging bungalow, and post-office. The tahsil and munsifs courts are

situated within the fort. The town is traversed by three main streets

running respectively from east to west, from north-west to east, and
from north to south. With these exceptions the streets are very narrow

and irregular. They are, however, well paved, and the sanitary arrange-

ments are very good, being greatly facilitated by the elevated position
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of the town and the ample water-supply. The majority of the houses

are of fairly solid build. The principal buildings of antiquarian or

architectural interest are the Imperial bath-house or hammcm,
a large

Imperial well with steps leading down to the water, and the shrine of

Pir Shih Dauli. The railway station lies about a mile south-west, and

the military camping-ground nearly a mile north-west of the city.

Gujrat contains 69 Muhammadan mosques, 52 Hindu temples, and

11 Sikh dharmsdlds. The principal educational institutions are the

Government District School and the Mission School.

Gujrat is the great commercial centre of the Listrict, collecting agri-

cultural produce from the surrounding villages for export. It is also

an entrepdt for piece-goods, raw iron, and other European goods. Some
of the grain dealers have very large dealings, and there are several

native banking-houses of high standing, A large traffic in dried fruits

from Kashmir also passes through Gujrat. The chief local manufac-

tures are cotton, cloth, shawl and pashmina weaving
;
the two latter

industries, however, are on the decline. The brass vessels of Gujrit

are well known, and the boot-makers supply boots and shoes to native

regiments in different parts of the Punjab. Inlaid work in gold and

iron, known as Gujrat ware, has acquired a considerable reputation,

and meets with a ready sale among Europeans as a specialise of Punjab

art.

Municipal revenue in 1880-81, ^1306 ; in 1882-83, ^1208 ; average

incidence of municipal taxation, is. 3^d. per head of the population.

The municipal income is almost entirely derived from octroi

Gulaxilia.—Town in Unao District, Oudh
; 36 miles from Unao

town, and 16 from Purwa. Lat. 26° 24' n., long. 8i° 1' e. Founded

about 500 years ago by one Gular Singh Thakur. Population (1881),

Hindus, 4013 ;
Muhammadans, 86 : total, 4099. Government school.

Guledgarh ( Guledgud). — Town in Kalidgi District, Bombay
Presidency; situated 22 miles south-east of Kalidgi, and 9 miles

north-east of Badami. Lat. 16
0

3' N., long. 75° 50' e. Population

(1872) 10,674; (1881) 10,649, namely, 9459 Hindus, 985 Muham-
madans, 31 Jains, 174 Christians. Local manufactures of cotton and

silk cloth, which are exported to Sholipur, Poona, the Konkin, and

Bombay. Guledgarh is one of the stations of the Basle mission
;

in

its neighbourhood are valuable stone quarries. Post-office.

Guleri.— Pass across the Sulaiman Hills, Afghanistan; much
frequented by the Povindah traders on their journeys from Kabul and

Kandahir into the Punjab.

—

See Gumal.

Gulikalmala.—Mountain on the boundary of the Nflgiri and

Malabir Districts of the Madras Presidency. Lat. n° 14' 20" n., long.

76° 29' 50" E.

Gtuna.—One of the Eastern Dwdrs attached to Goilpiri District,
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Assam. Area, 97*96 square miles, of which only 6
‘53 are returned as

under cultivation.—See Dwars, Eastern.

Gum&.—Village in Mandi State, Punjab, on the southern slope of

the Himalayas. Lat. 31
0
57' n., long. 76° 24' e. The village contains

a mine of salt, which is, however, a good deal mixed with earth. The
mineral is quarried here and at Drang (also in the Mandi State).

The out-turn in 1881-82 amounted to 115,828 maunds, or 4137 tons.

A duty of is. 3d. a maund is levied, in addition to the price of the

salt, which is also is. 3d. a maund. This duty is shared between the

British Government and the Mandi State, in the proportion of two-

thirds and one-third respectively.

GuiruU.— Pass across the Sulaiman range from the Punjab into

Afghanistan. It follows the course of the Gumdl river, and is a

route of great importance, being the great highway of the Povindah

trading tribes from Kdbul and Kandahir. The town of Gumdl in

Dera Ismail Kh&n District is situated at the point of debouchure of

the pass.

Gum&nl-—River of the Santdl Parganis District, Bengal
; rises in

the Rdjmahal Hills in Godda Sub-division, and at first runs north-

east into the Barhdit valley. It is there joined by the Moral, coming
from the northern hills

;
and the united stream, which has thus col-

lected the entire drainage of the range, flows south-east through the

Ghitiari Pass to join the Ganges near Mah£deo-nagar.

Gum&nt—Name given to the Atrai River of Northern Bengal,

where it passes through the southern extremity of the Chalan Ml in

Rdjsh£hf District, whence it enters Pabn£.

Gum&r.—Village in Mandi State, Punjab, on the southern slope of

the Himalayas .—See Guma.
Gumg&on.—Town in Nagpur taksil, Nagpur District, Central Pro-

vinces; situated on the Wand, river, 12 miles south of Nagpuf town.

Lat. 21
0

1' n., long. 79
0

2' 30" e. Population (1881) 2712, namely,

Hindus, 2507; Muhammadans, 197; Jains, 6; and aborigines (by

religion), 2. The people are chiefly agriculturists, though the Koshtis

also manufacture cotton cloth. Near the police quarters, and com-
manding the river, are the remains of a considerable Mar^thd fort, and
near it a fine temple of Ganpatf, with strongly-built walls of basalt

facing the river. Both fort and temple were built by Chfmd Bdi,

wife of Rdj£ Raghuji 11., since whose time this estate has continued

in the direct possession of the Bhonsla family,

Gumnayakan-palya .—Tdluk in Kolar District, Mysore State, with

head-quarters at Bagepalli. Area, 342 square miles; population

(1872) 48,600; (1881) 38,575, namely, 19,440 males and 19,135
females. Hindus number 37,260; and Muhammadans, 1315. The
tdluk contains 1 civil and 1 criminal court

;
police circles (thdnds\ 9

;
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regular police, 76 men; village watchmen
(
chaukiddrs), 299. Land

revenue, ^9751. Products, a fine breed of sheep, and iron-ore.

Gumnayakan-palya—Village in Kolir District, Mysore State.

Lat. 13
0
48' 15" n., long. 77

0
58' 10" e.

;
population, which in 1871

was 239, had in 1881 fallen to 84. Situated on a small rocky hill,

crowned with fortifications, erected by a local chief, Gummi Nayak,

about 1364. The family gradually extended their territory, and
maintained their independence until overthrown by Haidar Alt

Giimsur (Ghumsar or Goomsar).—Taluk in Ganj&m District, Madras
Presidency. Bounded on the north by the Daspalla and Nyagar

zamlnddrls of Cuttack; on the east by Atagada zaminddri

;

and on
the west by the Eastern Ghdts. Area, 291 square miles, with 1 town

and 801 villages. Houses, 32,401. Population (1871) 158,061 ; (1881)

181,390, namely, males 89,407, and females 91,983. The Gdmsdr
country till 1836 was native territory; but in that year the chief

rose in rebellion against the British power, a military expedition was

despatched against him, and his territory was annexed. One result

of this annexation was the suppression of the practice of Meriah, or

human sacrifice, which, as was then discovered, prevailed to a con-

siderable extent among the Kandhs, a wild tribe inhabiting the hilly

country eastward of Gdmsdr. As a revenue division, Giimsur includes

the lapsed zaminddri (estate) of Surada, with an area of about 1250

square miles. It enjoys a copious rainfall and fertile soil, and is

watered by several large streams, which unite at Aska. The tdluk

is wild and thickly covered with forests of sdl wood. Wild beasts

(tiger, bear, sambhar) and game abound. A good deal of sugar-cane is

grown in the centre and south, but irrigation is needed to develop the

cultivation. The Surada and Gumsur paiks, who hold quit-rent lands

in the tdluk on condition of military service when called out against the

Kandhs, are an interesting remnant of the old feudal system of Ganjam.

The paiks
y
who hold about 10,000 acres of land, are occasionally used

as guards at the salt factories in the manufacturing season. The
Gumsdr tdluk in 1883 contained 1 civil and 2 criminal courts; police

circles (;thands), 11 ;
regular police, 97 men. Land revenue, ^23,846.

—See Orissa Tributary States, Bundare, Kandhs, etc.

Gdmstir.—Town in Giimsdr tdluk) Ganjdm District, Madras Presi-

dency. Lat. 1

9

0
50' n., long. 84° 42' e. Formerly the chief town of

the tdluk to which it gives its name ; 6 miles south-east from Russell-

konda, the present head-quarters. Previous to the disturbances of

1836-37 it was the seat of the Gdmsdr chiefs, and members of the

family still reside here. The town is now of no importance.

Gumti (
Gomatiy identified with the Kdhi of the ancient geographers).

—River of the North-Western Provinces and Oudh, It rises in Pilibhit

District of the North-Western Provinces, in an alluvial tract between
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the Deoha or Garra and the Gogra (Ghdgra) rivers. Its source is in a

small lake or morass called the Phaljar Tdl, in lat. 28° 37' n., long.

8o° 7' e. ; 19 miles east of Pilfbhit town, and about 605 feet above sea-

level. The river takes a sinuous but generally south-eastern course for

42 miles, when it enters Oudh in Kheri District, in lat. 28° 11' n., long.

8o° 20' e. It continues its course to the south-east, till at about 94 miles

from its source it receives the Kathna as a tributary on its left bank,

in lat. 27
0 28' N., long. 8o° 27' e. Continuing south-eastwards for

80 miles farther, and receiving during its course the Saroyan in lat.

27
0

9' n., long. 8o° 55' e., Lucknow city is reached, where the river is

spanned by five bridges. The river here becomes navigable throughout

the year; its banks are from 30 to 70 feet high, and it has a minimum
cold-weather discharge of 500 cubic feet per second. Below Lucknow,

the valley of the Gtfmti becomes very narrow, and the scenery

picturesque. At Sultdnpur, about 170 miles south-east of the Oudh
capital, the stream in the dry season is 100 yards wide, with a depth

of 4 feet, and a current running at the rate of 2 miles an hour. About

52 miles south-east of Sultanpur, the river re-enters the North-Western

Provinces in Jaunpur District. At Jaunpur town, 30 miles from the

Oudh frontier, the Gtfmti has become a fine stream, spanned by a

bridge of 16 arches; 18 miles below Jaunpur, it receives the Sii river

on its left bank ; and 33 miles lower, in Benares District, the Nind
river also on the left bank. Five miles below this last point, the

Gtfmti falls into the Ganges, in lat. 25° 31' n., long. 83° 13' e.,

after a total course of about 500 miles. Just above the confluence,

the Gtfmti is crossed by a bridge of boats in the cold and hot

weather, which is replaced by a ferry in the rainy season. The
Gumti is navigable by boats of 500 maunds

,
or about 17 tons burthen,

throughout the year as far as Dilawarpur Ghdt, near Muhamdi in

Kheri District. The traffic registered in 1879-80, at a station in

Benares District, close to its confluence with the Ganges, amounted to

—down-stream, 141,580 maunds (grain constituting 78 per cent, of

the total); up-stream, 42,209 ?naunds (stone constituting 90 per cent.).

Higher up the river there is a very considerable local traffic between

Sultanpur District in Oudh, and Jaunpur District in the North-Western

Provinces. The worst shoals are in Sultanpur District. Average fall,

8 inches per mile.

Grlimti*—River in Tipperah District, Bengal
; formed by the junc-

tion of two rivers—the Chdimi and Raimi, which rise respectively in

the Athdramurd and Lankthardi ranges of the Tipperah Hills. These

streams unite to form the Gdmti near the eastern boundary of the

Tipperah State, just above the succession of rapids known as the

Dumrd Falls. The Giimti enters Tipperah District near the village of

Bfbfbdzdr, about 6 miles east of Comillah (Kumilld), and divides the
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District into two nearly equal portions. After a westerly course, it

joins the Meghna above Datidkandi, in lat. 23
0

31' 45" n., long. 90°

44' 15" e. Its entire length, inclusive of windings, is 66 miles ; but

from the point where it enters British territory to where it empties

itself into the Meghn£, its direct length is 36 miles. During the rains,

the Grimti is deep and rapid ; in the cold and dry seasons, it becomes

fordable at many places. The chief tributaries in Tipperah Hill State

are the Kisiganj, the Pithraganj, and the Maitekcherral, all on the

right or north bank. The principal towns on the Gdmti are Comillah,

Jafarganj, and Pinchpukuria. Public ferries at Comillah, Company-
ganj, Murddnagar, and Gauripuri, the latter village being one of the

largest rice and jute marts of the District.

Guna Agency (Goona Agency).—Tract of country in Gwalior terri-

tory, Central India, comprising the States of Raghugarh, Paron,

Garha, Dharnaoda, Umri, Bhadaura, and Sirsi. This tract is the

charge of a Political Assistant, who lives at Giina (Goona), and who is

also second in command of a regiment of the Central India Horse.

—

See Goona.

Glinas.— Pass in Bashahr State, Punjab, across the southern

Himalayan range. Lat 31
0

21' n., long. 78° 13' e. The path winds

up the bank of the river Rupin, a tributary of the Tons, and crosses

an expanse of snow, as wide as the eye can reach, over the northern

slope. Elevation of the crest, 16,026 feet above sea-level.

Gund.—Petty hill State in the Punjab ;
tributary to the Rija of

Keunthal. Area, 3 square miles
3

estimated population, 1000;

estimated revenue, £100.
Gnndamorla Bar.—Nellore District, Madras Presidency. Lat. 15

0

31' n., long. 8o° 16' 30" E. An opening into the sea about 2 miles

south of the Gundlakamma river; about 325 yards wide, and 7 feet

deep.

Gund&r (Gundu-ar or Shaumuganadi ).—River in Madura District,

Madras Presidency ; formed by the junction of several streams which

rise in the Andipatti or Varshandd range, and meet about lat. 9
0

36'

n., long. 78° 14' e. After a south-easterly course of about 100 miles,

it falls into the sea near Kilkarai, lat. 9
0 8' n., long. 78° 33' 30" e.

Gund&rdihi.—Zammdari or estate attached to Riipur District,

Central Provinces. Area, 77 square miles. Population (1881) 19,927,

namely, males 9715, and females 10,212; average density of popula-

tion, 258-8 per square mile. The estate contains no jungle, and is

generally well cultivated, the population and crops being similar to

those of the Government portion of .the District, by which it is sur-

rounded. The estate has belonged for 300 years to the family of the

present zaminddr. Gund&rdihi village is situated in lat 20° 56' 30" n.,

long. 8i° 20' 30" e.
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Gundiall.—Petty State of Jhdlawir District in Kdthi£wdr, Bombay
Presidency ;

consisting of 2 villages, with 1 independent tribute-payer.

Population (1871) 1212 ;
and (t88i) 916. Estimated revenue, ^1200;

tribute of ^140, 1 6s. is payable to the British Government. Nine

miles south of Wadhwdn station on the Bhaunagar-Gondal Railway.

Gundlakamma (literally,
£
Sto?iy Bed ').—River of Madras Presi-

dency, which rises in the Nalla Mallai Hills in Karnrfl District, near

Gundla Brahmesvaram, in lat. 15
0

40' n., long. 75
0
49' E. After re-

ceiving two mountain streams, the Jampaleru and the Yenamaleru, it

passes into the low country through the Cumbum (Kambham) gorge,

at which spot a fine lake has been formed by a dam thrown across the

course of the river. This sheet of water, known as the Cumbum Tank,

is about 13 miles in circumference. It then follows a tortuous course

through Karmil, Kistna, and Nellore Districts, and finally falls into the

Bay of Bengal, 12 or 14 miles north of Ongole, in lat. 15° 33' n., long.

8o° 18' e. The principal or new mouth of the river is always open,

varying in width, according to the season, from 600 to 250 yards, and

in depth from 6 to 12J feet. The second mouth, called by the people

Pata Gundlakamma, is open only in the rains, and has a maximum
depth of 6 feet on the bar.

Gundlamau.—Pargand of Sftapur District, Oudh. Bounded on the

north by Machhrehta and Kurauna parga?ids

;

on the east by the

Saroyan river, separating it from Sidhauli tahsil

;

and on the south and

west by the Gumti river, separating it from Hardoi District The
early inhabitants of the pargana were Kachheras, who were driven out

by the three sons of a B£chhil Kshattriya, one of whom, named Gonde
Singh, founded and gave his name to the place. The descendants of

these Bdchhils still own 53 out of the 67 villages which constitute the

pargand. The Kuchlii estate in the north-east is owned by a com-

munity of the same tribe. The pargand is, on the whole, a poor

one, with a scanty population. The villages to the east, bordering

on the Saroyan, are much cut up by ravines
;
and those to the west

are subject to a deposit of sand blown from the Giimti in the hot

season ; a few of them, however, especially in the south, have a

fertile tract of tar&i land fringing the river. Area, 64 square miles,

of which 44 are cultivated
;
incidence of Government land revenue,

2s. 6fd. per acre of cultivated area, 2s. o£d. per acre of assessed

area, and is. 9fd. per acre of total area. Rents are paid almost

entirely in kind. Population (1869) 20,220; (1881) 21,710, namely,

11,510 males and 10,200 females. No made roads, but the Gtimti

and Sarayan afford good water communication. Three small market

villages, at which only the commonest articles of trade are sold. No
manufactures.

Gundlupet.—Tdluk in Mysore District, Mysore State. Area, 539
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square miles. Population (1881) 54,528,, namely, 27,074 males and

27,454 females. Hindus numbered 53*596 \
Muhammadans, 880 ; and

Christians, 52. The tdluk contains 1 criminal court; police circles

(thdnds), 9; regular police, 74 men; village watch (chauldddrs), 273.

Land revenue, ^6798. The tdluk has decreased in population and

prosperity during the present century.

Gundlupet.—Principal village in Gundlupet tdluk, Mysore District,

Mysore State ; situated on the Gundal river, 36 miles south of Mysore

town. Lat. n° 50' n., long. 76° 44' e. Population (1881) 2951,

including 360 Muhammadans, 38 Christians, and about 198 M£rka or

old Kanarese Brahmans. Old town, formerly called Vijayapura,

refounded about 1674 by Chikka Deva Rljd, Wodeyar of Mysore, as

being the scene of his father's cremation. He built an agrahdra
,
now

destroyed, and a fine temple to Aparamita Paravdsa Deva, fast falling

to ruin. The prosperity of the town suffered on the accession of Tipd

Sultan, and it has since been depopulated by fever.

Glindwa.

—

Pargand of Hardoi District, Oudh. Bounded on the

north and east by the Gumti, separating it from Aurangabad, Gund-

lamau, and Manwdn pargands, in Sitdpur ; on the south by Malihdbad,

in Lucknow; and on the west by Sandila and Kaly&imal. The

portion of the pargand lying towards the Gumti consists of branching

ravines, occasional sandhills, and poor uneven stretches of sandy IMr
land. Towards the south-east comer, an old channel of the river seems

to have silted up, and become converted into a network of jhils.

At a distance from the river, the soil changes from bMr to dumdt
,

but the sand still remains as a substratum. A number of small creeks

and water-courses fall into the Giimti, carrying with them the over-

flowings of the jhtls in the interior. Area, 140 square miles, of

which 88 are cultivated. Government land revenue, ^10,514

;

average incidence, 3s. 9^d. per acre of cultivated area, or 2s. 4^d.

per acre of total area. Staple products—barley and wheat, which

occupy fths of the cultivated area; other crops

—

mdsh
,
gram, bajra,

ahar, moth, jodr, linseed, rice, kodo, and peas. Of the 117 villages

comprising the pargand, 48 form the tdluk or estate of Bhar£w£n

;

36 are paiiiddri, 30 zaminddri, and 6 bhaydchdra. Kshattriyas own

94 villages ;
Brahmans and Kayasths, 7 each ;

Kurmis, 3 ; and

Muhammadans, 6. Population (1869) 56,871 ;
(1881) 58,674, namely,

31,138 males and 27,536 females. An unmetalled road intersects the

pargand, and rough cart tracks link the main villages together. Three

Government village schools.

Guni.

—

Tdluk in Haidar£b£d (Hyderabad) District, Sind, Bombay

Presidency ; situated between 24
0
30' and 25

0
13' n. lat, and between

68° 19' and 68° 50' e. long. Population (1872) 59,971; an<* (1881)

71,162, namely, 6278 Hindus, 60,501 Muhammadans, 1175 Sikhs, and
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3208 aborigines; number of houses, 15,781 ; area, 989 square miles,

with 127 villages. The area assessed to land revenue in 1882-83 was

76,946 acres; area under actual cultivation, 38,727 acres. Land
revenue, ^9444. The taluk in 1883 contained 1 civil and 3 criminal

courts
;
police stations

(
thdnds\ 8 : regular police, 45 men.

Gunnaur.— Tahsll or Sub-division, forming the north-western

portion of Budiun District, North-Western Provinces, and comprising

the pargands of Rdjpurd and Asadpur. Area 310J square miles, of

which 177 square miles are cultivated. Population (1872) 128,788;

(1881) 117,535, namely, males 63,665, and females 53,870, thus

showing a decrease of 11,253 persons in nine years. Classified accord-

ing to religion, there were in 1881—Hindus, 105,150; and Muham-
madans, 12,385. Land revenue (1872), ^16,437; total revenue

(including cesses), ^18,085.

Gunnaur.—Town in Bud£un District, North-Western Provinces,

and head-quarters of Gunnaur tahsiL Population (1881) 4920,

namely, males 2569, and females 2351. A small municipal income

for police and conservancy purposes is levied in the shape of a

house-tax. The town is situated about three miles from the left or

north bank of the Ganges, on the unmetalled road between Buland-

shahr and Budiun, and was at one time an emporium of some
importance, but the opening of the Aligarh-Morackbdd branch of

the Oudh and Rohilkhand Railway has diverted the traffic which

formerly passed through it. Tahsili

\

police station, sardi, dispensary,

post-office, school, cattle-pound, and travellers’ bungalow.

Guntur (Guntoor).—Taluk in Kistna District, Madras Presidency.

Bounded on the north by the river Kistna, and on the south by the

Kondavidu range of hills. Area, 500 square miles, containing 2 towns

and 112 villages. Houses, 22,853. Population (1881) 136,083,

namely, 68,476 males and 67,607 females. Hindus numbered 123,264;

Muhammadans, 10,704; Christians, 2108; and ‘others,’ 7. In the

south, the tdluk
,
when the rainfall is abundant, is a fertile garden, but

extremely desolate in dry weather. The region is generally entered by

way of Bezwdda, where the passage of the Kistna is made by means
of a ferry. In 1883 the tdluk contained 1 civil and 4 criminal courts;

police stations (,thdnds), 6; regular police, 126 men. Land revenue

(1884), ^41,043. Chief town, Guntur.
Gunttir {Guntoor).—Chief town of Guntrir tdluk

,

Kistna District,

Madras Presidency; situated on the Grand Trunk Road, about 46
miles from Masulipatam. Lat. 16

0
17' 42" n., long. 8o° 29' e.

It contains 3877 houses and (1881) 19,646 inhabitants, namely, 14,706

Hindus, 4618 Muhammadans, 314 Christians, and 8 ‘others.’ The
head-quarters of the Sub-Collector of Kistna; municipal revenue,

^1999 ; incidence of taxation, is. 2^d, per head. Guntdr is divided
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into the old and new town, and has been much improved of late, and

is considered healthy. The houses of the collector and other officials,

as well as the courts of justice, lie to the north and west Considerable

trade in grain and cotton. Four cotton screw presses. A branch of

the Bank of Madras has been established in the town since 1869.

Guntiir (Guntoor) was the capital of a Circar (Sarkdr) under the

Muhammadans. The town became prominent during the French

occupation of Southern India in the second half of the 18th century.

It was ceded to the French by the Nizdm in 1752. At the time

of the cession of the Northern Circars to the English in 1776,

Guntiir was specially exempted during the life of Bas£lat Jang, whose

personal jagir it was. In 1778, the English rented it from him,

but it was given up by order of the Governor-General in 1780. In

1788 it came again into British possession, and the cession was finally

confirmed in 1823. The cemetery at Guntiir contains many remini-

scences of the stirring times of the French occupation. On one

tombstone runs the following epitaph over the body of a French

commandant :
—

‘ UHercule il 'egdla les travaux et la gloire : Mais une

mort trop cruelle a trompe noire espoir? The great drawback to Guntiir,

which has a high reputation for healthiness, is its difficulty of access.

In the hot weather, when the canals are closed, there is no escape

except by a fatiguing journey over a parched country to Masulipatam,

there to await a steamer which anchors seven miles from shore.

Guptasar.—Sacred cave in Shdhabad District, Bengal; about 7

miles from Shergarh and 18 miles from Sasserim. It is situated in a

glen; and the entrance, about 18 feet wide by 12 high, lies a little

way up the hill. The surface of the interior is everywhere broken and
irregular, and masses of rock project from the sides. There are three

galleries in the cave, one of which contains the chief object of worship,

viz. a stalactite revered as Mahddeo. This cave has never been

thoroughly explored, but its various windings are said to be half a mile

long.

Gurd&spur.—A British District in the Lieutenant-Governorship of

the Punjab, lying between 31
0

37' and 32
0

30' N. lat., and between

74
0

56' and 75
0

57' e. long. Gurd^spur forms the north-eastern

District of the Amritsar Division. It is bounded on the north by the

Native States of Kashmir and Chamba, on the east by Kdngra District

and the river Beas (Bias), which separates it from Hoshidrpur District

and Kipiirthala State, on the south-west by Amritsar District, and

on the west by Sidlkot. Area, 1822 square miles; population (1881)

823,695 persons. The administrative head-quarters are at the town

of Gurdaspur; but Batala is the chief centre of trade and

population.

Physical Aspects.—The District of Gurdaspur occupies the submon-
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tane portion of the Bari Doab, or tract between the Beas (Bids) and

the Rdvi, and stretches westward beyond the latter river so as to

include a triangular wedge of territory which naturally belongs to the

adjoining District of Sidlkot. An outlying strip of British territory

also runs northward as a cart road into the lower Himdlayarx ranges,

to include the mountain sanitarium of Dalhousie. The rapid torrent

of the Chaki separates the Gurdaspur Hills from those of Kdngra;

while beyond the Rdvi, the Kashmir boundary encroaches on the sub-

montane tract for some io miles below the southern escarpment of the

Himilayan system. Dalhousie station crowns the westernmost

shoulder of a magnificent snowy range, the Dhdola Dhdr, between

which and the plain two minor ranges intervene. Below the hills

stretches a picturesque and undulating plateau, covered with abundant

timber, and made green by a copious rainfall. In the triangular wedge

west of the Rdvi, water from hill streams is everywhere available ' for

irrigation, besides conferring additional fertility through the deposit of

virgin loam. The streams of the Bari Do£b, however, diverted by

dams and embankments, now empty their waters into the Beas directly,

in order that their channels may not interfere with the Bari Doab
Canal, which derives its supply from the R£vi. The central watershed

of the Dodb consists of an elevated plain, contracted to an apex just

below the hills, but rapidly spreading out like an open fan until it fills

the whole space between the two river-beds. Well-defined banks

terminate the plateau on either side, the country falling abruptly away to

the present level of the rivers. The bank toward the Beas valley attains

a considerable height, and is covered by a ridge of drifted sand ; that

toward the Rdvi is less marked. The plain, though apparently a dead

level, has a sufficient westward slope to cause a rapid flow of water in

definite drainage lines after heavy rain. Five principal water-courses

of this description collect a volume large enough to be employed for

purposes of irrigation many miles beyond the borders of the District.

The Beas touches the border of the District at MirtMl, flowing south-

west. At this point it receives the Chaki on its right bank from the

north, and after flowing west-south-west for about six miles, curves

sharply southwards, which general course it continues till it leaves the

District at its extreme southern point, forming the boundary between

Gurdaspur and Hoshidrpur for the whole distance. Its western bank is

high and rugged, but the present course of the river-bed is at a distance

from the high bank, ranging from one to six miles. The cold-weather

stream has an average depth of about six feet, and is even fordable in

some places; in the rains its average depth is about 20 feet. The

river-bed in the upper part of its course is composed of stones and

sand, but becomes mixed with mould lower down. Many islands, some

of considerable size, are formed. There are no bridges in this seqtion
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of the river
;
and the ferries, seven in number, are under the charge of

the authorities of the neighbouring District of Hoshiarpur. The most

important are those of Bhal Ghit and Nawdshahr, where the river

is crossed by the roads from Batala and Gurd£spur respectively to

Hoshiarpur. The Ravi first touches on the District on the northern

border from the hills opposite Basdoli in Kashmir. It thence flows south-

west, forming the boundary of British territory for about 25 miles, after

which it turns south and enters the District by a bifurcating channel,

which reunites after a few miles. The stream then turns west,

and flows a winding south-westerly course till it leaves Gurddspur

and forms the boundary between Sidlkot and Amritsar Districts. The
river, which has a depth of 20 feet in the rains, is fordable almost

everywhere between December and March, a large body of water being

drawn off for the Bixi Doab Canal Numerous islands are formed.

The river is not noted for important changes by alluvion or diluvion

;

but in 1879 the stream altered its course, and set straight on to the

town of Dera N£nak. In spite of strenuous efforts made to divert

the channel, the river carried away the Tali Sahib temple, to the

north-west of the town, which itself was only saved from destruction by

the erection of a strong embankment or bandh. There are no bridges

on the river, but ferries are established at fifteen places. The Bari

Do£b Canal, drawing its supplies from the Ravi at Madhupur, just

south of the hills, runs for some miles through a deep cutting,

but emerges on the level a little east of Gurd^spur town, and divides

into three main branches, which become immediately available for

irrigation.

The District contains several large jhils or swampy lakes, whose

shallows afford excellent opportunities for the cultivation of rice and

singhara, or water-nut. The largest is a lake in the neighbourhood of

Kahnuwan, which is about 2000 feet in width and 9 miles in length,

with a depth of from 12 or 20 feet in the deepest parts. In the centre

of the lake is a pavilion constructed by MaMrdja Sher Singh. It is

celebrated for its wild-fowl shooting. The District is well wooded with

common trees, though only in scattered clumps. There is nowhere

anything like forest. The wild animals of the District include tigers,

leopards, wolves, and deer. The water-fowl shooting in the jhils and

marshes is excellent.

Bistory.—Few facts can now be recovered with regard to the early

annals of Gurd£spur. The principal cities during the Mughal period

were Batala and Pathankot. The former town, situated in the centre

of the Do£b, was the residence of Shamsher Khin, the Emperor Akbar’s

foster-brother, who enlarged the walls, and built a magnificent tank,

which still exists. Pathdnkot, at the foot of the hills, once formed the

capital of a little Rdjput State, said to have been established in the
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12th century by one Jet Pal, an emigrant from Delhi. His family

afterwards transferred their residence to Ndrpur, a town situated within

the hill tract now included in the neighbouring District of Kingra.

Kaldnaur also has some claims to antiquity, and finds mention in the

Muhammadan annals as the place where the great Akbar learned the

news of his father’s death, and assumed the title of emperor. Dera
Nanak, on the R&vi, preserves the name of the founder of the

Sikh religion, who died in 1539 at a village on the opposite bank.

In spite of such local reminiscences, however, we know little of

the District as a whole during the days of the Mughal Empire,

beyond the fact that its government was administered from the

Provincial capital at Lahore. Our first distinct historical knowledge

begins with the rise of the Sikh confederacy. After long struggles with

the imperial governors on the one hand, and with Ahmad Shih Durdni

on the other, the vigorous young sect found itself at last triumphant
;

and from 1764, its chiefs began to parcel out the Punjab and the

cis-Sutlej country into such portions as each could conveniently hold.

The western section of the Bari Doab fell into the hands of one Amar
Singh, sumamed Bhaga, a Mdn J£t from Amritsar, who joined the

misl or community known as the Kanhia. Other chieftains of the

same misl occupied neighbouring estates on either side of the Mvi.

BatAla fell to Jagra Singh, the famous leader of the Rdmgharia com-

munity, together with Dinanagar, Kalanaur, Srigovindpur, and

other surrounding towns. Jagra Singh was expelled by the Kanhias,

but returned in 1783, and securely established himself in his former

dominions. He died in 1803, and his son Jodh Singh succeeded to his

estates. The latter formed a close friendship with Ranjit Singh, the

great MaMrdjd of Lahore. On his death in r8i6, however, Ranjit

Singh took advantage of a disputed succession to annex the whole of

his territories. The dominions of the Bhaga family in the western

half of the District had been absorbed by the Lahore Government

in 1809. Beyond the Rlvi, the triangular wedge, now attached to

this District, had fallen piecemeal into the power of Ranjit Singh by

similar acts of spoliation between the years 1789 and 18x3. Much of

the territory thus acquired remained in the hands of its masters on a

feudal tenure (jdgir), while other estates were granted to new holders.

PatMnkot and a few neighbouring villages in the plain, together

with the whole hill portion of the District, formed part of the area

ceded by the Sikhs to the East India Company after the first Sikh

war in 1846. Under the original distribution of the new territory,

they were attached to Kingra
;
but after the final annexation in 1849,

the upper portion of the B£ri Do£b became a separate District, having

its head-quarters at Batala. In r 855 the District received an addition

by,the transfer of Shakargarh tahsil, beyond the Rivi, the head-quarters
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at the same time being removed to Gurdaspur. In 1861-62, the neck

of hill road connecting the plains with the new sanitarium of Dalhousie

was acquired by the British Government by purchase from the Chamba
State; and this addition brought the District into its present shape.

The chief landholder in Gurdaspur at the present time is Sardar

Bhagwdn Singh of Batala, nephew of the great Sikh general, Tej Singh,

who commanded at Firozshah and Sobraon.

Population .—The numerous transfers of territory which took place

in the interval between the Census of 1855 and those of 1868 and 1881

render it impossible to give a detailed comparison of their results. The
last enumeration, that of 1881, was taken over an area of 1822 square

miles, and it disclosed a total population of 823,695 persons, distributed

among 2272 villages or towns, and inhabiting 111,242 houses. From
these data the following averages may be deduced:—Persons per

square mile, 452; villages per square mile, 1*25; houses per square

mile, 82 ; persons per village, 362 ;
persons per house, 7*4. Number of

families, 185,133. Classified according to sex, there were—males,

445,798; females, 377,897; proportion of males, 54*1 percent.

As regards religious distinctions, the population of Gurdaspur is evenly

distributed. Hindus number 359,329, or 43*62 per cent.; Muhamma-
dans, 391,400, or 47*52 per cent.; Sikhs, 72,395; Jains, 108; and

Christians, 463. The ethnical division shows the following results :

—

Jdts, 129,755, of whom 38,047 are Hindus, 46,079 Sikhs, and 45,628
Muhammadans—they hold almost the whole of the uplands in the

B&ri Dodb, the Muhammadans being most numerous in the neighbour-

hood of the hills, while round Batala the Jats are almost universally

Sikhs; Rajputs, 71,519, of whom 31,723 are Hindus, and the remainder

Musalmans—the greater part of the submontane tract is in the hands

of Hindu Rajputs; Brahmans, 47,899, all Hindus or Sikhs; Giljars,

43,57 1, Muhammadans almost without exception; Khattris, 15,778,

the great majority being Hindus and Sikhs; Kashmiris, 6662,

all Muhammadans; Pathans, 9784; Julahas, 40,456, all Muham-
madans; Tarkhdns, 29,621, of whom 14,061 are Hindus, 10,309

Sikhs, and 5251 Muhammadans; Baniyas, 14,804, almost without

exception Hindus ; and Jhinwars, 34,300, the great majority Hindus
and Sikhs.

In 1881 the District contained 16 municipal towns, but of these

only 4 had a population exceeding 5000—namely, Batala, 24,281

;

SUJANPUR, 6039; DERA NaNAK, 5956; DlNANAGAR, 5589. The
other municipal towns, with their populations, are— Kalanaur,

4962; Gurdaspur (the head-quarters of the District), 4706; Sri-

GOVINDPUR, 4247; FaTEHGARH, 4078; PATHANKOT, 4344; NaROT,

3706 ;
Sukhuchak, 3355 ;

Bahrampur, 2682 ;
Darman, 1618 ; Naina

Kot, 1452; Dalhousie, 1610; and Shahpur, 1258. Dera Nanak
vol. v. o
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and Srfgovindpur possess great sanctity in the eyes of the Sikhs. The
sanitarium of Dalhousie, 7687 feet above sea -level, though only

returned as containing a permanent population of 1610 inhabitants,

has a large fluctuating population during the hot season. Of the

2272 towns and villages comprising the District in 1881, 993 contained

less than two hundred inhabitants; 836 from two to five hundred;

307 from five hundred to a thousand
; 107 from one to two thousand;

17 from two to three thousand; 8 from three to five thousand; and 4
upwards of five thousand inhabitants.

Condition and Occupation of the People.—It is impossible to form any

satisfactory estimate of the wealth of the commercial and industrial

classes. It may be said generally that a very large proportion of the

artisans are extremely poor, while their fellows in the villages, who

mostly receive their wages in the shape of a share of the produce, are

hardly less dependent upon the harvests than the agriculturists them-

selves. The leather-workers (Chamars) may perhaps be excepted, as

they derive considerable gains from the hides of cattle which die in a

year of drought. As regards the circumstances of the agricultural

classes, the District officer wrote as follows in 1879:—‘Owing to the

successive bad harvests which have lately occurred, the zammddrs of

this District are not now well off. The owners who cultivate their own

land are more in debt than the tenant class
;
and of the tenants, those

who pay cash rents are in better circumstances than those whose rents

are fixed at a share of the produce. Consequently on last year’s

drought, some hereditary tenants have deserted their lands without

attempting to sell their occupancy rights
; in other instances they have

sold their rights
;
and more of them would have deserted their lands,

but that they feared they would nevertheless remain responsible for the

revenue. Of the total number of agriculturists, three-fourths are in

debt ;
and one-fourth free from debt, able to pay their revenue from

their own funds, and selling their grain produce themselves.
7

As regards the occupations of the people, the Census of 1881 divides

the adult male population into the following seven main groups :—(1)

Professional, 14,971 ; (2) domestic, 27,409; (3) commercial, 6104; (4)

agricultural and pastoral, 135,033; (5) manufacturing and industrial,

66,513; (6) indefinite and non-productive, 22,305; and (7) unspeci-

fied, 2830.

Agriculture.— The District possesses throughout an excellent soil,

except in some small patches on the Bids (Beas) side, where sand

covers the surface. The chief agricultural staples are wheat, barley,

and gram for the rabi or spring harvest, with rice, jodr, bdjra
,
pulses,

cotton, and sugar-cane for the kharif or autumn harvest.. Abundant

means of irrigation exist where required, either from canals, wells,

or mountain streams ;
but in no part of the Punjab can better crops be
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produced without ’such artificial aid. In 1880, the total cultivated

area amounted to 856,230 acres, of which 122,840 acres were protected

by irrigation against the effects of drought. The Bdri Doab Canal

supplies 27,674 acres, and the remainder is watered by private enter-

prise, chiefly from wells. The Rivi and the Beas (Bids) inundate

about 44,000 acres in time of flood. The area under the principal

crops in 1880-81 was returned as follows:—Wheat, 285,734 acres

;

barley, 96,165 acres; gram, 19,490 acres; rice, 80,373 acres; Indian

corn, 29,892 acres; jodr, 27,690 acres; b&jra
,, 4641 acres; miscel-

laneous pulses, 80,943 acres; cotton, 12,500 acres; oil-seeds, 29,781

acres; tobacco, 9599 acres; sugar-cane, 46,895 acres; and vegetables,

12,931 acres. The large proportion of the area devoted to the richer

food-grains—wheat, barley, and rice—and to commercial crops like

cotton and sugar-cane, sufficiently attests the agricultural prosperity

of the District.- The average out-turn per acre in lbs. in 1880-81 was

returned as under—wheat, 425; rice, 560; inferior grains, 437; oil-

seeds, 310; cotton (cleaned), 40; sugar (refined), 240.

The usual types of communal village tenure prevail throughout

the District, differing from one another only in the varying degrees

of division between the coparceners. The returns, of 1873-74

show that out of a total of 1942 villages, a purely communal

tenure exists in only 116. Among the remainder, either the

whole or a part of the village lands has been divided off in definite

portions to the individual holders. The agricultural stock was approxi-

mately estimated as follows in 1879:—Cows and bullocks, 174,651;

horses, 2530; ponies, 1370; donkeys, 5498; sheep and goats, 73,495;
pigs, 3975 ;

camels, 77 ;
carts, 4475 ;

and ploughs, 57,722- By far the

greater part of the area is cultivated by tenants-at-will. Of a total

area of 1822 square miles, 1550 square miles are assessed for Govern-

ment revenue, of which 1139 square miles are cultivated, 118 square

miles are cultivable, and 293 square miles are uncultivable waste.

Total Government revenue, including cesses and local rates levied on

the land, ;£i 24,97a. Estimated rental actually paid by cultivators,

^274,372. Rents, however, are almost universally paid in kind, and

the rent figures given above represent rather the estimated money
value of the produce paid in lieu of a money rent. Agricultural

labourers also receive their wages in kind. Cash wages range from

6d. to is. per diem for skilled workmen, and from 3d. to 4^d. per diem

for unskilled workmen. On the 1st January 1882, the prices of food-

grains and other produce ruled as follows :—Wheat, 17 sers per rupee, or

6s. 7d. per cwt. ;
flour (best), 14 sers per rupee, or 8s. per cwt. ; rice (best),

6 sers per rupee, or 18s. 8d. per cwt

;

barley, 22 sers per rupee, or

5s. id. per cwt.
;
gram, 17 sers per rupee, or 6s. 7d. per cwt.; bdjra

,

13 sers per rupee, or 8s. 7cL per cwt. ; Indian corn, 21 sers per rupee,
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or 5s. 4& per cwt.
;
joar

,
21 sers per rupee, or 5s. 4& per cwt.

; cotton

(cleaned), 2^ sers per rupee, or £2, 4s. per cwt ; and sugar (refined),

sers per rupee, or ^4, 8s. per cwt.

Natural Calamities.—The famine of 1869—70, which caused severe

distress in the adjoining District of Amritsar, scarcely affected the

prosperity of Gurdaspur. The harvests attained an average excellence,

and high prices enabled the cultivators to make large profits. On
1 st January 1870, wheat sold at 10 sers per rupee, or ns. 2d. per cwt.

Commerce, etc.—The trade of the District consists mainly in the

export of its agricultural produce, the chief items being wheat, rice,

raw sugar, and cotton. These staples pass in small consignments by

road to Amritsar, or by boat to Lahore and Multan (Mooltan). The
imports are insignificant, as the wants of the District are chiefly met

by home production. English piece-goods, salt, and fancy articles

form the main items. The local traffic centres on Batdla. Coarse

cotton cloth is manufactured in the villages, and better fabrics at

Batala, in imitation of the work of the Amritsar looms. Sericulture is

an important and rising industry, and groves of mulberry trees are

plentiful. The principal road of the District connects Amritsar with

Pathankot, at the foot of the hills, and passes through Batdla, Gurd£s-

pur, and Dinanagar. Minor lines radiate from Batdla and Gurdaspur

to Jalandhar, Hoshiarpur, Si^lkot, and other surrounding towns. The
total length of highways in 1882 was 66 miles of metalled and 595
miles of unmetalled road. Water communication is afforded by 109

miles of navigable rivers.

Administration.—The revenue of the District has been slowly but

steadily increasing of late years. In 1876-77, the total receipts

amounted to ^£123,608; in 1880-81, to .£136,705; and in 1882-83,

to £138,627. The land-tax, however, has slightly decreased within

this period. It amounted to £108,641 in 1876-77; to £104,677 in

1880-81 ; and to £105,910 in 1882-83. The other principal items

of revenue are stamps and excise. The land settlement, effected in

1863-65, expired in 1883. Besides the imperial revenue, an income of not

less than £10,000 is raised by local cesses for expenditure upon works of

public utility within the District. The administrative staff usually includes

three covenanted or staff-corps civilians. Aji Assistant Commissioner is

always stationed at Dalhousie. In 1882-83, the District contained 17

civil and revenue judges of all ranks; and 16 officers exercised magis-

terial powers. The regular or imperial police in 1882 consisted of a

total force of 448 officers and men, of whom 332 were available for

protective and detective duties, the remainder being employed as guards

over jails, treasuries, and as escorts, etc. A municipal force of 129

men is maintained in the towns, and a ferry police of 16 men. These
forces are further supplemented by a large body of rural watchmen
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(ckaukidirs
), of whose numbers, however, no returns exist. In 1882,

the police investigated 988 6 cognisable’ cases, in which convictions

were obtained in 275. In these cases, 719 persons were put upon
trial, of whom 41 1 were convicted. The District jail at Gurddspur

and lock-up at Dalhousie received in 1882 a total number of 1418

prisoners, the daily average number of inmates being 262. Education

makes slow but steady progress. In 1881-82, the State contributed to

the support of 121 schools, having an aggregate roll of 5628 pupils,

showing an average area of 15*06 square miles to each school, and 6*83

scholars per thousand of the population. There are, however, a

number of private schools ; and the Census Report returned 7438 boys

and 177 girls as under instruction, besides 17,480 males and 267 females

who can read and write, but are not under instruction. The 16

municipal towns had a total income of ^7018 in 1882-83; average

incidence of taxation, is. 9d. per head of population.

Medical Aspects.—The climate at Gurddspur town is comparatively

agreeable to Europeans even during the summer months
;
but the heat

increases rapidly on receding farther from the hills. The mean
temperature in 1871 was 86*85° F. in May, and 53*8° in December, at

Gurddspur; and 67*8° in May, and 46*96° in December, at Dalhousie.

The maximum in the shade during the same year was 1x3*3° at

Gurddspur, and 85° at Dalhousie. No later thermometrical returns are

available. The rainfall is regular and plentiful, but decreases with the

distance from the hills. The average annual rainfall at Gurdaspur for

the 25 years ending 1881 amounted to 31*75 inches. In 1881, the

rainfall was 31 inches, or *75 of an inch below the average. The
District is not considered unhealthy, though large swamps in the

neighbourhood of some of the lesser towns expose them to malarious

fevers and ague ; and the same results are attributed to excessive irriga-

tion elsewhere in the plains. The total number of deaths recorded

in 1881 was 26,466, being at the rate of 32*13 per thousand of the

population. In 1882, the recorded death-rate was 26 per thousand.

Thirteen charitable dispensaries afforded relief in the same year to

110,259 persons, of whom 930 were in-patients. [For further infor-

mation regarding Gurdaspur District, see the Gurdaspur Gazetteer

;

the Settlement Report of the Shdhpurkandi Tract of Gurddspur

District

\

by C. A. Roe, Esq., C.S., dated July 1873; ^ie Punjab

Census Report for 1881 ; the Punjab Provincial Administration

Reports
,
1881 to 1883.]

Gurddspur.—Central tahsil of Gurddspur District, Punjab ; situated

between lat. 32° 12' 45" and 31° 47' 30" n., and long. 75
0
8' and 75°

38' 30" e. Area, 484 square miles; population (1881) 208,228,

namely, males 114,285, and females 93,943; average density, 431

persons per square mile. Classified according to religion, there were

—
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Muhammadans, 106,836 ;
Hindus, 86,325 ;

Sikhs, 14*887 ; and ‘others/

180. The revenue of the tahsil in 1882-83 was ^20,412. The

administrative staff consisted of a Deputy Commissioner, with a judicial

Assistant, and 3 Assistant or extra-Assistant Commissioners, with a

tahsilddr and 2 munszfs. These officers presided over 6 civil and

revenue and 7 criminal courts. Number of police circles (<thdnds), 5 ;

strength of regular police, 107 men ;
village watchmen (chaukiddrs\ 439.

Gurddspur.—Chief town and administrative head-quarters of Gur-

ddspur District, Punjab. Lat. 32
0
2' 40" n., long. 75

0
24' e. Situated

on the elevated plain midway between the Ravi and the Beas, 44 miles

north-east of Amritsar, on the Pathdnkot road. Population in 1872,

4137 ,* in i88r, 4706, namely, 2518 Hindus, 1989 Muhammadans,

168 Sikhs, 4 Jains, and 38 ‘others;’ number of houses, 821. The

town was selected as the head-quarters of the District in 1856, on

account of its central position. Small civil station, containing court-

house and treasury, jail, posting bungalow, sardi
\
tahsili, police station,

post-office, dispensary, and school-house. Well wooded and compara-

tively cool, even during the summer months. The town is unimportant,

except as a trading centre for the produce of the neighbouring villages

;

irrigated by the Bari Dodb Canal. The streets are, as a rule, well

paved, though many of them are narrow and crooked. The drainage

and sanitary arrangements are fairly good. Exports of sugar and food-

grains to Amritsar. The historical interest of the town centres in the

fort of Gurddspur, erected by the Sikh leader Banda during the

troubles which ensued on the death of the Emperor Bahddur Shdh in

1712. The Sikhs rose as a body against the Mughals
;
and, though at

first successful, Banda was at length defeated by the Imperial forces,

and was forced to seek refuge in Gurddspur fort. After a lengthy

siege, having consumed all his provisions, and eaten horses, asses,

and even the sacred ox, Banda was forced to surrender. The vic-

torious troops inaugurated a wholesale massacre of the unhappy Sikhs,

Banda was marched to Delhi in an iron cage, and put to death with

horrible torture.
(
Vide article India.) The remnant of the Sikhs

sought refuge in the hills and jungles, and as a people they are scarcely

heard of in history for a whole generation. The old fort now contains

a monastery of Saraswati Brahmans, who have adopted many of the

Sikh tenets and customs. The proximity of the hill sanitarium of

Dalhousie renders Gurddspur a favourite station with European
officials. A third-class municipality, with a revenue in 1880-81 of

^380; in 1882, £>415 >
average incidence of taxation, 2s. ojd. per

head of the population.

Gurgdon.—District in the Lieutenant-Governorship of the Punjab,

lying between 27
0
39' and 28° 30' 45" n. lat, and between 76° 20' 45"

and 77
0

35' e. long. Gurgdon forms the southern District of the
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Delhi Division. It is bounded on the north by Rohtak and Delhi

Districts
;

on the west and south-west by portions of the Alwar

(Ulwur), Jaipur, Ndbha, and Dujdna Native States; on the south

by the Bhartpur State and Muttra District of the North-Western

Provinces; on the east by the river Jumna; and on the north-east

by Delhi District. Area, 1938 square miles; population (1881)

641,848. The administrative head-quarters are at the town of Gur-
gaon, but Rewari is the chief centre of trade and population.

Physical Aspects.—The District of Gurgdon comprises the southern'

most corner of the Punjab, and stretches away from the level plain

which composes the greater portion of that Province, towards the

outlying hills of the Rdjputdna table-land. Its surface presents

a greater variety of contour than is usual among the alluvial

Districts to the north and west. Two low rocky ranges enter

its borders from the south, and run northward in a bare and

unshaded mass toward the plain country. The western ridge divides

the District for some distance from the adjacent Native State of

Alwar (Ulwur), and finally terminates in three low and stony spurs a

few miles south of the civil station
;
while the eastern line disappears

some 25 miles from the frontier, but again crops up at the north-eastern

angle, and runs on into the District of Delhi, where it abuts at last

upon the Jumna close to the Mughal capital. The highest point of

either range does not exceed 600 feet above the level of the neigh-

bouring plain; and a scanty growth of grass in the rainy season,

together with a few patches of scrub jungle, alone redeems the coarse

sandstone summits from utter sterility. The northern plain falls into

two natural divisions, on either side of the western range. Eastwards,

the valley between the two ridges lies wide and open throughout
;
and

after the escarpment of the shorter ridge, an alluvial level extends in

an unbroken line to the bank of the Jumna.

The soil, although abruptly diversified in character, affords fair

facilities for agriculture. Midway between the river and the hills, water

occurs at a depth of 70 feet below the surface. Immediately at the foot

of the uplands, undulating hollows become filled with water during the

rains, forming extensive swamps. Westward from the sandstone range

lies the sub-division of Rewari, almost entirely separated from the

remainder of the District, with which it is connected only by a narrow

strip of territory. It consists of a sandy plain, dotted with isolated

hills, but having water at a depth which permits of easy irrigation from

wells. Though naturally dry and sterile, it has grown under the careful

hands of its Ahfr inhabitants into a well-cultivated tract. Numerous

torrents carry off the drainage from the upland ranges ; and the most

important among them empty themselves at last into the Najafgarh

jhiL This swampy lake lies to the north and north-west of the civil
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station of Gurgdon, and stretches long arms into the neighbouring

Districts of Delhi and Rohtak. Embankments raised for purposes of

irrigation check the water of the smaller torrents at their exit from

the hills, and distribute it among the neighbouring cultivated fields.

The Jumna receives no tributaries in this District. Salt is manufac-

tured from brine in wells at twelve villages near Noh, and in others on

the border of Rohtak. Iron-ore abounds in the southern portion of

the hills, and Firozpur (Ferozepore) Jhirku in the extreme south once

possessed considerable smelting works, now rendered unremunerative

by the exhaustion of the timber. The other mineral products include

traces of copper-ore, inferior plumbago, and ochre. Sonah, at the base

of the western range, has a sulphur spring whose medicinal properties

rank high in the treatment of rheumatism, Delhi ulcers, and other

cutaneous disorders. The District contains no forest, and few trees

of any sort. Wolves are common in the hills, and leopards are occa-

sionally shot. Deer abound throughout ; nilgai may be met with more

rarely; while jackals, hares, pea-fowl, and foxes are found in all parts

of the District

History.—Gurgdon possesses but little historical interest, and con-

tains no noteworthy relics of antiquity. In the Muhammadan annals,

however, it finds frequent mention under the name of Mewdt, or

country of the Meos, who form to this day one of the most important

of its tribes. These Ishmaelites of Upper India gave constant trouble

by their turbulence to the authorities of Delhi during the Mughal
period. Marauding bands would issue from the dense jungle, which

then clothed the whole western portion of the District, and plunder the

cultivated plain up to the very walls of the imperial city. So secure

were their fastnesses among the hills, that no repressive efforts ever

took permanent effect. Gurgdon remained without any annals during

the whole period of Mughal and Mardthd supremacy, and passed

into our hands as a mere desert after Lord Lake's conquests in 1803.

Semi-independent chieftains then held the territory on military tenures

;

and only the unalienated portion passed under the civil administration

of the 'Delhi Political Agent. Gradually, however, as estate after

estate lapsed from failure of heirs, or from forfeiture through mis-

conduct, the District assumed its present form. Many years passed

before order could be firmly established in these savage wilds. Bishop

Heber, who passed through Gurgdon in 1825, describes the country as

still badly cultivated, while he speaks of its state only fifteen years

before as resembling that of the tardi, abounding with tigers, and

having no human inhabitants except banditti. But under the settled

influence of British rule, improvements steadily and rapidly progressed,

so that the officers engaged upon the land settlement in 1836 found

few traces either of the jungle or the tigers. The banditti were still
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represented, perhaps, by many turbulent tribes, especially among the

Rdjputs; but the general condition of affairs had been greatly

ameliorated.

No single date can be given for the extension of direct British

administration over the whole of this outlying tract. The Rdjd

of Bhartpur (Bhurtpore) at first farmed Rewari and Bhasra divi-

sions; but his grant was revoked on the outbreak of the Bhartpur

war in 1804. Thenceforth, the native chieftains held their lands direct

from our Government during good conduct; and the District was

formed from the various lapsed estates which fell in from time to time.

The last important addition took place in 1858, when the territories

held by the Nawabs of Farukhnagar and Jhajjar were confiscated on

account of their participation in the Mutiny. The administrative

head-quarters were originally fixed at the small cantonment of Bharawds,

near Rewari, but were transferred to the unimportant village of Gurgdon

in 1821. The District, with the rest of the Delhi territory, was annexed

in 1832 to the Government of the North-Western Provinces, and so

remained until 1858. On the outbreak of the Mutiny at Delhi in

May 1857, the Nawab of Farukhnagar rose in rebellion. Ihe maraud-

ing Meos followed his example, and flew to arms. The public buildings

and records at Rewari were preserved from destruction ;
but with this

exception, British authority became extinguished for a time throughout

Gurgaon. So long as the siege of Delhi lasted, no attempt was made
to restore order ; but after the fall of the rebel capital, a force marched

into the District, and easily captured or dispersed the leaders of

rebellion. Civil administration was resumed under orders from the

Government of the Punjab, to which Province the District was formally

annexed on the final pacification of the country.

Population.—A Census of the District effected in 1853, under the

Government of the North-Western Provinces, returned the total number

of inhabitants at 682,486. A second Census, taken in 1868, on the

reduced area of the District as it at present stands, returned a popu-

lation of 689,034. In 1881, at the last Census, the population was

ascertained to be 641,848, or a decrease of 47,186 upon that of 1868.

This decrease is due to deaths and emigration caused by the terrible

distress owing to want of rain, and by sickness, from which Gurgdon had

suffered for four years previous to the Census of 1881. The details

of the last Census may be thus summarized :—Area of District, 1938

square miles ; number of towns and villages, 1160 ;
number of houses,

94,845, of which 65,986 were occupied, and 28,859 unoccupied. Total

population, 641,848, namely, males 338,917, and females 302,931.

Number of families, 153,421. These figures yield the following

averages:—Persons per square mile, 331; villages per square mile,

•6; houses per square mile, 49; persons per village, 553; persons
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per house, 97. As regards religious distinctions, Hindus numbered

439,264, or 68*4 per cent.; Muhammadans, 198,610, or 30*9 per cent;

Jains, 3777; Sikhs, 127; and Christians, 70.

With reference to the ethnical divisions and caste distinctions of the

people, the Meos form the largest element, being returned at 103,678.

The Jits rank second in numerical order, with a total of 64,342.

The Meos are probably almost pure aborigines of the same stock as the

Mfnas, though perhaps with an admixture of Rajput blood. They hold

large tracts of land in the southern portion of the District, and are

now without exception Musalm£ns, though retaining many Hindu

customs. The tribe has laid aside its former lawless turbulence
; and

the Meos, though still thriftless, extravagant, and lazy, now rank among

the most peaceable communities in the Punjab. The J£ts live chiefly

in Palwdl and the northern pargands. Very few of them, as well as

of the Gdjars, have here, as they have done in other Districts, deserted

their ancestral religion for the faith of Islam. Some of their villages

worthily sustain the general high reputation of the tribe
;
but others

are reported as ill cultivated. The Ahirs number 64,884. They

form the bulk of the population in Rewdri, and are justly esteemed

for the skill and perseverance with which they have developed the

naturally poor resources of that sterile region. The Brahmans are

returned at 52,642 ;
Baniyds, 36,809 ; Gdjars, 20,955 ;

Rdjputs, 26,483.

The Muhammadan tribes by race descent include—Shaikhs, 10,157 ;

PatMns, 4945; Sayyids, 3518; and Baluchis, 2166. The two last-

named tribes bear a bad name as indolent and thriftless cultivators,

and swell the returns of crime far beyond their just proportion. The

criminal class of Minas are notorious for their thieving propensities.

Devi, under the name of Sitala, as goddess of small-pox, forms one of

the chief objects of Hindu worship throughout the District.

The Census Report returns the following eight towns :

—

Rewari,

23,972 ; Palwal, 10,635 ;
Farukhnagar, 8378 ;

Sohna, 7374 ;
Firoz-

pur Jhirka, 6878; Hodal, 6453 ; Nuh, 4219; and Gurgaon, the civil

station, 3990. Of the 1160 towns and villages comprising the District

in 1881, 352 contained less than two hundred inhabitants, 464 from two

to five hundred, 214 from five hundred to a thousand, 84 from one

to two thousand, 27 from two to three thousand, 13 from three to

five thousand, 4 from five to ten thousand, and one upwards of

twenty thousand. The head-quarters town is only noticeable from the

presence of the civil station.

General Condition and Occupation of the People.—It is impossible to

form any satisfactory estimate of the wealth of the commercial and

industrial classes. A large proportion of the artisans in the towns may
be described as extremely poor, while their fellows in the villages whose

wages in many cases take the form of a fixed share of agricultural pro-
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duce, are scarcely less dependent upon the harvest .than are the culti-

vators themselves.

As regards the position of the cultivators, the District officer wrote as

follows in 1879 :

—

c The general condition of the agricultural popula-

tion may be said to be painfully dependent on the seasons ; all their

income comes from the land. Where a landowner, besides the actual

produce of his own separate holding, can count in his income the

proceeds of hiring his cart between the busy times or of the sale

of his ghl
y
he finds that in a year of drought even these are apt to

fail him, for the difficulty of feeding his oxen and his buffaloes swallows

up all the income they bring, and where a cultivator ekes out the

produce of his fields by his dues as a village servant or family priest, he

finds the villagers, in seasons of scarcity, unable to pay him the full fee.

The Jdts of Palwal are now pretty well protected against drought, but

are in danger of increasing their expenditure too fast, and losing

some of their old industry and thrift ; but they may be generally

described as well off, especially the landowners. They can easily stand

a year of scarcity, and will probably soon recover themselves, though

even they, like all agriculturists, are apt to neglect payment of the

principal, and even of the interest, of a debt once contracted, and

often carelessly allow the sum against them in the money-lender’s

books to grow and grow until they can have little hope of paying it

off, the wily banker knowing it to be his interest not to press for ready

payment, but to encourage his debtor deeper into the toils, until he

has him completely at his mercy. When this is so with men having

such advantages as the Jats of Palwdl, what must it be with the Meos?
Their condition is rapidly becoming hopeless. They live literally

from hand to mouth, carelessly contracting debt for marriages, funerals,

and petty luxuries even in average years, so that when a year of drought

comes they are thrown on the money-lender, who can make with them
what terms he likes. During the past fifteen months about five per cent,

of the cultivated area of the two Meo tahsils of Ndh and Firozpur has

been mortgaged, and now 17 per cent, of the total cultivated area is so

burdened that there is little hope of its ever being redeemed. The
Meo landowners are rapidly becoming practically reduced to the position

of tenants. Their condition loudly calls for special consideration,

though it is difficult to see what can be done for them. A large

amount of revenue due from them has been suspended, but they have

had to borrow for food, and the evil has only been reduced, not

removed. Not a few who had no land to mortgage left the District

to seek a means of livelihood elsewhere until better times. It is

pleasant to turn from this state of things to the Ahfrs in Rewari.

With all their disadvantages, their industry reduces the evils of a

year of drought to a minimum, and their thrift supplies them
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with a means of tiding over it, and reduces their expenditure for the

time. Though the drought of last year was as bad with them as

anywhere, they paid their revenue, and that without contracting a

larger amount of debt than they are likely to clear off in a year or two

of favourable seasons, should they be fortunate enough to have them.’

Classified according to occupation, the Census Report of 1881 returned

the adult male population under the following seven main groups :—(i)

professional, 8621; (2) domestic, 9290; (3) commercial, 5017; (4)

agricultural and pastoral, 107,907; (5) manufacturing and industrial,

43,9633 (6) indefinite and non-productive, 21,952; (7) unspecified,

16,811.

Agriculture.—Out of a total area of 1,240,366 acres, as many as

993,512 were returned in 1881-82 as under cultivation. From the

remainder, 162,096 acres must be deducted for uncultivable waste,

leaving a narrow margin of only 84,758 acres of available soil not yet

brought under the plough. Wheat and barley form the principal

staples of the rabi or spring harvest
;

while jodr and bdjra, the two

common millets, make up the chief items among the kharif or autumn

harvest. These millets compose the ordinary food of the people

themselves, the wheat and barley, where grown singly, being

universally reserved for exportation. Wheat and other cereals are

largely grown intermixed, in inferior soils, for home consumption.

Gram, oil-seeds, pulses, cotton, and tobacco are also important crops.

Irrigation is not very generally practised. The Agra Canal, which

draws its supplies from the Jumna some miles below Delhi, and

traverses the eastern portion ofthe District, irrigates about 50,000 acres

;

and dams on the hill torrents irrigate about 7000 acres at the foot of

the table-land. With these exceptions, however, artificial irrigation can

only be practised with great labour from wells, often of immense depth.

The use of the Persian wheel is unknown, and water is drawn in

leather buckets. The returns of 1881-82 give the area irrigated by

State works at 38,492 acres; by private enterprise, 122,575 acres;

dependent upon the seasons, 832,445 acres. The area under the

principal crops in the same year was returned as follows :—Wheat,

60,446 acres; barley, 141,839 acres; jodr, 110,822 acres; bdjra,

248,459 acres; gram, 75,485 acres; pulses, 150,109 acres; oil-seeds,

7882 acres; cotton, 67,399 acres; and tobacco, 1363 acres.

Village communities own the soil in varying degrees of communal

or individual proprietorship. Out of a total number of 1139,

villages in 1873-74, only 237 retained the primitive form of joint

tenure; in the remainder, the whole or some part of the land

had been divided into definite portions for the separate sharers.

Under all circumstances, the State holds the entire village responsible

for the payment of the land revenue assessed upon it. By far the
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larger number of under tenants possess no rights of occupancy.

Of a total area of 1938 square miles, 1919 square miles are

assessed at a Government revenue, including cesses and local rates,

of ^133,700. Total estimated rental paid by cultivators, ^260,624,

Rents are often but not usually paid in kind, by division of the pro-

duce, the landlord receiving from one-fourth to one-half of the gross

out-turn. Agricultural labour is also paid in kind. Cash wages

in 1881-82 ranged from 7^d. to gd. per diem for skilled work-

men, and from 3d. to 4^d. per diem for unskilled workmen. Prices

of food-grains ruled as follows on 1st January 1882 :—Wheat, 19 sers

per rupee, or 5s. nd. per cwt. ; barley, 27^ sers per rupee, or 4s. id.

per cwt.; gram, 22J sers per rupee, or 4s. njd. per cwt.; jodr
} 25

sers per rupee, or 4s. 6d. per cwt.; bdjra> 22 sers per rupee, or 5s, id.

per cwt
Natural Calamities.—Owing to the deficiency of artificial irrigation,

Gurgaon must always be exposed to great risk from drought. Eight

periods of dearth have occurred since the disastrous year 1783, known
throughout Upper India as the San chdlisa famine—namely, in 1803,

1812, 1817, 1833, 1837, i860, 1869, and 1877. In 1833 and 1837,

many villages, according to report, lost their entire population through

death and emigration. In 1869-70, the distress was chiefly confined

to the crowd of starving immigrants from Rajput&ia, many of whom
entered British territory in too emaciated a condition to permit of their

being employed upon relief works. The autumn harvest of 1869

proved moderate in its yield, thus averting the extremities of famine

endured in some of the neighbouring Districts. Government organ-

ized measures of relief, both gratuitously and by means of public

works
;
and in September 1869, the total number of persons obtaining

relief amounted to 8336. On 1st January 1870, wheat sold at 8 sers

per rupee, or 14s. per cwt. ; barley at 16 sers per rupee, or 7s. per cwt.

;

and bdfra at 20J sers per rupee, or 5s. s£d. per cwt. The drought of

1877 resulted in a total failure of the autumn crop; and though prices

did not rise so high as in 1869, and there was no actual deficiency of

grain in the District, the poorer class of cultivators and all village

servants suffered severely, and hundreds of immigrants, arriving in a

half-starved condition from Native States to the south, died of want.

Commerce and Trade
,,
etc.—The traffic of Gurgaon District centres

in the town of Rewari, which ranks as one of the chief trading

emporiums in the Punjab. Its merchants transact a large part of the

commerce between the States of Rajputdna and the Northern Provinces

of British India. Salt from the Sambhar Lake, together with iron,

forms the principal import ;
while sugar, grain, and English piece-goods

compose the staple items of the return trade. Hardware of mixed

metal is the chief manufacturing industry. In 1871-72, the imports of
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Rewari were valued at £208,892, and the exports at ,£99,028. Cereals

and pulses are produced in the District considerably beyond the needs

of home consumption; but while the traders formerly hoarded the

surplus supply, and only parted with it when high prices in some neigh-

bouring market afforded an unusually good opportunity for the seller,

of late years a steady export trade in grain has sprung up, since the

extension of railway communications has produced an equalization, of

prices throughout the country. In ordinary years, very little export of

grain takes place. Nuh, Firozpur (Ferozepore), Palwal, Hodal,

and Hasanpur are the chief minor marts for country produce.

Farukhnagar is the entrepdt for the Sultanpurf salt, obtained by

evaporation on the banks of the Najafgarh jhil
,
both in this District

and in Rohtak. The means of communication are not of the highest

order. One good metalled road traverses the District, from Delhi to

Muttra, but the lines of greatest mercantile importance are unmetalled,

and become heavy and difficult during the rainy season. The Rdjputdna

State Railway, however, now passes through the District, with stations

at Gurg^on, Garhi Harsaru, Jatdoli, Khalilpur, and Rewdri. A branch

line from JMrsa connects Farukhnagar with the main system. In

1882-83, Gurg^on contained 45 miles of metalled and 741 miles of

unmetalled road, besides 48 miles of railway, and 15 miles of navigable

water communication.

Administration.—The total revenue derived from the District in

1875-76 amounted to £111,885, of which £107,008 was contributed

by the land-tax. In 1881-82, the total revenue had increased to

£134,350, and the land revenue to £121,837. The present settle-

ment was begun in the year 1871-72. Besides the imperial revenue,

an income of about £8000 is annually raised by local cesses, for

expenditure upon works of public utility within the District The
administrative staff usually includes two covenanted civilians. In

1881-82, 11 civil and revenue judges had jurisdiction in the District,

and 15 officers exercised magisterial powers. During the same year,

the regular police force, including the municipal constabulary, numbered

501 men, yielding an average of 1 policeman to every 3*8 square

miles of area and every 1280 of the population. This establishment

is further supplemented by the usual body of village watchmen

(cAaukiddrs), whose numbers, however, are not on record. The District

jail at Gurg£on had a daily average prison population of 79. Education

makes slow progress. In 1875-7 6, the State supported or aided 66

schools, with a total roll of 3560 pupils; in 1882 these schools

had increased to 84, and the pupils to 4025* There are also

several private indigenous schools, which in 1882 were returned

at 71 in number, with 731 pupils. For fiscal and administrative pur-

poses, the District is sub-divided into 5 tahsils. The 7 municipal
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towns had a total revenue of ^6495 *n 1881-82, being at the rate of

is. ioj-d. per head of the population within municipal limits.

Medical Aspects.—The summer heat of Gurgaon reaches a great

intensity. No neighbouring mountains or shady groves temper the

scorching rays of the sun
;
while burning winds from the barren uplands

of Rdjputdna sweep over it with full effect. No record of temperature,

however, exists. The average annual rainfall for twenty years ending

1881 amounted to 27*69 inches. The total rainfall in 1881 was 21*71

inches, or 5*98 inches below the average. The dryness of the air is

generally favourable to health, but small-pox is very prevalent, and

severe fevers occur in September and October at the close of the rainy

season. The total number of deaths recorded in the District during

the year 1882 was 17,311, being at the rate of 27 per thousand of the

population. The District contained 8 charitable dispensaries in 1882,

which afforded relief to 36,907 persons, of whom 1618 were in-patients.

[For further information regarding Gurgaon District, see the Gurgdon

District Gazetteer by D. J. H. Ibbetson, Esq., C.S. (Lahore, 1884);

the Punjab Census Report for 1881 j and the Punjab Provincial and
Departmental Administration Reports^ 1881 to 1883.]

Gurgaon.—Northern tabs'll of Gurgaon District, Punjab
; consisting

for the most part of a level cultivated plain. Area, 407 square miles

Population (1881) 122,371, namely, males 65,382, and females 56,989

;

average density, 301 per square mile. Classified according to religion,

there were—Hindus, 99,227; Muhammadans, 21,661; Sikhs, 65; and
* others,’ 1418. Revenue of the taksil, ^20,412. The administrative

staff consists of a Deputy Commissioner, with 3 Assistant or extra-

Assistant Commissioners, a tahsilddr
, and 2 honorary magistrates.

These officers preside over 6 civil and revenue and 5 criminal courts.

Number of police circles (
thdnds\ 3; strength of regular police, 61 men,

with 271 village watchmen.

Gurgdon.— Administrative head-quarters of Gurgdon District,

Punjab; situated on the Rajputana State Railway, distant 21 miles

south of Delhi. Lat. 28° 27' 30" n., long. 77
0
4' e. Population (1872)

3539; (1881) 3990, namely, Hindus, 2382; Muhammadans, 1449;
Sikhs, 34; Jains, 100; * others,’ 25. Number of houses, 451.

The town scarcely deserves to rank higher than a country village, with

an administrative importance from the presence of the civil station,

which was removed hither from Bharawas in 1821. The main bazar

consists of a street of good brick-built shops, and a trade in grain is

springing up, but is not yet (1883) well established. At the beginning

of the present century, Gurgdon formed part of the estates held by the

well-known Begam Samru of Sardhdna, which lapsed on her death in

1836, and were incorporated with British territory. The place then

served for some time as a military cantonment ; and this circumstance,
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combined with the healthiness of the situation, led to its adoption as

District head-quarters. The station stands like an island in the midst

of cultivated fields. The public buildings include a court-house and
treasury, police court, tahsili, police station, dispensary, staging bungalow,

and sardi. Good public garden.

Gurguchha.—Town in Milwi, Central India. Latitude 23
0
46'

30" n., longitude 75
0
35' e. Population (1881) 1170, dwelling in 480

houses. Residence of a tahsilddr.

Gurha.—Petty State in Guna (Goona) Sub-Agency of Central India,

—See Gharra.

Guriattam.—Taluk and town in North Arcot District, Madras
Presidency.

—

See Gudiatham.
Gurjipara.—Trading village in Rangpur District, Bengal ; with an

export of rice, paddy, and mustard.

GurkM.—Village in Nepil Native State
;
situated about 53 miles

west of Khatmandu, the capital. Approximate lat. 27
0

52' N., long.

84° 28' e. It was formerly the capital of the GurkMlis, or ruling race

of Nepal, to whom it gave its name. A rough bridle-road, over country

for the most part steep and difficult, connects GurkM with KMtmandu.
The Trisulgangd. is crossed near Nayikot by an excellent bridge, which
is carefully guarded. A small and badly-equipped local levy is the only
military force maintained in GurkM. A coarse cotton doth is manu-
factured for local consumption. The annual fair in honour of Gorakh-
nath takes place in February.

Gurpur.—River in South Kanara District, Madras Presidency;

enters the sea 2 miles north of Mangalore, and, with the Nitrdvati,

forms the Mangalore harbour.—See Mangalore.
Gurramkonda.—Town and ancient fort in Kadapa (Cuddapah)

District, Madras Presidency. Latitude 13“ 46' n., longitude 78° 38' e. ;

containing 201 houses and (1881) 1060 inhabitants, namely, 827 Hindus
and 233 Muhammadans. One of the most important fortresses in the
Bilighit. It is supposed to have been first built by the Golconda
kings, and is situated on the summit of a detached and almost inac-

cessible hill It was the capital of Haidaribid (Hyderabad) Bilighit,
one of the five circars {sarkdrs) of the KarMtic, at the commencement
of the 18th century. Afterwards, when held by a Palegar under the
Kurpa (Cuddapah) Nawab, it was of such importance that the tenure
was purely military, and the governor had the privilege of coining
money. When Mir Sihib betrayed Sira (r 766), he received Gurram-
konda (which had at some former time been held by his ancestors) as

a MaritM jdgir. Two years later, he made it over to Haidar, his
brother-in-law. In 1771, Sayyid Shih, Haidar’s general, surrendered
it to Trimbak Bio. Tipi recaptured it in 1773. In 1791, the Nizim’s
forces, aided by a British battery under Captain Read, besieged
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Gurramkonda, and captured the lower fort, but the citadel held out till

the peace, when the place was ceded to the Nizdm. In 1799 it was

transferred to the British, with the rest of the District of Cuddapah.

Gursarai.—Town in Jhansi District, North-Western Provinces, and

capital of a smalljdgir estate. Situated on the JaMun and Sdgar road,

40 miles north-east of Jhdnsi, in lat. 25
0
36' 55" n., long. 79

0
13' 15" e.

Population (1872) 6368 ; (1881) 6528, namely, Hindus, 5939 ;
Muham-

madans, 512; and Jains, 77. The Raja is a Deccani Pandit, whose
family settled in Bundelkhand under the Mardtha Peshwds. The
town consists in large part of brick-built houses and double-storied shops.

An imposing fort, with buildings raised to a height of 250 feet, over-

looks it from the west. Numerous retainers and followers of the Raja
swell the population of the town. Trade in sugar, imported from

Hamirpur District. The estate comprises 63 surrounding villages.

Gurudwdra.—Town in Dehra Dun District, North-Western Pro-

vinces.

—

See Dehra.

Guru-Slkar.—The name given to the highest peak of Mount Abu,

R£jput^na
; elevation, 5653 feet above sea-leveL

—

See Abu.

Guruvdyur.— Village in Malabar District, Madras Presidency.

Latitude io° 36' n., longitude 7 6° 4' e.
;
containing 1160 houses and

(1881) 6686 inhabitants, namely, 4946 Hindus, 527 Muhammadans,
1206 Christians, and 7

c
others.’ Notable for its large temples,

destroyed by Tipii in 1774, and restored by the Zamorin in 1791.

Guthni.—Town in Saran District, Bengal, situated on the east bank
of the Little Gandak river, 54 miles north-west of Chapra town. Lat.

26° 9' 45" N., long. 54° 5' e.
;
population (1881) 4703. Noted as being

a principal seat of the sugar manufacture. The town possesses 4 sugar

refineries, and has a large export trade. Fine bdzdr.

Gliti.—Town in Bellary District, Madras Presidency.

—

See Gooty.

Guwarich {Gwarich).—Pargand of Gonda District, Oudh. Bounded
north by the Terhi river and Gonda pargand

;

east by Digsar pargand ;

south by the Gogra river, separating it from Bara Banki District;

and west by Kurasar pargand in Bahr&ch. In the time of Suhel

Deo, the head of the Rajput confederate princes who ousted the

Muhammadan invaders under Sayyid Silar Mas&id in 1032 A.D.,

Guwdrich was included in the pargand of Rdmgarh Gauriyi in the

kingdom of Gaudd, which comprised the present Districts of Gonda,

Basti, and Gorakhpur. It afterwards became included in the Kurasa

rdf; and on the downfall of Achal Singh {vide Gonda District), it

passed into the hands of Mahdraj Singh, an illegitimate son of the late

Rajd, whose descendants are still in possession of the soil. Several

rivers and streams intersect the pargand
,
which slopes from north-

west to south-east, the lower levels being the most fertile. Area, 267

square miles, or 170,962 acres, of which 99,155 acres are cultivated, as

VOLJ V. P
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follow:— Indian corn, 37,394 acres; rice, 25,342; wheat, 24,355;

barley, 10,549; gram, 7776; other crops, 23,145 acres. Government

land revenue, ^16,033. Population (1869) 164,745 ; (1881), Hindus,

132,485 ;
Muhammadans, 10,582 ;

Native Christians, 9 : total, 143,076,

namely, 73,737 males and 69,339 females. Number of villages, 219;

average density of population, 535 per square mile.

Guzerat.—Northern maritime Province of the Bombay Presidency.

—See Gujarat.

Gwalior.—Native State in political relationship with the Central India

Agency and the Government of India. The possessions of the great

Marathi chiefs of the house of Sindhii consist of several detached Dis-

tricts, which are so intermingled with Muhammadan, Rijput, and other

principalities, and with British territory, that the boundaries here given

will be restricted to that portion of territory which exhibits the largest

and most compact area generally included in the name Gwalior
; that

is to say, the immediate centre at once of the Maharaji Sindhia’s

power, and of those protective influences which are exercised over

His Highness7 country by the Imperial Government of India. This

country forms the northern and main portion of the Gwalior State;

it contains the city and fortress of Gwalior, and the British cantonments

of Morir, Giina (Goona), and Jhinsi, and lies between the parallels of

23
0
20' and 26° 52' n., and the meridians of 76° 15' and 79

0
12' e.

It is bounded on the north-east and north-west by the Chambal river,

which separates it from the British Districts of Agra and Etiwah,

and the Native States of Dholpur, Karauli, and Jaipur (Jeypore) of

Rajputina; on the east by the British Districts of Jalaun, Jhinsi,

Lalltpur, and Sagar (Saugor) ; on the south by the States of Bhopal,

Tonk, Kilchipur, and Rijgarh ; and on the west by those of Jhilawir,

Tonk, and Kotah of Rajputina. The detached jpargands of the

Gwalior State, not included in the above main portion, are as follow :

—

Under the Western Malwi Agency of Central India, the pargands of

Agra, Shahjahinpur, Ujjain, Mandaser, and Nimach (Neemuch); under
the Bhfl or Bhopiwir Agency, Amjhera (the extreme southern tract),

Manawar, Dikthan, Sagor, Big, Bikaner, and Piplia. Previous to i860,

Maharija Sindhia possessed territories south ofthe Narbadi(Nerbudda)

;

but in that year and in 1861, these were exchanged for lands of equal

extent and value on the Sind and Betwi rivers.

The area of the whole State, including Khania-dhina and Maksddan-
garh, was returned by the Census of 1881 at 29,046 square miles, with

a population of 3,115,857 persons, inhabiting 10,346 villages and towns,

and 529,650 houses; number of persons per square miles, 107-3;

towns and villages per square mile, 0-35 ; houses per square mile,

18-23; persons per house, 5*88. No previous Census has eter been
taken in the State.

* '
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Centrally situated as the Gwalior State thus is in India as a whole,

and strategically important on that account, as well as because of

the famous natural fortress which it contains, its situation is not

equally convenient relatively to the country now governed from it.

The Marathds were a spreading, not a consolidating, nor even always

an occupying power ;
and when the Gwalior fortress passed, for the third

time in its history, into the possession of the Sindhias, under treaty

with our Government in 1805, Daulat Rao Sindhia and his predecessors

had up to that time been nearly always in the field with their armies.

But in 1805, the day had come when farther extensions of territory by
conquest by native chiefs was to cease, and from then until now the

Sindhias have only had to observe from Gwalior, their capital, the

establishment of the power which has given fixed limits to the several

Native States of India.

Physical Aspects.—Gwalior District, as above defined, is the least raised

of the three great plateaux into which Sindhia’s territory is divisible;

its general elevation towards the central and more depressed portion, in

which the capital lies, falling considerably short of 1000 feet. The
extreme north-eastern part of Gwalior, adjoining Agra, is generally level,

of no great fertility, and much cut up by deep precipitous ravines in the

vicinity of the streams. The upper country is dotted over with small

isolated hills, which start abruptly out of the level plain. It has

generally a stony and sterile aspect, being only slightly wooded ;
in

some parts absolutely bare and rugged, and in others sparsely clothed

with babul
,
tamarind, and low brushwood. Considerable tracts, though

sprinkled in some of the hilly parts (ddngs) with forest, are fairly

well covered in autumn with various species of grass, preserves of

which, known as rakhs and runds, are maintained to supply forage.

The geological formation of the hills is a fine-grained sandstone,

disposed in horizontal strata ; this sandstone can be quarried to any
extent, and is much employed for building purposes, as it can be hewn
in slabs of great length and breadth. The extent to which stone takes

the place of wood, not only in the roofs and walls, but even in the

small interior fittings of houses and other buildings, forms one of the

features of Gwalior. This stone is very easily wrought, and Gwalior

workmen excel in carving it into designs of great beauty and delicacy

for lattices, etc. The southern tracts of the State form a portion

of M£lw£, a plateau having an average elevation of about 1500
feet, though there are some points rising greatly above that height, as

in the instance of Shaizgarh, in the Mandu range, which is 2628 feet

above the sea.

The State is watered by numerous rivers. By far the greater portion

of the drainage of the Gwalior territory is discharged into the

Chambal, which, receiving the waters of several minor tributaries, flows
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along the north-west frontier, separating Gwalior from Jaipur (Jeypore),

Karauli (Kerowlee), and Dholpur Native States. Subsequently turning

south-east, it forms the north-eastern boundary towards Agra and
Etdwah, and joins the Jumna in the latter District The Sind flows

parallel with the Chambal, but farther to the east, and, after receiving

the waters of the Mordr, Parbatf, and Pabdj, finally falls into the Jumna
a short distance below the confluence of the Chambal with that river.

The Kuwdri, Asan, Sdnkh, and other lesser streams, after flowing in a

north-easterly and easterly direction, fall into the Sind close to its

junction with the Jumna. The south-western and southern portion of

Gwalior is noted for its abundant production of the Malwa opium of

commerce. Other products—wheat, gram, pulses of various kinds,

joar (Holcus sorghum), bajra (Holcus spicatus), mug (Phaseolus

mungo), maize, rice, linseed and other oil-seeds, garlic, turmeric,

ginger, sugar-cane, indigo, dl (Morinda multiflora) yielding a fine

red dye. Tobacco of excellent quality, but in no great quantity, is

raised in the vicinity of Bhilsd. Cotton is largely grown, and iron-

ore, containing 75 per cent, of metal, is raised and smelted in many
places.

Trade. — The imports consist of British woollens, cottons, silks,

cutlery, Cashmere shawls, pearls from the Persian Gulf, Ceylon
diamonds, and agates from Bundelkhand, gold, silver, mercury, copper,

lead, and zinc. Opium is the principal export, sent to the coast by
way of Bombay. Cotton is also largely sent to Bombay, and to

the towns on the Jumna and Ganges. The remaining exports of any

importance are tobacco, dyes, and iron. The Rajputdna-M£lwa State

Railway passes through a portion of the territory of the Gwalior State

on the west; while a railway on the broad gauge connects Gwalior town
with Agra.

Climate.—In the dry and hot seasons the climate, though extremely

trying, is not unhealthy, but during the rainy season fevers prevail,

especially in the north. The range of the thermometer is small, except

during the latter part of the year, when great and sudden changes often

take place. During six months of the year, the mercury sometimes

stands at about ioo° F. in the shade for long periods, without

varying more than a few degrees day and night
;
the mean deviation

being about 3J
0

in twenly-four hours in September, and about 10J
0

in February. The cool season comprises the period between the

beginning of November and the end of February; the hot season

succeeds, and continues to the middle of June, when the periodical

rains set in, and last to the close of September, the average fall being

between 30 and 40 inches. In 1875, the rainfall was 19*6 inches; in

1881, it was 33 inches. During the sultry season hot winds prevail

;

but they are of short duration, and though the thermometer rises to
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nearly ioo° during the day for long periods, the nights are frequently

cool and refreshing.

Wild animals comprise the tiger, leopard, bear, wolf, hyaena, wild dog,

jackal, fox, ounce, lynx, badger, ichneumon, civet, otter, rat, bat, mouse,
wild hog, nilgai, various kinds of antelope and deer, buffalo, monkey,
squirrel, porcupine, and hare. Of birds, there are the vulture, eagle,

hawks of various kinds, kite, buzzard, owl, hombill (Buceros), raven,

crow, parrot, jay, cuckoo, humming-bird, wild goose, wild duck, pelican,

cormorant, spoon-bill, stork, crane, heron, adjutant, curlew, snipe,

bustard, florican, peafowl, pheasant, partridge, quail, pigeon, dove, and
sparrow. The rivers abound in fish, especially of the carp kind. Of
snakes, there are the boa, water-snake, cobra, black-spotted snake,

spectacled snake, yellow-clouded snake, whip-snake, and leaping

snake. The magar or blunt-snouted crocodile infests all the rivers.

Population.—The population of the north-eastern part of the territory

is essentially Hindu, and of a mixed kind, comprising, besides the

ruling order of Marath^s, Bundetes, Jats, and Rajputs, with other castes

of Hindus and various tribes of Muhammadans. Until the Mardthd
inroads in the last century, the country was from an early period in the

possession of the Muhammadan rulers of Delhi. In no part of Gwalior

do the MaritMs form any large proportion of the inhabitants, and
according to the best information available, they do not number much
more than 15,000 ;

upwards of 10,000 of them are connected with the

court or army (more especially the Paigah horse). In the greater part

of the southern and south-western parts, comprising a portion of M£lwa,

a very considerable section of the population is Hindu. There is

perhaps no part of India where the tribes of the local or indigenous

Brahmans are so various and their numbers so great. They are all

included by their Mar&M conquerors under the generic name of

Rdngres
,
or rustics (said to come from ran, a forest, and garia, a man)

;

though strong in numbers, they show little of the Brdhmanical character,

either in point of piety, learning, or wealth. The total number of

Brahmans returned by the Census of i88i for the whole State was

380,193. Rijputs exist in large numbers, and they are the most

numerous and important of all Sindhia’s subjects. Their number in

1881 was returned at 422,267. Classified by religion, the Census of

1881 returns 2,768,385 Hindus, 167,320 Muhammadans, 12,230 Jains,

208 Christians, 198 Sikhs, and 167,516 aborigines. The Muham-
madan population is about a nineteenth of the whole.

The total revenue of the State is estimated at 200,000, in-

cluding ^783,890 derived from the land, and ^147,020 from

customs; the remainder consists of tributes from feudatories, and

jdgir and local taxes. The customs revenue is realized from transit

duties on iron, tobacco, and sugar, all other articles being free.
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No transit duties are taken on those portions of the Agra and

Bombay road or its branches which pass through the State, or

on the roads connecting Gwalior with Etowah, Farukhibid, Datia,

Jhinsi, and Kilpi. Education is afforded by 92 schools, attended

by 2767 pupils. The average attendance at the Lashkar College

amounts to 548 persons. The present (1883) Prime Minister is

Rio Riji Sir Ganpat Rio Kharke, K.C.S.I., who is assisted in the

administration by 8 Niib Diwans, for the several departments of

revenue, civil, criminal and police, appeal, military, k&rkh&najat or

matters specially pertaining to His Highness, foreign, and legislative.

There are 16 courts of justice and 7423 police, including 3000 drilled

police called ndjibs.

History.—The Gwalior family, whose armies and chiefs have played

so conspicuous a part in the history of India, and whose representative

now rules over a State larger than Scotland and Wales united, and
richer than some independent kingdoms, was founded by the Marathi
Ranojf Sindhia, who was the slipper-bearer of Balaji Peshwa at

the beginning of the last century. His father was the hereditary

pdtel (head-man) of a Deccan village. Once in the household of the

Peshwi, Ranojfs rise was rapid, and he soon found himself at the head
of the bodyguard. After leading many Marithi raids through Milwi
into Hindustan, he was, at the time of his death, the acknowledged
possessor of lands which still form part of the Gwalior State.

Ranoji was succeeded by his second son, Mahadaji Sindhia, whose
ability as a statesman and a soldier has rarely been surpassed.

Mahadaji was conspicuous for his gallantry at Pinipat in 1761, being

amongst the last to leave that field—so disastrous to the Mardthas.

Probably the events of that fight led him to see the value of discipline,

for when the Marathi tide of fortune again set in, there was a change
of system. He turned his Marithi horse into disciplined infantry

with sword and matchlock, and formed them into brigades ; he paid
great attention to his artillery, and placed his entire army under the

command of French and English adventurers. Though nominally the

servant of the Peshwi, he was practically independent, and made his

State one of the strongest in India. The Delhi Emperor sought his

protection
\
the Rijput chiefs, with hosts of the best cavalry India could

produce, fought in vain against his battalions. He negotiated and
guaranteed the treaty at Salbii (1783) between the Peshwa and the
British Government.

Mahadaji was succeeded in 1794 by his grand-nephew, Daulat
Rio Sindhia. During the distractions which followed the death of
Madhu Rio Niriyan Peshwi, Daulat Rio gained an ascendancy
which enabled him to place Biji Rao in power, to usurp most of
the possessions of Holkar, and to secure to himself the fortress of
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Ahmadnagar in the Deccan, which gave him the entrance into the

territories both of the Peshwd and the Nizam. The power of

Daulat Rao, whose army was commanded by French officers, had
now become dangerous to the British Government. When by the

treaty of Bassein the British Government recovered its influence at

Poona by the establishment of a subsidiary force, Daulat Rao Sindhia

entered into a league with Raghuji Bhonsla, Rdjd of Berar, to defeat the

objects of the treaty
;
and the allied chiefs in 1803 invaded the territory

of the Nizam, which was at that time under the protection of the East

India Company. On the 23rd of September in that year, the Marathd
army was attacked at Assaye by a British force of about an eighth of

its number, commanded by Sir Arthur Wellesley, subsequently Duke
of Wellington, and, after a prolonged and fiercely-contested battle, was
totally defeated. The overthrow of Sindhia's military resources in the

Deccan was completed by the defeat which the confederated Mardthas

received from Sir Arthur Wellesley at Argdum, in Berar, on the 28th

of November 1803.

The destruction of the Maritha power to the north of the Narbadd
(Nerbudda) had in the meantime been not less signally effected by
General (afterwards Lord) Lake, the British commander-in-chief, who
in the beginning of September 1803 stormed Aligarh ; and a few days

afterwards, nearly opposite Delhi, totally defeated Sindhia’s disciplined

army, commanded by the Frenchman Bourquin, and effectually cleared

the Doab of the Marathas. Delhi was immediately occupied by the

victorious army. Before the close of the same year, Agra also yielded

after a brief attempt at defence. General Lake, indefatigably following

up his advantages, a few weeks afterwards destroyed the remnant of

Sindhia’s disciplined force at Laswari (Laswaree). The power of Daulat

R£o being thus completely broken, he was compelled to sue for peace,

and to sign the treaty of Sarji Anjangaon, by which he resigned his con-

quered territories in Hindustan and south of the Ajanta Hills, with the

exception of some hereditary villages. The discontent which Daulat Rao
felt at the determination to deprive him of Gohad and Gwalior, under

this treaty, induced him to enter into a correspondence with Holkar,

which nearly led to a fresh rupture with the British. Among other

acts of hostility, he attacked and plundered the Resident’s camp, and
detained the Resident a prisoner. The change, however, in the policy

of Government on the arrival of Lord Cornwallis, who, independently

of any reference to the settlement of differences with Sindhia, deemed
it inexpedient to retain possession of Gohad and Gwalior, led to the

renewal of negotiations on the basis of the restoration of these territories.

A treaty was accordingly concluded on 22nd November 1805, which

confirmed the treaty of Sarji Anjangaon in part, but ceded Gwalior and

Gohad to Sindhia, and constituted the Chambal the northern boundary
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of his territory; the British Government bound itself not to make
treaties with Udaipur (Oodeypore), Jodhpur, Kotah, or any chiefs

tributary to Sindhia in Milwa, Mewar, or Mirwar, or to interfere in

any arrangements he might make regarding them. Daulat Rao so

highly appreciated the advantages arising from the strength of the fort

of Gwalior, that he fixed his residence in a permanent camp at the base

of the rock, and since that time it has always been considered the

capital of the State, to which it has also given its name.

On the outbreak of the Pindari war in 1817, the plundering hordes

who had been generally hangers-on to the Marathi camps during their

campaigns in the latter half of the 18th century looked for support to

Sindhia, as the most powerful of the Maritha princes. Daulat Rio
was also subjected to strong solicitations from the Peshwi, who was

endeavouring to resuscitate the old Marithi confederacy. But the

Marquis of Hastings, then Governor-General, promptly advanced with

a formidable army to the river Chambal, and so far overawed Sindhia

that a treaty was executed abrogating the article of the treaty of 1805

which restrained the British Government from forming engagements

with the Rijput States, and binding Sindhia to co-operate with the

British against the Pindiris, and also to give up the forts of Asfrgarh

and Hindia for three years as a security for the lines of communication,

and as a guarantee for the performance of his engagements. The
fortress of Asfrgarh was not, however, surrendered, and it became
necessary to occupy it by force. In the captured fort a letter was
found, in which Sindhia directed the governor to obey all orders of the

Peshwi, who, by attacking the Residency at Poona, had declared war

with the British Government. In consequence of this want of good
faith, Sindhia was required permanently to cede the fort of Asfrgarh.

Daulat Rao died at Gwalior in 1827 without an heir, and without

having adopted a successor. On his death-bed, he left the State and
succession in the hands of the British Government, indicating a wish

that his younger widow, Baiza Bii, might be treated with consideration.

The death of Daulat Rao was followed by internal discord throughout
the State. The succession of a boy of Sindhia’s family, Miigat Rio,
to whom it was thought the wishes of Daulat Rao turned, was admitted
by the British Government, under the regency of Baiza Bii. The
young Mahiriji was subsequently married to the grand-daughter of

Daulat Rio and Baiza Bii. He took the name of Jhankujf Sindhia.

But Baiza Bii’s regency came to a sudden collapse in 1833. Jealous
of power and headstrong, her treatment of the young chief at last

became intolerable, and he broke away from her, supported by a large

portion of the troops, who now found themselves masters of the situa-

tion. The wealth of Baiza Bai was enormous, and it was used for

intrigue and dissension without scruple, until it became necessary to
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remove her from Gwalior. During the whole of the reign of Jhankuji,

although the State was at complete peace with external foes, there was

constant turbulence within the borders. Jhankuji Sindhia died in 1843,

without issue, and without having expressed any wish in regard to the

succession, though repeatedly urged to do so by the Resident. His

widow, with the concurrence of the chief nobles, adopted Baghirat Rio,

a lad eight years of age, belonging to a distant branch of the Sindhia

family.

The British Government recognised the adoption, and Baghirat Rao,

under the name of Jaiijl Rao Sindhia, succeeded. Early in the

regency, disturbances took place, and the advance of British troops

on Gwalior became necessary to restore order. This, however, was

not effected without hard fighting. Two battles, Maharijpur and
Panniar (Punneah), were fought on the same day— the 29th

December 1843—between the British forces and the mutinous army.

They both resulted in the total defeat of the insurgent troops. The
young chief was replaced in power by the British Government. The
Gwalior army was disbanded, and the force was reduced to a fixed

number—5000 cavalry, 3000 infantry, and 32 guns. Indemnity was

taken for the war expenses, and an annual provision of ^180,000
assigned to the British Government for the maintenance of a force to

preserve order. Thus matters continued till the Mutiny of 1857, when
the Gwalior contingent and Sindhia’s army again revolted. The Maha-
raja, then but a youth, displayed courage and unswerving loyalty to

the British Government. In June 1858 he was deserted by his troops

on the approach of the rebels under T£ntia Topi, and he and his

minister, Dinkar Rao, were compelled to flee to Agra. On the 19th

June, Gwalior was retaken by Sir Hugh Rose’s force, and the Mahardji

was re-established in his palace. In recognition of his services, the

Government conferred upon him the right of adoption, together with

lands yielding a revenue of ^30,000, and permitted an increase to his

army, which now stands at 48 guns, 6000 cavalry, and 5000 infantry.

The Mahirdja is an honorary general in the British army, a Knight

Grand Cross of the Bath, Knight Grand Commander of the Star of

India, and a Companion of the Indian Empire. On the Gwalior

Seal of State are engraved the following titles, which, with the

name of the ruling chief in the middle of them, are hereditary with

the Sindhias—Mukht&r-ul-Mulk, ‘master of the country;’ Azim-ul-

Ikhtidar, * great in power Rafi-us-Shan, ‘ high in prestige ;
’ W£l£-Shlkuh,

‘ exalted in majesty ;’ Mutasham-i-Dauran, ‘the great man of the age

Undat-ul-Umara, ‘pillar of the nobles;’ Mahiraj, ‘the great R£jd;’

Dhlrdj, ‘ raja of rijas ;’ Alijah, ‘ the high of place ;’ Mahdrdja Jidji Rao
Sindhia Bahadur; Srlnath Mandtir-i-Zamdn, ‘the victorious of the

period ;
’ Fideoi-i-Hazrat, Malika, Muazzama, Rafi-ud-darjih, Inglistaw,
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1863,
4 Vassal of Her Majesty the honoured and exalted Queen of

England, 1863.’ The old flag of the Sindhias, so well known on

Indian battle-fields, was of the orange or brick-red colour called

bgagwa
,
with the representation of a serpent on it ; after a fable that

a cobra once sheltered the founder of the family with its hood, as he lay

asleep in the sun. In 1862, however, a kind of Union Jack was

adopted in lieu of, or in addition to, the old banner, having two patches

of orange on it, with the figure of the serpent on each patch. The
Mahirija is entitled permanently to a salute of 19 guns in British

territory, but to a salute of 21 guns in his own territory. The present

Mah£r£j£ enjoys a personal salute of 21 guns in British territory also.

Gwalior.—The capital of Gwalior State, and residence of the

Mah£raj4 Sindhia; situated in lat. 26° 13' N., and long. 78° 12' e.,

65 miles south from Agra, and 277 north-west of Allahabad. In the

absence of new materials, this article has been compiled partly from

Thornton (1862) and Fergusson (History of Indian Architecture
,

1876).

Gwalior city has a threefold interest First, as a very ancient

seat of Jain worship; second, for its example of palace archi-

tecture of the best Hindu period (1486-1516); third, as the

fortress capital of one of the greatest native chiefs of India. A
considerable British force is posted in its immediate neighbourhood

;

but this aspect will be treated of in a separate article on the

Morar Cantonments. The fort of Gwalior stands on an isolated

rock of ochreous sandstone formation, capped at places with basalt.

The face of the fort is perpendicular, and where the rock is naturally

less precipitous it has been scarped, and in some portions the upper parts

overhang the lower. Its greatest length from north-east to south-west

is a mile and a half, and the greatest breadth, 300 yards. The rock at

the northern end attains its maximum height of 342 feet. On its eastern

side are sculptured several colossal figures in bold relief. A rampart

accessible by a steep road, and farther up by huge steps cut out of the

rock, surrounds the fort. This vast staircase, the principal entrance of

which is known as the 4 Elephant’s ’ Gate, from the figure of that animal

being sculptured above it, is protected on the outer side by a massive

stone wall, and is swept by guns. The citadel stands at the north-

eastern corner of the enclosure, and presents a very picturesque

appearance. The old town of Gwalior, which is of considerable size,

but irregularly built, and extremely dirty, lies at the eastern base of the

rock. It contains the tomb of Muhammad Ghaus, which was erected

during the early part of Akbafs reign. Fergusson thus describes the

building 6
It is a square measuring 100 feet each way, exclusive of the

hexagonal towers, which are attached to the angles. The chamber of

the tomb itself is a hall 43 feet square, with the angles cut off by pointed
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arches, so as to form an octagon, on which the dome rests. Around
this square ‘building is a gallery, 20 feet wide between the piers,

enclosed on all sides by a screen of the most exquisite tracery in

pierced stonework, with a projecting porch on each face/

Jain Remains.—There are two remarkable Hindu temples in Gwalior.

‘ One,’ says Mr. Fergusson, c known as the Sas B&hu, is understood to

be a Jain erection, and seems to be so designated and dedicated to

Padman^th, the sixth Tirthankara. General Cunningham doubts this

ascription, in consequence of the walls being adorned with bas-reliefs,

belonging certainly to the Vaishnav and Siva sects. This temple was
finished apparently in a.d. 1093, and, though dreadfully ruined, is still

a most picturesque fragment. What remains is the cruciform porch of

a temple which, when complete, measured 100 feet from front to rear,

and 63 feet across the arms of the porch. Of the sanctuary, with its

sikra, nothing is left but the foundation
;
but the porch, which is three

storeys in height, is constructively entire, though its details— and

principally those of its roof—are very much shattered. An older Jain

temple is described by General Cunningham
;
but as it was used as a

mosque it is more likely that it is a Muhammadan building, although

made up of Jain details/ Another temple in the fortress of Gwalior is

called the Teli-ka-Mandir or 4 Oilman’s Temple/ It is 60 feet square,

with a portico on the east projecting about n feet, and terminates in

a ridge of about 30 feet in extent 4 The building,’ says Mr. Fergusson,
4 was originally dedicated to Vishnu, but afterwards converted to the

worship of Siva. There is no inscription or any tradition from which

its date can be gathered, but on the whole I am inclined to place it

in the 10th or nth century/

The most striking part of the Jain remains at Gwalior is a series

of caves or rock-cut sculptures excavated in the rock on all sides,

which number, when taken together, hardly less than a hundred, great

and small. Most of them are mere niches to contain statues, though

some are cells that may have been originally intended for residences.

One curious fact regarding them is, that, according to inscriptions, they

were all excavated within the short period of about thirty-three years,

between a.d. 1441 and a.d. 1474. Some of the figures are of colossal

size
;
one, for instance, is 57 feet high, which is greater than any other

in the north of India.

Hindu Palace-Architecture.—The palace built by Man Singh (a.d.

1486-1516) forms the most interesting example of early Hindu
work in India. Its external dimensions, according to Mr. Fergus-

son, are 300 feet by 160 feet; and on the east side it is 100 feet

high, having two underground storeys looking over the country. On
all its faces the flat surface is relieved by tall towers of singularly

pleasing design, crowned by cupolas covered with domes of gilt copper
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when Bdbar saw them in 1527. Mdn Singh’s successor Vikram£ditya,

added another palace, of even greater extent, to this one in 1516 ; and

Jahdngir and Shdh Jahan added palaces to these two,—the whole

making up a group of edifices unequalled for picturesqueness and in-

terest by anything of their class that exists in Central India. Among
the apartments in the palace was one called the B&raddri^ supported

on 12 columns, and 45 feet square, with a stone roof, which was one

of the most beautiful apartments of its class anywhere to be found.

It was, besides, singularly interesting from the expedients to which the

Hindu architect was forced to resort to imitate the vaults of the

Moslems. They had not then learned to copy them, as they did

at the end of that century at Bindraban and elsewhere under the

guidance of the tolerant Akbar. Of the buildings, however, which

so excited the admiration of the Emperor Babar, probably little now
remains. The Moslems added to the palaces of the Hindus, and

spared their temples and the statues of the Jains.

Rock Fortress.—According to Wilford, the fort of Gwalior was built

in 773 by Surya Sen, the Raja of the neighbouring country. In 1023,

it was unsuccessfully besieged by Mahmud of Ghazni; in 1196,

it was captured by Mahmiid Ghori; in 1211, it was lost by the

Musalm&is, but recovered in 1231, after a blockade of a year, by

Shams-ud-din Altamsh, the Slave King of Delhi. Narsinh Rii, a

Hindu chief, taking advantage of the trouble produced by the invasion

of Tamerlane in 1398, seized Gwalior, which was not regained by the

Musalm&ns until 1519, under Ibr&him Lodi, the PatMn monarch of

Delhi. In 1526, B£bar took the fortress by stratagem; and in 1543,
after the expulsion of his son Humayiin, it fell into the hands of his

rival, Sher Shah
;
but after the re-establishment of Humayiin, Gwalior

was, in 1556, recovered by his successor Akbar, who made it a state

prison for captives of rank. In the dismemberment of the Delhi

Empire, Gwalior was seized by the ]it Rand of Gohad. Subsequently

it was garrisoned by Sindhia, from whom it was wrested in 1780 by

the forces of the East India Company. Transferred by the British

Government to the Rdna of Gohad, Gwalior was, in 1784, recovered

by Mahddhaji Sindhia, from whose successor, Daulat Rdo Sindhia

(1794-1827), it was taken in 1803, but restored again in 1805.

After Daulat Rao’s death in 1827, his widow governed as guardian of

her adopted son, Jhankuji, till 1833, when he assumed the Government.

Jhankuji died in 1843 without an heir. A contest took place between

his uncle and the adopted relative of his widow. A revolution was im-

pending, and the Government decided to interfere. Our troops crossed

the Chambai, and unexpectedly found the forces of Gwalior drawn up
at Mah&rajpur, a few miles, distant from the fortress. A battle ensued

on the 29th December 1843, resulting in the complete overthrow of the
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Mar&Ms. On the same day, another victory was gained by the British

troops at Panniar (Punneah). The British contingent stationed in the

town was increased, and affairs were placed on a peaceful footing.

The last event of historical importance was the revolt of the Gwalior

contingent in October 1857.

The population of the new town called Lashkar, where the Mahdraja

resides, was returned in 1881 at 88,066, namely, 70,742 Hindus,

17,135 Muhammadans, and 189
4
others.’ Lashkar has a charitable dis-

pensary, a new jail, and post-office, and is connected with the Gwalior

railway station by a new metalled road. The Mahdrdjd has recently

established a paper mill, which is now at work .—See Gwalior State.

GwArich.—Pargand in Gonda District, Oudh.—See Guwarich.
Gwe-chyo.—River in the north of Prome District, Pegu Division,

British Burma. It rises in the Padauk spur, 20 miles west of the

main range of the Pegu Yomas ; after a south-westerly course, it joins

the Nawin by the same mouth as the In-gon and Chaung-sauk. Near
its source the bed is rocky, but lower down, sandy and muddy

;
it is

unnavigable. The trees most common on its banks are in and htien

(Nauclea sp.).

Gyaing.—River in Amherst District, Tenasserim Division, British

Burma. It is formed by the junction of the Hlaing-bwai and
Haungtharaw near Gyaing village, in lat. 16

0
34' n., and long. 98° 3' e.

The united waters flow west for 45 miles, and fall into the Salwfn at

Maulmain. The Gyaing is a broad but shallow river, containing

numerous sandbanks
;

it is navigable by boats all the year round.

The most important places on the banks are—Kado, at the mouth,

the Government timber-revenue station
; Zatha-byin

;
Tarana

; and
Dammatha.

Gyaing Attaran.— Township in Amherst District, Tenasserim

Division, British Burma; situated between 15° 59' and 16
0
40' n. lat,

and between 97
0
41' and 97

0
55' e. long. It occupies the valley of

the Attaran river, and extends from the hills forming its southern

boundary northwards to the Gyaing. Above the junction of the Zamf

and Winraw, which unite to form the Attaran, are large tracts of

valuable forest land. The timber can only be felled by licence Teak
was formerly very plentiful, but the supply has diminished consider-

ably, owing to the indiscriminate felling in the first years after the

British occupation. (See Amherst District.) The head-quarters of

the township are at Nga-bye-ma (population in 1881, 267), on the

Attaran. A few miles above is Yebaw, famed for its hot springs.

Gyaing Attaran is divided into 15 circles. Population (1881) 27,790;

gross revenue, ^5947.
Gyaing-than-lwin.— Division of Amherst District, Tenasserim

Division, British Burma
;
situated between 16

0
33' and 16

0
56' n. lat.,
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and between 97
0
38' and 98° o' e. long. The three chief rivers are

the Salwfn, the Hlaing-bwai, and the Gyaing, with their tributaries.

In the west and south-west, the country consists of an extensive plain

traversed by parallel ridges of limestone rocks, having a general north

and south direction, with intervening narrow and cultivated valleys.

Portions of this tract are occasionally inundated by the Salwm. In

the east and north-east of the township there is a series of low laterite

hills, open bamboo forests, and small low-lying grassy plains. The
southern part is a long, narrow rice-producing area. In the more hilly

portion, where water and fodder are plentiful all the year round, cattle

are extensively bred, and are sold to purchasers who come from

Tha-tun and Pegu, and other places west of the Sittaung. Cattle are

also imported by the Shans; the chief export is rice. Gyaing-than-lwin

contains 16 revenue circles ; the head-quarters station is Za-tha-byin.

Population (1881) 47,9or
;
revenue, ^13,070.

H.

Hab.—River on the western frontier of Sind, Bombay Presidency,

and for some distance the boundary between British territory and

Baldchistin. It rises in Khel^t (lat. 26° 22' 30" n., long. 67° 16' e.),

hows south-east for 25 miles, then due south for 50 miles, and 'then

south-west, till it falls into the Arabian Sea, in lab 24
0
52' n., long.

66° 42' e., after a total length of about 100 miles. Except the Indus,

it is the only permanent river in Sind. It abounds in fish. A pro-

posal to supply Karachi (Kurrachee) with drinking water from the Hab
was put before the Bombay Government in 1867 ; but a scheme for

bringing water from the Maler river was subsequently sanctioned, and
the latter work will soon be completed.

Habiganj.—Sub-division of Sylhet District, Assam, consisting of

the four police circles (ihdnds) of Habiganj, Nabiganj, Madhabpur, and
Bani&chang. Area, 971 square miles; villages, 2495 ; houses, 98,196.

Total population (1872) 455>°°9 ; (1881) 482,051, showing an increase

of 27,042, or 5*94 per cent, in nine years. Classified according to

religion, there were in 1881— Hindus, 235,955; Muhammadans,
246,089 ; and * others,’ 16.

Habiganj.—Large bazar in the south-west of Sylhet District, Assam,
on what was once the main stream of the Bardk river, and the head-

quarters of Habiganj Sub-division. It is situated on the southern edge
of the inundated tract which fills the west centre of the Surmd valley,

and on the northern edge of the fertile valley of the Khsai river. It

stands, as do all the other villages of the inundated tract, on an arti-

ficial mound. A busy fleet of cargo boats loads and unloads at the
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very door of the merchants3

warehouses* It is an important centre of

trade. Population (1881) 4061, namely, Hindus, 3257; Muhamma-
dans, 803; ‘others,

3

i* In 1881-82, the imports from Bengal by
country boats were valued at ^52,000, chiefly consisting of salt,

tobacco, and European piece-goods. The exports, chiefly rice, were
valued at ^30,000.

Hdbrd.— Village and head-quarters of a police circle (thdnd) in

Dindjpur District, Bengal
;
situated on the Tilai river, a tributary of the

Jamunl Lat. 25° 36' 3" n., long. 88° 57' 50" e. Large river mart,

trading in rice, tobacco, gunny-cloth, sugar, jute, etc.

Hadamaru.—Village in Mysore District, Mysore State. Population

(1881) 1643. I* formed the scene of a chivalrous story of the 14th

century, and is regarded as the cradle of the present ruling family.

HafizdMd.

—

Southern tahsil of Gujrdnw^la District, Punjab, lying

between 31
0
32' and 32

0
20' 30" n. lat., and between 7

3

0
11' 30" and

74
0

7' 1
5" e. long. ; consisting for the most part of a dry and uncul-

tivated upland plain. Area, 1362 square miles
;
area under cultivation,

202,372 acres. Population (1868) 176,986 ; (1881) 196,604, namely,

males 107,451, and females 89,153; average density, 144 persons per

square mile. Classified according to religion, there were in 1881

—

Muhammadans, 154,368 ;
Hindus, 31,325 ;

Sikhs, 10,905 ; ‘others, 3
6.

Revenue of the tahsil in 1882-83, ^16,774. The administrative staff

consisted of a tahsilddr
,
a munsif> and an honorary magistrate, presiding

over 3 civil and 2 criminal courts. Number of police circles (,thdnds), 4

;

strength of regular police, 85 men
;
village watchmen (<chauMddrs), 441.

HafizaMd.— Town in Gujranw£la District, Punjab, and head-
quarters of the Hifiz^bad tahsil. Distant from Giijrinwala 32 miles

west ; formerly a place of great importance, and mentioned in the Ain-i-

AkbaH as head-quarters of a mahal
,
but now only important as being

the sub-divisional head-quarters. Founded by Hafiz, a favourite of the

Emperor Akbar* Population (1881) 2453, namely, Hindus, 1317;
Muhammadans, 994 ; and Sikhs, 142 ;

number of houses, 380. The
town contains, besides the official courts and offices, a sarai or
native inn, with a good European rest-house attached to it

; a thdnd or

police circle ; and a vernacular middle-class school.

Haggri.—River in the Madras Presidency.

—

See Hxjgri.

Hai&tpur.—Town in Maldah District, Bengal
; situated on the left

bank of the Ganges. Lat. 25
0

16' 20" n., long. 87° 54' 21" e. The
town occupies an important situation at the spot where the waters of
the Ganges have effected a junction with the Kdlindrf, and is the largest

river mart in the District. It lost a good deal of its trade some years

ago, when the main stream of the Ganges shifted its channel several

miles from the town ; but the stream has recently returned to its old bed,

and commerce has revived and restored the importance of the place.
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Haidar&Md (Hyderabad

,
or the Nizam’s Dominions).—A Native

State or feudatory kingdom, roughly co-extensive with the Deccan
(Dakshin) or central plateau of Southern India, which takes its name
from its capital, Haidarabad City. ‘The form of the territory,

inclusive of the Haidarabad Assigned Districts, known as Berdr, is

that of a trapezium. Its base is about 420 miles in a direction from

north-east to south-west, from Hampasagar in lat. 15
0
io

#

n., long. 76°

5' e., to Maripad in lat 17
0
20' n., long. 8i° 22' e.

; its north-eastern

side extends from south-east to north-west a distance of 390 miles, from

Maripad, above mentioned, to Melghat in lat 21
0

41' n., long. 77
0

15' e.
j

its north-western, in a direction from north-east to south-west,

a distance of 220 miles from MelgMt, as above, to Phultamba, lat 19
0

47' n., long. 74
0
40' e. ; and the south-western, a distance of 330 miles

from Phultamba to Hampasagar. Though such is the general outline

of the country, the boundaries are marked by numerous sinuosities,

causing them to deviate greatly from right lines. The territory lies

between lat 15
0
10' to 21

0
46' N., including the Haidardbdd Assigned

Districts, or Berdr, and long. 74! 35' to 8i° 25' e. Excluding Berar,

the extreme northern part of the State reaches the parallel of 20° 4'.

It is 475 miles in length from south-west to north-east, and about the

same distance in breadth.’ The area of Berdr, or the Haidarabad

Assigned Districts, is 17,711 square miles, that of the remaining portion

of the Niz&m’s Dominions is estimated at about 80,000 square miles

;

the total area of the whole State being thus about 98,000 square miles.

‘ It is bounded on the north and north-east by the Central Provinces

;

on the south and south-east by territory subject to the Presidency of

Madras
;
on the west and north-west by territory subject to the Presi-

dency of Bombay. Within the western part are some small isolated

British possessions.
5 Excluding the HaidadMd Assigned Districts, or

Berdr, the Districts comprising the Native State of HaidariMd are, in

the Eastern Division, Kamamet, Nalgonda, and Nagar Karmil
;
in the

Northern Division, Mehdak, Indor, Yelgandal, and Sirpur Tandiir
;
in

the Western Division, Bfdar, Nander, and Naldrug; in the Southern

Division, Raichor, Lingsagar, Shordpur, and Gulbargah ; and in the

North-west Division, Aurangabad, Bhfr, and Parbaini
;
while the capital

Haidarabad, with its suburbs, forms the City District.

In this article the passages within inverted commas are from an

article prepared by Mr. Edward Thornton under the directions of the

East India Company.
Physical Aspects.

—

£ Haidarabad is a tract of considerable elevation,

averaging 1250 feet above the level of the sea, and some granite summits

attain a height of 2500 feet. The elevation of the fort of Golconda, near

the city of HaidariMd, has been ascertained to be 2024 feet above sea-

level. With the exception of the valley of the Tapti at the northern
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extremity of the territory, which is bounded on the north by the

Vindhya range and on the south by the high land of the Goddvari, the

whole drainage of the country is either from west to east or from north-

west to south-east, discharging into the Bay of Bengal by the channels

of the Godavari and the Kistna. The drainage of the valley of the

Tapti, flowing westward, falls into the Gulf of Cambay/ This wide

expanse of country presents much variety of surface and feature. In

some parts it is mountainous, wooded, and picturesque
;
in others, flat

or undulating. The champaign lands are of all descriptions, including

many rich and fertile plains, much good land not yet brought under

cultivation, and numerous tracts too sterile ever to be cultivated at all.

The most important mountain ranges running through the State are

—

the BaldgMt range, running east and west from the taluk of Biloli in

the Indor District to the taluk of Ashti in the Birh District, a distance

of 200 miles within the Nizam’s territory; the Sabiddri range, running

from the District of Indor to the Assigned Districts of Haidaiibdd, and

on to KMndesh in the Bombay Presidency. The entire length of the

Sahy^dris within the Nizam’s State is about 250 miles, of which a length

of about 100 miles is called the Ajanta Ghat range. The Gawalgarh

range runs east and west in Berir for about 64 miles, and the Jilna

range runs for a length of 120 miles from Daulatabad eastward in the

direction of Jdlna.
1 The geological formations are on a large scale

;
in the north-west

being of the great volcanic formation extending through the greater

part of the Deccan, consisting principally of trap, but in some parts

basalt In the middle, southern, and south-western parts, the greater

part of the country is overlaid with gneissic formations. In the north-

east, along the right bank of the Goddvari, there is much sandstone,

some of it carboniferous/ Near the junction of the Penganga with the

Wardhd, and in the valley of the latter river, there are coal-fields. Those
which have been examined over a small area near Sasti and P£om show
an average of 40 feet in thickness. The quality of the coal hitherto

mined is inferior to that of Rdniganj, but good enough for railway pur-

poses. Iron-ore is found in the same neighbourhood, also limestone

and kankar
;
or nodular limestone, at Kamaram in the extreme east

;

and 100 miles north-east of Ellore there is another small coal-field. At
Shihibad, near the junction of the Great Indian Peninsula Railway

with the Nizam’s State Railway, are quarries of excellent limestone,

which are extensively worked for a considerable distance along the line

of the latter railway. The stone found is of two colours, grey and
black, and takes a polish almost equal to marble. It is now imported

into Haidardbad city, and exported elsewhere in large quantities for

building purposes, for which it is well suited from its regular cleavage

and the ease with which it can be worked.

VOL. v. Q
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Rivers.—The Haidardbad territory is, on the whole, well watered,

rivers being numerous, while tanks or artificial pieces of water also

abound. The Godavari, rising on the eastern declivity of the Western

Ghdts, near Ndsik in the British District of that name, takes a course

south-east for about 90 miles to Phiiltamba, where it first touches on
this territory, and continues to flow along the border south-eastward

for 70 miles to Miingi, in lat. 19
0
27' n., long. 75° 30' e. Here it enters

Haidardbdd territory, through which it holds a course nearly easterly

for about 160 miles, to the vicinity of Lasona, in lat. 19
0

7' n., long.

77
0

5' e. At that place, it receives on the left side the Dudna river,

which flows from the north-east and has a considerable stream after

its junction with the Puma river. About 85 miles lower down, in

lat. 18
0
48' n., long. 77

0
55' e., it receives on the right side the Man-

jfra. It thence continues to hold a course generally easterly for

about 190 miles, to Kulaisar^ in lat. 18
0
52' n., long. 79

0
53' e., where,

on the left, it receives the Pranhita, a large river from the north.

After the confluence, turning south-east, it flows for about 155 miles in

that direction along the south-western base of the mountains of Bastdr

to Kottur, in lat. 17
0

29' n., long. 8i
p

29' e., where it passes into

Goddvari District of the Madras Presidency. Below Kulaisar, it forms

the north-eastern boundary of Haidardbdd territory. Thus the total

length of this great river, along the border and through the territory,

is about 600 miles, for above 200 of which it is navigable from June to

February. The Wardha, rising in the hills of Betiil and Chhindwdrd,

Districts of the Central Provinces, flows south-west for a few miles, and
first touching on this territory at Gudra, in lat. 21° 35 ' n., long. 78°

25' e., thence flows towards the south-east 170 miles towards Chdndd.
In lat. 19° 55' n., long. 79° 15' e., it receives on the right side the

Pengangd, a large river from the west, which for the greater part of its

course forms the boundary between East Berar and the more southern

portions of the Nizdm’s Dominions. After the junction with the Pen-
gangd, the Wardhd continues to flow in a south-easterly direction for

60 miles, and in lat. 19° 37' n., long. 79° 15' e., on the left bank
receives the Wainganga, from the north. Below the confluence, the

united stream, now called the Pranhita, flows in a tortuous direction,

but generally south, for about 80 miles to Kulaisar, in lat. 18° 52' n.,

long. 69° 53
f
e. This stream, through nearly its whole length, whether

denominated the Wardha or the Pranhita, marks the boundary between
this territory and the Central Provinces. It is navigable for about 170
miles.

The Kistna or Krishna, rising near Mahdbaleshwar, in the

Western Ghats, holds a course south-east for about 320 miles to lat.

160 10' n., long. 7

6

Q
18' e., where it touches, and 10 miles farther

passes into, this territory, through which it flows in a direction generally
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north-east for about 75 miles to Kadlur in lat. 16
0
24' n., long. 77

0

2o' e., where on the left bank it receives the Bhima from the north-

west, and is soon after spanned by the Great Indian Peninsula Railway

bridge. From near this point the river, turning south-east, flows 80

miles in that direction to its confluence with the Tungabhadra in lat.

15° 58' n., long. 78° 19' E., where it turns north-east and flows 180

miles to lat. 16
0
50' n., long. 8o° 10' e., at which point it passes into

Kistna (Krishna) District of the Madras Presidency. From the

confluence to the point last named, it forms part of the south-eastern

boundary of Haidarabad territory. Thus its total length of course

connected with this territory is 345 miles
; but in consequence of the

ruggedness of its bed, it is of little use for navigation. The Tunga-
bhadra, formed by the junction of the rivers Tunga and Bhadra in

Mysore, flows north-eastward, and at Miidlapur, in lat. 15
0
8' n., long.

76° 1
' E., first touches this territory, along the south-eastern boundary

of which it flows, separating it from the Madras Districts of Bellary and
Karnul (Kumool) for a distance of 200 miles, to its confluence with the

Kistna. Many other streams (considerable rivers during the periodical

rains, but much reduced in volume at other times of the year) discharge

into these main channels of drainage. Tanks for irrigation are, as

before observed, numerous, and some of them are of very great size, as

that at Pakhal, which is at least 30 miles in circuit The bandh or dam
of this tank is about 2000 yards in length. When full of water, the

depth at the sluice is 36 feet. These tanks are generally formed by
throwing an embankment across the lower end of a valley, and thus

causing the accumulation of the water of such streams as may flow7 into

it The total number of tanks in the State is about 18,200.

‘The climate may be considered as in general good ; and as there are

no arid, bare deserts, similar to those of R£jputana and some other tracts

of Northern India, the hot winds are less felt. In the vicinity of the

city of HaidardMd, the mean temperature in-doors, according to

observations made at sunrise, at two o'clock in the afternoon, and at

sunset, for one year, was—in January, 74^° F.
;
February, 76^° ; March,

84°; April, 9i|°; May, 93
0

; June, 88°; July, 8i°; August, 8oJ°;
September, 79

0

; October, 8o°; November, 76£°; and December, 74^°;

giving as an annual mean 81 J°. Ophthalmic diseases are prevalent in

the sandstone district. The wells in general yield impure, unpalatable

water, productive of disease, especially the dracunculus or guinea-

worm, from which those who use the water from tanks or streams are

exempt/

The annual fall of rain is estimated at from 28 to 32 inches at

Haidardb&d 3
this occurs principally during the south-west monsoon

between June and October. In the north-west monsoon there is a

fall of only 4 to 7 inches. In 1881, the total rainfall was 29-6 inches.
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The winds are generally westerly in June, July, August, and September

;

during October, November, December, January, and February they

blow from the east; and in March, April, and May north-westerly

breezes are frequent.

Animals.—Horses adapted for military or general purposes are not

reared in the same number as formerly in the Niz£m*s Dominions.

The chief mart for Deccan-bred horses is a fair at Malegaon in Bfdar

District, about 160 miles from Haidardbad and 200 from Poona. There
is also a horse bdzdr near the capital, which is open throughout the

year, and is resorted to by merchants from almost every quarter of

Asia, with strings of elephants, horses, and camels.

Agriculture.— ‘ The soil is in general fertile, though in some parts it

consists of chilka,
,
a red and gritty mould, little fitted, from the

coarseness of its particles, for agriculture. Resembling this, but

composed of particles more minute, is lal-zamin, a soil also of a

reddish hue, and considered by Walker to be formed of the remains

of broken-down ant-hills, which are surprisingly numerous in this

country. “Thus,” observes the writer just referred to, “we see that

those insects, usually looked upon as troublesome and destructive pests,

are not without their use in a grand natural operation. The peculiar

acid (the formic), which is their chief constituent, acts upon the alkali

and lime, and most probably on the silica of the rock debris, pulver-

izing it, and facilitating, in all probability, fresh combinations. The
soil, when manured, is fitted for the reception of all kinds of crops

without reference to season.” Though less extensive than the kinds

just enumerated, the regar or black cotton-soil occurs in many places,

and is esteemed the best of any, and, as indicated by the epithet above
applied to it, peculiarly suited for the cultivation of cotton. It

requires no manure, except that left by sheep generally fed upon it

when under fallow previous to cultivation. This is, however, an im-

portant resource, as flocks of sheep are everywhere to be seen. There
is also a soil denominated taldo-ka-zamin, a black earth, dug from the

bottoms of tanks; but not much prized, being a stiff clay and con-

taining a profusion of small fresh-water shells. Its extreme tenacity

is found unfavourable to vegetation, which is still further thwarted by
a large impregnation of carbonate of soda. This, however, is collected

in great quantities for manufacturing and commercial purposes. All

those soils effervesce with acids, thereby indicating that they contain

carbonate of lime. Throughout this territory the ground, wherever

left uncultivated, even but for a year or two, becomes covered with a

low jungle, composed chiefly of the Cassia auriculata and Zizyphus

microphylla. In process of time, the appearance of the jungle is

enlivened by the growth of numerous trees, of which the principal are

Butea frondosa, Bombax heptaphyllum, Erythrina indica, Hyperanthera
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moringa, Cassia fistula, Anona reticulata, Melia azadirachta, Bauhinia

parviflora, Capparis trifolia, Ficus indica, Ficus religiosa, Bombax
gossipium, Feronia elephantum, and several species of Acacia.

‘ The toddy palms, Borassus flabelliformis and Phoenix sylvestris, are

extensively cultivated on account of their sap, which is drawn off, and

fermented into an intoxicating beverage. The cocoa-nut tree cannot

be brought to perfection, even with the greatest care, accompanied

by the most favourable circumstances ; and in consequence, its cul-

tivation is very circumscribed. Mango and tamarind trees occur in

great numbers about the villages. The betel vine is also cultivated,

but in no great quantities. The principal grain crops are rice (of

which there are no less than eight varieties), wheat, maize of various

kinds, jodr (Holcus sorghum), bajra (Holcus spicatus), ragi (Cyno-

surus corocanus) ; of oil-seeds — mustard, Sesamum orientale, and

Ricinus communis or castor- oil plant; of leguminous growths—
Dolichos lablab, Dolichos gladiatus, Phaseolus mungo, chenna (Cicer

arietinum). Melons, cucumbers, gourds, and some other cucurbitacea

are largely grown, and form important articles of diet. The gardens

produce onions, garlic, carrots, radishes, potatoes, sweet potatoes,

coriander, ginger, turmeric, and various kinds of amaranth used as pot-

herbs. Tobacco is cultivated, but not to a great extent. Cotton,

indigo, and sugar-cane are the more important objects of the agri-

culturist’s care. Al (Morinda citrifolia) and chayrut (Oldenlandia

umbellata), valuable dyes, occur wild, and are also cultivated.’

The cotton-producing capabilities of the country are well known. The
produce of Kunar Idl£b£d District, which chiefly finds its way to the

Hinganghat market, is greatly valued, and fetches a high price. In

1875, there were no mills or manufactories in the territory; but a

cotton-spinning factory has recently been constructed in connection

with a wealthy European firm in Bombay. Fruit of many different

kinds is plentiful The mango and custard-apple grow wild over large

tracts. The melons and pine-apples of Haidar&bad are as celebrated

in their way as the oranges of Ndgpur, and the large purple grape of

Daulatdbad is exported to many distant markets. Plants rich in textile

fibre are not less abundant, and will one day, it may be presumed, be

utilized on a large scale. * Tasar silk, the produce of a wild species

of worm, is everywhere gathered in the jungles. Hides, raw and
tanned, both of domesticated and wild quadrupeds, are articles of

some importance in commerce. Wild bees swarm in all the jungles
;

consequently wax and honey are abundant and cheap. Lac, suit-

able for use as a resin or a dye, may be obtained in quantities far

beyond the present demand. Mucilaginous gums are produced in the

woods in inexhaustible quantities, and there are some considered not

inferior in quality to the best African gums. Of gum resins, the most
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worth notice is that yielded by the Boswellia thurifera. Dika-mali

\

a

resin yielded in great quantities by several species of Gardenia, is

much used in native pharmacy, and probably might serve important

purposes in the arts, but its properties have not been adequately

tested. Some sorts of nuts yield oils, which might prove important

articles of commerce. Cordage is supplied by the common san

(Crotalaria juncea), also by some species of Bauhinia, and of admir-

able quality by Asclepias tenacissima. Of timber, the teak (Tectona

grandis) produced in this territory is stunted and indifferent; but

some of fine quality is floated down the river from the forests of

Ndgpur. Other valuable woods are Diospyros melanoxylon and

Dalbergia or sissul

People.—A Census of the population of the Nizdm’s Dominions

in 1881, excluding Berar or the Haidarabad Assigned Districts,

which are under British administration, returned a total of 9,845,594

persons, of whom 925,929, or about one-tenth, were Muham-
madans. The principal sects among the Muhammadans are the

Shaikhs, who number 484,155; the Sayyids, 89,909; the Mughals,

15,423; and the Pathdns, 61,437 ;
the ‘unspecified’ being returned at

2 75>°°5- The chief divisions among the remaining population were

thus given—Brahmans, 259,147; Rdjputs, 49,843; Bair^gis, 5057;
Bedars, 119,161; Bhois, 92,170; Chamdrs (leather-workers), 447,312;

tailors, 30,937 ;
Dhdngars, 482,035 ;

Gaondfs, 30,039 ; Gaolis, 212,608

;

Gosains, 21,395; Gujaratis, 3544; Lingayats (traders), 97,836; Jogfs

(jugglers), 4371 ; Lohars (smiths), 56,128 ;
Kamatis (traders), 194,284;

Kolis (cultivators), 213,966; Koshtis, 79,142; Kunbfs (cultivators),

1,658,665; M£ngs, 315,732; Mdlis, 83,806; Mahars, 806,653;

Kumbhars (potters), 90,835; Mahalfs, 102,213; Manbhaos, 2627;
Mardthds, 369,636 ;

Marwdrfs (money-lenders and bankers), 42,009 3

Sondrs (goldsmiths), 88,769; Telingas, 327,338; Telfs, 67,564;
Waddars, 54,833; Banjaras (carriers), 6120; Baniyas (village shop-

keepers), 392,184; Bhfls, 8470 ; ,Gonds, 39,513; Koyas, 45,300;
Lambinfs, 85,204; and Pardhfs, 2114. The above figures would

give an average density of population for Haidardbid of about 123

to the square mile. In the south-eastern part of the territory,

the Telugu language prevails; and in the south-western Districts,

in the vicinity of the Kistna river, Kanarese is spoken. In

the northern and western parts, Mardthf is generally used
;

and, as

the border-land between this language and the Dravidian languages

passes through the Nizam's Dominions, there is a considerable inter-

mixture of people speaking different languages. The Mardthds are

most numerous in the west The Musalm^ns are chiefly to be met
with in the capital, and everywhere in the civil and military service

of Government. In addition to the Hindu and Muhammadan popu-
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lation, there is a large admixture of Parsfs, Sikhs, Arabs, Rohillas,

aborigines, and £ others/

Owing to the general distribution of arms among all classes, the

people of Haidarabad, as of other Native States, present to the

casual observer a more formidable appearance than is borne out,

perhaps, by anything in their actual character or disposition. The
Telingas or Telugu-speaking folk, though not in a highly-advanced

state of civilisation, are by no means sunk in barbarism. They gene-

rally inhabit straggling villages, in houses built of mud, with pyramidal

roofs of palmyra leaves, though a few dwellings are more substantially

constructed of brick, and tiled. In some of the less civilised parts,

the habitations are mere sheds of palmyra leaves, or hovels made of

bamboos and wattle. There is usually to each village a detached fort,

constructed either of masonry or mud, about 50 yards square, and
containing the dwellings of the zamtndar and his immediate depend-

ants. There is a considerable proportion of Brdhmans among the

Telingas; and the usual diet of these and the higher classes consists

of rice in some localities and of wheat and jodr in others, with

vegetable curries, and cakes flavoured with garlic or assafcetida and
fried in butter. The Brahmans profess to abstain from animal food ;

but the zamindars of the Kunbi caste consume mutton, poultry, and
game. The lower orders subsist on ragz and other inferior sorts of

grain
;
all are addicted to intoxication with the fermented sap of various

kinds of palms and spirit distilled from the flowers of the mahna
(Bassia latifolia). Tobacco is generally used, both for smoking and
chewing, as well as in the form of snuff. Bhang,

\

or the intoxicating

narcotic obtained from hemp, and opium are also in use, but to no

great extent The Gonds, who lurk in the hills and fastnesses, are a

wild and savage race; yet they may be- rendered tractable and

obedient by kind treatment At present the majority are nearly in a

state of nature, sheltering in caves or hollow trees, and feeding on

game when obtainable, at other times on vermin, reptiles, and wild

roots or fruits.

Commerce, etc.—The principal articles of export are cotton, oil-seeds,

country cloth, hides, metal ware, and agricultural produce; the

imports are salt from the eastern and western coasts, grain, timber,

European piece-goods, and hardware. In the absence of any complete

system of registration, the only means of approximately estimating the

annual value of the trade of the Nizdm’s Dominions with other Pro-

vinces is by calculating it from the known yield of the ad valorem

duties levied at customs houses. The amount thus deducible would

be about ^10,000,000 sterling per annum. Among the manufactures

of the country may be mentioned the ornamental metal ware of Bidar

;

the gold-embroidered cloth
(
'kamkhdb

)
of Aurangdbdd, Gulbarga, and
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other towns
;
and the excellent paper of different kinds which is made

by the inhabitants of the hamlet of Kaghazpur, near the famous

fortress of Daulat£b£d.

Communications.—The railway connecting Bombay with Madras
traverses the south-western part of the State. The Great Indian

Peninsula Railway works the line as far as R^ichur, where it is joined

by the Madras Railway. At Wadi, 7 miles from the station of

Shahdbad, on the Great Indian Peninsula line, the Nizdm’s State

Railway branches off to Haidarabdd and to the military cantonment of

Secunderabad (Sikandrdb£d). From HaidardMd two lines of telegraph

separate, one going south-west to Bellary, the other with an easterly

direction towards Masulipatam, near the mouth of the Kistna. e The
principal roads are the military ones—(1) from north to south, from
Nigpur through the city of Haidarabad to Bangalore

; (2) from south-

east to north-west, from Madras and Masulipatam through the city of

Haidarabad to Poona and thence to Bombay
; (3) from south-east to

north-west, from the city of Haidarabad to Aurangabad.’

Administration .—The revenue of the Nizam’s Dominions, Berdr

included, may be stated in round numbers at ^4,000,000, inclusive of

receipts from all sources. About three-fourths of the above large sum
is collected by the Nizam’s own Government from tracts under native

rule. The remaining one-fourth is realized by British officers principally

from Ber£r. All revenue collected by our Government from Districts

owning the sovereignty of the Niz£m is either spent by us in admini-

stering those Districts, or is handed over to him as unexpended surplus.

The only feudatory of the Nizdm is the Rdj£ of Gudwal, who is

independent in his internal administration so long as he pays an annual

tribute of ^11,500.
The land revenue is still collected in kind in some parts of the

country ; the rate for irrigated crops being half to the Government and
half to the cultivator. Where it is paid in money, the rate is much the

same, about 8 annas in the rupee or one shilling out of every two on
the value of the crop.

The Haidarabdd Government has a mint and a currency of its own.

In former days, rupees of different kinds were manufactured in various

parts of the country. Now there is only one mint, situated in the

city of Haidarabad ; and only one kind of rupee, namely, the hali sicca
,

or ‘rupee of the period/ is turned out. Though smaller in disc, it is

also a good deal thicker than our rupee, and the difference in weight

and intrinsic value between the two coins is trifling.

History.—The dynasty of the Niz£m was founded by Asaf Jah, a

distinguished general of the Mughal Emperor Aurangzeb, of Turkoman
descent After a long life at the Delhi Court, distinguished alike in

war and political cunning, he was appointed in 1713 Subahdar or
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Viceroy of the Deccan, with the title of Nizam-ul-Mulk (Regulator of

the State), which has since become hereditary in the family. The
Mughal Empire was at this time tom by internal dissension, and at the

same time threatened by the rising power of the Marathis. Amid the

general confusion, Asaf Jah had little difficulty in asserting his indepen-

dence against the degenerate descendant of Aurangzeb, though he was

less successful in repelling the inroads of Mar£tha cavalry. At the time

of his death in 1748, he was firmly established as an independent

sovereign, with Haidardbad for his capital, and a kingdom roughly

co-extensive with the present State.

The right of succession was fiercely contested among his descen-

dants. The claimants most favoured were two. One of these, Nasir

Jang, the second son of the deceased ruler, being on the spot when his

father died, had seized the treasure, and obtained the support of the

army
; and, moreover, he fortified his claim by an alleged renunciation

of the right of inheritance on the part of his elder brother. The
other, Muzaffar Jang, was a grandson of Nizam-ul-Mulk by a favourite

daughter; and to him, it was said, the succession was conveyed by

testamentary bequest. Each of the two candidates had the good

fortune to secure the countenance and support of one of the great

European powers then commencing their career of contention for

supremacy in the East,—the English espousing the cause of Nasfr Jang,

the French that of his rival, Muzaffar Jang ; but after a very brief

period, dissensions between the commander and his officers caused the

retirement of the French force from the field, and Muzaffar Jang,

deprived of support, became the prisoner of Nasfr Jang. Nasfr Jang
soon afterwards perished by the hands of his own followers, and
Muzaffar Jang was proclaimed Subahdar of the Deccan; but his

authority was exercised under the control of the French commander,

Dupleix, whose will was supreme. Muzaffar Jang was not destined

long to enjoy even the appearance of power. He fell in an affray with

some Path£n chiefs, who, having been instrumental in placing him on

the throne, were disappointed in the amount of reward to which they

thought their services entitled. A new occupant of the seat of power

was now to be sought ; and the French, passing over an infant son of

Muzaffar Jang, selected Salabat Jang, a brother of Nasfr Jang, to be

ruler of the Deccan. Another claimant for the dignity, however,

shortly afterwards appeared in the person of Ghdzf-ud-dfn, the eldest

son of the Nizam Asaf Jah. The impending contest between the

brothers was averted by the sudden death of Ghazf-ud-dm ; and

though the Mar£th£s, by whom he was supported, continued for

their own purposes to maintain hostilities, their unvarying ill-success

disposed them to listen to proposals for procuring their withdrawal on

the usual terms.
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The English and French, however, continued to struggle for power
and influence in the Deccan; but the latter were compelled after

a while, by the danger threatening their own possessions from the

victories gained by Clive, to withdraw from the support of SalAbat Jang,

who thus weakened, and apprehensive, moreover, of the designs of a

younger brother, Nizdm Ah, entered into an engagement with the

English, by which he promised to dismiss the French from his service,

and renounce all connection with them. In 1761, this weak prince

was dethroned by his own brother, Nizdm All, whom, contrary

to the advice of the most judicious of his French councillors,

he had entrusted with power which was used to supplant the donor.

Two years afterwards, the usurper made further acknowledgment of

his brother’s favour by putting him to death. In 1765 he ravaged the

Karnatic, exercising in his course a measure of cruelty far beyond what

was necessary to his purpose ; but he retired on the approach of a

British force. Still the British Government was anxious to be on better

terms with him, partly from a desire to obtain his concurrence to their

retention of the maritime Province known as the Northern Circars,

formerly possessed by the French, but now occupied by the English,

who had fortified their right by thefirman of the Emperor.

Accordingly, in 1766, a treaty was concluded by which, on condition of

a grant ofthe Circars, the British Government agreed to furnish the Nizdm
with a subsidiary force when required, and to pay 9 Idkhs of rupees (say

^90,000) a year, when the assistance of their troops was not required.

The Nizim on his part engaged to assist the British with his troops. There
were other stipulations

;
and among them one reserving the life right of

Basdlat Jang, a brother of Niz&m Alf, in one of the Circars, subject to

his good behaviour. The aid of British troops was afforded, as provided

by the treaty, to enable Niz£m Alf to march against Haidar All ofMysore,

then rapidly rising to power; but after a good deal of vacillation,

Nizdm Alf preferred to unite with that adventurer. The allies, however,

were unprosperous, and the Niz£m was compelled to sue for peace, which
was concluded by a new treaty in 1768. By the Sixth Article, the East
India Company and the Nawab of the Karnatic (who was a party to

the treaty) were to be always ready, to send two battalions of Sepoys
and six pieces of artillery, manned by Europeans, wherever the Nizim
should require them, and the situation of affairs should allow of such
assistance being rendered, the Nizam paying the expense during the
time such force should be employed in this service. In 1782, Bas£lat

Jang died ; but the Company did not obtain possession of the Circar

held by him till 1788. The peshkash^ or payment to be made to the
Nizrim on account of the Circars, had fallen into arrear, and was not
adjusted till a later period. These matters, however, having been
at length arranged, the British Governor-General, Lord Cornwallis, in
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1789, addressed a letter to the Nizam explaining and interpreting the

treaty of 1768, but declining to enter into any new treaty, as had been

suggested. That letter was subsequently declared, by a resolution of

the' House of Commons, to have the full force of a treaty executed in

due form. In it the Governor-General agreed that the force stipulated

for in the Sixth Article of the treaty of 1768 should be granted whenever

applied for, provided it was not to be employed against any power in

alliance with the Company. In the following year, on the breaking

out of a war with Tipii,- son of Haidar All, a treaty of offensive and

defensive alliance was concluded between the Nizdm, the Peshwa, and

the British Government. Tipii purchased peace at the price of half

his dominions, and the Nizam had no reason to be dissatisfied with

his share of the spoil At a later period, the Niz£m, being engaged in

war with the Mardthds, claimed the assistance of the British Government

under the subsisting relations between them
;
but the Governor-General,

Sir John Shore, was precluded by the treaties with the Marithds from

interfering further than as mediator, and the Niz£m was eventually

obliged to conclude an ignominious peace with his enemy. The refusal

of assistance and its results so incensed the Nizim, that he requested

that two battalions stationed at his capital as a subsidiary force should

be withdrawn.

The Niz£m now sought safety in the enlistment of a body of

troops commanded by French officers, who, however, were dismissed

in accordance with the provisions of a treaty (1798), under the admini-

stration of the Earl of Momington, afterwards Marquis Wellesley. By
this treaty, a subsidiary force, augmented to 6000 Sepoys with a due

proportion of field-pieces, was assigned to the service of the Nizdm,

who on his part agreed to pay a subsidy for the support of the force

of ^241,710. On the fall of Seringapatam and the death of Tipii

Sultin, the Nizdm participated largely in the division of territory, under

the partition treaty of 1799, and his share was increased on the Peshwa’s

withdrawal from the treaty. In 1800, the subsidiary force with the

Nizam was further augmented, and the pecuniary payment for its

maintenance was commuted for a cession of territory. The country

ceded on this occasion consisted of the acquisitions made from Tipii

allotted to the Nizdm under the treaty of Seringapatam in 1792, and the

treaty of Mysore, concluded in 1799, after the destruction of Tipifs

power and government This territory is known to the present time

under the title of the Ceded Districts.

By the treaty of 1800, the Niz£m agreed to furnish in time of war

6000 infantry and 9000 cavalry to co-operate with the British army, and
to employ every effort to bring into the field as speedily as possible

the whole force of his dominions. But his troops proved very

inefficient in the first Marathi war, and, after the conclusion of the
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campaign, various schemes were from time to time proposed for their

reform, with little success. Eventually battalions were raised, which

were clothed, armed, and equipped like the Company’s troops
;
and for

the regular payment of this contingent, advances were made in 1843
from the British treasury, on the distinct understanding that in the

event of further advances becoming necessary, a territorial security for

the payment of the debt would be demanded. No efforts, however,

were made to pay off the debt, which continued to increase. At last,

in 1853, a new treaty was concluded, by which the British Government
agreed to maintain an auxiliary force of not less than 5000 infantry,

2000 cavalry, .and 4 field batteries, and to provide for its payment and

for certain pensions and the interest on the debt
;
the Nizam on his part

agreed to cede in trust Districts yielding a gross revenue of 50 Idhks

of. rupees (say ^500,000). By this treaty the Niz£m, while retaining

the full use of the subsidiary force and contingent, was released from

the unlimited obligation of service in time of war ; and the contingent

ceased to be part of the Nizdm’s army, and became an auxiliary force

kept up by the British Government for the Nizam’s use.

In 1857, when the Mutiny broke out, the condition of HaidardMd
and the Nizdm’s Dominions became critical

; and in July, an attack,

which was repulsed, was made upon the Residency. The Haidardbdd

contingent displayed its loyalty in the field against the rebels. In i860,

a fresh treaty was made by which the territorial acquisitions of the

Nizam were increased, a debt of 50 lakhs of rupees was cancelled,

and the Assigned Districts in Berar, yielding a gross revenue of Rs.

3,200,000 (say^3 20,000), were taken in trust by the British Govern-

ment for the purposes specified in the treaty of 1853. Under British

administration the revenues of Beth: have greatly increased. They
amounted in 1882-83 to ^855,233. The surplus is paid over to the

HaidaraMd State.

The present Nizam, Mir Mahbub Ah', was born in 1866. He is in

point of rank the first Muhammadan ruler in India, and is entitled to

a salute of 21 guns. The military force of the Nizam consists of 71

field and 654 other guns, 551 artillerymen, 1400 cavalry, and 12,775

infantry, besides a large body of irregulars.

HaidaraMd {Hyderdbdd).—Chief city and capital of HaidaraMd
State; situated in lat. 17

0 21' 45" N., and long. 78° 30' 10" e., on the

river Musi, which is here between 400 and 500 feet wide. It stands at

a height of about 1700 feet above sea-level, and is distant 389 miles

north-west from Madras, 449 south-east from Bombay, and 962 south-

west from Calcutta. According to the Census taken in February 1881,

the population of the city was returned at 123,675 ;
and of the suburbs,

231,287; making a total of 354,962. The city is about 6 miles in

.circumference, with a stone wall, flanked with bastions, encircling
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it. The street architecture is not imposing, and there are few buildings

with any pretensions to architectural merit. Perhaps there is no city in

India with a population so varied or so warlike. Every man goes about

armed with a weapon of some kind, while the military classes are

literally armed to the teeth. Here may be seen the Arab, the Sidi, the

Rohilla, the Pattan, the Maratha, the Turk, the Sikh, Persians, Bokha-

riots, Parsis, Madrasis, and others.

The scenery around Haidarabad is wild and picturesque, the country

being hilly and dotted with numerous granite peaks and isolated rocks.

Approached from the west, the appearance of the city is very striking

;

the palace and mosques and magnificent pile of buildings erected for the

British Residency towering above the outer wall. A large lake, a few

miles south of Haidarabad, supplies the city. When full, this sheet

of water is nearly 20 miles in circumference, and covers an area of

10,000 acres.

The palace of the Niz&m, the mosques, and the British Residency

are the principal buildings. The former has, however, no pretensions

to splendour, but is of considerable size. M. Langlbs describes it as

being more than a league in circumference, and guarded by a valiant

body of Amazons. Haidardtad is a great Muhammadan stronghold, and

contains several mosques. The Jama Masjid or e Cathedral ’ Mosque,

so called after the one at Mecca, from which it is designed, is large, and

crowned by minarets of an extraordinary height. The pillars within consist

each of a single piece of granite, and are very lofty. In the environs of

Haidarabad there are many fine gardens, with gorgeous pavilions. That

of the Nizdm’s minister is said to be wonderfully beautiful. It is enclosed

by high walls, and in the centre is a marble tank. Carved trellis-work

forms an important feature in the building. One of the most interesting

places in Haidar&bad is the College or Char Mindr (so called from its

4 minarets), built upon four grand arches, at which the four principal

streets of the city meet. Above are several storeys of rooms, and

formerly each storey was devoted to a science. These apartments are

now turned into warehouses.

On the north side of the Musf is an extensive suburb known as the

Begam or 4 Princess’ Bazar, because the imposts levied there are a

perquisite of the Nizam’s principal wife. The British Residency is in

this quarter, and communication between it and the palace of the

Niz£m is maintained by a handsome bridge, planned by Colonel

Oliphant, of the Madras Engineers. It was built in 1831, of squared

granite, and has eight arches; the roadway is 24 feet wide. The
British Residency was designed by Mr. Russell, and is remarkable,

among other things, as having been constructed entirely by native

workmen. The north front looks away from the river and the city. It

is adorned by a splendid portico, to which leads up a flight of twenty-
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two steps, having on either side a colossal sphinx. From the summit of

the steps six Corinthian columns, faced with chundm stone of dazzling

whiteness, rise to the top of the upper storey of the main building. The
Company’s arms, in alto-relievo, form the central ornament The interior

of the portico is elaborately carved, and the whole building stands in

ornamental pleasure-grounds, enclosed by a wall with two gateways.

The staircase is the finest in India, each step being a single block of

the finest granite ;
the walls are richly decorated, and the apartments

are furnished with the utmost luxuriance. The pavilions, galleries, and
terraces are ornamented in the florid style of Oriental architecture, with

a profusion of delicate trellis-work, painting, and gilding. The finest

private residence in the city is the palace of the Bara Dari or ‘Twelve

Doors,’ now occupied by the present minister of the Nizam, Sir Salrir

Jung.

History\—Haidarabad was founded in 1589, by Kutab Shah Mu-
hammad Krilf, the fifth in descent from Sultan Krilf Kutab Shah,

the founder of the dynasty at Golconda. Muhammad Krill' removed

the seat of government from Golconda on account of its want

of water and consequent unhealthiness, and built a new city on the

banks of the Musi river, 7 miles from his former capital. He called it

Bhagnagar

\

‘Fortunate City,’ from his favourite mistress, Bhrigmati;

but after her death he named it Haidarribrid, ‘The City of Haidar,’

though for many years it retained its former appellation. The history of

Golconda and of Haidarabdd after 1589 are almost identical Soon
after establishing himself in his new capital, Muhammad Krilf

carried on with the neighbouring Hindu Rrijris the war which his

predecessor, Ibrrihfm Shah, had begun. He extended his conquests

south of the Kistna river; the strong fortress of Gandikota was captured,

and one of his detachments sacked the town of Cuddapah. Some of

his troops penetrated even to the frontiers of Bengal, and Muhammad
Krili defeated the Rajri of Orissa, and subjugated the greater part of

the Northern Circars.

In 1603, an ambassador from Shah Abbas, King of Persia, arrived

at Haidarribrid with a ruby -studded crown and other magnificent

gifts. The palace of Dil-kusha was allotted to the envoy, who
remained there six years, receiving from Muhammad Krilf ^2000
annually for his expenses. When the ambassador left for Persia, an

officer of the court of Haidarabad accompanied him, bearing return

presents, and amongst them some gold cloth manufactured at Paitan,

which it took five years to make. In 16n, Muhammad Krilf died,

after a prosperous reign of thirty-four years. The principal memorials

of this monarch are the palace and gardens of Ilrihf Mahril, the

Muhammadf gardens, the palace of Nabat Ghrit, the Chdr Mindr
or College already described, and the Jamd Masjid or ‘Cathedral’
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Mosque. According to the accounts of Mir Abd Tdlib, the king’s

private treasurer, ^£2,800,000 was expended on public works during

the reign of Muhammad Krill', and ^24,000 was distributed every

year among the poor. The king’s example of liberality was followed

by his nobility
;
and the number of handsome buildings throughout

the dominions of the Kutab Shah monarchs is unsurpassed, if not

unequalled, in any other of the Muhammadan kingdoms of the

Deccan.

Muhammad Kull was succeeded by his son, Sultan Abdulld Kutab
Shdh. The Mughals under Shah Jahan, the fifth Emperor (1627-58),
now make their appearance in Southern India. Aurangzeb, Shah
Jahdn’s son, was sent as viceroy into the Deccan by that prince, who
seemed bent on compensating for failures beyond the Indus by the

subjugation of Bljapur and Golconda. The immediate cause of his

attack on the latter kingdom was an appeal from Mir Jumla, the Prime
Minister, whose son had involved him in a dispute with the court.

Mir Jumld, finding himself unable to obtain such concessions as he
desired from his own sovereign, determined to throw himself on the

protection of the Mughal Emperor. Such an opportunity for intrigue

suited Aurangzeb’s character, and he strongly urged his father to

entertain Mir Jump’s petition. Shdh Jahdn, influenced by this advice,

issued a mandate to Abdulla to redress the complaints of his minister

;

but AbduM was so incensed by this questioning of his independence
that he sequestrated Mir Jumld’s property, and committed his son,

Muhammad Amin, to prison. Shdh Jahdn now despatched Aurangzeb
to carry his demands into effect by force of arms. Under pretext of
escorting his son Sultan Muhammad to Bengal, to wed the daughter

of his brother Prince Shuja, Aurangzeb made a treacherous attack on
Haidardbad. The road from Aurangabdd (the capital of the Deccan)
to Bengal made a circuit by Masulipatam in order to avoid the forests

of Gondwdna, and thus naturally brought the viceroy within a short

distance of Haidardbdd. Abdulla Kutab Shah was preparing an
entertainment for Aurangzeb’s reception, when he suddenly advanced
as an enemy, and took the king so completely by surprise that he had
only time to flee to the hill-fort of Golconda, 7 miles distant, whilst

Haidardbdd fell into the hands of the Mughals, and was plundered and
half burned before the troops could be brought into order. Abdulld
did all in his power to negotiate reasonable terms, but the Mughals
were inexorable

\
and after several attempts to raise the siege by force,

he was at last forced to accept the severe conditions imposed on him,

viz. to give his daughter in marriage to Sultdn Muhammad, with a
dowry in land and money; to pay a crore of rupees (^1,000,000
sterling) as the first instalment of a yearly tribute ; and to make up the

arrears of past payments in two years. Mir Jumld remained in the
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service of the Mughals, and became a favourite general of Aurangzeb,

and one of the most useful instruments of his ambition.

Abdulin died in 1672, and was succeeded by his son-in-law, Abu
Husain, who in his youth had been notorious for dissipated habits.

He fell entirely under the influence of a Mardthd Brdhman, named
Madhdna Panth, who became his Prime Minister. In 1676, at the

invitation of this man, Sivaji, the founder of the Mardthd supremacy,

entered Haidardbad with a force of 70,000 men, on his way to the

Kamatic. He also concluded a treaty with Abd Husain. Sivaji’s

reception at Golconda afforded grounds for a war with the State of

Bfjdpur, but the invasion was resisted and defeated by Madhdna Panth.

Sivaji died in 1680, and was succeeded by his eldest son, Sambajf,

with whom Abd Husain also entered into an alliance. Aurangzeb was

prevented from at once turning his arms against Golconda, owing to a

convention made by his son, Prince Muazim. When, in 1686, Khdn
Jahdn was sent against that State, and found himself unable to oppose

its army, he begged urgently for reinforcements
; and Prince Muazim

was despatched to his assistance. The leader of the Golconda troops

proved unfaithful to his cause, and allowed the united forces to proceed

unmolested to Haidardbdd, where he joined the Mughals with the

greater part of his troops. The king, Abd Husain, shut himself in the

fort of Golconda; and Haidardbad was again left open to plunder.

Madhdna Panth was killed in a popular tumult, and the king accepted

such terms as he could obtain. A payment of 2 millions sterling in

money and jewels was demanded. The treaty, however, was of short

duration, for in 1687 Aurangzeb formally declared war against Abd
Husain. The king bravely defended the fort of Golconda for seven

months, and lost it at last by treachery, and was sent a captive to

Daulatabdd, where he resided until his death. Abd Husain was a very

popular monarch, and many anecdotes of his virtues are still current-

in the Deccan. Aurangzeb immediately took possession of all the

territories of Bfjdpur and Golconda, but his occupation was little more

than military. The Districts were farmed out, and were governed by

military leaders, who received 25 per cent, for the expense of collecting

the revenue.

No event of any importance occurred at Haidardbad until 1707, the

year of Aurangzeb’s death. A dispute for the crown took place between

his two sons, Prince Azim and Prince Muazim. The latter was

victorious, and ascended the throne as Bahddur Shdh. Prince Kam
Bakhsh refused to acknowledge his brother asking; and Bahddur Shdh,

after attempting in vain to win him over by concessions, marched

against him to the Deccan, and defeated him in a battle near Haidar-

dbdd (February 1708), in which Kim Bakhsh was mortally wounded.

Bahddur Shdh then made a truce with the Mardthas ; and affairs in
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the Deccan remained quiet until the end of his reign, in ‘1712. The
viceroyalty was given to Zulfikar Khan, an adherent of Prince Azfm

;

and the administration of the government to D£rid Khdn, a Pathan

officer, who had distinguished himself under Aurangzeb. The death

of Bahddur Shdh was followed by struggles amongst his sons. The
incapacity of the eldest, JaMndar Sh£h, had given a great ascendancy

to the second, Azfm-us-Shdn, who was supported by the army and the

nobility. A battle ensued
;
Azfm-us-Shdn was repulsed and slain, and

Jahand&r Shah remained undisputed master of the throne. One of

his first acts was to put all the princes of the blood within his reach

to death. Among those whom he could not get into his power was

Farukhsiyyar, the only son of Azim-us-Shdn
; but the cause of this

prince was espoused by the governor of Behar, Sayyid Husain Alf.

The rivals met near Agra on the 28th of December 1712 ;
and on the

1st of January 1713, Farukhsiyyar ascended the throne, and conferred

dignities upon all his adherents. Among these was Chin Khilich Khan,

a noble of high rank, and a brilliant statesman, to whom was given the

title of Nizdm-ul-mulk Asaf Jah. Zulfikar KMn was put to death, and
Sayyid Husain Alf appointed viceroy of the Deccan in his stead. But

the Emperor was jealous of his powerful subject, and wished to get

rid of him. He therefore wrote to Dadd Khan, promising him
the viceroyalty if he would attack Husain Alf on his arrival in the

Deccan and destroy him. No more acceptable commission could have

been offered to Dddd Khan than that of revenging the death of his

friend and patron Zulfikar
\
and taking up a position at Burhanpur, he

proclaimed himself viceroy, and awaited Husain Alfs appearance. A
severe battle was fought, in which Ddud Khan was on the 'point of

victory when he was struck by a bullet, and killed instantly (1716).

Husain Alf immediately took the field against the Marathds, but was

completely routed. He and his brother Sayyid Abdulla Khdn, the

Wazfr of the Deccan, now united their forces against Farukhsiyyar^

whose schemes for the destruction of Husain Alf had proved abortive.

In December 1719 the allies advanced upon Delhi, and the Emperor

submitted to their demands, which became more exorbitant day by day,

and ended in their obtaining possession of the royal citadel and palace,

which were occupied by their troops. In February 1819, Farakh-

siyyar was deposed, and, two months later, put to death by order of

Husain Alf and Abdulte Khdn.

The two Sayyids, as the brothers were called, selected as Emperor

Rafl-ud-daula, who died in a few months. He was succeeded (1719

to 1748) by Muhammad Shah, the last independent Emperor that sat

on the Delhi throne. The first great event in his reign was the over-

throw of the two Sayyids, which was effected in great measure by a

league between Asaf Jah and Sa£dat KMn, his coadjutor and rival,

vol. v. R
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and afterwards the founder of the Oudh dynasty. Asaf Jah saw in the

disturbed condition of the country an excuse for raising troops ; and

as he perceived the difficulty of establishing a permanent control at

Delhi, he determined to lay the foundation of his power on a firmer

basis, and turned his attention first to the Deccan. His plans against

the Sayyids succeeded. In October 1720, Husain All was assassi-

nated, and at the end of the year Abdulla KMn was defeated and

taken prisoner by Muhammad Shah
;
but the power of this monarch

was rapidly declining. In January 1722, Asaf Jah arrived at Delhi,

and assumed the office of Wazfr. He found the court in a state of the

utmost weakness; the Emperor and his favourites were given up to

pleasure ; and after some months of mutual dissatisfaction, they devised

plans to free themselves from the troublesome counsels of Asaf Jah.

The Wazfr was despatched against the refractory governor of Gujarat,

but speedily returned, strengthened by the addition of a rich Province.

In October 1723, shortly after this victory, Asaf Jah resigned his post

as Wazfr, and set off for the Deccan, a proceeding amounting in reality

to a declaration of independence. The Emperor, although he graciously

accepted Asaf Jah’s resignation, and conferred on him the title of

Lieutenant of the Empire,—the highest that could be conferred on a

subject,—did not on that account abate his hostility. He sent orders

to the local governor of Haidardbdd to endeavour to dispossess the

viceroy, and assume the government of the Deccan in his place.

Mubariz Khdn entered zealously on this task, and succeeded in gather-

ing together a powerful army. Asaf Jah protracted negotiations for

several months, and endeavoured to sow sedition among the adherents

of the governor. At last he was forced to come to open war, and soon

gained a decisive victory over Mubdriz, who lost his life in the battle,

fought in October 1724. As the Emperor had not avowed the attack

which, he had instigated, Asaf Jah, not to be outdone in dissimulation,

sent the head of Mubdriz to court with his own congratulations on

the extinction of the rebellion. He then fixed his residence at

Haidardbdd, and became the founder of an independent kingdom,

now ruled over by his descendants, who derive from him the title

of the Nizams of Haidarabad State. (In the compilation of this

seption, considerable use has been made of Elphinstone’s History of

India.)

Haidardbdd {Hyderdbdd) Assigned Districts.—A Province in

Central India, better known under the name of Berdr, administered by

the British Resident at Haidardbdd, under the title of Chief Commis-

sioner of Berdr. It comprises the six Districts of Akola, Buldana,

Basim, Amraoti, Ellichpur, and Wun. Bounded on the north and

east by the Central Provinces ;
on the south by the Nizdm’s Dominions

;

and on the west by the Bombay Presidency. Lies between 19
0

26'
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and 21
0
46' n. latitude, and between 75

0
58' 45" and 79

0
13' 13" e.

longitude. Area, 17,711 square miles; population (1881) 2,672,673

persons, dwelling in 5585 towns and villages, and in 466,027 houses

;

number of persons per house, 574; average density, rsi persons per

square mile.

Physical Aspects.—Berdr is, in the main, a broad valley running east

and west, lying between the Satpura range on the north and the Ajanta

range on the south. The old local name of the valley at the base of

the Satpuras was Berdr Payanghat
; that of the tracts situated among

the uplands and hills of the Ajanta range being Berdr Bdldghat The
real strength of the Province is found in the valley at the base of the

Satpuras, This valley is watered or drained, as the case may be, by
the Prima (an affluent of the Tapti), and a perfect network of streams

descending into the main river, both from the hills in the north and

from the hills in the south. Its soil is one vast superstratum of black

loam overlying trap and basalt. Its rainfall is regular and copious
;

its

area is now almost entirely cultivated, nearly the whole surface being

covered over at harvest time by a sheet of crops. Its population is

dense, and consists of Kunbis and other hardy and industrious agri-

cultural castes. It is traversed from west to east, for the greater

part of its breadth, by the railway from Ndgpur to Bhusiwal and Bom-
bay. It possesses one of the richest and most extensive cotton-fields

in India, and several cotton marts of the first rank. Its other pro-

ducts, especially millets and oil-seeds, are also excellent. Altogether,

it is one of the most promising regions in India; and in respect to

natural and material advantages, it surpasses any tract in either the

Central Provinces or the Deccan,

The area of Berar may be reckoned at a little more than 17,700 square

miles, being about equal to that of the kingdom of Greece without the

Ionian Islands. Its population is double that of Greece. Its length

from east to west is about 150 miles, and its breadth averages 144

miles. The principal rivers are the T£pti, the Puma, the Wardh£, and

the Pengangd or Pranhfta. The Tapti is the only river of the first

class, but the Wardh£ is by far the most important as commanding the

drainage and irrigation. The Province has but one natural lake, the

salt lake of Lonar in Bulddna District, a great curiosity. The view of

the lake is striking. It is shut in by a ridge of well-wooded hills, and

is perfectly circular. The area of the lake is 345 acres, and the cir-

cumference sj miles. The forest area of the Province on the 31st

March 1883 was 4344 square miles, of which 1106 square miles were

State reserves, 283 District reserves, and 2955 unreserved forests.

The area of forests actually protected from fire was 552,931 acres in

1882 and 622,640 acres in 1883. The most valuable forests are those

on the Gawilgarh Hills. The greater part of the Berdr valley is sup-
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plied with bamboos and wood for building purposes from this range of

hills. The teak produced in the Melghdt tract of the Gangra valley

finds its way to the country above the gh&ts in South Ber£r, while

the villages north of the Piirna river, and north of Amrioti, draw their

supplies of grass and firewood to a great extent from the same region.

Annually, during the rains, large herds of cattle are sent into the hills

for pasture. A plantation garden has been established at Makhla;
area of regular plantations (1881-82), 1409 acres. The Berdr forests

are worked on the following system. Timber is only allowed to be cut

on permission given by the Deputy-Commissioner, and it must in all

cases b§ paid for at certain fixed rates. Fuel may be cut, but not

exported, without permission. Grass and minor produce are sold by
auction. The expenditure on the Forest Department of Berar was

^15,169 in 1881-82, and ^14,997 in 1882-83. The income in the

former year was ^23,381, and in the latter year ^28,704. Con-
victions in 1882-83 for breaches of forest rules, 363.

Iron-ore is plentiful throughout large tracts on the east, especially

in the hills about Karanja, and along the low range close to Amr£oti
on the north-east It is not worked by the natives, and the proportion

of iron in the ore has not been scientifically determined. The only

District within Berdr which yields coal is Wiin, where, stretching

along the valley of the Wardha river, in a direction roughly north

and south, a group of beds of thick coal of fair quality has lately been
found. This group may be said to extend from near the Wardhd river

on the north to the Pengangd on the south. The beds associated with

the coal can be traced throughout
;
and, although the existence of coal

throughout the entire distance has not been proved, there can be little

reasonable doubt that it will be found to occur. An examination of

the coal capacity of the region was begun in 1875, but the operations

were stopped because there appeared no immediate prospect of a

market.

Climate.—The climate differs very little from that of the Deccan
generally, except that in the Payanghat valley the hot weather is some-
times exceptionally severe. It sets in early, for the freshness of the short

cold season disappears with the crops, when the ground has been laid

bare by carrying the harvest; but the heat does not much increase

until the end of March. From the 1st of May until the rains set in,

about the middle of June, the sun is very powerful, though its effect is

not intensified by the scorching winds of Upper India. The nights

are comparatively cool throughout, probably because the direct rays

of the sun have their influence counteracted by the retentiveness of
moisture peculiar to the black soil, and by the evaporation which is

always going on. During the rains, the air is moist and cooL In the

Bdldghdt country, above the Ajanta Hills, the thermometer stands
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much lower than in the plains. On the loftiest G£wilgarh Hills, the

climate is always temperate; the sanitarium of Chikalda (3777 feet)

is on this range, 20 miles from Ellichpur. The average rainfall for

the whole Province is not accurately known
;

it is said to be about

27 inches a year in the valley, and 30 inches above the ghdts. The
average for the whole region lies between 27 and 40 inches. The rain-

fall at Ellichpur in 1881 was 287 inches, and at Chikalda in the same

year, 60 inches. On the G£wilgarh Hills it is, of course, much heavier

than elsewhere. The vital statistics of Berar are fairly reliable. The
number of births registered in 1882 was 110,454, or 42 per thousand;

number of deaths 77,214, or 29 per thousand. Of the deaths, 3573
were assigned to cholera, 369 to small-pox, and 39,340 to fevers.

There were 36 civil hospitals and charitable dispensaries in the Province

open in 1882, or 1 to every 492 square miles
;
in-door patients, 2091 ;

out-door, 178,919; expenditure, ;£11,401. On sanitation, the six

municipalities of Berar spent ^5213 in 1882. There is a special

vaccination establishment ;
number of operations, 90,058 in 1881, and

103,5 r7 in 1882. Total cost, ^1719 in i88r, and ^1706 in 1882.

History.—In early times, the greater part of the Deccan, as far north-

ward as the Narbada (Nerbudda), was subject to R£jput princes of the

Chaldkya race, whose capital was at Kalydn near Gulbargah, from

about 1000 to 1200 a.d. Rdm Deo, who was conquered and slain by

Ala-ud-dm, was the last of the Yadava line of kings, who reigned not

without fame at Deogarh, the modem Daulatabid, down to the end

of the 13th century. We may be allowed to guess that Berir was

at one period under the sway of Kalyan, or of Deogarh, probably

of both successively, though the south-eastern District of the old Pro-

vince may have belonged to the kingdom ruled by the ancient Hindu

Rajas at Warangul. Remains of ancient Hindu architecture attest

the received hypothesis that the Province must long have formed part

of that principal Rijput kingdom which occupied the heart of the

Deccan. But local tradition tells of independent Rdjds who governed

Berdr from Ellichpur, which is said to take its name from one of them,

called R£ja FI. The same authority states, what may possibly be

corroborated by architectural relics, which have yet to be examined

by a competent antiquary, that the princes or governors of Berar,

immediately before the Muhammadan invasion, were Jains.

In 1294, Ald-ud-dfa, nephew and son-in-law to the Delhi Emperor

Firoz Ghilzii, made his first expedition into the Deccan. After defeat-

ing the Yadava Prince Rdm Deo at Deogarh, he is said to have been

bought out of the country by a heavy ransom, accompanied by the

cession of Ellichpur. Soon after his return to Upper India, Ald-ud-din

murdered his uncle and usurped the Delhi throne. Throughout

his reign the Deccan was plundered by successive bands of Muham-
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madans from the north ; but on his death, the Hindus seem to have

recovered the Provinces previously subject to Deogarh. However,

this insurrection was crushed in 1318-19 by MuMrak Ghilzai, when

he flayed alive the last Hindu Prince of Deogarh ;
and Ber£r has ever

since been nominally under the dominion of Muhammadan rulers.

Under them it has always kept its distinct name ;
and there is reason

to believe that from the first it formed a separate Provincial charge, of

course with constant change of boundaries. In 133 1, on the death of

the Emperor Muhammad Tughlak, the southern Provinces fell away

from his house, and for 250 years maintained their independence of

Delhi. For the next 130 years, Berdr remained under the dominion

of the Bihmani kings, so called because the founder of their line was

either a Brahman or a Brahman’s servant This man ruled all the

Deccan under the title of Ala-ud-dfn Husain Shah, and divided his

kingdom into four Provinces, of which Mahur, Ramgarh, and part of

Berar formed one.

On the collapse of this dynasty in 1526, we find Berar one

of the five kingdoms into which the Deccan had virtually split up,

fairly embarked on a period of independence under the Imad

Shihi Princes, whose capital was Ellichpur. The founder of this

dynasty had been, it is said, a Kanarese Hindu captured in war, whom
Khan JaMn, Governor of Berdr, promoted to high office. He rose to

the title of Imad-ul-Mulk, and the command of the Ber£r forces. But

he bequeathed to his successors no share either of his good fortune or

ability. An attack by the allied Kings of Bfjapur and Ahmadnagar

gave Berar to the latter in 1572. The Ahmadnagar dynasty, however,

was not destined long to hold possession of the prize. The cession of

Berdr to the Emperor Akbar by the Ahmadnagar Government took

place in 1596. In 1599, the' great Emperor himself came down to

Burh&npur and organized his recent conquests. Ahmadnagar was

taken; and all the country recently annexed, including Berir, was

placed under Prince Danyal (the Emperor’s son) as viceroy, Berdr

retaining its separate formation as an imperial subahy of which the

extent and revenue are pretty accurately known from the Atn-i-Akbari.

The death of Akbar in 1605 distracted for a time the attention of the

Mughal Government from their new Province in the Deccan; and

Malik Ambar, who represented Nizdm Shahi independence at Daulat-

dbad, recovered the greater part of Berar. This man, an Abyssinian by

race, is well known as the great revenue administrator of the Upper
Deccan. He first made a regular assessment by fixing the Government

share in the estimated produce, commuted to money value, says Duff’s

History of the Mardthds

;

but the native officials of Berir assert that

the assessment was on the quality of land, at so much per bigh&
%

said to have been made in 1612. M£lik Ambar held his own in these
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parts until he died in 1628. In 1630, the Mughals recovered Berdr,

and re-established the imperial authority. Shdh Jahan divided his

Deccan dominions into two governments, of which one comprised

Berdr, Payanghdt, Jdlna, and Khdndesh
; but these were soon reunited

under one head. The revenue assessment was reorganized, and the

fasli era introduced from 1637-38.

It is very difficult, and would not be veiy profitable, to pursue

the separate thread of Berdr Provincial history through the tangled

coil of Deccan warfare, from 1650, when Aurangzeb became Viceroy

of the Deccan, until the hour when he died at Ahmadnagar, in

1707. Berdr underwent its share of fire and sword, Mardtha plunder-

ing and Mughal rack-renting. After Aurangzeb’s death, the Mardthds

consolidated their predominance, and chauth and sardeshmukhi were

formally granted by the Sayyid Ministers of the Emperor Farukhsiyyar

in 1717, upon the six and a half subahats of the Deccan. But, in

1720, Chin Khilich Khdn, Viceroy of the Deccan, under the title

of Nizam-ul-Mulk, won his independence by three victories over the

imperial lieutenants, or rather over the armies commanded by the

partisans of the Sayyid Ministers who governed in the Emperor’s

name. Nizam-ul-Mulk had been joined by the Subahddr of Berdr.

The first battle was fought near Burhanpur in 1721; the second at

Baldpur soon after ; and the last decisive victory was gained, in August

1724, at Shakar-Khelda, called FaiehrKhelda from that day, in the

present Bulddnd District. From this date Berdr has always been nomi-

nally subject to the Haidardbdd dynasty.

The material and even moral injury caused to this Province by the

wars of the 18th century must have been wide and deep. Described

in the Am-i-Akbari as highly cultivated, and in parts populous,

supposed by M. de Thdvenot in 1*667 t0 be one of the wealthiest

portions of the Empire, it fell on evil days before the close of the 17th

century. Cultivation fell off just when the finances were strained by
the long wars; the local revenue officers rebelled; the army became

mutinous ; and the Marathds easily plundered a weak Province, when
they had divided its sinews by cutting off its trade. Wherever the

Emperor appointed a j&girddr, the Mardthds appointed another, and

both claimed the revenue, while foragers from each side exacted forced

contributions ; so that the harassed cultivator often threw up his land,

and joined in the general business of plunder. The Mardthds suc-

ceeded in retaining their hold on this Province ; but its resources were

ruined, and its people must have been seriously demoralized by a
regime of barefaced plunder and fleecing, without pretension to principle

or stability. By the partition treaty of Haidardbad (dated 1804), the

whole of Berdr, including Districts east of the Wardhd,—but excluding

certain tracts left with the Ndgpur chiefs and the Peshwd,—was made
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over in perpetual sovereignty to the Nizam. The forts of Gdwilgarh

and Narnala remained subject to Ndgpur. A fresh treaty was made in

1 822, which settled the frontier of Ber£r, and conferred upon the

Nizam all the country west of the Wardh£. The tracts lying east of

that river were at length formally ceded to Nagpur
; but the Districts

taken by the Peshw£ in 1795, an(* those which had been left to

Nagpur in 1803, were all restored to the Nizam. The disbanding

of large numbers of troops filled the country with gangs of plunderers

;

and it was sometimes necessary for the British Government to inter-

fere for the preservation of peace, as in 1849, when Ap£ S£hib was

captured and his followers dispersed. Meanwhile, the Nizam’s finances

had sunk into such a desperate state that in 1843, and m several

succeeding years, the pay of the force maintained under the treaty of

1800 had to be advanced from the British Treasury.

The bankruptcy of the Haidar^bad State at length necessitated, in

1853, a new treaty, under which the existing Haidardbad Contingent

is maintained by the British Government, in lieu of the troops which

the Nizdm had been previously bound to furnish on demand in time

of war ; while, for the payment of this Contingent, and other claims

on the Nizam, Districts yielding a gross revenue of 50 lakhs of rupees

G£500>
000) were assigned to the British Government. There is a

garrison of the Haidardbad Contingent now at Ellichpur, consisting of

a detachment of 73 cavalry, a battery of artillery with 127 men, and

765 infantry. At Akola and Amrdoti, two outposts, there are 193
infantry and 113 infantry respectively.

The territory made over to the British under this treaty comprised,

besides the Assigned Districts as they now exist, the Districts of

Dharaseo and the Rdichur Doab. It was agreed that accounts

should be annually rendered* to the Nizdm, and that any surplus

revenue should be paid to him. On his part, he was released from
the obligation of furnishing a large force in time of war; while the

Contingent ceased to be part of the Nizdm’s army, and became an
auxiliary force kept by the British Government for his use. The pro-

visions of the treaty of 1853, however, which required the submission of

annual accounts of the Assigned Districts to the Nizdm, were productive

of much inconvenience and embarrassing discussions. Difficulties had
also arisen regarding the levy of the 5 per cent, duty on goods under
the commercial treaty of 1802.

To remove these difficulties, and at the same time to reward the
Niz&n for his services in 1857, a new treaty was concluded in

December i860, by which a debt of 50 lakhs due from the Nizam was
cancelled ; the territory of SUrapur, which had been confiscated for

the rebellion of its Hindu Eij£, was ceded to the Nizdm; and
the Districts of Dharaseo and the Rdichur Dodb were restored to
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him* On the other hand, the Niz£m ceded certain Districts on the

left bank of the Godavari, traffic on which river was to be free from

all duties
;
and he agreed that the remaining Assigned Districts in

Ber£r, together with other Districts, then yielding a gross revenue of

Rs. 3,200,000 (£$ 20,000), should be held in trust by the British Govern-

ment for the purposes specified in the treaty of 1853, but that no

demand for accounts of the receipts and expenditure of the Assigned

Districts should be made. Certain territorial exchanges were also

effected, with the object of bringing under British administration

those lands within the Assigned Districts which were held in jdgir

for payment of troops, or which were allotted for the Nizam’s privy

purse.

The history of Berar since 1853 is marked by no important political

events beside the change made under the treaty of 1861. Its smooth

course was scarcely ruffled even by the troubles of 1857 ;
whatever fires

may have been smouldering beneath the surface, the country remained

calm, measuring its behaviour, not by Delhi, but by Haidardbad. In

1858, Tantia Topi reached the Satpura Hills, and tried to break across

southward that he might stir up the Deccan ; but he was headed back

at all outlets, and never got away into the Berdr valley. The Province

has rapidly progressed under British rule.
c When it was made over to

us,’ writes Sir Richard Temple in his official report, ‘ the neighbouring

Districts were full of families who had emigrated thither from Berar,

and who, with the usual attachment of the people to their original

patrimony, were anxious to return on any suitable opportunity. Thus
hundreds of families and thousands of individuals immigrated back

into Berdr. Many villages in the Nagpur country lost many of their

hands in this way, and were sometimes put to serious straits.’ The
American war, which shortly supervened, stimulated the cotton trade

to an enormous extent in Berar; wages rapidly rose with the unprece-

dented demand for labour which followed ;
and the opening of the

Great Indian Peninsula and Nizam’s State Railway systems has tended

still further to enhance the prosperity of the Province.

Population.—The first Census ever taken in the Province was

carried out in November 1867. It disclosed a total population of

2,227,654 persons. The next regular Census, taken in February 1881,

returned a population for the whole Province of 2,672,673 persons, an

increase of 445,019, or nearly 20 per cent, in 14 years. Area, 17,711

square miles; towns, 34; villages, 5551; occupied houses, 466,027;

unoccupied houses, 33,356 ;
towns and villages per square mile, -32

;

houses per square mile, 28. Of the total population, 1,380,492 were

returned as males and 1,292,181 as females; proportion of males

517 per cent The average density of the population in Berar is

1 51 persons per square mile,—a number higher than in any Division
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of the neighbouring Central Provinces, though far below the average

(416) of the North-Western Provinces. Akola stands first as regards

its urban and its total population. In it and in Amrdoti District,

the density is over 200 to the square mile. In Wdn the density

is only 100. Towns and villages are most numerous in Ellichpur

tdluk
y
where there are 45 to each square mile; in Melgh£t there is

only one village to every 5 square miles. There are now in Berdr the

same number of houses per square mile (28) as there were in England
and Wales eighty years ago ; the number of persons to each occupied

house (57) is about the same in both countries. The increase in the

population since 1867 is largely due to immigration from Khandesh,
Haidarabid (Deccan), and the Central Provinces. It is observed by
the Census authorities (1881) that although there is a tendency in the

Berar population to concentrate in large villages, there is no marked
tendency, except in Akola District, for the large villages to grow into

towns. About 12 per cent of the population are urban, in the sense

that they inhabit towns containing more than 5000 inhabitants.

Hinduism is the religion of Ber£r, being professedly nearly 91 per

cent, of the population. Siva is the chief deity in this region, as Vishnu
is the deity of the nations on the Ganges. Among the great gods of

the Hindu pantheon, Balaji (an avdtar
,
or incarnation, of Vishnu),

Mahddeo, Ganpati, and Devi are objects of popular worship. Hanuman
(the monkey god, who led the monkey host to Lanka or Ceylon in aid

of Rimi) and Arjun are also worshipped. The Muhammadans,
P£rsis, Jains, and Christians number together about 10 per cent,

of the population. According to the Census, there were in Berdr in

1881—Hindus, 2,425,654; Muhammadans, 187,555; Jains, 20,020;
Christians, 1335 ; Sikhs, 525 ;

Parsis, 242 ; aborigines, 37,338 ;
and

* others,' 4. The Hindus were thus distributed as regards caste :

—

Brahmans, 65,754 ; Eijputs, 40,174 1 Khettris, 3959 ; Wanis (Bamyds),

67,071; Kunbis (agriculturists), 834,174; Mails (gardeners), 219,671;
Mahars (mixed castes), 307,994 ; Telis (oilmen), 75,552 ; Dhangars
(shepherds), 74,559 i Banjiras (carriers), 60,511; Kolis (labourers),

30>398 ; Sutdrs (carpenters), 30,314; Sondrs (goldsmiths), 14,265;
Lohars (blacksmiths), 13,883; Vidurs (half-castes), 11,747; Kalals

(distillers), 14,943; Shimpis or Darzis (tailors), 15,509; Pardhis (hunts-

men), 3008; Manbhaos (mendicants), 4111; Bairagis (mendicants),

1529; N£ths (mendicants), 716; Chambhars (leather-workers), 26,885;
Mahalis (barbers), 33,517 ; Kumbhdrs (potters), 20,006; miscellaneous,

291,885 ; and aboriginal tribes (Bhils, Gonds, Korkus, etc.),

163,519*

The Muhammadans were thus sub-divided according to sect :

—

Sunnis, 185,686; Shiahs, 1360; Wahdbis, 39; and * others,
5

470 ; and
according to tribe as follows:—Shaikhs, 125,178; Pathans, 37,633;
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Sayyids, 9135 ;
Mughals, 2788; Arabs, 25; Fakirs, 1397; ‘others/

11,399. Since 1867 the Muhammadans of Berar have increased 21

per cent.

Of the total number of Christians in Ber£r (1335), British-bom

subjects numbered 97 ; other British, 105 ; other Europeans or

Americans, 12; Eurasians, 542; and natives, 579. Adopting a classi-

fication by creed, there were in 1881—Church of England, 583 ; Roman
Catholic, 620; Presbyterian, 71; ‘others/ 61. Many of the native

Christians in Berar are Madrasi and Portuguese (Goanese) domestic

servants. There are churches and chapels at Amrdoti, Akola, and

Ellichpur.

Among the Hindus the chief Sivaite sects are the Smartas (40,606),

the Lingayats (19,338), and the Naths (9113): the chief Vishnuite

sects are the Vaishnavas (11,933), the Bhagawats (3707), and the

Manbhaos (5958). The Smartas are the Brihman followers of Sankar

Acharya, the Sivaite reformer of the ninth century. The Lingayats,

who worship the lingo, or emblem of Siva, are chiefly traders. Pink

is their sacred colour, and every male Lingayat should wear at least

one garment of this hue : for a female it matters not. Jangam is

the term applied to the Lingayat priestly order. The sect observe no

ritual and reject the doctrine of the transmigration of souls. The
Naths, or ‘ hail-averters/ are properly coenobite ascetics, and in early

times exhibited Buddhistic leanings. They are now mostly fortune^

tellers and mountebanks. The Manbhaos are a Vaishnava sect, founded

about two hundred years ago. Among them the re-marriage of widows

is allowed. The Muhammadans are divided into Shariyat, or the

ordinary followers of the Prophet’s precepts, and Tariyakat, or his

ascetic disciples. There are four schools of the former—Hanafis,

Shafais, Hambalis, and Malikis, distinguished by different ways of using

their hands in prayer. The Bohoras (Borahs) are heterodox Shiahs.

Many of the Bombay traders belong to this sect. They are said to

have their origin at Burhanpur, and all good Borahs desire to lay their

bones in that city. The Jains in Berdr are of greater antiquity than

the Muhammadans, and Jain princes are said to have reigned at

Kaliyin. The Jain is enjoined to perform five duties and to avoid five

sins. The duties are—(1) mercy to all animated beings
; (2) alms-

giving; (3) venerating their sages while living and worshipping their

images when deceased
; (4) confession of faults ; (5) and religious

fasting. The sins to be avoided are—(1) killing; (2) lying; (3) steal-

ing; (4) adultery; (5) and worldly-mindedness. The number of Jains

in Berar has more than doubled since the last Census (1867). The
Pdrsfs are mostly residents of the towns; they have a fire-temple at

Akola and a Tower of Silence for funeral purposes near Balapur. Many
of the Parsfs are in railway employment.
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As regards occupation, the Census of i88t distributes the adult male

population into the following six main groups (i) Professional class,

including State officials of every kind and members of the learned pro-

fessions, 40,000; (2) domestic servants, inn and lodging-housekeepers,

12,956; (3) commercial class, including bankers, merchants, and
carriers, 27,263 ; (4) agricultural and pastoral class, including shepherds,

692,366; (5) industrial class, including all manufacturers and artisans,

141,617; and (6) indefinite and non-productive class, including all

male children, general labourers, and persons of unspecified occupation,

4^5>300*

The Province of Berdr contained (1881)—2225 towns with under

two hundred inhabitants; 1883, with from two to five hundred; 962,

with from five hundred to one thousand; 356, with from one to two

thousand ; 72, with from two to three thousand
; 53, with from three to

five thousand
; 24, with from five to ten thousand

; 6, with from teri to

fifteen thousand ; 2, with from fifteen to twenty thousand
;
and 2, with

from twenty to fifty thousand ;—in all, 5585 towns and villages.

With regard to education, the Census of 1881 returned 27,347 males

and 356 females as under instruction
; 57,827 males and 789 females

as not under instruction but able to read and write; and 1,295,318

males and 1,291,036 females as not under instruction and unable to

read and write.

Agriculture.—The agriculturists form by far the largest part of the

population of Berdr. In 1881, out of every 10,000 males productively

employed, 7317 were agriculturists. The common land tenure of the

country is by cultivation occupancy : the exceptional tenures are known
as jdgir, ijdra, and indm. The jdgirddrs hold rent-free one or more
villages under patents from the Delhi emperors, the Nizdm of

Haidardbdd, or the Maratha Peshwi. The number of jdgirddrs in

1881 was 161. The villages held under this tenure occupied an area of

385,748 acres and numbered 218. The ijd7'dddr
,
or Government lessee,

farms an integral waste village, but pays no assessment for the first

three years. As the land is brought under cultivation, rent has to be

paid. The number of ijdrdddrs in 1881 was 64. Indms are rent-free

grants of fields for religious or charitable purposes—for the maintenance

of temples, shrines, guest-houses, and the like. Their number in 1881

was 1437. The general occupancy tenant of Berdr, known as khaieddr
,

holds a surveyed and marked-off plot of land assessed at rates fixed

for 30 years. The khateddrs hold direct from the State, and are

almost absolute proprietors of their lands. Their number in 1881 was

162,540.

The Berdr cultivator follows a primitive system of rotation of crops.

He manures very little, though as much as he can, since he is obliged

to use so much dung for fuel that he has little to spare for his fields.
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Good cultivable land is never enclosed for hay and pasture, though

plenty of grass is cut and stacked from wide uncultivated tracts;

and the working bullocks are well fed, partly on this hay, more
generally on the jodr stalks, a little on cotton seed. Large droves

of cattle, sheep, and goats graze on commons and barren wolds.

From wells the cultivators irrigate patches of wheat, sugar-cane,

opium, and market-garden produce. At places they obtain water from

small reservoirs and surface streams, especially under the hills and to

the southward. But in the Berar valley, which contains the richest

land, water is scarce even for the drinking of man and beast
;
there is

a dearth of grass and wood ;
hired labour is insufficient and dear.

Capital in agricultural hands is scanty. The cultivators are slowly

(though surely) emerging out of chronic debt. Agriculture is supported

by the good-will with which all small money-lenders invest in it,

because there are no other handy investments which pay so well as

lending on bond to the farmers. Cultivation is obliged to support

the peasant and his family, to pay the State revenue, to return the

capital invested with not less than 18 per cent, interest to the M&rwarf

money-lender, and to furnish the court fees on litigation whenever the

rustic sees a chance of evading his bond. But the petty cultivator

keeps his hold of the land
;
no one can make so much out of it as he

can ; and he is much aided by the customs of ynetayer tenancy and

joint-stock co-operative cultivation, which enable him to get cattle,

labour, and even a little cash on favourable terms. He is fond of

arrack or the black liquor distilled from the mahud flower. This he

buys at from 3d. to is. per quart. On the whole, the Berar culti-

vator is lazy and easy-going, starts late to his field and returns early.

Neither hope of great profits nor fear of ruin will drive him to do the

full day’s work which is extracted from the English farm labourer.

Three varieties of tenant are found in Berar. These are the tenant

paying a money rent, the tenant paying rent in kind on the bated or

metayer system of pioduce-partnership, and the tenant-at-will {fot-

laoniddr) who pays his rent in kind or money, the landlord meeting the

revenue demand. The metayer tenure is very common in Ber^r.

These are its ordinary terms—the registered occupant of the holding

pays the assessment, but makes the holding entirely over to the metayer,

and receives as rent half the crop after it has been cleaned and made
ready for market. Sometimes the metayer deducts the seed before

dividing the grain. The metayer finds all the necessaries for cultivation.

In 1881, the number of metayer tenures was 9503.

The average size of a holding in Berdr was 24 acres in 1870, and 42
acres in 1881. The area actually under crops in 1881--82 was estimated

at, 6,641,023 acres, and 6,567,323 acres in 1882-83. Jodr and cotton

are the staple crops of the Province, occupying respectively 34*6 and
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32-5 per cent, of the entire cultivated area in the latter year. The
other principal crops are wheat (11-3 per cent.) and inferior grains, oil-

seeds and fibres. Sugar-cane and tobacco are also grown to a small

extent. Only 47,163 acres were under irrigation in 1882-83. The
cultivation of wheat and linseed is said to be extending in the Province.

The cultivation of the poppy for opium was prohibited in 1878-79,

and opium for consumption has since that year been imported by
rail, and only to the towns of Amrdoti and Khamgaon. The amount
of licensed opium imported in 1882 was 44,380 lbs., and paid an
import duty of ^22,190. The consumption, on an average, of every

100 of the population is 1 lb. 9 oz. of the drug. Ganja
,
an intoxicating

preparation of hemp, is also cultivated, chiefly for the use of religious

mendicants. Area under gdnja was 143 acres in 1881, and 89 acres

.n 1882. There is a Government farm at Akola, where numerous
interesting agricultural experiments have been carried out. The area

under the different crops is thus shown in 1882-83 \—Jodr, 2,276,220

acres; bdjra
.

,
92,322 acres; wheat, 746,391 acres; rice, 22,827 acres;

gram, 177,893 acres; linseed, 397,639 acres; til
y 147,391 acres; hemp,

8898 acres; tobacco, 24,722 acres; sugar-cane, 4530 acres; cotton,

2,139,188 acres; and miscellaneous produce, the remainder. The
average rental of cotton land is is. nd. per acre; wheat and oil-seed

land, 2s. to 2s. 3d. ;
tobacco land, 3s. 4d. ; and land under sugar-cane,

8s. 8^d. per acre. The yield per acre of the different crops is as

follows:—Rice, 161 lbs.; wheat, 305 lbs.
;
jodr, 374 lbs.

;
gram, 258

lbs.; cotton (cleaned), 51 lbs.; oil-seeds, 164 lbs.; and tobacco, 287

lbs. These figures refer to 1881-82. The statistics for 1882-83 are

as follows :—Average rental of land for cotton, 2s.
;
oil-seeds, is. 1 id.

;

tobacco, 3s. id.
;
jodr

,
2s.

; wheat, 2s. 2d. ; rice, 2s. id. ; and the

yield per acre of rice, 287 lbs. ; wheat, 470 lbs. ; jodr.

, 374 lbs.
;
gram,

296 lbs.; cotton (cleaned), 44 lbs.; oil-seeds, 380 lbs.; and tobacco,

422 lbs.

Average prices of produce in 1881-S2 were returned as follows:

—

Clean cotton, 45s. per cwt.
; wheat, 5s. 4d. per cwt.

;
gram, 4s. per cwt.

;

rice, 10s. 2d. per cwt.
;
jodr> 3s. 4d. per cwt.

;
oil-seeds, 7s. 2d. per cwt.

;

and tobacco, 32s. per cwt. Wages in the same year varied from is. 3d.

to 2S. a day for skilled labour, and from 4d. to 4^d. per diem for

unskilled labour.

Manufactures and Trade.—A rich agricultural Province like Berar

finds it more profitable to raise raw produce to pay for imported

manufactures, than to pursue manufactures of its own. Cotton cloth,

chiefly of the coarser kinds, some stout carpets, and chdrjdmahs
,

or saddles, are made within the Province. A little silk -weaving

goes on, and the dyes are good at certain places. At Dewalghdt,

near Bulddna, steel is forged of fair quality. Ndgpur supplies fine
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cloths ; nearly all articles of furniture or luxury come from the

west.

During 1882-83, there were 16 steam cotton-presses at work in

Ber£r, and 1 oil-press worked by steam. The cotton-presses turned

out 282,888 bales of cotton; and the oil-press 27,701 gallons of oil.

The presses are superintended by 14 Europeans, and afford employ-

ment to—men, 961 ; women, 120. There are also hand-looms through-

out the Province, but the indigenous unskilled handicrafts cannot

compete with English and Bombay made piece-goods. The
following statement shows the value of the imports and exports in

1881-82 :

—

Trade of Berar in 1881-82.

Value of Im-
ports

Value of Ex-
ports.

Total Value.

By Railway .

Great Indian Peninsula Railway,
East Indian Railway,....
Bombay, Baroda, and Central India

Railway,
Holkar State Railway,
Madras Railway, ....
Nizam’s State Railway,
Wardha Valley State Railwav, .

Nagpur Branch Great Indian Peninsula
Railway,

Chhattisgarh State Railway,

^1,309,026
198,119

39.421

49.63s
2.495
6, 160

16,799

121,095

117.53s

£3,245,702
26,649

3, *98
8,662

15,898
2,6ll

4*117

31.147
9, in

£4,554,728
224,768

42,619
58,297
18,393
8.771

20,916

152,242
126,646

Total Railway-borne trade, £1,860,285 £3,347,095 £5,207,380

By Road.

Niz&m’s Dominions, .... 240,616 109,252 349,868

Grand Total,
j

£2,100,903* ;S3 >456,348
*

£5,557,252*

* The corresponding statistics for 1882-83 are as follows -.—Value of imports,

j£2>7 i5>944; value of exports, ^3,452,679 ; total value, ^6,168,623.

Of the total value of the goods imported (1881-82) into the Province,

88 per cent, were conveyed by rail, and 12 per cent, by road. Simi-

larly of the exports, 96*5 per cent, were conveyed by rail, and 3*5 per

cent by road. In 1882-83, the railroad carried 83 per cent, of the

imports, and 89 per cent of the exports. The chief imports are rice,

salt, sugar, spices, cocoa-nuts, liquors, cotton twist, piece-goods, silk

fabrics, coals, oil, timber, and gunny-bags ; chief exports—raw cotton,

wheat, and oil-seeds. The bulk of the Berar trade is with Bombay and

Districts lying west of the Province, and next in order with the Central

provinces. The two principal marts are Amrioti and Khamgaon. The
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internal trade is mostly carried on at weekly markets and annual fairs.

Of the latter there are 31, the most crowded being that of Deulg£on in

Buldana District

The following quantities of goods were exported and imported in

1881-82 and 1882-83 :—Imports (1881-82)—1,629,171 mounds,
,
viz.

by rail, 1,285,059; and by road, 344,112 : exports—4,421,710 maunds
,

viz. by rail, 4,341,946 ;
and by road, 79,764* Imports (1882-83)

—

3,102,454 maunds
,

viz. by rail, 1,611,126; and by road, 1,491,328:

exports—4,402,510 maunds
,

viz. by rail, 4,209,270; and by road,

193,240.

Administration.—The Province of Berdr is administered under the

orders of the Resident of Haidarabad, by one Revenue and Fiscal Com-
missioner, and one Judicial Commissioner. It is now divided for

purposes of administration into 6 Districts, which are again sub-divided

into 22 tahsils,
or revenue and judicial Sub-divisions, with an average

area of 810 square miles each. There are no tributary or feudatory

States, and no Government or wards’ estates in the Province. The
Revenue Commissioner is the head of the local administration, while

the Judicial Commissioner exercises the powers of a Civil and Sessions

Judge, and superintends the working of the courts of justice in

all their departments, subject to such instructions and limitations as

the Resident may from time to time prescribe. As the sovereignty

is that of a native prince, the Acts of the Indian Legislature in

force in Ber£r are made to apply by order of the Governor-General

in Council in his executive capacity, on the recommendation of the

Resident. The Resident at the Court of Haidarabad stands in the

position of Chief Commissioner of Berar, directly subordinate to the

Government of India. The other administrative officers of the Pro-

vince are— 6 Deputy Commissioners, 17 Assistant Commissioners,

9 extra-Assistant Commissioners, 1 Inspector-General of Police, who
is also Inspector-General of Jails and Registration, 6 District Superin-

tendents of Police, 2 Assistant Superintendents of Police, 1 Sanitary

Commissioner, who is also Inspector-General of Dispensaries and

Vaccination, 6 Civil Surgeons, 1 Director of Public Instruction, 1

Conservator of Forests, 3 Assistant Conservators of Forests, and

1 Sub-Assistant Conservator of Forests. There were 60 Magistrates

in 1882, and 69 in 1883, most of them exercising civil and revenue

powers. The average distance of each village from the nearest court

is 28 miles.

The principal towns of Berar are Amraoti, 23,550; Akola, 16,614;

Akot, 16,137; Anjangaon, 9842; Balapur, 11,244; Basim, 11,576;
Devalgaon, 7025; Ellichpur, 26,728; Hiwarkhed, 7300; Jalgaon,

10,392; Karinja, 10,923; Khamgaon, 12,390; Karasgaon, 7330;
Malkapur, 8152; Paratwara, 9445; Pathur, 7219; Sendurjana,
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8501; Shegaon, 11,079; Yeotmal, 2420, The following are muni'
cipalities:— Amraoti, Akola, KMmgaon, Shegion, Ellichpur, and
Basim. Total municipal population, 101,937 in 1881. The total

number of committee men was 87, of whom 37 were Europeans
; 43

were non-officials. Income, ^10,332 in 1881, and ^10,922 in 1882 ;

market dues in 1882 contributed ^3034, and town fund, ^2662.
The town fund is a tax on trades and professions. Incidence of

municipal taxation in 1882, 8^d. per head.

Marathi is the vernacular of the Province, except in a small tract

in the south-east corner, where Telugu is spoken.

The land revenue demand in 1881-82 was ^635,775, and the gross

revenue ^847,766. Subjoined is a table showing the contributions to

these totals from the several Districts, with the population of each as

ascertained by the Census of 1881 :

—

Area, Population, and Revenue of Berar in 1881-82.

Name of District.

Area in

Sq. Miles,
t88x.

Land Revenue,
1881-82.

Gross Revenue,
2881-82.

Population in

x88x.

Akola, . 2,660 £178,752 £241,218 592,792
Buldana, 2,804 95.491 117,066 439,763
Basim, . 2.958 59.842 72,084 358,883
Amraoti, 2,759 157.567 2x5,817 575,328
Ellichpur, 2,623 91,809 122,569 313,805
Wun, 3.907 52.314 79,012 392,102

Grand Total, • i!
I 7 , 7H £635,775 £847,766 2,672,673

In 1882-83 the land revenue amounted to j£638,716, and the gross

revenue to ^955,753. The total expenditure in the same year was

^892,894, of which ^336,260 were spent on the military establish-

ments (Haidar£bad Contingent), ^£368,858 on the civil administra-

tion, and ^122,549 on public works and railways. The receipts from

railways in 1882-83 amounted to ^379509, or 3 per cent, on the

capital (^£1,222,779) invested, as against 2-3 per cent, in 1881, and i*8

per cent in 1880. Passengers carried, 401,085 in 1882; goods carried,

89,293 tons in the same year.

From the very outset the work of education in the Assigned

Districts seems to have been fostered by Government without any

local assistance. No independent exertion on the part of the

people preceded the introduction of the State system; and great

difficulty has been experienced in obtaining the support of the leading

individuals, whether in town or village. The school-going male popula-

tion (between 4 and 15 years) is estimated at 321,432, for whom there

are (1882) 896 schools of all kinds, with 35,891 scholars. There is

thus 1 school for every 19 square miles of area, and n per cent. of.

VOL. v. s
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the school-going male population is under instruction. The number
of schools has risen from 224 in 1867 to 896 in 1882.- Of the 896
schools in the latter year, 477 are Government, with 28,950 scholars;

212 are aided, with 4269 scholars; and 207 are unaided, with 2672
scholars. Of the Government schools, 2 are high schools, 5 middle-
class schools, and the rest primary schools. There is one normal
school, with 79 pupils. In 1883, the number of schools had slightly

decreased, but not the number of pupils :—number of schools (1883),

889; number of pupils, 36,278. In 1883, the average number of
pupils to each school was 40. The ratio of female pupils to the
female school-going population was -3. In point of education, Wiin
District is now most behind-hand, having one school to every 50
square miles of area ; while in Akola District there is one school to
every xo square miles. The expenditure on education in Berdr was

£33>93 I ^ 1881-82, and .£35,683 in 1882-83. Of the latter sum,
an educational cess supplied £9564, and voluntary subscriptions £12.
School fees amounted to £22x2. There are 114 gymnasiums in the
province. It is noted with satisfaction by the educational authorities

that the higher and lower caste pupils are beginning to mingle more
freely in the class-rooms.

The police force in 1881-82 consisted of 2636 officers and men,
costing £49,780, of which £48,086 was debited to Provincial and
£1694 to municipal funds. These figures show one policeman to every

1015 of the population. Number of police circles (thdnds), 74. There is

no organized police force in the Melghdt, where the Gond Rdjds receive

an allowance for keeping order. Of the regular police of Berar, 1298
are provided with firearms. Number of persons arrested by the police

(1880), 8718; convicted, 5204. The number arrested in 1882 was

3676 j convicted, 2629.

HaidardMd (Hyderdbdd).— District in the Province of Sind,

Bombay Presidency, lying between 24° 13' and 27
0

15' n. lat., and
between 67° 51' and 69° 22' b. long. Bounded on the north by
Khairpur State; on the east by the Thar and Pdrkar District; on
the south by the same tract and the river Kori

; and on the west
by the river Indus and Karachi (Kurrachee) District. Area, 9030
square miles

;
population (1881) 754,624.

Physical Aspects.—The District is a vast alluvial plain, 216
long by 48 broad. Fertile along the course of the Indus, which forms
its western boundary, it degenerates towards the east into sandy wastes,

sparsely populated, and defying cultivation. The monotony of its great

flats is relieved only by the fringe of forest which marks the course
of the river, and by the avenues of trees that line the irrigation

channels branching eastward from the beneficent stream. The Tando
Deputy Collectorate, in the south of the District, has a special feature
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in its large natural watercourses, called d/ioras
,
and basin-like shallows,

or chhaus
,
which retain the rain for a time sufficient to nourish the

hardy babul trees on their margins. In the Haidardbad td!uk> a lime-

stone range, called the Ganja, and the pleasant frequency of garden

lands, break the unvaried landscape. Except in these two divisions,

the District is an unrelieved plain ; its western side, however, inter-

sected by canals ; its eastern, beyond the limits of artificial irrigation,

a sandy waste. The soil, wherever irrigated, is very fertile. The chief

indigenous forest trees are the ptpal (Ficus religiosa), mm (Azadirachta

Indica), tdli or blackwood (Dalbergia latifolia), sirih (Albizzia lebbek),

her (Zizyphus jujuba), bahan (Populus euphratica), bar (Ficus Indica),

kandi (Prosopis spicigera), geditri (Cordia latifolia), babul (Acacia

Arabica), with several varieties of tamarisks. In a District so grudgingly

treated by Nature, an extensive fauna is not to be looked for. The
hyaena, wolf, fox, jackal, the smaller deer, and the hog almost complete

the list of wild animals. Among birds, the tilur (lesser bustard)

is remarkable, and most of the wild duck and water-fowl of Europe

are to be met with during the cold season. Venomous reptiles abound.

The Indus supplies a great variety of fish, one of which, the pala
, is

said to be peculiar to this river.

History.—The history of Sind, since 1768, centres in this District,

for all the events of the last century affected more or less nearly

Haidarabdd, the modem capital of the Province. Under its old name
of Nerankot, this city was, in the 8th century, sufficiently important to

be the first object of Muhammad Kasim’s invasion of Lower Sind. A
hundred years later, Ghulam Shah, the Kalhora chief, burst out from

the desert, overthrew his usurping brothers, and made Nerankot, then

renamed Haidarabad, his capital. Thenceforth this District assumes

a foremost place in Provincial history. Under the Talpur dynasty it

remained the leading State
j
and within its limits were fought the battles

of Midni (Meeanee) and Dabo, which decided (1843) ln British

favour the fate of Sind. Its local history is, however, so mixed up

with that of the Province, that little could be here said of it separately

which will not more properly find a place under the history of Sind.

The area and boundaries of the District have not been changed since

1861; but prior to that date, the Umarkot District (now under the

Thar and Pdrkar Political Superintendent) and a large portion of the

eastern delta (now part of the Shdhbandar Deputy Collectorate) were

included within Haidardbdd. The pargands of Kandidro and Naushdhro

were resumed by Government in 1852, from the domains of Mir AM
Murdd of Khairpur, on his public conviction for forgery and fraud, and

transferred to this Collectorate.

Population.—According to the general Census of 1872, the popula-

tion of Haidardbad District was divided as follows :—Muhammadans,
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560,349; Hindus, 118,652; other creeds and tribes, 44,882; total,

723>883* The Census of 1881 returned the population as follows:

—

Males, 407,243 ; females, 347,381 ; total, 754,624 persons, dwelling on
an area of 9030 square miles, in 2 towns and 1103 villages, and occu-

pying 150,488 houses. Number of persons per square mile, 83

;

villages per square mile, 0*12; houses per square mile, 21; persons per

house, 5*0. Classified according to religion, there were 89,114 Hindus,

594,485 Muhammadans, principally of the Sunni sect (583,604); 428
Christians, 144 Jains, 21 Parsfs, 31 Jews, 42,940 Sikhs, and 27,461

aborigines. Among the Hindus, Brahmans number 2739; Rajputs,

571 ;
Lohinas, 72,797 ;

other Hindu castes, 13,007.

Of the Muhammadans, more than three-fifths, or 392,472, are Sindfs

of the Halpotro, Junejo, Dul, Powar, Thebo, Sumro, Sand, Katiy^r,

and other clans,—the descendants of the original Hindu population

converted to Islam during the Ummayide dynasty of Khalifas.

The Sindis have a fine physique, but an inferior moral character,

being reputed cowardly, although quiet and inoffensive; they are

looked down upon by the more warlike tribes of the District as

natural serfs. Their language is Sindi, of the Sanskrit family of

speech, and more closely connected with the Prakrit than either

Mardthf, Hindi, Panjabi, or Bengali. It has three dialects, all of

which meet in this District as on common ground—namely, the lari,

or dialect of Southern Sind
;
the siraiki of the north ; and the thareli

\

c the language of the desert.’

Next in point of numbers among the Muhammadans are the Baldchfs

(129,482), sub-divided into a great number of tribes, the chief being
the Rind, Bhiigti, Chang, Tdlpur, Jatoi, Laghari, Chandio, Kaloi,

Khoso, Jakrdni, Lashari. They are descended from the mountain
tribes of Baliichistdn, through whom they trace their origin to Aleppo
in Syria. Their leading clan is the Rind, and its members are held

by the rest of the community in high respect. Fairer in complexion
than the Sindfs, they are also a hardier race; honourable after their

own code, and manly in field-sports. They are Sunnis by sect.

More important, however, as regards social status and personal

character are the Path£ns (2810), found chiefly about Haidarabdd
and Upper Sind, with the naturalized Sayyids (14,572), divided into

four families, the Bokhdri, Mat£ri, Shirazi, and Lekhiriji. Together
they number in this District 17,382 persons. They are superior to

the foregoing in personal appearance and morale. From their being
held in great esteem by the princes of the Kalhora dynasty, they
acquired considerable grants of land, which they still hold. The re-

maining Muhammadan classes worthy of special mention are the
following:—(1) Memons, formerly Kachhf-Hindus, who emigrated to

Sind under the Kalhora rule, and devoted themselves to agriculture
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and cattle-breeding. They now supply a learned class, who have done

more than any other to introduce sacred learning into Sind, and
are accordingly held in high respect. (2) The Khwijas, fugitives from

Persia when their creed (the Ismailyeh heresy) was persecuted by
Halaku KMn. They have isolated themselves from all the other

Muhammadans of the District, not only by maintaining their own
special tribunal in religious differences, and separate officers (Mukhi,

etc.), but by the singularity of their dress, in which they avoid dark

blue, the colour of the country. The Memons and Khwdjas aggregate

about 13,000. (3) Sidhfs, natives of Maskat (Muscat), Zanzibar, and

Abyssinia, who* until the British Conquest were bought and sold as

slaves. (4) The Shikdris or Daphers of Tando, a small number.

Though Muhammadans they eat carrion, and are excluded from the

mosques.

The subordinate ranks of Government service are almost exclu-

sively recruited from the Lohanos, and the vast majority of Hindu

shopkeepers and traders also belong to this caste. In their complex

sub-divisions, they are mixed up with the Muhammadans. Although

wearing the thread, they become the disciples of Musalmin teachers,

assume their dress, eat meat, drink spirits, and disregard all the customs

of orthodox Hindus with regard to receiving food from inferiors, etc.

Their marriage ceremonies are so expensive that many remain single

till late in life.

Classified according to occupation, the males of the District were

returned as follows:—Class I., or professional, 4378; Class II., or

domestic, 5381 ;
Class III., or commercial, 5114; Class IV., or agri-

cultural, 138,886; Class V., or industrial, 44,460; and Class VI., or

indefinite, 189,024. The most numerous guilds are—the sonars or

goldsmiths, who, owing to the popular taste for ornaments, are, as a

rule, well-to-do
;

mochis or shoemakers, who will not, however, skin

carcase or tan leather, but buy it from Muhammadans ; khdtis or dyers

;

and hajdms or barbers. They have all adopted the thread, intermarry

only in their own castes, and have no priests but Brahmans. Never-

theless they are held in Sind in no higher estimation than elsewhere.

Brahmans of pure descent are not numerous in Haidarabad, their

aggregate number being under 4000 ;
but their acknowledged

superiority to the castes around them invests their small com-

munity with importance and interest. They are divided into

two chief septs, which do not intermarry— the Pokarno and

S£rsudh. The former are the more orthodox Hindus, refusing

flesh, wearing the turban and never the Sind cap, reading Sanskrit,

abstemious in habit, and employing themselves only in instructing

the Hindus in their religious duties, or deciding for them questions

of horoscope and ceremonial. The S£rsudh, though not abstaining
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altogether from meat, conform sufficiently to the traditional usages

of high-caste Hinduism to be held in great respect, not only by

inferior castes of Hindus, but also by the Sikhs. The Sikhs so called

are in reality a nondescript class, recruited from both Hindus and

Muhammadans, containing, however, a percentage of veritable followers

of Nanak. They are divided into two well-defined sects, the Loh£no

Sikh and the Akali or Khilsa, which differ in certain details of food

and shaving the hair. Their devotions are conducted in the Punjdbi

language, and their holy books, the Adi Grantk
,

etc., are in the

guardianship of appointed udhdsis
,
in special dharmsdlds*. The religious

mendicant classes of the District are those of India generally—the

yellow-clothed Sanydsis, Jogis, and Gosains, who subsist by begging and

by the sale of amulets and written charms. All the Hindus, except the

mendicants, who are either buried or thrown into the river, according

to their testamentary wish, burn their dead with complex funeral rites.

In attire, dwellings, and food, the people of Haidardbdd do

not differ from the general population of the Province. Both

Muhammadans and Hindus are addicted to gAnja,
,
an intoxicating

preparation of hemp ;
and the lowest classes of the latter con-

sume country spirits largely. Opium is much used, and its use

is said to be on the increase. As regards occupation, the Hindus

of the District may be called the shopkeeping class
;

the Muham-
madans, the artisan and agricultural. The Hindu Baniya is astute

in business, supple with his superiors, industrious, timid
;
the Muham-

madan is idle, improvident, and often licentious, but more indepen-

dent and outspoken, and of a finer physique. The two chief towns

of the District are Haidaribad, population (1881) 48,153 (including

the cantonment population, 2958), and Matdri (5054). Of the towns

and villages of the District, 257 contained under 200 inhabitants, 141

from 200 to 500, 497 from 500 to 1000, 164 from 1000 to 2000, 24
from 2000 to 3000, 17 from 3000 to 5000, 4 from 5000 to 10,000,

and one over 20,000 inhabitants.

Agriculture.—Of the total area of the District, nearly one-third is

uncultivable
; 3,678,544 acres are cultivable though not cultivated, and

1,060,520 are (1881-82) under cultivation. In 1882-83, the area

cultivable but not cultivated was 2,277,832 acres; area cultivated,

997,628 acres; fallow, 320,144 acres. Agriculture in Haidardbid is

entirely dependent upon artificial irrigation, and is regarded as a

lottery in jwhich the cultivator stakes his labour and seed on the

chance of getting an exactly suitable flood. If the water rises

too high, or not sufficiently high, the cultivator loses his crop.

Wells of great depth are used to irrigate garden land. There are

in the District 325 canals, all of which are Government property.

In addition to these, there are numerous smaller canals and water-
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courses, the property of jdgirddrs and zaminddrs. Forty of the

Government canals are main channels, which tap the Indus direct ;
the

remainder are connecting branches. The revenue derived from this

source is very steady, never having risen above ^£104, 5 14 nor fallen

below ^93,423 between the years 1864 and 1874. The cost of clear-

ance has, however, been equally regular, and during the same decade

has reduced the net annual income by an average of ^22,000.
The irrigation carried on in the District by means of canals

may be divided into three classes— (1)
4 Lift/ where the water

has to be raised from the river or from a canal by means of

machinery
; (2)

‘ Flow/ where during the inundation the water

from a canal flows by gravitation through side channels over

lands favourably situated
; (3)

‘ Spill/ where the land lies so low as

to be subject to uncontrolled inundation during the rise of the river.

These three classes are known in Sindhi as (1) charkhi
, (2) moky

(3) sailab. The first mode is, of course, the most expensive, but

it is also by far the most certain, and the greater portion of

the Jzharif crops (with the exception of rice) is irrigated by this

method. The second affords during favourable inundations facili-

ties for raising much larger crops with the same amount of capital,

and with less labour than is possible with 4
lift/ In an unfavourable

inundation, however, ‘flow’ has often to be supplemented by ‘lift/ and

if this be not done, the failure, partial or total, of the crop is the result.

The third is risky to a great degree, and is rarely had recourse to for

kharif cultivation, except in the case occasionally of rice lands.

Excellent rail crops are, however, raised on sailab lands, the area

available for such cultivation being, of course, entirely dependent on

the character of the inundation. Unless a canal fails to carry its

proper supply, a thing happily of rare occurrence, irrigation by ‘lift/

or by ‘flow with lift/ may be looked on as practically quite safe.

Irrigation by ‘unaided flow’ is always more or less risky; whilst the

cultivation of sailab lands partakes to a great extent of the nature of a

lottery, in which, however, prizes are not infrequent.

Three varieties of the Persian wheel are in use—(1) the ndl or

Persian wheel proper, for the working of which one pair of bullocks or

a single camel is required; (2) the hurlo^ a modified form of the

Persian wheel, for which one bullock is sufficient
; (3) the ferdti

(rarely met with), which is worked by the feet. The relative powers of

the three are as 20, 11, and 4. To keep a ndl going day and night

several pairs of bullocks or camels will be required, and so with the

other varieties. In the northernmost tdluk of the District (Kandidro),

in parts of which the water lies comparatively near the surface, there is

a considerable area of wheat cultivation watered by wells. Wells here

are numerous, and their number is increasing. Elsewhere in the
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District, well cultivation is confined almost exclusively to garden lands.

The area under garden produce in 1882-83 was 5073 acres.

The canals begin to fill about May in proportion to the annual rise

of the Indus, and are again dry by October ; some are, however, in

a fair way of becoming perennial.

Only two crop seasons are recognised by the Revenue Department,

namely, the kharif or inundation crop, sown from May to July, and

reaped from September to November; and the rabi or spring crop, sown

in November and December, and reaped in March and April. The
kharif crop occupied in 1882-83 an area of 937,716 acres; and the

rabi
, 40,501 acres. Of the kharif area, 716,072 acres were irrigated

by ‘lift;’ 42,186 acres by ‘flow;’ and 179,459 acres were under rice.

Of the rabi area, 1845 acres were irrigated by ‘lift;’ while of the

remaining rabi area, 38,656 acres were irrigated by * spill,’ or the sailab

method. When heavy rain falls, either kharif or rabi crops, or both,

according to the time of the rainfall, are raised on lands thus saturated.

This is called bardni cultivation. In the vast tracts of waste lands

lying to the eastward of the District, and untouched by canal water,

extensive dams of earth are thrown up in favourable situations to

intercept the drainage and so secure the more perfect saturation of

the soil lying above them. Cultivation thus carried on is called bandh
bardni. In 1882-83, the area under the bardni methods of irriga-

tion was 12,592 acres. The kharif crops arejodr%
bajra

<,
til (sesamum),

rice, cotton, sugar-cane, hemp, tobacco, water-melons, and indigo.

The rabi crops are wheat, barley, oil-seeds, pulses, and vegetables.

The area under jodr in 1882-83 was 80,463 acres; bdjra,
, 190,166

acres; oil-seeds, 54,836 acres; rice, 86,146 acres; cotton, 42,587

acres; sugar-cane, 1359 acres; tobacco, 4333 acres; and indigo,

6088 acres. In the same year the area under wheat was 35,702

acres; barley, 1302 acres; pulses, 14,942 acres. Of the whole area

under cultivation, 6428 acres were twice cropped in 1882-83. Haidar-

abad is the largest cotton-producing area in Sind. The number of

cwts. raised was 80,507 in 1881-82, and 83,900 in 1882-83. The
average yield per acre may, approximately, be taken as follows in

cwts. :—Rice, 5 ; jodr, 6 ;
bdjra> 5 ;

cotton (uncleaned), 2 ; /£/, 3J

;

tobacco, 6\ ; sugar-cane (gur\ 30; wheat, 5^; pulses, 3. Prices

current in 1882-83 were as follows per 80 lbs. :—Wheat, 6s. ; barley,

3s. 5d. ; rice, 4s. 9d. ; bdjra,
,
3s. 4d.

;
jodr

,
3s. ; salt, 6s. i£d. ; ddl, 8s.

;

ghi, or clarified butter, ^2, 8s. 4d. The cultivators of Haidarabid do
not follow any regular method of rotation in their crops. Their imple-

ments are of the usual primitive kind, and correspond in general

character to the European plough, harrow, spade, hoe, drill, and sickle.

The agricultural stock of the District in 1882-83 included buffaloes,

cows, camels, horses, sheep, and goats. The rates of daily wages are

—
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for skilled labour, is. 6d., and for unskilled, j^d. The daily hire for

a camel is is. 1 Jd. ;
for a pack-bullock, 9d. ;

and for a cart, 3s.

The land tenures of the District are simple. Broadly divided, all

land is either ‘ assessed ’ or £
alienated.’ In the former case, the land

is cultivated either by the zaminddr himself, or by occupancy holders

and tenants-at-will. The occupancy holder {maurasi hdri) is really

an hereditary cultivator, for his rights are heritable and transferable

;

and the zaminddr
,
except as regards the actual payment of rent, has no

power over him. The tenant-at-will (ghair maurasi) is legally the

creature of the zaminddr ; but the large landholders in the District do

not exercise their powers oppressively. The zaminddr^

s

own tenure is

hardly more definite here than elsewhere in India, and whatever of

certainty it possesses is owing entirely to British legislation.

In the second class of lands (the alienated) there are four chief

varieties, each having sub-divisions, viz. jdgirs
,
pattiddris

,
charitable

grants, garden and forest grants. The jdgirs of the District at

the first settlement under British rule were computed at 40 per

cent, of the total area, but now only about one-sixth of the whole

is alienated. The jdgirs are officially classified according as they

are permanent and heritable, for two lives only, or merely life

grants. All alike are subject to a cess of 5 per cent, for local

purposes, and some pay besides to Government a percentage of

the produce assessed according to their class, the maximum being

one-fourth. Pattidari grants, which are of Afghan origin, exist only

in the Naushdhro sub-division. They obtained recognition at the

settlement from the long possession of the then incumbents, dating, in

the majority of cases, from the first reclamation from waste or purchase

from the earliest proprietors. The total area held on charitable grants

is not great. Garden grants are held free of assessment or at a nominal

rate, so long as the gardens are properly maintained
; and, in the same

way, hurts or tree-plantation (not orchard) grants are held revenue-free

so long as the land is exclusively reserved for forest growth. Seri grants

are those made in consideration of official services.

For the purposes of assessment, villages are classified into six

varieties, the maximum rates in each ranging as follows:—On land

perennially irrigated, from is. 6d. to 9s. ; on saildhi lands, from is. to

7s.

;

on mok lands, from is. 6d. to 5s. 6d.
;
on land irrigated by wheel

for part of the year only, from is. to 4s. The average rate per acre

on cultivable land is about is. $d. Under the revised settlements,

villages are grouped into four classes, the maximum and average rates

per acre being as follows:—Class I., maximum rate, 10s. 9d.; average

rate, 5s. 2jd. Class II., 9s. 6d. and 4s. 6£cL
;
Class III., 8s. 6d. and

4s. ojd.
;
Class IV., 7s. 6d. and 3s. 6fd. Formerly the Government

assessment was levied in kind, but since 1851 the payment has been
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received in cash. The zami?iddrs, however, are paid by the tenants in

kind at the following rates :—On land under charkhi cultivation, one-

third of the produce ;
on mok and sailabi lands, two-thirds. In the case

of the best lands, yielding cotton, tobacco, sugar-cane, etc., the

zaminddr receives his rent, as a rule, in money.

Manufactures and Trade.—The manufactures of the District maintain

the excellence for which they have been famous from early times. The

Haidarabad tdluk in particular still enjoys much of its old pre-eminence

for lacquered work, enamelling (the secret, it is said, of one family only),

and gold and silver embroidery. In the fighting days of the Mi'rs,

the arms of Haidardbdd were also held in the highest esteem; but

owing to the reduced demand for chain armour, shields, and sabres

under British rule, the trade is now in abeyance. In the Hdla Sub-

division special features of the local industry are striped and brilliant

cloths known as susi, khes, and also glazed pottery. This effective work

is turned to various ornamental purposes, especially tiling, and is

remarkable for excellence of both glaze and colour. In nearly all the

villages of the District, some manufacture is carried on; blankets,

coarse cotton cloths, camel saddles, and metal work being perhaps the

most prevalent.

The total number of fairs is 33, and the average attendance at each

about 5000 ;
they last from three to eighteen days.

The transit trade of the District is considerable. The returns for

Hala and Tando show totals in the money value of the goods in transit

of ;£ 190,000 and ^90,000 respectively; but returns for the other

two Sub-divisions of the District—namely, Haidardbdd and Nanshahro

—are not available. The municipality of Haidarabad derives an

.annual income of £12,000, ofwhich ^10,000 is received from octroi.

Salt of excellent quality, and in considerable quantity, is found in

Tando
;
but the deposits are not allowed to be worked.

Means of Communication, etc.—The roads of the District aggregate 1925

miles in length, of which 263 are trunk roads, metalled, bridged, and

marked with milestones. The Sind Railway does not actually enter

the District, but touches at Kotri, on the opposite bank of the Indus

to Gidu-Bandar (3J miles from Haidar£b£d), where a steam ferry

connects Haidardb&d with Kotri. The only telegraph station in the

District is at Haidarabad, the chief town, which is in communication

with Karachi on the south-west; with Multdn via Kotri; and with

Disa (Deesa) via Umarkot on the south-east. Postal communication is

represented by 1 disbursing station (at Haidarabad), 1 1 branch offices,

and 14 sub-offices. The ferries number in all 48, one (at Gidu) being

a steam ferry. A small income is derived from this source, the returns

for 1880-81 being £477. There are in the District, 21 travellers’

bungalows and 50 dharmsdlis, or native rest-houses.
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Administration.—The chief revenue and magisterial authority of

Haidar£bdd District is vested in a Collector and Magistrate, who is

assisted by 4 Assistant Collectors, for the Hdla, Tando Muhammad
Khan, Naushdhro, and Haidarabad Sub-divisions respectively, besides a

Huzur Deputy Collector permanently stationed at the city of Haidar£b£d.

A Cantonment Magistrate has been recently appointed in addition. The
District and Sessions Judge holds sessions at the towns of Haidarabdd,

Sakrand, Hdla, and Tando Muhammad Khdn several times in the year,

and at Umarkot in the Thar and Pdrkar Political Superintendency
once a year. In each Sub-division there is a subordinate judge with

powers up to cases involving ^£500. Three of these judges visit certain

specified places for a limited period once yearly. The subordinate

revenue staff consists of 13 mukhtidrkdrs
,
each of whom collects the

revenue and exercises limited magisterial powers within the limits of a

tdluk ; and tapddars
, responsible for the correct measurement of lands,

enumeration of irrigation-wheels, etc., each within his tapd.

The canal divisions are supervised by executive engineers of the

Public Works Department, with suitable establishments. The northern

half of the Collectorate is included in the Haidaribid canal division,

the canals in the southern making up the Fuleli division.

The crimes most prevalent throughout the District are cattle-stealing,

thefts, burglaries. The total of all offences during 1880-81 was 5610, of

which about 1500 fall under the above three heads. In 1881-82, the

total number was 3527, of which 2383 fell under these three heads. It

is noteworthy that in the Tando courts the Hindus filed against

Muhammadans twice as many civil suite as against Hindus, and that

the Muhammadans filed ten times as many against Hindus as against

their co-religionists.

The police force of Haidardbdd District is under the charge of a

European District Superintendent, with head-quarters at Haidarabad,

and consists of the following :—District police (including 100 horse

and 37 camel police), 581 ; town police, 126 ;
total, 707 men, including

4 inspectors, 19 chief and 92 head constables. There is therefore 1

policeman to every 127 square miles and to every 1070 of the entire

population. Excluding the police of the city and cantonment of

Haidarabad, the proportion of the purely District police is 1 policeman

to every 15*9 square miles of country, and to every 1221 of the rural

population.

The revenue of the District is derived chiefly from the land.

The following is a statement of the average net land revenue for four

successive periods of six years each—1856-62, ^107,506 ;
1862-68,

^106,670; 1868-74, ;£i 1 1,655 ; 1874-80, ;£i 15,986. The receipts

from the farm of liquor-shops has shown a steady advance from ^3126
in 1856-57 to 1,400 in 1881-82, but in 188-2-83 the receipts fell to
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^9342. There is but one distillery (at Haidar^bad city), and the number
of farmers’ shops is 147. Since 1863, all farms for the sale of liquor

are sold by public auction to the highest bidder. During the same
period (1856 to 1874), the number of European liquor-shops has risen

from 1 to 6, and the receipts from 10s. to £60. The drug revenue,

which in 1856 realized ^1618, had risen by 1882-83 to ^£5827,
including ^40 19 from opium. The number of shops for drugs is

183, and for opium 114. Neither the imperial nor the local revenue of
the District shows much variation during the past sixteen years, the

former being in 1864, ^137,112, and in 1880-81, ^164,340; the
latter in 1864, ^10,326, in 1874, ^12,434, and in 1880-81, ^*11,674.
In 1882-83, the gross imperial revenue of the District was ^£141,475,
of which ^137,243 was land revenue. This disproportion in the in-

crease of local, as compared with imperial revenue, is due to the fact

that formerly the one anna cess was levied on abkdri revenue, but as

this was illegal, the practice has been discontinued.

The Local Fund revenue is made up from three taxes, levied under
Act viii. of 1865—viz. the 1 anna cess (about 6 per cent.), the 3 per

cent jd$r cess for roads, and the 2 per cent, jdgir cess for schools.

The forests in. the District—32 in number—occupy an area of 133
square miles, and yield an annual revenue of ;£i 2,000. In 1880-81

the revenue was ,£8557, the failing off being due to the fact that no
firewood is now required for the Indus Flotilla steamers.

The only jail in the District is at Haidardb£d city; average daily

population, 500 ; cost of prisoners, about £5 each per annum ; rate

of mortality, 7*6 per cent. There are 3 first-class sub-jails, viz. at

Naushahro, Hdla, and Tando Muhammad Khln, and 1 second-class

at Mfrpur. Jailors are provided for first-class sub-jails on Rs. 15 or

£i, 10s. each per mensem, and prisoners sentenced to three months’

imprisonment and under are detained in these jails. The second

munshi of the tdluk office is ex officio jailor of the second-class sub-jail,

and he receives an allowance of 10s. per mensem. Prisoners sentenced

to one month and under are confined in this class of sub-jail. Lock-
ups are attached to the head-quarters station of each mukhtidrkdr.

The total number of Government schools for boys has risen from
21 in 1868 to 105 in 1881-82, and the number of pupils from 1355
to 5348 ;

the number of girls’ schools during the same period has

increased from 10 to 12, and the pupils from 262 to 368. These
figures include the returns* for the high, normal, engineering, and
Anglo-vernacular schools in Haidarabdd city, where also the Church
Missionary Society supports a school with about 100 pupils. Little

seems to be known of the private indigenous schools, but, with two

exceptions, they are of a very inferior kind.

The fisheries of the District yielded in 1880-81 a revenue of £1475.
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They are carried on, not only in the Indus, but also in the Fuleli river

and some of the dhandhs and koldbs or natural reservoirs in which the

flood waters are retained. The gala fish is the staple of the Indus

fisheries, and for a part of the year forms the principal food of the

people.

The municipalities of the District are 14 in number, deriving their

revenue from octroi dues, licence fees, market tolls, cattle pound
fees, etc,, and expending their income upon conservancy, lighting,

police, public works, and grants-in-aid to local education. The
municipal statistics in each of the four Sub-divisions are as follows :

—

Hdla, 6 municipalities, with incomes ranging from £202 to ^704;
Haidardb£d, 2, viz. that of the city with an income of ^12,000, and
another with an income of ^115; Tando, 1, with an income of

^£744; Naushdhro, 5, with incomes ranging from ^94 to ^174-
Climaie.— Considerable variations of climate obtain within the

District. In the north, the hot season of April and May is followed by

two months of flood, the rest of the year being cold and dry. In the

central tract, including Hdla and the Haidardbdd taluk^ the cold season

succeeds the hot without any intervening inundations to graduate the

transition; and the change occurs sometimes with such suddenness

that, to quote a local saying, * sunstroke and frost-bite are possible in

one and the same day.’ In the south, the temperature is more equable

throughout the year, 6o° F. and ioo° representing the extremes.

Following these climatic variations, the medical aspects of the District

vary, the fevers so frequent in the northern division being almost

unknown in the southern portion, where there are no floods to leave marsh

land behind them. The rainfall average of five years ending 1881 is

8 inches per annum, the local distribution being— Hdla 5^ inches,

Haidarabad 6J, Tando Muhammad Kh£n 4, Naushdhro 5J inches.

The rainfall at Haidardbdd city in 1881 was 6*37 inches. In 1869

there was an extraordinary fall of 20 inches all over the District.

The same year is memorable for an outbreak of epidemic cholera, and

in Haidarabdd t&luk of severe fever. In normal years, the District is

healthy as compared with other parts of India, Fevers, however, are

very prevalent in September and October, when the inundations cease

and the canals are drying up ; and they last till the northerly winds

set in. Dispensaries (excluding Haidardbdd Civil Hospital) are 7 in

number, with an annual admission of 18,583 patients, of whom about

300 are in-door. Besides these institutions, there is at Haidarabad a

civil and police hospital, a convict hospital (in the jail), and a chari-

table dispensary, with (1883) 26,797 admissions, 828 being in-door

patients.

HaidardMd (.Hyder&b&d).— One of the four Sub-divisions of

Haidardbdd District, Sind, Bombay Presidency; lying between 25
0
10'
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and 25° 31' n. latitude, and between 68° 19' and 68° 41' e. longitude;

bounded on the north and east by the Hala Sub-division ; on the west

by the river Indus ;
and on the south by Tando. Area, 404 square

miles, or 258,560 acres, of which 80,817 were cultivated in 1880-81.

Population, according to Census of 1881, 103,025, or 255 to the square

mile. Of this population 5952 were returned as ‘floating.' The Sub-

division is divided into the 7 tapds of Hatri, Gundar, Husri, Khathar,

Bhindo, K^thri, and Fazal-jo-Tando ; and contains 59 villages and 2

towns, viz. HaidariMd and Mdtari. The general aspect of the taluk is

more diversified than that of the rest of the District, for the low lime-

stone hills, known as the Ganjo range, run through 13 miles of its length,

and besides the extensive forests there is a large proportion of garden

land. It is well provided with canals, there being 43 (all Government

property), with an aggregate length of 177 miles, and yielding an average

annual revenue of ^7330. There are no floods or lets in this tdluk

except in the villages of Seri and Jdm Shoro, and only one dhandh or

natural reservoir—fed by the Nurwah channel.

The seasons, according to the native division, are four—the kharip

\

rabt, peshras, and dddwas—viz. February to March, April to July,

August to October, November to January; but in average years the

transition from the hot weather to the cold is so sudden that inter-

mediate seasons can hardly be recognised. The mean yearly

temperature is 8o° F., varying from an average of 64° in January

to 9

2

0
in June; average annual rainfall, between 6 and 8 inches.

The prevailing winds are northerly from November to March, and

for the rest of the year from the south, the hot wind from the desert

being felt in May. The arable soils of the Sub-division do not differ

from those of the rest of the District
;
and the only mineral peculiarity

is the met, a kind of fuller’s earth dug from mines in the Ganjo Hills,

which is largely used by the natives as soap. The farm of these mines

realizes a revenue of £450 per annum. The chief timber tree is

the babul or babar (Acacia Arabica), extensively grown in the forests

of Mi£ni (Meeanee), Kdthri, Ghalidm, Khathar, and Husri, which

aggregate an area of 12,070 acres, yielding to Government an annual

revenue of ^1837. They were all planted by the Mfrs of Sind at

different dates between 1790 and 1832. The three fisheries of the Sub-

division (the Bad£, Sipki, and Karo Khaho) yielded an annual revenue

of ^813 in 1880-81.

The population of the Sub-division, 103,025, of whom 55,097 were

males and 47,928 females, was divided in the Census of 1881 as

follows:—Muhammadans, 67,181; Hindus, 21,293; Sikhs, 11,8835

aborigines, 2240; Christians, 386; Jews, 22; and Pirsfs, 20.

The revenue and magisterial charge of the Sub-division is vested in

an Assistant Collector, with 1 mukhtidrkdr and 7 tapdddrs. In the city
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of Haidarabad there is also the Huzrir Deputy Collector, the Canton-

ment Magistrate, and the subordinate judge of the Civil Court- The
police force numbers 332 men, of whom 313 are in the city, and

the remainder, 19, distributed over the Sub-division in 6 thdnds or

outposts.

The revenue of the Sub-division for 1880-81 was ^24,753, being

^23,202 imperial and ^1551 local, derived from the following

sources:—Imperial—Land-tax, ^8486 ; abkdri or excise, ^6840;
stamps, ^3908; registration, ^264; telegraph, ^707; licences,

postal and miscellaneous, ^2220: Local—Cesses on land,

jQ497; percentage on alienated lands, ^113; ferry funds, excluding

steam ferry, ^124; fisheries, ^814; miscellaneous, ^£3.

The topographical survey of the Sub-division for the purposes of

settlement was completed in 1858. The prevailing tenure is the usual

zamtnddrl of the District. There are in the taluk 40jagzrddrs, holding

between them 53,996 acres, and paying an annual revenue of ^483.
A single jdgirddr, Mfr Jam Khan, holds 19,785 acres, all arable. The
number of seri grants is 3 1 j

total area, 699 acres
; and there are

besides 56 mdfiddrs holding small patches rent free.

The only medical establishments, jails, post-office, and telegraph

station in the District are in Haidarabad City, as are also the chief

educational institutions.

HaidardMd (
Hyderdb&d).— Chief town of Haidarabad District,

Sind, Bombay Presidency. Latitude 25
0

23' 5" n., longitude

68° 24' 51" e. Population (1881) 48,153, including 3069 returned as
5 floating,’ and 2958 in cantonments. Of the total population, 2 1,878 are

Muhammadans, 14,861 Hindus, 386 Christians, and 11,028 'others.’

The municipal area is about 15 square miles. The municipal revenue

(1880-81) was £12,590, and the disbursements £10,721; rate of

municipal taxation, 5s. 2^d. per head. In 1882-83 the municipal

income was £12,000, and the incidence of municipal taxation 5s. per

head of the municipal population. Upon the site of the present

fort is supposed to have stood the ancient town of Nerankot, which in

the 8th century submitted to Muhammad Kasim Sakifi. In 1768 the

present city was founded by Ghuldm Shah Kalhora
;
and it remained

the chief town of the Province until 1843, when, after the battle of

Midni (Meeanee), it surrendered to the British, and the capital was

transferred to Karachi (Kurrachee). The city is built on the most

northerly hills of the Ganjo range, a site of great natural strength, 3^
miles east of the Indus, with which it is connected by the high road to

Gidu-Bandar, where a steam ferry crosses the river to Kotri on the Sind,

Punjab, and Delhi Railway. In the fort, which covers an area of 36

acres, are the arsenal of the Province, transferred hither from Karachi

(Kurrachee) in- 1861, and the palaces of the ex-Mfrs of Sind.
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Haidardbad is now plentifully supplied with water, which is pumped up

from the Indus by powerful machinery, located on the river bank at

Gidu. Thence the water passes along an aqueduct raised on masonry

arches, into two large reservoirs or depositing tanks, situated about 500
yards from the river bank, each tank capable of holding 1,200,000

gallons. From these tanks the water flows by gravitation to within a

short distance of the foot of the rocky plateau on which the canton-

ments are built; from here the water is pumped up into a stone

tank on the crest of the plateau, which holds about 100,000 gallons,

from which the supply for the cantonments is taken. The main

conduit, passing through the plateau, discharges into a tank below

the fort, from whence the water is pumped up to a point higher

than the surface of the ground within the fort, and discharged

through iron pipes all over the city by gravitation.

Haidarabad, as the historic capital of Sind, is the centre of all

the Provincial communications— road, telegraphic, postal. From
the earliest times, its manufactures— ornamented silks, silver and

gold work, and lacquered ware—have been the chief of the Province,

and in recent times have gained prizes at the Industrial Exhibitions of

Europe. A local specialty is the manufacture of the earthen vessels,

mati
,
which are used by the pala fishermen to buoy themselves up on

the water while fishing. Statistics of local trade are not available;

but, as the municipality derives an annual income of about £6000
from octroi dues, it must be very considerable.

The chief public buildings are the jail (capable of holding 600 con-

victs), the Government Anglo-vernacular school, engineering, high, and

normal schools, post-office, municipal markets, court-houses, civil and
police hospital, charitable dispensary, library, travellers

5

bungalow,

and lunatic asylum. To the building of the last, Sir Cowasjee Jahangir

Readymoney subscribed ^5000. The barracks are built in 12 blocks,

with hospitals, bdzdr
y
etc., to the north-west of the city. The only note-

worthy antiquities are the tombs of the Kalhora and Talpur Mirs. The
Residency, memorable for its gallant defence by Sir James Outram
against the Baldchis in 1843, situated 3 miles from Haidarabad, no
longer exists. For history, see Sind Province.

Haidar&b&d.—Pargand of Muhamdi tahsil, Kheri District, Oudh,

A part of the old pargand Bhurwara belonging to the Ahbans and
Pdsis; afterwards seized by the Sayyids, and then occupied by the

Gaurs, with whom a zaminddri settlement was effected about 1792.

Since then various branches of the old Ahban family have recovered

possession, and they now own the principal estates. The rest of the

zaminddrs are retainers or followers of the Sayyids and the chakldddrs.

Along the banks of the Kathna, which forms the western boundary,

the land lies very low, and is covered with jungle. The ground slowly
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rises, and the cultivated tract commences about two miles from the

river. The soil here is a light domdt; but it rapidly improves, and

about half a mile from the border of cultivation is of the very highest

quality, producing every variety of crop, and paying high rents. The
belt of villages lying across the centre of the pargand

, most of which

are the property of Government, produce sugar of great purity, which

requires hardly any refining to make the clearest candy, and realizes

a considerably higher price than any other in the Shdhjahdnpur

market. Fine groves also dot the pargand. Area, 98 square miles, of

which 41 are cultivated. Population (1881) 40,761, namely, Hindus

34,592, and Muhammadans 6169. Land revenue, ^4132. Number
of villages, 108. In the south of the pargand^ near the Kathna, are

the ruins of the jungle fort of Mahmiidabad
;
a similar fort is found at

Ahmadnagar. Both attest the former greatness of the Sayyids of

Pihani, by whom they were erected.

HaidaraMd.—Town in Unao District, Oudh; 19 miles north of

Undo town. Lat. 26° 55' N., long. 8o° 17' e. Founded about 180

years ago by Haidar Khdn, who named it after himself. Population

(1881), Hindus, 3061 ; Muhammadans, 758 ;
total, 38x9. Two weekly

markets ; small annual trading fair. Average sales, about ^2400.
Village school and post-office.

Haidargarh.—Tahsil or Sub-division of Bara Banki District, Oudh

;

bounded on the north by Bara Banki and Rdm Sanehi tahszls
, on the

east by Musdfirkhdna tahsil of Sultanpur, on the south by Mahdrdjganj

tahsil of Rdi Bareli, and on the west by Mohanldlganj tahsil of

Lucknow; lying between 26° 31' 30" and 26° 51' n. lat., and between

8x° 12' and 8i° 39' e. long. Area, 297 square miles, of which 181 are

cultivated. Population (1881) 170,381, namely, Hindus, 154,669, and

Muhammadans, 18,712. The Sub-division contains one criminal court,

with two police circles (thdnds), and a police force of 40 men.

Haidargarh.—Pargand of Haidargarh tahsil
,
Bara Banki District,

Oudh ;
bounded on the north by Siddhaur pargand

,
on the east by

SubeM pargand^ on the south by Bachhriwin pargand of Rii Bareli,

and on the west by Lucknow. Originally occupied by the Bhars, who
were dispossessed by Sayyid Miran, and afterwards extirpated by Sultdn

Ibrihfm of Jaunpur. It is now chiefly in the possession of the Amethia

clan of Rijputs. Area, 103 square miles, of which 59 are cultivated.

Government land revenue, ^9051, or an average of 3s. id. per acre.

Autumn crops—rice of excellent quality, cotton, hemp, millet, and

pulses ;
spring crops—wheat, barley, gram, linseed, peas, sugar, tobacco,

and poppy. Of the 118 villages of which the pargand is composed,

6ij are tdlukddri
, 29J zamtnddri,

, 26 patiiddri
,
and 1 bhayachara .

Population (1881) 58,522, namely, 28,679 males and 29,843 females.

Grain is exported to Lucknow, Sultanpur, Dariabad, and Cawnpur;
VOL. v. T
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principal imports, cotton and salt. Saltpetre is manufactured in four

villages to the extent of 35,000 maunds
, or 1277 tons, annually. Seven

market villages.

Haidargarh.—Town in Bara Banki District, Oudh ; 25 miles east

of the head-quarters station. Founded by Amfr-ud-daula Hafdar Beg

KMn, Prime Minister of Nawib Asif-ud-daul£. It is now the seat of

the tahsil revenue courts, but otherwise of little importance. Popula-

tion (1881) 2128, namely, Hindus 1441, and Muhammadans 687.

Haidargarh.—Pass in South Kanara District, Madras Presidency.

—See Hassangadi.

Hailak&ndi.—Sub-division in the south of Cachar District, Assam.

Area, 344 square miles. Population (1881) 65,671, namely, Hindus,

40,495; Muhammadans, 34,281; and ‘others,* 1141.

Hailakdndi.—Village in the south of Cachar District, Assam, on
the right or east bank of the Dhdleswari river. Head-quarters of the

Sub-division of the same name, and also a thdnd or police station. It

gives its name to a fertile valley, which is entirely laid under water by

the floods of every rainy season.

Haing-gyi (or Negrais).—An island in the Bassein or Nga-won
river, Irawadi Division, British Burma. Lat. 15

0
54' N., long. 94

0

20' e. It is situated near the western bank, 3^ miles distant from

Pagoda Point, and is rendered conspicuous by a hill at its northern end,

which slopes away towards the centre. A narrow belt of level ground

skirts the coast. The channel between Negrais and the Bassein river

is 1 mile broad on the south and 4J miles broad on the north, opposite

the abandoned station of Dalhousie. Captain Taylor {Sailing Directions
,

p. 496) warns shipmasters that no vessel drawing over 14 feet should

attempt to pass between the island and the mainland towards Port

Dalhousie. For the history of Negrais Island, see Bassein District.

Hajamro (or Sian).—River of Sind, Bombay Presidency; one of

the central deltaic channels of the Indus; debouches into the sea

south-east of Karachi (Kurrachee), in latitude 24
0

6' n., and longitude

67° 22' e. In 1845, the Hajamro was so small as to be only suited for

the passage of small boats during flood; in 1875 it had taken the place

of the Khedaw^ri channel, and become the principal outlet of the

Indus to the sea. In shape the Hajamro is somewhat like a funnel,

the wide part to the sea. At the eastern entrance is a beacon 95 feet

high, visible 25 miles. Two pilot-boats wait inside the bar to point out

to entering vessels the dangers of the navigation.

H&jlganj.—Town and head-quarters of a police circle {thdnd), in

Tipperah District, Bengal
; situated on the D£katia river. Lat 23

0
15'

n., long. 90° 53' 30" e. An important seat of river traffic. Betel-nut

is extensively cultivated, and a considerable trade in the article carried

on with Dacca, Ndiiinganj, and Calcutta,
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Hajipur.—Sub-division of Muzaffarpur District, Bengal, Area, 771
square miles, with 1707 villages and 101,7x3 occupied houses; lying

between 25
0

29' and 26° 1' n. lat., and between 85° 6' 45'' and 85°

41' e. long. Population (x88i) 724,531, namely, Hindus, 657,421

;

Muhammadans, 30,126 ;
and Christians, 34. Males numbered 344,281,

and females 380,250. Proportion of males in total population, 477
per cent. ; average density of population, 940 per square mile ; number
of villages per square mile, 2-21

;
persons per village, 422 ; houses per

square mile, 140 ;
persons per house, 7*12. The Sub-division, which

was formed in 1865, comprises the 3 thdnds or police circles of Hajfpur,

Lalganj, and Mahwa. It contained in 1883 one civil and two criminal

courts, with a regular police force of 146 officers and men, and a

village watch or rural police numbering 1304.

Hajipur.—Municipal town, and head-quarters of Hdjfpur Sub-division,

and a police circle (thdnd\ Muzaffarpur District, Bengal
; situated on

the right or east bank of the Little Gandak, a short distance above

its confluence with the Ganges opposite Patna. Lat 25
0
40' 50" n.,

long. 85° 14' 24" e. Said to have been founded by one H£jl Ilyds,

about 500 years ago, the supposed ramparts of whose fort, enclosing an

area of 360 bighds
,
are still visible. The old town is reported to have

reached as far as Mohnar tkdnd, 20 miles to the east, and to a village

called Gadii-sardi on the north. Hdjipur figures conspicuously in

the history of the struggles between Akbar and his rebellious Afghan

governors of Bengal, being twice besieged and captured by the imperial

troops, in 1572 and again in 1 574. Its command of water traffic in three

directions makes the town a place ofconsiderable commercial importance.

Population (1872) 22,306; (1881) 25,078, namely, males 11,564, and
females 13,514. Hindus numbered 20,895; Muhammadans, 4169;
and 4 others/ 14. Municipal revenue (1881-82), ^740, of which ^614
was derived from taxation; expenditure, £6 79 ; incidence of taxation,

4§d. per head of population, within municipal limits. Within the area

of the old fort is a small stone mosque, very plain, but of peculiar

architecture, attributed to Hajf Ilyas. Its top consists of three

rounded domes, the centre one being the largest They are built of

horizontally-placed rows of stones, each row being a circle, and each

successive circle being more contracted than the one immediately below

it, until the key-stone is reached, which is also circular. Two other

mosques and a small Hindu temple are in the town or its immediate

vicinity. A Buddhist temple, surrounded by a sardi or rest-house,

was built for the accommodation of the late Sir .Jang Bahadur, on the

occasion of his visits from Nepdl. Besides the ordinary courts, the

town contains a school, police station, post-office, charitable dispensary,

and distillery.

H&jo.—Village in the north of Kamrrip District, Assam, near the
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left or east bank of the Baraliya river, and about 6 miles north of
the Brahmaputra. In the immediate neighbourhood is the celebrated

MahAmuni temple, situated on the summit of a low hill. The place is

annually visited by thousands of pilgrims from all parts of India, not only

Hindus, but also Buddhists from beyond the Himalayas, who venerate it

as a spot rendered sacred by the presence of the founder of their faith.

Hdla.—Sub-division or Deputy Collectorate of Haidarabad (Hyder-
abad) District, Sind, Bombay Presidency, situated between 25

0
8'

and 26° 15' n. latitude, and between 68° 16' 30" and 69° 17' e. longitude.

It is bounded on the north by the NaushAhro Sub-division
; on the

south by HaidarAbAd tdluk

;

on the east by the Thar and PArkar
Political Superintendency

; and on the west by the Indus. Area, 2522
square miles; population (1872) 216,139; (1881) 224,847. The Sub-
division is divided into 4 taluks, namely, HAla, AlahyAr-jo-Tando,

ShAhdadpur, and Mfrpur KhAs. It contains 279 villages and 6 towns,

14 of which have a population of over 800. Occupied houses, 41,724.
In general aspect, the tract is an unbroken plain, sandy and unprofit-

able on the eastern side ; but intersected by canals and fringed with

forest on the west These canals, 95 in number, are, with the exception
of one, Government property; they have an aggregate length of 938
miles, and yield an annual income of .£32,945. Temperature, 74

0
to

103° F. ; average annual rainfall, about 6 inches. The chief tree is the
babul, or Asiatic acacia. The forest areas aggregate 24,764 acres, yield-

ing in 1873-74 a revenue of £3066. They were all planted between
1790 and 1830 by the Mirs of Sind. The fisheries, six in number,
yielded in 1880-81 a revenue of £162.

(

The population of the Sub-division (2 24,847) was divided in the Census
o'f 1881 as follows :—Muhammadans, 173,285 ; Hindus, 31,490 ;

RiVJig

9151; aborigines, 10,764; 144 Jains; 2 Christians; 9 Jews, and 2
‘ others.’ In character, habits, dress, etc., the inhabitants of HAla are
not distinguished by any peculiarities from those of the rest of the
District As elsewhere in Sind, the prevalent crimes are cattle-stealing,

theft, and housebreaking. The criminal returns for i88r show a total

of 1772 offences, or 1 in 127 of the population. The civil returns for
the same year give a total of 1296 suits

; value in dispute, £14,578.
The chief revenue and magisterial charge is vested in a Deputy Col-
lector and Magistrate, who has under him a mukhtidrkdr for each of
the 4 tdluks, and a tapdddr for each of the 24 tapds. The only civil

court in the Sub-division is that at the town of HAla, presided over
by a native subordinate judge, who goes on circuit annually to
Adam-jo-Tando and Alahyar-jo-Tando. The HAla police number
164 officers and men, or 1 constable to 1317 of the population. Forty-
three of the whole are mounted. The only jails are the 4 lock-ups at
the mukhtidrkdr stations.

1
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The revenue of the Sub-division for 1880-81 was ^£46,216, being

^43j3oo imperial and ^2196 local, derived from the following sources :

—Imperial—Land-tax, ^35,670; abkari
, ^2392 ; stamps, ^4000;

salt, £2

;

registration, £214

;

postal and miscellaneous, ^1022:
Local—Cesses on land, £2 156 ;

percentage on alienated lands, ^539 ;

ferry funds, ^59; fisheries, ^162. A topographical survey for the

purposes of assessment was completed in 1865. The rates of the Settle-

ment concluded in 1871-72 for ten years vary from is. for inferior

soils to 8s. for high-class irrigated lands. Tenants, as a rule, pay the

zaminddr in kind, but the Government dues are now received in

money. The prevailing tenure is the ordinary zaminddri of Haidar-
abad District, but jdgirs are very numerous, 168 grantees holding

between them 163,078 acres. The total number of sen grants is 35,

aggregating 490 acres. The number of m&fiddrs is 37.

There are 6 municipalities within the Sub-division—Alahyar-jo-Tando,

Adam-jo-Tando, H£la, Matarf, Nasarpur, and Shahdddpur—with an

aggregate income of ^2331 in 1882-83. There are four dispensaries

—

at Hala, Alahyar-jo-Tando, Adam-jo-Tando, and Mlrpur—total admis-

sions (during 1881-82), 11,353 } average daily attendance, 40. There

are in all 15 Government schools, with an attendance of 849 pupils;

the indigenous schools number xi, with 120 pupils.

The trade of the Sub-division is confined almost wholly to agricul-

tural produce. Exports, ,£139,798 ;
imports, £85,163. Transit trade,

about £190,000. .Lacquered ware, glazed pottery (for which prizes

were gained by the Hala workmen at the Karachi Exhibition of

1869), and striped cloths called susis and khesis are the chief manu-

factures. There are in all 22 fairs, the chief one (a Hindu) being

attended annually by 35,000 persons ; the remainder are Muhammadan
fairs, with an average attendance of 3000. Roads aggregate nearly

600 miles in length; none are metalled, but many are partially

bridged.

The chief antiquities are the mins of Brahmanabad and Khuddbad.

The latter, 2 miles from H£la (New), was once the favourite residence

of the Tdlpur chiefs, and is said to have rivalled Haidardbdd in size

and population. The ancient tombs at Ldl-Udero, Kam£ro, and Myo
Vahio are all noteworthy.

H&la.

—

Taluk of the Hala Sub-division, Haidarfbdd District, Sind,

Bombay Presidency. Population (1881) 78,149, of which 4133 are

* floating* ; area, 331 square miles, containing 3 towns and 70 villages.

The population occupies 15,339 houses. Males number 42,265, females

35,884; classified according to religion, there were 9855 Hindus, 63,086

Muhammadans, 3297 Sikhs, 1761 aborigines, 144 Jains, and 6 Jews.

Revenue for 1883-84, £8819. The area assessed to land revenue in

1882-S3 was 110,964 acres ;
area under actual cultivation, 42.500 acres.
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The t&luk contains x civil and 3 criminal courts; police stations

(th&nds), 6 ; regular police, 39 men.

H&la, New.—Town in the H£la Sub-division, Haidardbid District,

Sind, Bombay Presidency; formerly known as Murtizdbdd. Latitude

25° 48' 30" N., longitude 68° 27' 30" e.; population (1881) 3967.
Municipal income (1880-81), ^363; expenditure, ^342; rate of taxa-

tion, is. 9|d. per head. The local trade consists chiefly of grain, piece-

goods, ghi, cotton, and sugar, valued approximately at ^3900. The
transit trade (in the same articles) is valued at about £700. Hrfla has
long been famous for its glazed pottery and tiles, made from a fine day
obtained from the Indus, mixed with powdered flints. The ornamenta-
tion is brilliant and tasteful The siisis or trouser-cloths, for which
Hdla is also celebrated, are manufactured to the value of ^750 yearly.

Hdla (New) was built about 1800 in consequence of Hala (Old),

2 miles distant, being threatened with encroachment by the Indus.

Among the antiquities round which the new town has grown up are the

tomb and mosque of a Pir or Muhammadan saint, who died in the 16th

century, and in whose honour a fair, largely attended by Muhammadans
from all parts of the Province, is held twice a year. The British

Government contributed, in 1876, ^100 to the repair of this tomb.
H£la is situated on the Aliganj Canal, and is immediately connected
with the Trunk Road at two points. It contains a subordinate judge’s

and mukhti&rkar’s courts, dispensary, and travellers’ bungalow, also

a first-class subordinate jail. The number of patients relieved

in the dispensary in 1883 was 3761, namely, 13 in-door and 3748
out-door.

H&la, Old.—Town in the Hala Sub-division, Haidarabad District,

Sind, Bombay Presidency. Population under 2000 in 1881: mainly
agriculturists. It is said to have been founded about 1422, but was
partially abandoned in 1800 owing to threatened encroachments of
the Indus; and Hala (New) was built in its stead, 2 miles off.

Government vernacular school.

H&lani.—Town in the Naush^hro Sub-division, Haidarabad District,

Sind, Bombay Presidency. Population under 2000 in 1881 : mainly
agriculturists

;
the Muhammadans are chiefly Sahatas, and the Hindus

are Lohdnos and Punjabis. Export trade in grain ; annual value,

jQToo. Near Halani the Talpur forces defeated, in 1781, the last of
the Kalhora dynasty, and the tombs of the chiefs who fell in the battle

mark the spot. Th
(
e town lies on the high road, and is about 200

years old.

Halaria.—Petty State of South Kdthiiwir, Bombay Presidency;
consists of 4 villages, with 3 separate tribute-payers. Population, 895
in 1872, and xo66 in 1881. Lies on the Shatranji river, 16 miles
south-east of Kunkiwar railway station. The revenue is estimated at
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^1500; tribute of ^10 is paid to the Gaekw£r of Baroda, and

j£7, 14s. to Junagarh.

Haldd.—River of Chittagong District, Bengal; one of the chief

tributaries of the Kamaphulf. Navigable by native boats for a distance

of 24 miles throughout the year, and for 35 miles in the rainy season.

One of the principal fishing rivers of the District.

Haldi.—River of Southern Bengal, rising in lat. 22
0
18' 30" n., and

long. 87° 13' 15" e., near the western boundary of Midnapur District.

The river is formed by the junction of the Kasai (Cossye) and Tengra-

khalf, whence it flows south-south-east till it falls into the Hugh, in lat.

22
0

o' 30" n., long. 88° 6' 15" E., near Nandi'gaon, in the Tamlfik Sub-

division, a few miles south of the confluence of the Rdpn£r£yan and

Hiiglf, and opposite Mud Point in Sagar island. The Haldf is a large

river at its mouth, and is navigable throughout the year up to Tengra-

khalf, but with difficulty, owing to numerous shoals and sandbanks.

The Haldi is connected with the Rupn^rdyan on the north, and with

the Rastflpur river on the south, by a tidal navigable canal.— See

Rupnarayan and Rasalpur Canal.

Halebid (‘ Old Ruins 1

).—Village in Hassan District, Mysore State.

Latitude 13
0

12' 20" n., longitude 76° 2! e. Population under 2000.

The site of the ancient city of Dor^samudra or Dvaravatipura, the

capital of the Hoysala BaMla dynasty. It was apparently rebuilt in

the 13th century by king Vira Sameswara, described in certain inscrip-

tions as the founder. To him is assigned the erection of the two

magnificent temples in honour of Siva, which rank among the master-

pieces of Hindu art. The larger of these, the Hoysaleswara temple,

though never completed, has elicited from Mr. Fergusson the opinion

that ‘ taken altogether, it is perhaps the building on which the advocate

of Hindu architecture would desire to take his stand.’ Its dimensions

are roughly 200 feet square, and 25 feet high above the terrace on which

it stands. The material is an indurated potstone of volcanic origin,

found in the neighbourhood, which takes a polish like marble. The
ornamentation consists of a series of friezes one above another, each

about 700 feet long, and carved with the most exquisite elaboration.

One frieze alone represents a procession of not less than 2000 elephants.

The smaller or Kaitabheswara temple has unfortunately been entirely

split to pieces in recent years by the growth of trees and their roots

through the joins of the stones. Some of the most perfect sculptures

have been removed to the Museum at Bangalore. There are also ruins

of Jain basils and of other buildings in the neighbourhood. The city

of Dorisamiidra was taken and sacked by the Muhammadans in 1310,

and the capital of the BalHlas transferred to Tondamir.

H&leri.—Village in the territory of Coorg ;
has an historical interest

as the first settlement of the family of Lingiyats from Ikkeri in
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Mysore, who established themselves as R£j£s of Coorg in the 17th

century. The old palace, which was built on the usual plan of Coorg

houses, though on a larger scale, and with breastworks and other

defences, became a complete ruin, and all the material composing it

was sold in 1881. Latitude 12
0
27' n., longitude 75

0
52' e.

Halhalidu—'River of Bengal, formerly a considerable stream rising

in Maimansingh District, which has now almost disappeared, or been

absorbed by the Brahmaputra or Jamun£. Branches of it, however,

remain on both sides of the Jamun£ ; that on the west bank being much
the larger of the two, and flowing in a very tortuous course through

Bogra District, for about 30 miles, until it joins the Kar£toy£ at Khan-

pur. The lower part of the Halhalid is navigable for large boats.

Chief markets on the banks—Kaliani, P^chibari, Dhunot, Gos£inbarf,

and ChandanMsi£ The Halhalia is locally confounded with another

river, the Mands, which has almost disappeared in consequence of the

same causes to which the Halhalia itself owes its diminished size.

Haliyal (Supa).—Sub-division of North Kanara District, Bombay
Presidency. Area, 980 square miles; contains 1 town and 215 villages.

Population (1881) 61,154, namely, 33,326 males and 27,828 females.

Hindus number 53,802 ; Muhammadans, 3864; ‘ others, 3488. Since

1872, the population has increased by 7368. The region consists of

waving upland, seamed by the river Kdlinadi and its tributaries. The
north and east form an open plain. Staple crops, rice and sugar-cane.

Rainfall, 47*8 inches. The forests of teak, blackwood, and bamboo
cover an area of 251 square miles. More than a million bamboos
(for which a fee of from 6s. to 2s. a hundred is paid) were exported

in 1882. The forests are everywhere open to carts. The incidence

of land revenue per cultivated acre varies from 16s. to is. Total land

revenue, ;£i 0,669.

Haliydl.—Town in Haliydl Sub-division of North Kanara District,

Bombay Presidency. It lies 21 miles to the south-west of Dharwdr, in

latitude 15
0
19' 50" n., and longitude 74

0
48' e. Population (1881)

5527; municipal revenue (1881-82), ^489; rate of taxation, is. 9d.

per head. Colonel Wellesley, afterwards Duke of Wellington, visited

Haliy&l, and speaks highly in his despatches of its importance as a

frontier post The Haliyal timber depdt supplies the best bamboo,
teak, and blackwood of the Kanara jungles. The new railway under

construction from Dhirwdr to Marmagao runs about 9 miles to the

north of Haliydl. Post-office, 2 schools, and dispensary. Number of

patients treated in the dispensary in 1883—in-door, 86; out-door,

4754-

Hall&r (Hdlldwdr).—A Prant or division of Kdthidwdr, Gujardt,

Bombay Presidency; lying between 21*44' and 22° 55' n. latitude, and
69° 8' and 71

0
2

# e. longitude. Takes its name from the Jarejd Hdlla
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Rdjputs, and includes, among others, the chiefships of Nawanagar,
Rajkot, Morvi, Dhoraji, Gondal, Dhrol, and Kotra-Sangani.

Limits of tract not strictly defined, but includes an area of 7060 square

miles. Population (1881) 150,444, namely, 76,115 males and 74,329
females. Hindus numbered 93,644 ; Muhammadans, 44,999 ; Jains,

11,797 ; Pdrsfs, 193 ; Christians, 181 ;
and * others,’ 130. The division

lies in the west of Kdthidwar, and embraces the level tract between the

Gulf of Cutch, the district of Okhdmandal (Baroda territory), the Barda

Hills, and the Arabian Sea. Locally, the tract is known as the Barari.

H&lon.—River of the Central Provinces, rising in 22
0

6' n. latitude

and 8i° 5' e. longitude, about 8 miles south of the Chilpfghat, or pass, in

the Mdikal range
;
flows northwards for about 60 miles through Baldghdt

and Mdndla Districts, Central Provinces
;
and falls into the Burhner

in latitude 22
0
40' n., and longitude 8o° 47' e. Average elevation of its

valley, 2000 feet,

Halwad.—Fortified town in the peninsula of Kathidwdr, Bombay
Presidency; 85 miles south-west of Ahmaddbad. Lat 23

0
1' N., long.

71
0

14' 30" E. Population (1881) 5967, namely, 4749 Hindus, 1075

Muhammadans, and 143 Jains. Once the capital of the Dhrdngadra

State. The town is said to resemble a plough in shape. Fine palace,

built on Lake Sdmatsar.

Hambar.—Village in Firozpur (Ferozepore) District, Punjab; on the

road to Ludhidna, io£ miles west of Firozpur. Lat. 30° 57' n., long.

75° 46
'

e.

Hamirgarh.—Town in the Native State of Udaipur (Oodeypore),

Rdjputana. Situated on the Nimach and Nasfrdbdd road, 61 miles

from the former and 83 from the latter. A second-class noble of the

State resides here. The town is commanded by a small hill fort

Hamlrpur.—District in the Lieutenant-Governorship of the North-

Western Provinces, lying between 25
0
5' and 26° 10' n. lat., and between

79
0
22' 45" and 8o° 25' 15

0
e. long. Hamfrpur forms the south-western

District of the Allahabdd Division. It is bounded on the north by the

Jumna (Jamuna) ; on the north-west by the Native State of Bdoni and

the Betwd river ; on the west by the Dhasdn river ; on the south by

the Alfpura, Chhatarpur, and Charkhari States; and on the east by

Bdnda District It encloses the Native States of Sarila, Jigni, and

Bfhat, besides portions of Charkhdri and Garauli. Area, 2288*5 square

miles. Population (1881) 507,337. The administrative head-quarters

are at the town of Hamirpur ; but Rath has the largest population in

the District.

Physical Aspects.—Hamfrpur forms part of the great plain of Bundel-

khand, which stretches between the banks of the Jumna (Jamuna) and

the central Vindhyan plateau. The District is in shape an irregular

parallelogram, with a general slope northward from the low hills on the
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southern boundary toward the valleys of the Jumna and Betwd, which

limit it on the north and west. The plains of the District are level,

dry, and cultivable. They consist for the most part of black soil (mar),

known as cotton soil, and a blackish soil (kabar), both of which dry up
and form large holes and fissures during the hot season. The hilly

southern region is composed of scattered outlying spurs from the main
line of the Vindhyan range. Their general elevation does not exceed

300 feet above the Jumna valley, or a total of about 800 feet above

the level of the sea, and their sides are generally bare of trees or jungle.

They are rendered picturesque, however, by their rugged outline and
artificial lakes, for which, particularly those of Mahoba, the District

is celebrated. These magnificent reservoirs were constructed by the

Chandel Raj£s, about 800 years ago, for purposes of irrigation and as

sheets of ornamental water. They are hemmed round on two or three

sides by rocky hills, while the outlets are stopped by dams of massive

masonry, whose antiquity conceals all traces of their artificial origin.

Many of them enclose craggy islets or peninsulas, crowned by the ruins

of granite temples, exquisitely carved and decorated. The largest lake,

Bijanagar, has a circumference of about 5 miles. The waters of several

of these lakes are utilized for irrigation purposes by means of small

canals, fourteen in number, varying from half a mile to over six miles

in length.

Descending from the hill and lake country, the general plain of the

District is reached, which spreads northward, almost unbroken by
isolated heights, in an arid and treeless level towards the broken banks

of the rivers. Of these, the principal are the Betwd and its tributary

the Dhasdn, both of which are unnavigable. On the triangle formed
by their junction with the stream of the Jumna, stands the town of

Hamfrpur, which is thus isolated from the remainder of the District by
the Betwd river and the Native State of Bdoni. The Hamfrpur bank of

the Jumna is high
; its opposite shore is low and shelving. There is

little waste land, except in the ravines by the river-sides and hills*.

The deep black soil of Bundelkhand, known as mdr, retains the moisture

under a dried and rifted surface, and renders the District fertile
;
but

unhappily the kans grass, the scourge of the Bundelkhand agriculturist,

periodically overruns the country, except where cultivation is carefully

conducted. There are no large jungles, though those of Bflki, in

pargand Mahoba, and Pasinab^d, in pargand Jaitpur, give cover to a

considerable quantity of game. The wild animals found consist of

tigers, leopards, hyaenas, wolves, jackals, antelopes, and pigs.

History.—The early annals of Bundelkhand, of which Province

Hamfrpur forms a portion, have been briefly sketched in the article

on Banda. During the Chandel supremacy, from the 9th to the 14th

century, Mahoba, in the south of the District, was the capital of that
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dynasty. The Chandels adorned the town and its neighbourhood with

many splendid edifices, remains of which still exist in great numbers \

besides constructing the noble artificial lakes already described. The
last of their Rijis, Parmal, was defeated in 1183 by Prithwiraj,

the Chauhin ruler of Delhi
; after which disaster the Chandel princes

abandoned Mihoba and fixed their capital at the hill fort of Kalinjar,

in Bdnda District. About twelve years later, Mahoba was conquered

by Kutab-ud-dm, the general of Shahab-ud-din Ghori, and with

occasional interruptions, remained in the hands of the Musalmans for

500 years.

In 1680, the District came into the possession of Chhatar Sdl, the

gTeat national hero of the Bundelas, and was the theatre of many battles

during his long struggle with the imperial forces. On his death, about

1 734, he assigned to his ally, the Peshwi of the Marathds, one-third

of his territories ; and Mahoba formed a portion of the region so granted.

The larger part of the present District of Hamirpur fell to his son

Jagat-rij. During the next seventy years, the District continued

under the government of his descendants, who, however, carried on

among themselves that intestine warfare which was universal in

Bundelkhand throughout the latter half of the 18th century. Rival

Rajas had forts in every village, and one after the other collected

their revenue from the same estates. Moreover, the Bundela princes

were opposed by the Marathi chieftains
;
and Ali Bahddur, an illegiti-

mate descendant of the Peshwi who had made himself Nawab of

Banda, succeeded in 1790 in annexing a portion of the District. He
was defeated by the British, and died in 1802. The British District of

Bundelkhand was formed in the succeeding year (1803), a part being

granted to our ally, Rija Himmat Bahadur, as the price of his

allegiance. The town of Mihoba itself, with the surrounding country,

remained in the hands of the Pandits of Jajlaun, until, on the death

of their last representative in 1840, it lapsed to the British. The Sub-

division known as Jiitpur was ruled by the descendants of Chhatar

Sal until 1842, when the last Riji, believing that our reverses at Kibul
would prove fatal to British rule, revolted, and having been easily

captured, was removed to Cawnpur, receiving from us a pension of

£200 a month. Jaitpur was handed over to another claimant, who
mortgaged it to the Government, and died without issue in 1849. His

territories lapsed to Government, and have since formed a part of

Hamirpur District

When the British first occupied Hamirpur in 1803, they found

it in the same wretched condition as the remainder of Bundelkhand.

The land had been impoverished by the long war of independence

carried on under Chhatar Sal
;

overrun and ravaged by predatory

leaders during the disastrous period of Marathi aggression ; and devas-
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tated by robber chiefs, who levied revenue on their own account,

granting receipts for the payment, which the authorized collectors were
obliged to accept. As early as 1819, the attention of Government was
called to the fact that many estates were being relinquished by the

zammd&rs
,
through their inability to meet the demands for the land

revenue. In 1842, land in Hamfrpur District was reported to be utterly

valueless, and many instances were adduced in which purchasers of

estates had been completely ruined through over-assessment Several

estates were held by Government for arrears of revenue, because no
purchasers could be found for them. A new land settlement was
effected in 1842 on a greatly reduced assessment On the outbreak of

the Mutiny, Hamfrpur exhibited the same return to anarchy which cha-

racterized the whole of Bundelkhand. On the 13th of June 1857, the

56th Native Infantry broke into mutiny, and the massacre of Europeans

began. Only one Christian escaped with life. The surrounding native

chiefs set up rival claims to portions of the British territory, and
plundered all the principal towns. The Charkhdri Rajd alone main-

tained a wavering allegiance, which grew firmer as the forces of General

Whitlock approached Mdhoba. That town was reached in September

1858, and the fort of Srinagar was destroyed. After a short period

of desultory guerilla warfare in the hilly regions of Bundelkhand, the

rebels were effectually quelled, and the work of re-organization began.

Since the Mutiny, the condition of Hamirpur seems to have improved

;

but it has not yet recovered from the long anarchy of the Mardthd mle,

and the excessive taxation of the early British period. The poor and
neglected aspect of the homesteads, the careless and apathetic appear-

ance of the people, and the wide expanse of shadeless plain, all bear

witness to the prolonged disorganization and mistaken economy of

former days.

People.—Hamirpur is one of the Districts of the North-Western Pro-

vinces in which the population appears to have reached its limits, and
even to be on the decline. The enumerations of 1842 and 1853 did

not include the whole of the present District, which has since been
enlarged by the addition of Mdhoba and Jaitpur ; and they are con-

sequently of little use for purposes of comparison. The Census of 1865
returned the population at 520,941 persons, on an area corresponding

to that of the present District; and that of 1872 returned the popula-

tion at 529,137, showing an increase of 8196, or 1*57 per cent In

1881, the Census returned the population at 507,337, showing a
decrease of 21,800, or 4*1 per cent., in the nine years since 1872. The
results arrived at by the Census of 1881 may be briefly stated as

follows:—Area of District, 2288*5 square miles; number of towns and
villages, 755 ; houses, 83,544. Total population, 507,337, namely,

males 259,778, and females 247,559 ; proportion of males, 51*2 pen
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cent The preponderance of males is due partly to the unwilling-

ness of the Rajputs to state the number of their women, and partly to the

former prevalence of female infanticide, which has not yet been quite

stamped out Average density of population, 221*6 per square mile;

towns or villages per square mile, *32
;

persons per town or village,

672 ;
houses per square mile, 36*5 ;

persons per house, 6*07.

As regards religious divisions, the Hindus numbered 474,092, or 93*4

per cent
;
and the Musalmdns, 33,228, or 6*6 per cent Christians

numbered 17. Of the higher class Hindus, Br£hmans numbered

53,666; Rijputs, 37,810; and Baniy£s, 16,232. The Brahmans are

mainly engaged in agriculture, and have consequently lost much of the

respect due to their caste. The Rdjputs have been very minutely

reckoned in the Census, in order to discover which classes amongst

them are addicted to infanticide. The Census of 1881 returned the

males among the Rajputs at 21,135, anc^ females at 16,675;

proportion of males, 55*9 per cent The Rajputs amount to 62 clans;

three of which were found to be specially guilty of the practice of

female infanticide, namely, the Parihdrs, Chauhins, and Bais. The
Chandels and Bundelas, the old dominant classes, mostly still cling to

the neighbourhood of Mahoba, the seat of their former supremacy.

The Bais are far the most numerous of the Rajput classes in the

District Among the trading classes the only division of any peculiarity

is that of the Marwarfs. They act as bankers and money-lenders, but

they have also acquired much landed property. Kayasths, or the

writer caste, number 7940. Among the Sridras or low castes, the most

numerous are the Lodhis (57,300), Chamdrs (69,079), Ahfrs (28,448),

Kachhfs (29,808), and the Korfs (26,228). The Musalmdns are the

descendants of converted Hindus, who were originally Thdkurs, and

their habits are still much the same as those of their fellow Rdjputs.

Other Hindu Siidra castes include—Bhangfs (13,791), Kahdrs (13,046),

Kumbhdrs (12,610), Nais (11,328), Tells (10,943), and Gadarias (9976).

There are only 2 Native Christians in the District, and no settlement

has been effected by the Brdhma Samdj. The Musalmdns are making

no converts. There are very few wealthy inhabitants, the landholders

being often scarcely at all better off than their labourers, and living in

much the same style.

The District contains 8 towns with a population of more than 5000
persons—namely, Rath, 14,479; Hamirpur, 7155; Kharela, 7633;
Mahoba, 7577 ; Maudha, 6116 ;

Kulpahar, 6066; Sumerpur, 5222

;

and Jaitpur, 5440. The urban population is on the decrease. Of the

755 towns and villages comprising the District in 1881, 232 contained less

than two hundred inhabitants, 210 from two to five hundred, 168 from

five hundred to a thousand, no from one to two thousand, 16 from two

to three thousand, 11 from three to five thousand, 7 from five to ten
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thousand, and i upwards of ten thousand. As regards occupation, the

Census Report classifies the male population into the following six main

groups:—Class (i) Professional, including Government servants, civil

and military, and the learned professions, 5374 ; (2) domestic servants,

inn and lodging-house keepers, etc., 451; (3) commercial, including

merchants, traders, carriers, etc., 1876 ; (4) agricultural and pastoral,

116,0713 (5) manufacturing and industrial, 37,846; (6) indefinite and

unproductive (comprising 9548 general labourers, and 88,612 male

children and persons of unspecified occupation), 98,160. The language

in common use is Bundelkhandi, which is a dialect of Hindi.

Agriculture.—The staple produce of the District is grain of various

sorts, the most important being gram. Pulses, wheat, and millet are

also largely cultivated. The autumn crops are heavier than the spring,

cotton being the most valuable amongst them. Its cultivation is on

the increase. Out of a total area in 1881-82, of 1,464,609 acres,

232,491 acres were returned as barren, and 1,232,118 as cultivable, of

which latter area 852,778 acres were actually under cultivation. Manure
is little used, except for garden land. Irrigation is practised on only

13,838 acres, chiefly in the south, where water can be obtained from

the artificial lakes constructed by the Chandel princes. There are

fourteen small canals connected with these lakes, and belonging to

Government; but they supply water to an area of only 1319 acres.

The remainder of the irrigated land is watered by hand labour. The
out-turn of b&jra, a kind of millet much grown in the District, is about

is. 8d. per acre; that of til, an oil-seed, about jQi, 4s. per acre.

In Hamirpur, as elsewhere in Bundelkhand, the cultivators have

suffered much from the spread of the kdns grass, a noxious weed,

which overruns the fields and is found to be almost ineradicable

wherever it has once obtained a footing. It is usual to abandon the

lands thus attacked, in the hope that the kdns may use up the soil,

and so finally kill itself out, which it is said to do in from twelve to

fifteen years.

The peasantry are hopelessly in debt, and careless as to comfort or

appearances. Most of the landowners have no capital, and the few

wealthy zamtnddrs are foolishly penurious in all matters of improve-

ment. The land is for the most part cultivated by tenants-at-will. The
total male agricultural population of Hamirpur in 1881, numbered

115,457, cultivating an average of 7*25 acres each. The total popula-

tion, however, dependent on the soil, amounted to 336,029, or 66*23

per cent, of the total District population. Of the total area of

2288*5 square miles, 2259 square miles are assessed for Government

revenue. Of these, 1290 square miles are under cultivation, 594 square

miles are cultivable, and the remainder is uncultivable waste. Total

amount of Government assessment, including local rates and cesses on
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land, ;£i 26,805, or 3s - °fd. per cultivated acre. Total rental actually

paid by cultivators, including cesses, ^157,5439 or 3s. 9^d. per

cultivated acre. Rents vary much with the nature of the soil ; the best

lands are returned at from 12s. to £1, 4s. per acre ; the poorest at from

2S. to 4s. Few farms extend to 100 acres
; from 20 to 25 acres form a

fair-sized holding. The rates of wages are as follow :—Smiths, 4^d. to

6d. per diem; bricklayers and carpenters, 3fd. to 4|d. ; labourers in

towns, 3d.—in villages, 2^d. Wages have risen from 15 to 100 per

cent, during the last twenty years. The average prices of food-grains

for the ten years 1861-71 are as follow:—Gram, 4s. 8d. per cwt.
;

b&jra
,

4s. sfd. per cwt.
;

wheat, 6s. 2J& per cwt
; barley, 4s. sfd.

per cwt. On the whole, prices have been rising of late years, although

in 1882-83, owing to an exceptionally favourable season, they ranged

somewhat below the averages given above. Gram was quoted at 3s. 6d.

per cwt.
;
bajrd

,
4s. per cwt. ;

wheat, 7s. per cwt

;

andjo&r, 4s. per cwt
Natural Calamities.—The District of Hamfrpur is little subject to

blight or flood; but droughts and their concomitant, famine, are

unhappily common. The last great famine was that of 1837, which

produced so deep an effect upon the native mind that the peasantry

still employ it as an era by which to calculate their ages. The
scarcity of 1868-69 was severely felt in Hamfrpur, though most of the

deaths which it induced were due to disease rather than to actual star-

vation. It pressed more heavily on the upland villages than on the

country near the banks of the Jumna. Symptoms of distress first

appeared early in the year 1869, and the scarcity was not allayed till

November. Relief measures were adopted in March, partly by

gratuitous distribution, chiefly by means of local works. During the

whole period of distress, a daily average of 546 persons received

aid, and 2736 persons were employed on famine works. Gram,

the staple food of the people, rose from its average of 4s. 8d. per

cwt to a maximum of 10s. 8d. per cwt. in September. Famine rates

may be considered to be reached when gram sells at 8s. iod. per cwt.,

and Government relief then becomes necessary. This test, however,

cannot altogether be relied on, as the cultivators cease to employ

labour on the approach of scarcity, and prices become merely

nominal, the poorer classes having no money to purchase food. In

portions of the District, a regular scale of remission of revenue and

rent, in famines of varying intensities, has been drawn up, and neither

Government nor the zamtndars are permitted to recover more than

the stipulated proportion. The means of communication are now
probably sufficient to avert the extremity of famine.

Commerce and Trade, etc.—The commerce of Hamfrpur District

is chiefly carried on by means of its great river highway—the Jumna.

The cotton and grain, which form the staple exports, are carried down-
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ward; while rice, sugar, tobacco, and Manchester goods constitute the

chief imports upward. The navigation between Allahdbad and Agra is

rendered dangerous by shoals, rocks, and sunken trees. Efforts have

been made to improve this part of the river, but with little success.

About one-fourth of the grain raised in the District is exported, and the

remainder used for home consumption. The manufactures consist of

coarse cotton cloth and soapstone ornaments. No railway passes

through the District, and the nearest station is Mauhar, on the East

Indian main line, about 30 miles from the town of Hamirpur. There

is only one metalled road, between Hamirpur and Naugdon, 70 mil^s

in length, with a branch from Binda meeting it at Kabrai
; and there

are four other fair-weather roads. There is no printing-press in the

District.

Administration.—The first land settlement, in 1805, included only a

small portion of the present District
;
and much of the revenue was

necessarily remitted, owing to the depredations of freebooting chiefs.

The second arrangement, two years later, was equally futile, from the

same cause, and from the badness of the seasons. From 1809 till 1842,

the assessments were several times increased, in face of the fact

that the revenue could not be collected through the poverty of

the zamlnddrs. Large balances were constantly accruing. Unfortun-

ately the area and fiscal divisions for these settlements varied so much
that the statistics are not available for purposes of comparison. In

1842, the District had become so impoverished that a considerable

decrease in the Government demand became imperatively necessary.

The incidence of the land revenue was accordingly altered in that year

from 3s. iofd. per acre on the cultivated area, to 3s. 3JA This

settlement, which continued in force until 1872, is considered to

have been a fair one, and succeeded in removing the pressure of former

assessments. The total land revenue demand for 1870-71 amounted

to £108,410., of which £108,332 was collected. In 1881, out of a

total revenue of £1 16,448, ,£106,828 was derived from the land-tax.

The number of estates in 1870-71 was registered at 1127, and the

proprietors or coparceners at 28,086. Average land revenue paid by
each estate, .£96, 4s., and by each proprietor, £3, 18s. In 1882

there were 1450 estates on the rent-roll, assessed at an average of

£73, 1 6s. 3d. each.

The District is administered by a Magistrate, Assistant Magistrate,

2 Deputy Collectors, and 5 taksilddrs. The District contained

in 1881, 12 civil and revenue, and 12 magisterial courts.

In the same year there were 26 police stations and 4 outposts,

with a regular police force of 549 officers and men, including

133 municipal or town police; giving 1 policeman to every 4-17

square miles and to every 924 inhabitants. The cost of the police
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was £6262, of which ^£5407 was paid by the State* The regular

police were supplemented by 1953 village watchmen (chaukidars),

or 1 to every 260 inhabitants, maintained by the villages and land-

holders. The District contains one jail, with an average daily number
of 195 prisoners in 1881. Education makes but slow progress. In

1850 there were only 1078 persons under instruction in the District.

In i860 there were 104 schools, attended by 1414 pupils. By 1S70

the number of schools had increased to 112, and the pupils to 3066.

In 1881 the number of Government-inspected schools had fallen to 91,

but the pupils had increased to 3557. This is exclusive of uninspected

private schools, for which no details are available. The Census Report,

however, returns 4286 boys and 21 girls as under instruction in 1881,

besides 13,052 males and 67 females able to read and write, but not

under instruction. The greater part of the expense of education is borne

by Government. The District is divided into 7 fiscal divisions

(parganas). It contains no municipal towns at present, as Rith, which

for a short time was erected into a municipality, found its trade impaired

by the octroi, and was accordingly relieved of its burdens.

Medical Aspects.—The climate of Hamirpur District is dry and hot,

owing to the absence of shade and the bareness of the soil, except in

the neighbourhood of the M£hoba lakes, which cool and moisten the

surrounding atmosphere. No accurate thermometrical observations

have yet been taken. The rainfall was 17*2 inches in 1868-69 (the year

of scarcity); 37*1 inches in 1869-70; 38*1 inches in 1870-71; and

27*31 inches in 1881, the average for the previous thirty years being

returned at 3178 inches. In 1882, which was a very unhealthy year,

the total number of deaths recorded was 19,562, being at the rate

of 38*49 to each thousand inhabitants. Of these, 9261, or 18*79

per thousand, were assigned to fever (which is endemic in the District),

and 5216, or 10*58 per thousand, to bowel complaints. Hamirpur is

comparatively free 'from small -pox, only 147 deaths, or *30 per

thousand, being due to this cause in 1882. Snake-bites and the

attacks of wild animals were answerable for 113 deaths; and 38

were attributed to suicide. There are charitable dispensaries at

Hamirpur, Mdhoba, and Rath* In 1882 they afforded medical relief

to 588 in-door and 11,677 out-door patients. [For further information

regarding Hamirpur, see the Settlement Report of the District

\

by W. E.

Neale, Esq., dated 1st July 1868; also Gazetteer of the North-Western

Provinces, vol. i. pp. 138-189 (AllahaMd, 1874); the North-Western

Provinces Census Report { 1881); and the Administration and Depart-

mental Reportsfor the North-Western Provmces and Oudh from 1880 to

1883.]

Hamirpur*—Northern tahsil of Hamirpur District, North-Western

Provinces; comprising the pargands of Hamirpur and Sumerpur,
VOL. V. U
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and consisting of the narrow tongue of land enclosed by the con-

fluence of the Betwd and the Jumna (Jamuna), together with a large

strip of country on the eastern bank of the former river. Area,

375 square miles, of which 2iS| are cultivated. Population (1872)

95,388; (1881) 75,398, namely, males 37,936, and females 37,462,

showing a decrease of 19,990, or 20*9 per cent, in the nine years since

1872. Classified according to religion, there were in 1881—Hindus,

71,215; Muhammadans, 4x68; and ‘ others/ 15. Of the 124 villages

comprising the tahsil, 79 contained less than five hundred inhabitants.

Land revenue, ^17,945; total Government revenue, ^20,103; rental

paid by cultivators, ^34,197 ;
incidence of Government revenue per

acre, is. 6d.

Hamirpur.— Administrative head-quarters of Hamirpur District,

North-Western Provinces. Lat 25
0

58' N., long. 8o° 11' 50" e.

Situated on a tongue of land at the confluence of the Betwa and the

Jumna (Jamuna), on the right bank of the latter river. Population (1872)

7007 ; (1881) 7155, namely, Hindus, 5546 ;
Muhammadans, 1594; and

Christians, 15. Area of town site, 197 acres. Founded, according to

tradition, by Hamfr Deo, a Karchuli Rajput, expelled from Alwar

(Ulwur) by the Muhammadans. Capital of a District under Akbar.

Possesses little importance apart from the presence of the civil

station. Ruins of Hamir’s fort and a few Musalmdn tombs form the

only relics of antiquity. Several Europeans were murdered here

during the Mutiny. The public buildings consist of the court-

house, treasury, police station, hospital, jail, dispensary, school,

circuit-house, travellers’ bungalow, two sardis, bdzdr. No manufactures

;

small trade in grain. The civil station is small, and deficient in houses

and roads. The town lies on the route from Nowgong to Cawnpur
;

distant from Banda 39 miles south, from Kdlpi 28 south-east,

from Agra 155 south-east, from Allahdbad no north-west. Local

taxation supports a municipal police of 12 men, at an annual cost

of £%1.
Hamirpur.—Southern tahsil of Kangra District, Punjab

;
consisting

of a wild mountain country, but more thickly inhabited than the other

portions of the District. Area, 644 square miles. Population (1881)

176,609, namely, males 90,619, and females 85,990 ; average density,

274 persons per square mile. Classified according to religion,

there were— Hindus, 170,555; Muhammadans, 5774; Sikhs, 161 ;

‘others,’ 119. The revenue of the tahsil in 1882-83 was ^10,601.

The administrative staff consists of a tahsilddr and 2 honorary

magistrates, presiding over 3 civil and 3 criminal courts. Number of

police circles (
thdnds), 3 ; strength of regular police, 50 men ; village

watchmen (
chauMddrs), 125.

Hampi.— Ruined city in Bellary District, Madras Presidency.
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Latitude 15
0
19' 50" N., longitude 76° 30' 10" e. ;

on the south bank of

the Tungabhadra, 36 miles north-west of Bellary. The site of the

ancient capital of the Vijayanagar kings. The ruins cover 9 square

males, including Kamalapur on the south, and Anagundi, the later

seat of the dynasty.

Hampi was founded on the fall of the Balldla dynasty, about

1336 a.d., by two brothers, Bukka and Harihara, whose descendants

flourished here till the battle of Talikot, 1564, and afterwards at

Anagundi, Vellore, and Chandragiri for another century, until finally

overwhelmed by the advancing powers of Bfjapur and Golconda.

During the two and a quarter centuries that the Vijayanagar Rrfjas held

the city of Hampi, they extended it and beautified it with palaces and
temples.

Edwardo Barbessa describes the capital as c of great extent, highly

populous, and the seat of an active commerce in country diamonds,

rubies from Pegu, silks of China and Alexandria and Cuinabar,

camphor, musk, pepper, and sandal from Malabar.
5 The palaces of the

king and his ministers, and the temples, are described as * stately

buildings of stone,
5 but the greater part of the population lived in

‘ hovels of straw and mud. 5 In the travels of Csesar Frederic, the

palace is thus spoken of : * I have seen many kings
5

courts, yet have

never seen anything to compare with the royal palace of Bijianuggur,

which hath nine gates. First, when you go into that part where the

king lodged, there are five great gates, kept by captains and soldiers.

Within these are four lesser gates, which are kept by porters, and

through these you enter into a very fair court at the end.
5 He describes

the city as being 24 miles round, enclosing several hills. The ordinary

dwellings were mean buildings with earthen walls, but the three

palaces and the pagodas were all built of fine marble. Of the remains

of all this greatness now visible, Mr. J. Kelsall, in his Manual of the

Bellary District (Madras, 1872), says :
6 Many of the buildings are now

so destroyed that it is difficult to say what they were originally meant

for, but the massive style of architecture and the huge stones that

have been employed in their construction at once attract attention.

Close to Kamalapur there is a fine stone aqueduct, and a building

which has at some time or other been a bath. The use of the arch in

the doorways, and the embellishments used in decorating the inner

rooms, show that the design of this building was considerably modified

by the Musalmdns, even if it was not constructed by them altogether.

A little to the south of this is a very fine temple, of which the

outer and inner walls are covered with spirited basso-relievos, repre-

senting hunting scenes and incidents in the Ram&yana. The four

centre pillars are of a kind of black marble, handsomely carved.

The flooring of the temple, originally large slabs of stone, has
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been tom up and utterly ruined by persons m search of treasure,

which is supposed to be buried both here and in other parts

of the ruins. The use of another covered building close by, with

numerous underground passages, has not been ascertained. It also

is covered with basso-relievos, in one of which a lion is represented.

At a little distance is the building generally known as the “ Elephant

Stables,” and there seems no reason to doubt that it was used for this

purpose. Two other buildings, which, with the “ Elephant Stables,”

form roughly three sides of a square, are said to have been the concert

hall and the council room. Both, but especially the latter, have been

very fine buildings.’

Besides these, the remains of the zandnd and the arena are still

visible. But the huge monoliths applied to various purposes form

perhaps the most distinctive feature of these ruins—one, a water-trough,

is 41J feet long 5 another, a statue of Siva, 35 feet high. There are two

fine temples, between which the road passes, but which are remarkable

for nothing but the enormous size of the stones which have been used

in their construction. Masses of cut granite, many of them 30 feet in

length by 4 in depth, are seen high up in the wall, and no explanation can

be given of the mode in which they were placed in their present position.

There are also several temples in a fair state of preservation, notably one

dedicated to Vishnu, about three-quarters of a mile from the palace, and

close to the river. It is entirely of granite, and contains some splendid

monolithic pillars, richly carved. * The inscriptions at Hampi have

contributed materially to our knowledge of Vijayanagar history.

There is still a great annual festival here, although the village is in-

significant in size, with a population of 693 in 1881.

—

See Vijayanagar.

Handidi.—North-eastern tahsll of AllahdMd District, North-Western

Provinces, lying along the northern bank of the Ganges, and com-

prising thepargands of Mah and Kiwai. Pargand Mah may be briefly

described as consisting of two low-lying tracts, with a high ridge between

them, andpargand Kiwdi as a hollow of low-lying land between the Mah
ridge and the high bank of the Ganges. The soil of the low-lying tracts

in both pargands is clayey in character, the cultivated land of the

former being interspersed with patches of usar waste. The soil of the

Mah ridge is mainly loam, varying in quality according to position and
level, and with little or no traces of usar. The high bank of the

Ganges, which forms the southern edge of the Kiwdi depression, is a

strip of high-lying, uneven kankar land, varying in width from one to

three miles. North of this is a strip of level loam, and only in the

south-west corner of the tahsil is there any alluvial soiL The tahsil is

intersected by the Baman and Bairagia ndlds, but neither of them
carries any water except in the rains. Area, 296 square miles,

of which 175 square miles are cultivated, 41 -square miles cultivable,
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and the remainder uncultivable waste. Population (1872) 1669677;

(1881) 184,754, namely, males 93,664, and females 91,090, showing

an increase of 18,077, or io 4

8 per cent., in the nine years since 1872.

Classified according to religion, there were in 1881—Hindus, 165,420;
and Muhammadans, 19,334. Of the 586 villages comprising the

taksll, 478 contain less than five hundred inhabitants. Land
revenue, ^32,214; total Government revenue, including rates and
cesses, ^37,724 ;

rental paid by cultivators, including rates and cesses,

^5 6,1 01. The principal land-holding classes are Muhammadans,
Rajputs, and Baniyds. Of the Musalmdn proprietors, the Sayyids of

Utrdon and the Shaikhs of Basgit are the oldest, their possessions

dating as far back as the cession. Many of the Rajputs are also old

hereditary landholders. The principal cultivating classes are Brah-

mans, Rajputs, Ahirs, and Kurmis.

Handid.—Village in Allahabad District, North-Western Provinces,

and head-quarters of Handia tahszl, situated on the Grand Trunk Road,

23 miles east-south-east of Allahabad city, in lat 25
0 21' 56" N., long.

82° 13' 50" e. Population {1881) 1092. Besides the usual tahsili

courts and offices, it contains an imperial post-office, first-class police

station, Anglo-vernacular school, and dispensary. The village market

carries on a trade, chiefly in hides, with Mirzapur and Jaunpur.

Handii.—Ancient Muhammadan town in Hoshangdbdd District,

Central Provinces, on the left or south bank of the Narbadd (Nerbudda)

river
; with a dismantled stone fort, said to have been built by Hoshang

Shdh Ghori of Mdlwd. Latitude 22
0
28' 30" n., longitude 77* 2' e., on

the route from Betul to Mhau (Mhow), 80 miles north-west of the

former and 90 miles east of the latter. Handid was the head-quarters

of a sarkar or District under Akbar’s rule, and, lying on the old high

road from the Deccan to Agra, attained considerable size and pro-

sperity, as appears from its ruins. On the withdrawal of the Mughal

officials, about 1700, and the construction of a better road across the

Vindhyd Hills, via Indore, Handid sank into insignificance. Ceded to

the British Government by the Mahdrdjd Sindhia in 1844, but not

finally transferred till the treaty of i860. The fort commands several

river ghats or ferries.

H&ngaL—Sub-division ofDharwar District,BombayPresidency. Area,

299 square miles; contains 1 town and 161 villages. Population (1881)

65,787, namely, 33,590 males and 32,197 females. Hindus numbered

55,462 ; Muhammadans, 9341 ;

4
others,

9

984. Since 1872, the popula-

tion has decreased by 1603. The Sub-division contains 2 criminal

courts; 1 police station (1thand); 38 regular police; and 140 village

watchmen
(
chauMddrs).

H&ngaL—Town in Dhdrwdr District, Bombay Presidency. Popula-

tion (1S81) 5272, namely, 3271 Hindus, 1996 Muhammadans, 4
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Christians, and i Pars!. Hdngal is a municipality ; income (1882-83),

j£99 ; incidence of municipal taxation, 4^d. per head.

Hangarkatta.—Port in South Kanara District, Madras Presidency.

Situated about 5 miles from Old Bdrkiir, at the mouth of the Sildnadi

river, and 10 miles north of Udipi. Called in the Government returns

the port of Bdrkiir. Considerable export trade in rice (principally to

Goa), etc., and import trade in cotton piece-goods, cocoa-nut oil, and

salt from Goa. Value of imports in 1880-81, ^17,896; exports,-

,£47,870. Exports in 1883-84, £49,541.
HangO.—Village in Bashahr State, Punjab; situated near the north-

eastern base of the Hangrang Mountains, at the head of an agricultural

valley, watered by three tributaries of the river Li. Lat. 31
0
49' n., long.

78° 34' e. Contains a temple of local reputation, described by Thorn-

ton as devoted to a mixed faith, partly Hindu and partly Buddhist.

Elevation above sea-level, 11,400 feet

Hangrang.—Mountain pass in Bashahr State, Punjab, between

Kundwar and the Chinese territory. Lat. 31
0
48' N., long. 78° 35' e.

Thornton states that the valley to the south is well wooded and culti-

vated, but the northern slope is thickly covered with snow. Elevation

of crest above sea-level, 14,800 feet.

HangU. (or Miranzdi ).—Western tahsil of Kohdt District, Punjab

;

consisting of the Miranzdi valley, inhabited by a tribe of Bangash

Pathdns. It is divided into the tappas of Upper and Lower Miranzdi.

Upper or Western Miranzdi was annexed in 1851, but British govern-

ment was not really established till 1855. It long remained a wild,

lawless tract. Area, 419 square miles. Population (1868) 36,060;

(1881) 36,308, namely, males 21,479, and females 14,829; average

density, 87 persons per square mile. Classified according to religion,

there were in 1881—Muhammadans, 31,846; Hindus, 3656; Sikhs,

663 ;

4 others/ 147. The revenue of the tahsil in 1882-83 was £2424.
Tahsilddr

,
1 civil and r criminal court, and 2 police circles ;

strength

of regular police, 32 men ; village watchmen
(
chauktddrs), 36.

HangU.—Village in Kohdt District, Punjab, and head-quarters of

Hangu tahsil. Lat 33
0
32' n., long. 71

0
6' e. Lies in a small open

plain, 25 miles west of Kohdt town. Picturesquely situated close under

steep hills on the north, with 2 shrines, one of which overlooks the

village westward. Population (1881) 2918, namely, Muhammadans,
2609 ; and Hindus, 309. The tahsilddr of Hangu is chief of the Upper
Bangash, and through him Government conducts all its dealings with

the Orakzai borderers. The town is a very old one, and is mentioned

by the Emperor Bdbar in his Memoirs.

H&nsi.—Tahsil of Hissdr District, Punjab, lying between 28° 50' and
29° 25' n. lat., and between 75

0
50' 30" and 7

6° 22' e. long. Area,

761 square miles. Population (1881) 130,612, namely, males 71,050,
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and females 59,562; average density of population, 172 persons per

square mile. Classified according to religion, there were— Hindus,

105,781; Muhammadans, 23,014; Sikhs, 39; ‘others/ 1778. Revenue

of the tahsil (1883), £14,244. One civil and one criminal court,

with 2 police circles (thdnas)
;

strength of regular police, 53 men;
village watchmen

(
chaukiddrs), 246.

H&nsi.—Town and municipality of Hissar District, Punjab, and

head-quarters of Hansi tahsil. Lat. 29
0
6' 19" n., long. 76° o' 19" E. Lies

on the Western Jumna Canal, and on the Hissar and Delhi road, 16 miles

east of Hissar town. Population (1868) 13,563; (1881) 12,656,

namely, 7663 Hindus, 5483 Muhammadans, 8 Sikhs, and 2 Christians.

Founded, according to tradition, by Anang Pdl Tuar, King of Delhi.

Centre of local administration under Hindus and Muhammadans, and

long the principal town of Haridna. Desolated by the famine of 1783,

after which it lay in ruins for many years. In 1795, famous

adventurer George Thomas, who had seized upon the greater part of

Hariana, fixed his head-quarters at Hansi. Thenceforth the town

began to revive ; and on the establishment of British rule in 1802, it

was made a cantonment, where a considerable force, consisting chiefly

of local levies, was stationed. In 1857, the troops mutinied, murdered

all Europeans upon whom they could lay their hands, and combined

with the wild Rajput tribes in plundering the country. On the restora-

tion of order, it was thought undesirable to maintain the cantonment.

A high brick wall, with bastions and loopholes, surrounds the town,

while the canal, which flows at its feet, contributes to its beauty by a

fringe of handsome trees. Since the Mutiny, however, the houses have

fallen into decay, and the streets lie comparatively deserted, owing

to the removal of the troops. A large dismantled fort overlooks

the town on the north. Local trade in country produce—cotton, ghzy

and cereals. The streets are wider and less tortuous than in most

native towns. They are, as a rule, well metalled, and the drainage

and sanitary arrangements are in a fairly satisfactory condition.

Tahsilt
,
school-house, police station, sardi. There is no special local

manufacture worth mentioning. Station on the Rewiri - Firozpur

Railway. Municipal revenue in 1881—82, £664, or is. 6& per head

of population (12,251) within municipal limits.

H&nskh&li.—Town and head-quarters of a police circle {thdnd) in

Nadiyd District, Bengal ; situated on the left bank of the Chumf river.

Lat. 23
0
21' 30" n., long. 88° 39' 30" e. Seat of considerable trade.

Hanthawadi— District in the Pegu Division, British Burma.

Occupies the seaboard from the China Bakir mouth of the Irawadi to

the Hlaing or Rangoon river ;
known to the ancients as Bokkharadesa,

a name which survives in China Bakir, and extending northwards up the

valley of the Irawadi to about 17
0

N, lat Bounded on the north
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by the Districts of Thonegwa and Tharawadi
; on the east by Pegu

sub-District ; and on the west by Thonegwa. On the first formation of

the District it was known as Rangoon, and included Baw-ru, a strip of

country extending along the eastern slopes of the Pegu Yoma Hills,

from the Bawrugale stream to Taung-gii. In 1864, Baw-ru was added

to Taung-gti, and in 1866 transferred to Shwe-gyin; subsequently the

Kawliya circle was joined to Shwe-gyin, and the Thonzay circle to

Henzada; still later, a large tract in the west was cut off to form a

portion of Thonegwa; and in 1883, the eastern and south-eastern town-

ships, Pegu, Hlaygu, and Syriam were taken from it and formed into

the Pegu sub-District. The head-quarters are at Rangoon town. Area,

according to the Census of 1881, 4236 square miles; according to the

British Burma Administration Report for 1882-83, 4376 square miles.

Population (1881) 427,720 persons.

Physical Aspects.—Hanthawadi District consists of a vast plain stretch-

ing up from the sea between the To or China Bakir, and the Pegu Yomas.

Except the tract lying between the Pegu Yomas on the east, and the

Hlaing river, the country is intersected by numerous tidal creeks, many
navigable by large boats, and some by steamers. The chief of these

are—the Bawlay, with its branch, the Pakwun, communicating with the

Irawadi, and practicable during the rains for river steamers
;
the Pan-

hlaxng, which leaves the Irawadi at Nyaung-don, and joins the Hlaing

a few miles above the town of Rangoon, forming in the rains the usual

route of river steamers from Rangoon; the Thakw£t-pin (popularly

Bassein Creek), which connects the Rangoon river with the To or

China Bakir, and is navigable at all seasons, river steamers using it in

the dry season when the Pan-hlaing is closed.

The Pegu Yomas attain their highest elevation, namely 2000 feet,

in the extreme north of Hanthawadi District, and a few miles lower

down divide into two main branches with many subsidiary spurs.

The western branch, which has a general south-south-west direction,

separates the valleys of the Hlaing and Pugun-daung rivers, and except

in the extreme south, Hanthawadi and Pegu Districts. After rising

into the irregularly - shaped limestone hill called Taung-nyo, a little

south of lat. 1

7

0
, it forms the laterite hills round the great Shew-dagon

Pagoda, and beyond the Pegu river it merges into the alluvial plains of

the delta in Pegu District, being last traceable in the rocks in the

Hmaw-wdn stream. The slopes of the main range are, as a rule, steep,

and the valleys sharply excavated.

The principal river in the District is the Hlaing, which rises near

Prome as the Zay, and, entering Hanthawadi in about lat. 17
0
30' n.,

flows south-south-east, falling into the sea in about lat. 16
0
30' n., under

the name of the Rangoon river. It is navigable at all seasons by the
largest sea-going vessels as far as Rangoon. Its chief tributaries in
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Hanthawadi are the Okkan, Magoyi, Hmavvbi, and Leingon. On the

west the Bawlay, Pan-hlaing, and other tidal creeks connect it with the

Irawadi. The Pugundaung rises in the southern spurs of the Pegu Yoma,
and falls into the Pegu river at Rangoon.

The principal trees found in the District are the mangrove, pyin-ma

(Lagerstrcemia reginae), kanyin (Dipterocarpus alatus), in (Dipterocarpus

tuberculatus), pym-gado (Xylia dolabriformis), etc. There are two teak

reserves, both on the western slopes of the Pegu Yomas, the Maguyi
and the Kyet-pydgan. The area of reserved forests in Hanthawadi
District in 1884 was 554,540 acres, or 867 square miles: revenue,

0,464; expenditure, ^16,752.
History.—Local legends, said to be confirmed by Tamil and Telugu

traditions, state that in some unknown century before Christ, the

inhabitants ofTelingina, or Northern Madras, colonized the coast of

Burma, finding there a Mun population, by which designation the

Peguans still call themselves, whilst Teling^na appears in the modem
word Talaing. The Palm-leaf Records assert that the Shew-dagon

Pagoda was founded by two brothers who had met and conversed with

Gautama Buddha in India. But the first notice of the country that

can be considered as historical is given in the Singhalese Mahdwanso,

which mentions the mission of Sono and Uttaro, sent by the Third

Buddhist Council (244 b.c.) to Suvama-bhumi (Aurea Regio),to spread

the Buddhist faith. It seems clear that the delta of the Irawadi did

not escape from the contest between the followers of the Brahmanical

and Buddhist faiths, which lasted for hundreds of years, until about the

end of the eighth century the victory eventually passed to the one body

in India, and to the other in Burma. One of the results of these

differences was the founding of the city of Pegu, the kings of which

gradually extended their dominions, until in 476 a.d. they ruled the

whole of Ramanna, from the Arakan mountains on the west to the

Salwin on the east.

About 1050 a*d., the country was conquered by Anarawta of

Pagan, and after this it remained subject to the Burmans for about

two centuries. On the gradual disintegration of the Burmese kingdom,

the Talaings rose in rebellion, and the delta remained subject to the

Peguan kings for many years. During the reign of Nandaburin, the

Arakanese took Syriam; and in 1560, Philip de Brito, then in the

service of the Arakanese sovereign, was commanded to hold it. He,

however, proved faithless, and sided with the Portuguese envoy at Goa,

and seized Pegu. He was eventually captured and impaled, and the

delta again passed to the Burmans till 1740, when the Talaings re-

conquered it, only to lose it in 1753 to Alaungpaya. In 1824 the first

Anglo-Burmese war broke out, and a British force entered the river and

took Rangoon. At the close of the campaign the British restored Pegu
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to the king of Burma. Disputes on matters of trade led to the second

Anglo-Burmese war of 1852, at the close of which the present District

of Hanthawadi, with the rest of the Pegu and Irawadi Divisions and
part of the present Tenasserim Division, was annexed.

Population,—Continual war and the cruelties of successive sovereigns

had depopulated the country. In 1855, when Hanthawadi included all

the tracts alluded to above, the population, including that of Rangoon
town, was returned as 137,130. In 1881, the Census showed that there

were 427,720 persons, on an area of 4236 square miles, dwelling in

1 town and 1393 villages, and occupying 72,115 houses. Number
of persons per square mile, 10 1 ; villages per square mile, 3*33;

houses per square mile, 17-8; number of persons per house, 5*9.

The total agricultural population numbered 308,118; and the non-

agricultural, 119,602. Classified according to sex, there were 239,018

males and 188,702 females. Classified according to religion, there

were 408,016 Buddhists, 470 Nat-worshippers, 7908 Hindus, 4085
Muhammadans, 7227 Christians, n Brahmos, and 3 Pdrsis. Classified

according to occupation, 4371 males and 313 females were returned as

belonging to Class L, or professional; 1225 males and 2522 females to

Class II., or domestic
; 145469 males and 3663 females to Class III., or

commercial; 88,504 males and 44,894 females to Class IV., or agri-

cultural; 17,605 males and 17,966 females to Class V., or industrial;

and 112,844 males and 119,314 females to Class VI., or indefinite and

non-productive. The chief towns (exclusive of Rangoon, which is a

District by itself) are—Pegu, with 5891 inhabitants; Twan-te, once

an important place, but now a small village
;
Pyawbway, with 2043

inhabitants; and Tanmanaing, the head - quarters of the Pyawbway
township, with 1603 inhabitants. Of the towns and villages of the

District, 601 contain less than 200 inhabitants, 594 from 200 to 500,

149 from 500 to 1000, 45 from 1000 to 2000, 4 from 2000 to 3000, and

1 above 5000 inhabitants.

Antiquities,—The principal pagodas in the District are the Shwe-dagon

and the Sandaw at Twan-te. The Shwe-dagon is the most celebrated

object of worship in all the Indo-Chinese countries, as enshrining

several hairs of Gautama Buddha. Not far from Twan-te stand a few

ancient pagodas, indicating the site of Khappanganagara and Min-

sladon Hmawbi. Hlaing and T£nbii are sites of more modem, but

still ancient towns.

Agriculture.—The District was once highly cultivated
;
but the con-

tinual wars and rebellions, and later on the measures adopted by the

Burmese conquerors, depopulated the land. The British annexation

gave a new stimulus, and the area under rice (the exportation of which

was prohibited in the Burmese times) commenced at once to increase.

The richest tract is that lying between the To, the Hlaing, the Pan-
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hlaing, and the sea, which now forms the Twan-te and Pyawbway town-

ships, The out-turn varies from 40 baskets (about 12 cwt.) to 30
baskets (9 cwt.) per acre. In 1881-82, the total area under rice was

879,770 acres, and the total area under cultivation, 904,994 acres;

in the year following (1882-83) the area under rice was 984,814 acres,

and the total area under cultivation, 1,013,019 acres. The cultivable

waste in 1881-82 was returned at 2379 square miles, and the uncul-

tivable waste at 421 square miles. Mixed fruit-trees, as mangoes,

jaiks, plantains and inayan (a kind of acid plum), are grown in abun-

dance, occupying 21,615 acres in i88i-82,and 25,375 acres in 1882-83.

At Twan-te is a small grove of Sapodilla plum trees, producing the

royal fruit of the Talaings.

In i860 a pair of buffaloes or plough bullocks cost ;£io ; in 1881 the

price had doubled. The average holding ofan agriculturist in 1852 was

about 10 acres; in 1881 it was, in the case of rice land, nearly 24 acres.

As a general rule, an owner of more than 8 acres hires labourers,

who are paid by the season and live with the farmer. The engagement

includes ploughing, sowing, reaping, threshing, and garnering; but

in some parts natives of India are engaged in gangs at the harvest

season. The average number of a cultivating family is 5*68, and their

average yearly cost of living is about ^18, 10s. a year ; the average cost

of cultivation per acre is os. 9&, or ^24, 18s. for an average

holding. This, with the cost of living, brings the annual expenditure

up to ^43, 8s. The out-turn would be about 850 baskets, selling at

j£ 7 per 100 baskets, or ^59, 10s., giving a net gain of about ^17.
The District contained, in 1881-82, the following agricultural

stock:— 53,799 cows and bullocks, 282 horses and ponies, 671

sheep and goats, 7710 pigs, 91,599 buffaloes, 34 elephants, 22,840 carts,

42,753 ploughs, and 7076 boats. The average rent per acre of land

fitted for rice, is 6s. iod. ; and the average produce per acre, 864 lbs.

The prices ruling in the District in 1881-82, per mound of 80 lbs., were

—for rice, 11s. 64 ; for cotton, 28s. 9d. ; for sugar, 31s. 7^d. ; for salt,

5s. 9d. ;
for tobacco, 34s. 6d. ; for oil-seeds, 43s. i£d.; for cocoa-nut oil,

40s.; and for earth oil, 17s. Skilled labour in 1882-83 cost from 2s.

to 2s. 46. a day ; and unskilled labour, is.

Natural Calamitiesv—West of the Hlaing river the country is liable

to inundation. No doubt this has always been so ; but the embankment
along the right bank of the Irawadi, which protects large areas of land

in other Districts to the westward, causes the floods—which formerly

spread west as well as east—to flow eastward to a greater extent than

before, and has not only increased the flooded area, but has made the

floods higher than formerly. The flood-water enters by the numerous

creeks connecting the Irawadi with the Hlaing, and, passing down the

Pan-hlaing, forces back the Hlaing, causing substantial injury.
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Manufactures,
etc.—The principal articles manufactured in the Dis-

trict are—salt, pottery, nga-pi or fish-paste, mats, and silk and cotton

cloth. The pottery and fish-paste alone are exported. Salt is made

during the hot weather at various places along the sea-coast, and in the

Syriam and Angyi townships, partly by solar evaporation and partly

by boiling in earthen pots. The boiling season lasts for about two

months, and the average out-turn from each pot may be taken at 250

mss, or about 8 cwt., which would sell for £i 9
16s. or j£x 9 18s. The

quantity manufactured is decreasing year by year, owing to the cheap-

ness of imported English salt. Pots for salt -boiling are made at

Kwon-chan-gun, and in the adjoining village of Taw-pa-lway in the

Pyawbway township. The price per hundred varies from ^4, 10s. to

^9. A party of four good workmen will turn out from 100 to 125 pots

per diem. The cost of 100 baskets of sand is 16s.
;
of earth, 5s * The

mixer gets 2s. a day ;
the wheel-turner, fashioner, and finisher, each get

6s. per 100 pots. The expenditure during a season for manufacturing

1250 pots is estimated at ^50, and the net profit at ^25. Ordinary

cooking pots cost from 12s. to 16s. per 100 in the cold season, and 10s.

in the rains. A water-pot costs 3d. in Rangoon city. At Twan-te are

made large water or oil vessels, glazed outside with a mixture of galena

and rice-water, and commonly known as
‘ Pegu jars.’ Nga-pi and

coarse mats, used for ships’ holds, are made chiefly in Pyawbway. Silk-

worms are reared in the Hlaing township, and silk and cotton cloth are

woven in almost every house. The trade of the District centres in

Rangoon Town.
Communication is carried on mainly by the numerous tidal creeks.

The total length of water-way in the District is 492 miles. A
new canal has recently been cut from the Rangoon river, opposite

Rangoon to To, near Twan-te. There are 112 miles of made

roads in the District, the principal being, one from Rangoon towards

Prome, now taken up by the Irawadi Valley State Railway; the

Rangoon and Taung-gd road from Tauk-kyan to Pegu, crossing the

Pegu river by a wooden bridge, and proceeding northwards along the

eastern foot of the Pegu Yomas. The Rangoon and Irawadi Valley

State Railway runs nearly due north for 60J miles to the Minin river,

with stations at Pauk-taw, Hlaw-ga, Hmawbi, Taik-gyi, and Okkan.

The line is single, with a gauge of 3*282 feet Another line is being

constructed from Rangoon to Taung-gd. In 1884 it was finished as far

as Pegu.

Revenue.—No records exist showing the exact revenue raised before

British annexation. The amounts were fixed in viss (3*65 lbs.) of

Gwek-ni silver, each of which is equivalent to about ^13. The total

sum paid by the people in what is now Hanthawadi, Pegu, and a part

of Thonegwa, has been estimated at about jQx 14,560. In 1855-36, the
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net revenue was ^54,509; in 1875-76, ^96,040. The gross revenue

of Hanthawadi District in 1881-82 (the town of Rangoon not

included) was ^281,145 ;
and the land revenue, ^216,004. In the

following year, the gross revenue was ^266,420 and the land revenue

^£2 16,968. The land revenue, capitation tax, and fisheries yield almost

the entire income. The fisheries here, as elsewhere in the Province,

are leased out for a term of five years by auction, and only bona fide

fishermen can bid

Administration.— Under Burmese rule, Hanthawadi and Pegu

consisted of several townships, each under an officer ; . and the

whole was controlled by a Governor, with the power of life and

death, who was in direct communication with the central Government

at Ava. When the British took possession, the local jurisdictions

were to a great extent retained. A Deputy Commissioner was placed in

charge of the District ;
and a myo-ok was appointed to each township,

with limited judicial, fiscal, and police powers
;
with tkugyis in charge

of circles, and gomys under them in charge of village tracts.

Little alteration has been made in the general principles of

administration, with four exceptions—(1) the formation in 1861-62

of a regular police ; (2) a few years later, of an independent prison

department
; (3) later still, of an educational department

; and

(4) the gradual division of the District, as revenue, population,

and administrative labour increased, culminating in the complete

separation of Rangoon town, and the formation in 1883 of three

out of the seven townships into a new District called Pegu. Hantha-

wadi District now comprises two sub-divisions, each containing

two townships. The number of revenue circles is 29. There are 6

courts, presided over by 26 officers exercising civil, criminal, and

revenue powers. The Deputy Commissioner, as magistrate, can try all

offences not punishable with death, and he hears all civil appeals.

The average distance between a village and the nearest court is 26

miles. Gang robberies, which formerly were frequent, are now of rare

occurrence. The police force in 1881-82 consisted of 2 superior

officers, with 53 subordinate officers and 512 men; and cost in that

year, ^14,268, of which ^14,094 was paid from imperial, and ^174
from local funds. The Central and District prison is at Rangoon.

Climate
,,
etc.—The climate is generally depressing, though December

and January are cool and bracing months, with little rain. The rains

last from about the middle of May till the early part of November,

and their commencement and ending is usually marked by con-

siderable electrical disturbance. The average annual rainfall at

Rangoon, which may be taken as the same as that of the whole

District, is 98*71 inches: the rainfall at Rangoon in 188 r was 100*4

inches. In the same year the temperature ranged between 106
0
F.
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as the maximum, and 57° as the minimum. Fever, rheumatism, and

pulmonary complaints are the most prevalent diseases. The hospital

is in Rangoon town. The number of births registered in the District

in 1881 was 7219, and deaths 5158: and in 1883—births, 8320;

deaths, 5643.

Hanum&n-betta.—Peak of the Brdhmagiri, Mysore State. Height

above sea-level, 5*7^ feet.

Hanum&ngarh.—District and town in Bikaner State, RAjputdna—

See Bhatnair.

Hanza.—a principality of the Gilghit country, Kashmir, Punjab.—

See Gilghit.

H&pnr (Hauper).—South-eastern tahsil of Meerut (Merath) District,

North-Western Provinces, comprising the pargands of Hapur, Sardwa,

Garhmukhtesar and Piith, lying along the western bank of the Ganges,

and irrigated by distributaries from the Ganges Canal. Total area,

408 square miles, of which 284 are cultivated. Area assessed for

Government revenue, 389J square miles, of which 269* square miles

are cultivated, 63 square miles cultivable, and the remainder uncultiv-

able waste. Population (1872) 205,140 ; (1881) 199,898, namely,

males 105,414, and females 94,484. showing a decrease of 5242 in

the nine years since 1872. Classified according to religion, there were

in 1881—Hindus, 150,258; Muhammadans, 49.5°9J Jains, 951 and

‘others,’ 36. Of 301 villages comprising the tahsil in 1881, 167 con-

tained less than five hundred inhabitants. Land revenue (at time of

settlement), .£29,412; total Government revenue, £32,534; rental

paid by cultivators, £59,

5

68 1
incidence of Government revenue per

acre 2s. 3d. The tahsil contains 1 criminal court and 5 police

stations (
thdnds); strength of regular police, 66 men; village watch-

men, 448.

Hapur (
Hauper).—Town and municipality in Meerut (Merath) Dis-

trict North-Western Provinces, and head-quarters of Hipur tahsil. Lat.

28° 43' 20" n., long. 7 7° 49' 45" E. Lies on the Meerut and Bulandshahr

road, 18 miles south of Meerut city. Founded, according to tradition,

in 98*3 a.d. by the Dor chieftain Hardatta, from whom it took the name

of Haripur. Perron, the French general in the service of the MardtM

chief Sindhia, established in the neighbourhood a system ofjdgirs or

grants for his disabled veterans. During the Mutiny, Waliddd Khdn

of MiMgarh threatened Hdpur, but was obliged by the loyal Jdts of

Bhatona to retire. Several fine groves surround the town, but the wall

and ditch have fallen out of repair, and only the names of the five gates

now remain. Population (1872) 14,544 J (1881) 13,212, namely, males

6861, and females 6351. In 1881, Hindus numbered 7484J Muham-

madans, 5646 ;
and Jains, 80 ; Christian, 1) and 1 ‘ other.’ Area of

town site, 293 acres. Towards the Jamd Masjid or principal mosque.
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in the centre of the town, the site is somewhat high, but as a rule it is

level, and in places lower than the surrounding fields. Around the town

on all sides are numerous small excavations often filled with water.

The principal bazar, known as the Purina (old) bazar, runs from the

Meerut to the Delhi gate. West of this are the Purina (old) and

Naya (new) mandts or markets, and Mahideoganj, all large business

places running parallel to each other, and bounded on the north by

the Khubiri bazar, and on the south by the Baziz (cloth merchants)

and Halwii (sweetmeat makers) b&zdrs
,
which run out west from the

Purina bdzdr. All these bdzars are well lined with shops, and form a

compact business quarter. The Musalmans reside chiefly to the east,

and here the character of the town is that of a large agricultural village

full of cattle and all the appliances of husbandry. In the west, the

houses are substantial and the streets metalled and drained with

saucer-shaped brick drains; but to the east and throughout the

suburbs, apart from the principal roads, the streets are uneven and

unmade. Water-supply good. Tahsill
,
police station, school-house,

dispensary, 3 sardis, 28 mosques, 29 temples. There is an encamping

ground for troops outside the town. Considerable trade in sugar,

grain, cotton, timber, bamboos, and brass utensils. Municipal revenue

in 1875-76, ^1208 ; in 1881-82, £1512 ; from taxes,^1405, or 2s. i£d.

per head of population. The town was formerly the head-quarters

of the famous H£pur Stud.

Har&i.—Estate or zaminddA in the north-east of Chhindwira

District, Central Provinces; comprising 90 villages, of which 89 are

inhabited. It consists of a mountainous country north of Amarwdra,

and a lowland tract opening on the Narbada (Nerbudda) valley, and

containing a masonry fort, where the chief resides. Area, 164 square

miles. Population (1881) 13,449, namely, males 688r, and females

6568. Number of houses, 2511. The chief is a Gond, and receives

from Government ^5 12 per annum, in commutation of former privi-

leges. Chief village, Harii, lat. 22
0
37' n., long. 79

0
18' e. Population

(1881) 1797, inhabiting 420 houses.

—Mountain in Kashmir State, Punjab; a peak of the.

lofty range which bounds that kingdom on the north, Lat. 34
0
26' N.,

long. 75
0
E. Thornton states that a small lake, known as Ganga Bal,

nestles on its northern slope, and forms an object of great veneration

to the Hindus. Estimated elevation above sea-level, 13,000.

Har&Otf (.Harowtee).

—

Tract in Eijputana.—See Kotah.

Harappa.—Village in Montgomery District, Punjab ;
lying on the

south bank of the R£vi, 16 miles south-east of Kot Kamalia. Lat.

30° 40' n., long. 72
0

53" e. Now a hamlet of no importance, but

identified by General Cunningham with the site of a town in the

territory of the Malli, attacked and taken by Alexander the Great,
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The ruins cover an area 3 miles in circumference, scattered over with

large broken bricks. The principal remains occupy a mound forming

an irregular square, with sides about half a mile in length. On the

western side, where the mass of ruins lie, the mound rises to a height

of 60 feet, and encloses solid walls built of huge bricks, apparently

belonging to some extensive building. Coins of early date have been

picked up amongst the debris. Tradition assigns the foundation of the

ancient city to an eponymous Rija Harappa. The only modem public

building is a police station
;
but till quite recently, Harappa ranked as

head-quarters of a tahsil. It is a station on the Sind, Punjab, and
Delhi Railway.

Harchokd.—Village in Chang Bhak£r State, Chutid Ndgpur. Lat.

2

3

0
51' 30" n., long. 8i° 45' 30" e. ; situated on the Muwdhi river near

the northern boundary of the State. Remains of extensive rock

excavations, supposed to be temples and monasteries, were discovered

here a few years ago.

HardA.—Western tahsil or revenue Sub-division in Hoshangdbdd
District, Central Provinces. Area, 1942 square miles, containing 1

town and 584 villages, with 30,222 houses. Total population (1881)

146,782, namely, males 76,183, and females 70,599; average density

of population, 75 ’58 persons per square mile
;
number of persons per

village, 251. Of the total number of villages, 518 contain less than five

hundred inhabitants. Of the total area of the tahsil, 926 square miles
,

or less than half, are assessed for Government revenue. Of these, 476
square miles were returned in 1881 as under cultivation; 309 square miles

as cultivable ; and 141 square miles as uncultivable waste. Total amount
of Government land revenue, including local rates and cesses, ,£14,477,
or nfd. per cultivated acre. Total rental paid by cultivators, including

cesses, ,£49,108, or an average of 2s. nd. per cultivated acre. The
total adult male and female population in 1881 numbered 47,236,
or 32-18 per cent of the total tahsil population; average available

area of cultivated and cultivable land, 13 acres per head. The
tahsil contains (1884) 1 criminal and 3 civil courts; number of
police stations (thdnds), 4, besides 8 outpost stations

; strength of police

force, 176 men.

Harddt.—Town and municipality in Hoshangibad District, Central
Provinces, and head-quarters of Hardd tahsil. Lat. 22

0
ar' n., long.

77
0

8' e. ; lying on the high road to Bombay. Being a station on
the Great Indian Peninsula Railway, it has superseded Handta,
which is 12 miles distant. Population (1877) 9170 ; (1881) 11,203,
namely, males 6or8, and females 5185. In r88r, Hindus numbered
8471 ; Muhammadans, 2138; Christians, 244; Jains, 323; Pdrsfs, 26;
and Jew, 1. Under the Mardthds an dmil or governor resided at •

Hardd; and on the opening of the campaign of r8i7. Sir John
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Malcolm made the town his head-quarters. Since the cession in

1844, this already thriving place has been further improved, mainly by
Mr. J. F. Beddy, formerly Assistant Commissioner at Hardi, who
among other benefits secured a good water-supply by throwing a dam
across the river. Principal trade, export of grain and oil-seeds.

Municipal income (1882-83), ^3344, of which £276$ was derived

from taxation, mainly octroi dues
;

average incidence of taxation,

5s. 4^d. per head.

Hardoi.— A District of Oudh in the Sft£pur Division or Com-
missionership, under the jurisdiction of the Lieutenant-Governor of

the North-Western Provinces, lying between 26° 53' and 27
0
47' n. lat,

and between 79
0
44' and 8o° 52' e. long. In shape, the District forms an

irregular parallelogram between the Gdmti and Ganges
; greatest length

from north-west to south-east, 78 miles
;

average breadth, 46 miles.

Bounded on the north by Shahjah£npur and Kheri
;
on the east by

Sitipur, the Gtfmti marking the boundary line; on the south by
Lucknow and Undo ;

and on the west by Farukhabad, from which it

is separated by the Ganges. Area, 2311*6 square miles. Population

(1881) 987,630 persons. The administrative head-quarters are at

Hardoi Town.
Physical Aspects.—Hardoi is a level District, the highest point lying

north of Pihdni, near the Grimti, 490 feet above sea-level. The country

continues high along the Gumti, with a breadth of from 3 to 8 miles,

sinking eastward into the central plain, which is from 10 to 20 miles

broad, and intersected by the Sai river. Beyond this plain the country

again rises, forming the watershed between the Sdi and Garra, with

other tributaries of the Ganges, the elevation being from 470 to 480
feet The main portion of the District is formed by the valley of the

Sdi. Beyond the Garra lies the valley of the Ganges, with an elevation

of 396 feet at Sandi. Towards the Ganges, near Sandi and Bflgrdm,

the land is uneven, and often rises into hillocks of sand, cultivated at

the base, and their slopes covered with lofty munj grass, whose large

waving white plumes form a graceful feature in the landscape. Wide
usar or saline plains run through the middle of the District on each

side of the line of railway, and are almost wholly uncultivable. The
soil of Hardoi is lighter than that of perhaps any other District of

Oudh, 27 per cent, being sand, 56 per cent, loam, and 17 per cent,

clay. The rivers of Hardoi, commencing from the west, are the

Ganges, Ramgangd, Garra, Sukhet£, Sdi, Baita, and Grimti. The
first three are navigable by boats of 500 maunds or about 17 tons

burden. The Gtfmti is here a small river, whose dry-weather discharge

is not more than 300 cubic feet ;
it has high sandy banks, and is easily

fordable. The Sii is also an insignificant stream in Hardoi.

There are no river marts in the District except Sandi on the Garra,
VOL. v. x
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and no fisheries or river-side industries are carried on, with the exception

of a little timber traffic on the Ganges. Several large jhils or lakes are

scattered throughout the District, the largest being that of Sdndi,

which is 3 miles long by from 1 to 2 miles broad. These jhils are

much used for irrigation, 126,000 acres being watered from them.

Large tracts of forest jungle still exist, and formerly afforded shelter to

bands of robbers. Tigers have been exterminated, but leopards are

still found in the northern jungles. Antelope, spotted deer, and

nilgai are common. Wild duck, teal, grey duck, and the common goose

are more abundant in Hardoi than in any other District of Oudh
3 and

the chain of jhils which dot the lower levels of the S£i valley abound

in all kinds of water-fowl. Fine rohu fish are found in the Garra and

Ramgang^ rivers.

History.—The early traditions of this District go back to the days of

the Mahdbhdrata
,,
and relate how BaMram, the brother of Krishna,

accompanied by Brahmans, was making a tour of the sacred places of

the land. On coming on Nimkhdr, he found certain holy Rishis

engaged in hearing the sacred books read 3 and as one of them would

not rise to salute him, he smote off his head with a blade of kusd grass.

In order to purge himself of his guilt, it was required of him that he

should rid the holy men of a certain demon named Bfl, who dwelt in

a lonely spot where now stands the town of Bilgram, and who used to

persecute the worshippers at Nimkhdr, by raining blood and filth upon

their sacrifices. Balaam accordingly slew the demon, and a low

mound at Bilgram is still pointed out as the site of his abode.

Passing from mythological times, the first authentic records of Hardoi

are connected with the Musdlman colonization. B£wan was occupied

by Sayyid Salar Masadd in 1028 a.d. The Shaikhs declare that they

conquered Bilgrdm in 1013, but the permanent Muhammadan occupation

did not commence till 1217. Gopamau was the earliest conquest in

Oudh effected by Sayyid Sater 3
and descendants of the early conquerors

are still to be found. The settlement of Pdli by a Pdnde Brahman, a

Risalddr, and a Shaikh, all three of whom are represented at this day by

men of property in the neighbourhood, is a curious illustration of the

occasional stability of oriental families. Isauli in Bangar was also

conquered by Sayyid Saldr
3

but Sandi and Sdndfla were not occupied

until long afterwards. The latter was the capital of a Pasi kingdom,

which seems to have spread over the country down both banks of the

Gtfmti and the S£i, extending from its original seat at Dhaurahra and

MitaulL The Pisis are still very powerful in Hardoi.

Owing to the situation of the District on the eastern side of the

Ganges, and to the fact of its commanding the fords near the great city of

Kanauj, Hardoi formed the scene of many sanguinary battles between

the rival Afghan and Mughal Empires. It was here that the Sharki kings
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of Jaunpur mustered their forces, and bid defiance to the Lodi sovereigns

of Delhi. Here, again, the Khilji for a briefspace rallied his forces against

the Mughals, and established his head-quarters at Bi'lgrdm. In yet later

times, Hardoi formed the border-land between the Nawdb Wazfr of Oudh
and the Rohilla Afghans. It was this constant passage of armies

which rendered the formation of any organized government in Hardoi

impossible till after the accession of Akbar. In his time, the whole of

the north of the District was a jungle, and the few settlements which

had been made there were mere military outposts. With the Mughals

cannon came into general use
;
and the fords of the Ganges lost their

former strategical importance, as the crossing of troops could be pro-

tected by the new engine of warfare. Hardoi then ceased to be the

natural meeting - place of eastern and western India; jungles were

cleared
;
new Muhammadan colonies were established at Gopdmau by

Akbar, and at ShdhdMd and Sdndi by Shah Jabln.

It is not clear what were the precise relations of these Musalman
chieftains to their Hindu neighbours. The Bilgr&n family pretend to

have had authority over pargands Bawan, Sindi, and Hardoi. But the

few villages comprising their present estate appeared to have been

slowly acquired by purchase at different times, extending over a long

period. In like manner, the S^ndila Musalmans are not even mentioned

by Colonel Sleeman as landlords, and the larger part of their property

was acquired at a very recent date. The country was probably covered

with jungle, and the few scattered villages of Hindus were dominated

by the brick forts of the Musalmans. The principal landed clans of

Rajputs are the following :—The Ahbans, really Ch£wars, who claim to

be sprung from Rdjd Gopi, and to have occupied Gopamau, having

previously ousted the Thatheras, about 100 a.d. The Sombansis came
from Kumhrdw£n to S£ndi about 1400. Their chief was compelled to

yield to the Musalmdns, but he retained Sandi for some time, and
then abandoned it for Sivajfpur, where his descendant still remains.

The Gaurs, the most powerful clan in the District, occupy the central

tract, having, as alleged, driven out the Thatheras from Bawan and
Sara during the time of the Kanauj sovereignty, about 1118. The
Nikumbhs say that they came from Alwir (Ulwur) about 1450 ;

the

Katiars from Farukh£b£d about 1550; and the Bais of Gundwafrom
Baiswara.

Under native rule, Hardoi was the most turbulent of all the Districts

of Oudh. It was divided into the chaklds of S£ndfla, Sdndi, P£li, and
Tandiion, the latter including the wild tract of Bangar, east of and
along the Sai, in which the Pdsis, the ancestral lords of the soil, had
taken refuge, and maintained a guerilla warfare against ail authority,

Hindu or Musalmdn, supported in many cases by their Rdjput neigh-

bours. Ahrori, in pargand Gopamau, was their main residence* Colonel
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Sleeman in his ‘Diary,’ under date 22nd January 1849, thus describes

the state of this part of the country : ‘Tandidon, 8 miles west. The
country level ;

in parts well cultivated, particularly in the vicinity of

villages; but a large portion of the surface is covered with jungle,

useful only to robbers and refractory landholders, who abound in the

pargand of Bangar. In this respect, it is reputed one of the worst

Districts of Oudh. Within the last few years, the king’s troops have

been frequently beaten and driven out with loss, even when commanded
by a European officer. The landholders and armed peasantry of the

different villages unite their quotas of auxiliaries, and concentrate at

a given signal upon the troops when they are in pursuit of robbers

and rebels. Almost every able-bodied man of every village in Bangar

is trained to the use of arms
; and none of the king’s troops, save those

who are regularly disciplined and commanded by European officers,

will venture to move against a landholder of this District. When the

local authorities cannot obtain the use of such troops, they are obliged

to conciliate the most powerful and unscrupulous by reductions in the

assessment of the lands, or additions to their nankdrJ

This, be it remembered, was written in 1849, shortly before the

annexation. Hardoi, together with the rest of Oudh, became
British territory under Lord Dalhousie’s Proclamation of February

1856. Since the Sepoy rebellion in 1857, civil order has been

firmly established, and nothing has occurred to disturb the peace of

the District.

Population.—The population of Hardoi District, according to the

Census of 1869, amounted to 931,377 persons. In 1881, the popula-

tion was returned at 987,630, showing an increase of 56,253, or 6 per

cent., during the twelve years since 1869. The results arrived at

by the Census of 1881 may be briefly stated as follows:—Area of

District, 2311*6 square miles; number of towns and villages, 1882;

houses, 147,073. Total population (1881) 987,630, namely, males

531,704, and females 455,926; proportion of males, 53*8 per cent.

Average density of population, 427 per square mile; towns or villages

per square mile, *81; persons per town or village, 524; houses per

square mile, 63*6; persons per house, 6*7. Classified according

to religion, the Hindus number 884,967, of whom 54*1 per cent, are

males and 45*9 per cent, females. Female infanticide was formerly

extremely common in Hardoi, and the small proportion of females is

probably due to the fact that the offence has not yet been altogether

stamped out. The Muhammadans number 102,572, of whom 51*8 per

cent, are males and 48*2 per cent, females ; Christians, European and
native, 75 ; Sikhs, 15 ; and Jain, 1.

The most numerous caste are the Chamdrs, 160,939, who form

18 per cent, of the Hindu population. Next in order of number
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come the Brdhmans, 108,981 ; and the 44 clans of Rdjputs, 73,808.

All these castes are mostly yeoman proprietors and cultivators. The
other principal high castes are—Baniyas, 25,487 ;

and Kayasths, 9495.

Of lower castes, there are—Ahirs, 70,358; Kachhis, 87,680; Ktfrmis,

19,014; Basis, 72,326; Gadarias, 35,500; Kahars, 24,661. The
strongest sections among the Muhammadan population are the Pathdns,

Shaikhs, JuHhas (Muhammadan weavers), Sayyids, and Mughals ; but

the Census Report does not give the Muhammadan population according

to race or clan. In religion, the Muhammadans are returned as—Sunnis,

99j458; Shias, 3x14. The Musalmdns reside principally in the large

towns, but even in these they form the minority of the population. In

some cases they have inhibited the building of temples ; and recently,

on a protest being made against a temple being erected by a Hindu
R£j£ on his own land in the town of S&idila, it appeared on inquiry

that no Hindu temple had ever been built in the town, owing to the

bigotry of the Muhammadans. But such instances are not common,

and Musalm^ns often join in the Rdmlild.
,
and other religious celebra-

tions of the Hindus. Hardoi has a larger urban population than

any other Oudh District except Lucknow. Out of 14 towns in Oudh
containing upwards of 10,000 inhabitants, 5 are situated within this

District. None of them, however, are places of any trade, and only

one, Sandi, is situated on a navigable river. The 9 largest towns and
their populations are

—

Shahabad, population (1881) 18,510; Sandila,

14,865 ;
Bilgram, 11,067; Mallanwan, 10,970; Hardoi, 10,026;

Sandi, 9810; Pihani, 7540; Gopamau, 5374; and Madhuganj,
3088,—all of which see separately. Of these, the first seven are

regularly constituted municipalities. The several villages and town-

ships are thus classified in the Census Report of 3881:—584 contain

less than 200 inhabitants ; 652 from 200 to 500 ; 418 from 500 to 1000

;

184 from 1000 to 2000 ; 36 from 2000 to 5000 ; 3 from 5000 to 10,000

;

and 5 from 10,000 upwards.

As regards occupation, the Census Report classifies the popula-

tion into the following six main groups:—Class (1) Professional,

including Government servants, civil and military, and the learned

professions, 7932; (2) domestic servants, inn and lodging-house

keepers, etc., 1432 ; (3) commercial, including merchants, traders,

carriers, etc., 8274; (4) agricultural and pastoral, 259,644; (5) manu-

facturing and industrial, 42,009; (6) indefinite and unproductive

(comprising 24,626 general labourers, and 187,787 male children and

persons of unspecified occupations), 212,413.

The principal religious fairs are the following:—At Bflgrdm, in

September, on the occasion of the Rdmlild festival, lasting ten days,

and attended by about 40,000 persons ;
at Hattia Haran, during the

whole month of Bhadra (August—September), attended by 100,000
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persons ; at Barsuya, in April and November, the Paramhansa Samddh

festival, lasting for a single day on each occasion, and attended by from

15,000 to 20,000 persons. These, together with several smaller fairs,

are held for religious purposes, and have no commercial importance.

Agriculture,.— Rice, wheat, and other food -grains form the great

staples of agriculture. With regard to the crops cultivated, the

seasons of sowing and reaping, rates of rent, condition of the cultivators,

etc., the remarks on these heads made in the articles Kheri and

Lucknow apply equally to this District. The area under crops is

863,004 acres, or 1349 square miles, being more than half the entire

area. The remaining area consists of 394,309 acres available for

cultivation and for grazing lands, and 214,796 acres of uncultivable

waste. The area under each description of crop in 1882-83, including

land bearing two crops, is thus returned :—Wheat, 449,379 acres ; rice,

25,062 acres ; other food-grains, 554,646 acres ; oil-seeds, 8902 acres

;

sugar-cane, 10,263 acres; cotton, 14,014 acres; opium, 8014 acres;

indigo, 6889 acres; fibres, 2426 acres; tobacco, 7928 acres; and

vegetables, 13,086 acres: total (including land bearing two crops),

1,100,609 acres. The average out-turn of the different crops in

1882-83 is returned as follows :—Wheat, 420 lbs. per acre ; rice,

267 lbs.
;
inferior food-grains, 370 lbs.; cotton, 64 lbs.; other fibres,

136 lbs.
;

oil-seeds, 70 lbs. ; opium, 20 lbs. ; sugar, 1834 lbs. ; and

tobacco, 264 lbs. an acre. Excluding revenue-free grants, the area of

the District is thus classified:—59 per cent, under crops; 2 percent,

groves
; 25 per cent, cultivable waste

; 5J per cent, barren
; 5J per cent,

water area
; 3 per cent, roads and village sites. A plough and pair of

oxen are able to cultivate 6 acres of loam or clay, or 8 acres of sandy

soil. The agricultural stock in the District in 1882-83 was returned

as follows:—Cows and bullocks, 377,351; horses, 1463; ponies,

I 3> 159; donkeys, 3552 ; sheep and goats, 106,142; pigs, 37,1393
carts, 4756; ploughs, 115,417. The average price of wheat and
bdjra for the three decennial periods ending 1870 are returned as

follows :—1841-50, wheat 3s. s|d. per cwt, bdjra 3s. 2d. per cwt.

;

1851-60, wheat 3s. 2d., bdjra 3s. id.; 1861-70, wheat 4s. 2d., bdjra

4s. 3d. per cwt The average rates in 1870 for food-grains at the

Mddhuganj mart were as follows:—Common unhusked rice, 4s. 9^d.

per cwt; common husked rice, 10s. 8d. ; wheat, 5s. ndL ; barley,

4s, 2d. ; bdjra.> 5s. 4& ;
jodr

7 5s. id.
;
gram, 4s. 7d. ; arhar

y
4s. 4d.

;

urid) 7s. 6d.
;
moth,

,
7s. ; mug, 5s. 7d. ; masuri

\

4s. 8d. per cwt The
average prices for staple food products in 1883 were returned as

follows :— "Wheat, 5s. 7d.
;

gram, 4s. ;
rice (best), 8s. 7d. ; rice

(common), 7s. ; sugar (refined), ^2, 6s. ;
and gur or crude sugar,

8s. 7d. per cwt The food-grains in common use among the peasantry

axe maize, kodo
y bdjra

,

and /odr, made into bread-cakes ; barley and gram
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parched and eaten dry ;
and peas, moth

,
and urid as pottage. Two meals

are taken a day, at noon and sundown. Fish are abundant, and ought

to form an important article of diet, but owing to the dearness of salt,

the people are unable to cure them
;
and thus, while they are used as

manure at one time of the year, there is a scarcity during the remaining

months.

Landed property in Hardoi is more evenly divided under the

different tenures than is usual in Oudh. The distribution is as follows :

—T&lukdari, 392 villages ;
zaminddri, 802; pattidarl

, 765 villages.

The several clans of Rdjputs hold 1163 villages
;

the Musalmdns
come next with 409; and following them are the Kayasths with 158,

and the Brihmans with 157. Hardoi is conspicuous for the absence

of the great feudal chiefships so common in other Oudh Districts.

There are only 17 tdlukddrs
,

holding altogether 432 villages (com-

prising 364,925 acres), and paying ^36,035 of Government revenue.

The largest estates are those of Khaslat Husain, 53,857 acres, paying

^£51 16; and of Kija Tilak Singh, 43,166 'acres, paying ^£*4406 of

Government revenue. The small proprietors number 21,758, holding

1588 villages, covering 1,105,000 acres, or an average of 50 acres each.

The total male agricultural population of Hardoi District in 1881

amounted to 258,580, cultivating an average of 3*57 acres each. The
total population, however, dependent on the soil, amounted to 724,135,

or 73*32 per cent, of the District population. Of the total District

area of 2311*6 square miles, 2190 square miles are assessed for

Government revenue. Of these, 1408 square miles are under culti-

vation; 483 square miles are cultivable, and the remainder uncultiv-

able waste. Total amount of Government assessment, including local

rates and cesses on land, ^141,787, or 3s. ifd. per cultivated acre.

Total rental actually paid by cultivators, including cesses, ^295,534,
or 6s. 4fd. per cultivated acre. The average wages of a skilled

workman is 7 ., and of an unskilled workman, 5Jd. per diem.

Communications
,
Trade

^
Commerce

,,
etc.—The Oudh and Rohilkhand

Railway from Lucknow to Shdhjahanpur runs through Hardoi for a

distance of 62 miles, with stations at Sindila, Kachond, Sitapur road,

Hardoi, Chandpur, and ShdMbad. There are also 329 miles of raised

and bridged roads, and 73 miles of minor roads, intersecting the

District. The principal imports are cotton, salt, country cloth, and

European piece-goods; the exports are food -grains, sugar, tobacco,

homed cattle, and hides. In 1875, value of the imports was

returned at ^102,952, and the exports at ^62,977. The. only manu-

facture of any note carried on is in the weaving of a peculiar description

of muslin known as mahmudi,

Administration.—The judicial staff consists of 3 European and 6

native magistrates, besides 9 native honorary magistrates, all of whom
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have also civil and revenue powers. The total revenue of the District

in 1871 amounted to ^158,676, of which ^145,213, or 90 per cent.,

was derived from the land; and the civil expenditure to ^18,705. At
the recent revised land settlement, between 1864 and 1868, the Govern-

ment land revenue demand was enhanced by 42 per cent. In 1875
the gross revenue amounted to ;£i 70,952, of which the land con-

tributed ^151,396; total civil expenditure, ^18,476. The total

revenue of the District showed a slight falling off in 1881-82, and
amounted to ^161,897, of which the land-tax contributed ^131,994;
civil expenditure, ^24,081. The regular police force in 1881-82 con-

sisted of 448 officers and men, maintained at a cost to Government of

^5903 ; the village watch or rural police numbered 1254, maintained

by the landholders or villagers at a cost of ^3592 ;
and the municipal

force of 137 men, costing ^787 from municipal funds. Hardoi

District possesses a singular immunity from crime
; daily average

number of prisoners in the District jail and lock-up in 1882-83, 2787.
Education has made considerable progress. In 1873 there were 4762
scholars attending 102 schools (of which 13 were girls’ schools). By
1875 number of schools had increased to 142, and of pupils to

5877. In 1881 there was a total of 133 Government-inspected schools,

with a roll of 5108 pupils. This is exclusive of unaided and uninspected

schools; and the Census Report in 1881 returned 3479 boys and 112

girls as under instruction, besides 18,838 males and 206 females able to

read and write, but not under instruction. There are no newspapers,

or literary or educational societies, in the District.

Medical Aspects, etc.—The climate of Hardoi does not differ from

that of Oudh generally, except that it has* perhaps the smallest rainfall

of any District in the Province. The average annual rainfall for the

fifteen years ending 1882 was about 35J inches, that of the Province

generally being about 42. In 1873, the rainfall was only 21 inches,

in 1874, 31 inches, and in 1881, 34*6 inches, being the lowest recorded

in Oudh in each year. The average mean monthly temperature for the

three years 1869 to 1871 was as follows:—January, 59
0
F. ; February,

66£°; March, 75°; April, 75
0

; May, 92£°; June, 94^; July, 87°;

August, 86£°; September, 82^°; October, 77
0

; November, 69°;

December, 6i° F. No later thermometrical returns are available.

Malarial fevers are the only prevailing endemic disease of the District,

and are attributable to the extensive marshes. Epidemic cholera

occasionally occurs, and small-pox prevails annually, generally in the

cold season. Cattle diseases known as paschima and kurd are common.
The total number of deaths registered in the District in 1882 was

29,116, or at the rate of 29-41 per thousand of the population. Of
the deaths, 22,009, or 23-86 per thousand, were assigned to fevers ; 1347,
or 1-46 per thousand, to small-pox ; and 1013, or i*io per thousand, to
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cholera. Charitable dispensaries at Hardoi, Sindila, ShaMbad, and

Bilgr&n afforded medical relief in 1883 to 36,928 out-door and 1076

in-door patients. [For further information regarding Hardoi District,

see the Settlement Report^ by Messrs. E. O. Bradford, A. H. Harrington,

and W. Blennerhassett (1875-76) ; the North-Western Provinces and

Oudh Census Report for 1881 ; the Oudh Gazetteer (vol. ii., Lucknow,

1877) ;
and the Administrative and Departmental Reportsfor the North-

Western Provinces and Oudh
, 1880-1883.]

Hardoi.—Tahsil or Sub-division of Hardoi District, Oudh; lying

between 27
0

9' and 27
0
39' n. lat., and between 79

0
52' 30" and 8o° 31'

e. long., and bounded on the north by ShdMb^d tahsil, on the east by

Mfsrikh tahsil of Sitapur, on the south by S^ndila and Bilgram tahsils,

and on the west by Bflgram. Area, 638 square miles, of which 359
are cultivated. Population (1869) 227,909; (1881) 261,107, namely,

Hindus, 242,026; Muhammadans, 19,011; and ‘others/ 70; males

numbered 142,184, and females 118,923. Increase of population in

the twelve years since 1869, 33,198, or 14-6 per cent. Number of

villages or towns, 467, of which 280 contained less than five hundred

inhabitants ; average density of population, 409 per square mile. The
tahsil consists of the 5 parganas of Bangar, Gop^mau, Sara (South),

Bawan, and Barw^n. It contains 1 civil and 6 criminal courts,

including the head-quarter courts; 2 police circles (tkdnds); regular

police, 45 men; municipal police, 21 ;
village watchmen (

chaukiddrs),

675 -

Hardoi.—Chief town and administrative head-quarters of Hardoi

District, Oudh ; on the Oudh and Rohilkhand Railway, 63 miles from

Lucknow, and 39 from Sh&hjahanpur. Lat. 27
0

23' 40" n., long. 8o°

1 o' 5" e. The town appears to have been founded more than 700 years

ago by a body of Chamdr Gaurs from Narkanjari, near Indore, who
drove out the Thatheras and destroyed their fortress, the remains of

which still exist in the shape of large mounds. The present town is

largely built of bricks dug out of the old Thathera remains. Hardoi

itself is a place of no importance. It was selected as the head-quarters

of the District on the occupation of the country after the Sepoy Mutiny

of 1857, apparently for its central position. Population (1872) 7156 ;

(1881) 10,026, namely, males 6020, and females 4006. Classified

according to religion, there were in 1881—Hindus, 7852 ;
Muham-

madans, 2107; Christians, 53; and ‘others/ 14. Area of town site,

480 acres. The Government buildings consist of the usual courts,

police station, jail, school, dispensary, tahsilddr’s office, etc. Bi-weekly

market. Hardoi has been constituted a municipality under Act ^
of 1873; revenue in 1881-82, ^800, derived almost entirely from

octroi ; expenditure, ^783.
Hardoi—Pargand of tahsil Digbijaiganj, Rai Bareli District, Oudh

;
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bounded on the north by the little river Naiya, on the east by Sim-

rduta, on the south by R&i Bareli, and on the west by Bachhrawdn

pargands. The land was formerly occupied by the Bhars, who suc-

ceeded in defeating a party of Sayyid S&Mr’s invading force about 1030

a.d. They continued to hold this pargand, just in the centre of Oudh,

and far from any seat of civilisation, 400 years longer, till the beginning

of the 15th century, when they were attacked and utterly annihilated

by Ibrdhim Sharki of Jaunpur, who bestowed the estate upon one of

his followers, Sayyid Jaldl-ud-dfn, whose descendants still reside in

the town. Area, 15,561 acres; Government land-tax, ^3996, or at the

rate of 5s. i£d. per acre. Population (1869) 15,706, residing in 23

villages, of which 15 were tdlukddri and 8 the property of village com-

munities. Population (1881) 13,173, namely, males 6397, and females

6776, showing a decrease of 25 33, or i6‘i per cent., in the twelve years

since 1869. The soil is very fertile, yielding the best crops ;
and rents

in consequence are high. In one township, Asni—celebrated for its

tobacco—the rents are as high as ^4, 16s. per acre. Kurmls are the

chief cultivating caste. Saltpetre and salt were formerly manufactured,

but this industry has been discontinued since the British annexation*

Two small markets, in Atehra and Pdra Khurd. About 15,000 mounds

of wheat are annually exported to Lucknow and Cawnpur.

Hardoi.—Town in Digbijaiganj tahsil
,
Rai Bareli District, Oudh,

and head-quarters of Hardoi tahsU

;

situated on the road from Digbi-

jaiganj to Bachhr£w£n, 12 miles north of Rdi Bareli town, and 4 miles

east of Thulendi. Lat. 26° 28' n., long. 8i° 15' e. Founded by a Bhar

chief named Hardoi, prior to Masaud’s unsuccessful invasion. On the

extermination of the Bhars by Sultdn Ibrahim of Jaunpur, a mud fort

was built here, the ruins of which still exist Two masonry mosques,

and idgah, and Hindu temple.

Harduaganj.—Town in Aligarh District, North-Western Provinces.

Lies in the open plain, 6 miles east ofAligarh. Lat. 27
0
56' 30" n., long.

78° n' 40" e. Area, 80 acres. Population (1872)5205 ; (1881)4520,
namely, 3901 Hindus, 585 Muhammadans, and 34 Jains, Founded
by Hardwd or Balaram, brother of Krishna, but containing no remains
to justify this mythical antiquity. Occupied by Chauh£n Rajputs after

the Musalman conquest of Delhi. Plundered during the Mutiny by
neighbouring villagers. Fine open bizdr lined with good shops, police

station, post-office, school. R&mpur station on the Oudh and Rohil-

khand Railway lies 3 miles north
; and the Ganges Canal, passing 1

mile east, carries off most of the local traffic. Imports—salt, timber,

and bamboos; exports—cotton and grain. The canal irrigates the

surrounding lands. A small municipal revenue is raised for police and
conservancy purposes under the provisions of Act xx. of 1856.
Hardw&r.—Ancient historical town and place of pilgrimage in Sahd-
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ranpur District, North-Western Provinces. Lat. 29
0
57' 30" n., long. 78°

12' 52" e. Population {1872) 4800 ;
(18S1) 3614. Distant from Rrirki

(Roorkee) 17 miles north-east; from Sahiranpur town 39 miles north-

east. Situated on the right bank of the Ganges, at the foot of the

Siw^lik Hills, close by the gorge through which the river debouches upon

the plains. On the opposite shore rises the hill of Chandi Pahar, whose

summit is crowned by a temple, connected with those of Hardwar*

The Ganges here divides into many shallow channels, intercepted by

islands. The town is of great antiquity, and has borne many names.

It was originally known as Kapila or Gupila, from the sage Kapila,

who passed his life in religious austerities at the spot still pointed out

as Kapilasth&ia. Hwen Thsang, the Chinese Buddhist pilgrim, in

the 7th century a.d., visited a city which he calls Mo-yu-lo, and the

remains of which still exist at Mayapur, a little to the south of the

modern town. He describes the site as some 3^ miles in circumfer-

ence, enclosing a dense population; and General Cunningham finds

that the existing ruins strongly confirm his account. The ruins are

thus described in the Report of the Archceological Survey
,
voL ii. p.

233
4 These traces extend from the bed of a torrent, which enters the

Ganges near the modem temple of Sarovan£th, to the old fort of R£j£

Ben, on the bank of the canal, a distance of 7500 feet. The breadth

is irregular
;
but it could not have been more than 3000 feet at the

south end, and at the north end, where the Siwilik Hills approach the

river, it must have been contracted to 1000 feet. These dimensions

give a circuit of 19,000 feet, or rather more than 3^ miles. Within

these limits there are the ruins of an old fort, 750 feet square, attributed

to Rdja Ben, and several lofty mounds covered with broken bricks, of

which the largest and most conspicuous is immediately above the canal

bridge. There are also three old temples dedicated to Ndr&yana-sila, to

Miya Devi, and to Bhairava. The celebrated ghat
y
called the Pairi or

“feet” ghdt
y
is altogether outside these limits, being upwards of 2000

feet to the north-east of the Sarovan^th temple. The antiquity of the

place is undoubted, not only from the extensive foundations of large

bricks which are everywhere visible, and the numerous fragments of

ancient sculpture accumulated about the temples, but from the great

variety of the old coins, similar to those of Sugh, which are found here

every year. The temple of N£rdyana-sil£, or Ndriyana-bali, is made of

bricks 9J inches square and 2^ inches thick, and is plastered on the

outside* Collected around it are numerous squared stones and broken

sculptures. One of the stones has belonged to the deeply-carved,

cusped roof of an old temple. Amongst the broken sculptures I was

able to identify only one small figure of Buddha, the ascetic, surrounded

by smaller figures of ascetic attendants. The temple of Miya Devi is
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built entirely of stone ;
and, from the remains of an inscription over the

entrance doorway, I think it may be as old as the ioth or nth
century. The principal statue, which is called Mdya Devi, is a three-

headed and four-armed female in the act of killing a prostrate figure.

In one of the hands I- recognised the chakra
,,
or discus ; in another

there was an object like a human head ;
and in a third hand the trisuL

This is certainly not the figure of Mdya Devf, the mother of Buddha,

nor is it exactly that of any goddess with which I am acquainted. It

corresponds best with the figures of Durga ;
but if the name assigned

to it is correct, the figure must be that of the Purdnik Mdya Devi, who,

according to the Bhagavata, was the “ energy of the supreme, and by

her, whose name is Maya, the Lord made the universe.” But the

action of the figure is most decidedly opposed to this identification;

and I am therefore inclined to assign the statue to Durgd, the consort

of Siva, to whom Vishnu gave his discus, and Siva his trident. This

attribution is the more probable as there is, close beside it, a squatting

male figure with eight arms, which can only be Siva
;
and on the outside

of the temple there is a Lingam, and a statue of the bull Nandi. There

is also a fragment of a large female statue, which may possibly have

been Maya Devi, but it was too imperfect for recognition. As there

was nothing about the temple to give any clue to its identification, I

can only conjecture that the original figure of Maya Devf must have

been destroyed by the Muhammadans, and that the vacant temple was

afterwards occupied by the votaries of Siva. Outside the modem
temple of Sarovanath, I found a statue of Buddha seated in abstraction

under the Bodhi or sacred fig-tree, and accompanied by two standing

and two flying figures. On the pedestal there was a wheel, with a lion

on each side as supporters ; and as, the figure was apparently naked, I

concluded that it represents Adi Buddha, the first of the twenty-four

Jain hierarchs.*

The name of Hardwar, or Hari-dwara, literally ‘Vishnu’s Gate,’

seems to be of comparatively modern origin, as both Abu Rfhan and

Rashid-ud-dfn mention only Gang£-dw£ra, or the 4 Ganges Gorge *

(literally, gate). Its earlier names, Mdyura, or Mdyapur, connect it

with Sivaite worship, rather than with any form of Vishnu. Abul Fazl,

in the time of Akbar, speaks of Maya, vulgarly Hari-dw£ra on the

Ganges, being sacred ground for 36 miles in length. In the next reign,

Tom-Coryat visited the place, and described it as ‘Hari-dwara, the

capital of Siva.* A dispute exists to this day between the followers of

Siva and Vishnu, as to which of these deities gave birth to the Ganges.

The Vishnu Purdna is cited by both, as it ascribes the Ganges to

Vishnu, and the Alaknanda, or eastern branch of the Ganges, to Siva.

The Sivaites argue that the proper name is Hara-dw&ra
,

* Siva’s Gate
the Vishnuites maintain that it is Hari-dwara, ‘ Vishnu’s Gate.’ The
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truth is that it was a scene of sacred rites long before either Sivaism or

Vishnuism developed in their present forms. As the spot where the

Ganges issues forth on its fertilizing career, Hardwar obtained the

veneration of each of the great religions of India, and preserves the

memorials alike of Buddhism, Sivaism, and Vishnuism, and of rites

perhaps earlier than any of them.

‘The present town,’ says the Government official account of

Saharanpur District,
fi and the ruined village of Mayapur, both lie on

the right bank of the Ganges, at the southern base of the Siwalik range,

through which, by a gorge or natural breach, the river enters the

plains. On the left is the Chandi Pahir, on the top of which is a

temple connected with those in Hardwar itself. The river occupies the

whole gorge, the width of which at its narrowest point is about i mile.

Owing to its proximity to the hills and the great declivity to its bed, the

Ganges here divides into several channels, intercepted by large islands,

many of which are placed beyond the reach of high-flood water. One
of these channels commences about 2% miles above Hardwar, and

flows by Hardwar, Mayapur, and Kankhal, rejoining the parent river

a little below the last town. It is from a spot on this branch, between

Mdyapur and Kankhal, that the head-waters of the Ganges Canal

are taken. Hardwar was visited in 1796 by Hardwicke, who calls it

a small place situated at the base of the hills. Raper describes it in

1808 as very inconsiderable, “having only one street, about 15 feet in

breadth and a furlong and a half in length. Most of the houses have

the upper part of brick and the lower part of stone, which is of good

quality.” The street is now fully three-quarters of a mile long.’

Modern Ceremonies.—The great object of attraction at the present day

is the Hari-ke-charan or bathing ghat, with the adjoining temple of

Ganga-dwara. The charan, or foot-mark of Vishnu, is imprinted on a

stone let into the upper wall of the ghdt
,
and forms an object of

special reverence. Each pilgrim struggles to be the first to plunge into

the pool, after the propitious moment has arrived ; and stringent police

regulations are required to prevent the crowd trampling one another to

death, and drowning each other under the sacred water. In 1819,

430 persons, including some Sepoys on guard, lost their lives by

crushing in this manner 5
after which accident, Government constructed

the present enlarged ghat of sixty steps, 100 feet in width. The great

assemblage of pilgrims takes place on the first day of the month of

Baisdkh, the commencement of the Hindu solar year (March-April),

and the anniversary of the day upon which the Ganges first appeared

upon earth. Every twelfth year, the planet Jupiter being then in

Aquarius, a feast of peculiar sanctity occurs, known as a Kumbk-mela
,

which is attended by an enormous concourse of people. The ordinary

number of pilgrims at the annual fair amounts to 100,000, and at the
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Kumbh-mela to 300,000. The number of pilgrims attending the last

Kumbh-mela in 1882 was estimated at 270,000. The total was formerly

given in much larger figures'. Hardwicke, an eye-witness, estimated the

pilgrims to the Kumbh-mela at 2J millions. Raper, who was present

at the following Kumbh-mela in 1808, placed them at over two millions.

Unless these estimates were greatly above the truth, even for the whole

shifting crowds which came and went throughout the festival, the

popularity of the shrine has greatly decreased during the present century.

Riots and bloody fights were of common occurrence amid the excited

throng. In 1760, on the last day of bathing (10th April), the rival

mobs of the Gosain and Bairdgi sects had a long-continued battle, in

which some 1800 are said to have perished. In 1795, the Sikh pilgrims

slew 500 of the Gosdins. Tamerlane plundered and massacred a great

concourse of pilgrims at Hardwir shortly after he had seized Delhi.

From Hardwdx the pilgrims often proceed to visit the Sivaite shrine of

Kedarn^th and the Vaishnav temple of Badrinath, in British Garhwal,

worshipping on their way at the various praydgs or sacred confluences

of two rivers. Large numbers come from the Punjab and distant parts

of Rdjput&ia.

The Hardw^r meeting also possesses considerable mercantile import-

ance, being one of the principal horse-fairs in Upper India, where

Government purchases large numbers of remounts for the Native

Cavalry. Commodities of all kinds, Indian or European, find a ready

sale, and the trade in the staple food-grains forms a lucrative

traffic. Great attention has been paid to the police and sanitary

arrangements of these fairs, which have now been regulated as

effectually as the large concourse permits. The Hardwdr Municipal

Union manages the funds derived from leasing the sites for booths, and

has lately expended large sums upon ghats, sarais

,

roads, latrines, and

other works of public utility.

The Ganges Canal draws its supplies of water from a branch channel

of the river, close to Hardwdr, between Miyapur and KankhaL Third-

class police station, post-office. Telegraph office at Mdyapur, in

connection with the canal works at Rilrki (Roorkee). A considerable

through trade from Dehra Dtfn passes through the town. The local

business is almost entirely confined to supplying the wants of pil-

grims. Hardwdr Municipal Union includes the town itself and the

neighbouring villages of Jawdlapur and Kankhal. Municipal revenue

in -1882-83, £21331 from taxes, ^1694, or is. 2§d. per head of

population (28,106) within municipal limits. Height above sea-level,

1024 feet. [For further information, see General Cunningham’s Report

of the Archceological Survey
,
vol. ii. ; also Gazetteerofthe North-Western

Provinces
,
vol. ii., Sahdranpur District, Government Press, AllaMbdd,

1873-]
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Harek.—Village in Lahore District, Punjab ;
situated on the right

bank of the Sutlej (Satlaj), 3 miles below its confluence with the Beas

(Bi£s). Lat. 31
0 10' n., long. 74

0
59' e. Formerly possessed a consider-

able trade with Afghanistan, Kashmir, and the Punjab generally ; but

now an insignificant place .— See Harike.

Harg&m.—Pargand of Sitapur District, Oudh ; bounded on the

north by Kheri District ; on the east by Laharpur ; on the south by

Khairabdd, and on the west by Sitapur pargands. First constituted a

pargand by Akbar’s finance minister, Todar Mall, and included within

the Khairdbdd chakla . In 1712, a body of Gaur Rajputs took

forcible possession of Hargam town and the surrounding country ; and

their descendants still hold five-sixths of the soil. Area, 66 square

miles, of which 43 are cultivated. The incidence of the revised

Government land-tax is at the rate of 2s. 9^d. per acre of cultivated

area, 2s. 2d. per acre of assessed area, and is. 9§d. per acre of total

area. Population (1872) 23,861 ; (1881) 24,516, residing in 3992
houses. Bi-weekly markets at Hargam, Kutikalam, and Mumtazpur.

Harg&m.—Town in Sftdpur District, Oudh, and head-quarters of

Hargam tabs'll^ situated about half-way on the high road between Kheri

and Sitapur towns, Lat. 27
0
45' N., long. 8o° 47' e. Although now in

a state of decay, Hargim was once apparently a very extensive city.

Local tradition tells how it was founded by the mythical Harish Chandr£

of the Solar dynasty
;
how it fell away after his death ; how, many

years afterwards, it was restored by a Rdjd named Bairat ; how it again

decayed
;
and how it was once more rebuilt by the great Vikramaditya

in the 2nd century a.d. In 1712, a tribe of Gaur Rdjputs from

the west attacked and took it, and it has since gradually sunk to its

present condition. Population (1881), including the surrounding

villages of Sardi, Pithu, Tarpatpur, Jatelipur, and Rimpur Baraura,

2946, residing in 462 houses. The village of Hargam proper contains

only 328 inhabitants and 53 occupied houses. School, registration

office. At a sacred tank known as the Surajkund, a biennial religious

trading fair is held in the months of K^rtik and JaishtM, that in the

former month being attended by about 40,000 persons. One mosque
and four Hindu temples. Bi-weekly market. Military camping ground

just outside the town.

Harha.—Pargand of tahsil Unao, Unao District, Oudh ; triangular

in shape, with the apex to the south. The Lodh family who held the

pargand were ousted by a Kayasth named Chaturbhuj Das, an agent

of R£j£ Jai Ch£nd of Kanauj, who thus acquired the estate, and
founded 75 new villages. His family in turn has decayed, and the

present representative holds only two villages. The present chief of

Mauranwdn acquired the town of Harha by mortgage from this Kayasth

family. The pargand is the largest in Unao, covering an area of
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146,167 acres, or 228 square miles, of which 100 are cultivated.

Government land-tax, ^17,110, or at the rate of 2s. 4d. per acre.

The tenures are

—

tdlukddri, 55,127 acres ; copyhold, 7610 ; zaminddrt,

48,245; pattiddri, 34,573 acres. Principal crops—wheat and gram.

Soil good, but water is about 75 feet from the surface. Two small

streams are used freely for irrigation, but both run dry in the hot

weather. Nilgai and antelope abound. Fourteen b&zars, and three

religious trading fairs, the largest of which is held in November at

Kolhw£gdr£ on the Ganges, and attended by 120,000 persons. The
pargand contains 1 1 7 villages.

Harha.— Town in Unao District, Oudh, and head-quarters of

Harhapargand ; about 8 miles south-east of Unao town. Lat. 26° 25'

20" n., long. 8o° 34' e. The present town was founded early in the

1 xth century, in the time of Mahmdd of Ghazni. Prior to that date

there was a village of Shaikhdpur on the same spot, in the possession

of the Ahfrs. The chief of the village quarrelled with the Lodh chief

of the neighbouring village of Indrapur. The Lodhs were victorious

in the fight that ensued ;
Shaikhdpur fell into their hands, and they re-

built the place, called in fresh settlers, and changed the name to Harha.

The Kdyasth family, who succeeded the Ahfrs, has supplied many
officers of high note at the Delhi and Lucknow courts. The town is

now of no importance. Population (1869) 544° l (1881) 4847, namely,

3602 Hindus and 1245 Muhammadans. Bi-weekly bdzdr, Government
school.

Harhar.—Village in Shamli tahsil, Muzaffarnagar District, North-

Western Provinces ;
distant from Muzaffarnagar 23 miles north-west.

Population (1881) 977. Has an old ruined fort, overgrown with jungle.

The place is only noticeable for the turbulence of its Elnghar Musal-

mdn population, who lost their proprietary rights after the Mutiny, as

a penalty for plunder and robbery. The British flying column found

here upwards of forty cart-loads of plundered property belonging to

merchants at Shamli.

Hari& (Haraia).—South-western tahsil or Sub-division of Basti

District, North-Western Provinces, comprising pargand Amorha, with

portions of pargands Basti and Hagar
;
lying along the north bank of

the river Gogra, and containing the town of Basti. Area, 477 s_quare

miles, of which 330 are cultivated. Population (1872) 305,222; (1881)

334>378, namely, males 169,783, and females 164,596; showing an in-

crease of 29,156, or 9-5 per cent, in the nine years since 1872. Classified

according to religion, there were in 1881—Hindus, 308,426; and
Muhammadans, 25,952. Of 1543 villages comprising the tahsil in

1881, 1429 contained less than five hundred inhabitants. Land
revenue, ^27,284; total Government revenue, ^30,728; rental paid

by cultivators, ^72,818; incidence of Government revenue, 2s. per
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acre. The Sub-division in 1883 contained 1 criminal court, with 5
police stations (thdnds)

;

strength of regular police, 58 men, besides 428
village watchmen (<chaukiddrs).

Harid (.Haraid).—Town in pargana Amorha, Basti District, North-
Western Provinces, and head-quarters of Harid tahsil

, situated on the

Basti and Faiz£b£d road, 1 7 miles south-west of Basti town. Principal

export, grain; import, cloth. Taksill
,

police station, school, post-

office.

Hari&na.—Tract of country in Hissar District, Punjab ; deriving its

name, according to tradition, from an eponymous Raja, Hari Chdnd,
who came hither from Oudh at some unknown period, and peopled
all the surrounding territory. The tract consists of a level upland
plain in the heart of the District, interspersed with patches of sandy
soil, and largely overgrown with brushwood, which formerly covered
almost the whole surface. The Western Jumna Canal, which divides

the tract into two nearly equal portions, now fertilizes villages along
its banks ; but under its series of native rulers, Hari&na was known as

a dry region, bordering on the outskirts of the great desert. Water is

only reached in wells at a depth varying from 100 to 130 feet, and the

cost of constructing such a well seldom falls below ^150. Well-

irrigation is therefore not attempted, except in very bad seasons, when
a few acres of land are irrigated for growing vegetables around the village

site. The soil is of a hard clayey nature, requiring abundant rainfall,

and .difficult to plough. Although rich when sufficiently saturated, the
tract produces almost nothing when there is a failure in the natural

rains. In dry seasons, not only is there no grain harvest, but hardly an
ordinary grass crop. The town of Hdnsi long continued the local

capital of Hariana, till superseded in the 14th century by Hissdr. (See

Hissar District.) During the troublous period which followed the

decline of the Mughal Empire, Hari&na formed the battle-field where
the Mar£thas, the Bhattis, and the Sikhs met to settle their territorial

quarrels. In 1783, the terrible famine known as the San Chdlisa

devastated almost the whole surrounding country, which lay waste for

several years. In 1795, the famous adventurer, George Thomas, took

possession of Hissar and Hinsi. By the close of 1799 he had ex-

tended his power as far as Sirsa, and the Sikh chieftains of the

Cis-Sutlej States began to fear his encroachments. In 1801 they
combined in requesting Perron, Sindhians French general at Delhi,

to attack the intruder; and a force under Bourquien accordingly

marched against him in 1802, and drove him out of Hariana into

British territory. For further particulars, see Hissar, Rohtak, and
Sirsa Districts.

Hari&na.—Town in Hoshiarpur tahsil

\

Hoshiarpur District, Punjab,
situated 8 miles from Hoshidrpur town, on the road to Dasuy£. Lat.

VOL. v. y
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31
0
38' 15" n., long. 75° 54' e. Population (1868) 7745 ; (188 1) 6472,

namely, 4270 Hindus, 1957 Muhammadans, 244 Sikhs, and 1 Jain.

Head-quarters of a police circle (thdnd\ but otherwise unimportant

except as a local trading centre. Noted for its fine mango groves,

and sugar-refining. Residence of several wealthy Hindu bankers, and

of Mughal families living in a street by themselves, who collect and

refine beeswax. Manufacture of coarse blankets. Middle -class

school ; sardi or native inn
;
police station. A third-class municipality,

with a revenue in 1880-81 of ^268; average incidence of taxation,

is. 3d. per head of the population.

Harig&on.—Village in the District of the G£ro Hills, Assam
;
on the

K£lu river, on the road between the stations of Turd, and Singimdrf on

the Brahmaputra, about 20 miles from each of these places. A small

building has been erected for the accommodation of European

travellers.

Harihar.— Town on the right bank of the Tungabhadra river,

Chitaldriig District, Mysore State. Lat. 14
0

30' 50" n ., long. 76° 50'

36" e. Population (1872) 6401
;
(1881)4679. Harihar is a compound

of Hart (Vishnu) and Hara (Siva). According to a legend, the god

and goddess united in one form to destroy a giant who won from

Brahma the gift of perpetual life, and used it for the torment of

gods and men. Harihar is an ancient town, and has yielded many
inscriptions, some of them dating back to the 13th century. The chief

temple now existing was erected in 1223. As- a frontier station, the

town has passed through frequent vicissitudes. In succession it was

held by the Tarikere chiefs who erected the fort, and by the chiefs of

Bednur; it was subdued by Haidar All in 1763; and it afterwards

fell three times into the hands of the Marithas. Until 1865, it

contained, two miles to the north-west, the cantonment of a regiment

of Native infantry. In 1868, the bridge over the Tungabhadra, which

carries the trunk road from Bangalore to Dhdrwdr, was completed.

The bridge is built of stone and brick, with 14 elliptical arches of

60-feet span, and cost over ^30,000.

Hariharpur.—Village in Kadtir District, Mysore State. Lat. 13
30' 25" n., long. 75

0
20' 51" e . Population (1881) 753. Has yielded

inscriptions dating back to the 15th century. The head-quarters of

the Koppa tdluk.

Harike (
Harek).—-Village in Lahore District, Punjab

;
situated on

the right bank of the Sutlej, 3 miles below its confluence with the

Beas (Bias), in lat. 31
0

10' n., and long. 74
0

59' e. It formerly

possessed a considerable trade with Afghanistan, Kashmir, and the

Punjab towns
;

but is now an insignificant village, which is rapidly

disappearing under the encroachments of the Sutlej. Population

(1881) 970/ Excellent kankar is obtained in the neighbourhood,
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which is sent down by boat to Firozpur. The place owed its former

importance to the ’great Harike ghdt or ferry across the river. But

now the traffic follows the Grand Trunk Road, which crosses the river

elsewhere.

Haringh&ta.—River of Bengal.—See Baleswar.

Haringi (or Suvarnavati ).—River in Coorg, which drains the north-

western plateau of that territory, and ultimately falls into the K£veri

(Cauvery) at Kudig£, 3 miles north of Fraserpet

^ Haripani (or JTatdtid).—River in the north of Go£lpdrd District,

Assam, which rises in the Sdlmara Hills, and falls into the Brahma-
putra opposite Goalpdrd town. Navigable during the rainy season by
boats of 2 tons burthen.

Haripur.—Southern tahsll of Hazdra District, Punjab
;
inhabited by

border tribes. Area, 666 square miles, of which 232 square miles, or

148,424 acres, are cultivated. Population (1868) 116,368; (1881)

124,532, namely, males 66,318, and females 58,214; average density,

187 per square mile. Classified according to religion, there were in

1881—Muhammadans, 116,461; Hindus, 7712; Sikhs, 350; ‘others/ 9.

Total revenue of the tahsil

\

^10,8x7. The administrative staff con-

sists of 1 taksilddr and 1 munsif^ presiding over 1 criminal and 2 civil

and revenue courts. Number of police circles (<thdnds), 5 ; strength of

regular police, 117 men; besides 136 village watchmen (
chauJdddrs).

Haripur.— Town and municipality in Hazara District, Punjab,

and head-quarters of Haripur tahnL Lat. 33
0

59' 50" n., long. 72
0

58' 15" E. Population (1868) 4800; (1881) 4884, namely, Hindus,

2378; Sikhs, 45; and Muhammadans, 2461; number of houses,

9 1 1. Situated in an open plain, near the left bank of the river Dor.

Founded in 1822 by the Sikh Sardar, Hari Singh, governor of Hazdra,

from whom it derives its name. It formed the administrative centre

under the Sikhs, and on the British annexation in 1849 became for a

time the local head-quarters; but the civil station was afterwards

removed to Abbottdbdd. The town is symmetrically laid out, and

divided into rectangular blocks by broad and shady streets. A hand-

some obelisk marks the grave of Colonel Kanara, commander of the

Sikh artillery in 1848, who fell bravely defending his guns against the

insurgents under Chattar Singh. Tahsili

\

police station, post-office,

dispensary, school, session-house. Municipal revenue in 1875—76,

£622] in 1882-83, ^973; average incidence of taxation, 3s. ufd.
per head.

Haripur.—Town in Dera iahsil, Kangra District, Punjab, and
head-quarters of a police circle (thdnd). Lat 32

0
N., long, 76° 12' e.

Population (1868) 3285; (r88i) 2174, namely, 1959 Hindus and 215

Muhammadans ; number of houses, 397. Formerly the capital of

one of the Katoch States, known as Guler or Haripur. Founded,
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according to tradition, about the 13th century by Hari Ctand, a Rijd
of Kingra, who built this fortress on the banks of the Bin Gangi
torrent, 9 miles in a direct line south-west of Kingra town. Treacher-

ously seized by Ranjft Singh in 1813. A younger branch of the

princely family still resides in the town, but the elder representatives

migrated under Sikh rule to the neighbouring village of Nandpur.
Haripur now possesses little importance. School-house, post-office,

and police station.

Haripur—Village in an outlying portion of Patiala State, Punjab,

lying among the scattered territory of Simla District. Lat 3 1 ° I' N.
f

long. 77
0
3' e. ; situated on the road from Subdthu to Simla, 5 miles

north of the former post. Ddk bungalow and hotel. Elevation above
sea-level, 3147 feet

Hari Rud.—River in Afghanistan, rising at the point of the Koh-i-

Bdbd range of mountains, where it branches off into the Koh-i-Sfdh and
Saf<£d Koh. Lat 34

0
50' n., long. 66° 20' e. After a course of 100 miles

the river is called the Hari Rdd, and flows west under that name
through Shdharek, Obeh, and Herat One of its branches runs

within a short distance of Sarrakhs ; another flows towards Mashad.
Three miles from Herdt, on the road to Kandahdr, the Hari Rud
is crossed by a bridge of 26 arches, built of burnt brick. In spring

the rise of the river is considerable, but the demands of the irriga-

tion channels between Obeh and Herdt prevent an overflow. The
Hari Rud is difficult to cross during the season of floods. Fish do not

abound in its waters, which are said to be clear and pleasant to the

taste, though aperient in their properties.

Hariscbandragarh.—Hill fortress in Ahmadnagar District, Bombay
Presidency. One of the most remarkable of the ancient Mardthd

rock fortresses of the Western Ghdts
;
elevation above sea-level, 3894

feet.

Hamad.—River of the North-Western Provinces.—See Hindan.
Haraai.— Pass leading from Beluchistdn to Afghdnistdn.— See

Hurnai.

Harnai.—Seaport in Ratnagiri District, Bombay Presidency; 56
miles north-west of Ratndgiri. Lat. 17

0
48' 50" n., long. 73

0
9' e.

Population (1872) 6193} (1881) 5746. Post-office. Average annual

value of trade for five years ending 1881-82—exports, ^13,214;
imports, ^19,898. The port of Harnai lies in a small rocky bay, and
is a shelter for coasting craft in north-west winds. In 1818, Harnai

was a station for British troops. Its population consists of Muham-
madans, Brdhmans, and Kulfs. The ordinary trade is small, but there

is a brisk fish market from September to June. The island fortress

of Suvamdrug or Janjira is a little to the north of the port—See

SWARNDRUG.
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Hamhalll—Taluk in Hassan District, Mysore State. Area, 202

square miles. Population (1871) 44,1433 (1881) 33,280, namely,

16,293 males and 16,987 females. Hindus number 32,7153 Muham-
madans, 555 3

and Christians, 10. Land revenue (1881-82), exclusive

of water rates, ^7299, or 3s. id. per cultivated acre. The waters

of the tdluk run northwards to the Vedivati river in Kaddr District.

In the north are the elevated Hirekal Hills. The Bangalore-

Shimoga and Seringapatam-Shimoga roads unite at Arsikere, the principal

place in the tdluk. Special products— cocoa-nuts, chillies, castor-

oil, tobacco, and cotton. Iron is smelted, but no steel has been

produced.

HarnhaJll—Village in Hassan District, Mysore State. Lat. 13
0
14'

30" n., long. 76° 15' 40" e. Population (1871) 2234- Not returned in

the Census Report of 1881. An ancient town, with a fort and a large

tank said to have been constructed in 1070, and many ruins of

temples and other monuments.

Haroh.— River in Hazira and Rdwal Pindi Districts, Punjab;

formed by the union of two streams, one of which, the Dhdnd, rises in

the Murree (Marri) Hills, and the other, the Karrdl, on the Mochpuri

peak. Its upper course lies through a narrow valley, shut in by hills

6000 to 9000 feet in height
3 but after passing Khdnpur it debouches

into level ground, and is utilized for purposes of irrigation. After a

total course of 90 miles, it falls into the Indus in lat. 33
0
46' n.,

and long. 72
0
17 ' e., 12 miles below Attock. The floods on the Haroh

are fierce and rapid, but in ordinary weather it may be forded at

almost all points. The volume is too small and the bed too rough to

permit of navigation. At certain seasons the lower part of its course

in Rdwal Pindi District runs entirely dry, the water being all diverted

to irrigate the surrounding fields. The river abounds in many kinds

of fish, which, though never attaining any great size, afford excellent

sport.

Harowtee (Hdrdoti).—Tract of country in Rajput^na.

—

See Kotah.

Harpanahalli— Tdluk in Bellary District, Madras Presidency.

Area, 592 square miles. Population (1871) 86,0003 (1881) 70,620,

namely, 35,493 males and 35,127 females, dwelling in 182 villages

containing 13,579 houses. In 1881, Hindus numbered 66,8063

Muhammadans, 36343 Christians, 73 and ‘others,
7

173. Low ranges

of hills intersect the tdluk. People live mostly by agriculture. Chief

towns, Harpanahalli and Uchingi. The tdluk contains 2 criminal

courts; 7 police stations (thdnds); and a force of 55 regular police.

Land revenue (1882), ^10,205. *

Harpanahalli.—Town in Bellary District, Madras Presidency. Lat.

14
0

47' 5" n., long. 76° 1' 40" e. A neat well-built town, formerly

the seat of a principal pdlegdr
,
or local chieftain. Population (1871)
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7803; (1881) 6536, namely, 5291 Hindus, 1240 Muhammadans, and

5 Christians. 66 miles south-west of Bellary. Sub-magistrate’s and
tdhsilddr*s court, school, dispensary, and fine temple. There is a Jain

colony here.

Harrand.—Village and ruins in Deri Ghizi Khin District, Punjab

;

situated at the foot of the Suliiman Hills. Lat 29
0
28' n., long. 70° i

#

e.

Tradition connects the site with the Greek invasion, and derives the

name from one Hari, a slave of Alexander. The existing remains are

of Hindu origin, and date back to a time before the Muhammadan
conquest. A considerable fort, built by the Sikhs in 1836, is now
occupied by a detachment of frontier cavalry and infantry.

Haru&.—Village in the Twenty-four Parganas, Bengal. The scene

of a fair held every February in honour of Pir Gord. Chdnd, a Muham-
madan saint who lived nearly 600 years ago, and whose body (Mr,
c bones ’) is buried here. The fair lasts a week.

Hasan Abd&l.—Village and ruins in the Attock (Attak) iahsil of

Rdwal Pindi District, Punjab ; forming a part of the remarkable group

of ancient cities which lie around the site of the ancient Taxila. Lat.

33° 48' 56" n., long. 72
0

44' 41" e. Hwen Thsang, the Chinese

Buddhist pilgrim of the 7th century A.D., visited the tank of the Serpent

King, Elapatra, which has been identified with the spring of Bdba-Walf
or Panja S£hib, at this village. Successive legends of Buddhist, Brdh-

man, Muhammadan, and Sikh origin cluster around the sacred fountain.

The shrine of Panja Sdhib crowns a precipitous hill, about 1 mile east

of the town; and at its foot stands the holy tank, a small square

reservoir of pure water, generally full of fish. Dilapidated brick

temples surround the edge, while, on the west side, the . water gushes

out from beneath a rock marked with a rude representation of a hand,

ascribed by the Sikhs to their founder, B£ba Ndnak. The hill of

Hasan Abddl has been celebrated for its beauty since the Mughal
times; and to the south of the shrine, on the opposite bank of the

Haroh, lies the garden of Wah, formerly a resting-place of the Emperors
on their way to the valley of Kashmir, but now a mass of jungle-clad

ruins. Facing the garden, on the tlasan Abddl side of the river, a

tomb shaded by two ancient cypress trees covers the remains of one of

Akbar’s wives.

Hasanganj.—Market village in Unao District, Oudh; situated at

the junction of the two roads from Miinganj and Rasiilibad, about 4
miles from the latter place. Named after its founder, Hasan Reza
KMn, Ndib or Deputy of Asaf-ud-daula, the Naw^b Wazir of Oudh at

the latter end of the 18th century. Considerable trade, chiefly in

samples, bought by dealers for test The village consists of one wide
street, lined with trees and shops on both sides. Population (1881)

1354; Government schooL
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Hasanpur.—Western tahsil of Moradabid District, North-Western

Provinces, lying along the eastern bank of the Ganges in a long

and narrow strip. Total area, 547J square miles, of which 496J
square miles are assessed for Government revenue. Of the assessed

area, 260 square miles are returned as under cultivation, 194 square

miles as cultivable, and the remainder as uncultivable waste. Popula-

tion (1872) 159,500; (1881) 161,809, namely, males 87,356, and

females 74,453. Classified according to religion, there were in 1881

—

Hindus, 122,199 ; Muhammadans, 39,282 ;
and ‘others,’ 328. Of the

520 villages comprising the tahsil in 1881, 458 contained less than five

hundred inhabitants. Land revenue, ^18,861; total Government
revenue, ^21,464; rental paid by cultivators, ^49,172.
Hasanpur.—Town in MoraddMd District, North-Western Provinces,

and head-quarters of Hasanpur tahsil

;

situated 5 miles east of the

Ganges, and 33 miles west of Morad£bad town. Lat. 28° 43' 45" N.,

long, 78° 19' 55" e. An agricultural town of merely local importance.

Population (1872) 8417; (1881) 9142, namely, Muhammadans, 4964;
Hindus, 4163; and Christians, 15. Area of town site, 156 acres. A
small house-tax, for police and conservancy purposes, is levied under

the provisions of Act xx. of 1856.

Hasanpur.—Town in Sultanpur District, Oudh ; 4 miles west of

Sultdnpur town. Lat. 26° 16' n., long. 32
0

3' e. The residence of the

Hasanpur chiefs, by the most famous of whom, Hasan Khan, it was

founded in the reign of Sher Shah, being built on the site of a former

village. The present town presents a poor and dilapidated appearance

;

but its prosperity is increasing, for whereas thirty-five years ago the

population numbered only 600, in 1881 it had risen to 3978. Govern-

ment school. Bandhua, a small village immediately adjoining Hasan-

pur, is notable as containing the tomb, and as having been the residence,

of B£ba Sdhaj Ram, a celebrated Nanakshdhi fakir. His sangat or

shrine is tended by a mahant, who has a large establishment of disciples

living upon the endowment drawn from one or two villages.

Hasanpur.— Village in Jansath tahsil, Muzaffarnagar District;

situated 28 miles from Muzaffarnagar town, on the edge of the b&ngar

or upland overlooking the Ganges khadar or alluvial lands. A mud-

built agricultural village, formerly belonging to a Sayyid family, but

now the property of a Hindu baniyA. Traces of the Sayyid ownership

are apparent in the remains of brick-built houses, an old masfid

\

and

the wide roadways.

Hasar&—Town in Dacca District, Bengal Lat. 23
0

35' 13" N.,

long. 90° 20' 58" e. The population, which in 1872 numbered 5707

,

had by 1881 fallen below 5000, as it is not returned separately in the

Census Report

Hashtnagar (

eEight Cities
7
).—Tahsil of Peshawar District, Punjab

;
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comprising a strip of country extending io miles eastward from the

Swat river, and stretching from the hills on the north to the Kabul

river on the south. Lat. 34° 3' to 34° 25' n., long. 71
0
37' to 71

0
57' e.

Head-quarters at Charsdda, Derives its name from its chiefcomponent

villages, which probably occupy the site of the ancient Penkelaotis or

Pushkalavati. General Cunningham, however, believes the modern

term to be a corruption of Hastinagara, the city of Hasti, the Astes of

Arrian. (See Peshawar District and Charsada.) Area, 303 square

miles. Population (1881) 69,914, namely, males 38,127, and females

31,787 ; persons per square mile, 2*31. The inhabitants are Muham-
madzai Pathdns. The tahszl is naturally divided into two sections

—

(1) the Sholgira, or low lands, irrigated from the Swdt river
; and (2) the

Maira
,, or high plain, which is intersected by the Swdt river canal, now

(1883) in course of construction. Near the head of the canal is Fort

Abazai, garrisoned by a detachment from the Queen’s Own Corps of

Guides under the command of a European officer. The total revenue of

the tahsilxn 1883 was ^10,140. It contains 1 civil and 1 criminal court,

presided over by a tahsild&r, with two police stations (thdnds); strength

of regular police, 25 men, besides 136 village watchmen
(
chaukzddrs).

Hasilpur.—Town in Hasilpurpargand
,
,
Indore State, Central India

;

lies 5 miles north-west of Mdnpur. The place is noted for its pdn
cultivation, the produce being largely exported. The Mahardjd Holkar

has built a substantial masonry tank, which has greatly added to the

irrigation of the District. The soil produces a double harvest of grapes.

The pargand of Hasilpur is mentioned in the Ain-i-Akbari>

\

or revenue

survey of Akbar.

Hasli (or SMhi) Canal.— An irrigation work in Gurddspur,

Amritsar, and Lahore Districts, Punjab, extending from 31
0

35' to

32
0
8' 30" n. lat., and from 74

0
24' 30" to 75

0
31' 15" E. long. First

constructed about the year 1633, by All Marddn Khdn, the famous

engineer of Shdh Jahdn. Its original object was to supply the fountains

and water-works of the royal gardens near Lahore, especially those of

the celebrated Shalimdr pleasure-grounds; but it was utilized from

the beginning for purposes of irrigation. The head-works lay close

to the spot since selected for the supply of the Bari Doab Canal.

Leaving the river Ravi near Mddhupur, 7 miles north-west of Pathdnkot,

it struck across the head of the Dodb, cutting the drainage of the hills

below Dalhousie at right angles. The original Hasli Canal passed over

the beds of the mountain torrents by boulder dams, which required

repair after every annual flood. It then turned southward, its course

coinciding generally with that now occupied by the main channel of the

modern Bari Doab line. Shortly after the occupation of Lahore in

1846, projects were set on foot for improving All Marddn’s work, then

greatly but of repair; but, on examination, its faults of detail proved so
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numerous, that to rectify them would have been more expensive than
to dig an entirely new channel. Accordingly the Bari Dodb Canal was
drawn along the same general line, while parts of All Marddn’s cutting

became mere rdjbahas
, or distributing streams. The total length of the

Hasli Canal from its head to Lahore was no miles; its width varied

from 15 to 50 feet, and its depth from 2 to 7 feet. The volume of
water at the time of annexation amounted to 200 cubic feet per second,

enhanced by the subsequent improvements to 500 cubic feet. For
further particulars and present statistics, see Bari Doab Canal, of
which work the Hasli now forms a portion.

Hassan (from Hdsin-amma, c The Smiling Goddess ’).—District in the
Ashtagrdm Division of the State of Mysore, Southern India. Hassan
forms the north-western portion of the Division, lying between
12

0
30' and 13

0
22' n. lat., and between 75

0
32' and 76° 58' e. long.

The District is bounded on the north by Kadiir District of the

Mysore State ; on the east by Tiimkiir District of the same State

;

on the south-west by the Madras District of South Kanara; and
on the south partly by the Principality of Coorg. Area, 1879 square

miles. Population (1871) 66^417; (1881) 535,806 persons;

density of population, 285 persons per square mile. The admini-

strative head-quarters are at the town of Hassan, in the centre of the

District.

Physical Aspects.—The main portion of the District consists of the

river basin of the Hemavati and its tributaries. It naturally divides

into two portions—the Malndd or hill countiy, which includes some of
the highest ranges of the Western Ghats; and the Maidan or plain

country, sloping towards the south in the direction of Mysore District.

The western boundary is constituted by lofty and precipitous mountains,

among which the peak of Subrahmanya on the south attains the height

°f 5583 feet above sea-level. The rest erf* the Malndd is generally un-

dulating, and presents most picturesque scenery of a park-like character.

The slopes are covered with long grass or verdant crops of dry grain,

and the knolls are crowned with noble clumps of forest timber, which
frequently embower ancient shrines. The Maidan has an elevation

varying from 3100 to 2600 feet. The surface is also undulating; and
for the most part under cultivation ; the higher ridges are of a bleak,

stony character. It is in this tract that are to be found the irrigation

channels, which form so marked a feature throughout the entire

Ashtagrdm Division.

The Hemdvati, which flows into the Kdveri (Cauvery) in the

extreme south, is the great river of the District; its most important

tributary is the YagachL The upper slopes of the Western Gh&ts
are abundantly clothed with magnificent forests, which have not

yet been rendered profitable, owing to their inaccessibility. The
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finest timber-trees are the pin (Calophyllum angustifolium), som

(Soymida febrifuga), and blackwood (Dalbergia latifolia). Ebony and

sandal-wood are also found, and the pepper creeper grows wild. The

rest of the District is sufficiently wooded to meet the local demands for

fuel. An area of 35 square miles in the Manjarabdd
(

£ abode offog')

tdluk has been reserved as State forest. Wild animals of all sorts

abound, including the wild elephant, tiger, leopard, bear, bison,

sdmbhar deer, antelope, and jungle sheep. Among mineral products

may be mentioned kaolin, felspar, quartz, and other materials suitable

for the manufacture of pottery. Hematite iron is worked in some

places, and there are valuable quarries of potstone. The higher moun-

tains are of granitic formation. The soil of the valleys is a rich, red,

alluvial loam; the ‘black cotton-soil ’ only occurs in a few isolated

patches.

History,—The early history of this region is of the usual legendary

character. The first authentic evidence is supplied by the inscriptions

and statues of the Jains, but it would be rash to assign even an

approximate date to these memorials. Even at the present day the

Jains are numerously represented in the village of Srdvan-belgola,

which they are locally reported to have colonized during the reign of

Chandragupta in the 3rd century B.c. On the hill of Indrabetta in

this neighbourhood are many ancient temples, and inscriptions cut in

the rock with characters a foot long. On the adjoining peak of

Chandrabetta is the colossal statue of Gomateswara, 60 feet high, which

is conjectured to have been formed by cutting away the solid rock all

round.

Real history does not begin until the epoch of the BalMla dynasty,

which lasted from the 10th .to the 14th century a.d. Their capital

was at Dwaravati-pura, the ruins of which are still to be seen scattered

around the village of Halebid in this District. The earlier

kings professed the Jain faith, but the finest temples were erected to

Siva by the later monarchy of, the line. While the Ball&las were at

the zenith of their power, the whole qf Southern India acknowledged

their sway. In 13 11, a Muhammadan army under Kafur, the general

of Ala-ud-dfn, sacked Dwaravati-pura, and returned to Delhi laden with

spoil. The BaMa prince escaped to Tondamlr (now in the adjoining

District of Mysore), and the dynasty continued to exist for sixty years

more. The monarchs of Vijayanagar succeeded to their place as lords

paramount over all the territory south of the Kistna river; but the

present District of Hassan ceased to be the seat of a metropolis, and

became a remote Province, ruled over in a semi-independent fashion

either by viceroys or by local pdlegdrs. The Province was known as

Balam, a name properly applicable only to the Maln£d, and the capital

.was at Aigur. The eastern part of the District was under the rule of
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separate chiefs. During the troubled period that followed the fall of the

Vijayanagar Empire, this remote tract plays no prominent part in history.

The greater part of it was subjected in the 17th century by the con-

quering Rdjis of Mysore, and later, the whole acknowledged the

despotic rule of Haidar Ah'. But Hassan District appears to have been

never thoroughly incorporated into the Mysore State. After the death

of Tipu in 1799, one of the local pdlegdrs

\

or hereditary barons,

named Venkatadri, was bold enough to assert his independence against

the British. He was finally captured and hanged. For fifty years, from

1832 to 1881, Hassan with the rest of Mysore was under direct

British administration. In the latter year the sovereignty of the State

of Mysore was transferred to the young Maharaja on his attaining his

majority.

Population .—A khdna-sumdri
,
or house enumeration of the people, in

1 85 3-54 returned a total of 469,254 persons. The regular Census of

1871 returned the number at 668,417, showing an increase of over 42

per cent, in the interval of eighteen years, if the earlier estimate can be

trusted. The Census of 1881 returned a total population of 535,806,

showing a decrease of 132,611 persons, or 247 per cent, in the

ten years since 1871. This decrease is due to the famine which

decimated Southern India in 1876-78. The area of the District in

1881 was 1879 square miles; number' of towns and villages, 3024;
houses, 132,741, of which 32,373 were unoccupied; average density of

population per square mile, 285 ; villages per square mile, i*6i ; houses

per square mile, 70*64; persons per village, 177 ;
persons per occupied

house, 5*34. Classified according to sex, there are 261,416 males and

274,390 females; proportion of males to females being therefore nearly

equal. There were, under 15 years of age, 105,540 boys and 97,606

girls ; total, 203,146, or 37*9 per cent of the District population. The
religious division of the people shows—Hindus, 522,214, or 97*3 per

cent; Muhammadans, 11,155, or 2*08 per cent ;
Christians, 2393, or

•44 per cent; 25 Sikhs; and 19 ‘others.’ As regards
1

caste, the

Brahmans number 19,045, of whom the majority belong to the

Smarta sect. Of the other Hindu castes, the Rijputs number 1268;

the Komitis and Nagartaru, or trading classes, 1542 ; the Lingdyats,

a large commercial class, 67,973; and the Vakkaligars, agriculturists,

186,055 \ other agricultural castes, 97,229. The artisans number

47,516 ; wandering tribes, 1436 ; out-castes, 91,523 ; and ‘others,’ 7153.

The Muhammadans almost entirely belong to the class of Deccani

Musalmans of the Sunni sect According to the Census of 1881, Sunnis

numbered 10,465; Shias, 2-45 ; Wahdbfs, 233; other Musalmans, 212.

The Jains (numbering 1474 I ^8i) are mostly to be found in the tdluk

of Belur, and nearly every individual among them is engaged in the

manufacture of brass-ware. Their former predominance in this region,
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and their ancient inscriptions and sculptures in the neighbourhood of

Sr£van-belgola, have been already alluded to. Out of the total of 2393
Christians, 59 are Europeans, mostly employed on the coffee estates,

and 36 are Eurasians, leaving 2298 for native Christians. According to

another principle of division, there are 321 Protestants and 2072

Roman Catholics.

The only place in the District containing more than 5000 inhabitants

is Hassan town, 5950. Of the 3024 towns and villages in Hassan

District in 1881, 2198 contained less than two hundred inhabitants, 709
from two to five hundred, 88 from five hundred to one thousand, 20

from one to two thousand, 6 from two to three thousand, 2 from three to

five thousand, and 1 from five to ten thousand. The Census distributes

the adult male population according to occupation into the following

six main groups—(1) Professional class, including State officials of every

description, and the learned professions, 8779 ; (2) domestic servants,

inn and lodging-house keepers, 524/ (3) commercial class, including

bankers, merchants, carriers, etc., 2916 ; (4) agricultural and pastoral

class, including gardeners, 139,630 ; (5) industrial class, including all

manufacturers and artisans, 11,890; (6) indefinite and non-productive

class, comprising general labourers, male children, and persons of un-

specified occupation, 97,677.

The most interesting tract in the District is the Manjarabad t&luk,

included within the Malndd or hill country, where the cultivation of

coffee has recently assumed great importance. This taluk consists of

4 ndds, sub-divided into 28 mandes. Each mande has a patel or head-

man of its own, who lives in a fortified enclosure, and still preserves a

certain feudal superiority over the villagers. The village of Sathalli is

the centre of an agricultural Christian community, founded by the

Abbe Dubois. The total number of this community was 699 in 1881

;

they are known as ‘ caste Christians ’—that is to say, along with the

tenets of Christianity, they retain all the social observances of their

Hindu ancestors. At Melakot there is a celebrated temple of Vishnu,

under his appellation of Krishna, which is richly endowed, and supports

a numerous colony of Sri Vaishn-av Brdhmans. The Jain sculptures on

the twin hills of Chandrabetta and Indrabetta have been referred to

above.

Several religious festivals and fairs combined are held in the District.

The chief places of resort are Melukot, Chunchingiri, Belur, Soman-

halli, Hoskote, and Tirupati. At these places during certain periods

from four to ten thousand people assemble.

Agriculture,—The staple cultivation of the District consists of dry

and wet crops in almost equal proportions. In the Malndd or hill

country, rice of an inferior quality furnishes the greater portion of the

food supply; the hill slopes are cut into terraces and watered from
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tanks at the valley heads. In the Maidan or low country, the cultiva-

tion of ragi (Cynosurus corocanus) predominates ; but excellent rice is

grown in the river valleys, wherever the fields can be irrigated by means
of artificial channels drawn off from the rivers by anicuts or dams.

The statistics of irrigation show a total of 4888 tanks in the

District, and 226 miles of canals, yielding an annual revenue of

^£48,483. The other crops include tobacco, sugar-cane, the cocoa-nut

and areca-nut palms, plantain trees, and chillies. Coffee cultivation is

one of the staple industries of the District, and thrives particularly well

in the rich red loam of the forests which clothe the Malndd Hills.

This cultivation is said to have been introduced from Mecca by

Baba Budan in the sixteenth century, * and had begun to attract

attention when the British assumed the administration of Mysore

State. The first coffee plantation was opened by a European in the

Manjaribid tdluk in 1843 ; and the cultivation has proved so suc-

cessful in this tract that at the present time nearly every native

has a few coffee-trees planted at the back of his house. There

are now altogether 191 coffee estates owned by Europeans, and

14,454 native holdings, yielding an annual revenue to Government

of ^2793. The cardamom plant, which grows wild on the Western

Ghdts, has recently been brought under systematic cultivation.

The agricultural stock of the District consists of2824 carts and 85,147

ploughs. The following agricultural statistics for 1881--82 show that out

of a total area of 1879 square miles, only 720 are under cultivation, and

224 more are returned as cultivable. The area under rice is 59,308

acres ;
wheat, 160 ;

other food-grains, 302,627 ; oil-seeds, 32,801 ; coffee,

47,295; vegetables, 1052; cocoa-nut and areca-nut, 17,254; tobacco,

2490 ;
sugar-cane, 5222 ;

mulberry, 218. The annual out-turn of food-

grains is valued at ^23 1,000. The cattle of the country are generally

of a diminutive size
;
but in certain parts a fine breed is to be seen,

descended from the famous amrit mahal
,
or royal breed of Haidar Alf,

which is still maintained by the Mysore Government In the low

country, the well-to-do rayats find it worth their while to breed cattle

for the hills, where, however, the rank pasturage and the humidity

of the climate annually cause a great mortality. A large number

of draught cattle are also required for the through trade. The total

live stock of the District (1881--82) consists of 391,408 cows and

bullocks, 248 horses, 2293 ponies, 3161 donkeys, 266,307 sheep and

goats, and 7871 pigs.

Manufactures
,
etc.—Hassan District is too exclusively a rural region

to possess any important industries. Cotton cloth and country blankets

or kamblis are woven in almost every village to meet the local demand.

The winding of raw silk, and the making of such silk articles as purses

and tassels, are confined to the Musalmdn section of the community.
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The Jains, on the other hand, have the monopoly of the manufacture
of brass-ware. The braziers work upon a system of advances, and
the value of their out-turn for 1881-82 is estimated at £6312, much of
which is exported into the neighbouring Districts of Mysore and Kanara.
Bags for packing grain are made from gunny, and also from the bark of

a tree.

The exports from Hassan are large, consisting chiefly of food-grains

and coffee ; but the trade is chiefly in the hands of traders from other
Districts. About 3377 tons oiragi, 7764 tons of rice, and 1202 tons
of other grains were exported in 1881-82. The imports received in

return are European piece-goods, hardware of all sorts, and spices. The
largest weekly market is held at Aldr; where considerable quantities of
rice change hands. Other trading centres are Yesalurpet, Kenchammana,
Hoskot, and Chennapatna. Until 1837, the District was without bridges

or roads deserving the name
;
palanquins and pack bullocks were the

sole means of carriage. The District is now brought into communica-
tion by good roads with large towns in the adjacent Districts of
Bangalore, Mysore, Bellary, and Mangalore. There are no railways in
the District. The length of imperial roads is 163 miles, maintained at

an annual cost of £2907 ; of District roads, 430 miles, costing £3661.
Three passes lead through the Western Ghdts towards Mangalore on
the Malabar coast, along one of which a good road has been
constructed.

Administration.—In 1881-82, the total revenue of Hassan District,

excluding education and public works, amounted to ,£117,805. The
chief items were—land revenue, £96,077; dbkdfi, or excise, £6307;
mohatarfa, or assessed taxes, £3138; forests, £4072. The District

is sub-divided into 9 tdluks
, or fiscal divisions, with 68 hoblis, or minor

fiscal units. In 1881—82, the total number of proprietors or co-

parceners was 103,529. During 1880 the average daily population of
the District jail was 49*7, and of the tdluk lock-ups, 7*1

; total, 56*8, of
whom 2*4 were women. The figures show 1 person in jail to every
9461 of the population. In the same year, the District police force
numbered 48 officers and 437 men, and the town police, 1 officer and
13 men; total, 499 men of all ranks, maintained at an aggregate cost
°f £5 S7 i - There is thus x policeman to every 3 ’8 square miles of
area, or to every 1073 persons of the population ; the cost being £2,
19s. 3d. per square mile, and 2^d. per head of population. The
number of schools aided and inspected by Government in 1874 was
243, attended by 4379 pupils. In addition, there were 147 unaided
schools, with 1657 pupils. In 1880-81, the Report on Public Instruc-
tion in Mysore State returns a total of only 75 Government aided and
inspected schools with an attendance of 2745 pupils. No returns are
available showing the present number ofunaided schools

; but the Census
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Report of 1881 gives a total of 6256 boys and 275 girls as under

instruction, besides 16,328 males and 221 females able to read and
write, but not under instruction.

Medical Aspects.—The climate of Hassan does not materially differ

from that of the neighbouring District of Bangalore. The average

mean temperature is about 76° F., the thermometer seldom rising

above 88°, or sinking below 64°. In the summer months of March
and April, the heat is sensibly modified by the sea-breeze blowing from

the west coast. From its proximity to the ghdts, and partly also owing

to the moisture engendered by the forests and marshes, the Malnad
has a temperature several degrees lower than the plains. The average

rainfall at Hassan town, calculated over a period of eleven years

ending 1881, is 25*23 inches; but in the Maln£d, as much as 100

inches sometimes falls in the year. In this latter tract, the south-west

monsoon prevails continuously from May to August
; whereas in the

plains, the north-east monsoon of October brings the larger proportion

of the rainfall. The Malnad is greatly dreaded for the malarious fever

which prevails after the early rains. It has been observed that Europeans

ultimately become better acclimatized to its attacks than natives. The
vital statistics of the District are not trustworthy

; but it may be men-
tioned that in 1880, out of a total of 9627 deaths reported, 7114
were assigned to fevers, 643 to bowel complaints, 157 to small-pox,

and 59 to snake -bite or wild beasts. In 1880, the dispensary at

Hassan town was attended by 77 in-patients, of whom 8 died; the out-

patients at Hassan hospital and at the dispensary at Sakleshpur numbered

10,640.

Hassan.—TAluk in Hassan District, Mysore State. Area, 374 square

miles. Population, 100,523 in 1872, and 84,460 in 1881, namely, 41,238

males and 43,222 females. In 1881, Hindus numbered 81,423; Muham-
madans, 2 109; and Christians, 928. Land revenue (1881-82), exclusive

of water rates, ^17,046, or 5s. sd. per cultivated acre. Expenditure

(1882-83) on internal tdluk administration, £2202 ; criminal court in

the tdluk, 1 ;
police stations {thands), 8 ; village watchmen

(chaukiddrs ),

80. The tdluk supplies. cattle and carts for the carrying trade of the

coffee districts.

Hassan.—Chief town of Hassan District, Mysore State; 114 miles

west of Bangalore, Lat. 13
0
o' 16" n., long. 7 6° 8' 8" E. Population

(1871) 6305; (1881) 5950, namely, 4558 Hindus, 1067 Muhammadans,

and 325 Christians. The original town was at the neighbouring

village of Chennapatna, founded in the 10th century, and removed

to the present site 200 years later. Head-quarters of the Hassan

tdluk.

Hassangadi.—See Hosangadi.

Hassanur.—Ghat or pass in the Balirangam Hills, Coimbatore
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District, Madras Presidency. Lat. n 8
35' n., long. 77° 10' e. Good

road for wheeled traffic from Coimbatore vid Satyamangalam to Mysore.
The ghdt has an easy gradient for 8 miles to a height of 3000 feet to

Dimmam. From Dimmam it is 4 miles to Hassandr and 6 miles to

the Mysore frontier. The road is much used, and meets the Gazzalhatti

tract at Hardanhalli, in Mysore.

Hastinapur.—Ruined city in Meerut (Merath) District, North-

Western Provinces, lying on the bank of the Burh Ganga or former bed
of the Ganges, 22 miles north-east of Meerut. Lat. 29° 9' n., long. 78°

3' e. Hastinapur formed the capital of the great Pindava kingdom, cele-

brated in the Mahdbhdrata, and probably one of the earliest Aryan settle-

ments outside the Punjab. Few traces of the ancient city now remain

;

but tradition points to a group of shapeless mounds as the residence

of the children of the moon, the Lunar princes of the house of Bhirata,

whose deeds are commemorated in the great national epic. After the

conclusion of the famous war which forms the central episode of that

poem, Hastinapur remained for some time the metropolis of the

descendants of Parikshit, but the town was finally swept away by a flood

of the Ganges, and the capital was transferred to Kausimbi. The
modem hamlet of Hastinapur contained in 1881 a population of only 28
persons, 27 being Hindus and 1 Muhammadan.

Hastings, Port.—Fortified hill in Kumiun District, North-Western
Provinces. Lat 29° 25' n., long. 80

8
5' e. ; distant from Lohughdt, 3I

miles west Elevation above sea-level, 6240 feet.

HastUL—Town and police outpost station in Gayd District, Bengal

;

situated on the right bank of the river Tiliyi. on the Gayi and Naw£d£
road, 9 miles from Nawddi and 27 miles from Gaya town. Lat 24°

29' 43" n., long. 85° 27' 35" e. Population (1881) 4203 Hindus and
816 Muhammadans—total, 5019, namely, 2424 males and 2595 females

;

municipal income in 1882, ^120 ; expenditure, 10; rate of municipal
taxation, s^d. per head of town population.

H&ta.—Tahsll in Gorakhpur District, North-Western Provinces;
situated in the south of the District, and comprising the pargands of
ShahjaMnpur and Silhat, and 6 tappds of pargand Havili. Area, 575
square miles, or 367,867 acres. Population (r872) 287,230

;
(i88r)

371,284, namely, males 185,782, and females 185,502, showing a total

increase of 84,054, or 29-2 per cent, in the nine years since 1872.
Classified according to religion, there were in 1881 : Hindus, 340,439;
Muhammadans, 30,841 ; and ‘ others,’ 4. Out of 908 villages com-
prising the tahsil, 716 contained less than five hundred inhabitants.

Land revenue, ^28,21 r. The tahsil contains 1 criminal court, with 2

police stations (thdnds). Strength of regular police, 35 men, besides
158 village watchmen (chaukiddrs).

H&ta.—Town in Gorakhpur District, North-Western Provinces, and
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head-quarters of Hita tahszl

;

situated on the unmetalled road to Kasia,

28 miles east of Gorakhpur town. The town is small and unimportant,

except as the head-quarters of the tahstl, which was formed in 1872.

Besides the usual courts and offices, the town contains a first-class

police station, post-office, school, and dispensary.

H&tampur.— Town in ShdhaMd District, Bengal. Population

(1881) 2677.

Hathatid.—River in Godlpara District, Assam.—See Haripani.

H&tMz&rl.—Village and head-quarters of a police circle (thdnd

)

in

Chittagong District, Bengal; situated 12 miles north of Chittagong

town on the road to Rdmgarh. Lat 22
0
30' 5" n., long. 91

0
50' 45" e.

The village is separated from Kumirid by the Sitdkund range of hills,

and attempts are being made to open out a pass between the two

places by a cutting through the range. Hdthdzdn contains a thriving

market

Hd.thfbd.rl—State forest (‘ 1st class Reserve’) in Bildspur District,

Central Provinces ; comprising about 15 square miles along the Jonk
river, 20 miles from Seorindrain. Contains some fine teak, and a

promising young plantation of the same timber.

Hd.thpor.—Curious tunnel on the northern face of Rdmgarh Hill,

Sarguja State, Chutid Ndgpur. Thus described by Colonel Dalton :

—

c Two of the spurs of the great rock, themselves rocky and precipi-

tous, forming buttresses on the northern face, instead of gently blending

with the plain like the others, have their bases truncated, and then

united by avast natural wall of sandstone rock, 150 yards thick and

100 to 150 yards in height. A semicircular or rather horse-shoe-

shaped nook is thus formed, which, from the height and precipitous

nature of the sandstone rock enclosing it, would be almost inaccessible,

had not nature provided an entrance by a natural tunnel through the

subtending wall. This is called the Hathpur. The waters collected

from springs in the nook form a little stream that flows out through the

tunnel. At its mouth it is about 20 feet in height by 30 in breadth ;

but at the inner extremity of its course of 150 yards it is not more

than 8 feet by 12. A man on horseback could ride through it. The
sand of the stream in the tunnel was impressed with old and recent

footprints of a whole family of tigers, who had taken up their abode

in this pleasant and secure retreat
;
but we did not find them at home.

The horse-shoe embraces an acre or two of ground, well wooded and

undulating, so that a considerable body of men could conveniently

encamp there/

On the southern side of the recess rises a sandstone cliff, which

forms part of the main body of the hill, and contains two good-sized

c^yes. The larger of these is 44 feet long, 10 feet wide, and about

6 feet high. It was, no doubt, of natural origin, but the walls have

VOL. V. 2
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been finished throughout with cutting tools, raised benches have been

cut out of the solid rock, and recesses partially secluded by buttresses

on either side of the entrance. There is no attempt at ornamentation,

and nothing to indicate that the cave was intended for a place of

worship. The smaller cave is about 40 yards distant from the larger,

and at the same elevation. The interior shows little or no sign of

artificial excavation. Both caves contain roughly-cut inscriptions,

which have been pronounced by Rajendralala Mitra to be fi

in the old

Pdli character, but not of the time of Asoka.’ If, as Colonel Dalton

suggests, the recesses in the larger caves were designed as private

apartments for females, it is more than probable that the place was

used as a hiding-place for the women and treasure of the ruling family

during Mardthd inroads. Local tradition, however, remembers nothing

so modern, and describes the caves as the residence of Rdma during

the fourteen years of forest exile which preceded his conquest of

Ceylon. Here it was that Sitd. was carried off by the demon Rdvana,

and two deep grooves in the rock in front of the larger cave are said

to be portions of the enchanted circle which Rama drew around her

for her protection. The name Hdthpor may be a corruption of Hdthi-

$ola, or the fi Elephant Gate
;

9 but it has also been suggested that the

name implies that the tunnel was made by hand. It certainly bears

no signs of human workmanship, and another explanation attributes it

to the trickling of water through crevices in the sandstone.

Hdthras (Hattras).—South-western tahsil or Sub-division of Alfgarh

District, North-Western Provinces, consisting of an alluvial upland,

traversed throughout by the East Indian Railway main line, and com-
prising the pargan&s of Hathrds and Mursdn. Area, 291 square miles, of

which 246 are cultivated. Population (1872) 207,330 ; (1881) 199,481,
namely, males 107,109, and females 92,372. Classified according to

religion, there were in i88r— Hindus, 181,5205 Muhammadans,
I 7> 1°4 5 Jains, 8395 and 6

others,’ 18. Of the 362 villages comprising

the tahsil in 1881, 250 contained less than 500 inhabitants. Land
revenue, ^41,85^, according to the last Settlement Report; total

Government revenue, including cesses, ^46,037 ; rental paid by
cultivators, ,£71,271 ; incidence of Government revenue, 4s. nfd.
per acre. The tahsil contains 1 munsifs (civil) and 1 tahsilddr's

(criminal) court, and is divided into the four police circles of Hdthras,

Mursdn, Sdsni, and Salfmpur. This tract is remarkable for the high

standard of cultivation. Of the total area, 83 per cent, is cultivable

;

and of this, 95 per cent, is under cultivation, while irrigation reaches

93 per cent, of the cultivable area Roughly speaking, one-half of

the tahsil is sub-divided among cultivating village communities, and
one-half is held by large proprietors.

Hdthras (Hattras).—Town in Alfgarh District, North-Western Pro-
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vinces, and head-quarters of Hathras tahsil, Situated on the Aligarh

and Agra road, 21 miles south of the former, and 29 miles north of

the latter town. Lat. 27
0

35' 31" n., long. 78® 6' 9" e. Hathras is a

well-built and prosperous trading centre, with numerous brick and

stone houses. Held at the end of last century by the Jat Thdkur,

Diya Rim, whose fort still stands in ruins at the east end of the

town. After the British annexation in 1803, the Thikur gave

repeated proofs of an insubordinate spirit; and, in 1817, the Govern-

ment was compelled to send an expedition against him, under the

command of Major-General Marshall. Hathras was then one of the

strongest forts in India, the works having been carefully modelled upon

those of the adjacent British fortress at Aligarh. After a short siege,

terminated by a heavy cannonade, a magazine within the fort blew up,

and destroyed half the garrison. D£ya Rdm himself made his escape

under cover of the night, and the remainder of the native force

surrendered at discretion. An old temple in the fort still bears traces

of the furious fire which it underwent during the assault Since it

came under direct British rule, Hdthras has rapidly risen to commercial

importance, and now ranks second to Cawnpur among the trading

centres of the Do£b.

Population (1872) 23,589; (1881) 25,656, namely, Hindus, 22,505;

Muhammadans, 2915; Jains, 232; Christians, 2; * others,’ 2; area of

town site, 256 acres. The general plan of the town is compact, and
the houses are built close together. A broad metalled road skirts the

entire city where the walls once stood. One wide way passes through

the centre of the town from east to west, and two good roads run from

north to south, dividing it into six muhallds or wards. A municipal

hall and school-house stand upon the brink of a new tank
;
and the

town also contains a post-office and Government charitable dispensary.

H&thras carries on a large export trade in both coarse and refined

sugar. Grain of all sorts, oil-seeds, cotton, and gM, form the other

staples of outward trade; while the return items comprise iron,

metal vessels, European and native cloth, drugs aryl spices, and mis-

cellaneous wares. Hathras, in fact, ranks as the great centre of supplies

for the Upper Doab, Rohilkhand, and the neighbouring Punjab Dis-

tricts. In local industries, the town is noted for the delicacy and

excellence of its wood and stone carving. The new line of rail to

Muttra, and the broad gauge line connecting the business portion of

the town with the East Indian main line, will doubtless still further

develop the local trade. Municipal revenue in 1882-83, ^£1337

;

from taxes, ^1303, or 9<1 per head of population (34,932) within

municipal limits.

Hatid.—Island and police circle in Nodkhdlf District, Bengal;

situated in the estuary of the Meghnd river, and lying between 22
0 26'
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and 22° 41' N. lat, and between 90° 59' and 91
0 n'30" e. long. Area,

1S5 square miles, with 48 villages, and 4176 houses. Population

(1881) 40,295, namely, males 22,062, and females 18,233; average

density of population, 218 per square mile; average number of persons

per village, 831 ; houses per square mile, 24‘i9 ; inmates per house, 9-6.

Hindus numbered 8777, and Muhammadans 31,518. The island i;es

low, and is partially but very insufficiently protected from incursions of
the sea by detached lines of embankments. Occasionally, however, at

the period of die south-west gales in May and October, storm-waves

roll inland sometimes for miles, as in the cyclones of 1st November
1867 and 31st October 1876, completely submerging the island, and
spreading death and destruction around. In the last-mentioned cyclone,

it is estimated that 30,000 lives were lost in Hatia, out of a population

returned in 1872 at 54,147, or 13,852 less than in 1881.

HattA.—ZamlnddA or estate in BiUghAt District, Central Provinces.

Area, 134 square miles, of which 66 are cultivated ; number of villages,

83. Population (1881) 29,058, namely, males 14,301, and females

14,757; average density of population, 217 per square mile The
greater part of the estate consists of a fertile plain between the SAtpura
Hills and the BAgh and WaingangA rivers. Most of the uncultivated

portion is uncultivable, consisting of rocky hills covered with jungle.

Formerly part of the Kamtha State
; confiscated by the RAji of

Nagpur in 1818, who bestowed the chiefship on a Lodhi family.

HattA.—Village in BAlAghAt District, Central Provinces, and head-
quarters of HattA estate ; situated on high ground studded with mango
trees, 8 miles east of the Waingangd river. Population (1881) 2466,
namely, Hindus, 2139; Muhammadans, 254; and aboriginal tribes, 73.

The old Gond fort encircles the residence of the zaminddr
, who, as an

honorary magistrate, has done much for the improvement of the village.

He maintains a good school and dispensary, has improved the roads,

and keeps up a regular conservancy establishment Close to the
entrance to the fort is a remarkably fine baoli or well, constructed by a
former zaminddr. »

HattA.—Northern tahsil or revenue Sub-division in Ddmoh District,

Central Provinces. Area 1007 square miles, with 1 town, 447 villages,
and 26,409 houses. Population (1881) 125,060, namely, males 65,165,
and females 59,895; average density of population, 124 per square
mile; average number of persons per village, 279; houses per square
mile, 27-8; persons per house, 4*5. Total adult agricultural popu-
lation, 37,575, or 28*5 per cent of the sub - divisional population.

Average area of cultivated and cultivable land, n acres per adult agri-

culturist Of the total area of r 107 square miles, 282 are held revenue-

free, while 725 square miles are assessed for Government revenue. Of
the assessed area, 349 square miles are under cultivation, 194 square
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miles are cultivable, and 182 square miles are uncultivable waste.

Total amount of Government assessment, including local rates and

cesses paid on land, ^£12,865, or is. ijd. per cultivated acre. Total

amount of rental paid by the cultivators, ;£19,306, or 2s. 4fdL per

cultivated acre. Total revenue of the tahsil in 1883, ^26,561. It

contains 1 civil and 1 criminal court, with 4 police stations (thdnds) and
11 outpost stations; strength of regular police, 131 men; village watch-

men (<chaukiddrs), 364.

Hattd.—Town in D£moh District, Central Provinces, and head-

quarters of Hatta tahsil

;

situated on the right bank of the Sondr river,

24 miles north of Damoh town, in lat. 24
0
8' n., long. 79

0
39' e. Popu-

lation (1881) 6325, namely, Hindus, 5645 ; Muhammadans, 472 ; Kabfr-

panthis, 4; and Jains, 204. Municipal income in 1881, ^401, of which

^288 was derived from taxation ; average incidence of taxation, is. 3^d.

per head of the population ; municipal expenditure, ^534. Hatta has

always been a place of some importance. The Gonds had a fort near

the north gate of the town, of which, however, scarcely a trace now
remains. The Bundelds built a stronger fort in the 17th century, which

the Mar&Ms afterwards enlarged. On the cession of the District to

the British in 1818, the head-quarters were first established at Hatta,

but removed to Damoh in 1835. The town has a tahsili or sub-

collector’s office, police station, dispensary, sardt\ and Government

school-house. At the market, held twice a week, a brisk trade is done
in red cloth, which is exported to Bundelkhand and elsewhere.

Hattras.— Tahsil and town in Aligarh District, North-Western

Provinces.

—

See Hathras.

Hatwd,.—Village in Sdran District, Behar, Bengal. Lat 26° 21'

36" n., long. 84° 20' 21" e. The residence of the Mahar&jd of Hatwa,

a wealthy Hindu landholder, who owns 1339 out of the 5631 villages in

Shahdbdd, besides 46 villages in neighbouring Districts. His estate

comprises an area of 390,015 local bighds
, and yields him a gross rental

of ^102,240, including cesses, of which ^27,765 is paid to Govern-

ment as land revenue and cesses. The estate has been held by the

present family from a period anterior to the Muhammadan conquest o

the Province, and the succession is said to have been uninterrupted

during a line of 102 BljAs.

Haung-tharaw (
Houng-tharaw).— River in Amherst District,

Tenasserim Division, British Burma. The Haung-tharaw rises in

Siamese territory east of the Province, and flows through the range of

mountains forming the boundary between the two countries. Crossing

the frontier in lat 15
0
55' n., and long. 99

0
e., it rushes with great

velocity between high and scarped banks amongst mountains clothed

with dense forest, which gradually gives place to feathery bamboos and

elephant grass. Near Gyaing, where the Haung-tharaw joins the
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Hlaing-bwe, patches of cultivation appear on the banks, and the

country gradually slopes. The Haung-tharaw is navigable by native

boats for some distance beyond Mitan, 80 miles from Maulmain.

Haung-tharaw.— Township in Amherst District, Tenasserim

Division, British Burma. The country is mountainous, and densely

wooded with valuable timber. The chief river is the Haung-tharaw,
forming the western boundary of the township. Cultivation is carried

on principally on the taungya or nomadic system. Large numbers
of cattle are annually imported from Siam. The route used is that

from Myawadi to Kaw-ka-rut, the head-quarters of the township. In

1881 the population was 19,650, chiefly Karin; the land revenue

amounted to ^918, and the capitation tax yielded ^1150. The town-

ship contains 77 villages, and is divided into 5 revenue circles. In
1881-82 the cultivated area was 8839 acres, mostly under rice. The
agricultural stock (1881-82) comprised 6473 buffaloes, 7108 bullocks,

bulls, and cows, 77 goats, 581 pigs, 696 ploughs, 239 carts, and 46
boats.

Hauper.—Taksil and town in Meerut (Merath) District, North-

Western Provinces.

—

See Hapur.
Haveli.—Sub-division of Piina (Poona) District, Bombay Presidency.

Area, 813 square miles; contains, with the Kirkee cantonment and
Piina city and cantonment, 236 villages and 3 towns. Population (1881)

287,062, namely, i47>3 2 7 males and 139,735 females. Hindus num-
bered 252,631; Muhammadans, 20,477; ‘others,’ 13,954. Land
revenue (1882), ^18,822. The Sub-division contains 3 criminal courts

and 2 police stations {thdnds) ; number of regular police, 81 men; village

watchmen
(
chaukiddrs), 279.

H&veri.—Town and municipality in Dharw^r District, Bombay
Presidency; situated 58 miles south-east of Dhdrw£r town, on the road

from Piina (Poona) to Bangalore. Lat. 14
0
47' 30" n., long. 75

0
29' e.

Population (1872) 5465; (1881) 5652, namely, 4728 Hindus, 824
Muhammadans, and 100 Jains. Haven has a considerable trade in

cotton and other commodities, especially in cardamoms brought from
Kanara to be washed in a small lime-impregnated well. Sub-judge’s

court. Municipal income (1880-81), ^396 ; expenditure, ^393 ;
inci-

dence of municipal taxation per head of population, is. sd. The
municipal income in 1882-83 was ^I4°i incidence per head of

municipal population, 6d.

Havili—Western pargand of Mill tahsil, Chdnda District, Central

Provinces; containing 102 villages, but no large town except Chanda.
Area, 448 square miles. Hill and jungle on the north and east occupy
more than half the pargand. The Virai intersects it from north to

south, and the Andhdrf flows along its eastern boundary. Towards the

west the soil is black loam.
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Havili Oudh (Haweli).—Pargand in Faizdbad (Fyzdbdd) District,

Oudh. Bounded on the north and east by the Gogra river ;
on the

south by the Madha river and pargands Pachhimrath and Amsin ; and

on the west by pargand Mangalsi. Area, 127 square miles, or 81,198

acres; area under crops, 46,400 acres; under groves, 5280; capable

of cultivation but not under tillage, 5836 acres. Government land

revenue, ^8977 ; average incidence, 3s. ijd. per acre of arable land.

A densely-populated pargand, the Census of 1881 returning the inhabit-

ants at 139,610, or an average of 1099 per square mile. The chief

landed families are the Bashisht Brahmans, Surajbansi Rajputs, Garg-

bansi Rajputs, Bais Rajputs, Upadhia Brahmans, Bhadarsa Sayyids,

and the Kurmis of Manjadubanspur. The estates of the last-named

family were confiscated owing to the rebellion of the Rdjd in 1857.

Ajodhya and Faizabad towns are situated in this pargand.

H&walMgh.—Village in Kumdun District, North-Western Provinces;

picturesquely situated on the left bank of the Kosila, 5 miles north of

Almord. Lat 29
0
38' 25" n., long. 79

0

39' 5" e. Elevation above sea-

level, 3889 feet. Hawalb^gh was formerly the cantonment of the

Provincial battalion, but was abandoned on the constitution of that

force as one of the Gurkha corps. Two tea plantations now occupy

the site of the cantonment, and also the rifle range of the regiment

stationed at AlmoxL
Hazara.—District in the Lieutenant-Governorship of the Punjab,

lying between 33
0
45' and 35

0
2' n. lat., and between 72

0
35' 30' and

74
0

9' e. long. Hazara forms the north-eastern District of the

PesMwar Division. It is bounded on the north by the Black

mountains, the independent Switi country, Kohistan, and Chilas;

on the east by the Native State of Kashmir
; on the south by Rdwal

Pindi District; and on the west by the river Indus. Area, 3039
square miles; population (1881) 407,075 persons. Of the area,

204 square miles, with a population of 24,044, belong to the feudal

territory of Tanawal (q.v*)* In all Government statistics in this

article, except those of the Census, feudatory Tanawal is omitted.

The administrative head-quarters are at Abbottabad.

Physical Aspects.—The District of Hazara forms a wedge of British

territory extending far into the heart of the outer Himalayan range, and

consists of a long and narrow valley, shut in on either side by lofty

mountains, whose peaks rise to a height of 17,000 feet above sea-level.

The base of the wedge, or open mouth of the valley, some 56 miles in

breadth, looks towards the plain country of Rdwal Pindi District to

the south; but as it runs northward, the width of the glen rapidly

diminishes, till it tapers at last to a narrow point in the romantic vale

of Kagdn. This gorge, 60 miles in length, is closely contracted by

mountains, which hem it in to the right and left, while beneath,
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the river Kunhar forces its way through the central ravine to join

the Jehlam (Jhelum) at Pattan. The mountain chains which bound

the Kh£g£n valley sweep southward into the broader portion of the

District, still maintaining a general parallel direction, and send off

spurs on every side, which sub-divide the country into numerous minor

dales. Ranges of the same system cut off the valleys of Agror (Ughi),

Mansehra, AbbottiMd, and Khinpur, drained respectively by the

Kunhir, the Sirhan, the Dor, and the Haroh, all of which are tributaries

of the Indus. The intervening ridges crowd closely upon one another,

leaving mere deeply-scored ravines for the excavating streams; but

open and level patches occasionally occur, and gradually increase in

width as the channels trend southward. At last, upon the confines of

Rdwal Pindi, the hills subside, and the valleys open out towards the

Punjab plain. The whole amount of level country throughout the

District has been calculated at from 250 to 300 square miles. The

Jehlam (Jhelum) forms the eastern border of the District for 20 miles,

flowing in a narrow rocky bed, through which it seethes and rushes

in a boisterous torrent.

The scenery of Hazdra everywhere presents the most picturesque

and charming variety. To the north, tower the distant peaks of the

snow-clad ranges; midway, the central mountains rise clothed to

their rounded summits with pines and other forest trees, while

grass and brushwood spread a green cloak over the nearer hills, and

cultivation covers every available level slope in the foreground. The

Haripur and Pakli plains consist of richly-irrigated fields, and the hill-

sides elsewhere have been industriously terraced so as to make room

artificially for narrow strips of simple tillage. Water also adds a charm

to the landscape in every form, from the raging floods of the Kunh£r

and the Jehlam (Jhelum), or the strong deep stream of the Indus, to

the minor rivulets which scoop out the lateral valleys, and the three

silent tarns at the head of the Khdgan glen. Thriving villages stand

in every open plain, or perch half-way up the hills; and scattered

homesteads around the cultivated slopes bespeak the security of British

rule.

History.—After the earliest and unknown period of its history,

Hazira District came under the rule of four successive dynasties.

These four dynasties, in order, were those of the Mughal, the Durini,

the Sikh, and the British. The early remains of the District apparently

date back to a period as remote as that of Alexander the Great, and a

number of Bactrian coins were found in Gandgarh in 1875. A group

of ancient mounds, extending into the southern portion of this District

from Rawal Pindi, have been identified by General Cunningham
tfith the site of Taxila, the great city where the Macedonian invader

was hospitably entertained after his passage of the Indus. With these
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exceptions, however, no relics of antiquity exist within the valley, and

even these can only be included in the borders of Hazara by the

courtesy of artificial boundary lines. The history of the mountain glen

itself begins at a far later period. The name of Hazdra is said to be

derived from one Karlagh Hazara, of a Trirki family, who entered India

with Timur in the 14th century, and subsequently settled in this remote

region. A more probable, and indeed the usually accepted derivation,

is from the military colonies of a thousand (hazdr) troops each, which

Chengis Khan left behind him here and at various points along the

Kiilni valley. If the former derivation be accepted, it may be con-

cluded that the Hazdras of this District are a branch of those Hazara

Tdrks who have given their name to a certain tract in Afghanistan.

During the prosperous period of the Mughal dynasty, the open

southern plain formed part of the Attock government; the eastern

slopes were ruled by a branch of the Ghakkar family of Rdwal Pindi,

with Khdnpur for their capital ; while the northern gorge belonged to

the Kashmir Province, but was probably administered by the Hazdra

Tdrks. Then, as now, the population included a number of mixed

tribes, with a large substratum of Gdjars, Kharils, and Dhdnds, all

of whom can apparently claim a pure Hindu origin, as well as the

Ghakkars, though they accepted the faith of Isl&m at a veiy early date.

Towards the beginning of the 18th century, a horde of Afghan invaders

from Swdt poured into the vale of Khagdn, and occupied the whole

northern tract. About the same period, other associated tribes, not of

pure Afghan descent, swarmed into the District across the eastern

frontier; while the Gdjars, Khardls, and Dhunds began simultaneously

to assert their independence, so that the utmost anarchy prevailed

throughout Hazdxa.

In 1752, Kashmir and the Punjab passed into the hands of Ahmad
Sh£h Dur&ni, whose firmer administration seems for a time to have

restored some semblance of order among the anarchic elements of this

savage country. But the Dur£ni Empire did not long retain sufficient

vitality to support a stable government in so remote a dependency.

Fierce dissensions between the local chieftains fill up the annals of

the valley during the latter half of the 18th century, until the time

when Haz&ra attracted the attention of the rising Sikh monarchy.

Ranjlt Singh first obtained a footing in the District in 1818, and, after

eight years of constant aggression, became master of the whole country.

Sard&r Hari Singh was the chief instrument of the Sikh Mahirajd ; but

even that energetic leader found his abilities taxed to the utmost by the

dogged resistance of the mountaineers. From 1826 to X846, the Sikh

Government at Lahore exercised undoubted supremacy throughout

Hazdra, and one by one the native chieftains lost even the small

measure of independence which they had originally been suffered to
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retain. Revolts of almost yearly occurrence, however, kept the country

in a state of turmoil ; and when the vigour of the Sikh kingdom began

to relax under the successors of Ranjit Singh, the people of Hazara

seized the opportunity of recovering their independence, and in 1845

they rose as one man. They stormed the Sikh forts, laid siege to

Haripur, the seat of administration, and drove the Governor, Diwdn
Mulraj, across the borders. A Hindustani fanatic, Sayyid Akbar
of Sitkna, was elected king by the assembled chieftains, and Hazdra

looked forward once more to a native Musalmdn regime. But in the

following year the greater part of the District was included in the

territory ceded to Raji Ghuldb Singh by the British, at the conclusion

of the first Sikh war. A force despatched by Ghuldb Singh, under the

control of two British Political Officers, forced an entry into Hazira

from Srinagar, and quelled the insurrection without serious difficulty.

In the year 1847, the new ruler of Kashmir induced the Government

of Lahore to accept the District of Hazara in exchange for a strip of

territory on the southern frontier of Jummoo (Jammu). Lieutenant

Abbott, as Political Officer under the Lahore Government, at once

effected a settlement of the land-tax. The turbulent chieftains had

at length found their match in the steady but liberal organization

of British officials
; and so effectual were the measures adopted by

Lieutenant Abbott, that in 1848 the District could already be described,

for the first time perhaps since the Mughal period, as ‘perfectly

tranquil.’

On the outbreak of the disturbances at Multdn (Mooltan), which

culminated in the second Sikh war, the troops in garrison rose against

Lieutenant Abbott, in unison with their co-religionists in the Punjab

;

but the Musalmdn inhabitants universally threw in their lot with

their new rulers, and remained faithful, almost without exception,

throughout the struggle. Rough guerilla bands assembled readily to

defend the leader whose liberality and consideration they had experi-

enced against the power of their Sikh oppressors. Offering a bold front

both to the revolted Sikhs and to their ally, the Amir of Afghanistan,

whose threatened march from Attock into Kashmir placed him in great

jeopardy, the English officer succeeded'in holding his own at the head

of his raw Muhammadan levies, until the battle of Gujrat (Guzerat)

decided the fate of the campaign. The Afghans then withdrew, and

Hazara passed peaceably under direct British rule. A few unimportant

risings upon the frontier have since diversified the local annals, but

the District as a whole has enjoyed uninterrupted peace for nearly

half a century. In 1857, some disaffected Dhdnds made an attempt

to seize upon the hill station of Murree (Marri) in Rdwal Pindi,

and in 1868 disturbances took place in Agror and the neighbouring

border, which resulted in the petty campaign known as the ‘Black
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Mountain Expedition ;
* but on neither occasion was the general tran-

quillity disturbed. On the first distribution of the Province, the Murree

tract was included in the limits of Hazara, but subsequent arrangements

in 1850 transferred it to Rawal Pindi. In 1854, the head-quarters of

the District, which had hitherto been placed at Haripur, a town
founded by the Sikh Sarddr, Hari Singh, were removed to a new station

laid out by Lieutenant Abbott, and called after him, Abbottdbid.

jPopulation.—The first Census of Hazira took place on 1st January

1855, an<l returned the total number of inhabitants at 296,364. A
second enumeration, on 10th January 1 868, gave a total of 343,929,
showing an increase for the thirteen years of 47,565 persons, or 16*04

per cent These figures do not include the feudal territory of Tanawal,
which, however, formed part of the District for the Census of 1868.

That enumeration extended over a total area of 2835 square miles,

and disclosed a total population of 367,218, distributed among 1253
villages or townships, and inhabiting 74,174 houses. The Census

taken on the 17th February 1881 returned the area as 3039 square

miles (including Tanawal), and the population as 407,075 persons.

This population dwelt in 4 towns and 1179 villages, and inhabited

67,412 houses; 9518 houses were returned as unoccupied. From
these data the following averages may be deduced:— Persons per

square mile, 134; villages per square mile, 0*39; houses per square

mile, 25 ;
persons per village, 344 ;

persons per house, 6. Classified

according to sex, there were—males, 218,616; females, 188,459; pro-

portion of males, 53*7 per cent Classified according to age, there

were, under 15 years—males, 94,449; females, 80,092; total, 174,541,

or 42*8 per cent, of the whole population. A comparison with the

returns of the Census of 1868 shows that in the thirteen years ending

1881 the population of the District, as at present constituted, has

increased by 41,755, or at the rate of 11*4 per cent.

As regards religious distinctions, Hazara is an essentially Musalman
District The Muhammadans number in all 385,759, or 94*7 per cent.

;

while the Hindus amount to only 19,843, or 4*8 per cent. The small

margin includes 1381 Sikhs and 90 Christians. The main divisions of

the population (excluding that of Tanawal), according to tribe and

caste, are as follows :—Among the Muhammadans, the Gdjars (60,948),

the Tanaolis (39,981), the Dhiinds (20,085), Kashmfrfs (13,997), Sayyids

( I S> 235)> Rajputs (4^34)? Shaikhs (5098), Lohars (5896), Mughals (5297),

Tiirks (2996), Jul£h£s (11,885), Ghakkars (4613), and Mochis (4285).

Among Hindus, Khattris number 10,045 ;
Brahmans, 4003 ; Aroris,

2406; and Sunars, 810. The Sw£tis occupy the Khdgan gorge; while the

other tribes of Afghan origin inhabit the western frontier of the District.

The Dhiinds and Kharils hold the south-eastern hills, and Aw£ns and
Giijars are scattered over the whole country, occupying inferior social
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positions. The Awdns universally follow agriculture, but the Gtijars

devote themselves to cattle-grazing among the hills, especially in the

higher slopes of Kdgin. Sayyids are found in all parts of the District,

and enjoy a high social position. The Khattris and Brdhmans form a

very small proportion of the population, and engage almost entirely in

trade.

The physique of the Hazdra tribes falls decidedly below that

common in the adjoining Districts of Rdwal Pindi and Peshawar, or

among the mountaineers beyond the frontier. The Dhiinds, Kharis,

and Swdtis in particular are of small stature and deficient in strength.

Under British rule they have proved themselves submissive subjects

;

but their turbulence under the oppressive Sikh Government shows that

they can resist by force when necessary. Among their chiefs, open

violence is rare, fraud and intrigue being the more usual weapons both

of attack and of defence. As cultivators, they are remarkable rather

for patient industry than for skill or enterprise. The external ritual of

Islam is regularly observed even amongst the lowest agriculturists, but

its legal precepts yield entirely to local custom.

As regards occupation, the adult male population is divided into the

following six main groups:—(1) Professional class, including State officials

of every description, and the learned professions, 6636 ; (2) domestic

servants, inn and lodging-house keepers, 3435 ; (3) commercial class,

including bankers, merchants, carriers, etc., 2828
; (4) agricultural and

pastoral class, including gardeners, 77,243 ; (5) industrial class, including

all manufacturers and artisans, 20,158 ; (6) indefinite and non-produc-

tive class, comprising general labourers, male children, and persons of

unspecified occupation, 13,867. Of the 1183 towns and villages in

the District, 638 contained in 1881 a population of less than two

hundred; 327 from two to five hundred; 145 from five hundred

to one thousand
; 52 from one to two thousand

; 9 from two to

three thousand; 9 from three to five thousand; and 3 from five to

ten thousand. In 1882-83, the District contained 4 municipal towns,

with populations as follows:

—

Haripur, 4884; Abbottabad, 4189;
Bafa, 5410; Nawashahr, 4307. The aggregate population within

municipal limits was, in 1882-83, I S>93 2 -

Agriculture.—Although no accurate statistics exist with reference to

the area under cultivation during the early years of British rule, there is

reason to believe that the extent of tillage has increased by 30 per cent,

since the date of annexation. In 1869-70, the settlement returns

showed the cultivated area as 393,918 acres, or 22*21 per cent, of the

whole District In 1875-76, the cultivable waste amounted to only

35>399 acres; in 1881, it was reduced to 15,101 acres, so that agri-

culture has now almost reached its utmost margin. The principal

crops consist of wheat, barley, and oil-seeds for the rabi or spring
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harvest, while maize, rice, pulses, millets, cotton, and potatoes form the

chief kharif or autumn crops. Turmeric and sugar-cane are grown in

the Haripur tdlukm Only one crop, that in autumn, is harvested in the

higher ranges. The area under each staple in 1881 was returned

as follows:—Wheat, 97,698 acres; barley, 69,375 acres; mustard,

8417 acres; maize, 207,779 acres; rice, 22,299 acres; pulses, 22,931

acres; millets, 46,099 acres. The cultivation of the potato, intro-

duced shortly after the British annexation, has greatly progressed in

the face of natural difficulties, and there is now no prejudice against

its cultivation.

Throughout the hill tracts the autumn harvest is the more important,

and among the higher hills the length and severity of the winter pre-

clude the possibility of a spring crop. Rice can only be grown on
irrigated land lying low in the mountain valleys. Maize or Indian com
forms the great upland staple, being sown in May and gathered in

October ;
while the lowland seasons fall about a month later in either

case. The soil in the open portion of the District is deep and

rich, the detritus of the surrounding hills being lodged in the basin-

like depressions below; the highlands have a shallow and stony

covering, compensated for by the abundant manure which can be

obtained from the flocks of sheep and cattle among the mountain

pastures. The B£gh or garden soiL is always in the vicinity of the

village, and is cultivated by the Mallis, a superior caste of husband-

men. Rent for this land varies from 12s. to ^2, 8s. per acre.

Irrigation by wells is confined to the open country round Haripur. In

other parts, embankments on the rivers and hill torrents distribute the

water to the neighbouring fields. The area artificially irrigated in

1881 amounted to 36,380 acres by private enterprise; and during the

year crops were taken from 51,925 artificially-irrigated acres in two

harvests.

The average holding of an agriculturist in the plains varies from

10 to 7 acres, according to the quality of the soil; in the hilly portion

it is 6 acres, -with a few acres of meadow land adjoining. Village

communities of the usual Punjab types occupy the soil, in most cases,

with varying individual or communal tenures. Out of 886 villages in

1881, 99 still retained all their lands in common ;
among the remainder,

division of plots to separate owners had proceeded to a greater or

less extent Half the cultivated area is held by tenants, a little more

than one-half of whom enjoy rights of occupancy. Rents are usually

paid in kind, but certain occupancy tenants pay a fixed percentage

of the land-tax in cash. Agricultural labour is also paid in kind.

In 1881, cash wages ranged from 6d. to 9d. per diem for unskilled

workmen, and from is. to 2s. per diem for skilled workmen. Prices

of food-grains ruled as follows on the 1st of January 1881 :—Wheat,
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1 1 sers per rupee
;
maize, 15 sers per rupee ; barley, 1 7 sers per rupee

;

rice, 4 sers per rupee.

Neither the towns nor villages of Hazira are walled Both towns

and villages are mere collections of flat-roofed mud-built houses,

threaded by narrow, irregular gullies. Every village has its place

of public resort, generally near the house and under the care of

the head-man of the village. In these baithaks or deori
, questions

of local interest are discussed, the passing traveller entertained, and
the gossip of the moment disseminated. Each village has its mosque
or masjid

,
with an Im£m or priestly servant in charge. The TmL

calls to prayer, and leads the recital] reads the Kurdn, teaches the

children of the hamlet, and takes the principal part in the domestic

ceremonies of the people. The Imam is usually supported by the

grant of a piece of land rent free. The style of living among the in*

habitants has visibly improved since annexation : the. houses are more
commodious, the roofs better timbered, copper vessels and English

earthenware are to be seen, and the cattle are better housed. Spirit-

drinking is not practised, but opium-eating and opium-smoking are

common habits. Much value is attached to women. , The loss of a

wife is the greatest possible misfortune. The women of the people

assist equally with the men in all the operations of husbandry. Family
life is regulated by custom rather than law. Polygamy is permitted,

but the custom is not general.

Natural Calamities.—Hazdra suffered great scarcity in the memorable
and widespread famine of 1783, which affected it with the same severity

as the remainder of Upper India. During the years of dearth among
the plain Districts in 1861 and 1869-70, the harvests of Hazara pro-

duced an excellent yield, and the high price of grain for exportation

gave large profits to the peasantry, besides affording an incentive to

increased cultivation. In 1877-78, however, Hazara again experienced

scarcity; but in 1879-80 the yield was abundant, and high prices

ruled during the continuance of the Afghan war.

Commerce and Trade
,,
etc.—The chief imports of the District, with

their annual values as estimated by the settlement officer, comprise

—English cloth, ^33,000 ;
salt, ;£i 2,000 ; and indigo, ^5000 : while

the exports include ghl9 ^20,000; mustard oil, ^20,000; barley,

^12,000; wheat, ^6000 ; rice, £5000 ; and live stock, ^5000.
Khatak Pathans from R£wal Pindi and Peshawar manage the whole
carrying trade, entering the District annually with their hill bullocks,

making their purchases either direct from the agriculturists or from
Khattri traders, and purchasing grain chiefly from Pakhli. No manu-
factures of more than local importance exist. Haripur, Bafa, Sardi

Saleh, Kot Najfb-uM, Nawdshahr, Bal£kot, and Minsahra are the
principal centres of local traffic. The chief road in the District is that
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from Hasan Abdal in Riwal Pindi to Srinagar in Kashmir, vi& Haripur,
Abbottdbdd, and Mdnsahra, crossing the Kunhdr by an iron suspension
bridge, and the Jehlam (Jhelum) by a ford. Another line connects
Abbottabdd with the hill station of Murree (Marri). Both routes run
through mountainous country, but are kept in excellent repair, and
are passable for camels or horses, except when covered with snow.
There is a third road from Hazro to Haripur and Abbottdbdd, chiefly
used by Pathdn traders from Peshdwar. A tonga and bullock-train
service connects the railway station of Hasan Abdal on the Punjab
Northern State Railway with Abbottdbdd. In 1875-76 there were
676 miles of unmetalled road within the District The Kunhir is
crossed by several wooden bridges, and in the higher part of Khdgan,
by rope suspension bridges.

Administration.—Feudal Tandwal, although geographically within
the area of Hazdra, is not under the District administration. Taniwal
is in fact the Cis-Indus territory of the independent Nawib of Amb,
and is a political dependency administered by him. The total revenue
derived from Hazara proper in 1882-83 amounted to £>8,729, of
which sum the land-tax contributed ,£22,193. A local revenue of
about £2000 provides for objects of public utility within the District.
In 1882-83, eight civil and revenue judges of all grades exercised
magisterial powers. The administrative staff usually includes two
covenanted civilians. The regular police force, together with the
municipal constabulary, numbered 505 men in 1882-83

; being at the
rate of 1 policeman to every 5-6 square miles of area and every 806 of
the population. This force was in 1881 further supplemented by a
body of 423 village watchmen (chaukiddrs). The District jail in
1882-83 had a daily average of 44 convicts, of whom 4 were females.
A small lock-up at AbbottdMd, with a temporary wooden jail barrack
affords accommodation for 66 prisoners, but all convicts sentenced to
more than one month’s confinement are sent to the jail at Riwal
Pindi Education has of late improved. In 1882-83, the District
had a total of 22 State-inspected schools, with a roll of 937 pupils.
In addition, the educational report for the same year returned a
total of 1023 indigenous or village schools, in which 11,546 children
were under some form of instruction. An educational cess has
been imposed only since 1882. For fiscal and administrative pur-
poses, the District is subdivided into 3 tahsils and 38 ildkas. The
aggregate revenue of the four municipal towns in 1882-83 amounted
to .£1821, being at the rate of 2s. 3d. per head of the population

(I5 >932) within municipal limits. All the municipalities are of the
third class.

Military Arrangements.—The station of Abbottibdd is the head-
quarters of the Punjab Frontier Force. The garrison usually comprises
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two regiments of Native infantry, and a battery of mountain artillery.

An outpost exists in the Agror valley, for which garrisons are detached

from Abbottibid, and Fort Harkisbengarh at Haripur is garrisoned by
a police force of r sergeant and 8 men. During the summer months,

detachments of British infantry and sometimes of mountain artillery

are stationed at selected posts, called gully locations, along the road

from Abbottibid to Murree (Marri). The cost of the entire Frontier

Force in 1883 was ^414,663.
Medical Aspects.—The climate of Hazira is as varied as the scenery.

The southern portion, adjoining the plains, suffers from the heat of

summer and the cold of winter as greatly as Riwal Pindi; but at

Abbottibid, although the winter is severe, the refreshing mountain

breezes mitigate the summer temperature to a considerable extent.

Snow lies upon the hills down to a level of 6000 feet from November
to March. The perpetual snow-line extends between 14,000 and

15,000 feet At Abbottibid the mean temperature in 1882 was 84° F.

in May and 54
0
in December. In May the same year, the maximum was

112
0
,
and the minimum in December 33

0
. The annual rainfall varies

from 30 inches in the lower valleys to 50 inches or more among the

high mountains
;
the average for the whole District during the twelve

years ending 1881 amounted to 43 '4 inches. In 1882, the rainfall was
46 '8 inches. Malarious fevers prevail in the spring and autumn, and
affections of the respiratory organs in the winter. Stone and goitre are

also of common occurrence, the latter disease appearing in the closed

mountain glen of Khigan, and other valleys. No accurate mortuary

returns are available for the District generally. 9710 deaths from all

causes were registered during 1882. Of these the great majority were

attributed to fever; 3923 succumbed to small-pox. The recorded

death-rate of Abbottibid in the same year was '24 per 1000, and the

registered birth-rate 28 per 1000. Two charitable dispensaries at

Haripur and Abbottibid gave relief in 1882-83 t0 30*290 persons, of

whom 402 were in-patients. [For further information regarding

Hazira, see the Report on the Land Settlement Operations from 1868

to 1874, by Captain E. G. Wace; the District Gazetteer
, published

by authority of the Punjab Government; the Punjab Census Report

for 1881 ; and the Administration and Departmental Reports from
1880 to 1883.]

Haz&rib&gh.—District of ChutiiNigpur, in the Lieutenant-Governor-

ship of Bengal, lying between 23
0
25' and 24° 48' n. lat, and between

84° 29' and 86° 38' E. long. Bounded on the north by the Districts

of Gayi and Monghyr ; on the east by the Santil Parganis and Min-
bhiim ; on the south by Lohirdagi ; and on the west by Lohirdagi
and Gayi. The District forms the north-eastern portion of the Chutii
Nigpur Division. Area, 7021 square miles. Population, according
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to the Census of 1881, 1,104,742. The administrative head-quarters

are at Hazaribagh town.

Physical Aspects.—The physical formation of Hazdribdgh exhibits

three distinct features :—(1) A high central plateau extends from the

western boundary of the District, occupying a central position in the

western section of it ; this plateau measures about 40 miles in length

from east to west and 15 miles from north to south, and the height of

the head-quarters station, Hazdribdgh (2000 feet), may be taken as its

average elevation ;
the surface is undulating and cultivated, and many

prosperous villages are dotted over this tract
: (2) A lower and more

extensive plateau, with a general elevation of 1300 feet, occupies the

northern and eastern portions of the District ; to the north, the land is

well cultivated, and hardly a trace exists of rock or jungle ; to the east,

the country has a much more varied character, the elevation becomes

lower, and the character of a plateau is gradually lost
: (3) The central

valley of the Ddmodar river, with the country which is watered by its

numerous feeders, occupies the entire southern section of the District \

the chief characteristics of this tract are extensive jungle and scattered

villages, but exceptions to this general description are found in the

well-cultivated Karanpurd valley, and in the rich rice-fields oijpargands

Paldni, ChangarM, and Gold. Indeed, although the characteristic

features of Hazdribdgh are rock and hill and wide-spreading jungle,

fine patches of cultivation are met with in all parts, and the scenery is

generally pleasing and often extremely picturesque. The central tracts,

notably the northern portion of the lower plateau, exhibit a continuous

expanse of undulating country, rich in soil and devoid of hills, where

much valuable rice land has been obtained after laborious construction,

and where the cultivated uplands, generally studded with mahud trees,

or groves of mango, have given many parts of the District the * park-

like appearance 9 which has been so frequently remarked.

The District forms part of the chain of high land—sometimes a range

of hills, sometimes a cultivated plateau—which extends across the con-

tinent of India, south of the Narbada (Nerbudda) river on the west, and

south ofthe Son (Soane) river on the east. This chain has nearly reached

its eastern extremity in Hazaribagh District ; the rivers here take an

easterly course, and the general level of. the country begins to fall.

The high central plateau has a well-defined face on all sides except

towards the west. In this direction it becomes narrow, and gradually

descends till the final slope can hardly be traced among the other

undulations of the country. Near the western limit, the connection of

the plateau with the great central range referred to above is readily

traced. The principal peaks of the plateau are Baragdi or Marang
Burn (3445 feet above the sea), Jilingd (3057 feet), Chendwdr (2816

feet), and Aswa (2463 feet). Detached hills are Lugu (3203 feet),

VOL. v. 2 A
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Mihudi (2437 feet); and, in the east of the District, on the boundary

of Mdnbhdm, the well-known Parasnath Hill, 4479 feet above the

sea, which was for a few years (1864-68) used as a military sanitarium.

The building on the top of the hill, formerly the officers
5

quarters, is

now used as a dak bungalow for travellers.

The most important river ofHazdribdgh is the Damodar. The District

may be said to contain a section of the valley of this river about 90 miles

in length. When the Damodar enters Hazdribdgh on the south-west,

it has already run 25 miles of its course through Lohdrdagd. For a

short distance it forms the boundary between the two Districts, and

then flows in a generally eastern direction, until it enters Mdnbhtfm.

Its chief feeders in this portion of its course are the Garhi, Haharo,

Naikiri, Maramarh£, Bher£, Kunar, Khanjo, and JamunhL The
Damodar, with its tributaries, drains in this District an area of 2480

square miles; it is everywhere fordable during the dry season. The
only other important river of Haziribigh is the Barakhar, which

drains an area of 2050 square miles. Although the face of the country

is to a large extent covered with jungle, there are no forests containing

timber of appreciable commercial value. Sdl (Shorea robusta) grows

abundantly, but is not allowed to attain any height, the young trees

being used for house-posts, rafters, masts, etc. The use of the saw is

unknown, and it would therefore be useless to allow the trees to grow

beyond a size at which the wood can be cut and fashioned by the axe.

The forests of the District yield little revenue to Government, but they

afford means of subsistence to a considerable number of the poorer

classes of the people during a portion of the year. Amongst the fruits

and roots thus eaten are the mahud
,

ber^ bar
,
jdpal

,
singdrd

,,
chehur

,

roots of various species of Dioscorea, and many kinds of leaves. A
4 reserved forest

5 has been established in the Kodarma Government

estate since 1879, covering an area of 36 square miles. The unculti-

vated high lands in the south and south-west of the District contain

fine stretches of grazing ground for cattle, and during the cold weather

large herds are driven in for pasture from the neighbouring District of

Gayi, where grazing land is scarce. There are no fewer than five

groups of mineral springs in Hazdrib£gh District, all of which are

looked upon as sacred by the Hindus, and are largely resorted to

for the cure of skin diseases. The jungle in the less cultivated

portions of the District give shelter to tigers, bears, and leopards
;
and

the sand chitd or dog-leopard, distinguished by having non-retractile

claws, is occasionally seen. Wolves are very common, and wild dogs

hunt in packs on Parasnath Hill. Several varieties of deer are found

in the jungles, and bison are sometimes met with. Amongst the

game-birds, which are very plentiful, are jungle-fowl, pea-fowl, partridge,

duck, teal and quail, snipe, ortolans, plovers, etc.
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History,.—Local history begins in the middle of the 18th century,

when one Mukund Singh was R£jd of the old estate of Ramgarh (which

included the present District of Haz£rib£gh) and the recognised

chief of the country, while his relative, Tej Singh, was at the head of

the local army. They claimed descent from two Rajput brothers,

immigrants from Bundelkhand. The former obtained the zamin-

ddri of Ramgarh from the Maharajd of Chutid Ndgpur; but, in 1771,

Tej Singh went to assert his claim to the estate before Captain

Camac at Patni. He returned with a European force under Lieutenant

Goddard
; Mukund Singh fled after a mere show of resistance, and the

Rdmgarh estate was made over to Tej Singh subject to a tribute of

^4000 a year. It does not appear, however, that Lieutenant Goddard

took formal possession of the territory thus won, nor did his expedition

extend to the north-western portion of the District known as pargand

Kharakdiha. Six years earlier (1765), Mod Ndrdyan Deo, the old

Hindu Rdja of Kharakdiha, chief of the ghdtwdls or guardians of the

passes, being driven from his estate by the Musalmdn dmil or revenue

agent, Kdmddr Khdn, had taken refuge with Tej Singh at Rdmgarh, and

received a grant of two villages by way of maintenance. Kamdar
Khdn’s rule in Kharakdiha was followed by that of Ikbdl All Khdn,

who was expelled in 1774 for tyranny and mismanagement, by a

British force under Captain James Brown. The exiled Rdja of

Kharakdiha, who had exerted his influence on the British side, was

rewarded with a grant of the maintenance lands of the rdj.

Possibly he might have been completely reinstated in his former

position, but in the confusion of Muhammadan misrule, the ghdt-

wdls had grown too strong to return to their old allegiance, and

demanded and obtained separate settlements. In the sanads granted

to them by Captain Brown, they are recognised as petty feudal chiefs,

holding their lands subject to responsibility for crime committed on
their estates. They were bound to produce criminals, and to refund

stolen property; they were liable to removal for misconduct; and they

undertook to maintain a body of police, and to keep the roads in

repair. Before 1780, the pacification of the ghdtwdls was complete,

and Captain Brown’s military administration had come to an end.

Ramgarh and Kharakdiha then formed part of a British District

named Rdmgarh, administered by a civilian, who held the offices

of Judge, Magistrate, and Collector ; while a contingent of Native

infantry, known as the Ramgarh Battalion, was stationed at Haz£ri-

b£gh under the command of a European officer. This District of

Ramgarh occupied an area nearly three times as great as that of Hazdri-

Mgh at present, stretching up on the north-west to Sherghdti in

Gayd, and taking in on the east pargand Chakii of Monghyr, and

the zamtnddri rdj of Pdnchet; while on the south-west and south-
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Palamau was regularly included in the District, and Chuti£ Nagpur owed

a loose allegiance as a tributary estate administered by its own chief.

From 1780 to 1833, the District was governed in general accord

with the ordinary Regulations ; but in the latter year, in consequence

of the great Kol insurrection of 1831-32 (for an account of which

see Lohardaga District), the administrative system was entirely

changed. Rdmgarh and the Jungle Mahals with the estate of Dhal-

bhdm, till then included in Midnapur, were exempted from the

operation of the Regulations, and every branch of government within

these tracts was vested in an officer appointed by the Supreme Govern-

ment, styled the Agent to the Governor-General The pargands of

Kharakdiha, Kendi, and Kundd, with the large estate of Rimgarh
consisting of 16 pargands

,
which compose the present area of the

District, became part of the South-Western Frontier Agency, and were

formed into a District under the name of Haz&ribdgh. In 1854, the

designation of the Province was changed from South-Western Frontier

Agency to Chuti£ Nagpur; and it has been administered since

that date as a Non-Regulation Province under the Lieutenant-

Governor of Bengal, the title of the chief executive officer being at the

same time changed from Governor-General’s Agent to Commissioner.

The revenue, civil, and magisterial jurisdictions of Haziribdgh are now
conterminous.

Population.— Several early attempts were made to ascertain the

population of Haziribdgh. In 1837 it was estimated at 320,000, but

it is not known on what data this calculation was based. The Survey

Department, in 1858-63, returned the population at 716,065, showing

an average density of 101 persons to the square mile; and a later

estimate gave an average density of 106 to the square mile. The first

regular Census was taken in 1872. It disclosed a total population of

771,875 persons, inhabiting 6703 villages or townships and 150,493
houses. In 1881 the population was returned at 1,104,742, or an

increase of 332,867, or 43*12 per cent., over the results of 1872.

Most of this large increase, however, is more apparent than real,

being due to defective enumeration in 1872. That enumeration is

admitted to have been only approximate, and to have partaken rather

of the character of a survey of the population than a regular census.

The general results of the Census of 1881 may be summarized

as follows:—Area of District, 7021 square miles; number of towns

and villages, 7833 ;
houses, 193,481, of which 185,280 are occupied

and 8201 unoccupied. Total population, 1,104,742, namely, males

544,903, and females 559,839; average density of population, 157*3

per square mile; towns or villages per square mile, 1*12; persons per

village, 141; houses per square mile, 27*6; persons per house, 6.

The ethnical division of the people is returned as follows :—Non-
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Asiatics (almost entirely British), 161; mixed races, 45; Asiatics (all

natives of India), 1,104,436. Belonging to non-Hindu aboriginal tribes,

there are 73,282; Hindus and semi-Hinduized aboriginal tribes, 852,103;

persons of Hindu origin not recognising caste, 4022 ;
unspecified

Hindus, 2860; Muhammadans, 106,097; and Ghristians, 552.

Among the non-Hindu aboriginal tribes of the District, the most

numerous are—the Santals, of whom there are 56,598; the Kols,

8815 ;
the remaining 7869 being returned as ‘others.’ Pargands Chdi

and Champa of Hazdribigh are supposed to have been one of the

earliest settlements of the Santals, although their true home is now the

adjoining District of the Santdl Pargands. An account of the wander-

ings of this tribe and of the customs and habits of its members will be

found in the article on the Santal Parganas, as also in Colonel Dalton’s

Ethnology of Bengal
,
and in the Annals of Rural Bengal In Colonel

Dalton’s work will also be found a very interesting account of the Kols

or Mundds
;
a brief description will also be given of this tribe in its

alphabetical sequence. The curious aboriginal tribe of Birhors, found

in Hazdribdgh and Lohdrdagd, is deserving of notice. They live in

the jungles of the hill-sides in water-tight huts made of branches and

leaves. They have hardly any cultivation, and never touch a plough.

The men spend their time in snaring hares and monkeys, and also

trade in various jungle products. They worship female deities and

devils, and it is supposed that they at one time practised cannibalism.

Among semi-Hinduized aborigines, the most numerous castes are

—Bhuiyds, 92,849, and Kharwdrs, 36,893, who occupy the humblest

positions ;
Chamars, preparers of hides and workers in leather, num-

bering 42,574; Dosddhs, 24,827; Ghatwdls, 38,441; and Bhogtds,

labourers and exorcisers of demons, but not returned separately in

the Census Report. Mention has already been made in the historical

section of this article of the Ghdtwdls of Rdmgarh. They were

originally guardians of the hill passes, and are Bhuiyds by descent

;

but the official title has now become a caste appellation. The wealthier

Ghdtwdls are considerable landholders in the north-east of Hazdribdgh,

and claim to be zamlnddrs under the Permanent Settlement of 1793.

Of agricultural and pastoral castes, the most numerous are the Kurmfs

(62,761) ; the Koerfs (42,602) ;
and the Godlds, cowherds and milk-

men (129,445), the most numerous caste in the District; of trading

castes, the Baniyds (27,277); of artisan castes, the Tells or oilmen

(42,319); and of castes employed chiefly in domestic service, the

Napits or barbers (23,671); and Kahars, field labourers, domestic

servants, etc. (33,419). The higher Hindu castes are—Brahmans,

numbering 28,422; Rdjputs and Banddwats (37,404); Babhdns

(29,540); and Kdyasths (9232). The most respected clans of Rajputs

are the Panwar or Ujjainl, from whom were drawn the Bhojpuria
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Sepoys of our Native army ;
and the N£gb£nsf, who are peculiar to

Chutia Nagpur, and are acknowledged as Rajputs of pure blood.

The Banddwats are a cultivating caste, who wear the sacred thread,

and claim to be Rdjputs.

The Hindus, as grouped together on the basis of religion, number

924,811, or 837 per cent, of the total population. Of Muhammadans
there are 106,097, or 9*6 per cent., namely, Sunnis, 97,029; Shi£s,

641; and c unspecified,

*

8427; and of Christians, 552, of whom 161

were Europeans or Australians, 45 Eurasians, and 327 natives. There

is also a considerable Jain population in Haz£rib£gh, estimated at

5000 in number. They are not, however, returned separately in the

Census Report, and are apparently included in the general Hindu
population. The Jains may be divided into two classes—the secular

and the religious. The secular Jains, known as Sr^waks, are confined

to the towns of Hazdrib&gh and Chatr£ Most of them are well-to-

do merchants, and occupy a high social position. The religious Jains

live at the foot of Parasndth Hill, and have charge of the temples in

the village of Madhuban, where pilgrims halt before ascending the

holy hill. Both classes are well-to-do in the world.

Town and Rural Population.— The population of the District is

almost entirely rural, there being only three towns containing upwards

of 5000 inhabitants, namely, Hazaribagh (population in 1881), 15,306

;

Chatr£, 11,900; and Ichak, 7346. Of the 7833 towns and villages

in 1881, no less than 6319 contained less than two hundred inhabit-

ants; 1201 from two to five hundred; 263 from five hundred to a

thousand; 43 from one to two thousand; 3 from two to three

thousand ; 1 from three to five thousand
;
and 3 upwards of five thousand

inhabitants. The only place of special interest in the District is Paras-

nath Hill, a celebrated place of pilgrimage, which is annually visited

by large numbers of Jain worshippers. Minor places of pilgrimage

are Kulha Hill and KMprawa village.

Material Condition of the People. — The demand for labour in

connection with the construction of the railways, together with the

extensive operations of the Public Works Department, has caused a

considerable rise in the price of wages and produce of late years,

which has considerably ameliorated the condition of the people.

In former years, a labourer or petty agriculturist could barely manage
to supply himself with the bare necessaries of life in an ordinary

year, while in bad seasons or on other occasions of distress, his

misery was very great Now, however, after defraying all his expenses,

he can manage to save something out of his earnings or the pro-

duce of his fields, which he carefully hoards up for occasions of sickness

and seasons of scarcity; or, as is oftener the case, to spend on
wedding ceremonies and other festive occasions.
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As regards occupation, the Census Report divides the male popula-

tion into the following six main classes:—Class (i) Professional,

including all Government servants and the learned professions, 5280 ;

(2) domestic servants, inn and lodging-house keepers, etc., 14, 703

;

(3) commercial, including bankers, merchants, carriers, etc., 10,353 ;

(4) agricultural and pastoral, including gardeners, 178,991; (5) manu-

facturing and artisan, 32,709 ; (6) indefinite and non-productive, com-

prising general labourers and male children, 302,867.

Agriculture.—Rice is the staple crop of the District, and three

principal kinds are grown

—

bord or gord, lahuhan
,
and jarhan. Bord

or early rice is sown broadcast after the first fall of rain in June, and

reaped about the end of August
;

it is confined to the southern portion

of the District. Lahuhan or autumn rice is sown in June, and reaped

in September ; it is either transplanted or sown broadcast. The winter

rice crop (jarhan) is also sown in June, transplanted in July or August,

and reaped in October and November. From this last crop are derived

the finer varieties of rice, the coarser kinds, such as are used by the

poor, being usually grown in the lahuhan crop. These crops are sub-

divided into 47 principal varieties. Rice is grown in the swampy

ground between the long undulating ridges of which the surface of the

District is composed, and on the lower slopes of these ridges. The
soil is, in the first instance, brought under cultivation by cutting level

terraces out of the hill-side, a small bank to hold water being left round

the edge of each plot The hill-sides thus present the appearance of

a series of steps, varying from 1 to 5 feet in height. When the slopes

are too steep for terracing, or the soil too strong for cultivation, the

bed of the stream is banked up and made into one long narrow rice-

field. The rice-fields thus constructed are divided into four classes,

according to the height of the land and its capacity for remaining

moist until the planting-out season. The rich alluvial land, which lies

lowest in the depressions between the ridges, is called gaird ; the rent

for this varies from 6s. 8d. to 8s. an acre, and the average yield is 15

cwt. per acre. Singd land lies higher up the slope ; rent, 5s. 4d. per

acre; average produce, 12 cwt. an acre. Bdd is situated above singd
,

and is the highest land on which rice can be grown at a profit without

artificial irrigation; the rent varies from 2s. 8d. to 3s. 4d. per acre, and

the produce is estimated at nearly 7 cwt per acre. Gaurhd is rather

high rice land, which would, from its position, be classed as singd, but

which catches the fertilizing drainage of a village, and is therefore

assessed as gaird; rent and average produce, the same as in the case

oigaird. A second crop is not grown on rice lands. Among the other

crops of HazAribdgh District are wheat of several kinds, barley, Indian

com, the usual pulses and green crops of Bengal, a little jute, flax,

aloe, sugar-cane, opium, cotton, pdn
,
etc. Out of an area (as ascer-
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tained by the Topographical Survey in 1870-73) of 7020 square miles,

2585 square miles are returned as under cultivation, and 4435 square

miles as uncultivated.

Wages and prices have risen considerably since 1855, the earliest

year for which any record of prices exists. In that year, the wages

of an agricultural day labourer were a little more than ijd. a day;

now he earns rather more than 2^d. Bricklayers' wages have risen

from ifd. to 3|d. or 4^d. a day ;
and carpenters who were formerly

paid 3d. now get 4fd. s
or even 6d. a day. Prices of food-grains

and all kinds of agricultural produce have risen proportionately. In

1855, the price of common rice was 2s. 8d. per cwt. ; of best rice,

4s. 9<i ; and of wheat, 6s. iod. per cwt. In 1882, the prices were

—

for common rice, 5s. gd. ; and for wheat, 7s. 8d. per cwt. During the

famine of 1866, prices rose to 13s. 8d. per cwt for common rice, and
19s. id. per cwt. for best rice. In the rural parts of the District, the

rise and fall of prices is indicated by variations in the size of the paild

or measure holding about a ser weight of grain. Rice is sold at the

uniform rate of 1 pice (fd.) per paild; but as the price rises, the size

of the paild diminishes.

Kamids or serf-cultivators, who bind themselves to manual service

in consideration of a lump sum of money, or until they discharge an

existing personal debt, are numerous in Hazaribagh, and other Districts

of Chutid Ndgpur. The kamid is fed and clothed by his master, and
his children are married for him, the amount thus advanced being

added to the sum of the debt. Nominally, he may regain his freedom

by paying the amount due
; but so far is this from being the case in

practice, that the obligation of service is held to extend even to his

children, who work on as kamids after their father's death. The kamid
system seems to have arisen naturally from the peculiar economic con-

ditions of the District. Hazdrib£gh is even now in that early stage of

development, when the general proposition that land is limited in

quantity has not had time to make itself felt Land is still a drug

;

and the other requisites of production, labour, and capital, are propor-

tionately far more important. The District Records of forty years ago

show that the status of a kamid was at that date more rigidly defined

than it is at the present day. The kamids
,
then as now mostly of the

Bhuiya caste, executed a formal bond (saunknama), the terms of which

were of three degrees of stringency. Under the first and most severe,

the kamid bound himself and his descendants to serve in perpetuity.

His children were bom slaves of the estate, and were married at the

proprietor’s expense. The second class contracted to serve for the

term of their own lives ; and the third, who were called sdnwaks
,
only

until the sum borrowed should be repaid. The two former classes were
treated as part of the estate of their owner, and were transferred by sale
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or mortgage like other property. Maltreatment of a kamid by his

master did not discharge the obligation; but such cases are said to

have been rare. In the event of a kamid absconding, his owner was

entitled to sue on the bond for possession of his person. Such pro-

ceedings were not uncommon, and it was thus that the British Courts

were enabled to modify the original system. A claim for possession of

a kamid was only admitted, if he had himself executed the saunk-ndma
on which action was brought, and had done so when of full age. All

claims to minors or females were summarily disallowed
; and maltreat-

ment was held to void the obligation. Latterly, however, the practice

of suing on a saunk-ndma for possession of the person of a kamid has

entirely disappeared. Bonds are still drawn up, but the condition that

the obligee will work out his debt is frequently omitted altogether, and
the document is only used to coerce the kamid with the threat of a legal

process.

Kamids are employed in every description of agricultural labour,

from levelling a terraced rice-field out of the hill-side to reaping and
storing away the rice crop. They are invariably paid in kind, being

given their food day by day at the ordinary meal times. The quantity

of food given varies in different localities; but the general practice

appears to be, that besides a lukmd or double handful of parched rice

or Idwd in the morning, a male kamid receives during the day about

one ser and a half of cooked food, or four sers of paddy or any grain

that requires preparation. Women are paid in the same manner, but

get a smaller amount of food. During the three months of Paush,

Mdgh, and Philgun (15th December—15th March), kamids receive no
pay at all, as the work of cultivation is suspended. At the end of the

season, however, when the crop is gathered in, a lump payment of grain

is given them, the amount of which is settled by custom. A woman
who marries a kamid does not ipso facto forfeit her freedom. She is

called kamidnl
,
but this is merely a title ; she is not expected to work

for her husband’s master, and if she does so is entitled to be paid. As
a rule, she does ordinary household work for the master and is paid in

kind. There is, however, one exception to this rule. If the kamids

master paid to the woman’s father the customary marriage present on
behalf of the kamid

,
the wife is held to be kharidd or purchased, and

takes the same status as her husband. The employers of kamids are

perfectly aware how essential the bondmen are to their cultivation, and

the relations between the parties are friendly. Notwithstanding this, it

is continually becoming more common for kamids to run away
;
and

there can be no doubt that greater facilities for emigration, and the

enhanced demand for labour on public works, railways, roads, and

mines, together with the general though slow advance of education, will

gradually break up the entire system of kamid labour.
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Natural Calamities.—Haziribagh is not subject to the usual calami-

ties which affect most of the Districts of Bengal. Blight and flood

are unknown, and a general failure of crops would be impossible

unless the local rainfall were to fail entirely. The famine of 1866

did not very seriously affect the District, and the great body of culti-

vators, though a good deal pressed, were never in real danger of

starvation. The prices of rice in 1866 have been given above. A
two years’ deficiency in the rice crop followed by rainless cold

weather might be taken as a warning of distress ; and if, further, the

early June rain fell short, famine might be expected. In the event

of such a calamity occurring, it is doubtful whether the means of

communication would be sufficient to meet the emergencies of the

case.

Commerce and Trade
,
etc.—The trade of Hazaribigh is concentrated

at Chatrd, the great central market at which the country produce

of Lohardaga District and the Tributary States of Chuti£ Nagpur is

exchanged for English cloth, salt, tobacco, household utensils, etc.

Two smaller markets are held at Tandawa and Mirz£ganj villages
; and

annual fairs are held at Chatr£ and Hutru, at which large numbers of cattle

are sold. No accurate information exists as to the value of the exports

and imports at the present day. An approximate return was made in

1863, according to which the exports were estimated at ^215, 735, and
the imports at ^329,420. The principal articles of export were lac

C£43,2oo), metal cooking utensils (,£42,000), ght (£22,000), iron

G£i7j 5°°), and cattle (£12,000) ; the chief imports—rice (£100,000),
salt (£47,500), cattle (£30,500), and tobacco (£22,000). Local trade

is carried on by means of weekly markets, and there are very few village

shopkeepers. There are about 735 miles of road in Hazdribagh, of

which 564 miles are in charge of the Road Cess Department. The
eastern portion of the District is traversed by a branch line from the

East Indian Railway, 20 miles long—15 miles being used for the con-

veyance of passengers, and the remainder exclusively for the carriage of

coal. The stations are Maheshmunda and Giridf
;
there are also coal

sidings at KarharMri and Sririmpur.

Minerals.—Six coal-fields are known to exist in Haziribdgh District

—

namely, Karharbari, Karanpura, Bokaro, Ramgarh, Itkhuri, and
Chope, all of which see separately. The most important of these is

Karharbdri, which, it has been estimated, is capable of supplying

250,000 tons a year for 300 years. The coal varies in quality in

different parts of the field, the percentage of ash in some specimens
being only 4*2 and 4*8, while in others it is as high as 26*5, 34*0, and
39-2. Iron is smelted at many places in the District, and tin is found
in Loranga, on the south bank of the Bardkhar river. At Bdraganda, a
village 8 miles wesf of Loranga, extensive copper mines were formerly
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worked. It is not known when and by whom these workings were

undertaken, nor why they were abandoned. An unsuccessful attempt

was made to reopen the mines in 1852, and arrangements for a further

attempt are now (1883) in progress. Mica is found at several places in

Kharakdiha fargand ; and antimony mines were worked by Europeans

at the end of last century for more than thirteen years at Sfdpur,

12 or 14 miles from Chatra. They were abandoned owing to a

disagreement among the partners.

Tea.— In 1882, there were six tea plantations containing mature

plants—at Sitagarha, Jhumra, Mahudi, Parasnath, Pundri, and

Udarwa. The approximate yield of fine tea on the SMgarha plantation

in 1873 was 98 lbs. an acre, and in 1874, 140 lbs. per acre; on the

Mdhudf estate in 1872, the approximate yield per acre was 80 lbs. The
Pirasndth plantation occupies the most promising site for tea cultivation

in the District, consisting of 14 square miles of land lying on the north

face of the hill, at an elevation of between 2000 and 3000 feet. In

1882, the total area under mature plant in these six gardens was 846

acres, yielding an approximate out-turn of 93,510 lbs. of tea, the

average yield of mature plants being 110*5 ^s. Per acre-

Administration.— Previously to 1835, Hazdribdgh, together with

Chutii Nagpur, PaUmau, and Pdnchet, constituted, as has already been

explained, the District of Rdmgarh, and no separate returns are available

before that date. In 1835 the revenue of Hazaritagh was £862

2

; in

1850 it had risen to ^10,941 ;
in 1870 to ^32,841 (of which, how-

ever, ^986 was derived from the income-tax, since discontinued) ; and

in 1882-83 to ^43,780. The land-tax has increased from ^4871 in

1835 to ^ ii
j79° *n 1882-83. The number of separate estates in the

District was 86 in 1835, 140 in 1850, 244 in 1870, and 284 in 1882-83

;

so that the average land revenue paid by each estate was, in 1835,

£$1\ in 1850, ^40; in 1870,^45; and in 1882-83, £&. A
peculiar feature of the revenue administration of the District is the

exemption of estates from the ordinary process of sale for arrears of

revenue. The operation of Regulations xiv. of 1793 an^ v. of 1812

was suspended for Haziribdgh in 1833, and the dastak system of levying

arrears was substituted. When an estate falls into arrears, payment is

demanded by a written document specifying details ; and failing

payment, the immovable property of the defaulter is attached, and may be
sold. In 1850, the number of magisterial courts in the District was 5,

and of civil and revenue courts, 7 ;
in 1882, there were 9 of the former

and 4 of the latter. For police purposes, the District is divided into 16

police circles. In 1882, the regular, municipal, and railway police force

numbered 540 men of all ranks, maintained at a total cost of £9183.
There was also a rural police of 5856 men, maintained by the zaminddrs

and villagers at an estimated total cost in money or lands of ^11,123.
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The total machinery, therefore, for the protection of person and

property consisted in that year of 6396 officers and men, or 1

man to every 1*09 square miles or to every 173 of the population;

estimated total cost, ^20,306, equal to a charge of ^3, 3s. 6d. per

square mile, or 4^d per head of the population. DakdiA or gang-

robbeiy is said to be common in the District, and the number of cases

of housebreaking is very great. There are 3 jails in the District, a

central and a District jail at Hazdribdgh, and a subsidiary jail at

Pachamba; average daily prison population in 1882, 397*64, of whom
18*2 were females.

Education has hitherto made little way in Hazdribdgh, progress

being prevented by the utter indifference of all classes of society. Until

1865 there was no Government school at all; and in 1870-71, the

number of Government and aided schools was 8, with 403 pupils. In

1871-

72, the number of such schools was 54, with 1121 pupils; in

1872-

73, 86, with 2183 pupils
;
and in 1882-83, 230, with 6234 pupils.

The District is divided into the 2 Sub-divisions of Hazdribagh and
Giridf, and 47 pargands or fiscal divisions. The only municipalities

are the towns of Hazdribdgh, Chatrd, and Ichak.

Medical Aspects\—The climate of Hazdribdgh is much cooler and

more pleasant than that of Lower Bengal during the months of June
to September. The highest maximum temperature in 1881 was 107° F.

;

minimum, 44*0° ;. mean, 74*8°. The average yearly rainfall is 48*56

inches. The climate is reckoned healthy, but rheumatism, fever, and
dysentery are not uncommon

; cholera is rare. The returns of sickness

and mortality among the British troops stationed at HazariMgh in

1860-69 contrast favourably with the averages of other stations for

those years. The troops were, however, withdrawn from Hazdribdgh in

1874, owing to an outbreak of enteric fever which caused great

mortality. There are 3 charitable dispensaries in the District. [For

further information regarding Hazaribagh, see Mr. Ricketts* Report on

the District

;

the Statistical Account of Bengal

\

voL xvi. pp. 1-227,

by W. W. Hunter (Trubner & Co., London), 1877; Special Report on

the Land Tenures of Hazdribdgh
y
by Colonel H. Boddam, Deputy-

Commissioner; Census Report of Bengal for 1880-81; Administration

and Departmental Reports from 1880 to 1883.]

Haadribagh.—Head-quarters Sub-division of Hazdribdgh District,

Chutid Ndgpur, Bengal. Area, 4375 square miles, with 4280
villages or towns, and 114,649 houses. Population (1881) 672,238,
namely, males 328,876, and females 343,362. Hindus numbered

368,381; Muhammadans, 60,776; Christians, 380; Santdls, 28,353;
Kols, 6166; other aboriginal tribes, 7780. Average density of popula-

tion, 147 per square mile ; villages per square mile, 0*94 ;
persons per

village, 157 ;
houses per square mile, 26*27 ; persons per house, 5*86.
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This Sub-division comprises the 1 1 police circles
(
thdnds

)
of Haz£rib£gh,

Barhf, Bagodhir, Tandawa, Rdmgarh, Jageswar, Kashmar, Chorp£,

Hunterganj, Chatr£, and Simoria. In 1883 it contained 3 civil and

7 magisterial courts, a regular police force 414 strong, besides 2047

village watchmen.

Haz&rib&gh.—Chief town and administrative head-quarters of

Haz£ribdgh District, Chutia N&gpur, Bengal
;
picturesquely situated on

the high central plateau of the District, at an elevation of 2000 feet

above sea-level, and in the midst of a group of conical hills. Lat. 23
0

59' 21" n., long. 85° 24' 32" e. The town is little more than a cluster

of hamlets, with intervening cultivation, which sprung up round the

former military bdzdr. Haz£rib£gh was the military head-quarters of the

District since about 1780 until very recently, and has been the seat of

civil administration since 1834. Before that year, the civil head-quarters

were alternately at Sherghati and Chatrd. The cantonment lies south-

east of the town. The last military force stationed here was the second

battalion 22nd Regiment; but owing to an outbreak of enteric fever in

1874, which resulted in numerous deaths, the troops were withdrawn,

with the exception of a small detachment, which was chiefly designed to

guard against a possible outbreak of the prisoners in the European peni-

tentiary situated here. Subsequently, on the abolition of the European

penitentiary, the European troops were entirely withdrawn, and their

place supplied by two companies of a Madras Native Infantry regiment

stationed at Doranda. Population (1872) 11,050; (1881) 15,306,

namely, males 7639, and females 7667. In 1881, Hindus numbered

11,001 ;
Muhammadans, 4121 ;

and * others/ 184. Area of town site,

1465 acres. In 1881-82, the gross municipal income amounted to

^807, and the expenditure to ^760 ; average rate of taxation, iojd.

per head of population within municipal limits.

Hazratpur.—Village in D£t£ganj iahsil, Bud£un District, North-

Western Provinces, situated near the right bank of the Aril river.

A purely agricultural village, the population being almost entirely

Hindus. Third-class police station, and post-office. Market twice a

week.

Hazro.—Town in the Attock tahsil of Rdwal Pindi District, Punjab.

Lat. 33
0
54" 45" n., long. 72

0
32' e. Population (1868) 7280; (1881)

6533, namely, 3013 Hindus, 3491 Muhammadans, and 29 Sikhs.

Principal town of the Chach plain, said to have been founded by Hdzir

Khdn, an Alizii Afghan. Constantly plundered in former years by

marauders from Gandghar and Yusafzai ; but now a prosperous com-

mercial centre, with a brisk trade in English piece-goods, grain, and

indigo, with the neighbouring tribes in independent territory, and the

surrounding villages. Manufacture of
s
snuff for exportation in large

quantities. A third-class municipality, with an income in 1882-83 of
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^1374, and an expenditure of £1222

;

average incidence of taxation,

4s. 2Jd. per head of population.

Hebbald. — Village in the Rdmaswdmikano hobli, in Coorg.

Population (1881) 1967. School with 25 pupils. Eight miles from

Fraserpet, with which it is connected by a good road.

Hebli.—Town in Dharwdr District, Bombay Presidency; 7 miles

east of Dtarwir town. Lat. 15° 28' 50* n., long. 75° 10' e. Population,

presumably, in the absence of Census statistics, under 5000. Hebli is

situated on rising ground, with an old dilapidated fort in the centre. A
weekly market is held here. The land revenue has been alienated by
Government.

Heggadadevankot.—T&luk in the south-west of Mysore District,

Mysore State. Area, 652 square miles, of which 73 are cultivated.

Population (1871) 54,829; (1881) 64,039, namely, 63,849 Hindus,

1705 Muhammadans, 356 Jains, and 129 Christians; land revenue

(1874-75), exclusive of water rates, ^4025, or is. 9d. per culti-

vated acre; revenue (1883), ^5616. A large proportion of the area

is covered with forest, the haunt of elephants and other wild animals.

Gold dust has been found in the jungle streams of the t&luk
,
and

iron is worked to some extent. Forests cover a total area of 150

square miles. There are two District forests. The soil is fertile, and

cultivation is extending. The t&luk contains 1 criminal court
; police

stations (th&n&s), 9; regular police, 68 men; and village watchmen

(tchauktddrs), 222.

Heggadadevankot.—Village in Mysore District, Mysore State;

head-quarters of Heggadadevankot t&luk,. Lat. 12
0

5' 50' N.,long. 76°

21' 50" e . Population (1881) 1204. Of mythical antiquity, and
latterly the residence of a local chief. The site of a ruined fort

Hemavati (
5 Golden/ or Yenne-hole).—A tributary of the Kdveri

(Cauvery) river, which flows from north-west to south-east across Hassan
District, Mysore State, for about 120 miles; it forms for a short

distance the boundary of Coorg on the north-east of the Yelusavirshime

taluk, and joins the Kiveri at Tippur. In Hindu mythology, the

Hemavati appears as the daughter of Daksha and wife of Iswara

or Siva. Its waters, taking their rise at Javali in Kadiir District,

are in their subsequent course dammed in six places, which supply

channels 117 miles in length, irrigating 7229 acres, and yielding a

revenue of ^4740. The most recent of the embankments is said to

have been built four centuries ago. The largest, which had been
repeatedly breached by floods, has been repaired since 1863 at a cost

of ^27,850, and is now water-tight At Sakleshpur, the Hemavati
is crossed by a bridge, formed of four iron lattice girders, each 120 feet

long and resting on cylinders, which was completed in 1870, at a cost

of ^19,462.
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Hemt&Md.—Village and head-quarters of a police station (thdnd)

in Din£jpur District, Bengal ; situated on the bank of the Kulik river,

30 miles west of Dinajpur town. Lat 25° 40' 40" N., long. 88® 13'

50" E.

Henckellganj.—Village in Khulnd District, in the north of the Jessor

Sundarbans, Bengal Lat. 22° 27' 30" n., long. 89° 2' e. Founded in

1782 or 1783 by Mr. Henckell, then Magistrate of the District, as a

part of his scheme for the reclamation of the Sundarbans. Now only

a petty hamlet with an insignificant trade in grain. Its name has

become corrupted into ‘ Hingalganj,’ by which it appears in the Survey

maps. Chandkhali, another mart established by Mr. Henckell at the

same time, has prospered greatly, and is now one of the most thriving

marts in the Sundarbans.

Henzada.—A District in the Irawadi Division, British Burma, lying

between 17° 18' and 18° 34' n. lat., and between 94° 53' and 93“ 45' e.

long. Bounded on the north by Prome District; on the east by

the Irawadi, except in the extreme south, where it is bounded by the

Tharawadi ; on the south by Thongwa and Bassein Districts ; and on

the west by the Arakan Yoma range. Area, 1948 square miles.

Population (1881) 318,077 persons. The head-quarters of the District

are at Henzada town, on the right bank of the Irawadi. The present

District of Henzada was formed in April 1878. As yet (1885) it con-

tains no railways, but has 171 miles of made roads.

Physical Aspects.—Henzada District stretches in one great plain,

lying on the west of the Irawadi, with a small tract of two revenue

circles in the south-east of that river. With the exception of the central

and south-eastern portions, the whole region has been protected from

inundation by extensive embankments, so that by far the greater part of

the country is now suitable for rice cultivation. The chief mountains

of the District are the Arakan range, of which the highest elevation in

Henzada, attained in the latitude of Myanaung, is 4003 feet above sea-

level; from this point southward the heights rapidly diminish. In the

north the spurs extend down towards the Irawadi, one of them ending

at Akauk-taung in a scarped cliff 300 feet high. The slopes are pre-

cipitous, and the country is densely wooded. Numerous torrents pour

down, and unite in the plains to form large streams. The principal are

the Pata-shin, the Ot-po, and the Nangathii, falling into the Irawadi and
•Rasspin. The river Irawadi, which flows from north to south through

the District, with a general south-east course, is navigable by steamers

at all seasons. The Sanda, the Aldn, and the Padaw rise in the Arakan

Mountains, and unite to form the Pata-shin, which falls into the Irawadi

just below Kyan-kin ;
their extreme length is 95 miles. The Ka-nyin,

or Ot-po, also rises in the Arakan Yomas, flows south-east for 60 miles,

and, rmiring with the Sinbun at its mouth, falls into the Thambaya-
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daing. The Ka-nyin irrigates a highly-cultivated country. The Bassein

River is a branch of the Irawadi, which it leaves about 9 miles above

Henzada; thence it flows south-west, through Bassein District, to

the sea.

The forests of Henzada comprise many valuable varieties of

timber. Teak is found in the north of the District. The other

principal timber-trees art—pyingado (Xylia dolabriformis), pyin-ma

(Lagerstrcemia reginae), in (Dipterocarpus sp. tuberculatus et alatus),

furnishing a hard wood used for house-building, bridge piles, boat

anchors, railway sleepers, boat-building, etc.; yindaik (Dalbergia sp.)

and ban-bwe (Careya arborea) are used for carts and plough-poles
; ska

(Acacia catechu) furnishes cutch. The inner bark of a species of

Bignonia is used for making ropes. Several trees, e.g. Bombax pen-

tandra, B. heterophylla, Sterculia, Odina wodier, etc., yield gums, resins,

and varnishing oil The unauthorized felling of a teak tree has always

been strictly prohibited. In 1 876, a large area west ofthe Irawadi was set

apart as Government forest, in which the felling of several other kinds

of trees without licence has been forbidden. Serpentine and soapstone

occur together almost everywhere in this District. Petroleum was dis-

covered some years ago near Myan-aung, but the well then sunk has

long been abandoned. Gold is found in the bed of the Irawadi, but in

too small quantities to render its extraction worth the labour. Coal has

been found in the valleys of the Padaw and of the Ot-po, and borings to

discover the extent of the field are being carried on at the latter site.

The total rainfall of the District in 1881 was 83*17 inches, over 69 of

which fell between the months of June and September; the hottest

period was in May, the temperature rising to 106° F. in the shade; the

highest reading in July was 88°. The District of Henzada contains the

Tu and Duya lakes, two of the five principal sheets of water in the

Province of Burma.

History.—Henzada District formed a portion of the Talaing kingdom
of Pegu, annexed to the Burmese Empire in 1753 by Alaung-paya

(Alompra); but it seems to have had at no period an independent

existence. Its towns were occasionally attacked and defended, but

the people appear to have taken no special part in any of the wars.

During the first Burmese war, no resistance was offered to the British

army in the District as it is now constituted. After the fall of Donabyu,
in the first Burmese war of 1824-26, Sir Archibald Campbell continued

his advance up the Irawadi, and was met at Taroh-pmaw by Burmese
envoys, with whom he declined entering into negotiations until Prome
was reached. Soon after the capture of Rangoon and Bassein during

the second Burmese war, Donabyii was again taken; in July 1852,

Prome was seized. When the Burmese received intelligence of this

event, they immediately abandoned their extensive fortifications at
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Akauk-taung, and were discovered crossing the river. An attack was

at once made by the British ; the works at Akauk-taung and several of

the 28 guns which they contained were destroyed, and subsequently the

Burmese general in command surrendered. The whole of the delta was
not, however, entirely cleared of Burmese troops, and many marauders

remained who only awaited a favourable opportunity for opening a

guerilla war upon the British and their supporters. No attempts were

made to occupy Akauk-taung, and the Burmese took advantage of this

to rebuild the stockades ; but these were stormed by Captain Loch, R.N.,

with a small force, and captured without the loss of a single man. To
prevent the establishment of any similar posts, a small guard was

stationed off Akauk-taung, and directed to patrol the hills regularly.

Only a few days after this force was enrolled, Major Gardner (the com-
mander) and a havilddr were killed, and 6 Sepoys wounded whilst on

duty. A detachment was at once despatched from Prome ; the enemy
were routed, and Akauk-taung was occupied. No further serious dis-

turbances occurred on the right bank of the Irawadi in this neighbour-

hood. But meanwhile Bassein and the southern part of Henzada
had been in a still more unsettled state. The principal leader of

revolt in Henzada was one Myat-tun. (See Donabyu Town.) The
defeat of Myat-tun, and the dispersion of his gang, together with the

firm but conciliatory policy pursued by the civil officers in charge,

relieved the whole country, and no serious disturbances have occurred

since.

Population
,,
etc.—In 1881, the population of Henzada District, as at

present constituted, was returned at 318,077 persons; and the area at

1948 square miles. The general results of the Census of that year may
be thus summarized :—Average density of population, 163 persons per

square mile; number of towns and villages, 1231; houses, 58,996, of

which 55,499 were occupied and 3497 unoccupied; average number of

villages per square mile, *63 ; houses per square mile, 30*2 ; persons per

village, 258; persons per occupied house, 573. Classified according

to sex, there were 159,576 males and 158,501 females; of these there were,

under 15 years of age, boys 69,807, girls 45,323; total, ^ 5^ 3°y or 36

per cent, of the whole population. The religious division of the people

shows—Buddhists, 311,741; Christians, 4308; Muhammadans, 1192

(mostly Sunnis)
;
Hindus, 703 ;

t Nat/ or spirit-worshippers, 12 1 ; and a

few (12) Pirsfs. Buddhists form 98 per cent, of the population. As
the District has been constituted within its present limits only since

1878, no trustworthy comparison, as regards increase or decrease of

population, can be made with the statistics of the previous years
;
but

there is no doubt that an increase, not a decrease, has taken place

since 1872.

Of the 1231 towns and villages in Henzada District, 714 con-

vol. v. 2 B
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tained (1881) less than two hundred inhabitants
; 424 from two to five

hundred; 69 from five hundred to one thousand; 18 from one

thousand to two thousand; 1 from two thousand to three thousand;

2 from three thousand to five thousand
;

2 from five thousand to ten

thousand; and 1 from fifteen thousand to twenty thousand. The
Census classifies the adult male population, according to occupation,

into the following six main groups:—(1) Professional class, including

State officials of every description and the learned professions, 3800

;

(2) domestic servants, inn and lodging-house keepers, etc., 140;

(3) commercial class, including bankers, merchants, carriers, etc., 9124;

(4) agricultural and pastoral class, including gardeners, 57,304; (5) in-

dustrial class, including all manufacturers and artisans, 13,347 ; and

(6) indefinite and non-productive class, comprising general labourers,

male children, and persons of unspecified occupations, 75,865.

The number of immigrants from British India into Henzada District

during the ten years ending 1876 was 90,797. Under the encourage-

ment of the local government, the numbers may be expected to

increase. The number of Burmese in the District in 1876 was greatly

in excess of Talaings, the fact being that on the conquest of the lower

country by Alaung-paya (Alompra), every effort was made to destroy

the Talaing nationality. After the first Burmese war (1824-26), many
Talaings who had assisted the British succumbed under the cruelties

exercised upon them by the Burmese. It is noted by Sir. A. Phayre

that ‘ scarcely any one of Talaing descent now calls himself anything

but a Burmese, so completely has the national spirit been extinguished.
3

In 1881, the number of Talaings had dwindled to 2950. In the same

year, Karengs numbered 38,283; Shans, 1660; Chins, 3652; and

Chinese, 445. The Karengs are considered, in contradistinction to

the Burmese and Talaings, as
e wild

3

tribes. They readily adopt the

teachings of Christianity. The Kareng language is monosyllabic and

tonic, and is said to show traces of connection with the Chinese. There

are half a million Karengs in the whole of British Burma. The Chins

or Khyins are remarkable for the wholesale manner in which they tatoo

their females, so as not to leave an eyelid free from the deforming marks.

The Shans are traders and pedlars. They immigrate from Upper
Burma, and do not usually remain resident long in one town or District.

The chief occupation of the people of Henzada is rice cultivation,

which is spreading, owing to the increased provision of irrigation and
embankment works. The number of persons returned by the Census
of 1881 as engaged in agriculture is 233,597, or 73 per cent of the

total population
;
of whom 26,530 males and 10,466 females are land-

owners. A large proportion of the agriculturists are women, who do a
great deal of what is generally supposed to be exclusively man’s work.

The chief towns are Henzada, the head-quarters of the District,
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in lat. 1

7

0
58' n., and long. 95° 32' e., with a population in 1881

of 16,724: Kyan-gin, on the Irawadi, just above the mouth of

the Pata-shin, in lat. 18
0

19' N., and long. 95
0

1' 50" E. ;
it has

a considerable export trade in rice; its population in 1881 was

7565, chiefly Burmese: Myan-aung, once the head-quarters of the

Pegu Light Infantry, a corps now disbanded
;

in 1881, the number

of inhabitants was 5416 : Kan-aung, 7 miles below Myan-aung, was

founded by Alaung-paya, about 1753; its small population of 3218

persons is mainly composed of Burmese : Za-lun, with a court-house

of the extra-Assistant Commissioner of Za-lun township ;
the population

in 1881 was 3240.

Agriculture
,

etc.—Henzada District, situated at the head of the delta

of the Irawadi, has always been extensively cultivated with rice, which

finds a ready market at Rangoon and Bassein, with which communica-

tion is easy by the numerous creeks intersecting the country. About

ten years after the British occupied Pegu, systematic efforts were first

made to protect the country from periodical inundation. In 1862-63,

small embankments were constructed at (1) Kyan-gin, (2) Myan-aung,

(3) Kan-aung, (4) Henzada, (5) Anauk-bhet, (6) Tham-bo-ta-ra, (7)

Du-ra, (8) Za-lun. The area of land cultivated behind the Kyan-gin

section has increased since 1867-68 from 1590 to 2350 acres, and there

is now little spare land available here. The Myan-aung embankment

was made in sections,—in 1864-65 the first section became protective,

and the number of acres cultivated rose from 13,044 in 1863-64 to

14,543 next year. The third and last section was finished in 1869-70 ;

and by 1873-74, the total protected area had increased to 32,504 acres.

The Bassein river embankment now protects 519 acres, where before

only 427 were cultivated; the Henzada embankment protects 65,750

acres, as compared with 22,468 acres cultivated before the work

was constructed. The embankments at present consist of— (1) one

extending from above Kyan-gin westward along the Pata-shin; (2)

another stretching along the right bank of the Pata-shin to the Irawadi,

and down to Lu-daw-su
; (3) another flanking the Bassein river to its

northern mouth in the Irawadi, and down that river to below Za-lun.

The receipts from these works during the year 1882-83 were ^46,288

;

and ^8907 was spent on their maintenance. The total outlay on

the entire works up to the year 1882-83 was ^304,208, the expendi-

ture sanctioned being ^315,014. Taking the projects in detail,

the sanctioned outlay is thus divided :—the Kyan-gin section, ^15,506 ;

the Myan-aung section, ;£110,228; and the Henzada section,

^189,280. The three projects together form the Western Series

of the Irawadi Embankments.

Of the 1948 square miles which now constitute the area of the

District, 399 are cultivated, 1402*5 are cultivable but waste, and 146*5
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uncultivable. The staple crops of the District are rice, sesamum, vege-

tables, and tobacco. In 1856, there were 126,156 acres under rice,

3854 under garden produce, and 12,007 under miscellaneous crops;

total, 142,017 acres. In 1881, when the area was much smaller, there

were 233,009 acres of rice land, 14,355 of garden land, and 15,566

acres planted with miscellaneous crops; total area under cultivation,

262,930 acres. The other products are cotton (grown for local use),

pan
,

etc. Tobacco is raised principally on sandbanks left dry by

the falling of the Irawadi
;
the cheapness of imported Indian tobacco

prevents any extensive cultivation of this plant; area under tobacco,

2078 acres in 1882-83. Under rice in the same year, 240,892

acres
;

oil-seeds, 2360 acres
;
vegetables, 4971 acres

;
chillies, 293 acres

;

and cotton, 22 acres. The average rent of land during the ten years

ending 1881 was about 1 rupee 8 annas (3s.) per acre. For rice

lands the cultivator pays 5 rupees (10s.), the average rent for rice

land in the whole Province being 7s. The fertility of the soil is

great, the average yield of rice being 1600 lbs. per acre. For the whole

Province the average yield is 1351 lbs. per acre. Cotton yields 612

lbs., tobacco 1095 lbs., and sesamum 630 lbs. per acre. The price of

rice, per maund of 80 lbs., during the ten years ending 1881, has

varied between Rs. 3. 2 (6s. 3d.) and Rs. 2. 8 (5s.); of cotton,

between Rs. 8. 12 (17s. 6d.) and Rs. 4. 14 (9s. 9d.); of tobacco,

between Rs. 9. 12 (19s. 6d.) and Rs. 7 (14s.); of sesamum, between

Rs. 5. 12 (ns. 6d.) and Rs. 3 (6s.).

Administration .—On the annexation of Pegu (1853), the old Henzada
District was called Sarawa, or Thara-waw, and very shortly afterwards

was divided into two Districts, called Henzada and Tharawadi. These

were subsequently united under the name of Myan-aung, which a few

years ago (1878) was changed to Henzada, on the head-quarters being

transferred to the town of that name. In 1873, Thon-ze circle

of Rangoon District was added; in 1875, Donabyd township was

taken away; and in 1878 Henzada was constituted anew, the District

of Tharawadi being formed from the country east of the Irawadi.

Under Burmese rule, the revenue annually remitted from the old

District to the Central Government at Ava was ,£30,127, derived

from house family tax, land, fisheries, transit dues, etc. On the

British occupation, the transit dues were abolished, and an excise tax

imposed. In 1855-56, the total revenue of the District amounted to

^49,995, from land, capitation, and salt taxes, timber, excise, etc.

In 1864-65, the total revenue hdd increased to ,£82,951 ;
in 1881-82,

the revenue of the present District was ^107,727, of which ,£48,013
was land revenue. In this last year, the local revenue derived from

municipal and town taxes, market stall rent, fines, and 10 per cent cess,

amounted to ^12,499. The total area assessed was, in 1881,
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262,930 acres, the assessment ranging, on cultivated land, from 14
annas (is. 9d.) to 3 rupees (6s.), and on cultivable but not cultivated

land, 2 annas (3d.). The rate per acre on the total area of surveyed

and settled land was 15J annas, or very nearly 2s.

Henzada now includes the two Sub-divisions of Henzada and Myan-
aung; these are divided into 6 townships, each under an extra-Assistant

Commissioner; the townships comprise 47 revenue circles. Each town-

ship, shortly after the annexation of Pegu, was placed under a Burmese
officer called myo-ok

,
who possessed judicial and fiscal power. Im-

mediately under him were the thugyi
,

or revenue circle and police

officers, whose areas of jurisdiction varied between 3 and 20 square

miles. Subordinate to the myo-ok and thugyi were the gating or officers

appointed over every too families. The gating constituted the village

constabulary. The Burmese revenue system was to exact a fixed sum
annually from the various divisions, and to allow the officials no
defined salary, but only the fines on criminals and the fees on the

administration of justice. Consequently, as a rule, it was the aim of

each official to extort as much as possible from the people without

arousing discontent and causing appeals to be made to the Government

at Ava. The result of the first Burmese war was to throw these officials

loose upon the country. A local regiment, called the Pegu Light

Infantry, was raised, consisting of 588 officers and men, with their head-

quarters at Myan-aung, now, as already stated, disbanded. In two

years, the insurrections subsequent on the war were quelled, and

gradually the state of the country improved. The people appeared

glad to accept the change of rulers, population increased, and the

revenue rose in amount, while its incidence per head fell. In 1861,

on the formation of the existing Provincial police, the corps of the

Pegu Light Infantry was abolished. In 1881, the police force con-

sisted of 302 men, or 1 policeman to every 1053 inhabitants. The
District jail at Henzada is only a lock-up, like that at Myan-aung.

During the year 1881-82, an average number of 91 prisoners was con-

fined in Henzada, and 33 in Myan-aung jail. At Henzada the jail ex-

penditure was ^781. In Myan-aung the cost of the lock-up was ^471.
As early as 1855, schools were established by the American Baptist

Mission, and in 1856 a Kareng Normal School was opened in Henzada.

The average daily attendance in the Government schools in 1881 was

—

in Henzada, 42 ;
Myan-aung, 193. The total number on the rolls of

the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel Mission School was 80,

and the average daily attendance 85. In Henzada there is also a

school for Burmese girls. The total number of pupils in 1881 was

73, and the average daily attendance 59. In 1876, the Director of

Public Instruction reported that in this District indigenous lay educa-

tion was founded on a permanently sound and steadily broadening
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basis. The five KLareng schools in the District had 420 pupils in

1883-84; and of these 99 were girls. In this year, the last for which

statistics are available, there were 235 Government and 5 private

institutions in the District; number of pupils in the former, 6553;
in the latter, 53. Of the 235 Government institutions, 231 are indi-

genous schools under private management receiving some form of State

aid. The number of girls’ schools was 58 in 1884 ;
pupils, 678.

The number of dispensaries in Henzada District was 2 in 1882;

in-door patients treated, 36 r ; out-door, 7296. Vaccinations (1882)

2696 ; cost of operations, ^95. Henzada and Myan-aung are telegraph

stations. The former is the only municipality. [For further information

regarding Henzada, see British Burma Gazetteer
;
compiled by authority

(Rangoon, 1879) ;
the British Burma Census Report for 1881 ; and

the Provincial Administration andDepartmental Reports from 1880 to

1883.]

Henzada.—Township in Henzada District, Irawadi Division, British

Burma. It is situated on the right bank of the Irawadi, and extends

westwards to the Arakan Yomas. The country is very fertile, and pro-

duces much rice ; it is now protected from inundation by the Irawadi

and Bassein embankments. The township is divided into 12 revenue

circles. Population (1876) 73,644; (1881) 87,435; gross revenue in

1881, ^25,367. The principal town is Henzada, the head-quarters

of the District.

Henzada.—Municipal town and head-quarters of Henzada District,

Irawradi Division, British Burma; lies on the right bank of the

Irawadi. Lat. 17
0
38' n., long. 95

0
32' e. Population (1876) 15,307;

(1881) 16,724, of whom 15,906 are Burmese. Hindus number 392;
Muhammadans, 293 ; Christians, 116; and ‘others,’ 17. The town con-

tains court-houses, treasury, police station, post and telegraph offices,

etc. A line of metre-gauge railway is projected, and the necessary

surveys have been made between Henzada and the station of Thong-

zai on the Prome and Rangoon Railway. The line is to be carried

on an elevated trestle work a few feet above the highest flood-levels.

In 1881, 4342 patients were treated at the dispensary, of whom 210

were in-door patients; and 5157 in 1882, of whom 251 were in-door.

There are three schools in Henzada, a Kareng, a Government town school,

and a school for Burmese, established by the Society for the Propaga-

tion of the Gospel. In one school a class for Burmese girls was

attended (1882) by 70 pupils. Gross municipal revenue in 1882-83,

£>7729. Henzada is also the head-quarters of the Irawadi Division.

Her&t.—The western Province of Afghanistan, forming a separate

Governorship under a high officer appointed by the Amir. Herit

consists of the six Districts of Ghoridn, Sdbzaw£r, Tarah, Bakwa,
Krirak, and -Obeh. The Province formerly included the District of
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Farah, which lies half-way between Herdt and Kandahdr. Herdt
is bounded on the north by the Thdr Vilayat and Ffrozkohi country

;

east by the Taimiims and Kandahdr
; south by Lash Jawain and

Seistdn; and west by Persia and the Hari Rrid. According to

Conolly, it contains 446 villages, 8 large canals which feed innumer-
able smaller ones, 123 watercourses, 2288 ploughs; and it produces
98.000 kharwars of wheat, or 49,000,000 lbs, A full description of
Herdt lies beyond the scope of this work

; but the following brief

details, most of them taken from General C. M. MacGregor’s account,

may be useful.

Ferrier states the following to be the numbers of the male popula-

tion of Herdt capable of bearing arms,—namely, Ghoridns, 12,000;
Sdbzawdr, 10,000; Farah, 15,000; Bakwa, 4000; Kiirak, 2500;
Aimaks, 3000 ;

and Obeh
;

total, 48,000. Tribes in alliance with

Herdt and obliged to furnish a contingent are—Hazdra Zeidndts of

Kdla Nao, 12,000; Tdimrims of Ghor, 8000; Baluchis of Seistdn,

5000; total, 25,000;—grand total, 73,000. The Char Aimaks, a
pastoral nomadic race, occupy an extensive region of the Province,

and congregate in the city of Herat. They pay no tribute, but on the

contrary receive a subsidy from the Governor of Herdt.

Taylor says that the several tribes subordinate to, or in the neigh-

bourhood of Herdt, could collectively assemble 47,000 horse and
23.000 foot, thus :

—

Tekke Turkomans, .... 15,000 horse. 15,000 foot.

Sarokh „ .... 8,000 M
Salor „ .... 2,LOO 99 1,000 „
Jrsalf, >

Charsanghl, \

' 500 11 500 11

Hazaras of Persia, .... 4,000 11

Jamshidfs, 4,000 t>

Taimunis, ..... 4,000 51 2,000 „
Tdimurh, * 5° 9 1 ...

Firozkohls, 5,000 11

Berbari Hazai as, ... 5,000 51 5,000 „

Total, .... 47,650 23.500

The country known as the Herdt valley is a fertile stretch of land

450 square miles in area, or 30 miles long by 15 broad. The Hari

Rtfd irrigates the valley. Wheat, barley, maize, and rice are the

staple products, and gardens with orchards abound. The poppy is

cultivated ; but nowhere else in the Province, it is said, will that plant

grow. Mulberry trees in every village supply materials for the rear-

ing of silkworms. The population of the Herdt valley is estimated

(1882) at 100,000, of whom 80,000 are Durdnis and 20,000 Farahs

and Aimaks. The valley, once well peopled, but greatly depopulated

of late years, owing to the tyranny of Ydr Muhammad and other

Governors of Herdt, yields a revenue of ^70,000. The land is highly
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productive, but its natural resources are imperfectly developed. There

are two species of tenure. The land is divided into khasila land and

arbabi land. Khasila land is confiscated land or State property.

Arbabi land is land held by private owners. Owing to misgovemment

and consequent insecurity, both tenures are precarious. There are

two kinds of assessment on the arbabi or privately-owned lands called

the jambasba and seh-kot assessments. The former is a forced assess-

ment ; the latter

—

seh-kot, three parts—is the general form of Govern-

ment demand, and refers to the one-third of the gross produce required

on each year’s out-turn.

In the time of Yix Muhammad, there were eight battalions of infantry

recruited from the tribes he had transported to the Herit region, and

Mr. Eastwick says that five regiments of infantry and 4000 cavalry

comprised the force kept up. These are nearly all stationed at or

near Herdt town, and live in their own houses. The revenue of Herit

Province has been estimated variously from ^89,248 (Conolly) to

^130,000 (Burnes). A more recent authority than either puts it at

;£i 60,000. Kazf Abdul Kddfr, one of the late Amfr Sher All KMn’s
principal ministers, gives the following approximate return of men,

women, and children in the Herdt Province :—Men, 140,000 ; women,

200,000; children, 130,000; total, 470,000.

Her£t.—Chief town of the Herat Province, Afghanistan; situated

on the right bank of the Hari Rtid river, in a very beautiful and
fertile plain. Lat. 34

0
22' N., long. 62° 8' e. ; elevation, 2650 feet.

Distance from Kandahar, 369 miles
;

from Peshawar via Kandahar
and Kdbul, 881 miles; from both Teheran and Khiva, about 700
miles. The city is rectangular and almost square, the northern and
southern sides measuring 1500, and the eastern and western sides

about 1600 yards in length. It is protected by walls 25 to 30 feet

high, built on earthen ramparts varying from 40 to 60 feet in height

;

and is surrounded by a deep wet ditch. There are five gates ; and
frqjn the middle of each face run four main streets, which meet in the

centre of the town in a small domed quadrangle. The principal of

these streets—commencing in the middle of the south face—is covered

in throughout its entire length by a vaulted roof; and many of the

smaller streets which branch off from the main ones are built over

in the same way, forming low dark tunnels. The houses, which are

generally two storeys high, are for the most part substantially built of

bricks and mud, and are so constructed that each forms in itself a
little citadel, capable of resisting men armed with muskets. The town
is abundantly supplied with excellent water, most of the houses having

wells or reservoirs of their own
;
yet Herat is said to possess strong

claims to be considered the dirtiest city in the world. There are no
drains, and the inhabitants have no notions of cleanliness or sanitation.
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The principal building is the Jamd Masjid, situated in the north-

east quarter, and built at the end of the 15th century. It occupies

an area of 800 yards square
\

it was, when perfect, 465 feet long by

275 feet wide, and had 408 cupolas, 444 pillars, and 6 entrances.

It was splendidly adorned with gilding, and with carved and mosaic

work of the most elaborate description. To the west of the Jama
Masjid is the palace of Charbagh, a mean building, originally the

winter residence of the chiefs of Her£t, and occupied by Ydkub
Khdn while Governor of the Province. A large reservoir of water,

called the Haoz-i-Chdrsfi, is situated at the south-east corner of the

central quadrangle. The Ark, or citadel, which is 150 yards long from

east to west and 50 yards wide, is near the centre of the north face,

about 200 yards from the main wall. Connecting it with the wall,

and projecting beyond it to the east and west, is the Ark-i-ndo,

or new citadel, which occupies about a thousand feet in length

of the north face.

The population of the city has varied greatly from time to time.

The most recent estimate does not attempt to number a doubt-

less very fluctuating population, but sets down the number of

houses at 1500. The majority of the inhabitants are Muham-
madans of the Shi£ sect, but there are besides a number of

Hindus and Afghans
;

Persians, Tartars, Turkomans, and Jews are

also met with in the principal streets. The original inhabitants appear

to have been Persians, and to have belonged to the race that spread from

Seistdn towards the north-east, and formed the ancient Province of

Khorasdn, of which, until recently, Herdt remained the capital. Pro-

bably no city in Central Asia has sustained so many sieges, and been

so often destroyed and depopulated. From the middle of the 12th

century, when it fell into the hands of the Tilrkom^ns, ‘who com-

mitted the most frightful ravages, and left not one stone upon another/

till 1863, when it was finally taken by the Amir of Afghanistan, in

whose hands it has since remained, Herit has been the scene of con-

tinual strife. The Turkomans, the Uzbegs, and the Persians have

repeatedly besieged and taken the city, only to be in turn driven out

of it.* Its geographical position and strategical importance have

given rise to the name ‘ Key of India/ frequently applied to the town

by controversial writers.

Herumdlu.— Village in Coorg, at which a jdtra or festival is

annually held during Sivardtri
,
in connection with a more frequented

festival at the neighbouring village of Irpu.

HeshtO (.Hasdo).—River in Kored Tributary State, Chutid Nagpur

;

the largest river in the State. Rising near Sonhat, it flows south

through Kored into Bildspur in the Central Provinces. It forms a fine

waterfall near Kirwdhf.
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High Level Canal.—Main system of the Orissa Canal System.

—

See Mahanadi.

Hijili.—Sea-coast division of Midnapur District, Bengal ; consisting

of the tract of land from the mouth of the Rtfpndrayan along the west

bank of the Hdgll to the northern boundary of Balasor District. Lat.

2i° 37' to 22
0

ii' n., long. 87° 27' 30" to 88° i' 45* e. The Survey

maps of 1849 return the area at 1013*95 square miles. The tract is

well watered by navigable rivers and numerous intersecting water-

courses ; it produces great quantities of rice, and is dotted with planta-

tions of date-trees and other palms. Prior to the abolition of the

Government salt monopoly, Hijili was one of the great seats of salt

manufacture in Bengal, by evaporation from the sea. This industry

has, however, fallen off to a great extent of late years, the native article

being unable to compete with the cheaper imported Liverpool salt.

Upon the Company’s assuming the administration of Bengal, Hijili,

which then contained the large fiscal divisions (pargands) of Tamliik

and Mahishadal, constituted a separate administration of its own. In

1789, these two last-named tracts were transferred to Midnapur; and

in 1836, Hijili itself was also annexed to that District, with the excep-

tion of three small southern pargands
,
which were added to the Orissa

District of Balasor.

Hill Tipperah.— Native State adjoining the British District of

Tipperah, Bengal; lying between 22
0

59' and 24
0

31' N. lat., and

between 91
0

12' and 92
0

24' e. long. Bounded on the north by

the Assam District of Sylhet
;
on the west by the Bengal Districts of

Tipperah and Nodkhdli; on the south by Noakhdli and Chittagong;

and on the east by the Lushdi country and the Chittagong Hill

Tracts. The western boundary of the State, where it adjoins the

Regulation District of Tipperah, was fixed by arbitration in 1854.

The eastern boundary, separating it from the Lushdi country and the

Chittagong Hill Tracts, is formed, according to the Surveyor-General’s

map of 1875, by the Lungai river, between the Hdichek and Jampui

ranges to its source in Betling Sib peak
;
the line next runs in an

irregular line to the Doldjari peak, and then along the Sardeng range

and the Pheni river, till the latter enters Nodkhd.ll District. Area,

4086 square miles. Population, according to the Census Report of

1881, 95,637. The capital of the State is Agartala, the residence of

the R and of the British Political Officer.

Physical Aspects.—As its name implies, the country is hilly. From
west to east the ground rises, but neither by a gradual ascent nor by

a single sudden elevation. Five or six ranges of hills run parallel,

from north to south, at an average distance of about 12 miles from

each other. These ranges, and also the valleys between them, increase

in height as they approach the east. The hills are covered for the
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most part with bamboo jungle, while the low ground abounds with trees

of various kinds, cane-brakes, and swamps. Along the north-western

and southern boundaries of the State lies a narrow strip of lowland,

differing in no material respect, as regards soil, agriculture, and popu-

lation, from those parts of the Districts of Sylhet, Tipperah, and

Chittagong, which adjoin it. From the summit of the ranges, the view

of the country is striking, but monotonous. The low bamboo-covered

hills look at a distance like mere undulations clad with verdure. Here

and there, in the spring, a yellow spot marks the place where the

bamboos have been cleared away for the purpose of jum cultivation

;

or the smoke of a hamlet may be seen rising above the jungle and

low trees. But one view is exactly the same as another.

The principal hill ranges, beginning from the east, are the Jdmpui

(highest peaks, Betling Sib, 3200 feet, and Jampui, i860 feet), Sakkan

Tlang (highest peak, Sakkan, 2578 feet), Langtardi (Pheng Pm peak,

1581 feet), and Ath&ramurd (highest points, Jdri-murd, 1500 feet,

and At£rmura, 1431 feet). Betling Sib, the highest point in the

State, is the Sorphuel of the old maps. The chief rivers of Hill

Tipperah are the Gumti, Hdor£, Khoyii, Dhalai, Manu, Juri, and

Pheni, all of which are navigable by boats of about 2 tons during the

rainy season only. In the plains the people use boats as almost the

sole means of conveyance at this time of the year, and in the hills

nearly every family has its dug-out canoe.’ The thick forests which

cover the whole of the hilly tracts of the State yield an important part

of the Rajd’s revenues, and might, if properly worked, prove much
more lucrative than they are. The forest produce is at present

farmed, but, for want of accurate knowledge as to what the farms

are capable of yielding, they are let out in almost all cases at very

low rates. The forest dues, which include cesses for felling and

gathering bamboos, canes, reeds, etc., and for exporting the same,

amounted in 1881-82 to ^5436. Most of the timber floated down
the rivers during the rains is used for boat-building, for which it is

excellently suited. The forests give shelter to numbers of wild

elephants
;
amongst other large game, the bison, rhinoceros, tiger,

leopard, and bear are found, and deer of several kinds are common.

Of small game, hares, pheasants, partridges, jungle-fowl, pigeons, snipe,

and quail are met with ; and the number and variety of singing birds

and birds of beautiful plumage are very great. The python, cobra,

and bamboo snake are all common \
the Lushdis kill the boa-con-

strictor for food. The revenue obtained by the Rajd from the capture

of elephants within his territory ranges from ^500 to ^2500 a year.

History.—The name Tipperah, a corruption' of Tripura, was probably

given to the country in honour of the temple at Udaipur, of which

remains still exist, and which ranks as the second Hrthd
, or sacred
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shrine, in this part of Bengal. It was dedicated either to Tripuradana,

the 6 sun-god/ or to Tripureswari, the 4 mistress of the three worlds.’

The history of the State comprehends two distinct epochs—the tradi-

tional period described in the Rdjmdld
,
,
or 4 Chronicles of the Kings

of Tipperah;’ and the period since 1407 a.d., to the record of which

both the Rdjmdld and the writings of Muhammadan historians have

contributed. The Rdjmdld is a history in Bengali verse, compiled by
the Brahmans of the Court of Tripura, and is said to be the oldest

specimen of Bengali composition extant The Raj£ of Hill Tipperah

claims descent from Drujho, son of Yay£ti, one of the Lunar race

of kings
;
and the chronicle traces his descent with the usual elabora-

tion. The chief points of interest revealed in the early history of

the State are, that the R£jas were in a state of chronic feud with all

the neighbouring countries except Cachar, and that Siva-worship took

early root and spread rapidly through the country. The worship of

the All-destroyer was here, as elsewhere in India, associated with the

practice of human sacrifice. Tipperah became one of the greatest

strongholds of this worship, and in no part of India were more victims

offered up. It is said that till the reign of Dharma M£nik (1407-

1439), the number of victims was 1000 a year; but Dharma ruled that

human sacrifices should only be offered triennially. This Dharma
Manik appears to have been an enlightened prince ; and it was under

his patronage that the first part of the Rdjtndld was composed.

It is impossible to define the limits at any given period of the

ancient kingdom of Tipperah
;
but at various times its rule extended

from the Sundarbans in the west to Burma in the east, and north as

far as Kdmriip. The military prestige of the Tipperah Rdjds was at its

height during the 16th century, when Rdjd Sri Dhanya invaded with

success the countries on every side of his native kingdom. Early in

that century (1512), the Tipperah general conquered Chittagong, and

defeated the Gaur troops who defended it. A strong Mughal force

sent from Bengal into the R£jd’s territory was compelled to retreat, and

a second expedition was not more successful
;
and it was not until the

beginning of the 17th century that the Mughals obtained any footing

in the country. About 1620, however, in the reign of Jahangir, a

Mughal force under Nawdb Fateh Jang invaded Tipperah, ostensibly

with the object of procuring horses and elephants. The capital (Udai-

pur) was taken, and the Raj i, sent prisoner to Delhi. He was offered

his throne again on condition of paying tribute, but refused. Mean-
while, the Mughal troops continued to occupy the country in military

fashion, until, after two and a half years, they were compelled by an
epidemic to retire. The Delhi Emperor reiterated his demand for

tribute when Kaly£n Mdnik was raised to the throne in 1625, and
attempted to enforce his claim through the Naw£b of Bengal, who
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again invaded the country, but was defeated. Subsequently, by dint of

constant invasions and intrigues, the Muhammadans gradually estab-

lished themselves in Tipperah. They appear, however, only to have

occupied the lowlands, while the hilly tracts remained in the possession

of the Rdja, but subject to the control of, and tributary to, the Nawab.
When the East India Company obtained the diwdni of Bengal in 1765,

so much of Tipperah as had been placed on the rent-roll came under

British rule. (See Tipperah District.)

The English placed a Raja on the gadt of the State; and since

1808, each successive ruler has received investiture from the Govern-

ment, and has been required to pay the usual nazar or fine on
accession. From 1826 to 1862, the eastern frontier was constantly

disturbed by Kukl raids, in which villages were burned and
plundered, and the peaceful inhabitants massacred. What went

on in Hill Tipperah no one knew; but vague rumours reached

the British authorities of attacks on the Rdja’s villages by the wild

Kukis, and of attacks on the Kuki tribes by the Rdja’s people.

An account of the Lushai (Kuki) raids of i860 and 1870, and of

the means taken to punish the offenders, will be found in the articles

on the Chittagong Hill Tracts and Tipperah District. The
Sepoys of the 34th Native Infantry, who mutinied at Chittagong

Town on the night of the 18th November 1857, after plundering the

treasury, marched to Agartald, the capital of Hill Tipperah. The small

military force at the Rdja’s disposal did not enable him to oppose the

collective body of Sepoys, but orders were issued for the arrest and

delivery to the British authorities of all mutineers found wandering

within the limits of the State.

The State has a chronological era of its own, adopted by Rdjd

Bir-raj, from whom the present Raja is 92nd in descent. Bir-r£j is

said to have extended his conquests across the Ganges; and, in

commemoration of that event, to have established a new era dating

from his victory. The year 1883 corresponded with 1293 of the

Tipperah era.

Political Constitution, etc.—Both as regards its constitution and its

relations with the British Government, the State of Hill Tipperah

differs alike from the Independent Native States of India and from

those which are tributary and dependent. Besides being the ruler of

Hill Tipperah, the Rajd also holds a large zaminddri called chdkld

Roshn&b4d, situated in the plains of the District of Tipperah. This

estate, which covers 589 square miles, is by far the most valuable

portion of the Rdjd’s possessions, and yields a larger revenue than the

whole of his kingdom of Hill Tipperah. It is held to form with the

State an indivisible rdj\ and consequently, whenever the succession

is disputed, the question is decided by the British Courts of law,
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whose judgment with regard to the zaminddri has hitherto been always

accepted as deciding also the right to the throne. Disputes as to the

right of succession have occurred on the occasion of almost every

vacancy in the rdj,

,

producing disturbances and domestic wars, and
exposing the inhabitants of the hills to serious disorders and to attarVs

from Kukis, who are always called in as auxiliaries by one or other of

the contending parties. The cause of these disputes is the rule of

succession, the origin of which is lost in obscurity. The rule itself is

thus described :
—

‘A reigning Raji has the power of nominating any
male member of the royal family, within certain limits, as his successor,

under the tide of Jubarij ;
and also a successor to the Jubaraj, under

the tide of Bara Thakur. On the Rajh’s death, the Jubarij becomes

Bljd, and the Bara Thdkur becomes Jubardj, the latter in his turn

succeeding as Rhja even to the exclusion of the Raja’s natural heirs.

It is, however, open to the reigning R£jd to appoint his natural heirs

to these dignities when unappropriated; and when no appointments

have been made, the eldest son succeeds as a matter of course. Thus
a Jubaraj, who becomes Raj4,

has no power to pass over the Bara

Thdkur appointed by his predecessor. That Bara Thakur becomes
Jubaraj, and subsequently, if he lives, Rija. The reigning Rdj£,

however, has the option of appointing a successor to the new Jubardj,

whom he (the Jubardj) in his turn cannot set aside.’

The form of government is despotic and patriarchal. The Rijd’s

word is law and final, and his permission is required in number-

less contingencies, great and small. The pay of the officials is

generally nominal. Some of them are connected with the Rdjd by
marriage, or otherwise. Certain offices are hereditary, but they cannot

be appropriated without the Rajd’s permission. In 1871, an English

'officer was first appointed as Political Agent to protect British interests

and advise the Raja; but in 1878, a separate Political Agent being

found unnecessary, the Magistrate of the adjoining District of Tipperah
was appointed ex officio Political Agent of Hill Tipperah

; and a native

Deputy Magistrate of Bengal was stationed at AgartaM as Assistant

Political Agent, who has done much to improve the administration

of the State. There is no treaty between the British Government
and the ruler of Hill Tipperah ; but the Rljds pay a fine or succession

duty to the Government.

Population.—No regular Census was taken in this State prior to 1881.

According to an estimate made in 1874-75, the total population in that

year was 74.242) namely, hill population, 47.523; and population of
the plains, 26,719. By the Census of 1881, the population of the State

was ascertained to be 95,637, namely, males 51,458, and females 44,179;
average density of population, 24-4 per square mile. The population of
the hills numbered 49,915, and of the plains 45,722.
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The most important tribe is that of the Tipperahs, who in 1881

numbered 35,257. They are divided into three classes—the pure or

old Tipperahs, the class to which the reigning family belongs
3
the Jdm-

£ty£s, or fighting caste 3 and the Noyatti£s, or new Tipperahs. Except

the Jdmaity^s, each of these classes is sub-divided into several castes.

They are all of the same religion, and speak the same language, differ-

ing only in minor local peculiarities. Their divinities are the gods of

fire and water, of the forest and the earth
3
and sacrifices form an

important part of their religion—buffaloes, pigs, goats, and fowls being

the animals ordinarily used for the purpose. At the present day they

are showing some symptoms of a tendency to conform in many respects

to the religious observances of the Hindus, especially with regard to

caste. They are superstitious and timid, but capable of committing

great cruelties when their passions are roused. The Political Agent,

writing in 1873 of the tribe of Tipperahs, thus describes the result

of their contact with the Bengalis :

—

i The people were very simple,

truthful, and honest, until corrupted by the evil influences arising

from closer intercourse with the inhabitants of the plains, and also

by bad government . . . Every advantage was taken of their

ignorance and credulity, till at length they perceived this themselves,

and they now no longer hesitate to meet deceit with its own
weapons.’ An account of the interesting and peculiar social customs

of this tribe, given by Captain Lewin in his work on the Hill

Tracts of Chittagong, is quoted in the Statistical Account of Bengal
,

voL vi. pp. 482-488. The other tribes met with in the hills are—the

Riangs and Hallams, 11,688 3
Kukis, 2733 3

Chdkmas, 2113 andKhasfs,

26. The population in the plains is made up of 9779 Bengali

Hindus, 26,951 Bengali Muhammadans, 113 Bengali Christians, 8813

Manipuris, and 66 Assamese.

There are no towns, properly so called, in Hill Tipperah. Agar-

tala, the residence of the Riyh, is merely a moderate-sized village,

situated on the north bank of the Hdora, about 40 miles from Comillah

(Kumilld); the chief town of Tipperah District. The population of

Agartald in 1881 was 2141. The administration of the State is con-

ducted from Agartald; and, at the villages of Kailashahr and

Sonamuna officers are posted having jurisdiction over certain fixed

portions of the State, known as the Sub-divisions of Kailishahr and

Udaipur. Old AgartaU, 4 miles east of the present- capital, and

until 1844 the residence of the Rajds, contains several monuments

to the memory of former rulers
3
and a small but very sacred temple,

in which are kept fourteen heads of gold and other metals, supposed

to represent the tutelary gods of the Tipperahs. Old Udaipur, on

the Giimtf, the ancient capital of Udai Manik, who reigned over

the State in the latter half of the 16th century, also contains several
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interesting ruins, which are, however, rapidly becoming overgrown with

jungle.

Agriculture.—The principal crop and main food staple is rice, of

which 14 kinds are cultivated in the plains, and 8 kinds in the hills.

Plough cultivation is limited to a narrow strip of land lying along the

boundary which divides the State from the adjoining British Districts,

and to patches of land in the interior. All the hill tribes cultivate

on the jitm system, a description of which will be found in the article

on the Chittagong Hill Tracts. The crops grown on the pirns

are rice, cotton, chillies, and vegetables; the Manipurfs inhabiting

the low lands under the hills raise a little tobacco for their own use.

Tea is not cultivated anywhere, though the plant is said to be indigenous

to some parts of the hills. The portion of the State under cultivation

forms a very small proportion of the total area. Within recent years

the rate of wages has much increased. Agricultural labourers, who a

few years ago earned 3d. a day, now receive 4jd. ; smiths and car-

penters, who formerly received from 4jd. to 6d., now get 7^d. or 8d. a

day. The average price of common rice during the ten years ending

1881-82 was 4s. 6d. per cwt.
;
the highest price reached during the

famine of 1866 was 12s. 3d. The rent paid for rice lands varies from

is. 3d. to 8s. pd. per acre, according to the position of the land.

Commerce and Trade, etc.—The principal exports of the State are

cotton, timber, til, bamboo, canes, thatching-grass, and firewood. The
food crops are scarcely more than sufficient for local wants, and
the export is very small. Occasionally, indeed, small imports are

required from the neighbouring Districts of Tipperah, Sylhet, and
Chittagong. A duty on cotton is levied by the State, and the right to

levy a tax on forest produce is leased out annually
; the amount of

cotton exported in 1881-82 was estimated at 1600 tons. There are 21

markets, five held at places in the hills, and all frequented by hill

tribes. The only manufacture is cloth of the coarsest quality, and there

are but few roads.

Administration.—The political constitution of the State has been

already described. The most important sources of revenue are—(1)

the rent of lands in the plains of Hill Tipperah
; (2) a family tax in

the hills
; (3) duties on cotton, forest products, and HI; and (4) the sale

of elephants captured in the Rdj£’s territory. The revenue from the first

of these sources in 1881-82 was £3472 ; the family tax yielded £1799

;

duties on exports, .£15,394; and the royalty on elephants captured,

£529. The total revenue derived from Hill Tipperah in that year was

£23,779. Besides this, the Rljd’s private estates in the Districts of

Tipperah and Sylhet yield about £50,000 and £1500 respectively.

His total annual income, therefore, is about £75,000. Until 1873, the

administration of justice in Hill Tipperah was very defective, there
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being no regular procedure and no supervision by the higher courts

over the lower. In that year, however, a few simple enactments were

passed. The police force in 1881-82 consisted of no men of all

ranks, in addition to a military force of 306 officers and men. The
number of criminal cases instituted in 1881-82 was 517, of which 216

were dismissed or compromised. There are three jails in the State,

at Agartald, Kaildshahr, and Sondmund.
;
the average daily number of

prisoners in 1881-82 was 40. The State maintains 27 schools; and

out of a population of 95,637, only 575 boys and 34 girls were under

education in 1881. Steps are now being taken to introduce the path -

sdla system among the hill people, but they appear to have no desire

for such innovations.

Medical Aspects.— The climate of Hill Tipperah is said to be
generally pleasant. The annual rainfall is about 80 inches. The chief

endemic diseases are bowel complaints, remittent and intermittent

fevers, and rheumatism
;
the principal epidemic is cholera. There is

a hospital at Agartala, and a dispensary at Kaildshahr.

Hilsd..—Town and head-quarters of a police circle (thdnd) in Patnd

District, Bengal. Lat. 25
0

19' 10" n., long. 85° 19' 31" e. Large

market village, carrying on a brisk trade in food-grains and oil-seeds

with Patnd, Gayi, and Hazdribagh.

Himalaya Mountains.—The Himalayas, literally ‘ The Abode of

Snow/ from the Sanskrit hima,
,
frost (Latin hzems, winter), and dlaya

,

dwelling-place, comprise a system of stupendous ranges, with some of

the loftiest peaks in the world. The Emodus of Ptolemy, they extend

continuously, in shape something like a scimitar with its blade facing

south, for a distance of 1500 miles along the northern frontier of India,

from the gorge where the Dihong (the connecting river link between

the Sanpo (Tsan-pu) of Tibet and the Brahmaputra of Assam) bursts

through their main axis, to where the Indus, having reached its northern-

most latitude, turns and pierces through the same mountains to enter

on its southerly course towards the Arabian Sea. It is clear, however,

even from the imperfect indications which we possess of this great range

in its eastern extremity, that the true axis can be traced for some little

distance eastward of the Dihong. The Eastern Himalayas eventually

merge in the mountain system which runs southward into Burma, and east-

ward towards the extensive ranges of China. The western ranges of the

Himalayas have been supposed by some to curve round and extend

into the basin of the Kdbul river in Afghanistan. But with this quasi-

prolongation of the mountain chain we are not concerned, its true

connection with the main mass being as yet a matter of extreme

uncertainty.

The Himalayas form one of the chief ranges of Asia, and with

the Kuen Luen converge westward towards the Pamir table-land,

vol. v. 2 c
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that mountainous knot whence the Tian-shan and the Hindu Kush also

radiate. With the Kuen Luen the Himalayas have a closer connection,

as these two mighty ranges form respectively the northern and southern

escarpment of the lofty Tibetan plateau. Owing, however, to the

plentiful rainfall on the southern slopes of the Himalayas, to which the

rain-clouds are swept direct from the sea, the river system formed

thereby is incomparably more extensive than that of the Kuen Luen
range. This may account for the serrated character of the Himalayas

as contrasted with the sheer wall-like face of the Kuen Luen. A
similar feature may be observed in the gorges and indented nature

of the Suliimdn chain, which buttresses the Iranian plateau on the

western frontier of India
;
while the analogy is carried still further by the

Suleiman being characterised by a triple series of ranges, two of which

are pierced by streams rising on the watershed of the inmost range

(just as in the case of the Indus, Sutlej (Satlaj), and Brahmaputra)
; and

lastly, by the fact that the Himalayas and Suteiman belong to approxi-

mately the same geological age, both, as is proved by their structure,

being of comparatively recent (middle and later tertiary) date. The
Himalayas themselves are but portion of a great chain of mountains.

The rest of the chain is composed of the Hindu Kush and Karakoram
ranges. From one or other side of this chain flow all the great rivers

of Asia. From or through the southern slope of the Himalayas flow

the Indus, the Ganges, and the Brahmaputra.

A more striking analogy exists between the Himalayas and the

Andes. This analogy was first perceived by Warren Hastings, and
reference is made to it in his instructions to his envoy, Mr. George

Bogle. The Andes and the Himilayas alike consist of three parallel

chains. The Cuesta of La Raya, separating the valley of the Vilca-

mayu from the basin of Titicaca, is the counterpart of the Mariam-la

saddle dividing the Sutlej and Brahmaputra basins. In both systems

numerous streams rise in the central cordillera, and, after lateral

courses between the two, eventually force their way through the

outer chain. The Southern Himalayas bear a close analogy to the

outer Andes rising from the valley of the Amazon. Both have a low
range at their feet enclosing valleys or diins

;

both have deep gorges

separated by lofty ridges, which are spurs from a main chain of

culminating snowy peaks j and in both, the rivers which rise in the

inner central range force their way through profound ravines between
the culminating summits. In both Peru and Tibet, too, the staple

produce is wool, which is carried across the huge mountainous barrier

bounding either country, by llamas and sheep respectively.

The Himdlayan system has formed the subject of many treatises, in

which attempts have been made to explain the physical structure of the
whole mountainous mass. Foremost among them may be mentioned
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the writings of Captain Herbert, Mr. Brian Houghton Hodgson, Major

Cunningham, Captain Henry Strachey, Dr. T. Thomson, Dr. J. D.

Hooker, Mr. Drew, Mr. Clements Markham, and Baron von Richthofen.

The writings of Mr. B. H. Hodgson endeavoured to establish among
other things the c oceanic 5

theory. The oceanic theory represents the

Himalayas as the base of an ancient ocean, of which the bed was long

ago the Indian plains. The earliest of the authorities, however, laboured

under the disadvantage of having at their disposal but scanty data for

generalization ; and although, even at present, the Himalayas are most

imperfectly known, our knowledge of them has been greatly extended of

late years, particularly by the Indian native explorers at detached points

in the eastern half, and by the more exhaustive labours of topographical

and geological surveyors in the north-western portion. The late Mr.

Andrew Wilson, who explored the range in 1881, has well described

its characteristics from the standpoint of an untechnical traveller.

The Northern Chain.—The most comprehensive view of the system

represents it as composed of three chains, to which the names of

Northern, Central, and Southern are applied. The Northern chain

is naturally divided into a western and an eastern section, the western

being known as the Karakoram or Muztagh, forming, speaking broadly,

the water-parting (though not a completely uninterrupted one) between

the basins of Lob-Nor and the Indus. It is the circumstance of the

culminating chain not being wholly coincident with the line of water-

parting which led the late Mr. Shaw, with much force, to plead for

the substitution of the appellation of Muztagh to that of Karakoram

for this portion of the Northern range. The Karakoram Pass is

undoubtedly a point on the real line of water-parting 5 the streams

north of it join the Tarim basin, while those on its southern slope

discharge into the Indus. But the true culminating range lies south of

it, and is pierced by the last-named tributaries. It is this, combined

with the singular applicability of the name Muztagh, * Ice Mountain/ to

a line of mountains which is crowned by the most stupendous glaciers

of the world, outside the Arctic regions, which lends reason to Mr.

Shaw’s proposal. The peaks along this section of the Himalayas

frequently attain a height of 25,000 feet, and the chief one (which is as

yet unnamed, but is distinguished by the sign i K 2
9
in the records of the

Great Trigonometrical Survey) is 28,265 feet high, being second in alti-

tude only to Mount Everest. The best known passes across this section

of the range, which may be said broadly to extend from its junction

with the Hindu Kush near the Baroghil Pass to Mount Kailas near

Lake Manasarowar in Tibet, are the Karakoram and the Changchenmo,
exceeding 18,000 and 19,000 feet respectively in height. But besides

these, there are a variety of minor passes, such as the Karambar, the

Muztagh, and especially a pass on the road between Rudok and
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Kiria, which deserve fuller examination. The southern slopes of the

Muztagh range in its northern portion are clothed with enormous

glaciers, one of which, sketched by Colonel Godwin Austen (whose

remarkable surveys in these regions have formed the basis of our

topographical knowledge), attained the length of 35 miles. From

these glaciers issue streams which, flowing south between bare craggy

mountains, join the Indus or its tributary the Shayok. The collective

name applied to the various Districts which comprise the valleys of the

Indus, Basha, Braldu, Shigar, Shayok, etc., is Baltist^n. The inhabitants

are Muhammadanized Tibetans of Turanian stock, with the exception

of a small section who are Dards. The northern face of the Muztagh

range is but little known.

As regards the southern portion of this section of the Northern

range, information is extremely scanty. Between the Changchenmo

Pass and Mount Kailds, it has been crossed at rare intervals by the

native explorers of the Indian Survey; but anything like a complete

survey is impossible, owing to the jealousy and exclusive character

of the Tibeto-Chinese policy. The southern slopes give birth to the

rivers Indus and Sutlej, which both break through the central and

southern ranges in their course towards the sea.

To the east of Lake Mdnasarowar a saddle, surmounted by the

Mariam-la Pass, connects the Northern and Central ranges. On ife

eastern side rises the Sanpo (Tsan-pu) or Brahmaputra, of which the

Northern range forms the northern watershed as far as to the south of

the Sky-Lake {Tengri-Nur in Mongolian, and Nam-Cho in Tibetan).

Hence it appears to curve round the lake in a north-easterly direction for

150 miles, after which its further course is unknown. This eastern section

of the range is called Ninjin-thangla or Nyenchhen-tangla by the native

explorer and Mr. Brian Hodgson respectively; Baron von Richthofen,

on the other hand, has named it Tang-la, and detaches it from the

Himalayas, treating it instead as a portion of the Chinese system.

The existence of this entire portion of the Northern range has been

clearly demonstrated by the journeys of Pundit Nain Singh, and of

the young Tibetan explorer who discovered Lake Tengri-Nur in

1872. The northern watershed drains into a system of inland lakes,

which appear to constitute a connected chain, and which there is

reason to believe has its outlet in either the Salwfn or Mekong river.

The southern face is the northern watershed of the Sanpo or Brah-

maputra.

Between the Northern and Central ranges, there runs an important

though subsidiary chain from Mount Kailas near Lake Manasarowar to

the junction of the Indus and the Shayok. According to Cunningham,
who calls it the Kailds or Gangri range, this chain is 550 miles in

length. Its peaks average between 16,000 and 20,000 feet in height;
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and it is crossed in its northern portion by a number of passes, which

lead from the valley of the Indus into that of the Shayok. About 33
0

12' n. lat., it is pierced by the Indus itself, which deviates at right

angles and cuts right through this granite range to resume a north-

westerly course beyond. The southern portion of this, range lies in

Tibetan territory, and is but little known, but it has been crossed at

four points by native explorers.

The Central Chain, according to present knowledge, appears in its

eastern portion to coincide pretty closely with the zone of 'central

gneiss/ the geological main axis of the Himalayas. This great range

has its commencement in the conspicuous peak Nanga Parbat, 'Naked
Mountain/ 26,629 feet high, which towers conspicuously on the

extreme verge of the Kashmir frontier, above the Indus valley, not

far from the place where the river enters upon its course through

a belt of independent territory, before rejoining the British frontier

above Darband. This lofty mountain has been seen by General

Cunningham from Ramnagar in the Punjab, a distance of 205 miles.

Tracing the Central chain from this point towards the south-east,

we find that for the first 50 or 60 miles the chain, which here

forms the water-parting between the Indus and the Jehlam (Jhelum),

is not of such a height as to bear perpetual snow or give origin to

glaciers. Two frequented roads, joining the Kishanganga and Astor

rivers, go over passes of upwards of 13,000 feet, and others lead into

the Dras valley. At the point where the Dras Pass (11,300 feet)

affords access from the Kashmir valley to the high table-land of

Ladakh, a minor range branches off and separates successively the

Sind valley, the northern part of the vale of Kashmir, and the Jehlam

valley, on the south, from the Kishangangd on the north. A little

south of the same pass, another ridge branches off, and, running north

and south, forms the eastern boundary of the vale, till near Banihal it

joins itself to the Pir Panjal range, which in its turn runs east and west

for about 30 miles, then turns north-north-west and continues for

some 40 miles more till it dies off towards the valley of the Jehlam.

This range completes the mountainous girdle which encircles the valley

of Kashmir.

To return to the Central range itself. About the vicinity of the Dras

Pass, the mountain range increases in height, and the peaks are high

enough to form glaciers
;
two of them, Nun and Kun, each over 23,000

feet in height, being conspicuous. The north-eastern slope of the

range drains into the Indus; the Sura and Zanskar being the chief

rivers. The latter flows through a peculiarly inaccessible district called

by the same name as its chief river. The shape of the valley is

roughly that of a capital T, the upper portion of which runs parallel

to the main axis of the range. A little farther to the south, the
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Bara Lacha Pass (16,200 feet) affords a route from Ldhul and Kangra
to Leh.

Proceeding farther to the south-east, the Central range is broken

by the gloomy precipitous gorge of the Sutlej (the classic Hesudrus),

which, rising in the holy lakes of Rakas Tal and M^nasarowar, on
the southern side of the Tibetan Kailas, takes a north-westerly course

for 280 miles, till, swelled by the waters of the Spiti river, it turns

and cleaves through the two outer ranges, emerging on the plains

of India at Ropar, after a course of 560 miles. The junction of the

Sutlej and Spiti rivers is marked by a magnificent peak 22,183 feet

high, entitled Lio Porgyul, which rises sheer from the edge of the two
streams 13,000 feet below its summit. Farther to the south-east there

are numerous passes leading from British territory over the Central

range into Hundes, among which the Niti Pass (16,676 feet) claims

notice, as the route leading across it to Khotan, by way of Totling,

Gartokh, Rudokh, Noh, and Kiria, is the best and easiest route between
Eastern Turkistdn and India. Four passes lead through the line of

snowy peaks which form the barriers of Tibet. The passes are the

Nilang, the Mana, the Milam, and the Lanpiya-dhdra. The Tibetan

authorities are excessively jealous of foreign intrusion, and admission to

Tibet is not only very difficult, but sometimes dangerous.

Eastward, the knowledge available about the Central range is very

fragmentary, as it lies wholly beyond the British frontier, and the interval

is occupied by the Native States of Nepdl, Sikkim, and Bhutan. On its

northern side the range is clothed with enormous glaciers, which drain

into the Sanpo river ; while its southern slopes give rise to many large

rivers, which, bursting through the Southern chain, eventually discharge

their waters into the Ganges or the Brahmaputra. Foremost among these

is the Ganges itself, the source of which was determined by the Survey

of Captain Raper and Lieutenant Webb to lie a few miles beyond
Gangotri. Next should be mentioned the Kdli, Karndli, Ndriyani,

Bun Gandak, Tirsuli Gandak, Bhutia Kosi, and Arun, all of which flow

through Nep£l—possibly some of the tributaries of the Mands in

Bhutan, which would appear to be called Lhobra-chu in its upper

course, and the Sikung Sanpo, which there is good reason to identify

with the Subansiri. To the east of the Mariam-la Pass, only three

Englishmen are said to have ever crossed the Central range,—viz.

Bogle, Turner, and Manning,— and to have all crossed at the

same point, where the Pamam-chu, which rises in two lakes situated

between the two southern ranges, pierces through the Central range to

join the Brahmaputra. Five of the native explorers are also known
to have crossed the same range at different points, viz. 'Lagung-la,

Dong-la, No-la, Fotu-la, and Karkang,

From the Central range many lofty saddles branch forth, in some places
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forming inland lakes, in others directing the course of rivers either to the

Sanpo or through the gorges of the Southern range. An imposing view

of the long line of glaciers and peaks of the Central range was obtained

by Dr. Hooker from the Dankia-la Pass in Sikkim. Two of the most
remarkable of the inland lakes referred to are the Palti and Chomto-
dong lakes. The former (14,700 feet above the sea) is about 20 .miles

long and 16 broad, without an outlet. This lake is situated north of

the Arun basin, and, like the Palti Lake, is encircled by spurs from

the Central range. The Palti or Yamdok-cho Lake is ring-shaped,

and has appeared on all maps since D’Anville’s time. It is supposed

to be about 45 miles in circumference ; the island in the centre rises

into rounded hills from 2000 to 3000 feet high. The lake is said by
all authorities to have no outlet

;
and both Manning and Klaproth

(who accumulated much information respecting it) state that the waters

are very bad; but Pandit Nain Singh, on the other hand, asserts

that the waters are perfectly fresh. Eastward of this lake, and
about the 92nd meridian of longitude, the Central range has been
crossed by Nain Singh at the Karkang Pass (16,310 feet), whence the

snowy peaks of the Northern and Southern chains, as well as those

of the transverse ranges joining the latter, could be plainly descried.

Beyond this, existing knowledge of the Central range does not at present

extend.

The Southern Chain. — In treating of the Southern chain of the

Himalayas, it is convenient to observe that both Mr. Hodgson and
Mr. Drew, who are the best authorities on the subject of this range,

in its eastern and western sections, agree in ascribing to it a three-

fold character. Mr. Drew calls these zones the Outer Hills and the

Middle and Higher Mountains; Mr. Hodgson, the Lower, Central,

and Upper regions. But the respective characteristics are the same in

both sections, although local circumstances and the greater humidity

towards the east beget apparent divergence.

The origin of the Southern range at its north-western extremity is

not yet fixed with precision, but it appears to spring from the southern-

most point of the Pir Panjal range, with which it is undoubtedly con-

nected in a geographical sense. At its outset it is pierced by the waters

of the Chenab, the main stream of which rises in L£hul, far to the

south-east, under the name of Chandra-bhaga, and for 180 miles drains

the south-western and north-eastern slopes of the Central and Southern

ranges respectively. The peaks of the latter gradually increase in

height, from 1300 to 20,000 feet ; and its outer slopes are washed by

the Ravf and Beas, the feeders of which rise on the southern side of the

culminating ridge. Passing the Sutlej, the road up the gorge of which

is,connected with Simla by the so-called Great Hindustan and Tibet

Road, we note the Bhagirathf, Alaknanda, and a variety of rivers already
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referred to, which rise in the interval between the two southern ranges,

and flow through ravines and gorges in the Southern range on their

way to join the Ganges and Brahmaputra
;
while minor streams which

rise on the southern face complete the copious hydrography of the

region, A detailed enumeration of these would be unnecessary
; but

it is desirable, in connection with this physical feature of the Hima-

layas, to note the theory held by Mr. Hodgson, but rejected by some
later geographers. Mr. Hodgson and others have contended that the

succession of stupendous peaks found in the Southern Himalayas

do not form a chain, as they are separated, and their connecting

ridge is broken by the numerous rivers which rise to the north.

He argues, therefore, that these peaks form a series of culminating

points of spurs • jutting out from the Central range. On the other

hand, it has been answered that this is not a question of fact but

of nomenclature, and that the designation of chain is justified by the

analogy of the chains or cordilleras of the Andes, which are pierced in

a precisely similar manner, but to which no one denies the appellation

in question.

The peaks of the Southern range constitute a series of the loftiest

mountain summits in the known world. Their respective heights have

been measured with the utmost exactitude by triangulation from the

plains. Many of these exceed 25,000 feet above sea-level, and the

highest, named Mount Everest after Sir George Everest, who was

Surveyor-General of India from 1830 to 1843, is 29,002. It is

believed to be the highest known mountain on the surface of the

earth.

Physical Geography.—Eor a sketch of the physical geography of the

Himalayas, it is preferable to commence from the plains of India.

The core or nucleus of all mountain masses is formed of crystalline

rocks, while stratified rocks are largely found in the lower subordinate

ranges. And it is as much so in the case of the Himalayas, as it is

in the case of the Alps, the Pyrenees, or the Rocky Mountains. As
already remarked, the Southern range of the Himalayas naturally falls

into three divisions or regions, corresponding, as regards organic

development, to the three zones of the earth—tropical, temperate, and
arctic. The aggregate breadth of these averages about 90 miles, and
they gradually increase in height from the south, a factor which chiefly

determines the climate, as for every thousand feet of height gained
there is a diminution of 3 or 3J degrees of Fahrenheit In the Punjab,
the transition from the plains to the Outer Hills is marked by a belt of

dry, porous ground, seamed by numerous gullies or ravines, from a
hundred yards to a mile wide, partly covered with long, tufty jungle

grass, which is frequented by the black buck or antelope. To the
east, the Tardi

\

or submontane tract, occupies the same position.
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This is a belt of slowly sloping, waste, marshy ground, a fever-stricken

region of varying breadth, lying below the level of the plains. The
tract affords pasture to innumerable herds of cows and buffaloes.

Beyond lies a dry belt of more rapidly sloping ground than the Tar&i
,

called Bh&bar
,
chiefly of a gravelly and sandy nature, and overgrown

with a splendid growth of the valuable timber tree called sal (Shorea
robusta). Next intervenes the fossiliferous sandstone range (Siwaliks),
which does not rise more than three to six hundred feet above its

immediate base, but which almost uniformly edges the Himalayas from
the Jehlam to Upper Assam. The space between these and the
slope of the Himalayas themselves is occupied by the dins, called

marts (in Nepdl), and dwdrs (in Bhutan)—longitudinal valleys of rising

ground, either cultivated or yielding a plentiful forest growth.
Flora and Fauna.—The vegetation clothing this region consists of

sdls, sisstis
,
acacias, mimosas, cotton-trees, etc.

;
the fauna, which to

the east is abundant, includes the elephant, rhinoceros, buffalo, deer,

many birds, and numerous reptiles from the lizard to the python.
In the western part of the middle region, forests of Himalayan oak,

pine, spruce, silver fir, and deodar, occupy a great part of the moun-
tain slopes, while other denizens of the temperate zones, in addition
to tree rhododendra, tea allies, paper and wax trees, occur. The
more sunny parts, where forest trees do not flourish (except where
rocks jut out), are well covered with herbage, plants, and flowers,

resembling those of Central or Southern Europe. The more notice-

able among the animal types are bovine and caprine antelopes, sun
bears (helarctos), leopards, and wild cats. The eastern part of the
upper region is one of the superior conifers, though to the north-west

these descend to a lower level, while the valleys of the highest regions

are there occupied by a few fruit-trees, willows, and poplars. The
cedars and deodars of the Himalayas attain magnificent proportions ;

in the Sutlej valley the former are sometimes 40 feet in girth and 200
feet in height. The chief representatives of the upper region among
animals are the so-called bison (Bos gaurus), ydk or Tibetan ox, musk-
deer, wild goat and sheep, bear, ounce, fox, pheasant, partridge, etc.

Mr. Hodgson has remarked that, generally speaking, the zoology of
the Himalayas is much wider in the multitude of its diverse forms
(genera and species) than in individuals of the same form, and that it

is remarkably allied to the zoology of the Malayan islands
; but that

as one proceeds northwards towards the snows, it approximates to
European types.

Geological Structure.—Knowledge of the geology of the Himalayas is

scanty
; but, thanks to the Manual of the Geology ofIndia, a better

position with regard to it has been of recent years obtained. The infor-

mation upon which to base a geological outline consists of Captain R.
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Strachey’s account of part of Hundes, Stoliczka’s observations on Western
Tibet, and occasional reports by members of the Geological Survey in

the Lower and Sub-Himalayan ranges, besides a few isolated observations.

The site of the Himalayas, like the sites of the Alps and other mountain
systems, is, in accordance with a fundamental principle of geology,

believed to have at one time formed part of the bed of an ancient ocean.

It is thought that originally our planet possessed an enormously high

temperature
;
that it was thrown off from its parent sun with a tempera-

ture probably fiercer than that of the sun at present ;
and that since it

was thrown off it has been gradually cooling and contracting. The
external crust of the earth, varying in strength and structure, has yielded

unequally to the strain of contraction
;
and one result is the formation of

hills, ridges, and mountains. The mountain masses thus arise out of a

sea which has gradually evaporated, leaving not only hills and mountains

on its ancient surface, but a new surface of various marine deposits.

There is, of course, no regularity in the results of this contracting

process, and the Alps, for example, present features far different

from those of the Himalayas. The Himalayas are less richly clothed

than the Alps. But so far as is known, the Himalayas exhibit more
regularity of structure than the Alps. Three zones of permanent

significance can be indicated. On the south there is a continuous

fringing belt of lower ridges, known as the sub-Himdlayas, divided into

the Siwdlik and Sirmilr (Sarmor) series, and composed of tertiary rocks.

Between this marginal zone and the great snowy range there lies through-

out the whole length of the Himalayas, to as far west as the Sutlej, a

broad area some 50 miles wide, consisting of irregular ridges of average

moderate elevation, from 5000 to 8000 feet, some ranging up to

12,000, all largely made up of crystalline metamorphic rocks, in obscure

relation with some unaltered formations, the latter being for the most
part of very uncertain age. This great area, characterised by extreme

complexity of structure, is distinguished by Mr. Medlicott as the Lower
Himalayan region; while he applies the term Central or Tibetan

Division to the great snowy range, which is characterised by several

parallel axes of gneissic rocks and intervening synclinal basins of little-

altered fossiliferous formations.

The most favoured conclusion respecting the sub-Him£layas is that

they were upraised in late tertiary times. The prevailing rocks are

soft, massive sandstones, associated in variable proportions with con-

glomerates and clays. With the exception of two places on the Bhutan
frontier where the marginal slopes of the plains reach to the base of

the Lower Himalayan region, the fringe of tertiary rocks is, so far as

is known, continuous from the Brahmaputra to the Jehlam. West of

the Sutlej, where the Lower Himalayan area ends, there is an equivalent

increase in the width of the sub-Himdlayan zone. One of the gaps in
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the tertiary zone occurs in front of the great gap between the Assam
range and the Rajmahdl Hills, through which all the Himalayan

drainage passes on to the Bay of Bengal, but it is probable that the

sandstones were once continuous across these gaps. Through Upper
Assam the sub-Himdlayan Hills recur in full force to the Brahmaputra

gorge, where they bend round across the head of the Assam valley, and

conform to a system of disturbance having a totally different direction

from that of the Himalayas proper.

Of the Lower Himalayas the geological information is very scanty.

For 500 miles in Nepal there are only notes on one short section in

the middle, and east of this throughout the whole range only one narrow

area has been examined—in Sikkim. In the north-west most observa-

tions have been made, and here a continuous broad belt of unaltered

limestones and shaly slates is found at the edge of the mountains, and
at many points extending far into the interior. Eastwards it contracts,

till on the Khatmandu section it has disappeared, and in Sikkim gneissic

rocks come very close to the southern or main boundary. Thus from

end to end of the range we have found two great rock series, a slaty

and a gneissic. In the Simla region a strong case has been made out

for very great unconformity between the two, showing the palaeozoic

rocks to have been deposited upon a very deeply and irregularly eroded

surface of the old gneissic series
;
and structural features homologous

to those of the Simla ground have been indicated in the east, so that

should this relation of the two series be established throughout the

range, a connection will have been made out between the Lower
Himalayan region and a primitive gneissic mass forming a fundamental

nucleus for the whole series of Himalayan formations.

The materials for a description of the Central or Tibetan Himalayas,

which is the name applied by the authors of the Manual of the Geology

of India to all the remaining portions of the Himalayan Mountains,

are extremely limited. With the exception of Dr. Hooker, observers

within the Tibetan frontier have confined themselves to the north-

western portion of the range. Owing to the difficulty of traversing

such rugged ground, information is deficient. From end to end

of the partially known ground, two gneissic axes are more or less

continuous. The southern of these is the Himalayan range proper, or

Southern range of our geographical description, of which in Sikkim,

and again west of Nepdl for 300 miles, gneiss is the predominant rock,

many of the highest and most massive peaks being formed of it. The
second gneissic axis runs parallel to the first, at a distance of 50 to 80

miles, separating the Indus from its tributary the Shayok, and has also

been referred to above. Between these two gneissic axes there is a

long synclinal basin, in which the fossiliferous rocks are found in more
or less complete sequence

;
and north of the Laddkh gneissic axis the
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same sedimentary series comes in again, the area being abroad synclinal

basin, the newest rocks being found in the centre of it in the Kara-

koram ridge, while the older formations rise again to the north against

a third gneissic axis forming the core of the Kuen Luen range. As
a single geological axis, the main Himalayan range may be said to

end with the Lower Himalayan area in the Simla region, to the north-

west of which there are three independent ranges with gneissic axis,

—

the Zanskar, Pi'r Panj^l, and the Dhauladhar,— each of which has

some claim to be considered the continuation of the main range of

the Middle Himalayas. The chief sedimentary basins in which fossili-

ferous formations occur are the two central basins of Zanskar and
Hundes, the northern basin of the Karakoram, and the southern area

of Kashmir and PangL
Minerals.—Most parts of the Himalayas are known to contain metallic

ores, particularly iron, lead, and copper, and of the two former there

is no deficiency in the mountains between the Sutlej and Kali. Salt,

borax, and gold are not unfrequent beyond the frontier. Gold is

found in the streams of the Province of Kumaon, and is mined in

Tibet. Traders chiefly use the gold or gold-dust which is extracted.

In Tibet the gold mines are managed by a gold ‘commissioner 7

who holds a triennial contract direct from Lhasa. Extracted from
the mine in its pure state, and tied up in little bags, each containing

about 90 grains, it forms the heavy currency of the region. Iron and
copper are worked in Kumdon.

Ethnology.—The region of the Himalayan Mountains forms the

meeting-ground of the Aryan and the so-called Turanian races, the

latter having in all probability invaded India at the innumerable

points of access to be found along the mountain chain. The
majority of the dwellers in the Himalayas up to the Tibetan frontier

are Hindus. The two great stocks of Aryan and Turanian are in

some places curiously intermingled, though generally distinguishable.

To the extreme north-west are found the Dards, an Aryan race of

mountaineers, abutting on the Pathans or Afghans on the west
;
and

the Baltis, a race of Muhammadanized Tibetans of the Turanian stock,

on the east To this latter stock also belong the Champas, a race of
hardy nomads wandering about the high level valleys of Rupshu, and
the Laddkhis, a settled race, cultivating the valleys of their country.

The other Aryan races are the Pahdris or c mountaineers, 7
the Kash-

miris, and the Dogras and Chibhalis, who inhabit the Outer Hills. In
Garhwal and Kumaon are found the Kanawdrs (inhabitants of Bashahr)

;

the Nilangs, people who differ in no respect from those of Hundes

;

and the inhabitants of the Bhutia Mahdls of Kumaon and Garhwal,
who are of mixed Tartar and Indian origin. In Nep£l, Sikkim, and
Bhutan, the following tribes occur, proceeding from west to east :

—
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(1) The Cis - Himalayan Bhutias or Tibetans, (2) the Sunwar, (3)

Gurung, (4) Magar, (5) Murmi, (6) Nawar, (7) Kiranti, (8) Limbu,

(9) Lepcha, who inhabit Sikkim, and (10) the Bhutanese or Lhopa.

Of these, full ethnological details will be found in Mr. Hodgson's

exhaustive essays; but the subject is too large a one to receive

more than a passing allusion here. Mr. Hodgson’s long-continued

researches in Nepdl are the foundation of our knowledge alike of the

natural history and the ethnology of the Himalayas. His essays,

drawings,/ and scientific collections form, perhaps, the most wonder-

ful memorial of intellectual activity which any Indian civilian has left

behind.

Little is certainly known concerning the history, the domestic

character and habits, or the political civilisation of the inhabitants of

the Himalayas. Mr. Andrew Wilson, a tourist rather than an explorer,

has noted their ‘dingy-coloured, flat-roofed hamlets,' and the Lama
monasteries, seen upon occasional heights, but more frequently catching

the eye of the traveller as he penetrates towards the Buddhist country

of Tibet. With these monasteries the current history and tradition

of the people deal
;
while the exclamation, perpetually used in the

most trifling daily affairs, of the Buddhist phrase, ‘ Om ?nani pad
me haun ’—lit. ‘ O God, the jewel in the lotus

;
Amen,’ but used

as a prayer for the wellbeing of six classes of living things— points

to the simple piety of a race springing naturally from the virtues

of patience, honesty, and placidity of temper which travellers have

agreed in assigning to them. The beasts of burden used for all pur-

poses are the long-backed, shaggy-haired, and savage-looking yak or

grunting ox of Tibet, which after death supplies in its white tail an

article of commerce. Polyandry is much practised, especially in, and

on the confines of, Tibet, where it is not an unusual thing to find six

brothers sharing one wife among them, yet maintaining for years the

happiest relations. The European traveller in the Himalayas is said

not to be the source of awe to the hardy people of the hills that he is

often to the inhabitants of more level regions. Starting at Simla or

Masdri (Mussoorie), he may engage his begaris
,
or porters, and de-

termine to press on
;
but at Shipki, or some other Tibetan post, he will

find himself prevented, if necessary, by force, from further progress.

The traveller who goes even as far as Shipki will have to meet natural

obstacles, such as glaciers, avalanches, torrents bridged by swinging

ropes and little more, the merest tracks for ponies, muddy water, and

the other inconveniences and hindrances to be encountered in any

secluded mountain region. [For further information regarding the

Himalayas, see A Manual of the Geology of India,
, by Messrs. H. B.

Medlicott and W. T. Blanford of the Geological Survey of India

(3 vols., Calcutta, 1879). Also the Gazetteer of the North-Western
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Provinces (Himalayan Districts, vols. x. and xi.), by Mr. E. T.

Atkinson, C.S. (Allahdbad, 1884).]

Himmatgarh.—Village in Gwalior territory, Central India
; situated

in lat. 26° 3' n., and long. 78° 5' E., at the northern extremity of a narrow

pass, extending from north to south through a range of rocky sandstone

hills to the town of Panniar (Paniydr), the scene of an engagement

(on the 29th December 1843) between the British under General

Grey and the Marithds, in which the latter were utterly defeated.—See

Panniar,

Hindan (called also Hamad).—River of the North-Western Pro-

vinces; rises in lat. 30° 8' n., long. 77
0
50' E., at the south-western angle

of the Siw^lik Hills, and flows in a general southerly direction through

the greater part of the Upper Dodb. Its banks rise to a considerable

height on either side, enclosing a khddir or alluvial lowland, liable to

be flooded in the rainy season. Excellent crops are produced on this

strip of inundated land. The chief tributary is the West Kill Nadi,

which joins the main stream on the borders of Meerut (Merath) and

Muzaffamagar Districts. The Hindan has a total course of 160 miles,

and falls at length into the Jumna (Jamund) in Bulandshahr District,

in lat. 28° 28' n., long. 77
0
28' e. Irrigation by the wheel and bucket

is largely practised along its banks. The river can be forded through-

out the greater portion of its course. Navigation cannot take place on

any part of the stream. Surface velocity at Ghdziabad, n feet per

second. An iron bridge on the Delhi and Aligarh road, and another

on the Delhi branch of the East Indian Railway, cross the Hindan
within a few hundred yards of one another.

Hindaun.—Town in Jaipur (Jeypore) State, Rajputana; situated in

lat, 26° 44' N., and long. 77
0

5' e., on the old route from Agra to

Mhau (Mhow), 71 miles south-west of the former, 344 north-east of the

latter, and 14 miles due north of the town of Karauli, the capital of the

Karauli State. Hindaun is also connected with the Hindaun Road
station of the Rdjputana State Railway by a metalled unbridged road,

35 miles in length. Once an extensive city, but now, owing chiefly to

Marathd. devastations, much decayed. The rampart which formerly

surrounded the city is in ruins. Population (1881) 12,761, of whom
10,287 are Hindus and 2290 Muhammadans. An unfurnished road-

bungalow is distant about J mile north-west of the town. The
Mahabhfr fair held here annually is attended by as many as 100,000

pilgrims. Post-office and dispensary.

Hindaur.— Village in Part£bgarh (Pratdpgarh) District, Oudh;
situated on the road from Bela to R£i Bareli, about 15 miles from the

former. Stated to have been founded by a demon (rakshasa) named
Hindaur. Formerly a prosperous place, but now much decayed.

Remains of the old fort and tanks are still to be seen. Hindaur was
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for some time the head-quarters of the Sombansi r&j of Partibgarh.

Population (1881), Hindus 836, and Musalm£ns 356; total, 1192.

TTindiii.—Town and fort in Hoshangibad District, Central Provinces.

—See Handia.

Hindol.—One of the Tributary States of Orissa; situated between lat.

20° 29' 30" and 20
0
49' 30" n., and between long. 85° 8' 35" and 85°

31' 15" e. Bounded on the north and east by Dhenk£nal State; on the

south by BaramM and Narsinghpur States; and on the west by the

confiscated estate of AnguL Area, 312 square miles, with 197 villages

and 5261 houses. Population (1872) 28,025 ; (1881) 33,802, namely,

males 16,987, and females 16,815. Classified according to religion,

there were in 1882—Hindus, 31,637, or 93-6 per cent of the popula-

tion; Muhammadans, 853, or 2-5 per cent.; Christians, 4 ; and ‘others,’

or non-Hindu aborigines, 1308, or 3-88 percent. Average density of

population, 108 per square mile
;
villages pet square mile, *63

;
persons

per village, 171 ;
houses per square mile, 17-4; persons per house, 6-4.

The aboriginal tribes, many of whom are returned as Hindus by religion,

are almost entirely Taalas and Kandhs. The most numerous Hindu
castes are—Chdsas, Br£hmans, and Khanddits. The Cuttack and
Sambalpur high-road runs through the State in a south-easterly

direction, and small quantities of country produce are thus brought to

the MaMnadf, and there sold to travelling merchants. No fairs or

markets are held, and only the following 10 villages are returned as

containing upwards of 100 houses—viz. Karinda, 216 houses; Rasoli,

194 houses; Ranjagol, 165 houses; Diddrkot, 158 houses; Nuachaini,

T49 houses; Kalinga, 140 houses; Chitalpur, r29 houses; Pora, 112

houses; Gualipal, no houses; and Rasoli-patni, 102 houses. Hindol

consisted originally of 3 or 4 petty States, completely buried in jungle,

and ruled by separate chiefs, till two Mar£tha brothers, belonging to

the family of the Kimidi Rij£ in Madras, drove them out and formed

their territories into one principality. The present chief (X883) is 26th

in descent from the original founder. He maintains a military force of

83 men, and a police force 133 strong. His estimated annual revenue

is returned at ^2089; tribute, ^55. A post-office has been recently

established at Rasoli village.

Hindoli—Town in Bundi State, Rajputina. Population (r88x)

under 5000. The town, occupying a picturesque position at the base

of some low hills, contains the Sdndoli Palace, built by Partab Singh in

1706, and an artificial lake one square mile in area.

Hindri (
Indaravati’ colloquially JETandri, hence Hindri).—River in

Madras Presidency, an affluent of the Tungabhadra. It rises in the

village of Maddikerra, Karmil (Kumool) District, and, after a course

of 90 miles, jobs the Tungabhadra near the town of Kamiil, in

lat 15
s
50' N., and long. 78° 9' e. During a great portion of the year
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the stream is small ;
but owing to the heavy drainage from the neigh-

bouring hills, it is liable to sudden floods, which render it temporarily

unfordable. It is never navigable even by the smallest boats. Its

waters are used for irrigation by moths
,
but there are no anicuts or

systematic dams across its course. The Sdnkesala Canal of the

Madras Irrigation Company is carried across the bed of the Hindri at

Karnril town by a large aqueduct containing fourteen arches of 40 feet

span.

Hindi! Kush (‘Mountains of the Moon ’).—Range of mountains in

Asia, stretching from the Pamir table-land into north-eastern Afghan-

istan. The Hindu Kush range commences at the south-west corner of

the Pamir table-land in Central Asia, in long. 73
0
30' n. In or near this

region are the sources of the Oxus, the Ydrkhand Daria, the Kunar,

and the Gilgit rivers. The range is a westward continuation of the

Himalayas, from which it is separated by the gorge of the Indus river.

The Hindu Kush extends west as far as the spur which divides the

Ghorband valley from that of the river Helmand, in long. 68° 30',

whence it continues west under the name of Koh-i-Baba. Within

these limits its breadth, including the ramifications of the main range, is

nearly 200 miles. The main range throws out four chief spurs or

ridges. The Agrdm pass is the starting-point of the Badakhshan ridge

which divides the basin of the Oxus from the basin of the Kokcha.

East of the Khawak pass a spur running north and diverging north-east

and north-west divides the basin of Kokcha from the basin of the

Kunduz. This may be called the Kokcha ridge. From the Khdwak
pass also a branch goes north-west to Kunduz, where it ends. This

branch may be called the Kunduz ridge. Lastly, from the Khdwak pass

a fourth spur is ended by the Kunduz river, and may be given the name
of the Khdwak ridge. These four ridges lie between the watershed of

the Oxus and the Kabul river. South of the latter no spurs are thrown out

until the country east of Kashkdr is reached, the main range up to this

point draining directly into the Chitral river. The Kashkdr ridge runs

south, draining into the Kundr river : the ridge ends at the junction of

the Kundr and Chigharsardi rivers. To the east of Derband a spur

starts out as far as lat. 35
0
20', where it splits into three fresh spurs, two

of them ending at the Kdbul river. The third of the subsidiary spurs

divides the basin of the Alingar from that of the Alxshang, and may be

called the Kafiristdn ridge. At the head of the valley of the Ghorband

the Hindu Kush sends out a spur, the ramifications of which, under

various names, stretch throughout eastern Afghdnistdn and eastern

Baluchistdn to the Indus, and as far even as the sea at Kardchf.

Passes.—The Hindu Kush is crossed by the following passes, going

from east to west—the Karambar or Ishkamdn, the Darkot, the,

Baroghil (at the eastern end of the range, elevation about 12,000 feet),
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the Yur, the Vost, the Nuksan, the Kharteza, the Dora, and in the

extreme west of the main range the Bamian or Irak Pass, a great trade

route into India from Central Asia. These passes lead from Chitral

into Wakhdn and Badakhsh^n. Of the K£fmstan passes little is known.

The KMwdk Pass (13,200 feet) is the most important of the routes

between Badakhshan and Kafiristan. Prom Deh-i-Parian in the Pangsher

valley a pass leads by Anjtiman to Badakhshdn. The other principal

passes are—the Thai, the Khdwak, the Bazarak, the Shatpal, the

Parwdn, the Sardlang, the Kaoshdn, the Gwalidn, the Gwazgar, the

Chardar, the Gholaldy, the Farfngal, and the Ghorband. Most of the

passes are not difficult. Some are practicable for kdfilas or caravans of

laden carts. On some, snow lies for but three months in the year.

Others are covered by perpetual snow. These are impracticable for

laden animals, but foot-passengers slide over and * down them on
leathern aprons.

Geology.—According to Lord, the geological structure of the range is

a core of granite of beautiful appearance, the felspar purely white, the

hornblende black and glossy. On each side of the granite are deep

strata of slate, gneiss, chlorite, carbonate of lime, quartz ; aqd, exterior

to these, secondary limestone and fossiliferous sandstone. ' The range

is thought to be rich in the precious metals. In winter the streams are

shrunk to small dimensions ; but in the summer torrents of water, let

loose from their imprisonment among the glaciers, carry down tons of

soil among their muddy waters. Many of the torrents are impregnated

with gold deposits, and it is believed that a scientific search might

be well repaid. Gold-washing is only carried on in winter, and by a

small number of workers. The best gold found has been assayed at 20

carats fine.

Ethnology and Religion,—As in almost all parts of the mountain

region of Central Asia, the inhabitants of the Hindu Kush are of mixed

races, languages, and religions, and possess widely different political and

domestic institutions. The valleys and gorges, many of them extremely

fertile, contain the great majority of the inhabitants, but some cf

the cave-dwellings of the mountaineers called forth the admiration of

Marco Polo. The communities in the valleys and gorges average

from 200 to 4000 people, either following the caste system and ritual

of an Indian village, or maintaining an attitude of independence

and republicanism towards neighbouring tribes and races. The chief

races have been roughly, and not without disagreement of opinion,

called Dards and Shins, the latter being the original conquerors of

the region. The chief tribes are—the Kolis, Yeshkuns, Torwaliks,

Doms, Afghans, Bushkariks, Shi£h Posh (in the unknown country of

Kdfiristan), Nimchas, Childsis, Chitr£lis, Baltis, Brushas, and Brokpas.

The terms Dard and Dardistdn have been applied. by Dr. Leitner

VOL. v.
# 2D
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to several of these tribes and the valleys they inhabit. The name

Shin is applied to the old Brdhmanical and Buddhistical dwellers

of the country. The principal religion at the present time is an easy-

going species of Muhammadanism, said to have been introduced in

the course of the 14th century, and particularly noted by Marco Polo.

In a few places, notably Wdkhan, the worship of fire is supposed

to have been practised ; and in Wakhdn have been found many

towers and structures such as are built elsewhere by the followers

of Zoroaster. Each mountain village, however, retains a trace of

ancient idolatry in the sacred stone set up, in one form or another,

in almost every hamlet. An oath sworn over this stone is held to be

absolutely binding. Mullas from Swdt and Boner proclaim the Sunnf

tenets through the valleys. Many of the inhabitants are Shids
;
and

although there is great intolerance where the sects are segregated,

yet when Shias and Sunnis live in the same valley, their tolerance

extends even to intermarriage. A distinct sect, called Muglfs or Maulais,

are connected by Colonel H. Yule with the sect of the Assassins, and

with the sect to which the Druses of the Lebanon belong. What is

the origin, or what are the beliefs of the Muglfs, it is difficult to

discover. The sect have a saying, that 6 a man should conceal his faith

and his women.’ They endeavour to do both
;
but they are known to

reject the idea of a future state, and to believe in the transmigration of

souls. They hold Sunnf and Shid Muhammadans in contempt alike

:

•the Sunnf is a dog and the Shii an ass. They revere the Kalam-i-Pir,

a Persian work, only shown to men of the Muglf faith, instead of the

Kurdn. They drink wine, and their spiritual guides do not profess

celibacy. The Persian account of the sect, is that it was founded in

a.d. 1496 by Mfr Shtims-ti-dfn, who in that year came to Kashmir out

of Irak. The followers of Shums-ii-dfn took the name of Nur Buksh,

or illuminatu The Muglf or Nur Buksh tenets prevail in Baltistdn.

General Characteristics.—Until recently, information about the Hindu

Kush, and the entire mountain system of which it forms a part, has

been extremely defective. But the inaccurate narratives of Moorcroft,

Vigne, and comparatively modem travellers, as well as of the less

modern Venetian, Ser Marco Polo, have been amplified, corrected,

and partly superseded by the investigations of Sir Douglas Forsyth’s

mission to Ydrkhand in 1873, and by the works of Mr. Drew,

Mr. Shaw, Dr. Leitner, Major Biddulph, and others. The term

• Hindu Kush ’ is said by Sir A. Burnes to be unknown to the

Afghans ; but it is admitted by the same writer that there is a

particular peak, and also a pass, bearing the name. Other writers

identify the! word 6 Kush ’ with the Gaukasus of Pliny, and call

the mountains stretching from the Himalayas on the one hand, to

the Paropamisan mountains on the other, by the name of the
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Indian Caucasus. Little is known of the heights to be found in the

range of the Hindu Kush. The maximum elevation of the range is

said to be 20,000 feet, and its highest points to lie among the peaks of

the Koh-i-Baba, or Hindu Kush proper, between Kdbul and Bamidn.

There is no peak near the British border of a greater height than

16,000 feet; but elevations up to 19,000 feet have been taken from
levels in Kashmir territory. The slopes of the Hindu Kush are even

more barren of verdure and cultivation than the slopes of the Hima-
layas. The valleys of the Hindu Kush are larger and more numerous
than the valleys of the Himalayas. In the Hindu Kush the precious

metals are said to be more abundant than in the Himalayas. There is

a striking difference between the two ranges. On the western side the

Himalayas are backed by lofty table-lands. No table-lands like those

of Tibet support the western sides of the Hindu Kush. The Hindu
Kush sinks abruptly into the low plains of Turkistan.

The fauna and flora of the Hindu Kush are similar to the fauna and
flora of the Himalayas lying within the same latitudes. In the neigh-

bourhood of Gilgit, about which the information, due to Major

Biddulph, is exceptionally complete, are found the wild goat, the snow
ounce, and the wild dog. The wild dog is sometimes met with. in

packs. Above the forest belt, among the snow and ice, the ibex, the

red bear, and the snow-cock share a rarely broken solitude. Flocks of

wild sheep are numerous below the glacial region.

As in the Himalayan region, polyandry is practised in the Hindu
Kush. Conjugal morality is lax. Infidelity is punished by the fine of

a turban or a cloak exacted from the male accomplice. The tribes as

a rule are peaceful, but at most times carry arms. Many tribes are

fond of dancing, music, and a kind of polo. In great portion of the

region a form of slavery still exists. Safi was formerly not uncommon,

but the practice has been obsolete for the last fifty years. [For a

full account of the population of these hills and the adjacent valleys,

see Tribes of the Hindu Hush, by Major J. Biddulph, Calcutta,

1880.]

Hindupatti.—Village in Shahjahdnpur District, North-Western Pro-

vinces. Lat. 27
0

59' 55* n., long. 8o° 8' 55" e. Population (1881)

621, namely, 352 Hindus and 269 Muhammadans. Forms part of a

municipal union with Tilhar,

Hindupur.— Tdluk in Anantapur District, Madras Presidency.

Area, 481 miles. Population (1871) 87,763, or 182 persons to the

square mile ; (1881) 73,270, namely, 36,970 males and 36,300 females,

dwelling in 100 villages containing 15,257 houses. In 1881, Hindus

numbered 68,640 ; Muhammadans, 4596; and ‘others/ 34. Kanarese

is the language spoken. Chief products are grain, wheat, and castor-

oil ;
minor products, cholam, cotton, and saffron. In 1883, the tdluk
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contained 2 criminal courts and 5 police stations (thdnds
) ; regular

police, 48 men. Land revenue, ^10,609.

Hindupur.—Town in Hindupur tdluk
,
Anantapur District, Madras

Presidency. Lat. 13
0

49' loilg* 79° 32' e. Population (1872)

6084; (1881) 6694, of whom 5806 were Hindus; number of houses,

1220. A large commercial town, the principal market of the tdluk.

Trade in jaggery, piece-goods, and grain.

Hindur (also called Nalagarh).—Petty Hill State under the Govern-

ment of the Punjab, lying between 30° 54' 30" and 31
0

14' 15" n. lat,

and between 76° 39' and 76° 56' 45" e. long. Area, 252 square miles.

The country was overrun by the Gurkhas for some years prior to 1815,

when they were driven out by the British, and the Rdjd was confirmed in

possession. The present (1883) R£jd is Agar Singh, a Rdjput. Popula-

tion (1881) 53,373, namely, males 29,082, and females 24,291 ; average

density of population, 212 per square mile
;
number of houses, 10,246 ;

number of villages, 331 ;
persons per village, 161

;
persons per house,

5-2. Hindus numbered 45,167; Sikhs, 667; Jains, 335; Muham-

madans, 7201 ; and Christians, 3. Of the 331 villages in the State,

the only place with upwards of 1000 inhabitants is Ndlagarh town,

the residence of the Rdj£, which in 1881 had a population of 5969.

Estimated revenue, ^9000. The R£j£ pays an annual tribute of ^500
to the British Government. Sentences of death require confirmation

from the Superintendent of Hill States and the Commissioner of the

Division. Other punishments are awarded by the Rdjd on his own

authority. The principal products of the State are opium and the usual

grains.

Hindustan (literally
c The Country of the Hindus

,

J
Pers.).— The

name given, somewhat indefinitely, to the portion of India lying north

of the Vindhya ranges, in contradistinction to the Deccan (Dakshin),

or the part situated to the south of that line. As the name is not

now applied to any administrative division of the country, it need only

be cursorily mentioned here. Hindustan is bounded on the north by

the Himalayas ; on the east by Assam
;
on the south by the Yindhyas

;

and on the west rather vaguely by the Punjab. It accordingly com-

prises the administrative tracts forming the Lieutenant-Governorships

of Bengal, the North-Western Provinces and Oudh, together with

the eastern portions of the Punjab, and perhaps the western Districts

of the Chief-Commissionership of Assam. Hindustan was also a name

loosely employed by English writers during the last century and the

first half of the present one, to include the whole of India. As employed

by the natives themselves, however, it was never applied to the southern

half of the Peninsula; and as regards even the country north of the

Vindhyas, it did not strictly include either the extreme west, in the

Punjab, or the extreme east, in Assam, In the early period of its
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history and for several centuries previous to the invasions of Mahmud
of Ghazni, there were four celebrated kingdoms embraced by the term

Hindustan. These four kingdoms were Delhi (under the. Tudr and
Chauhan dynasties) ;

Kanauj (under the Rahtors) ; Mewar (under the

Gehlots)
;
and Anhilwdra (under the Chauras and Solankhis). To one

or other of these kings the numerous petty princes of India are said to

have paid homage and feudal service,

HingangMt.—Tahsll or Sub-division of WardM District, Central

Provinces; lying between 20° 17' 30" and 20° 48' n. lat., and between

78° 34' and 79
0

16' e. long. Area (1881), 721 .square miles, with 1

town and 290 villages
;
number of houses, 25,188, of which 23,376

are occupied and 1812 unoccupied. Population, 110,595, namely,

males 55,069, and females 55,526 ;
average density of population,

153*4 per square mile ; average number of persons per village, 380

;

occupied houses per square mile, 32*4
;
persons per occupied house,

47. Total adult agricultural population, 50,498, or 45*66 per cent,

of the total sub-divisional population. Average area of cultivated and

cultivable land, 8 acres per adult agriculturist Of the total area of

721 square miles, 49 square miles are held rent-free, while 672 square

miles are assessed for Government revenue. Of the assessed area, 483
square miles are cultivated, 1 19 square miles are cultivable, and 70 square

miles are uncultivable waste. Total amount of Government assess-

ment, including local rates and cesses levied upon land, ^15,688, or

is. ojd. per cultivated acre. Total amount of rental paid by cultivators,

^23i732j
or is. 5^d. per cultivated acre. The tahsll contained in

1882-83, 2 civil and 3 criminal courts, with 3 police stations (thdnas\

and 3 outpost stations
;
total strength of regular police, 86 men ; village

Watchmen (chauklddrs), 170.

HingangMt.—Town in Wardhd, District, Central Provinces
;

2 1 miles

south-east of WardM town. Lat 20° 33' 30" N., long. 78° 52' 30" E.

Population (1877) 94T5 ; (1881) 9000, namely, Hindus, 7534 ;
Sikh, 1

;

Kabirpanthfs, 8; Muhammadans, 1017; Christians, 19; Jains, 306;

Pdrsi, 1 ; aborigines, 114. The town is a main seat of the cotton

trade, the HingangMt cotton produced in the rich WardM. valley being

esteemed one of the best indigenous staples of India. Two English

firms have established agencies in the town, with capacious iron-roofed

warehouses, and a stock of cotton presses ;
and they press for shipment

direct to England. In March 1882, a factory for spinning cotton thread,

known as the HingangMt Cotton Mills Company, was opened in the

town. The Company has a capital of ^35,000, in 700 shares of ^50
each. Ten thousand spindles are worked by steam power in a large

double-storied stone building, and employment is afforded to between

350 and 400 men, women, and children. The principal native traders

are M£rwaris, many of whom have large transactions, and export to
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Bombay and elsewhere on their own account ; but the greater number
merely act as middlemen between the cultivators and the large

merchants. The municipal committee have opened a large gravelled

market-place and storage yard, with raised platforms, and scales for

weighing the cotton. The town consists of old and new Hinganghdt

;

the former, a straggling town, liable to be flooded by the river Wana

;

the latter, in which the better classes reside, laid out in broad streets

and avenues. At the District school, English and vernacular are

taught up to an advanced standard. The girls’ school has hitherto

proved unsuccessful. Hinganghdt contains a tahsil office
; a furnished

travellers’ bungalow ; a large sardi, where travellers may halt for three

days free of charge
;
and a dispensary, with buildings after the standard

plan. The Wardhd Valley State Railway, which runs from Wardha
town to the Warori. coal-field in Chandi District, has a station at

Hingangh£t town.

Hingltfjgarh.—Hill fort in Indore, Central India ; situated in lat.

24
0
40' n., and long. 75

0
50' e. It is surrounded by a ravine 200 feet

deep and 250 wide, with perpendicular sides, from the edges of which

the walls arise; The only communications are by three causeways

across the chasm, each leading to one of the three gates. The fort,

situated in Holkar’s dominions, was long considered by the natives

impregnable, but it was stormed on the 3rd July 1804 by a British

detachment under Major Sinclair, with little loss. Distant from Indore

130 miles north.

Hingni.—Town in Wardha District, Central Provinces; 16 miles

north-east of Wardhd town. Lat. 20° 55' n., long. 78° 45' e. Popula-

tion (1881) 2157, chiefly weavers and cultivators. Founded about

160 years ago by Raghundth Panth Subdhdir, grandfather of the present

mdlguzdr. A large masonry fort, two temples, two large houses, and
twenty-one wells still attest the founder’s energy. During the Pindari

disturbances, the mdlguzdr held the fort with 200 followers. An
annual fair takes place on the second day of the Holi festival

;
and

a market is held every week. Hingni has a Government village

school.

Hingoli.—Town in Parbhani Sub-division, the Nizdm’s Dominions,

Haidardbdd (Hyder^bdd), Deccan; situated in lat. 19
0

43' n., and
long. 77

0
11' k, on the route from Haidar£b£d to Akola, 185 miles

north-west of the former and 72 miles south of the latter. Population

(1881) 14,804. One of the stations of the Haidardbdd Subsidiary

Force. Hingoli is about twenty miles from the Berir frontier. It is a
great cotton mart. In 1833, Captain Sleeman captured many of the

Deccan thags here. Fourteen miles to the south-west, in the village of

Hundah, are the ruins of a huge temple dedicated to Mahddeo.
Distance from Sikandarabdd (Secunderabad), 190 miles north-west.
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Hingona.—Village in Gwalior territory, Central India ; situated on
the left bank of the river Kuwdri, in lat. 26° 32' n., and long. 77* 58' e.,

on the route from Agra to the fort of Gwalior, 47 miles south of the

former and 23 north-west of the latter. At Hingona, in the end of

December 1843, the British army under Sir Hugh Gough, accompanied

by Lord Ellenborough, remained encamped some days during the

abortive negotiations previous to the battle of Mahirdjpur.

Hirapur.—Petty State or guaranteed thakurate under the Bhopdl

Agency, Central India. Population (1881) 963. The chief, Bio
Chhatar Singh, receives through the Political Agent the following

pecuniary allowances in lieu of rights over land :—From Holkar, ^333 ;

from Sindhia, ^291 ; from Bhopal, £20 ,• total, ^644. He holds

Hfripur and Ahfrwis on an istimrdri rent of ^60. He is also a

political pensioner of the British Government, from which he receives

^218 a year.

Hirdenagar.— Village in Mandla District, Central Provinces ;

founded by Eija Hirde SMh about 1644. An annual fair is held on

the banks of the Banjar, and considerable trade is done.

Hirehal (.Hirakolu).—Town in Bellary District, Madras Presidency.

Lat. 15
0

o' 30" N., long. 76° 54' e. ; 12 miles south of Bellary, on the

Bangalore road. Population (1881) 522. Centre of a brass industry.

Ruins of an old fort.

Hirekal (or Birikal-gudda ).—Range of hills in the central plateau

of Mysore State, at the junction of the Districts of Tdmkiir, Hassan,

and Kadiir. A District forest has been formed. One of the hills

contains a temple to Tirupati, and on another Haidar Alf attempted to

found a new city, Nayapuri, but failed owing to the unhealthiness of the

place.

Hiremagaliir (‘ElderDaughter’s Town').—Village in Kadiir District,

Mysore State ; one mile south-east of Chikmagahir. Population (1881)

2053, chiefly composed of Sri Vaishnav Brahmans. The mythical scene

of a ‘ serpent sacrifice,
5 commemorated by a spear-headed stone pillar,

now regarded as efficacious in cases ofsnake-bite. Inscriptions have been

found dating back 'to the nth century. There are several old temples.

Hiriyfrr.—Taluk in Chitaldnig District, Mysore State. Area, 806

square miles. Population (1871) 62,607 ; (1881) 40,305, namely,

39,182 Hindus, 1103 Muhammadans, and 20 Christians ; land revenue

(1881-82), exclusive of water rates, ^5015. The soil of the tdluk is

barren and stony, and in great need of irrigation. Iron is smelted,

some cotton is grown, and glass bracelets are manufactured. Cost of

administration (1882), ^1285 ; number of criminal courts, 1 ; number
of police stations

(
thdnds), 9 ; regular police, 72 men ; village watch-

men
(
chauklddrs\ 168.

Hiriyiir (* Great Town ’).—Village in Chitaldnig District, Mysore
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State, on the right bank of the Vedavati river, and at the bifurcation of

the high-road from Bangalore, which here branches off to Bellary and
to Chitaldrdg. Lat 13

0
57' H., long. 76° 39' 30" e. Population

(1881) 2270. Founded in the 16th century, it suffered much during

the wars between Haidar Alf and the Mardthds. On account of its

unhealthiness, it has been proposed to change the site to the opposite

bank of the river ; but the inhabitants are unwilling to desert their

old temples. Hiriyrir is the head-quarters of the tdluk of the same
name.

Hirode (or French Rocks).—Village and formerly a military station

in Mysore District, Mysore State ; 2882 feet above the sea, and 4 miles

north of Seringapatam. tat 12
0
31' n., long. 76° 45' e. Population

(1881) 3041. Hirode derives its name of 1 French Rocks’ from being

the place where the French soldiers in the service of Haidar and Tipri

were stationed. No troops are now quartered in the cantonments,

which are distant about 2\ miles from the railway station. Hirode was

abandoned as a military station in December 1882, when the Mahdrdjd

of Mysore took over the administration of his State.

His&mpur.—Pargand in Bahrdich District, Oudh ; situated in the

south-east comer of the District. Bounded on the north by Fatehpur

pargand; on the east by Gonda District; on the south and west by Bara
Banki District One of the oldest pargands in the District, taking its

name from a village founded by some Ansdris in honour of Hisdm-
ul-hak, who is said to have been one of the comrades of the Musalmdn
invader Sayyid Sdldr Masddd, and to have perished with him in battle.

At the time of this invasion, the country was in the hands of the

Bhars, who seem to have maintained their power for several centuries

subsequent to that event. The Ansdris, an Arab tribe, appear to 1 have

been the first permanent Muhammadan settlers. The date of their

arrival was probably 1226 a.d., when Nasfr-ud-dfn Muhammad brought

Oudh into subjection. They occupied Hisdmpur, Pachambar, and
Tawakulpur, and increased their possessions until they had acquired

about 250 villages. The Bhars, however, still held their ground;

and in the reign of Muhammad Tughlak, the ancestor of the

Jarwdl Sayyids found great difficulty in obtaining possession of the

fdgir that had been bestowed upon him. The Sayyids came originally

from Persia to Lahore, whence they found their way to Delhi and
Bara Banki. The Ansdris passed away, and their possessions seem to

have fallen into the' hands of the Sayyids, who at the commencement
of the present century were in possession of 276 villages, of which 157
had been acquired by purchase. In their turn, however, they had to

give way before the Kalhdns Rdjputs of Chhedwdrd, who within the

last fifty years have acquired 1 1 2 villages in Hisdmpur. The Raikwars-

hold -52 villages' in the north of the pargand* A large unimpaired
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ancestral estate is the ilaka of Dubhdpur, which was conferred on an

ancient kdzi who was made kandngo of the pargand,
,
and whose

descendants still hold the office as well as the property. The whole

pargand lies low, and its general appearance supports the tradition that

in former ages it was subject to fluvial action, as the Gogra retreated

westward and southward. The ground rises slightly towards the

eastern boundary. Area, 302 square miles, of which 155 are under the

plough ; barren and waste land, 33 per cent, of total area. Government
land revenue, ^14,958 ; average rate on cultivated area, 3s. i£d. per

acre ; on assessed area, 2s. io^d. per acre; on total area, is. 7& per acre.

Population (1869) 129,591; (1881) 144,238, namely, males 75,490,

and females 68,748. Three main lines of road intersect the pargand.

Principal markets, Jarwdl and Khutgaghdt
;
minor bdzdrs at Sangdna,

Kurdsar, Kotwd, and Patupur. Well-frequented weekly cattle market at

Gandhdra. Government schools in 8 villages. District post-offices at

Kur£sar and Jarw£l. Takstli offices, Government dispensary, police

station, post-office, and sub-registrar's office at Kaisarganj.

Hiss&r.— Division under a Commissioner in the Lieutenant-

Governorship of the Punjab, comprising the three Districts of Hissar,

Rohtak, and Sirsa, each of which see separately; situated between
28° 19' 30" and 30° 17' n. lat, and between 73

0
57' 30" and 77

0
e.

long. Area of the Division (1881), 8355 square miles, containing 25

towns and 1727 villages
; number of houses, 245,433, of which 178,475

were occupied, and 66,958 unoccupied; number of families, 277,352.

Total population, 1,311,067, namely, males 707,182, and females

603,885 ;
total increase on the corresponding area in 1868, 84,473,

or 6*9 per cent. Average density of population (1881), 157 per square

mile; houses per square mile, 29; persons per town or village, 748;

persons per occupied house, 7*3. As in the other Districts of the Lower

Punjab, Hindus largely predominate in the population, numbering

983,853 in 1881. Muhammadans numbered 286,316; Sikhs, 31,605;

Jains, 9186; Christians and others, 107,

Hiss&r.—District in the Lieutenant-Governorship of the Punjab,

lying between 28° 36' and 29
0
49' n. lat., and between 75

0
16' and

76° 22' e. long. Average width, 47 miles; extreme length from north

to south, 83 miles. Hissar shares only with Rohtak and Simla among
the Punjab Districts the peculiarity of having absolutely no river

frontage. It is bounded on the north and north-west by the State of

Patidla and a small portion of the District of Sirsa
;
on the east and

south by the State of Jfnd (Jheend) and- the District of Rohtak;

and on the west by the grazing grounds of Bikaner (Bickaneer). The
District stands 12th in order of area, and 21st in order of population,

among the 32 Districts of the Punjab, comprising 3*32 per cent, of

the total area, and 2-68 per cent, of the total .population of the
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British territory. Area, 3540 square miles
;
population in 1881, 504,183

souls. The town of Hissar is the administrative head-quarters of

the District and of the Commissionership of the same name; but
Bhiwani, with more than double its population, is the chief com-
mercial town.

Physical Aspects\—Hissdr forms the eastern border District of the

great Bikdner (Bickaneer) desert. It consists for the most part of

sandy plains dotted with scrub and brushwood, and broken by undulat-

ing sandhills towards the south, which gradually increase in height till

they rise into hills of rock (highest, 800 feet) like islands out of a sea

of sand. The Ghaggar, its only river, enters the District from the

north-east in two branches a few miles from each other, and passes

through it into Sirsa District on the north-west. Its supply of water is

uncertain, depending much on the fall of rain in the lower Himalayas

;

the overflow in times of heavy rain is caught near Fatehabdd and
Murakhera byjhils or swamps, which dry up in the hot season, leaving

a fertilized bed, where rice, wheat, gram, and barley are grown. A
canal from the Jumna (Jamund), constructed by the Emperor Firoz

Shdh Tughlak, crosses Hissdr from east to west, irrigating 54 villages

lying along its banks. The Bikaner desert absorbs its scanty re-

maining waters at their western outlet from the District. This canal

was choked up and disused till 1826-27, when it was restored by
the British, and much enlarged and improved; it is now known as

the Western Jumna Canal. Apprehensions of increased revenue

demands deterred the people from using its waters till the famine of

1832-33, since which date it has been utilized with much advantage to

the crops, and well repays the capital invested. Neither the Ghaggar
nor the canal is navigable.

The District is divisible into three principal tracts, called chaks
y

each with its own characteristics, and known respectively ds Chak
Haridna, Chak Bdgar, and Chak Ndlf. The first-named is the largest

of the three tracts, and contains 292 out of the 631 villages of Hissdr.

It occupies the heart of the District, and is traversed through its centre

from west to east by the Western Jumna Canal. The soil is of two
descriptions, technically known as ddkar and rausli

,
the former being a

strong clay, requiring abundant saturation before it is ready for seed,

while the latter has more or less admixture of sand, and requires a

somewhat less degree of moisture. Though bearing rich crops when
sufficiently saturated, the land yields almost nothing when there is a
failure in the natural rains. Water is only reached at a depth varying

from ioo to 130 feet, and the cost of a masonry well is seldom below
£*$o. Well irrigation is therefore not attempted, except in very bad

’ seasons, when a few acres around each village site are irrigated for

growing vegetables. In dry seasons, not only is there no grain harvest,
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but hardly an ordinary grass crop. In order to make the most of the

rainfall, the farmers leave large tracts uncultivated, and, collecting the

drainage from these, by means of watercourses conduct it on to their

cultivated fields. Chak Bagar occupies the south of the District, and

includes the towns of Bhiwani and Toshdm. In this tract nothing

interferes with the universal reign of sand, and cultivation is only

carried on with great difficulty. If there is no rain, there is no crop at

all, not even a blade of grass. If rain is too heavy, the sand is washed

down from the hillocks upon the cultivated fields and chokes the seed,

so that cultivators have not unfrequently to sow three or four times for

each harvest. Dust-storms, too, often change the appearance of the

country, and hills of sand appear on what the day previous was a

cultivated field. Against all these disadvantages, however, there are

compensating benefits
; the labour of ploughing is reduced to a

minimum, owing to the lightness of the soil, and a very slight fall of

rain is sufficient to produce a harvest here, which would be quite

inadequate to affect the richer country farther north. Chak N£li, in

the north of the District, owes its name to the fact that during the

rains it is traversed by two streams, the Ghaggar and one of its tribu-

taries. It includes the towns of Barwila and FateMb^d. The soil,

for the most part, is that known as rausli

\

mentioned above, but the

population is very scanty, and at the time of Settlement (1863) only a

small proportion of the tract had been brought under cultivation. The
cultivated villages lie along the banks of the Ghaggar or one of its

branches, but river irrigation is only practicable for a month or six

weeks in the year, and the ultimate result of the harvest is almost as

dependent upon timely rains as in the more sterile parts of the District.

Well irrigation is carried on here to a considerable extent, and the cost

of construction is not excessive.

There are no forests of heavy timber. A Government cattle stud near

Hissdr occupies an area of 43,287 acres, and this tract is wooded. The
most important trees are the ktkar (Mimosa arabica) ;

thejhand (Prosopis

spicigera), valuable for railway fuel ; and the sissu (Dalbergia sissoo).

Three shrubs, thejhul (Salvadora oleoides), the kair or leafless caper

(Capparis aphylla), and the jharberi (Zizyphus napeca), abound ;
their

berries become staple articles of food in times of scarcity. Lions were

found in the District as late as 1830; leopards are still occasionally

met with; and hysenas, wolves, wild hog, florican, sand -grouse,

black partridge, hares, and quail abound. The badger is occasionally

seen among the brushwood. Old mosques and other buildings exist

in parts of the District, especially near the town of Hiss£r. Two stone

pillars erected by Firoz Shdh stand at Hissdr and Fateh£b£d.

History

\

— Prior to the Muhammadan conquest, the semi - desert

tract, of which Hissar District now .forms part, was the retreat of
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Chauhdn Rijputs. Hinsi was then the capital, Hiss£r town being

founded by the Emperor Firoz Shih Tughlak about 1354. During

the rule of Nawdb Sh£h Dadkhin of Kasiir, from 1707 to 1737, the

people and country were in a state of prosperity, soon to be changed to

confusion and distress under his successor, the Nawib of Farukhnagar

in Gurgdon. In his time, Nadir Shih ravaged the land, and the Sikhs

began their inroads, while the Bhattis of Bhattiina joined in the bloody

struggles for superiority which ensued. The ascendency nominally

belonged to the Marithis in virtue of their dominant position at the

DelhiCourt. EventuallyRdja Amar Singh of Patidla extorted the reluctant

submission of the Bhatti chiefs
;
but on his death in 1781, they regained

their independence. To complete the ruin brought on by these con-

flicts, Nature lent her aid in the great famine of 1783. In 1795-99,

George Thomas, an Irish adventurer, who took service with a Mardthd

chief, established his authority over a tract including Hdnsi and Hissdr,

with an annual revenue of ^200,000. He established a gun-foundiy

and mint at Hansi, and aspired to conquer the Punjab. But in 1802,

after an obstinate defence of Hansi, his capital, he surrendered to an

army sent against him by the French General Perron, at the instance

of the Sikhs. He shortly afterwards died in British territory.

Hissdr passed nominally to the British in 1803. But although we
maintained a military post at Hdnsi, and placed ndzims

,
or native

superintendents, in civil charge, it was not till 1810 that we could

enforce order. Two chiefs of the Bhattis declared their independence

—one of them, Khan Bahadur Khdn, was expelled the country; the

estates of the other, Zabta Khdn, were confiscated in 1818. A long

and difficult boundary contention between the British Government and

the Patidla Rdjd ended in the transfer of 150 villages to the latter.

Early in the Mutiny of 1857, the local levies at Hdnsi revolted.

Hissdr was wholly lost for a time to British rule, and all Europeans

were either murdered or compelled to fly. The Bhattis rose under

their hereditary chiefs, and the majority of the Muhammadan popula-

tion followed their example; but before Delhi had been recovered, a

force of Punjab levies, aided by contingents from Patiala and Bikdner,

under General Van Cortlandt, utterly routed the rebels. After the

Mutiny, Hissdr District was transferred from the Lieutenant-Governor-

ship of the North-Western Provinces to that of the Punjab, and the

Sub-division of Bhiwdni has since been added to it.

Population.—The first Census, taken in 1853, showed a population

of 330,825, being 100 persons to the square mile. The Census of 1868

returned the area at 3539*73 square miles (the same as at present), and

the population at 484,681 persons. The Census of 1881 returned a

total population of 504,183, showing an increase of 19,502, or 4*02 per

cent during the 13
,
years since 1868. The main results disclosed by
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the Census of 1881 may be summarized as follows :—Area, 3540 square

miles; number of towns and villages, 631; houses, 92,827, of which

73,127 were occupied, and 19,700 unoccupied; number of families,

107,793. Total population, 504,183, namely, males 272,267, and

females 231,916. Average density of population, 143 persons per

square mile; towns and villages, ‘i8 per square mile; persons per

village, 799 ;
persons per occupied house, 6*9. Classified according to

age and sex, there were—males under 15 years of age, 99,241, females

86,519; males 15 years and upwards, 173,026, females 145,397.

Classified according to religion, Hindus numbered 384,366; Sikhs,

3143; Jains, 3102; Muhammadans, 113,517; and Christians, 55.

Among the Hindus, the Jdts, who number 134,886 (including 4282

Muhammadan Jits), give the ethnical character to the District; they

are of two distinct classes, the one known as deswd/a, or * long-settled/

men of the des or country ; the other as bdgri
,

c later-comers/ men of

the bdgar or Bikaner desert, who occupy the western portion of the

District. The former are excellent cultivators
;
their women share in

all field labour not requiring the employment of oxen. The Hindu

Rdjputs (12,923), known generally as Tudrs, claim to have once held

1440 villages, though now only possessing 5 or 6. The Bhattis, Mu-
hammadans of Rdjput blood (48,069), trace their descent from Jesal

of the Yadubansi stock. Both Tudrs and Bhattis were marauding

desert tribes. The Pachades, or * men of the west/ now all Muham-
madans, are in Hissar degenerate Rajputs, who usually act in concert

with the pure born Bhattis. A religious sect, known as Bishnois,

8118 in number, worship their founder, Jdmbhaji, as an incarnation of

Vishnu, and bury their dead in a sitting posture, in the floors of their

houses or cattle-sheds. This sect is almost entirely confined to Hissar

and Sirsa Districts. They consider even the touch of tobacco pol-

luting. At their marriages, passages from the Kurdn and the Shdstras

are indiscriminately recited. They avoid destroying life, and bury any

animal accidentally killed. The other principal tribes and castes are

—Brahmans, 31,613; Gujars, 8426, including 2641 Muhammadans;
Chiihrds, 12,126, including 829 Muhammadans; Chamdrs, 49,269,

exclusively Hindus ; Tarkhans, 12,627, including 816 Muhammadans;
Baniyds, 43,309, exclusively Hindus or Jains; Kumbhdrs, 19,662,

including 4604 Muhammadans; Dhanaks, 13,529, almost exclusively

Hindus; Mdlis, 9777, all Hindus or Sikhs; Ahlrs, 7861, all Hindus;

Tells, 6891, almost exclusively Muhammadans; Lohars, 5862, includ-

ing 1090 Hindus; Chhimbds, 5156, including 1146 Muhammadans;
Shaikhs, 3983; and Pathdns, 2416, both exclusively Muhammadans.
The native Christian population only numbered 6 in 1881, the remain-

ing 49 consisting of Europeans or Eurasians.

There are six municipalities in the District, viz. Bhiwani, population
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(1881) 33,7625 Hissar, 14,167; Hansi, 12,656; Tohana, 4155;

Ratea, 3212 ;
and Fatehabac, 2992. The decayed town of Agroha

is interesting as being the original seat of the great mercantile class of

Agarwalds. The rock-cut inscriptions of Toshdm also deserve notice.

Of the 631 villages and towns in the District in 1881, iox contained

less than two hundred inhabitants ;
206 from two to five hundred; 187

from five hundred to a thousand ; 104 from one to two thousand
; 20

from two to three thousand ; 9 from three to five thousand
; 1 from five

to ten thousand ;
2 from ten to fifteen thousand ; and 1 upwards of

twenty thousand inhabitants. The occupations of the male population

over 15 years of age in 1881 were returned as follows:—Class (1)

Professional class, including Government officials, 5468 ; (2) domestic

and menial class, 3896 ; (3) commercial class, 5466 ; (4) agricultural

and pastoral class, 108,459 ; (5) industrial class, 32,043 ; (6) indefinite

and non-productive, 10,455 ; (7) unspecified, 7239.

Agriculture.—Autumn rice is sown in June and July; the spring

crops from September to November. Rotation of crops is understood

but not regularly practised. Manure is little used. Camels are

employed as well as oxen and buffaloes for ploughing. The extent of

lqnd under cultivation is not constant, depending entirely on the rain-

fall. In 1881-82, 1,286,483 acres were under tillage, out of an assessed

area of 2,265,428 acres, leaving 978,945 acres fallow. In favourable

seasons, cotton is extensively grown on land irrigated by the Western

Jumna Canal The agricultural year is divided as elsewhere into two

great harvests, the rab'i or spring, and the kharif or autumn crop, the

latter being by far the most important. The area under the principal

crops in 1882-83 is returned as follows :

—

Rabi or spring crop—wheat,

45,342; barley, 106,9x6; gram, 73,193; tobacco, 2133; mustard,

11,285; and vegetables, 3465 acres; total area under rabi crops,

246,257 acres. Kharif or autumn harvest—rice, 8145 ;
jodr (spiked

millet), 241,035; bdjra (great millet), 590,004; moth (Phaseolus aconi-

tifolius), 123,923; mdsh (Phaseolus radiatus), 4101; mung (Phaseolus

mungo), 28,296; masur (Cajanus indicus), 35,956; chillies, 1374; til

(Sesamum orientale), 5788; cotton, 23,191; vegetables, 3378; total

area under kharifcrops, 1,092,370 acres. Grand total under cultiva-

tion, including twice-cropped land, 1,338,627. The average out-turn

of produce per acre is thus returned—rice, 566 lbs. ; wheat, 428 lbs.;

inferior grains, 282 lbs.; oil-seeds, 199 lbs.; cleaned cotton, 54 lbs.;

other fibres, 100 lbs. ; and vegetables, 1083 lbs. per acre. Hissdr

produces a breed of milk-white oxen, 17 or 18 hands in height, which

are in great request for the carriages of natives
;
a good pair is worth

^40. The Government cattle farm has done much to improve this fine

breed of cattle, which are bought by native gentlemen and merchants

from all parts of Northern. India. The agricultural stock of the District
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consists approximately of 94,500 cows and bullocks, 853 horses, 715
ponies, 5439 donkeys, 80,302 sheep and goats, 4107 pigs, 6690 camels,

1637 carts, and 32,832 ploughs. The two streams of the Ghaggar

irrigate a portion of the northern section of the District ; but their

waters are available at the best for only a month or six weeks, and this

partial irrigation must be supplemented by rain in December or January

to ensure a crop. The land watered by the main or southernmost stream

yields only a spring crop
;
that situated near the northern branch of the

river produces both a spring and an autumn crop. The Western

Jumna Canal irrigates 54 villages, with an area of 86,014 acres. Irriga-

tion by private works is carried out in 19,713 acres. More than half

the village communities of the District are coparcenary, whilst rather

fewer than one-third are held by single owners. Formerly, many
proprietors called themselves cultivators, in order to avoid the obliga-

tion imposed by a curious local custom, requiring landholders to track

the footprints of criminals out of their bounds, or to give the criminals up.

These men have, under the present Land Settlement, been recognised as

proprietors. Thirty grants, varying from 60 to 300 acres in extent, were

bestowed, revenue-free for three lives, on the native officers of cavalry

regiments disbanded in 1819. These were known as sukhlambri (a cor-

ruption of ‘supernumerary’) grants; most of them have now lapsed. The
estates of the late Colonel James Skinner, C.B. (comprising 67 villages,

paying a revenue of ^4355, or more than a tenth of the entire land

revenue of the District), remain undivided, and are now managed by

a member of the family on behalf of the others. More than 15,000

tenants have occupancy rights; but double that number possess no

security of tenure. Rates of rent vary from about is. to 18s. per acre.

Prices of produce on the 1st January 1883—wheat, 22 sers per rupee,

or 5s. id. per cwt. ;
flour (best), 18 sers per rupee, or 6s. 3d. per cwt.

;

barley, 35 sers per rupee, or 3s. 2d. per cwt.
;
gram, 34 sers per rupee,

or 3s. 4d. per cwt. ;
rice (best), 12 sers per rupee, or 9s. 4d. per cwt.

;

Indian com, 20 sers per rupee, or 5s. 7d. per cwt.
;
jodr

, 35 sers per

rupee, or 3s. 2d. per cwt. ;
bdjra

, 27 sers per rupee, or 4s. 2d. per cwt.

;

potatoes, 16 sers per rupee, or 7s. per cwt ;
cotton (cleaned), 3J sers

per rupee, or j£1, 10s. 8d. per cwt. Farm labourers, when paid

in money, earn from 2^d. to 6d. a day, and skilled labourers from 6d.

to 7Jd. a day.

Natural Calamities.—The District has always been subject to famine.

The first calamity of this kind of which we have authentic record

occurred in the year 1783, when the price of the commonest grain rose

to 22s. a cwt. Since then there have been more or less serious failures

of the crops in 1833, 1835, 1836, 1837, 1838-39, 1860-61, 1869-70.

In August 1869, 63,000 persons received relief.

Manufactures
,
etc.—The out-turn of rough saltpetre in 1882-83 con-
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sisted of 38,412 maunds or 1406 tons, worked from 348 pans. The
rural manufactures are—coarse cotton cloth \

vessels made of prepared

skins, chiefly at Fatehdbad ;
copper and brass vessels. Principal

exports—oil-seeds, chiefly sesamum, the trade in which is increasing.

In good seasons, gram, and considerable quantities of the coarser grains,

go westward, and also to Delhi and other Districts to the east
; copper

and brass utensils to Rajputana ; hides are sold for Cawnpur and Meerut

(Merath) ;
a little cotton goes via Fazilkd to Kardchi. Imports

—

•salt, sugar, fine rice, cotton goods of English make, spices, and iron.

The exports are about double the imports in value. The trade of the

District centres in Bhiwdni. The commerce of this town suffered con-

siderably by the opening of the R£jputdna railway, but is expected to

improve owing to the opening of the Rewdrf-Firozpur State Railway,

which runs through the District for 75 miles, with stations at Bhiwdni,

Bhatwdni Kher£, Hdnsi, Satrand, Hissir, Takhand, Adampur, and

Bhuttod. This line was opened throughout its length in Hissdr

District in 1883. The main road, about 50 feet wide, from Delhi to

Sirsa, traverses the District from south-east to north-west, passing

through H£nsi and Hissdr towns. Total length of roads in the District,

551 miles, of which 42 miles are metalled. Camels are largely employed

for transit. The only printing-press is at the jail, where lithographic

work is executed.

' Administration.—In 1810, when first the attention of Government

was seriously directed to the tract of which Hissdr forms part, the

country, with the exception of Hdnsi, either lay entirely waste, or was

held by recent settlers, ready to abandon their occupancy on the least

pressure. It was not till 1816 that a settlement for 10 years was made,

continued for a further term of 5 years; in 1831-32, another 10 years’

settlement followed. These assessments ranged somewhat above 4

£

lakhs of rupees (^45,000) ;
but during their currency, in some years

arrears of 50 per cent accrued, and the average arrears from 1825 to

1839 was 28 per cent. In 1840, the Collector showed that only the

canal villages could bear any but a low assessment, which he ultimately

reduced by an average of 37*4 per cent, below previous rates’; this was

confirmed in 1841 for 20 years. A new assessment for 30 years was

sanctioned in 1863 at ^41,022, afterwards increased to ^42,440, by
the transfer of 22 villages from Rohtak District. Under this settle-

ment no serious arrears have accrued. The incidence of the present

assessment is at the rate of 7|d. per cultivated acre
; 4jd. per cultivable

acre ; and 4|d. per acre of total assessed area.

The administration is conducted by one Deputy Commissioner, two
native extra-Assistant Commissioners, 5 tahsilddrs or sub-divisional

collectors, and 5 naibs (deputies). Total revenue in 1882-83,

^51,128, of which ^42,426 was derived from the land-tax, The
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total District police, in 1882, numbered 388 men of all grades; the

municipal police, 144, besides a village watch of 988 men, who are

supported by the proceeds of a village house-tax. The District is

divided for police purposes into 13 thdnds or police circles. One jail

;

daily average of prisoners in 1882, 210. The percentage of deaths

among the jail inmates was 6*58. In 1882-83, 3° schools were under

the supervision of the Education Department, with 1425 pupils.

There are also between 50 and 60 uninspected indigenous schools,

with about 1000 pupils.

Hissar, Hdnsi, and Bhiwdni have been constituted municipalities under

Act xv. of 1867, and FatehdMd, Rattia, and ToMna, under Act iv. of

r873; total population within municipal limits in 1881-82, 70,944;
total municipal income (1882-83), ^6290; incidence of taxation, is.

9£d. per head.

Meteorological Aspects
,
etc.—The climate of Hissdr is very dry. Hot

westerly winds blow from the middle of March till July. The rainy

season lasts from July to September. In December and January the

nights are very cold. Average rainfall for the five years ending 1881-82,

1570 inches, varying from 1370 inches in 1877-78 to 18*40 inches in

1881-82. The principal diseases are fevers, rheumatic affections,

ophthalmia, respiratory affections, and skin disorders. Cholera occa-

sionally breaks out, and in 1867 caused 3625 deaths, being brought

into the District on that occasion by pilgrims from Hardwar. Skin

disorders are also very common. The average reported death-rate of

the District is 18*50 per 1000, that of the three principal towns being

43*50. There are 4 Government dispensaries in the District, viz. at

Hissar, Bhiwhii, Hdnsi, and Fateh£b£d. [For further information

regarding Hissar, see the Settlement Report of the District by Munshx
Amfr Chdnd (1863) ; also the Gazetteer of the District, published by

authority of the Punjab Government; the Punjab Census Report for

1881 ;
and the Punjab Administration and Departmental Reports from

1880 to 1883.]

Hiss&r.—Tahsil of Hissdr District, Punjab, lying between 28° 42'

and 29° 20' n. lat., and between 75
0
24' 30" and 75

0
58' e. long. Area,

841 square miles. Population (1881) 98,106, namely, males 52,286,

and females 45,820; average density of population, 117 per square

mile. Classified according to religion, Hindus numbered 81,200

;

Muhammadans, 16,290; Sikhs, 4; and ‘others/ 616. Total revenue

of the tahsil (1883), ^8939. The administrative staff (including head-

quarters officers) consists of 1 Commissioner of Division, 1 Deputy-

Commissioner, "2 Assistant Commissioners, and 1 tahsilddr. These

officers preside over 5 civil and 5 criminal courts ; number of police

circles
(
thdnds\ 3; strength of regular police, 71 men, besides 261

village watchmen (<chaukiddrs).
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Hissdr.—Town and administrative head-quarters of Hissdr District

Punjab. Situated on the Western Jumna Canal, 102 miles west of Delhi!
Lat. 29* 9' 51" N-, long. 75

0
45' 55" Population (1868) 14,138 ;

(1881) 14,167, namely, 9039 Hindus, 5080 Muhammadans, 4 Sikhs, and
44 Christians. The town was founded in 1354 a.d. by the Emperor
Firoz Shih, who constructed the canal to supply it with water. It soon
supplanted Hinsi as the political and fiscal centre of the District, and
became Firoz Shih’s favourite residence. The debris of his buildings
still remain in the ^mounds and broken bricks scattered profusely over
the plain south of the modem town. Tombs and temples still standing
attest its former greatness. Hissir fell into decay during the last

century, owing to the constant inroads of the Sikhs and other
marauders, and was almost completely depopulated during the San
Ch&llsa famine of 1783. The place was occupied about the year 1796
by the adventurer George Thomas, who built a fort here, and collected
a number of inhabitants for his capital. The streets of Hissar are
wider and less tortuous than in most native towns; but a squalid
suburb has sprung up outside the walls. The civil station lies south of
the town, on the opposite side of the canal. Hissar contains a cattle

farm, both for commissariat purposes and for improving the breed of
the Province ; it is managed by a European superintendent, and has
attached an estate of 43,287 acres for pasturage. Import trade in grain,

ghi, sugar, oil, cotton, tobacco, and English piece-goods. Municipal
revenue in 1882, £1077, chiefly derived from octroi, or is. 6d.per head
of population.

Hiwarkhed.—Town in Morsi tdluk, Amrdoti District, Berdr. Lat.
21° 23' 30" n., long. 78“ 7' 30" e.; about 45 miles east of Elichpur,
on the banks of the Pdkand Naif, a tributary of the Wardta. Popula-
tion (1867) 3164; (1881) 2997, chiefly Kunbfs. Weekly market;
trade in molasses, cotton, grain, and salt Government school; fine
camping ground.

Hlwarkher.—Town in Akot tdluk, Akola District, Berdr, n.n.w. of
Akola. Population (1867) 6648; (1881) 7300, namely, 6250 Hindus,
930 Muhammadans, and 120 Jains. The town occupies 54 acres of
ground, with 135 persons to the acre.

Hlaing.—Township lying on both banks of the Hlaing or Rangoon
river, and occupying the north-west portion of Hanthawadi District,
Pegu Division, British Burma. Area, 678 square miles; bounded on
the north by Tharawadi, on the west by Thungwa, and on the south
and east by the Hmaw-bi township of Hanthawadi and the township
of Pegu. Hlaing township comprises 4 revenue circles, viz. Ok-kan,
Myaung-tang, Aing-ka-laung, and Baw-lay. In 1876, the population
was 19,996, and the gross revenue ^9620. In 1881, the population
was 30,570. In 1876, the area under rice was 28,469 acres; and
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in 1881, 32,919 acres; gross revenue (1881), ^12,992. To the east

of the township, the country is hilly; and valuable timber, such as teak,

pyin-ma
,,
tn

9
ka-gnyin

,
thin-gan

,
and pyin-gado^ abounds. Below this

the country gradually sinks into a plain, the eastern borders of

which on the north lie lower than the banks of the Hlaing, and are

consequently inundated annually. West of this river, the country is

one vast flat, only a few points being above flood-level. On the slopes

of these rice is grown
;
elsewhere the plain is covered with grass and

unimportant forest. The chief rivers are the Hlaing and its tributaries,

and the Baw-lay creek. The principal villages are— Taw-la-te, on

the Baw-lay, the head-quarters station, with a population (1881) of

554 souls; Pauk-kun, and Myaung-tang. Pauk-kun (Padeegone) is a

station on the Irawadi Valley (State) Railway, between Prome and
Rangoon. To the south of Hlaing township are the remains of an

old city, said to have been founded by Rahzadirit, the famous Taking
monarch.

Hlaing.—River of British Burma. The course of the Hlaing is

through the Irawadi valley, and past Rangoon town, whence to

its mouth it is universally known as the Rangoon river. Under the

name of the Myit-ma-ka, it rises in the marshy ground east of, but close

to, Prome ;
and flowing over a sandy and muddy bed between low and

ill-defined banks, enters the In-ma Lake as the Zay, thence it continues

its southward course as the Myit-ma-ka, and, traversing Henzada District

east of and almost parallel to the Irawadi, enters Rangoon District at

Myit-kyo. In the north, the Hlaing is separated from the Irawadi by a

line of low hills covered with in forest ; below Myan-aung, numerous

creeks connect it with that river. It is navigable from San-ywe, where

it receives the Thun-ze from the east to Ta-pun, the water being never

less than 3 feet deep. The channel here in many places is choked by

jungle. Small boats can ascend as fax as In-ma. Owing to numerous

shoals, the Hlaing is impracticable for steamers above San-ywe, where

its width is 180 yards, its depth 4 feet, and the tidal rise feet. The
Baw-lay leaves it in lat. 17

0
15' n., and rejoins it again as the Kdkko

immediately north of lat. 17
0
n. The Hlaing here widens considerably.

Three miles below the junction of the Hlaing and the Baw-lay the

stream suddenly spreads out to a breadth of several miles, and its course

is divided by two islands into three channels, of which the eastern is

the deepest, and the one always used by river steamers reaching the

Irawadi through the Baw-lay creek during the rains. The western

channel is shallow. The central one is still shallower, and obstructed

by sandbanks. Just above Rangoon, the Hlaing is joined by the Pan-

hlaing from the westward, and, sweeping round the town to the east,

receives the Pegu and Pu-zun-daung, when it turns north again and

flows into the Gulf of Martaban, in lat. 16
0
28' n., and long. 96° 20' e..
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through a mouth 3 miles broad. The land at the entrance is low, and

fringed with dense mangrove forest. The spring tides rise 21 feet, and

neaps 13 feet. The Hlaing is navigable to Rangoon by large ships

;

but the passage is winding and difficult, and the Hastings’ Shoal,

formed just above the united mouths of the Pegu and Pu-zun-daung

rivers, can be crossed by vessels of over six feet draught only at flood

tide. During the rains, the river is navigable for 30 miles above

Rangoon by ships of 500 tons burthen. The plains of the Hlaing

valley form a swamp 1200 square miles in extent. More than one plan

for their reclamation has been proposed.

Hlaing-bwe.— River in British Burma. The Hlaing-bwe rises

in the northern portion of the Dawna range, and, flowing south-

ward for about 120 miles, unites with the Haung-tharaw at Gyaing,

where it has a breadth of 400 yards ; at its junction with the

Da-gyaing, 42 miles above Gyaing, in lat. 16
0

55' n., and long.

98° 2
7

e., it is only 70 yards wide during the rains. The two

streams, under the name of the Gyaing river, fall into the Salwin at

Maulmain. During the rains the water is muddy, and the current

strong and rapid
;

in the dry season, when the spring tides extend a

distance of 70 miles, boats of 500 baskets burden can go up as far as

Hlaing-bwe. About 200 yards below the village of Hlaing-bwe, a reef

of rocks, which can only be passed at the highest tides, stretches across

the river. As far as the mouth of the Da-gyaing, the banks are high

and well-defined ; farther down, they become low and bordered with

scrub forest. The usual halting-places on the way up are Kha-zang, 26

miles from Gyaing, and, in the wet weather, Khyaung-wa, 16 miles

higher up.

Hmaw-bi
(
Hmaw-bhee ). — Sub-division of Hanthawadi District,

British Burma; lies westward of the Pegu Yomas, in Pegu Division.

The Irawadi Valley (State) Railway from Rangoon to Prome crosses

Hmaw-bi from south to north, and occupies the great northern military

.road from Hmaw-bi station. The principal river in the Sub-division is

the Hlaing, which, joined by the Pan-hlaing in the south, forms the

Rangoon river. In the rains the Hlaing is navigable by steamers for

some distance, by boats all the year round as high up as the mouth of

the Ye-nek, The Sub-division comprises 15 revenue circles. In 1876
the population was 70,433, and the gross revenue ^33,742. Popula-

tion (1881) 94,155 ; gross revenue, ,£44,787.
Hmaw-bi (JBmaw-bhee).— Township in Hmaw-bi Sub-division,

Rangoon District, British Burma; extends along the western slopes

of the Pegu Yomas, beyond the Hlaing river to the Pan-hlaing, and
past and south-east into the Pegu valley. The township consists of

tixtet portions, each differing from the others :

—

(a) West of the Hlaing,

the country is flat, and traversed by numerous inter-communicating
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tidal creeks, which every second or third year, since the construction of

the Irawadi embankments, flood the fields and destroy the crops.

There is but little cultivation, and the country is to a great extent

covered with open forest and elephant grass.
(
b) In the tract north of

Rangoon, the country consists of undulating ground, which, towards the

north-east, rises into hills clothed with trees
;
the southern parts have

been denuded of forest for the supply of fuel to Rangoon. The soil is

poor, but rice is extensively grown, (c) East of Rangoon, the country

is open, level, and highly cultivated
;
the soil is rich and productive,

but is becoming exhausted, as the fields are allowed no rest, and
rotation of crops is not practised. In 1876 the population was 50,487,

and the gross revenue ^27,259. The total area under cultivation

in that year was 97,919 acres. Population (r88i) 63,5855 total

area under cultivation, 119,227 acres, chiefly rice; gross revenue,

^3 I
> 795 * The township is traversed by the Irawadi Valley (State)

Railway, with stations at Thamaing, Hlaw-ga, and Hmaw-bi. The
head-quarters of the township are at Lein-gdn.

Hocho (or Honcho).—River in Kashmir; rises among the snows on

the western declivity of the Gantang Pass, Kashmir, in lat. 31
0
38' n.,

and long. 78° 48' e. Thus described by Thornton: ‘Even near the

source, it in some places spreads to a width of 100 yards, and in one

part to 200, in another to 300 ;
but it is so shallow as scarcely to cover

the pebbles in its bed. In other places it is arched over with snow, or

buried under the ruins of cliffs, from which it again bursts out and

expands over the plain. The fall, which in the upper part of its course

is very gentle, lower down is very rapid, as from its source to the con-

fluence with the Sutlej, a distance of less than 12 miles in a westerly

direction, it descends 10,000 feet, and is in general one broken sheet of

foam. The mountains bounding its course on each side are precipitous,

lofty, and covered with perpetual snow, avalanches of which frequently

descend, and, damming the stream, form deep lakes, over the icy

embankments of which the river is precipitated with a loud noise/

HodctL—Town in Gurgion District, Punjab; situated near the

southern confines of the District, on the main road from Delhi to

Agra. Population (1868) 7032 ;-(i88i) 6453, of whom 4963 were

Hindus, 1481 Muhammadans, 2 Jains, and 7 Sikhs; number of

houses, 621. A third-class municipality, with an income in 1882-83

of ^239 ;
average incidence of taxation, 8£d. per head of popula-

tion. Hodal. is only important as a centre of local trade in country

produce, and has no manufactures. Suraj Mall, the Jdt Rdja of

Bhartpur, was connected by marriage with the J£ts of Hodal, and in

his time several large and magnificent buildings were erected
;
but these

are now inhabited only by herds of monkeys, and are all in ruins, with

the exception of a beautiful square tank surrounded on all sides with
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stone staircases, and some kiosks and temples on the bank. Under

the Marithis, Hodal formed part of General Du Boigne’s jagir, and

after their overthrow by Lord Lake in 1803, was given in jagir to

Muhammad Kh£n, on whose death in 1813 it came under direct British

rule. The town contains a District rest-house, school, post-office, and

police station. The two principal bdzdrs are paved and drained, and

the horse-breeding department keeps a stud of stallions, both horses

and donkeys, here. About half a mile from the town is a tank

and copse, with a shrine of Radha Krishna held in great repute by

the Hindus of the neighbouring Districts, and visited by crowds of

pilgrims.

Holalkere.—Taluk in Tiimkrir District, Mysore State. The region

suffered repeatedly from Marathi inroads. The taluk contains 2

criminal courts, 9 police stations
(
thdnds\ 80 regular police, and 189

village watchmen (chaukiddrs). Cost of administration (1881), ^1495

;

revenue (1881), ^8206.

Holalkere.—Village in Tdmkdr District, Mysore State. Lat. 14
0

3' n., long. 76° 15' e. Population (1881) 1855. Said to have been

founded in the 14th century, it was the first possession of the founder

of the powerful palegdrs of Chitaldrug. Holalkere suffered much

during the wars between Haidar All and the Marithis. Large weekly

market.

Holavanhalli (formerly called Korampur).— Village in Tumkur

District, Mysore State. Lat. 13° 32' n., long. 77
0
22 ' e. Population

(1881) 1067. The site of the fort of a wealthy family of local chiefs,

finally reduced by Tipu.

Hole-honnur.—Village in Shimoga District, Mysore State; situated

near the spot where the Tunga and Bhadra rivers unite to form the

Tungabhadra. Lat. 13
0
59' 10" n., long. 75

0
43' e. Population (1881)

1608.

Honalli.—Tdluk or Sub-division of Shimoga District, Mysore State.

Area, 500 square miles. Population (1871) 65,787 ; (1881) 62,267,

namely, 31,212 males and 31,055 females. Hindus numbered 58,682 ;

Muhammadans, 3572; and Christians, 13. The tdluk is crossed from

north to south by the Tungabhadra river ; on the east and west rise

low stony hills. The region was abnormally prosperous owing to an

abundant growth of cotton during the epoch of the American War.

The tdluk contains t criminal court and 4 police stations
(
thdnas)

;

regular police, 39 men
;
village watchmen

(
chaukiddrs), 233. Revenue

(i883). j£Ui429-
Honalli {Honnali )—Village in Shimoga District, Mysore State; 24

miles north of Shimoga town. Lat 14
0
14' 30" n., long. 75

0
41' 20" e.

Population (1881) 2078, including many Vaidik Brahmans and Lingiyat

grain merchants. The residence of a Nawib of Afghdn descent, whose
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ancestor received the village as an estate from the Delhi Emperor, but

to whom now only the title remains. Since 1869, the head-quarters of

the Honalli taluk have been removed to Nyamti.

Honavalli.—Tdluk in the west of Tiimkfir District, Mysore State*

Area, 344 square miles. In 1871, the population was 57,359, and

the land revenue, ^6757. Population (1881) 38,922; land revenue

(1881-82), exclusive of water rates, ^8713, or 3s. 2d. per cultivated

acre. Dry crops

—

ragi, avare
,

horse-gram, and Bengal gram; wet

crops—rice, sugar-cane, and wheat. The cocoa-nuts are celebrated,

and find a market in Bangalore, Dhdrwar, and the south Marathd.

country. The milk of the Honavalli cocoa-nuts is called Gangd-p&ni

\

or Ganges water, on account of its coolness and delicate flavour. The
Tdmkur-Shimoga road intersects the southern portion of the tdluk.

Honavalli (from the goddess { Honnu-amma’).—Village in Tiimkdr

District, Mysore State. Lat. 13
0
20' n., long. 76° 24' 45" e. Popula-

tion (1881) 1775, of whom many are Brdhmans. Celebrated for its

groves of cocoa-nut palms. The head-quarters of the Honavalli tdluk

have recently been removed to Tiptdr.

Honawar.— Sub-division of North Kanara District, Bombay
Presidency. Area, 446 square miles; contains 2 towns and 128

villages. Population (1881) 85,625, or 42,439 males and 43,186

females; number of houses, 12,588. Hindus numbered 74,158;

Muhammadans, 7443 ;

c others,
1

4024. Since 1872, the population has

increased by 2758. Mysore bounds the tdluk on the east, while its

western shore is washed by the Arabian Sea. The Gersoppa river

intersects the country, flowing from east to west The famous Gersoppa

Falls are 36 miles south-east of Honawar town. About one-third of

the tdluk has been surveyed and settled. The incidence of the

assessment varies from £1 to 4s. per acre in the case of garden

lands; from ns. to 13s. in the case of rice land; and from is. to is. 6d.

in the case of dry crop land. Communications are easy. The Sub-

division contains 1 civil and 4 criminal courts
;
police stations (fkdnds),

2; regular police, 56 men; village watchmen
(
chaukiddrs\ 16. Land

revenue, ^15,972.
Hon&war (Honore).— Seaport, municipality, and chief town of

the Sub-division of Hondwar, in North Kanara District, Bombay
Presidency; situated in lat. 14

0
16' 30" n., and long. 74

0
29' e., 50

miles south-east of Karwdr, on the north of an extensive estuary

or inlet of the sea, forming an expanse of salt water, which at its

south-eastern extremity receives the Gersoppa or Shirdwati, a con-

siderable river flowing from beyond the Western Ghdts, Popula-

tion (1872) 5191, (1881) 6658, of whom 5252 were Hindus, 868

Christians, and 538 Muhammadans. Average annual value, of trade

for five years ending 1873-74—exports, ^30,032; imports, ^21,499.
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For the year 1880-81, the value of the exports was ^696,834,
and the value of the imports ^£249,592. Honawar has long

possessed a coasting trade of importance, but the trade has grown
largely of recent years. The town is mentioned by Abulfeda (1273-

1331); and shortly afterwards (1342) is described by Ibn Batuta

as rich and well governed, with 23 schools for boys and 13 for

girls. At the beginning of the 16th century, it is said to have

exported much rice, and to have been frequented by shipping. In

1505, the Portuguese built a fort at Honawar; and two years later, in

consequence of a dispute with the King of Viziipur, they attacked

and burnt the town. Frederick (1563-81) calls ‘Onor* a fort of the

Portuguese
; and in 1623, De la Valle found it a small place, but still in

the hands of the Portuguese. On the decay of the Portuguese power
in India, Honawar was acquired by the sovereigns of Bednur

; and on
the conquest of Bedmir by Haidar All, this town also submitted to him.

In 1783 it was taken by assault by a British force despatched from

Bombay, under the command of General Matthews; and in 1784 was
successfully defended by Captain Torriano against Tipii Sultin, to

whom, however, in the same year, it was ceded by the treaty of

Mangalore. On the overthrow of Tipu in 1799, it again came into the

possession of the British. Visitors to the celebrated falls of Gersoppa
halt at Honawar to procure boats to take them up the river 18 miles, to

the village of Gersoppa. From Gersoppa the journey to the falls, 18

miles, is made by road. The town itself lies about 2 miles from the

coast at the mouth of the Gersoppa river, which, with a dangerous bar

and an entrance channel about 300 feet broad, expands into a lake

5 miles long, and 1 to 2 miles broad. In the lake are 5 islands, the

largest 3 miles long, covered with palm trees. A ship may anchor in

the road, with the flagstaff of Honawar bearing east by north, about 1

J

miles from the shore in 5 to 6 fathoms soft ground.

Hongal '{Bail Hongal).— Town in Belgium District, Bombay
Presidency. Lat. 15

0
48' n., long. 74

0
54' e. Population (1872)

9001, (1881) 7806. There are manufactures of coarse cotton

cloth and articles of native apparel, some of which are sold in the

neighbouring markets, and the remainder exported vid Belgium
to the Konkin. Hongal is built on rising ground on the eastern

side of a fine tank from which is drawn the main water-supply of the
inhabitants. The prefix ‘Bail’ refers to the fact of the town
being built in an open black-soil country. The market is celebrated
for the superior class of bullocks brought to it for sale. A large

annual fair is held, at which wrestlers from the surrounding country
assemble.

Honnali.—T&luk and town of Shimoga District, Mysore State.—See
Honalli.
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Honnu-hole (or Suvarndvati
,
both meaning ‘ Golden Stream ’).—

A

tributary of the Kdveri (Cauvery) river, which runs through the south-

east corner of Mysore District, Mysore State, and joins the Kdveri just

within the Madras District of Coimbatore. The Honnu-hole valley is

very fertile, the stream being dammed in its short course by 3 perma-

nent anicuts, as well as by many temporary structures, yielding a yearly

revenue of more than ^3800.
Hooghly.—River, District, Sub-division, and town, Bengal.

—

See

Hugli.

Horsleykonda (or Yenugu Mallama Konda).—Mountain in Kadapa
(Cuddapah) District, Madras Presidency. Lat 13

0
39' 30" n., long.

78° 28' e.; about 4000 feet above sea-level. The slopes are well

wooded.

Hosangadi (Hassangadi, 1 New Bazar

]

Kanarese
;

also called

HaidargarK).—A ghdt or pass in South Kanara District, Madras

Presidency. Lat. 13
0

40' n., long. 75
0

1' e. On the route between

Bedmlr, the seat of the Nagar Government, and the Malabdr coast, and

much used in the campaigns with Tipu Sultan. Practicable for carts

as far as Sankam&rayan, the head of the water communication with the

coast

Hosdrtig (also called Pudia Rot
,
or ‘New Fort ’).—Town in South

Kanara District, Madras Presidency ;
situated in lat. 12

0
18' 29" n.,

and long. 75
0
9' 15" e., 2 miles from the sea, and 42 miles from Can-

nanore. Population (1881) not returned in the Census, and therefore

presumably under 5000. A sub-divisional station with sub-magistrate’s

court, excellent bungalow, and ruins of a magnificent fort.

Hosdixrga.— T&luk in Chitaldrdg District, Mysore State. Area,

510 square miles. In 1872 the population was 60,820, and the land

revenue, ^6884. Population (1881) 38,022, namely, 37,081 Hindus,

855 Muhammadans, 2 Christians, and 184 Jains; land revenue

(1881-82), exclusive of water rates, ^5019. Crops

—

chold, ragi9 and

a little cotton. Iron is smelted, and there are workers in brass.

Hosdurga.—Village in Chitaldrtig District, Mysore State ; 30 miles

south by west of Chitaldrug. Lat. 13
0

48' 10" n., long. 76° 20' e.

Population (1881) 1648. Called after a hill fort said to have been

erected in 1675, at northern base of which the present pete or

village was added in 1708. Head-quarters of the Hosdurga tdluh.

Hoshang&Md.—District in the Narbadi (Nerbudda) Division of

the Chief-Commissionership of the Central Provinces, lying between

21
0

40' and 22
0

59' n. lat., and between 76° 38' 30" and 78° 45'

30" e. long. Bounded on the north by the Narbadi (Nerbudda) river,

which separates it from the territories of Bhopal, Sindhia, and Holkar

;

on the east by the Dudhi river, dividing it from Narsinghpur District

;

on the south by the Districts of Western Berar, Betiil, and Chhind-
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wdra; and on the west by Nimdr. Area, 4437 square miles. Popu-

lation (1881) 488,787. The administrative head - quarters of the

District are at Hoshangabad Town, which is also the most populous

place.

Physical Aspects.—Hoshangabad may be generally described as a

valley of varying breadth, extending for 150 miles between the river

Narbadd (Nerbudda) and the Sdtpura Mountains. The soil consists

chiefly of black basaltic alluvium, often more than 20 feet deep
; but

along the banks of the Narbadd the fertility of the land compensates

for the tameness of the scenery. As far west as Handid, only an

isolated rock breaks at intervals the monotony of the plain. Rich

crops of wheat clothe the gentle undulations. At places near the

river some woodland tract is shady with young teak trees
; but except

in the poor sandy soil, not worth cultivating, little or no jungle has

been suffered to remain. Beyond Handia, the aspect of the country

changes. Low stony hills and broken ridges cut up the level ground,

while the Yindhyas from the north and the Satpuras from the south-

west throw out jutting spurs and ranges, along the base of which lie

tracts of red earth and rock. Much of the surface here is covered by

an alluvial cotton-soil, for the most part very thin ; so that a few miles

to the west of Hardd, blocks of granite for the railway works were

'quarried from a depth of only 6 or 8 feet. In the wilder country to

the west of the District, considerable regions are overgrown with jungle.

On the south, however, appears the most striking contrast with the

champaign country along the Narbadd. The lofty range which shuts

in the valley is remarkable for mountain scenery, surpassing in its

picturesque irregularity the Vindbyan chain in the north—a succession

of cliffs and abysses. Everywhere huge masses of sandstone stand

boldly out, with scarped faces of rock many hundred feet high.

Amid these precipices rise numberless little streams, many of them

perennial Winding through deep glens, and working their way from

the mountain spurs, they flow across the plain between sandy banks

covered with low jungle, till they swell the waters of the Narbadd.

Such are the Dudhi, Anjan, Denwd, Ganjdl, and Moran
;
the last of

which contains a vein of indifferent coal. Such, too, is the Tdwa, so

interesting to the geologist. 4 At its mouth, the Bijawar limestone is

seen presenting a peculiar structure ; the alternating bands of siliceous

and calcareous minerals, instead of being plane, are concentric around

nuclei of quartz, many of these concentric masses being of great size.

A little farther south there is an immense mass of hard quartzose

breccia, similar to that seen north of the river north-west of Chdndgarh,

composed of purple jasper-like rock, with enclosed angular fragments of

quartzite ; upon this rest Vindhyan shales, sandy as usual, and passing

upwards into the typical quartzite sandstone, which forms hills west of
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the stream. Higher up, the Tawa trap comes in; and farther on still,

there is a patch of granitoid rock.' None of the above-named streams,

however, are of any great importance
;
and the boundary rivers, the

Narbada and the Tdpti, are the only considerable waters in Hoshang-

dbad. At Chdrwa, in the west of the District, a dense low forest

extends over a large region
; but by far the finest timber is found in

the reserved tracts at Borf and Denwa, which were made over to

Hoshangabad from the District of Chhindwdrd in 1865, and are rich

in teak and sdL Good building stone is raised from eighteen quarries

in the District. -

History.

—

Little is known of the history of Hoshangdbdd prior to

the Mardthd invasion. The four Gond Rdjds who hold the eastern

portion of the District derive their title from the Rajas of Mandld.

The central region was subject directly or indirectly to the Gond
power at Deogarh ; and in the extreme west, the Gond Rdja of

Makrdi apparently exercised an extensive independent jurisdiction.

In the time of Akbar, Handid was the head-quarters of a sarkar or

District, and was occupied by Mughal troops
;
Seoni was attached to

a Province of Bhopdl, and Hoshangdbdd is not mentioned at all. In

all probability the eastern part of the District maintained a rude inde-

pendence, the imperial power at Delhi not caring to wrest this rugged

region from the wild Gond tribes who inhabited it. About 1720 a.d.,

Dost Muhammad, the founder of the Bhopdl family, took the town of

Hoshangdbdd, and annexed a considerable territory with it, stretching

from Seoni to the Tdwa, or even as far as Sohdgpur. In 1742, the

Peshwd, Bdldjf Bdji Rdo, passed up the valley on his way to attack

Mandld, and seized the opportunity to subdue the Handid pargan&s
,

which he succeeded in retaining in his possession. Eight years later,

Raghuji Bhonsla, the Mardthd Rdjd of Nagpur, overran the whole range

of hills from Gawilgarh to Mahddeo, and reduced the country east of

Handid and south of the Narbadd, except the portion held by Bhopdl.

Hitherto the rival dynasties of Ndgpur and Bhopdl had not come into

conflict, and the Gond Rdjds in the east still maintained their inde-

pendence. In 1795, however, a contest was begun by the Bhonslas,

which lasted with few intermissions for more than twenty years, and

did not cease till it had spread desolation over the face of this fertile

valley. The first achievement was that of Beni Singh Subahddr, one

of Raghujfs officers, who captured the town and fort of Hoshangdbdd,

after a sturdy resistance from the Bhopdl troops. In 1802, however,

the Bhonslas lost by an intrigue what it had cost them a two months’

siege to gain. The kildddr or governor was so alarmed by the repre-

sentations of the Bhopdl party, that on the approach of Wazir

Muhammad, then the virtual ruler of Bhopal, he gave up the place

without striking a blow in its defence. Encouraged by this success,
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and by the occupation of Seoni, Wazfr Muhammad proceeded to overrun

all the Sohagpur pargand
,
and to lay siege to the fort of Sohagpur

itself. Here his good fortune deserted him. The fort was relieved by
a force from Seonf Chhap£r£, which defeated Wazfr Muhammad with

heavy loss. He was hotly pursued as far as Hoshangdbad; and,

making a stand outside the town, his horse was killed under him. A
rude stone figure of a horse still marks the spot. In this emergency,

Wazfr Muhammad mounted his celebrated tailless charger, Pankhraj

(whence his name of Binda Ghorek£ Saw^r), and escaped by leaping

him over the battlement of the fort The Nagpur army, however,

failed in their attack upon the fort, and, after vainly besieging it, con-

tented themselves with burning the town. In 1809, Hoshangatad was

again assailed by a Nagpur force. The garrison held out for three

months
; but finding their communications with BhopAl cut off, and a

battery erected against them on the north side of the river, they

surrendered. Overcome by these disasters, Wazfr Muhammad called in

the Pindarf freebooters to his help
; and till they were finally extirpated

in 1817, the whole of this fertile region became a prey to ravage and

massacre. Large tracts of country were laid entirely waste
; and every-

where throughout the District the fruits of long years of industry were

destroyed and dispersed. Under the order which the British Govern-

ment has restored, prosperity is gradually returning.

In 1818, that part of the District which was held by N£gpur was

ceded under an agreement, subsequently confirmed by the treaty

of 1826. In 1844, the region of Hard£ Handi£ was made over by

Sindhia at an estimated value of ^14,000, in part payment of the

Gwalior contingent; and by the treaty of i860, it was permanently

transferred, and became British territory. The Mutiny of 1857 failed

to disturb English authority in Hoshang^bid. There was some trouble

with the police at Hard£
;
a petty chief rebelled in the Mahddeo Hills

;

and Tantia Topf crossed the valley in 1858.

Population.—A rough enumeration in 1866 returned the popula-

tion of Hoshangdbdd at 440,433, and a regular Census in 1872

disclosed 450,218 persons, exclusive of the attached feudatory State of

Makrai. In 1881, the population, also exclusive of Makr£i, was

returned at 488,787, being an increase of 38,569, or 8*56 per cent.,

during the nine years since 1872. The results disclosed by the Census

of 1881 may be thus briefly summarized :—Area, 4437 square miles

;

towns and villages, 1536; number of houses, 112,521, of which 102,863

are occupied and 9658 unoccupied. Total population, 488,787,

namely, males 252,493, and females 236,294; average density of popula-

tion, no per square mile; towns and villages, *35 per square mile;

persons per town or village, 318; houses per square mile, 23*18;

inmates per occupied house, 4*75. Classified according to sex and age,
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there were 82,947 boys and 79,402 girls below 12 years of age
; males

above 12 years of age numbered 169,546, and females 156,892.

Classified according to religion, Hindus numbered 390,650, or 79*9 per

cent, of the District population; Muhammadans, 22,355, or 4*5 per

cent.; Kdbfrpanthfs, 3372; Jains, 1725; Sikhs, 4; Satndmfs, 9;
Parsis, 41; Jews, 5; Christians, 783; tribes still professing aboriginal

faiths, 69,840, or 14*3 per cent.
;
and 4

others,’ 3. The most numerous

of the aboriginal tribes, including both Hindus and non -Hindus,

are Gonds, 61,009 in 1881; Kdrkds, 28,458; Bhils, 6604; Savars,

894; Kols, 375; and Kaw£rs, 97. Among the Hindus, Brdhmans

in t88i numbered 31,585, and Rajputs, 54,645; the mass of the

Hindu population consisting of—Kurmfs, 20,992 ; Lodhfs, 7423

;

Kachhis, 8938; Ahfrs, 14,717 5
Balahfs, 24,345 ;

Baniyds, 5713; .Telfs,

9186; Giijars, 22,270; Chamirs, 17,647; and other inferior castes,

irhe Muhammadan population are divided according to sect into

Sunnis, 21,160; Shias, 571; WaMbfs, 32; and ‘others,
5

592. The
Christian population comprises 154 British born, 96 other Europeans,

63 Eurasians, 33 Indo-Portuguese, 337 natives, and 100 unspecified.

There are only four towns in Hoshangabad District with a popula-

tion exceeding 5000, viz. Hoshangabad, the District headquarters,

population (1881) 15,863; Harda, 11,203; Sohagpur, 7027; and

Seoni, 6998. Of the 1536 towns and villages comprising the District,

793 contain less than two hundred inhabitants, 501 from two to

five hundred, 184 from five hundred to a thousand, 45 from one to

two thousand, 6 from two to three thousand, 3 from three to five

thousand, and 4 upwards of five thousand inhabitants. The four

largest towns mentioned above, together with the smaller town of

Bab£i (population, 3818), are the only municipalities in Hoshangabad;

they have a total population within municipal limits of 44,919, or

nearly 10 per cent, of the District population. As regards occupation,

the male population are divided by the Census Report of 1881 into

the following six main classes:— Class (1) Professional, including

Government officials of every sort, and the learned professions, 6886

;

(2) domestic servants, inn and lodging-house keepers, 2698; (3) com-

mercial, including merchants, traders, carriers, etc., 5438 ; (4) agri-

cultural and pastoral class, including gardeners, 95,849 ; (5) industrial

class, including manufacturers and artisans, 34,610 ; (6) industrial and

non-productive, comprising general labourers, male children, and un-

specified, 107,012.

Agriculture.—Of the total area of 4437 square miles, only 2533
square miles are assessed for Government revenue. Of the assessed

area, 1330 square miles are returned as under cultivation, 680 square

miles as cultivable, and 523 square miles as uncultivable waste. Wheat

forms the staple crop of the District. The rich black soil of the valley
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throws up a rank abundance of weeds, which cannot be rooted up

before the dry season ; and consequently this soil is devoted almost

entirely to cereals. These are raised without manure or irrigation;

rotation of crops is not resorted to, nor is the land allowed to remain

fallow. Only garden crops and sugar-cane are manured and watered.

Since the American Civil War, cotton has been raised in increasing

quantities on the higher soils. The approximate area under the different

crops (including land twice cropped) is returned as follows :—Rice,

11,369 acres; wheat, 592,837; other food-grains, 268,902; oil-seeds,

58,216; sugar-cane, 649; cotton, 12,885; other fibres, 726; tobacco,

1344; vegetables, 2280; and miscellaneous, 5444 acres. The oxen

bred in Hoshangabdd are stout beasts, useful for heavy draught and

for ploughing the deep black soil, but much inferior in pace and activity

to the small Berdr bullocks. Sheep and goats come principally from

Bundelkhand. Agricultural stock (approximate)—cows, bullocks, antfc

buffaloes, 336,133; horses, 894; ponies, 7329; donkeys, 2822; sheep

and goats, 21,705 ;
pigs, 2176; carts, 21,678; ploughs, 31,959. The

Census of 1881 showed a total of 2635 proprietors. The tenants

numbered 94,478, of whom 15,641 had either absolute or occupancy

rights, while 25,819 were tenants-at-will or of unspecified status. The
remaining tenants consisted chiefly of assistants in home cultivation,

50,213, or of sub-tenants or cultivators holding land on a produce-

sharing tenure. Agricultural labourers, including field servants and

herdsmen, numbered 46,572. The total adult agriculturists numbered

144,278, or 29*52 per cent, of the District population, the average pro-

portion of cultivated and cultivable land being 10 acres for each adult

agriculturist. Total Government revenue, including cesses and local

rates levied on land, ^46,315, or an average of is. i^d. per cultivated

acre
;
total rental paid by the cultivators, ^133,073, or an average of

2s. nfd. per cultivated acre.

In this District, as throughout the Narbadd valley, some estates

have for generations belonged to petty chiefs, who have retained their

ancestral domains through all the changes of times and dynasties down
to the present day. Such are the R£jds of Fatehpur and Sobhdpur,

whose title dates back to the Gond princes of Mandli For many
generations, also, the petty hill chiefs in the Mahddeo Hills maintained

a semi-independence of the rulers of Deogarh and Ndgpur. But in

1818, when they raised their clans in support of Ap£ S£hib, they were

thoroughly subdued by the British troops. The English agents, how-
ever, continued the policy of maintaining these talukdars in their rights

;

and upon the recommendation of Sir R. Temple, late Chief Commis-
sioner, the Government formally confirmed them in this position—with

the exception of the zaminddr of Raikheri, whose lands were confiscated

in consequence of his share in the rebellion of 1858.
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The rent rates per acre for different crops were returned as follows

in 1882-83 :—Wheat, 3s. 3d,
;

rice, 3s. 7d .

;

inferior grain, is. 4fd.

;

cotton, 3s. iojd. ; sugar-cane, 7s. 8£& ; oil-seeds, is. 7|d.
; fibres,

is. 6fd. ; and tobacco, 5s. 4d. per acre. The average produce per

acre in lbs. was—wheat, 400; rice, 320; inferior grain, 440; cotton

(cleaned), 26; sugar (gtir), 490; oil-seeds, 240; fibres, 180; and
tobacco, 180 lbs. The ordinary prices of produce are as follow:

—

Wheat, 5s. 3d. a cwt.

;

cotton, 31s. a cwt.
;
refined sugar, ns. a cwt.

The wages per diem of skilled labour average is., of unskilled

labour, 6d.

Commerce and Trade.—There are no manufactures of any note, and

merely the ordinary handicrafts. The workers in brass have a local

reputation. The coarser fabrics worn by the peasantry are still

mainly supplied by the weavers of the District; although, since the

demand for cotton in 1863-64 raised the price of the raw material,

a large number of looms have ceased working. HoshangaMd does a

considerable export trade in agricultural produce, receiving in return

English piece-goods, spices, and cocoa-nuts from the west, salt from

Bombay, and sugar by way of Mfrz^pur from the east. Owing to the

opening of the railway, the trade of the District now tends to take

the direction of Bombay.

The length of made roads in Hoshang^bdd is returned at 498 miles.

The high-road to Bombay, which runs through the District from

east to west, is only aligned in parts, and only partially embanked or

drained. The line from HoshangaMd towards Betiil, which passes the

railway station at Itdrsi, is the best road in the District. That from

Hard! to Handia, the old high-road from the Deccan to Agra in the

days of the Mughals, is little better than a well-defined track
; while

the other roads in the District are merely fair-weather routes, of which

those from Seonf and Hard£ towards Betiil are perhaps the best.

The Great Indian Peninsula Railway intersects the whole District from

west to east, with stations at Bankherf, Alakheri, Piparia, Sohagpur,

Seom, Bdgrd, Rampur, Hdrsi, Dularia, Dharmkundi, Pagdhal,

Timarnf, Hard£, Bhiringi, Khirkian, and Harsud. It crosses the Tdwa

by a viaduct at the opening of the gorge through which the river issues

from the S^tpuras ; and a short tunnel carries it under a projection of

the hill close by. The Bhopal State Railway, which was opened for

traffic in May 1882, crosses the District from north to south from

Hoshangdbdd town to It£rsf, where it joins the Great Indian Penin-

sula Railway system. Total length of railway communication, 175

miles. Besides roads and railways, the Narbada, T&wa, Denwd, and

Ganjdl supply means of communication by water for 150 miles during

part of the year.

Administration.—In 1861, HoshangdMd was formed into a separate
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District of the British Government of the Central Provinces. It is

administered by a Deputy Commissioner, with Assistants and tahsilddrs.

Total revenue in 1876-77, .£69,842, of which the land revenue yielded

£42,8 r 3. Total cost of District officials and police of all kinds,

£14,733. By r882-83, the total revenue of the District had increased

to £85,991, and the land revenue to £44,712. Total cost of officials

and police of all kinds in 1882-83, £15,844. Number of civil and

revenue judges of all sorts within the District, 13; magistrates, 17.

Maximum distance from any village to the nearest court, 55 miles;

average distance, i4miles. Number ofpolice, 621 men, costing£7568

;

being 1 policeman to about every 8 square miles and to every 779
inhabitants. The daily average number of convicts in jail in the year

1882 was xi8, of whom 8 were females. The number of Government

or aided schools in the District under Government inspection in 1882

was 97, attended by 4495 pupils. This is exclusive of uninspected,

indigenous schools, for which no returns are available. The Census

Report of 1881 returned 5243 boys and 132 girls as under instruction,

besides 13,442 males and 281 females able to read and write, but

not under instruction. The District contained five municipalities in

1882—HoshangdMd, Seoni, Harda, Sohagpur, and Babaf, with a total

population of 44,9x9. Total municipal income, £7293, of which

£6217 was derived from octroi and other taxes; average incidence of

taxation, 2s. 9^d. per head.

Medical Aspects.—The District is generally free from violent alterna-

tions of temperature; hot winds are rare, and the nights during the

sultry weather and rains are always cool. The cold weather is seldom

severe. In 1882, the temperature in the shade at the civil station,

Hoshangdbid, was recorded as follows :— May, highest reading,

1 io-8° F., lowest 74°; July, highest reading 87-4% lowest 72°;

December, highest reading 84°, lowest 50°. The rainfall is exceed-

ingly variable, ranging between the limits of 40 and 60 inches in

the year, the average for the 25 years ending 1881 being 46 "28

inches. In 1882 it was 58*17 inches, or 11*89 inches above the

average. The winter rains, however, are very regular ; and, according

to a local tradition, there have been famines from too much rain, but

never from drought. Owing to its position as a long valley between

two great mountain ranges, HoshangaMd is subject to violent .atmo-

spheric influences ; and the harvest is seldom gathered without hail-

storms and thunder-showers. The prevailing diseases of the District

are fevers and bowel complaints. In 1882, six charitable dispensaries

afforded medical relief to 37,361 in-door and out-door patients. In

1882, the total registered deaths numbered 13,017, or 29*33 per

thousand of the population. During the five previous years, the

reported deaths per annum averaged 26*89 Per thousand. [For further
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information regarding Hoshangdbad, see the Settlement Report of Mr.

C. A. Elliott, the operations of which extended from April 1855 to

November 1857, and from July 1859 to March 1866 ;
also the Gazetteer

of the Central Provinces
,
by Charles Grant, Esq., C.S.I., pp. 206-217

(Nagpur, 1870); and the Annual Administration and Departmental

Reportsfor the Central Provinces from 1880 to 1883.]

Hoshang&Md.—North-eastern tahsil or Sub-division of Hoshang-

£b£d District, Central Provinces, lying between 21
0

41' and 22
0

59'

n. lat., and between 76° 38' and 78° 44' e. long. Area (1881),

890 square miles, with 1 town and 353 villages; number of houses,

31,742. Total population, 152,182, namely, males 78,769, and

females 73,413; average density per square mile, 171; number of

persons per village, 430; persons per house, 4*8. The total adult

agriculturists numbered 44,805, or 29*44 per cent, of the tahsil

population, the average area of cultivated and cultivable land being 9

acres per adult agriculturist. Of the total area of 890 square miles, 738
square miles are assessed for Government revenue. Of this assessed

area, 407 square miles are returned as cultivated, 194 square miles

as cultivable, and 137 square miles as uncultivable waste. Total

amount of Government assessment, including local cesses and rates

levied upon the land, ^15,041, or an average of is. ifd. per cultivated

acre
;
total rental, including cesses, etc. paid by the cultivators, ^40,229,

or an average of 2s. nfd. per cultivated acre. The tahsil contains

5 civil and 8 criminal courts, including the head-quarter courts of the

District; number of police stations, 3, with 7 outposts; strength of

regular police, 143 men.

Hoshang&Md.—Chief town and head-quarters station of Hoshang-

ab£d District, Central Provinces. Lat. 20° 45' 30" n., long. 77
0
46' e.

Situated on the south side of the Narbada (Nerbudda), on the road

from Bhopal to Betiil and Nagpur, and the high-road to Bombay,

though the greater part of the through traffic passes by a shorter route 5
miles to the south. The Great Indian Peninsula Railway lies 11 miles

off, the nearest station being Itdrsx on the Betdl road. Since 1882, the

Bhopal StateRailwayhas connected Hoshangabad townwith Itdrsf. Popu-

lation (1877) 11,613 ; (1881) 15,863, namely, males 8744, and females

7119. Hindus numbered 11,700; Muhammadans, 3551 ;
Kabfrpanthfs,

4; Christians, 279; Jains, 278; Jews, 2 ;
and non-Hindu aborigines, 49.

The supposed founder, Hoshang Shdh, the second of the Ghorf kings

of Mdlwi (referred by Prinsep to a.d. 1405), died and was buried in

the town, but his bones were subsequently removed to Mdndil.

Hoshangdbdd remained insignificant till the Bhopdl conquest, about

1720, when a massive stone fort was constructed, with its base on the

river, commanding the Bhopdl road. It sustained several sieges, and

passed alternately into the hands of the Bhopal and Ndgpur troops
(
see
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Hoshangabad District). The materials have since been mostly

removed' piecemeal In 1817, General Adams occupied the town, and

threw up some earthworks outside it. From 18x8, Hoshangdbid has

been the residence of the chief British official in charge of the District,

and lately it has been made the head-quarters of the Narbadd Division.

A church has been built. The town contains a main and a branch

dispensary, and school-houses and jail. It forms the chief seat of the

English piece-goods trade in the District, and does a brisk business in

cotton, grain, etc., by means of bills of exchange. A good bdzdr, with

some petty shops, at which European articles are sold. The wing of a

Native Infantry regiment is stationed here. The municipal income of

the town in 1882 amounted to ^2415, of which ^1939 was derived

from octroi and other taxes; average incidence of taxation, is. 5$d.

per head.

Hoshi&rpur.— District in the Lieutenant - Governorship of the

Punjab, lying between 30° 58' and 32
0

5' N. lat., and between 75° 31'

and 76° 41' E. long. Hoshidrpur forms the central District of the

Jalandhar (Jullundur) Division. It stands twenty-second in order

of area and fourth in order of population among the thirty-two Districts

of the Punjab, comprising 2 ‘04 per cent, of the total area and 479 per

cent of the total population of the British Districts. It is bounded on

the north-east by the District of Kdngra and the Native State of

Bildspur; on the north-west by the river Beas (Bids), separating it from

Gurddspur District ; on the south-west by Jalandhar (Jullundur) District

and Kapurthdla State ; and on the south by the river Sutlej (Satlaj) and

Ambdla (Umballa) District. Area, 2180 square miles. Population

(1881) 901,381 souls. The administrative head-quarters are at the

town of Hoshiarpur.

Physical Aspects.—The District of Hoshidrpur falls into two nearly

equal portions of hill and plain country. Its eastern face consists of

the westward slope of the Kdngra mountains, a range of the outer

Himdlayan system. Parallel with that great ridge, a line of lower

heights, which orographically may be regarded as a continuation of the

Siwdlik chain in Ndhan and the Gangetic Dodb, traverses the District

from north-west to south-east; while between the two chains lies a

valley of uneven width, known as the Jaswdn Diin. The external or

Siwdlik range, which composes the backbone of the District, belongs

geologically to the tertiary system, being mainly formed of sand here

and there hardened into stone and conglomerate ; while orographically

it may be regarded as a continuation of the Siwdlik chain in Ndhan and

the Gangetic Dodb. It consists in its southern portion of sandy hillocks,

opening out into undulating plateaux, which rarely permit of cultivation.

Northward, the table-lands split up into broken spurs, still perfectly

barren, or interspersed with patches of forest As the range subsides
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near its northern extremity towards the Beas (Bids), the sandy levels

pass into a stony but cultivable soil Towards the middle of its length,

but nearer the Sutlej, the range spreads into a broad stretch of uplands,

well cultivated, called Bet Mdnaswdl, consisting of 22 villages, the

holding of an ancient house of Dodh Rdjputs, the Binds of Manaswdl.

A considerable portion of the tract is still held in jagir by the repre-

sentative of the line.

East of this long Siwalik ridge, the open valley of the Jaswdn
Diin corresponds to the Khidrda Diin of Ndhan and the Dehra
Drin of the Gangetic uplands. Its upper portion is traversed by
the Soan torrent; while the Sutlej (Satlaj) sweeps into its lower end

by a break in the hills a few miles south of Una, and flows in a

southerly direction till it turns the flank of the Siwalik range, and

debouches westward upon the plains. The Himdlayan shoulders

which shut in the Jaswdn Ddn to the east are the Chintpurni range,

and the ranges of Kdngra District and Bildspur State.

Westward from the foot of theSiwdlik hills stretches the plain portion

of the District. It consists throughout of alluvial formation, with a

gentle westerly slope, produced by the deposit of silt from the mountain

torrents in the submontane tract. Near the hills, sand covers a great

part of the face of the country; but in the lower slopes a rich soil

occurs, fertilized by the fresh loam and by the general moisture of the

climate. The Beas (Bias), on the extreme north-west, has a fringe of

lowland
(khddar\ exposed to moderate but not excessive inundations,

and considered as fertile as any similar tract along the river bank.

Here large areas produce two crops a year—wheat in the spring, and

Indian com in the autumn
;
while sugar-cane and tobacco flourish on

the rich soil of mingled sand and loam.

Of the two great boundary rivers of the District, the Sutlfj on

passing through the Bildspur hills strikes the Siwdlik range and turns

southwards, running between steep banks, but having a narrow fringe

of highly-cultivated soil on either side. After passing the extremity of

the Siwdlik hills, it turns sharply westward, and for about 16 miles forms

the boundary between Hoshidrpur and Ambdla. The river-bed is

sandy with occasional rapids caused by boulders in the upper part of

its course. Lower down it becomes navigable, and is crossed by seven

ferries.

The Beas, when it meets the Siwdlik range after issuing from the

Himdlayas, curves northward, forming for some distance the north

boundary of the District; then, sweeping round the base of the

hills, it flows almost south, forming the western boundary of the

District, separating it from Gurddspur. It is fringed throughout by a

fertile strip of alluvial soil, similar to that of the Sutlej. The channel

is broad and ill-defined, full of islands, and expanding into wide pools.
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The depth of the main stream is about 5 feet in the dry season, swelling

to 15 in the rains. In the cold weather, the river is fordable in many

places, but the fords are dangerous on account of quicksands. The

river is not bridged in this part of its course, but is crossed by eight

ferries. Between the town of Dasuha and the Beas is a long tract of

marsh land known as chamb
,
of an average breadth of i^- mile, running

parallel with the course of the Beas for several miles, and probably

marking an ancient bed of the river. The best rice is grown in this

bog, but it is only of late years that any part of it has been brought

under cultivation, and parts of it are even now unreclaimed, the water

being so inexhaustible that the soil affords no footing. Parts of the

marsh afford excellent grazing ground for cattle, a great drawback, how-

ever, to its utilization in this respect being the enormous number of

leeches which are found in the grass as well as in the water.

There are no Government canals in the District, but an old cut con-

structed in the early part of last century passes through the northern

corner, and irrigates portions of 70 villages. At the time of annexation

this canal had become almost choked by accumulations of silt, and had

fallen into disuse. Its subsequent clearance was effected by the volun-

tary efforts of the villagers, in whom the entire control of the canal is

now vested. The expenses of maintenance and repairs are defrayed by

a rate levied by a committee of villagers.

There are six demarcated Government forest reserves in the District,

called Panj£l, Lohara, Bindraban, Karampur, Darni, and Gagriwal, aggre-

gating 148 square miles. The two first named, situated in the Chintpumi

range, principally consist of chil (Pinus longifolia) ; and the third and

fourth, occupying the extreme northern spurs of the Siw^lik hills, are

composed entirely of bamboo. Groves of fine mango trees are common,
especially towards the Beas. Gold is found in insignificant quantities

in the bed of the SoMn stream. Limestone is quarried at Bahrdmpur,

near Garhshankar. Saltpetre, obtained from saline earth, is manu-

factured in many parts. The wild animals of the District include

leopards, hyaenas, wolves, antelopes, deer, etc. Feathered game is

plentiful.

History.— Before the advent of the Muhammadans, the country

around Hoshi&pur formed part of the Katoch kingdom of Jalandhar
(Jullundur). When that ancient Rajput State broke up into minor

principalities, the present District was partially divided between the

R1j&s of Jaswan and Ditarpur, both of Katoch descent. The origin of

the former kingdom dates back beyond the dawn of the historic period;

but the foundation of Ditdrpur took place as recently as the 16th

century. At that time, according to tradition, the Katoch princes of

Kdngra treacherously occupied the submontane country of Hoshidrpur,

and fixed their capital at Ditdrpur. The native Rdjds of the two petty
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States, Jaswdn and Ditdrpur, retained undisturbed possession of their

territories until a.d. 1759, when the rising Sikh chieftains, who had
already established themselves in the lowlands, commenced a series of

encroachments upon the hill tracts. The Jaswin R£ji early lost a
portion of his dominions; and when Ranjit Singh concentrated the

whole Sikh power under his own government, both the petty Katoch
chiefs were compelled to acknowledge the supremacy of Lahore. At
last, in 1815, the aggressive Mahdrija forced the ruler of Jaswan to

resign his territories in exchange for an estaite held on feudal tenure

{jdgir) ;
while three years later his neighbour of Ditarpur met with

similar treatment. Meanwhile, the lowland portion of the District had
also passed into the hands of Sikh adventurers, who ultimately fell, like

their brethren, before the absorbing power of Ranjit Singh. By the

close of the year 1818, the whole country from the Sutlej to the Beas

had come under the Government of Lahore. A small portion of the

District was administered by deputies of the Sikh governors at Jalan-

dhar; but in the hills and the Jasw£n Dun, Ranjit Singh assigned most

of his conquests to feudal rulers (jdgirddrs), amongst whom were the

deposed R£jas of Ditdrpur and Jaswan, the Sodhis of Anandpur, and
the Sikh priest, Bedi Bikrama Singh, whose head-quarters were fixed at

Una. Below the Siwdlik hills, Sher Singh (afterwards Matar^ja) held

H^jipur and Mukeridn, with a large tract of country; while other

great tributaries received assignments elsewhere in .the lowland region.

Shaikh Sandhe Khin (now an honorary magistrate at Lahore) had

charge of Hoshiarpur at the date of the British annexation, as deputy

of the Jalandhar governor.

After the close of the first Sikh war in 1846, the whole tongue of

land between the Sutlej and the Beas, together with the hills now
constituting Kdngra District, passed into the hands of our Govern-

ment. The deposed R£j£s of Ditdrpur and Jaswan received cash

pensions from the new rulers, in addition to the estates granted by

Ranjit Singh; but they expressed bitter disappointment that they

were not restored to their former sovereign positions. The whole

of Bedi Bikrama Singh’s grant was resumed, and a pension was

offered for his maintenance, but indignantly refused
;
while part of the

Sodhi estates were also taken back. Accordingly, the outbreak of

the Milltdn (Mooltan) war and the revolt of Chattar Singh, in 1848,

found the disaffected chieftains ready for rebellion, and gave them

an opportunity for rising against the British power. In connection

with the Kdngra R£jas, they organized a revolt, which, however, was

soon put down without serious difficulty. The two Rdjds and the other

ringleaders fell into our hands, and their estates were confiscated.

R£j£ Jagat Singh of Ditarpur lived for about 30 years at Benares on a

pension from the British Government Umed Singh of Jaswdn received
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a similar allowance ;
and his grandson, Rin Singh, was permitted to

reside at Jammu (Jummoo), in receipt of his pension; while on the

assumption by Her Majesty of the imperial title in January 1877, the

jdglr confiscated in 1848 was restored to Tikka Ragnith Singh, great-

grandson of the rebel Raji Umed Singh, and son-in-law of the Mahirija

of Kashmir. Bedi Bikrama Singh followed Chattar Singh at Guzerat,

but surrendered at the close of the war, and obtained leave to reside

at Amritsar. His son, Sujan Singh, also receives a Government

pension, and has been created an honorary magistrate. Numerous
other local chieftains still retain estates in the District, the most notice-

able being the Rdnis of Manaswil and the Riis of Bibhor. The
sacred family of the Sodhis, lineal descendants of Rim Das, the fourth

Sikh Guru, enjoy considerable pensions.

Population .—The Census of 1868, taken on an area corresponding to

the present District, and allowing for subsequent changes and transfers,

disclosed a total population of 937,699 persons, distributed among 2184

villages or townships, and inhabiting 208,050 houses. The last Census,

in 188 1, returned the population of Hoshiirpur at 901,381, showing a

decrease of 36,318, or 3*87 per cent, in the thirteen years. These

901,381 persons were spread over an area of 2180 square miles, residing

in 2093 villages or towns, and inhabiting 156,096 houses. Males

numbered 481,526, and females 419,855 ;
proportion of males, 53*30 per

cent. Persons per square mile, 4x3
;
villages per square mile, *96 ; houses

per square mile, 93; persons per village, 431; persons per house,

5*77. As regards religious distinctions, Hindus numbered 550,185, or

61*04 per cent; Muhammadans, 290,193, or 32*20 per cent.; Sikhs,

59,784, or 6*63 per cent.; Jains, 1119, or *13 per cent.; Pirsls, 2;

Christians and * others/ 98. The ethnical division shows the following

results :—-Among the Hindus and Sikhs, Brahmans numbered 77,412 ;

Rajputs, 55,180 j Kshattriyas, 19,750; Baniyis, 1591; Jits, 115,748;
Gijars, 23,41 1 : among the Muhammadans, there were—Sayyids, 4060

;

Mughals, 1400; Pathins, 7514; Shaikhs, 6833; Rijputs, 46,183; Jits,

29,980; and Gijars, 44,889.

The Jits form the most numerous tribe in the District, They
abound in the plains, both Muhammadans and Hindus, and are ex-

cellent cultivators. The Rijputs, as cultivators, are inferior to the

Jits, generally letting out their small farms to tenants, and living on
a bare pittance of rent. The Siwilik chain makes a line of demarca-

tion between the two great creeds; the Rajputs of the hills and

the Jaswin Din retain the faith of their ancestors, those of the

plain have generally adopted Islam. The Brihmans engage for the

most part in agriculture or trade, but some are extensive landholders.

The Gtfjars, both Muhammadans and Hindus, are principally found
in the hills or in the lowlands of the Beas and Sutlej. They are
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indifferent cultivators, but devote their attention to grazing. The
Pathans include many important families, and own several villages,

but they do not excel as cultivators.

The 2093 villages or towns are thus classified in the Census
Report—less than two hundred inhabitants, 791 ; from two to five

hundred, 751; from five hundred to a thousand, 375; from one to

two thousand, 142; from two to three thousand, 20; from three to

five thousand, 7 ; from five to ten thousand, 6 ; from twenty to fifty

thousand, 1. The District contained 9 municipalities in 1881, namely,

Hoshiarpur (population, 21,363), Urmar Tanda (7120), Mukerian
(4x16), Dasuya (6248), Anandpur (5878), Hariana (6472), Garhdi-
wala (3438), Una (4389), and Miani (6499). The Census of 1881

also returns the population of Garhshankar at 5275.

As regards occupation, the Census Report classified the adult male

population as follows:—Class(i) professional, 12,451 ; Class (2) domestic,

1 1,278 ;
Class (3) commercial, 6007 ;

Class (4) agricultural and pastoral,

171,559; Class (5) manufacturing and industrial, 80,725; Class (6)

indefinite and non-productive, 17,413 ;
Class (7) unspecified, 1375*

Agriculture.—The cultivated area in 1880 amounted to 782,983

acres, out of a total assessed area of 1,395,061 acres. The plain portion

of the District differs little in its agricultural capabilities from the neigh-

bouring lowlands of Jalandhar (Jullundur), the only peculiarity being

that rice is more largely grown in Hoshi&rpur, owing to the abundance

of marshy flats along the banks of the Beas (Bids) and in the beds of

the Siwdlik torrents. The other staple food-grains comprise wheat,

barley, gram, and maize. Millet (jodr) is chiefly grown for fodder,

being cut while green. Sugar-cane is produced as a commercial crop,

in quantities sufficient for exportation
; but the cotton grown does not

exceed the local demand. Fibres and indigo form unimportant items

of the harvest ; tobacco is raised for the supply of the hill tract. The
estimated area under the principal crops in 1880-81 was returned as

follows:—Wheat, 331,756 acres; rice, 32,772; jodr
) 38,922; frdjra,

14,189; Indian corn, 100,517; barley, 31,652; gram, 31,981; moth,

29,262; mash
, 17,628; masfir, 14,204; tobacco, 4451; oil-seeds,

20,837; cotton, 20,622; hemp, 6732; safflower, 9559; indigo, 333;
sugar-cane, 35,637; and vegetables, 2421 acres. The state of agri-

cultural knowledge is very backward. The implements are of the

simplest description : manure is employed only in the immediate vicinity

of towns and villages, the ground is often overworked, and the cattle

are of the poorest sort. Only 20,548 acres are returned as under

irrigation, chiefly from an old canal in the northern corner. Neverthe-

less, improvements make slow but steady progress, the use of manure

becoming more frequent, and the area under the superior crops in-

creasing from year to year. In the hill portion of the District, most
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of the land still remains the property of joint shareholders; but in

the plains the communal tenure has generally given way to several

ownership. More than half the tenants possess rights of occupancy.

The agricultural stock in the District was approximately estimated as

follows in 1879 Cows and bullocks, 334,099 ;
horses, 4336; ponies,

3534; donkeys, 6256; sheep and goats, 108,953; pigs, 100; camels,

530; ploughs, 112,835. Rates of rent vary with the crops which the

soil is fitted to produce. Rice lands bring in from 4s. ofd. to £2,
is. 9d. per acre; wheat lands from 8£d. (worst dry soil) to £2, 17s.

(best irrigated); sugar-cane and tobacco lands rise as high as £5, 14s.

Cash wages are almost unknown, except in the immediate vicinity of

the towns
;
and they seldom exceed 3d. per diem for unskilled, or 9d,

for skilled labour. In villages, labourers receive payment in kind,

—

during harvest, a sheaf of corn daily in addition to their food
;
at other

seasons, their food alone. Prices of agricultural produce ruled as

follows in January 1881 :—Wheat, 17J sers per rupee, or 6s. 4d. per

cwt.'; flour, 15! sers per rupee, or 7s. 3d. per cwt.
;
barley, 24 sers per

rupee, or 4s. 8d. per cwt.
;
Indian corn, 24 sers per rupee, or 4s. 8d.

per cwt.; jodr, 22 sers per rupee, or 5s. id. per cwt.; bdjra,
,
18 sers

per rupee, or 6s. 3d. per cwt.
;
rice (best), 6 sers per rupee, or 18s. 8d.

per cwt.
;
cotton (cleaned) and sugar (refined), 2\ sers per rupee, or

£2, 4s. 9d. per cwt.

Commerce and Trade, etc.—The trade of Hoshiirpur is chiefly con-

fined to its raw materials, including grain, sugar, hemp, safflower, fibres,

tobacco, indigo, cotton, and lac. Of these, sugar forms by far the most

important commercial item. The cane grows in various portions of the

plains, and the sugar is refined in the larger towns, and exported to all

parts of the Punjab, and especially to Amritsar. The grain produced

scarcely exceeds the local demand, and the surplus is not exported at

once, but hoarded up against the occurrence of famine in less favoured

Districts, when it is sent to the most favourable market. The manu-

factures comprise scarves {lungis) and all kinds of native cotton fabrics,

shoes, rope, and blankets. The cotton goods trade is of some import-

ance, amounting in one suburb of Hoshiarpur (Khanpur) to the value

of from ^40,000 to ^60,000 per annum. There is also a trade in

lacquered (wooden) ware, and articles ornamented with inlaid ivory.

Woollen carpets are manufactured in a School of Industry. A great

religious fair at Anandpur, the head-quarters of the Nihang sect of

Sikhs, attracts an enormous concourse of people. The Mukeriin fair

draws together about 40,000 visitors; and the three at Chintpurni,

15,000, 50,000, and 55,000 respectively. The District contains no

railway or telegraph. The Jalandhar and K&ngra road, which crosses

the Siwdliks and the Jaswin Ddn, forms the chief route ; and fair roads

connect Hoshiirpur and other centres with the neighbouring towns.
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In 1880, there were 16 miles of metalled and 697 miles of unmetalled

roads. Water communication is afforded by 60 miles of navigable

rivers. The only printing establishment in the District is a lithographic

press at the head-quarters town.

Administration,.—In 1851-52, the total imperial revenue amounted

to ^125,546. By 1880-81, it had risen to ^158,366 ;
of which sum

the land-tax contributed 25,019, or slightly less than five-sixths.

The only other item of importance is that of stamps. In addition to

this amount, a local revenue is raised for expenditure on works of

public utility within the District. The incidence of the land revenue

per acre is higher in Hoshi^rpur than in any other Punjab District,

except Jalandhar (Jullundur). During 1880-81, 20 civil and revenue

judges and 15 magistrates exercised jurisdiction in the District. The
regular or imperial police force in 1881 consisted of a total force of

398 officers and men, of whom 302 were available for protective and
detective purposes, the remainder being employed as guards over jails,

treasuries, and as escorts, etc. A municipal and ferry police force of

100 men is also maintained. In 1881, the police investigated 803
1 cognisable 7

cases, of which convictions were obtained in 299. In these

cases, 658 persons were placed upon trial, of whom 416 were finally

convicted. The village watchmen (chaukiddrs

)

numbered 1680 men.
The District jail at Hoshi£rpur received 724 prisoners in 1881 ;

daily

average, 33*0.

State education was carried on in 1881 by means of 97 schools, having

a joint roll of 5081 pupils. This is independent of unaided and

indigenous village schools; and the Census Report of 1881 returned

8112 boys and 65 girls as under instruction, besides 25,009 males and

166 females able to read and write but not under instruction. The
girls

7 school in connection with the Hoshiirpur Mission had 5 7 pupils

on the roll in July 1883. For fiscal and administrative purposes, the

District is divided into 4 tahstls
,
comprising 2093 villages. The

revenue of the 9 municipalities in 1880-81 amounted to ^5145, or

is. 7fd. per head of the population.

Medical Aspects.—The District, owing to its proximity to the hills,

possesses a comparatively cool and humid climate ;
but no record of

temperature exists. The annual rainfall for a period of 22 years ending

*1881 was 35*83 inches. Malarious fever prevails in an endemic form,

and cholera occasionally appears as an epidemic. Bowel complaints

also cause much mortality. The total number of deaths recorded in

1881 amounted to 27,694, or 30 per thousand of the population. There

are charitable dispensaries at Hoshidrpur, Dastfya, Una, Garhshankar,

Anandpur, and Tanda, which in 1881 afforded medical relief to

51,354 persons, of whom 1027 were in-door patients. [For further

information regarding Hoshiarpur, see the Settlement Report of 1882 by
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Mr. C. A. Roe. Also the District Gazetteer
9
published by the Punjab

Government ;
the Punjab Census Report for 1881 ; and the Administra-

tion and Departmental Reports of the Province from 1880 to 1883.]

Hoshiarpur.—Central tahsil of Hoshidrpur District, Punjab, con-

sisting chiefly of a fertile and well-watered plain; lying between 31
0
15'

30" and 31
0
40' n. lat., and between 75

0
47' 30" and 76" 12' e. long.

Area, 478 square miles; number of villages, 504. Population (1868)

250,936; (1881) 239,486, namely, males 127,101, and females 112,385,

showing a decrease of 10,450, or 4*16 per cent., during the thirteen

years ending 1881. Classified according to religion, there were in

1881:—Hindus, 117,831; Muhammadans, 104,941; Sikhs, 16,199;

and ‘others,’ 515. Average density of population, 501 per square

mile. Total revenue of the tahsil (1883), ^33,452. The adminis-

trative staff consists of 1 Deputy Commissioner, 1 Judicial Assistant,

3 Assistant and extra-Assistant Commissioners, 1 tahsilddr
,
and 3

munsifs. These officers preside over 9 civil and revenue and 6 criminal

courts. Number of police circles
(
thdnds\ 3 ;

strength of regular

police, hi men, besides 435 village watchmen
(
chaukiddrs).

Hoshidrpur.— Chief town and administrative head- quarters of

Hoshidrpur District, Punjab. Lat. 31
0
32' 13" n., long. 75

0
57' 17" e.

Situated on the bank of a broad sandy bed of a torrent, about 5 miles

from the foot of the Siwdlik Hills. Population (1868) 20,868; (1881)

21,363, namely, 9968 Hindus, 10,641 Muhammadans, 290 Sikhs, 405

Jains, and 59 ‘others.’ Founded, according to tradition, about the

early part of the 14th century. Occupied during the Sikh period by

the chiefs of the Faizalpuria confederacy, from whom it was taken by

Ranjft Singh in 1809. The Mah&raja and his successors maintained

a considerable cantonment 1 mile south-east of the town, and the

British Government continued to keep it up for several years after

the annexation. The cantonments were abandoned after the mutiny,

and all that now remains are a few ruined houses, a cemetery, and a

roofless church. Floods from the neighbouring torrent frequently

threaten the town, although the stream now sets towards the station

with less vehemence than previously. A large embankment or bandh

to protect the town was constructed in 1853, but was carried away by

the rains of 1854 and the masonry piers were engulfed in the sand. The
smaller streets consist chiefly of narrow culs-de-sac

,
but several broad

thoroughfares traverse the town. The civil station, situated about a

mile from the native town, contains the District court-house and

treasury, tahsil and police offices, dispensary, staging bungalow, and

sardu Both station and town are plentifully wooded, and enjoy a

good sanitary reputation. Trade in grain, sugar, and tobacco. Manu-

facture of country doth, inlaid wood-work, shoes, brass and copper

vessels, and lac. Imitation Persian carpets are also made at the
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Industrial School. Municipal revenue in 1882-83, chiefly from octroi,

£2911 >
average incidence of taxation, 2s. iofd. per head.

Hoskot.—Taluk in the east of Bangalore District, Mysore State.

Area, 401 square miles. In 1872, the population was 69,885, and

the land revenue, ^8783. Population (1881) 54,574, namely, 2915
Muhammadans, 51,538 Hindus, and 12 1 Christians; land revenue

(1883), exclusive of water rates, ^12,760. Mostly an open country.

The tdluk contains 1 criminal court
; number of police stations (thdnds),

8 ; regular police, 63 men
;
village watch (chaukiddrs\ 142.

Hoskot (.Hosa-Kot,

4 New Fort 5

).—Town in Bangalore District,

Mysore State, and head-quarters of Hoskot tdluk; situated on the left

bank of the South Pinakini river, 18 miles north-east of Bangalore city,

on the Bangalore-Kolar road. Lat. 13
0
4' 50" n., long. 77

0
49' 40" E.

Population (t88i) 4377. Founded about 1595 by a local chieftain,

attracted by the fertility of the soil and the advantages of irrigation.

A tank with an embankment 2 miles long forms, when full, a sheet

of water 10 miles in circumference. Two religious gatherings are

held in the year, each attended by about 5000 persons. Hoskot was

annexed to Mysore by Haidar Alf in 1761.

Hospet (
c New Town 5

).—Town in Bellary District, Madras Presi-

dency; situated in lat. 15
0

15' 40" n., and long. 7
6° 26' e., about 39

miles north-west of Bellary city. Population (1871) 10,005; (1881)

10,219. Hindus numbered 8868; Muhammadans, 1231; Christians,

60; and ‘ others, 5
60. Number of houses, 2311. A kasbd town with

a tah$ildar's and sub-magistrate's court, bungalows, school, dispensary,

and 2 fine temples. The old fort has been levelled. Hospet is the

head-quarters of the head-Assistant Collector of the newly-constituted

District of Bellary, and a station on the Marmagoa-Hubli and Bellary

Railway now (1882) under construction. It will, on the completion

of the line, form the point of departure for visitors to the ruins of

Vijayanagar, which are but a few miles distant. A considerable portion

of the inhabitants are weavers.

Hossangadi.—Ghdt or pass in Coimbatore District, Madras Presi-

dency.

—

See Hosangadi.

Hosur (Oosoor).— Taluk in Salem District, Madras Presidency.

Lat. 12
0

2 N., long. 77
0

30' e. Known as ‘the Bdteghdt 5

or tdluk

above the ghdts; 50 miles long and 43 broad. Area, 1216 square

miles. Population (1871) 193,037, of whom 185,072 were Hindus

of the Vaishnava and Sivaite sects; Muhammadans, 6703, mostly

Sunnis; Christians, 1261, nearly all Roman Catholics. Number of

houses (1871), 44,750; number of villages, 942. The corresponding

figures for 1881 are as follows :—Population, 131,770, of whom 124,915

were Hindus; Muhammadans, 5899; Christians, 939; ‘others,
5

17.

Number of houses, 25,822; number of villages, 731. Principal villages
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—Hosrfr, Denkanikota, Mattakeri, Thalli, Bagalur, Udenapach. The
north-western portion of the t&luk is plain and undulating; in the

east is a series of rocky hills
;
the south-east affords some picturesque

scenery, the village of Jaulikeri particularly attracting the eye. Geologi-

cally the formation is gneissic; iron is obtained at Vepanapalli; and the

presence of gold is suspected. The climate generally is malarious;

average rainfall (1878), 31 inches
;
highest temperature in May, 8i° F.

The population are miserably poor, especially since the great famine of

1876-78. A little weaving is carried on; and there is some trade

in grain and oil-seeds. Area under cultivation (1882-83), 215,751

acres; land revenue, ^16,070. Coffee and tea have been grown,

but the cultivation has not succeeded. Sandal-wood, ebony, satin,

rosewood, and teak timber abound. The t&luk contains 187 miles of

road; 45 miles were constructed during the famine of 1876-78.

There are within the t&luk 3 criminal courts and 12 police stations;

regular police, 1 14 men.

Hosur. — Village in Kotar District, Mysore State. Population

(1872) 5751; (1881) 2061. Weekly fair held on Saturday, attended

by 300 persons.

Hosur (
Oosoor).— Town in Hosdr taluk

,,
Salem District, Madras

Presidency. Population (1881) 5869, namely, 5170 Hindus, 655

Muhammadans, and 44 Christians. The head-quarters of a sub-

Collector; tahsilddr's and munsifs courts; police station; Anglo-ver-

nacular and girls
7

school. Four miles to the south is Mattakeri, a

remount depot from which all the cavalry and artillery in the Madras

Presidency are supplied.

Hoti-Mard&n.— Cantonment in Peshdwar District, Punjab, and

head-quarters of the Yusafzdi Sub-division ;
situated in lat. 34

0
1
1'

15" n., and long. 72
0
6' e., on the right bank of the Kalpdnf river, 16

miles north of Naushahra (Nowshera), and 33 miles north-east of

Peshdwar city. Derives its name from the two villages of Marddn and

Hoti, which occupy the banks of the Kalpdnf immediately below the

cantonment. Contains the lines of the Corps of Guides, whose head-

quarters are permanently stationed here. Small fort, occupied by

the corps. Population (1881) 2766, namely, 2323 in cantonments,

and 443 in the civil lines. Muhammadans numbered 1616; Hindus,

829 ;
Sikhs, 295 ; and fi others,

7
26. The civil lines lie a little south on

the Naushahra road, and contain the sessions house, tahsili police

station, post and telegraph offices, Government charitable dispensary,

and other public offices. An Assistant Commissioner, deputed from

Peshdwar, resides at Hoti-Marddn, in charge of Yusafzdi. The ravine

of the Kalpdnl is very deep opposite the station, and the stream

formerly had a tendency to encroach on the cantonment, but this has

now been checked by means of willows planted along its banks.
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Houng-tharaw.—River and township in Amherst District, British

Burma.

—

See Haung-tharaw.

Howrah (Haura).— Sub-district of Hugh District, Bardwdn
Division, Bengal, with independent magisterial jurisdiction, lying

between 22° 13' 15" and 22
0
47' n. lat., and between 87° 47' and 88°

24' 15" e. long. The magisterial District of Howrah was created in

1841, when the following five police circles
(thdnds) were withdrawn

from the magisterial jurisdiction of Hdglf, and incorporated into the

magistracy of Howrah—viz. Rdjdpur (now called Jagat-ballabhpur),

Ampt£, Kotra (now called Sydmpur), Bdghndn, and Ulubdrid, to which
was subsequently added the police circle of Dum-jor. The Howrah
Sub-district, thus constituted, forms a triangular tract in the south of
Hiiglf. It is bounded on the north by the Bdlf KM1 and by the

southern limit of the Hugh District ; on the east by the river Hiiglf

;

on the north by the Hiiglf and Riipn£r£yan rivers ; and on the west

by the Riipndrdyan. The northern boundary separating Howrah
from Hiiglf District is an artificial line running in a westerly direc-

tion from the mouth of the Bill khdl, passing north of the village of
Bill on the Hiiglf, to the Dimodar river; thence about 8 miles up
that river, and thence again west to the Riipnarayan. On the west
and south the Riipnardyan forms the boundary, with the exception

of a small portion of Mandalghit pargand, which extends on both sides

of the river.

Physical Aspects.—Howrah District is intersected from north to south

by the Dimodar river, which falls into the Hiiglf opposite Falta Point.

Its chief tributary is the Kina Dimodar, which has its source nwr
Tarakeswar in Hiiglf District, and runs a short distance through the

north of Howrah till it falls into the Dimodar at Ampta. Many
small streams and watercourses intersect the District, the principal

being the Saraswati, which takes its rise from the Hiiglf near Tribeni,

and flows southwards through Howrah District till it falls into the

Hiiglf at the village of Sankrel a few miles beyond the Botanical

Gardens, where the river takes a sudden sweep to the south. The
southern and south-western portion of the District is on a much
lower level than the country to the north and east, and in this tract

cultivation is only rendered possible by a network of Government
and private embankments, which have to be maintained at a consider-

able annual expense. The Ulubari£ and Midnapur High Level Czn&\

for both navigation and irrigation crosses the District from east to

west, and affords direct water communication between Calcutta and
Midnapur town

;
a regular steam service is maintained between the

two places. Extensive schemes of land reclamation by the drainage

of the numerous jhils and marshes with which the District is studded

have been under the consideration of Government for several years,
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and are now in course of execution. The principal swamps are

the Rajapur jhtl, the Bara Jate, the Jonai ]i\i, the Panchla, and the

Nalud Jila. For draining these, three independent schemes were

proposed One of them, known as the Howrah scheme, embracing

the tract between the Ball khdl on the north, and the Government

Botanical Gardens to the south of Howrah town, is now being

carried out at an estimated cost of ^5 0,000. The estimate and

plans for the Rajapur scheme, involving an expense of upwards of

;£i 20,000, have been sanctioned by Government, but the work has not

yet (February 1885) been commenced. The Ampta scheme, involving

an expenditure of about ^35,000, has not yet been finally sanctioned.

The three schemes embrace a total area to be drained of about

270 square miles, and have been undertaken under the provisions of

Act vi. (B.C.). The drainage operations in Howrah District are

interesting examples of large reclamation works beyond the means of

the cultivators, or of individual landholders, which are only practicable

for a combination of landed proprietors or capitalists, acting under the

protection of the Act.

Population,— Howrah, with its two Sub-divisions, Howrah and

UluMria, contains an area of 476 square miles, and is by far the

smallest District in the Lieutenant-Governorship of Bengal. It derives

its whole importance from the existence within its limits of the great

metropolitan suburb of Howrah, and in revenue matters it still

continues a portion of Hfigli District. Howrah District contains i486

villages besides Howrah town, with a total of 125,297 houses, of which

113,644 are occupied and 11,653 unoccupied. Total population (1881)

635,38!, namely, males 316,479, and females 318,902. Average

density of population, 1334 per square mile, or, excluding Howrah
town, 1130 per square mile; average number of persons per village,

427; houses per square mile, 263, or, exclusive of Howrah town,

196; persons per occupied house, 5*6. Hindus numbered 500,870,

or 78*8 per cent, of the population; Muhammadans, 132,118;

Christians, 2051; Buddhists, 37; Brahmos, 6; Jains, 3; Jews, 13;
Pdrsl, 1 ;

and Santdls and other non-Hindu aboriginal tribes, 282.

Among the higher Hindu castes, Brahmans numbered 39,141; Rdj-

puts, 1039; Kdyasths, 15,849. Baniy^s or traders were returned at

7107. The other castes numbering over 5000 are — Kaibartt£,

the most numerous caste in the District, cultivators, fishermen, and

labourers, 155,653; Bdgdi, 54,9431 Godld, 17,3^; Tior, 15,623;

Tdntl, 14,250; Pod, 14,138; Sadgop, 12,692; Tell, 11,998; Ndpit,

11,460; Dhobi, 9324; Chandal, 9282; Jaliyd, 6467; Chamdr, 58r5;

and Kumbhar, 5712. Caste-rejecting Hindus were returned at 15,337,

of whom 15,284 were Vaishnavs. The Muhammadan population

sire thus divided according to sect— Sunnis, 128,405; Shids, 2671;
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and unspecified, 1042. Of the Christian population, 575 belong to the

Church of England, 101 to the Church of Scotland, 623 are Roman
Catholics, 209 are Baptists, 398 are returned simply as Protestants,

and the remainder belong to other Christian denominations. As
regards race, the Christians of the District comprise 341 British-born

Europeans, 614 other Europeans, 10 Americans, 2 Australians, 4
Africans, 702 Eurasians, 340 natives of India, and 38 other Asiatics.

With the exception of the town and municipality of Howrah, which

has a population of 105,206, or i6*6 per cent, of the whole popu-

lation, no place in the District contains so many as five thousand

inhabitants. Of its i486 villages in 1881, 639 contained less than two

hundred inhabitants; 551 between two hundred and five hundred; 212

between five hundred and a thousand; 65 between one thousand and
two thousand ;

1 2 between two thousand and three thousand
;
and 7

between three thousand and five thousand. As regards occupation, the

male population were thus classified in the Census Report—(1) Pro-

fessional class, including Government officials of all kinds, and the

learned professions, 9265 ; (2) domestic servants, inn and lodging-

house keepers, etc., 11,101 ; (3) commercial class, including merchants,

traders, carriers, etc., 17,213; (4) agricultural and pastoral class,

including .gardeners, 108,640; (5) industrial class, including all

manufacturers and artisans, 40,296 ; (6) indefinite and non-

productive, comprising general labourers, male children, and unspeci-

fied, 129,964.

Agriculture.—The chief agricultural products are rice, mustard, oil-

seeds, tobacco, indigo, ginger, hemp, jute, betel-nuts and leaves, and

cocoa-nuts. Silkworms are reared in some parts of the District.

Manufactures are entirely confined to the town of Howrah and its

immediate suburbs. The principal main lines of road are—(1) From
Salkhia to the BdU khdl

,
6 miles, whence it is continued to opposite

Palta, where the Grand Trunk road crosses the Hiiglf. It is metalled

and bridged throughout, and carries a very considerable traffic. (2) The
old road from Howrah to Benares, 8 miles to Kdlfpur. This is still

the main road for pedestrians to and from the Upper Provinces, but is

not available for wheeled traffic, as it crosses the Ddmodar twice

beyond the limits of Howrah District, and is unbridged. (3) Howrah

to Jagatballabhpur, an unmetalled road, 17 miles in length; and (4)

Jagatballabhpur to Ampta, also unmetalled, 10J miles. The East

Indian Railway starts from its terminus at Howrah town, and leaves

the District at its first station—Ball—a distance of 6 miles.

Administration.— In revenue matters, as already stated, Howrah

forms a part of Huglf District, and separate figures cannot be furnished.

It contained in 1882-83, 6 civil and 7 criminal courts, the average

distance of villages from the nearest court being 9 miles. The police
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force consisted of 251 officers and men of the regular District police

377 town and river police, and 1433 village watchmen (chaukiddrs).

Education is afforded by 579 schools, attended by upwards of r 7,000
pupils. The magisterial District of Howrah consists of the Sub-divisions

of (1) Howrah, comprising the police circles
(thdnds) of Howrah, Bdlf,

GoMbarf, Sibpur, Dumjor, and Jagat-ballabhpur
;
and (2) Ulubdrid, com-

prising the police circles of Ulubdrid, Arnpta, Bdghndn, and Shdmpur.
Howrah.—Sub-division of Howrah District, Bengal, lying between

22
0
30' and 22“ 41' 30" n. lat., and between 88° 5' 45" and 88° 24'

15" e. long. Area, 173 square miles, with 373 villages or towns,

63)259 houses, and a population (1881) thus made up :—Hindus,
243 > 753> or 78-22 per cent.; Muhammadans, 65,537, or 21-03 per
cent ; Christians, 2024, or -65 per cent. ; ‘others,’ 330, or -i per cent;
total, 311,644, namely, 162,603 males and 149,041 females. Proportion
of males, 52-17; average density of population, i8or per square mile;
villages per square mile, 2-15

;
persons per village, 836 (including the

large town of Howrah in the average)
; houses per square mile, 365 ;

inmates per house, 4-93. The population in 1872 was 297,064, thus

showing an increase of 14,580 in nine years. This Sub-division, which
was created in 1843, comprises the 6 police circles (thdnds) of Howrah,
Bdlf, Goldban, and Sibpur,—these four comprising the Howrah muni-
cipality,—Dumjor, and Jagat-ballabhpur. It contains 3 civil and 7
criminal courts; strength of regular police, 169 men, with 520 village

watchmen (chaukiddrs).

Howrah.—The largest and most important town, and the head-
quarters of the magisterial District of Howrah. Situated on the
right bank of the HiigH river, opposite Calcutta, practically forming
a suburb of that city. Lat. 22

0
35' 16" n., long. 88° 23' 12" e.

At the end of last century, Howrah is described in the Board of
Revenue’s records as a small village; and in 1785 it was held by a
Mr. Lovett, who petitioned the Board to be allowed to relinquish
it. Since that time it has risen and prospered with the growth of
Calcutta, and is now a large town, with a Magistrate, Small Cause Court
Judge, etc. of its own. The total area of Howrah and its suburbs
comprised within municipal limits is 11*05 square miles, and its popula-
tion is thus returned in the Census of 1881 :—Hindus, 45,985 mates

aQd 35,562 females—total, 81,547; Muhammadans, 13,656 males and
8169 females—total, 21,825; Christians, 1110 males and 818 females
—total, 1928 ;

‘ others,’ 238 males and 90 females—total, 328 : total

of all denominations—60,989 males and 44,639 females ; grand total,

105,628, dwelling in 28,340 houses
; average of persons per house, 3-72.

The excess of males over females is explained by the fact that the
population includes a large number of artisans and labourers who come
from the rural parts, and do not bring their families with them. The
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population of the municipality in 1872 was 97,784, showing an increase

of 7844, or 8*02 per cent., in nine years. In 1883-84, the gross muni-

cipal income of Howrah, including balances and collections on account

of arrears of the previous year, amounted to ^£24,885. Excluding

balances and collections of arrears, the net municipal income of the

year amounted to ,£24,598, or at an average rate of 4s. 6fd. per head
of the population. The Census of 1881 showed that 25*24 per cent,

of the male population of the town, or 15-58 per cent of the total

population, are able to read and write, or are under instruction. The
returns showed 3522 boys and 293 girls at school, besides 11,875 males

and 769 females able to read and write, but not under instruction.

The educational institutions comprise four schools for European and
Eurasian children. The town of Howrah is lighted with gas

\
it contains

several large and important dockyards, and is also the Bengal terminus

of the East Indian Railway. Mills and manufactories of various sorts

have rapidly developed. Communication with Calcutta is carried on by
means of a massive pontoon or floating bridge, which was opened for

traffic in October 1874. Howrah is also a suburban residence for

many people who have their place of business in Calcutta. It contains

a Mechanics’ Institute, supported principally by the European employes

of the East Indian Railway. The municipality of Howrah comprises

Sibpur and Rdmkrishnapur to the south, and Salkhia to the north.

Sibpur, situated opposite Fort-William, was a small village at the

commencement of the century, but is now a flourishing little town,

inhabited chiefly by clerks employed in Government or mercantile

offices in Calcutta. On the river-side it contains a manufactory known
as the Albion Works, consisting of a flour mill and a distillery

;
also a

dockyard, saw-mill, and jute-mill. To the south of Sibpur lie the Royal

Botanical Gardens and the Government Engineering College, formerly

Bishops’ College.

Hpa-gat.— Township in Amherst District, Tenasserim Division,

British Burma. It occupies the tract lying between the Salwfn river on

the east and the Ddnthamie and Bhinlaing on the west, and comprises

the 3 revenue circles of Myaing-gyi, Myaing-gale, and Bhinlaing. In

the north, the country is hilly and densely wooded
\
in the south, it is

undulating and broken by stretches of low, marshy land. Tobacco is

extensively grown in this latter portion. The head-quarters are at

Hpa-gat, Population of the township in 1876, 9192 ; land revenue,

£537 ;
capitation tax, 1.

Hpa-gat.—Village in Amherst District, British Burma, and head-

quarters of the township of the same name ;
situated on the right

bank of the Salwin. Hpa-gat is 30 miles from Maulmain. Just to

the north of the village are some limestone rocks, containing a large

cave, with numerous images of different sizes of Gautama Buddha and

VOL. V. 2 G
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of Rahan. Most of these have been much damaged. Bats’ dung for

manure is collected in the caves.

Hpaung-Iin.— The most northern township of Rangoon District,

Pegu Division, British Burma; lies between i6° 45' and 17
0
33' n. lat.,

and between 96° 5' and 96° 20' e. long.
;
and extends from the bank

of the Pegu river northward along the Pu-zun-daung valley to the lower

slopes of the Pegu Yomas, which are covered with valuable forests,

containing teak, pyin-gado, pyin-ma, in
,,

etc. Area, 880 square miles.

Towards the south, the country is well cultivated for rice, and intersected

by numerous creeks, falling into the Pegu and Pu-zun-daung rivers, the

latter navigable throughout its whole length in this township. The road

to Pegu traverses Hpaung-lin. Population (1876) 34*477 3 gross revenue,

^21,251. The head-quarters are at Hlay-gu, on the Pu-zun-daung river

and the Rangoon and Pegu road, 28 miles distant from Rangoon.

Hpyu (Hypoo).—River in Taung-gu District, Tenasserim Division,

British Burma
;
rises in the eastern slopes ofthe Pegu Yomas, and after a

south-easterly course of about 70 miles, falls into the Sittaung (Tsittaung),

28 miles south of Taung-gu. The first 56 miles of the Hpyu are

through a mountain gorge
;
during the last 5 or 6 miles, its course is a

series of rapids rushing through narrow channels between high walls

of rock. In the rainy season it is navigable for large-sized boats up

to Min-lan. The slopes of the hills drained by the Hpyu are covered

with dry open forest of teak, pyin-gctdo, climbing bamboos, thin-gan
,

ka-gnyiny oak (Quercus sp.), and other ‘green forest’ trees. During

the rains a considerable quantity of timber and raw silk are brought

down the river to the Sittaung for conveyance to the local markets.

Hubli.— Sub-division of Dbarwar District, Bombay Presidency.

Area, 31 1 square miles; contains 1 town and 70 villages. Population

(1881) 91,997, namely, 45,542 males and 46,455 females. Hindus

numbered 74,1993 Muhammadans/ 15,884 ; ‘others,’ 1914. Since

1872, the population has decreased by 9241. The Sub-division contains

1 civil and 2 criminal courts, with 2 police stations
(
thdnds

) ;
strength

of regular police, 70 men ;
village watchmen (chaukiddrs), 230.

Hubli—Chief town of the Hubli Sub-division in Dhdrwdr District,

Bombay Presidency. Lat. 15
0

20' n., long. 75
0

12' e. Situated 13

miles south-east of Dhirwdr town, on the main road from Poona (Pdna)

to Harihar ;
distant 274 miles south-east from Poona, 142 miles from

Bellary, 102 miles from Karwdr, and 97 miles from Kdmpta (Coompta).

In 1872 the population was 37,96 r, and the municipal income £2220 .

Population (1881) 36,677; municipal income (1882-83), ^3255;
rate of taxation, is. 3d. per head. Of the population (1881), males

numbered 17,972, females 18,705 ;
Hindus, 24,912, or 68 per cent.

;

Muhammadans, 10,902, or 297 per cent.
; Jains, 559 ;

Christians,

298 ; Parsfs, 6. Situated on the main lines of communication to
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Harihar, Karwdr, and Kilmpta, Hubli has become the centre of the

cotton trade of the Southern Mar£tha country. Besides raw cotton

and silk fabrics, a trade in copper vessels, grain, salt, and other

commodities is conducted on a large scale. Subordinate judge’s court,

post-office, and charitable dispensary. The number of patients treated

in the dispensary was—in-door, 142; out-door, 15,896. Hubli was

formerly the seat of an English factory, which in 1673, with the rest of

the town, was plundered by Sivaji, the Mar&M leader.

Hudikeri.—Village in Coorg, head-quarters of the Kiggatnad taluk.

Lat. 120 5' n., long. 76° e.
; 39 miles south-south-east of Merkard,

the Coorg capital. Population (1881) 6933 number of houses, 104.

Hudikeri is healthily situated on the top of a grass-covered hill, whence

a fine view is obtained of the Brahmagiri and Maren^d ranges. Anglo-

vernacular school, with 142 pupils. Post-office.

Hiigli River (Hooghly).—The most westerly and, for commercial

purposes, the most important channel by which the Ganges enters

the Bay of Bengal. It takes its distinctive name near the town of

Santipur, 64 miles from Calcutta, and some distance above the

point where the waters of the Bhagirathi join those of the Mat£bhang£

The united stream thus formed, and during the rest of its course known

as the Hdglf, represents three western deltaic distributaries of the

Ganges,— viz. (1) the Bhagirathi; (2) the Jalangi, including the

waters brought down by its feeder the Bhairab (all of which leave the

main stream of the Ganges, or Padma, in Murshiddbad District)
; and

(3) part of the waters of the Matabhanga, which branches off from

the Ganges in Nadiyd District. The Bhagirathi and Jalangi unite at

Nadiyd, and their combined stream is joined lower down, nearChdgdah,

by the Matdbhdngd.

According to some authorities, the distinctive name of the Hdgli

is taken by the united stream of the Bhdgfrathf and Jalangi from

their point of union at Nadiyd, about 24 miles above Sdntipur. The
Mdtdbhdngd joins this united stream near Chdgdah, about 15 miles

below Sdntipur. From Chagdab, the three united headwaters flow

down under the name of the Hdgli to Calcutta, about 49 miles. But

the Mdtabhangd has in its turn taken the name of the Churni before

the point of junction at CMgdah, and thrown out new distributaries

of its own ; so that, strictly speaking, the Hdgli is made up of the

united streams of the Bhagirathi and Jalangi, together with such part of

the lower waters of the Matabhanga as the Churni brings down.

The river system chiefly represented by these three western distri-

butaries of the Ganges is known as ‘The Nadiyd Rivers.’ They are

important not only as the headwaters of the Hdgli, but also as great

highways for inland traffic. Like other deltaic distributaries, they are

subject to sudden changes in their channels, and to constant silting up.
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The supervising and keeping open of the Nadiya rivers has therefore

formed one of the great tasks of fluvial engineering in Bengal. A
special staff, under the Superintendent of the Nadiya Rivers, is employed

to watch and to control their movements, and weekly reports of their

condition are published in the official Gazette. It is due in part to the

careful attention thus paid to the headwaters of the Hiigli, that Calcutta

has not shared the fate of almost every other deltaic capital in India,

and been shut off from the sea by the silting up of the river upon which

its prosperity depends.

The Hugh thus starts life under a stringent supervision, from which

it is scarcely allowed to escape until it reaches the sea. There is a

portion of its course, however, during which it is left to itself. This

is the section between the point where it takes its name of the Hiigli

near Sdntipur, and that at which the river comes within the jurisdiction

of the Port Commissioners of Calcutta.

General Course of the Hiigli.—Proceeding south from Santipur, with

a twist to the east, the Hiigli river divides Murshidabad from Hiigli

District, until it touches the District of the Twenty-four Pargands in lat.

22 ° 57' 3°" n-
9
and long. 88° 27' 15" close to the village of Bagherkh^l.

It then proceeds almost due south to Calcutta, next twists to the south-

west, and finally turns south, entering the Bay of Bengal in lat. 21
0

41' n., and long. 88° e. From Bagherkhal downwards, it marks the

boundary between the District of the Twenty-four Pargands on the

east, and the Districts of Hiigli, Howrah, and Midnapur successively

on the west. The river thus forms not only the most important feature

in tne geography of the western delta, but also a great demarcating line

in the administrative distribution of the country.

Three Sections of the Hiigli.—For practical purposes, the Hiigli river,

and the Gangetic distributaries which combine to form it, may be

divided into three lengths or sections:—(1) The headwaters of the

Hiigli, consisting of the offshoots of the Ganges, which unite successively

at Nadiy£ and near Chigdah to form the Hiigli river. The length of

the longest headwater, the Bhagirathi, before its point of junction at

Nadiyd, is 164 miles. (2) The section from the town of Santipur, near
’

to which the combined stream takes the distinctive name of the Hiigli

river, down to Calcutta, a distance of 64 miles. (3) A longer section

of say 80 miles from Calcutta to Sagar island. At this island, or

even above it, the Hiigli ceases to be a river in the ordinary sense of

the word, and becomes an estuary or a wide branch of the sea. The
mileage of the upper sections is given approximately, as the twists,

and the shifting of the channel from year to year, render precision

impossible without a fresh actual survey. Throughout these upper

sections the Hiigli and its headwaters exhibit the characteristic features

..of a deltaic river. They tend to cut their banks alternately on the
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convex curve of each twist, and to deposit silt on the opposite concave
side.

Alleged Deterioration of the Huglu—The commerce of Calcutta, the

capital of India, depends upon the maintenance of the Hiiglf as a great

waterway. Assertions are frequently made, and grave public anxiety

has been expressed, that the Hriglf river is deteriorating. Such a

deterioration would, it is said, leave Calcutta land-locked and ruined.

The settlements of the Danes, French, Dutch, and Portuguese higher

up the river, none of which can now be approached by sea-going

ships, are cited as warnings of the fate which may be in store for the

metropolis of British India. Such statements have a very important

bearing on Indian commerce, and might, in certain states of public

opinion, produce panic. Each of the three sections into which the river

is divided in the foregoing paragraph has therefore been separately

examined for this article.

In regard to the first section, or the Hriglf headwaters, valuable

special reports have been received from T. H. Wickes, Esq., Super-

intending Engineer of the South-Western Circle of Bengal, and P. B.

Roberts, Esq., C.E., Executive Engineer of the Nadiyri Rivers Division.

The old standard Report on the Nadiya Rivers is Captain Lang’s, dated

14th July 1848, which the present author freely used in his Statistical

Account ofBengal^ vol. ii. pp. 18 to 33. For more detailed information

than can be given in this article, the reader is referred to that volume

(Triibner, 1875). In regard to the third section of the Hriglf, from

Calcutta to the sea, Lieutenant Petley, R.N., the officer charged with

the survey of the river, has rendered kind personal assistance and

furnished much valuable information.

Headwaters of the Hugh.—The headwaters of the Hugh consist, as

already stated, of three spjjl streams from the Ganges, namely—(1) the

Bhrigirathf; (2) the Jalangf, including its upper feeder the Bhairab,

which is also a Gangetic distributary
;
and (3) such part of the waters

of the Mritribhangri as are brought down by its lower continuation the

Churnf. During several months of the year all these rivers dwindle

into insignificant streamlets quite incapable of supplying the waters of

the deep and broad Hrigli. ‘ Any one of them, 5 writes the Executive

Engineer, ‘ may in the dry season be regarded as consisting of a number

of deep pools, connected by shoals over which the depth of water

runs as low as half a foot, if artificial means be not employed to

form narrow channels through the shoals.
5 As will be presently

shown, each of the rivers is frequently closed during the dry weather,

while in the great majority of years the depth maintained does not

exceed two feet at the shallower places.

The Hughfed by Infiltration.—During these dry months, the waters of

the Hriglf are supplied by infiltration. The delta is in fact a mere
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sieve of silt and mud, through which vast quantities of water percolate

into the deep trough which the Hdglf has scooped out for itself. There

is, as it were, a moving mass of water flowing underneath the surface of

the land into the Hdglf drain. This perpetual process of subterraneous

infiltration renders the Hugli almost independent of its headwaters, so

long as the depth of its main channel or drainage line is maintained.

‘ After passing Sukhsdgar/ writes the Superintending Engineer, ‘ it is

impossible to tell whether the Nadiya Rivers are open or closed, as the

proportion of water they supply is a mere nothing.’ Thus, in 1869, two

of the three headwaters were closed, and the third supplied only 20

cubic feet of water per second. Yet within twenty-five miles of their

point of junction, the Hdglf was a wide, deep stream
;
a stream which

now supplies Calcutta with over eight million gallons of water per diem

(besides another four millions taken off lower down), without decreasing

to any appreciable extent the water in the navigable channel from

Calcutta to the sea.

But in order that this vast process of infiltration should go on, the

Hdglf bed must lie at a considerable depth below the surface. This

depth is secured by the scouring of the current during the rainy

season. The spill streams from the Ganges, which form the headwaters

of the Hdglf, then pour down enormous masses of water. At some

places, a single one of the headwaters when in overflow exceeds a mile

in breadth. Their accumulated floods rush down to form the Hdglf,

scoop out its channel to a great depth, and so maintain its efficiency as a

line of drainage for subterraneous infiltration during the rest of the year.

Hugli Headwaters.—(1) The Bhdgirathb—The first or northernmost

of the Gangetic distributaries which go to form the Hdglf is the

Bhdgfrathf. This is a very ancient river, which is believed on good

authority to represent the original course of the main channel of the

Ganges. It has been described in a separate article in The Imperial

Gazetteer ofIndia, and can here be considered only in its special aspect

as the chief of the Hdglf headwaters. The Bhdgfrathf at present takes

off from the Ganges below Sutf, between Jairdrapur and Dhulidn in

Murshidabad District. But its head continually shifts, sometimes to

the extent of fifteen miles in three years
;
and it has a chronic oscilla-

tion of four miles. The present length of the Bhdgfrathf is 164 miles

from its point of departure from the Ganges to its junction with the

Jalangf at Nadiya.
'

The reasons for believing the Bhdgfrathf to represent the old Ganges

are cogent. The present stream of the Ganges ceases to be sacred

below the point where the Bhagfrathf branches off, and changes its name
to the Padmd. The Bhdgfrathf is itself still called the Ganges by the

people along its banks, and is held sacred. A local legend tells,

indeed, that the Ganges formerly ran where the Bhagfrathf now flows.
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until a certain demon at Rampur Beauleah swallowed it. This demon
was a geological one, namely, a band of stiff yellow clay which confined

the Ganges to the course of the Bhagirathi until it was burst through by
some heavy flood. It was at Suti, at the head of the Bhagirathi, that

Rajd. Bhagirath prayed to Holy Ganges to descend from the Himalayas
and purify the ashes of his ancestors. The story is told in full in the

separate article Bhagirathi. Chagdah is said to take its name from

the Rajd’s chariot-wheels having stuck in the sand, when he was on his

way from Suti to K^lfghat. (Cf chakt-a
,
a wheel, and dah

,
a place

where the river is silted up with sand.) It should be added that

Kdh'ghat, one of the most ancient shrines of Bengal, lies on an old

river-bed which is, hydrographically, the true continuation of the

Bhagirathi or old Ganges, vib the Hdgli. The old Ganges appears to

have left the present Hugh near the Kidderpur dockyard, and to have

followed the course of what is now called Tolly’s ndld past Kalighdt to

Gariya, where it turned to the south. Tolly’s ndld is still a sacred

stream ; and below Gariya the old river is to this day known as the

Ganga-nadi. The limits of this old bed of the Ganges can still be

distinctly traced for a considerable distance by the high ridges which

once formed its banks.

Changes on a great scale still take place in the bed of the Bhagirathi.

Thus, Nadiyd town was originally situated on the right bank
;
but the

river, after rending in twain the ancient city, now leaves the modem
Nadiya on its left bank. This change was completed within the pre-

sent century. During the past hundred years, also, the Bhagirathi has

eaten away the battlefield of Plassey and other memorable spots. From
time to time the river gives back its prey, and the sites which it has

swallowed again become dry ground.

Alleged Deterioration of the BkdgirathL—The divergence eastwards

of the main body of the Gangetic waters from the ancient Bhagirathi

must have led to important changes in the latter river. The portion of

the waters which still continued to flow down the Bhagirathi, could no

longer suffice to scour and keep open the whole extent of its wide bed.

Some parts of the old Bhagirathi bed would therefore be left dry ; in

others the languid current would drop its silt and produce shoals, mud-

banks, and islands. Such shoals and islands would, in time, join them-

selves to the bank, by the silting up of the intervening channel.

This process gradually reduced the Bhagirathi to its present

modest dimensions ; and the question has been raised whether it has

not now reached the last stage in the life of a deltaic river. In

that stage the process of silting up completes itself, and the river

dwindles into a series of pools, and finally disappears. The existence

of the Bhagirathi practically depends on its inflow from the Ganges. Its

only tributary of consequence from the west is the Adjai, which brings
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down the drainage of the Birbhtfm and Santal uplands in furious floods

during the rains, but dwindles into a silver thread in the dry weather.

The question as to the future of the Bhagfrathi is therefore practically

confined to the deterioration of its intake from the Ganges. The
historical information bearing upon this important inquiry is as follows.

In January 1 666, a French priest mentioned that the mouth of

the Bhagfrathi at Sutf was dried up. In 1756, Mr. Hoiwell, in the

narrative of his journey to MurshidaMd after the catastrophe of the

Black Hole, speaks of the shoals of the Bhdgfrathf, and mentions that

he had to change his boat for a smaller one at Santipur on account of

the shallowness of the water. In 1781, Major Rennel states that the

Nadiya rivers were usually unnavigable in the dry season. In 1797,

Captain Colebroke also observed that 1 the Bhdgfrathf and Jalangf are

not navigable ’ during the dry months. During the last 62 years, from

1822 to 1884, the Bhagfrathi has been closed 20 years in the dry

weather; during 18 years a lowest depth of one and a half to two feet

has been maintained
;
while during 24 years the lowest depth has been

from two to three feet. In the rains, the floods rise from twenty-three

to twenty-nine feet, and there is generally a depth of fourteen feet

throughout that season.

Hugh Headwaters—(2) TheJalangi andBhairab.—Proceeding south-

eastwards, the next deltaic distributary which goes to form the Hugh is

the united stream of the Jalangf and Bhairab. The Bhairab takes off

from the Ganges at Akriganj, about 43 miles below the head of the

Bhagfrathi. The Bhairab has been for long a decayed river ; but in its

prime it must have been of great hydrographic importance. On the one

hand it was inferior in antiquity and in volume to the old Bhagfrathi

;

but on the other it is much more ancient than the two remaining head-

waters of the Hiiglf, namely, the Jalangi and Matabhangi. The name
of the Bhairab, literally

6 The Terrible/ still bears witness to the place

which it held in the imagination of the people. The levels show that

it once ran across the Districts of Murshidabad, Nadiya, and Jessor,

crossing the courses of the present Jalangf and Matdbhdngd. But the old

Bhairab became a dead river, its former course being cut into three

pieces. It was intersected and destroyed by the Jalangi and Matabhdnga.

Indeed, this tract has formed the arena for fluvial revolutions on a

gigantic scale. A part of Nadiyi District is covered with a complete

network of dead river beds. This watery reticulation spreads itself in

every direction
; in some places as long lines of pools

;
in others as

muddy ditches, or mere depressions of exceptional greenness.

During the past ten years the waning fortunes of the Bhairab have
begun to rise again. The floods of i874*forced open the mouth of

the Bhairab at its intake from the Ganges. The Bhairab expanded
from a small stream of 20 yards into an important distributary,
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which poured its waters into the Jalangi forty miles farther south.

The result was that the channel of the Jalangf above this point of

junction began to close up, and the Bhairab is now the channel by
which the river called the Jalangi obtains its main water-supply from

the Ganges.

The Jalangi was, until 1874, a very important river. Inferior

in remote antiquity to the Bhairab, it had some centuries ago cut

across* the course of that river, and diverted its waters. The Jalangi

took its offshoot from the Ganges at different times from thirty to

forty miles below the Bhairab mouth, and, until 1874, was a broad

river about 1000 feet in width. After the forcible re-opening of the

Bhairab mouth by the floods of 1874, the upper part of the Jalangi

silted up, and has almost closed. The 36 miles of the upper Jalangi

from its offtake from the Ganges to its junction with the Bhairab may
now, in its turn, be considered as a dead river. But its main length,

from its junction with the Bhairab for 1 1 1 miles to its junction with

the Bhagirathi at Nadiya, still bears the name of Jalangi.

In this restricted sense, the history of the Jalangi during the past 63

years, from 1822 inclusive to 1884, may be thus summarized :—Closed

in the dry season, during 43 years ; open to a minimum depth of one

and a half to two feet, 9 years
;
open to a minimum depth of two to

three feet, 11 years. In the rains, the Jalangi has ample water for all

purposes, with an average rise of two to three feet less than the

Bhdgirathi. For general purposes of description, the Bhairab and

Jalangi are now taken to be one stream, and their united waters bear

the name of the Jalangi. As already stated, they unite with the

Bhdgirathi at Nadiya, and the combined stream flows down 39 miles,

till it unites with the Mdtabhangd near Chdgdah.

JFiiigli Headwaters— (3) The Mdtdbhdngd has its principal offtake

from the Ganges near Maheshkunda, 40 miles below the Bhairab

mouth, and 83 miles below that of the Bhagirathi. At present it is

the south-easternmost of the Htfgli headwaters. During the first 40

miles after leaving the Ganges, it is known as the Haulf or Ktfmar.

At about the 40th mile, the true Kdmar, locally known as the Pangdsi,

branches, off to the east, and carries away four-fifths of the Mdtdbhangd

waters to the Sundarbans. The remaining fifth flows down the lower

Matdbhangd, which here takes the name of the Churn! river, till it joins

the Bhagirathi near Chdgdah.

The offtake of the upper Mdtabhdnga or Hauli from the Ganges

is subject to the same shifting and changing as the Bhagirathi. Within

the recollection of the’ present Superintending Engineer, its offtake

has moved down ten miles. The whole length of the Matdbhangd,

upper and lower, from its present offtake at Maheshkunda to its

junction with the Hfigli at Chdgdah, is 121 miles.
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The Matabhanga is a comparatively narrow stream, with well-defined

banks throughout. It presents more of the appearance of a canal than

a river to the traveller passing along it by boat, the width from high

bank to high bank being only a few hundred feet. During the past

65 years, it has undergone many vicissitudes. Up to 1820, the Kiimar

river took off from the Matabhang£ at the village of Kachikati. In

that year the Superintendent of the Nadiyd Rivers constructed a strong

embankment across its head, and continued the embankment for some

miles above and below, with the view of forcing the entire discharge

of the Matabhdnga down the Churnf. At first the attempt was

successful, but in the great floods of 1823 the pent-up waters outflanked

the embankment at the village of Pangasf, 8 miles north of KAchikdta.

They' poured across the country, and dug out a new river channel, now

locally known as the Pangasf, which unites with the true Kiimar after a

course of about 9 miles. The Pangdsf is about a quarter of a mile in

width, and carries off four-fifths of the Matdbh^ngd. waters. From time

to time, however, the Kiimar or Pangdsf mouth has, in its turn, showed

signs of silting up.

The history of the Mdtabhdngd during the 63 years from 1822

inclusive to 1884, may be summarized as follows :—Closed in the dry

weather, 54 years
;
open to a minimum depth of one and a half to two

feet, 6 years ; opened to minimum depth of two to three feet, 3 years.

During the rainy season, the Matabhdngd rises to about the same

height as the Jalangf, and is passable for large boats and river steamers.

Work done by the Htigli Headwaters.—It will be seers, therefore,

that during the rains the three Hdglf headwaters pour down floods

of 20 to 29 feet, with an average depth of, say 10 to 14 feet. The
concentration of these vast masses of water has hitherto sufficed to

scour the Htigli bed, and to maintain the depth of the Hiiglf trough

below the surface of the ground. So long as the depth of that trough

is thus maintained by scouring in the rains, the infiltration of the sub-

terraneous waters of the delta affords the water-supply to the Hiiglf in

the dry weather.

The Htigli Headwaters as Trade Routes.—The Hiiglf headwaters are

also important navigable channels. They afford short and safe water

routes to Calcutta for the up-country traffic, as compared with the long

circuit to the south-east vid the Ganges and the Sundarbans. Thus,

from Kdliganj, where the Bhagfrathi takes off from the Ganges, the

distance to Calcutta is 520 miles vid the Sundarbans, and only 284

miles vid the Mdt£bh£ng£; 270 miles vid the Bhairab-Jalangf, and 240

miles vid the Bh&glrathl It is important, therefore, that these three

rivers should be kept open, not only as headwaters of the Hiiglf, but

also for their own sakes as trade routes.

Deepening Operations on the Htigli Headwaters.— The dangerous
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state of the three rivers attracted attention at the end of the last cen-

tury. In 1797, experience had already shown that none of them was

to be depended upon as a navigable waterway. The expansion of

Calcutta commerce led to petitions to Government on the subject;

and during the first quarter of the present century, operations wTere

commenced with a view to prevent further deterioration of these

‘ Nadiyd Rivers/ Those operations were directed to keeping open the

rivers throughout the dry season for broad oval-bottomed cargo-boats

drawing two to three feet. In the rains there -was always enough

water, although the obstructions and snags in the rivers sometimes

rendered navigation perilous. In 1813, the police officers along the

M£tabh£nga bank were ordered to take the necessary steps, and a toll

was levied to defray the expense. Police interference could, however,

yield but scanty results
;
and in 1818, the obstructions had become so

dangerous as to wreck numbers of boats, and to entail heavy demurrage

by the detention of others. In that year, the merchants of Calcutta

urgently petitioned the Government to adopt adequate measures. Mr.

C. R. Robinson was accordingly appointed the first Superintendent

and Collector of the Mdt^bhangd, and commenced operations in

1819-20. In June of the latter year he was succeeded by Mr. May,

who, during a long and arduous service of twenty years, laid the

foundation of the system still at work.

Nadiya River Operations (1820-1884).—Throughout more than half

a century, this struggle of engineering skill against nature has been

going on. Any attempt to enter into the detailed operations is beyond

the scope of the present article. But the results may be summarized

;

and the author has given a fuller description of the Nadiya River

works in the second volume of his Statistical Account ofBengal, Heroic

operations, such as the creation of new channels, have seldom been

found to answer. The engineers have had to accept the fact that

their resources are inadequate to control the mighty changes in the

course of the Ganges, and the extensive shifting in the offtakes of its

distributaries. Attempts to form permanent heads for the Nadiyd

Rivers have been long abandoned. Such heads, even if they were

kept open at a great expense during a period of years, would be liable

to be blocked up in any single season by the formation of a great char

or silt island in the Ganges in front of the opening.

But the engineers have during more than half a century also found

that, although they cannot compel nature, they can coax her. In the

first place, they have made short connecting cuts, the advantage of

which is however doubtful; in the second place, they have cleared

passages through bars of tough clay, which obstructed the channels

;

in the third place, they have removed accidental obstructions, such as

trees or sunken boats, which would have caused a deposit of silt and
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closed the channels. In the fourth place, they have learned how to
4 train ’ the rivers, and make them keep themselves open by the com-

pressed force of their own current Such training works form perhaps

the most permanent resource of engineering skill in its battle with the

caprices of the deltaic rivers.

Training Works on the Nadiyd Rivers.—It has been found that by

guiding the rivers into channels varying, according to the volume of

water, from 50 to xoo feet wide, a velocity of one and a half to three

feet per second, with a depth of three feet, can be maintained during

the dry season. Accordingly, each November, when the Nadiya Rivers

have generally a velocity of current equal to about three miles an hour,

or 4! feet per second, ‘ training
? operations are commenced. Experi-

ence has shown that if the velocity can be maintained through the

dry season as high as 1*2 feet per second, the channel will keep itself

clear of silt. If the velocity can be maintained at 1*5 feet per second,

or over, the current will, of itself, perform a deepening process by

scouring away the bed. A velocity of 3 feet per second, or two

miles per hour, suffices to cause a channel to deepen itself to 3 feet in

a few days. In order to maintain the velocity (which at the beginning

of the dry season may be taken at 4 feet per second), it is necessary

—first, to secure a sufficient offtake of water from the Ganges
;
and

second, to confine the volume of water within sufficiently narrow limits.

Efforts are therefore made to keep open the head of the river where

it starts from the Ganges. Expensive cuttings and excavations were

formerly made, with this end
;
but these have been abandoned, since

1826, in favour of simple training works.

The actual training of the channel is accomplished by spurs, jhamps,

and bandhals. A spur is constructed by carrying out from the bank

two parallel rows of bamboo stakes 2 to 5 feet apart, and then filling

the space between them with grass or jungle. A jhamp is a screen

or mat of split bamboos on a strong frame, generally about 6 feet

long and 2J feet wide. A bandhal is constructed by driving a row of

bamboo stakes into the river-bed like a fishing weir, and then tying

the jhamp to the stakes. Care has to be taken that a clear space is

left between the bottom of thejhamp and the bed of the river, and that

the upper side of the jhamp is above the surface < of the water. The
training works act in the following manner :—Where two channels exist

with a char or island between them, one is closed to increase the velocity

in the other. This is done, when there is a good current, by running

a bandhal across the head whilst the river is still falling. The water

rushes through the space left below thejhamp.
,
carrying a large quantity

of sand with it, which is at once deposited immediately in rear of the

bandhal
,
and soon forms a ridge. The latter appears above water in a

few days, and effectually closes the channel. If the current is slack a
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e spur
5

is run out until the contraction ofthe channel produces a sufficient

velocity, when the remainder of the opening is closed by a bandhal

\

which acts as already described. When a shoal has to be cleared, two
bandhals are run out (or spurs and bandhals if the current be slack),

one from each bank of the river. These are so aligned as to form a

bell-shaped mouth up-stream (just above the shoal), with a contracted

channel over the shoal. Sand or silt is speedily deposited by the

current behind the bandhals
,
as above explained

; a narrow channel is

formed ; and a suitable velocity to prevent silting is maintained.

The head-works are of a similar character to those above described,

but on a larger scale. The ‘ spurs
5
are 4 or 5 instead of 2 feet in

width
;
wooden c bullies ’ or piles take the place of bamboos ; and the

bandhals are stronger and more elaborately constructed. These
devices for training the current into narrow limits suffice to maintain

the requisite velocity of to 3 feet per second in seasons when a

sufficient volume of water is obtained from the Ganges above.

Results of the Nadiya River Operations.—The long struggle of 64

years still remains a drawn battle. A hand-to-mouth existence for the

Nadiy£ Rivers has been maintained. The exact depth in each of the

three Hfiglf headwaters during the dry season from 1822 to 1884 is

given in the preceding pages. That depth may seem insignificant to

persons unacquainted with the light draught of Bengal cargo boats.

But a minimum depth of 2 to 3 feet enables a very important traffic,

with the help of shoving, and waiting to get over the shallows. On
the whole, successful efforts have been made to allow cargo boats of

light draught to pass down one or other of the Nadiyd Rivers throughout

nearly the whole of the dry season. Even when this is not effected and

the laden traffic has to go round the Sundarbans, sufficient depth is main-

tained to enable the return empty boats to proceed by the Nadiya

Rivers instead of having to go back by the long and tedious route.

The minimum depths, recorded in the foregoing pages, refer in some

years to only short periods in the dry season. The obstructed state

of the channels, and the snags and sunken wrecks which led to the

merchants
5

petition in 1818, before the operations commenced, have long

disappeared. The records show that even in the dry season there has

been no marked deterioration in the Nadiy£ Rivers as a whole since

1820. Old heads have closed, and new heads have opened, but the total

discharge does not appear to have decreased. The dry season discharge

remains about the same
;
and the flood discharge seems rather to have

increased than to have diminished since the operations commenced.

The Future of the Hugli Headwaters.—If those operations have not

improved the Hdgli headwaters, they may claim to have arrested

deterioration. The value of the Nadiyd Rivers as short waterways

for the up-country traffic to Calcutta has increased, and the tolls on
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their courses yielded in 1883-84, Rs. 200,907, against an expenditure

of Rs. 125,275 in keeping the channels open. In their even more

important aspect, as the headwaters of the Hugh, their vitality has

been preserved. They still discharge their function of scouring out

the Hrigli channel during the rains, and of thus maintaining the Hitgh

bed at a sufficient depth to feed itself from the subterraneous infiltra-

tion of the delta during the dry weather. It would be rash to venture

on any prediction as to the future of these Nadiyd Rivers. On the

one hand, engineering skill is constantly increasing the resources at its

disposal. On the other hand, the tendency of deltaic distributaries

branching off at rather sharp angles is to deteriorate and die away.

Moreover, the floods of the Ganges and its offshoots may, during any

rainy season, produce a fluvial cataclysm altogether beyond the control

of man. It should also be remembered that the fate of the Htfglf

depends not entirely upon its headwaters. There is a section of

about 42 miles from the junction of those headwaters at Chagdah

down to the port of Calcutta, throughout which the river is subject

to neither supervision nor control. In this section, important changes

have taken place,—changes which we shall presently consider.

Second Section of the Hiigli—Santipur to Chdgdah, and thence to Cal-

cutta .—The waters of the Bhdgirathi and the Jalangf, which have united

at Nadiyd, flow thence under the name of the Bhdgi'rathf, for about 24

miles, down to Sdntipur. At Santipur, the combined stream takes the

name of the Huglf, and flows on for about 15 miles to Chdgdah, where it

receives the Lowrer Matdbhdnga (under the name of the Churni). The
three Gangetic headwaters, thus finally united at Chdgdah, proceed as

the Hugh for 49 miles to Calcutta.

The Old Ddniodar Junction with the Htigli .—The main feature of

this section is the silted-up mouth of an ancient feeder from the west.

The Ddmodar river poured its waters at one time into this section

of the Hdgli. But during the past two centuries, a series of great

floods burst through the Ddmodar embankments, and the river rushed

southwards by a course of its own. The modern Ddmodar now joins

the Hiigli nearly opposite Falta, 31 nautical miles below Calcutta.

The ancient Ddmodar entered the Hugh' more than 39 English miles

above Calcutta. Its waters represented the drainage of a vast catch-

ment basin in Western Bengal and Chutid Ndgpur.

In old times, therefore, the section of the Hugli above Calcutta

received not only a copious supply through its present eastern head-

waters from the Ganges, but also the drainage of the western

Ddmodar basin. In the last century, the Ddmodar floods gradually

forced a larger passage for themselves to the southwards. This period

of fluvial anarchy may be taken to have culminated in 1770, when the

Ddmodar destroyed Bardwdn town, and ruined the line' of embank-
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ments which had formerly helped to check its southern tendency, and
to confine it to its ancient easterly course into the Hiiglf. But long

before 1770, its southern branch had so enlarged itself as to carry off

the bulk of its waters. Its old eastern course into the upper section of
the Hiiglf is now represented by a languid muddy cutting, the Kansona
khdl

,
which joins the Hiiglf at Nay£ Sardi, about 39 miles above

Calcutta. At the end of the last century, the Kansona khdl was still

officially spoken of as the e mouth of the old Damodar.’ In 1793, the

Collector of Bardwan submitted proposals for the re-opening of this

mouth of the ancient Damodar
;
proposals which the Government, with

its then defective engineering resources, declined to sanction. The old

Damodar channel, locally known as the Kansond khdl and Kdna-nadi,

is now utilized as an irrigation channel, and forms part of the Eden
canal for supplying drinking water and for irrigation purposes.

Results of the Closing of the Damodar Mouth.—For practical pur-

poses, therefore, the Ddmodar became a dead tributary so far as the

Hiiglf section above Calcutta was concerned. It no longer swelled

the three Gangetic distributaries which had scooped out and kept clear

the Hiiglf bed. The result was, that during the last century the Hiiglf

above Calcutta deteriorated. Silt chars and mud islands were formed.

Some of these joined themselves to the neighbouring banks ; while in

other cases, shoals formed off the bank, and rendered the ancient trading

settlements no longer accessible to sea-going ships. A single example

of a char or silt island which took place during the present generation

will suffice to illustrate this process. About forty years ago, an almond-

shaped bank rose above the surface of the water near Tribenf. It

soon became covered with long grass. A colony of Buna coolies, who

had emigrated from the hills and jungles of Chutii Ndgpur to work at

an indigo factory, made temporary settlements upon the island. They

raised, in an intermittent fashion, cucumbers, pumpkins, and other

vegetables. By degrees they permanently settled down on the island
;

and after some years the Collector reported that they had taken to

regular cultivation, and adopted the habits and customs of Bengali life.

The island had almost joined itself to the bank; and unless some fluvial

revolution takes piace, it would become, in the natural course of things,

a part of the mainland.

Ruin ofEuropean Settlements on iheHiigli above Calcutta.—This process

of silting went on in different stages throughout the last century. The

section of the Hiiglf above Calcutta had been famous during six hundred

years*for its entrep6ts for sea-going trade. Satgaon, the Muhammadan

royal port of Bengal, lay, as we shall presently see, near Tribenf, 36

miles above Calcutta. When th^t port silted up, the Portuguese founded

their chief Bengal settlement, a few miles lower down, at Hiiglf, in

1537 * The Dutch came later, and in the 17th century established their
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factory and port at Chinsurah, a mile below Hugll town, and now
forming one municipality with it. Still later, in the middle of the 18th

century, Chandarnagar, or Chandemagore, founded as a small French

settlement in 1673, rose t0 mercantile importance under Dupleix.

Chandarnagar lies, in its turn, a little farther down the river, 2 miles

below Chinsurah. The German or Ostend Company came after the

French, and about 1723 fixed their Bengal port at Banklpur, 5 miles

below Chandarnagar, but on the other side of the river. The Danes in

16 1 6 had selected Serampur as their port, on the same side as Chandar-

nagar, but 8 miles farther down. All these ports and settlements lie

at a distance of from 16 to about 36 miles above Calcutta. They are,

without exception, now inaccessible to sea-going ships, even of small

tonnage.

The deterioration of this section of the Hiigli was accelerated after

the old Damodar mouth commenced to close, probably about the

beginning of the last century. But the process of silting up was still

very gradual. In 1757, Admiral Watson took his fleet, with his flag-

ship of 64 guns, as high as Chandarnagar for the bombardment of that

town. As late as T821, the English pilots steered Danish ships of 700
to 800 tons up to Serampur. Indeed, one old pilot stated in evidence,

that about the same period he had seen a ship of 800 tons go up to

Chinsurah, and a French ship to Chandarnagar. After 1825, this

section of the river seems to have rapidly deteriorated. The Dutch
and Danish ships could go no farther up than Cossipur, just above

Calcutta, and were there unladen in cargo boats. But until about

1865, inland navigation went on by means of flat-bottomed steamers.

On the construction of the East India Railway, the flat-bottomed

steamers by degrees withdrew from this section ofthe Hiigli
;
and since

about- 1865 it has only been used in the dry season by native cargo

boats.

The Old Saraswati.—Another feature of this section of the Hiigli

is the closed mouth of the old Saraswati, which is now represented by
a tidal ditch opening on the Hiigli at Tribeni ghdty 36 miles above
Calcutta. At one time, this ditch was a broad river flowing between
high banks, at places 600 feet apart. It carried the main body of

what is now the Hiigli down to the south-west, and enjoyed religious

honours as being the true continuation of the Ganges. According to

the Sanskrit legend, the sanctifying waters of the Saraswatf enter the

Jumna at Allahabad, and leave the Ganges at Tribeni gkdt
} now on the

Hiigli. They flowed in a wide deep channel, now represented by the

Saraswati tidal ditch, to the south-west of the present Hiigli river. The
course of this dead river can still be traced by pools and marshes until

it regains its character of a navigable channel near Sinkrel, where it

re-enters the Hiigli about 6 miles below Howrah. As late as the 15th
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century, it was an important river. < Sdtgdon, the i Ganges Regia/ or

ancient royal port of Bengal, lay upon its bank a short distance inland

from Tribeni ghat
Satgaon or Saptagnlm was the traditional mercantile capital of

Bengal from the Purdnic age to the beginning of the 16th century.

By that time the Saraswati mouth had so far silted up that the Portu-

guese ships could no longer make use of it. Accordingly, in 1537,
as already stated, they founded an emporium of their own a few

miles lower down the Htfglf at Gholghat, which grew up into Hrfglf

town. The site of Satgaon is now left high and dry, but old ships have

been unearthed by torrents in the rainy season, at a depth of several

feet in the deltaic mud. A thick jungle, dotted with oases of sugar-

bearing palms, still retains the name of The Fort (kild) ;
and a long

railway bridge spans an expanse of cultivation, with a paltry tidal channel

in the middle, which was once the broad bed of the Saraswati.

Present State of the H&gli above Calcutta.—It would appear, therefore,

that within historical times great fluvial revolutions have taken place in

the section of the Hugh' above Calcutta. One important offshoot, the

Saraswati, has silted up
;
another important tributary, the Ddmodar, no

longer pours into this section the drainage from the western Districts

and ChutM Nagpur. The flourishing European settlements of the 16th

to the 1 8th centuries are practically land-locked from sea-borne com-
merce. The process of silting up in this section has produced very

marked results within the past hundred years. Alluvial formations are

still going on in the river-bed from Serampur upwards. These forma-

tions are in many stages of growth, from the well-raised island with trees,

down through successive phases of crop cultivation and reedy marshes,

to shoals and little dots of dry land which only emerge above the

water at certain seasons of the year. It is possible, therefore, that the

gradual filling up of this section may in time so deteriorate the Hdgll

trough as to affect its water-supply derived from infiltration during the

dry weather.

Alleged € drying up* of the Hugli^ 1738 and 1770.—In addition to the

gradual process of silting, the Hugli seaboard is subject to the influence

of earthquakes. There is a distinct tradition that the Hdgli, at and

above Calcutta, was almost dried up for short times, apparently by

upheavals, in the last century. Statements are on record of persons

having waded across the river at several points in 1770. Another

report mentions that in ‘1738, 9th October, Thursday noon, at ebb

tide, the river retired, leaving its bed dry opposite Calcutta.
7 How far

these statements are strictly accurate it is now impossible- to determine.

The fragmentary evidence is collected in Appendix E. to the Hrigli

Committee Report, of January 23, 1855. It appears, however, that

the river shortly regained its usual dimensions, and no means exist of

VOL. v. 2 H
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ascertaining whether the upheaval exercised any permanent effect upon

the level of the Hdgli trough. It must also be remembered that the

next rainy season might bring down floods sufficient to scour out its

bed to the previous depth.

Railway Bridge near Hugli.—A railway bridge is now being carried

across the river near Hdgli town. It is constructed on iron caissons

sunk to a great depth below the bed of the river, and filled in with

brick and mortar. It will connect the East India Railway system with

that of the Eastern and Northern Bengal Railways, and thus concentrate

the traffic of Upper India at one general terminus to be built on the

Calcutta side of the Hdgli.

The bridge is being constructed on the cantilever system, and will

fonn an interesting example of that principle. It consists of three

spans
;
the central cantilever span resting on two piers of great strength

in the middle of the river
;
the second and third spans projecting from

either bank, and resting upon the opposite ends of the middle cantilever

span, instead of on separate piers of their own. The two extremities

of the bridge are thus supported on solid masonry works on either

bank ; while the two massive middle piers under the central cantilever

span supply the rest of the support to the structure. The two central

piers are each sunk to a depth of 100 feet below mean sea-level, or 73
feet below the river-bed. They have been forced down through 64 feet

of sand and silt, followed by r foot of wTave gravel, and 8 feet of hard

yellow clay. The height of the bridge above highest water mark is 36^
feet, so as to allow ample space beneath for the passage of river steamers

and native cargo bpats. Rail level, 58^ feet above mean sea-level.

The length of the bridge is 1200 feet, consisting of two spans of 420

feet each projecting from the banks, and one central span of 360 feet

Estimated cost of the Hugh Railway Bridge and approaches, ^900,000.
Hugli from Calcutta downwards.—The headwaters of the Hugh,

and the course of the river from Sintipur to the port of Calcutta, have

been treated of in the foregoing paragraphs. It remains to deal with

the third section of the Hdgli river, or the 80 miles from Calcutta

to its estuary at Sagar island. This section, however, is now the

subject of a regular survey conducted under the authority of the Port

Commissioners of Calcutta. The results will shortly be published in

an accessible form by Lieutenant Petley, R.N., the officer in charge

of the survey. It is inexpedient to anticipate Lieutenant Petley’s

authoritative work by a minute description here. In the case of the

headwaters and upper section, a fuller account was necessary in this

article, as no attempt to deal with those sections has hitherto been
available to the public.

The Hugli at Calcutta .—There is evidence to show that the Hdgli

at Calcutta was in the last century much broader than at the present
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day. The site of Calcutta has itself been raised by the debris and
accumulations of a great capital. Thus, the old floor of the Black
Hole, excavated in 1883-84, was found to be several feet below the

present level of the ground! The vast plain, or Calcutta maiddn> with

its garden and promenades, was, in the first half of the last century, a

swamp during three months of each year. The well-raised quadrangle,

known as Wellington Square, was part of a tidal channel
;
and local

names such as Creek Row or Dinge-bhdngd, literally,
£ broken boats/

bear witness to a period when what are now solid streets were navigable

waterways.

The change has to some extent resulted from embankments thrown

out along the Calcutta side of the river. These embankments have

left at their back the well-raised Strand and the commercial quarter of

Calcutta. But the change has been due not altogether to artificial

causes. At one time, the Huglf, instead of turning south-west at

Calcutta, sent out a portion of its waters to the south-east. This

south-east offshoot branched off near the exit of the present Tolly’s

ndl&) and its course can still be traced in a series of pools and
dips across the District of the Twenty-four Parganas. This dead

river was probably, in very ancient times, the main exit of what

are now the Hfiglf waters. The prehistoric shrine of KilfgMt lies

upon its route. Other sacred places of Hinduism mark its course,

and the high ground or banks along its forgotten bed supply holy

spots for the burning of the dead. The line of pools and dips and
channels is still known at sections as the Adi - Gang£ or c original

Ganges.’ The extinct river which they represent found its way into

the Bay of Bengal near Sagar island, and it is there that the present

Hugli river is again recognised as Mother Ganges, and resumes its

sanctity. Hindus who die below the point where the Adi-Gangd left

the Htfgll have, during many generations, been carried to the HdgH
above that point, or to the old banks of the Adi-Gangd. itself, for

incremation. The spice merchant in Makunda Ram’s poem of the

1 6th century, on his voyage to Ceylon, sailed down the Hilglf to

the site of the present Calcutta, and then struck off south-eastward,

past Kalighat, to the Bay of Bengal.

Alleged Deterioration of the Hiigli Channels.—From time to time

fears have been entertained with regard to the Hfigli approach to

Calcutta. Such fears were very strongly expressed in the middle of

the present century. Accordingly, in 1853, Lord Dalhousie appointed

a Committee to inquire into ‘ the state of the river Hiigli, particularly

whether it has deteriorated for the purposes of navigation, and what

has been the nature and progress of such deterioration.’ It was even

believed that at no distant date, ships of modem tonnage would be

unable to approach Calcutta; and a project was entertained of found-
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ing a new port 28 miles to the south-east, on the Matld river, to

anticipate the silting up of the Hiigli channels.

The scientific evidence of pilots and experts then taken dissipated

the panic, but it also made clear the necessity of closer attention to

the Hiigli channels. The vigilant supervision devoted to these channels

will be mentioned in the following paragraphs; and the Hiigli is

now (1885) said to be in a better condition for the passage of large

ships than it ever was. The Matld project was, however, revived

as a subsidiary port, and a railway was constructed to connect it with

Calcutta. Trade, however, has clung to the Hiigli. The Matla

harbour, known as Port Canning, proved a failure, and the railway

to it from Calcutta is a loss to the Government. A branch line from

the Matla Railway at Sondrpur station runs to Diamond Harbour, 38

miles by rail from Calcutta.

The Chajiges in the Channels below Calcutta are so frequent that it

would be misleading to enter into details in an account like the

present. As already stated, Lieutenant Petley, R.N., Deputy Con-

servator of the Port of Calcutta, is now engaged on a scientific work on

the Hiigli, based upon continuous surveys. To that work those who
require information on questions of detail must be referred In the

following paragraphs, distances below Calcutta are expressed in nautical

miles, as tabulated in Lieutenant Petley
7

s lists. Distances above

Calcutta are invariably given approximately in English statute miles.

James and Mary Sands.—There is, however, one feature of the Hiigli

channels between Calcutta and the estuary which must be specially

mentioned. It has been explained that the Ddmodar river, which

formerly poured its waters into the Hiigli about 30 English miles above

Calcutta, now enters the river opposite Ealta, 31 nautical miles below

that city. About 6 miles farther down than the present Ddmodar
mouth, the Riipndrayan also debouches from the same western side

into the Hiigli. These two rivers bring down the accumulated drainage

of the south-western Districts of Bengal and of Chutia Ndgpur. They

enter at rather sharp angles into the Hiigli, and their volume of water

checks the flow of the Hiigli current. In this way they lead to deposits

of enormous quantities of silt brought down by the three rivers, the

Hiigli, the Damodar, and the Riipnardyan.

The result of their combined deposits is the dangerous shoal known

as The James and Mary Sands, which will be treated in a separate

article in volume viL The entrance of the Riipndrdyan would pro-

bably have itself sufficed to check the current, and to cause some

deposit. But when the Damodar, perhaps about the beginning of the

last century, broke away to the south and forced its main passage into

the Hiigli just above the Riipnardyan, the deposits must have taken

place on a greater scale. The process by which the Ddmodar gradually
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diverted the main body of its waters to this new mouth occupied
many years, extending over a period of probably more than a
century. Shortly after the English settled at Calcutta in 1686, the

sandbank thus formed had become a recognised danger. The records

show that on the 24th September 1694, the Royal James and Mary
was lost on this shoal, and gave her name to the James and Mary
Sands.

Present State of the James and Mary Sands.— These sands still

continue to be one of the chief dangers of the Hiiglx. Banks and
shifting quicksands are rapidly formed, and the channels have to be
watched, and sounded, and supervised with almost the minute accuracy

which a watchmaker would give to the repair of a delicate timepiece.

If a vessel touches the bottom, she is pushed over by the current;

and cases are known in which only the yards of a great three-masted

ship have remained above water within half an hour after the accident.

The vessel itself is sucked under, and covered over with the sands if

not promptly blown up. The sands extend upwards from Hiigli Point,

37 ‘i nautical miles from Calcutta, opposite the mouth of the Rfipnd,-

r&yan, to about Falta Point, 31-2 nautical miles from Calcutta, opposite

the mouth of the Ddmodar.

Catastrophes of a terrible character occur. The two following may
serve as examples. In 1877, the ship County of Stirling, from Cal-

cutta to Hull, with a cargo of 1444 tons of wheat, etc., grounded on

the Falta Sands, a little north of the James and Mary, and was turned

literally upside down. She disappeared in eight minutes, and several

of the crew were drowned. Next year, 1878, a first-class British

steamer, with 2400 tons of general cargo, grounded on the Falta Sands,

and capsized in two minutes. The vessel and cargo were entirely lost,

and six of the crew were drowned.

The utmost care is taken with vessels while passing this dangerous

section of the river, and indeed all the way from Diamond Harbour

up to Falta Point (12*2 nautical miles). The height of the water on

the bars is signalled from the bank from the time the vessels enter

the river until they pass the last dangerous bar at M^ydpur, 24 nautical

miles above Diamond Harbour, and 19 below Calcutta. The result

of this care and skill is, that ships no longer think of discharging

either passengers or cargo at Diamond Harbour below the James and

Mary Sands, but pass straight up to Calcutta. Diamond Harbour,

formerly a busy port, is now a deserted village, with an old English

graveyard. It was hoped that the opening of the Diamond Harbour

Railway in 1884, connecting the port with Calcutta, would again bring

back to Diamond Harbour some of its former prosperity.

The H&gli Pilot Service.—Much of the credit of maintaining and

improving the Hfigli as a great waterway is due to the Calcutta pilots.
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—one of the most highly-skilled and most highly-paid Pilot Services

in the world. This service has not only produced many distinguished

men, but by its trustworthiness, intrepidity, and high sense of responsi-

bility as a body, has contributed more than hydraulic engineering to

keep open the approach to Calcutta. Every incoming vessel is boarded

from a pilot brig before entering the estuary, and remains in charge of

the pilot until he makes over the ship to the harbourmaster at Garden

Reach on the southern limit of the Port of Calcutta. In the last

century, ships of 700 tons usually discharged their cargo at Diamond
Harbour, so as to avoid the dangers of the James and Mary Sands,

and the shoals above. A minute supervision of the channels, and the

constant readjustment of the buoys, together with a highly-skilled pilot

service, now render the Hrigli a comparatively safe waterway for ships

of the largest tonnage. Vessels drawing 26 feet are safely piloted up

to Calcutta.

Tug Service.—This result has been greatly aided by the introduction

of steam, and by the powerful tug service maintained on the Hugli.

When it is stated that ships of 700 tons unloaded in the last century

at Diamond Harbour, it must be remembered that they had to tack

up channels, which were not only shallow but narrow. This process

sometimes occupied a week ; and the fact that they halted at Diamond
Harbour supplies no conclusive proof as to a lesser depth of water

over the shoals in the last century than at the present day.

Attempts to improve the Channels .—While the Hugh has thus been

successfully maintained as a waterway to Calcutta, direct efforts to

manipulate its channels have not yielded favourable results. In 1867-68,

a scheme for such improvements was submitted to Government
;
and

the Mdydpur bar, a dangerous obstruction 19 nautical miles below

Calcutta, was selected for experiment. Spurs were run out some
distance below high line from both banks of the river ; but it was found

that these spurs were quite inadequate to guide the flood and ebb tide

into one channel. No improvement, therefore, resulted. Since that

time further direct attempts have not been made to improve the

channels of the river below Calcutta. But much attention has been

given to the port of Calcutta itself. Large reclamations have been

made on the Howrah foreshore, and substantial spurs have been thrown

out between the East India Railway terminus at Howrah and Shalimar

Point. These works have already caused a marked improvement in

the depth of water within the port. Steam dredgers are employed in

removing the silt along the jetties, and from other places where accumu-

lations of sand are deposited.

The accommodation for discharging cargo at Calcutta has also

been improved. A line of eight screw pile jetties, varying in length

from 300 to 450 feet, extend from just below Armenian ghdt to as
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far south as Koila ghat These jetties are furnished with hydraulic

cranes, spacious warehouses, and every appliance required for the

loading and discharging of cargo. The Port Commissioners have a

scientific survey staff continually employed in surveying the river, and
the charts which they issue will form a lasting and valuable record of

the changes that actually take place. The bars over Mdydpur and the

James and Mary are sounded daily, the result being telegraphed both

to Calcutta and Diamond Harbour for the information of the inward

and outward bound pilots.

The Defences ofthe Hugli have of late years attracted serious attention.

In a work like the present, it must suffice to state that, besides Fort

William at Calcutta, defensive works have been erected at Falta,

mounting eight 12-ton guns, and throwing 250 lbs. projectiles. It is

also proposed to mount at Chingari-khdi four 38-ton guns, together

with three of these powerful weapons at Falta. In case of attack,

two torpedo-boats would be employed, together with a torpedo-field,

protected by light guns. Any further particulars would be out of place

in this article- But the channels are so dangerous as in many places

to be practically impenetrable by ships of war if the buoys were taken

up. Torpedoes might render them absolutely inaccessible.

Estuary of the Hilglu — Shortly after the river leaves Diamond

Harbour, 43-4 nautical miles below Calcutta, it widens out; and at

Kalpi (Culpee), on its left or eastern bank, 497 nautical miles from

Calcutta, the estuary may be said to commence. At Khijirf (Kedgeree),

6 7'8 nautical miles from Calcutta on the right or western bank, it

becomes a vast sea, with the low-lying Midnapur coast on the west, and

Sagar (Saugor) Island, just rising a few inches above the level of the

water, 15 miles distant on the eastern side. Sagar lighthouse is passed

at 8 1 nautical miles below Calcutta, and the Sdgar anchoring buoy at 86

miles. For practical purposes, the sea may be said to commence at

about 80 miles from Calcutta
;
but the outer floating light lies i2i ,8

nautical miles, and the outermost (or Pilot’s Ridge) buoy at 139*6

nautical miles from Calcutta vid the western channel.

The estuary of the Hugli is famous for its dangerous and numerous

sandbanks ;
but they are subject to such great and rapid changes,

that any attempt at a minute description of them would be more

mischievous than useful. The best known of them are the Gaspar

Sands and Sdgar Sands. The same reason precludes any attempt

at an exact description of the entrance channels. Horsburgh in

his Sailing Directions gave detailed information on this point, but it

is now nearly useless. The information condensed by Commander

Taylor in his India Directory for Steamers and Sailing Vessels is more

recent (1874). But the best and only really safe guides are the frequent

issues of the charts brought up to date, * showing the approaches to
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—one of the most highly-skilled and most highly-paid Pilot Services

in the world. This service has not only produced many distinguished

men, but by its trustworthiness, intrepidity, and high sense of responsi-

bility as a body, has contributed more than hydraulic engineering to

keep open the approach to Calcutta. Every incoming vessel is boarded

from a pilot brig before entering the estuary, and remains in charge of

the pilot until he makes over the ship to the harbourmaster at Garden

Reach on the southern limit of the Port of Calcutta. In the last

century, ships of 700 tons usually discharged their cargo at Diamond
Harbour, so as to avoid the dangers of the James and Mary Sands,

and the shoals above. A minute supervision of the channels, and the

constant readjustment of the buoys, together with a highly-skilled pilot

service, now render the Hugh a comparatively safe waterway for ships

of the largest tonnage. Vessels drawing 26 feet are safely piloted up

to Calcutta.

Tug Service.—This result has been greatly aided by the introduction

of steam, and by the powerful tug service maintained on the Hrigli.

When it is stated that ships of 700 tons unloaded in the last century

at Diamond Harbour, it must be remembered that they had to tack

up channels, which were not only shallow but narrow. This process

sometimes occupied a week ; and the fact that they halted at Diamond
Harbour supplies no conclusive proof as to a lesser depth of water

over the shoals in the last century than at the present day.

Attempts to improve the Channels.—While the Hugh has thus been

successfully maintained as a waterway to Calcutta, direct efforts to

manipulate its channels have not yielded favourable results. In 1867-68,

a scheme for such improvements was submitted to Government ;
and

the Mdy&pur bar, a dangerous obstruction 19 nautical miles below

Calcutta, was selected for experiment. Spurs were run out some
distance below high line from both banks of the river

;
but it was found

that these spurs were quite inadequate to guide the flood and ebb tide

into one channel. No improvement, therefore, resulted. Since that

time further direct attempts have not been made to improve the

channels of the river below Calcutta. But much attention has been

given to the port of Calcutta itself. Large reclamations have been

made on the Howrah foreshore, and substantial spurs have been thrown

out between the East India Railway terminus at Howrah and Shalimar

Point. These works have already caused a marked improvement in

the depth of water within the port. Steam dredgers are employed in

removing the silt along the jetties, and from other places where accumu-

lations of sand are deposited.

The accommodation for discharging cargo at Calcutta has also

been improved. A line of eight screw pile jetties, varying in length

from 300 to 450 feet, extend from just below Armenian ghdt to as
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far south as Koila ghat. These jetties are furnished with hydraulic

cranes, spacious warehouses, and every appliance required for the

loading and discharging of cargo. The Port Commissioners have a

scientific survey staff continually employed in surveying the river, and

the charts which they issue will form a lasting and valuable record of

the changes that actually take place. The bars over May^pur and the

James and Mary are sounded daily, the result being telegraphed both

to Calcutta and Diamond Harbour for the information of the inward

and outward bound pilots.

The Defences ofthe Hi'tgli have of late years attracted serious attention.

In a work like the present, it must suffice to state that, besides Fort

William at Calcutta, defensive works have been erected at Falta,

mounting eight 12-ton guns, and throwing 250 lbs. projectiles. It is

also proposed to mount at Chingari-khdl four 38-ton guns, together

with three of these powerful weapons at Falta. In case of attack,

two torpedo-boats would be employed, together with a torpedo-field,

protected by light guns. Any further particulars would be out of place

in this article. But the channels are so dangerous as in many places

to be practically impenetrable by ships of war if the buoys were taken

up. Torpedoes might render them absolutely inaccessible.

Estuary of the Hi'iglL — Shortly after the river leaves Diamond
Harbour, 43*4 nautical miles below Calcutta, it widens out; and at

Kalpi (Culpee), on its left or eastern bank, 497 nautical miles from

Calcutta, the estuary may be said to commence. At Khijiri (Kedgeree),

67*8 nautical miles from Calcutta on the right or western bank, it

becomes a vast sea, with the low-lying Midnapur coast on the west, and

Sagar (Saugor) Island, just rising a few inches above the level of the

water, 15 miles distant on the eastern side. Sdgar lighthouse is passed

at 8 1 nautical miles below Calcutta, and the Sdgar anchoring buoy at 86

miles. For practical purposes, the sea may be said to commence at

about 80 miles from Calcutta
; but the outer floating light lies 12 1 ’8

nautical miles, and the outermost (or Pilot’s Ridge) buoy at 139*6

nautical miles from Calcutta via the western channel.

The estuary of the Hiiglf is famous for its dangerous and numerous

sandbanks; but they are subject to such great and rapid changes,

that any attempt at a minute description of them would be more

mischievous than useful. The best known of them are the Gaspar

Sands and S£gar Sands. The same reason precludes any attempt

at an exact description of the entrance channels. Horsburgh in

his Sailing Directions gave detailed information on this point, but it

is now nearly useless. The information condensed by Commander
Taylor in his India Directoryfor Steamers and Sailing Vessels is more

recent (1874). But the best and only really safe guides are the frequent

issues of the charts brought up to date, ‘showing the approaches to
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the Sand-heads

;

! and for the James and Mary Sands ‘from Luff Point
upwards to Anchorage Creek ’ and Falta. A fresh survey of the river

was commenced by the Marine Survey Department in 1882-83, and its

results are being embodied by Lieutenant Petley, R.N., in a work for

general reference by the public.

The tide runs rapidly in the Hugh, and produces a remarkable
example of the fluvial phenomenon known as a ‘ bore.’ This consists

of the headwave of the advancing tide, hemmed in where the estuary

narrows suddenly into the river, and often exceeds 7 feet in height It

is felt as far up as Calcutta, and frequently sinks small boats or dashes
them to pieces on the bank. The tide itself runs to above Hugli town,

and is felt as high up as Nadiya. The difference between the lowest

point of low water in the dry season to the highest point of high

water in the rains, is reported at 20 feet 10 inches. The greatest

mean rise of tide, about 16 feet, takes place in March, April, and
May; with a declining range during the rainy season to a mean of 10

feet, and a minimum during freshets reported at 3 feet 6 inches.

Refuge Houses.—The Port Commissioners maintain a series of shelters

or Refuges along the east face of the Hugh estuary and the adjoining

Sundarbans. The Refuges are clearly marked on the charts, and
are supplied with provisions and a few necessary tools for the use of

shipwrecked mariners. They are regularly inspected
; but notwith-

standing every effort of the authorities, it is right to mention that they

are still frequently plundered of their stores, and might in an emergency
be found destitute of provisions or appliances of any sort The violence

of the south-western monsoon, and the cyclones which at intervals rage

in the north of the Bay of Bengal, render these Refuges an important
work of humanity. They have been the means of saving lives which
must otherwise have been lost.

The Hi'tgli receives no tributaries except the Damodar and Rupna-
rayan, already mentioned, and the Haldi, a few miles south of the
Rdpndrdyan mouth. It is, however, connected on its left or eastern

bank, by various tidal channels and creeks, with the network of
distributaries by which the Ganges pours into the sea. Some of these
eastern channels form the great waterways for boat and steamer
traffic from Calcutta, through the Twenty-four Parganas and Sundarbans,
to Eastern Bengal and Assam.

,
After the junction of the Hdglf with the Dimodar and Rupndrdyan

from Midnapur District, near the James and Mary Sands, the river

represents not only the three westernmost distributaries of the Ganges,
but also the whole drainage of South-Western Bengal between the
Ganges and the Chutii Nagpur watershed.

The scenery on the banks of the Hugif varies greatly. The sea
approach is disappointing. For many miles nothing but sandbanks can
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be seen. These are succeeded by mean-looking mud formations covered

with coarse grass, and raised only a few inches above high tide. By
degrees cocoa-nut palms seem to stand out of the water on the horizon.

As the river narrows above the James and Mary Sands, however, the

country is not so low, and grows richer. Trees and rice-fields and
villages become common, and at length a section is reached where the

banks are high, and lined with hamlets buried under evergreen groves.

The palm foliage and feathery bamboos now begin to assert them-

selves more and more strongly, and give a luxuriant tropical type

to the landscape.

When at length the Port of Calcutta is reached, a scene of unexpected

magnificence, unrivalled in its kind, bursts upon the eye. The long

tiers of shipping, with the stately painted mansions of Garden Reach
on the margin in the foreground, the fort rising from the great plain on
the bank higher up, and the domes, steeples, and noble public buildings

of Calcutta beyond, gradually unfold their beauties in a long panorama.

The traveller really feels that he is approaching a City of Palaces. The
river by which he has reached the capital furnishes one of the greatest

triumphs in the contest of man with nature.

Hdgfll (.Hooghly).—District in the Bardw&i Division of the Lieutenant-

Governorship of Bengal, lying between 22
0

13' 45" and 23
0
13' is'' n.

lat, and between 87° 47' and 88° 33' e. long. Hdglf District is bounded

on the north by the District of Bardwdn
;
on the east by the Hugh

river, separating it from the Districts of Nadiya and the Twenty-four

Pargands ; on the south by Howrah District
; and on the west by

Bardwdn District. Area (excluding Howrah, which was recently erected

into a separate District, although for revenue purposes it is still in-

cluded with Hdgli District), 1223 square miles. Population (1881)

1,012,768. The administrative head-quarters are at Hugli Town,
situated on the west bank of the Hugh'.

Physical Aspects.—The District is flat, with a gradual rise to the

north and north-west. The scenery along the high-lying bank of the

Hdgli, which forms the eastern boundary of the District, has a quiet

beauty of its own. Indeed, the whole banks of this river, from

Guptipdr£ in the extreme north of the District to Ulub£ri£ in the

magisterial District of Howrah in the south, present the appear-

ance of a connected series of orchards and gardens, interspersed

with villages, temples, and factories. The principal rivers are the

Hugli, the Damodar, and the Rupnarayan. The HiigH nowhere

actually crosses the boundary, and the Riipnarayan only flows

through a few miles of Mandalghat pargand, The Ddmodar is

the only large river which intersects the District. It enters Hiigll

from Bardwdn on the north, and flows first in a southerly and then

in a south-easterly direction, until it joins the Hdgli opposite Falta.
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It is navigable during the dry weather for a distance of 25 miles

from its mouth.

As stated in the foregoing article on Hugli River, the Ddmodar
appears formerly to have debouched into the Hugh at a point about

39 miles above Calcutta ; its old mouth is at present the irrigation

channel known as the Kansond khdl. Since it has changed its

course, it empties its waters into the Hdgli almost at a right angle

opposite Falta, and the silt which it carries with it is thus thrown into

the Hdglf, meeting also the silt suspended in the latter river. A further

check to their united streams is given by the waters of the Rdpnarayan,

which enter the Hdgli 6 miles lower down* The result is a partial

obstruction to the force of the current
; and the heavy silt falling to the

bottom has gradually formed the * James and Mary’ Sandbank, which

so seriously interferes with the navigation of the Hdgli.

As in other alluvial Districts, the highest land lies nearest the rivers,

and the lowest levels are generally found midway between two streams.

This fact explains the existence of the extensive marshes between

the Hdgli and the Damodar, and between the latter river and the

Rdpnardyan. The principal of these marshes are the Rdjdpur, Dan-

kuni, and Sdmtl jTills
,
the last of which covers an area of 30 square

miles. The Ulubdrid and Midnapur High-level Canal passes through

this District
; an account of the canal will be found in the article on

Midnapur. There are 5 other canals in the District used for water-

carriage
;
the total length of these is 33 miles.

History .— From a historical point of view, Hdglf possesses as

much interest as any District in Bengal, or, indeed, in India. The
memories of many nations cluster round its principal towns, and

every village on the river bank, which forms the eastern boundary of

the District, is associated with some historical event. In the early

period of the Muhammadan rule, Sdtgaon, now a petty village, was the

seat of the Governors of Lower Bengal and a mint town, and gave its

name to one of the sarkdrs in Todar Mali’s rent-roll. Sarkdr Satgaon

included not only the District of Hdgli (with Howrah), but also that of

the Twenty-four Pargands, with Calcutta, and a portion of Bardwdn.

Satgaon city was the traditional mercantile capital of Bengal from the

Purdnic age to the time of the foundation of Hugli town by the Portu-

guese in 1537. About this time the channel of the Saraswati river, on

which Sdtgdon was situated, began to silt up
;
and its waters gradually

deserted the old Saraswati bed for the Htigli, which was at that time

a comparatively small river. In consequence of this silting up of the

Saraswati, Sdtgaon became inaccessible to large vessels, and the Portu-

guese moved to Hrigli.

In 1632, Hdgli town, having been taken from the Portuguese by the

Muhammadans, was made the royal port of Bengal; and the public
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offices and records were withdrawn from Sdtg^on, which rapidly fell

into decay. A few years later, in 1640, the East India Company under
a jirmdn from Sultan Shuja, then Governor of Bengal, established a
factory at Hiiglf. This was the first English settlement in Lower
Bengal

;
although the Orissa establishment at Pipplf had already been

formed (1624—36). In 1669, ^ie East India Company obtained, as a
concession, the privilege of bringing their ships up to the town 0 1

Hiiglf for the purpose of loading. Until that time they had been
compelled to transport their merchandise down to the seaboard in

small sloops, and there re-ship them into large vessels.

It was at Hiiglf, too, that the English first came into collision -with

the Muhammadan Government of Bengal. In 1685, a dispute took

place between the English factors at Hugll and the Navrdb of Bengal,

and a military force was despatched from England and Madras to

strengthen and protect the Company’s factories at Hiiglf. The quarrel

was on the point of adjustment, and it is said that the Nawab was

about to sign a treaty of peace, when an accident frustrated his

intentions. A few English soldiers walking in the bdzdr at Hdglf were

suddenly attacked by some men belonging to the Nawab’s force
;
the

comrades of the former came to their rescue, and a street fight ensued
;

the English commander bombarded the town of Hugh, and his fire

burned to the ground five hundred houses, including the warehouses of

the Company, containing goods to the value of ^300,000.

This was not the first time that Hiiglf had been the scene of a

struggle with a European power in India. It has been stated that

previous to the establishment of Hiiglf as the royal port of Bengal by

the Muhammadans, they had captured the place from the Portuguese.

On that occasion (1629) it was besieged for three months and a half

by a large force sent by the Emperor Shdh Jahdn, who had resolved to

expel the foreigners from his dominions. The place was carried by

storm; more than 1000 Portuguese were killed, upwards of 4000

men, women, and children were taken prisoners, and of 300 vessels

of all sizes only 3 escaped.

But Hiiglf District possesses historical interest for other European

nations than England and Portugal. The Dutch established them-

selves at Chinsurah in the 17th century, and held the place till

1825, when it was ceded to Great Britain in part exchange for

the island of Java. The Danes settled at Serampur, where they

remained until 1843, when, by a treaty with the King of Denmark,

all the Danish possessions in India, consisting of the towns of

Tranquebar and Serampur (or Frederiksnagar, as it was called),

and a small piece of ground at Balasor formerly occupied as a

Dutch factory, were transferred to the East India Company in con-

sideration of the sum of 12^- Idkhs of rupees (^125,000). Chan-
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darnagar became a French settlement in 1673, and in the time

of Dupleix was a place of some importance. In 1757, Chandarnagar

was bombarded by the English fleet under Admiral Watson, and

captured, the fortifications and houses being afterwards demolished.

On peace being established, it was restored to the French in 1763.

When hostilities broke out in 1794, it was again taken by the English,

and held by them till 1816, when it was a second lime given up to the

French, in whose possession it has ever since remained.

The revenue jurisdiction of the District of Htfglf was established

in 18 r9. Prior to that time it had formed a part of Bardwdn,

although it had been created a District Magistracy some years earlier.

Up to 1829, a single officer exercised the powers of Judge and

Magistrate throughout the entire District. Many changes have taken

place in the area of Hiigll from time to time, owing to transfers to

and from neighbouring Districts, the latest being the erection of

Howrah into a separate District for magisterial purposes.

Population
,,

etc.—The first regular Census of Htiglf was taken in

1872. The enumeration, on the area comprising the present District

after the separation of Howrah, disclosed a population of 1,157,385

persons. The last Census in 1881 returned the population at 1,012,768,

showing a decrease of 144,617, or 12*49 Per cent., in the nine years.

The decrease is attributable to the terrible fever epidemic which for so

long devastated the Districts of the Presidency and Bardwan Divisions,

Hdgli being one of the tracts which suffered most. The results of

the Census of 1881 may be summarized as follows:—Area, 1223

square miles, with 16 towns and 2275 villages; number of houses,

263,546, of which 238,619 were occupied and 24,927 unoccupied; total

population, 1,012,768, or an average density of 828 per square mile;

number of villages per square mile, 1*87; number of houses per

square mile, 215; persons per village, 442; persons per house, 4*2.

Classified according to sex, there were—488,952 males and 523,816

females; proportion of males, 48*3 per cent, of the District population.

Classified according to age, there were, under 12 years old— 131,680

males and 123,295 females; total children, 254,975, or 25*2 per cent.

The excessive proportion of male above female children, while the

males only form 48 per cent, of the total population, is due to the fact

that here, as elsewhere throughout India, the natives consider that girls

attain womanhood at an earlier age than boys reach manhood, and
many girls are thus returned as women. The ethnical division of the

population is as follows

»

Non-Asiatics, 146, of whom the great

majority are Europeans; mixed races (Eurasians), 190; Asiatics,

1,012,432. There are few aboriginal tribes in Hdglf; the total number
of aborigines being returned at 4828, of whom the great majority are

Dhdngars. Classified according to religion, Hindus numbered 822,972,
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or Si’3 per cent, of the population; Muhammadans, 188,798, or i8’6

per cent; Christians, 655; Buddhists, 290; Brahmos, 16 ;

‘ others/

37. All the aborigines, except 37 Santils, are returned as Hindus by
religion. Among the high castes of Hindus, Brahmans numbered 76,271

;

Rajputs, 5530; and Kdyasths, 25,484. Baniyds, the chief trading

caste, numbered 17,352. Other Hindu castes numbering over 5000

—

Kaibartta, the most numerous caste in the District, comprising the bulk

of the agricultural population, 142,526; Bagdf, a semi-aboriginal low

caste of fishermen and cultivators, with a reputation for being daring

and expert thieves, 134,115; Sadgop, the highest cultivating caste,

61,021; Godla, cowherds and milk-sellers, 46,134; Telf, oil pressers

and sellers, 38,757; Tintf, weavers, 29,767; Cham&r, skinners and
leather workers, 21,869; Ndpit, barbers, 13,988; Hari, sweepers,

13,030; Chanddl, cultivators and labourers, 11,845; Lohars, black-

smiths, 11,405 ; Dom, cultivators, fishermen, and basket-makers, 10,825;

Jaliya, fishermen, 10,369; KumbMr, potters, 9688; Tambulf, sellers

of betel -leaf, 8457; Kalu, oil makers and sellers, 8281; Dhobf,

washermen, 7988 ;
Tior, fishermen, 6687 ; Madik, sweet-meat makers,

6615. The Muhammadan population are thus divided according to

sect—Sunni's, 176,600; Shids, 10,146; and unspecified, 2052. The
Christians' of the District comprise 67 British -born Europeans,

77 other Europeans, 1 American, 1 African, 190 Eurasians, 261

natives of India, 28 other Asiatics, and 30 ‘others.’ As to sect,

the Christians include 12 1 belonging to the Church of England;

133 to the Church of Scotland; 131 are Roman Catholics; 108 are

Baptists ; 83 returned themselves as Protestants only ; the remainder

belong to other denominations.

Division into Town and Country.—Hugli District contains twelve

towns with a population exceeding 5000, namely, Hugh and Chinsurah,

given as one town in the Census Report, population 31,177; Seram-

pur, 25,559; Baidyabati, 14,477; Syambazar, 12,462; Balagar,

11,233 ; Jahanabad, 10,507 ; Bhadreswar, 9241 ; Khanakul, 7708

;

Bali, 7037; Bansbaria, 7031; Kotrang, 5747; and Uttarpara,

5307. These twelve have an aggregate population of 147,486, or 14-5

per cent, of the District population, leaving a balance of 865,282 as

forming the rural population. Hiigli and Chinsurah lie, in fact, so close

to each other as to form in reality only one town. Serampur, 13 miles

from Calcutta by rail, is interesting both historically (vide supra) and as

having been the scene of the labours of the Baptist missionaries Carey,

Marshman, and Ward. Among other places of interest are

—

Chan-

darnagar, a town on the Htfglf, already mentioned in the historical

section above, and one of the few remaining possessions of the French

in India; Bandel, a village on the river bank, about a mile above

HUglf, containing a Roman Catholic monastery, said to be the oldest
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Christian Church in Bengal ;
Satgaon, now a miserable village, but

once, as has been already stated, the mercantile capital of Bengal

;

Tribeni, situated at the fabled junction of the Ganges or Hugh, the

Saraswati, and the Jamuna,—a place of great sanctity, and the scene of

many religious gatherings; Panduah, now a small village with a rail-

way station, but in ancient times the fortified seat of a Hindu Rdjd

,

Tarakeswar, a village and terminus of a short line of raila ay 2 2 miles

in length, branching off from the East Indian Railway at Baidyabati, 15

miles above Howrah, containing a large and richly-endowed shrine of

great sanctity, visited at all times of the year by crowds of pilgrims.

Of the 2291 villages and towns comprising Hdgli District, 981 contain

less than two hundred inhabitants, 781 between two and five hundred,

359 between five hundred and a thousand, 126 between one and two

thousand, 25 between two and three thousand, 7 between three and five

thousand, 6 between five and ten thousand, 4 between ten and twenty

thousand, and 2 between twenty and fifty thousand.

As regards occupation, the male population is divided in the

Census under six headings Class (1) Professional, including Govern-

ment officials of all kinds and the learned professions, 18,849;

(2) domestic servants, inn and lodging-house keepers, etc., 10,990;

(3)
commercial, including merchants, traders, carriers, etc., 15,593 ;

(4) agricultural and pastoral, including gardeners, 173,994; (5) in-

dustrial, 54,792; (6) indefinite and non-productive, comprising general

labourers, male children, and unspecified, 214,734.

Agriculture, etc.—Rice forms the staple crop of the District There

are three harvests—viz. boro or spring rice ;
dus or niili, the autumn

crop; and dman or haimantik, the winter rice, which is the principal

crop of the year. A considerable quantity of the finer kinds of table

rice is cultivated in Hiigli, chiefly for the Calcutta market. Subordinate

cereals grown are barley, wheat, and Indian corn; and among the

other crops may be mentioned peas and many varieties of pulse,

mustard and other oil-seeds, vegetables, jute, hemp, cotton, sugar-

cane, indigo, mulberry, tobacco, and pan. Indigo is cultivated in the

southern parts of the District, but to a much smaller extent than in

former years, many factories having been lately abandoned. Of the

total cultivated area of the District, it is roughly estimated that about

thirteen-sixteenths are occupied by rice, and the different varieties of

vegetables and pulse grown as second crops in winter after the rice has

been harvested ;
the remaining three-sixteenths are under other crops.

Por land paying 9s. an acre of rent, a fair average out-turn is from 7 to 9

cwt. of unhusked rice per acre ; and for superior land, renting at £1, is.

per acre, from 26 to 33 cwt. per acre. Including the value of the

straw and of second crops, the average value of a year’s produce from

an acre of land renting at 9s. may be set down at from £x, ros. to £2 ;
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and from an acre of land renting at 18s., at about ^3, 8s. Rates of
rent are high in Hiiglf District, and have considerably increased of late

years. First-class paddy land, which formerly rented for 15s. an acre,

now pays from £1, is. to as much as £i
9
16s.

;
and the rent of inferior

paddy land has risen from 7s. 6d. and 9s. to 10s. 6d. and 13s. 6d. an
acre. Mulberry and tobacco lands are rented at £i

9 4s. to £$ an
acre, and sugar-cane lands at from £1,^. to £2 , 8s. Irrigation of
rice and other ordinary crops is resorted to only in case of deficient

rainfall
; but potato, sugar-cane, and pdn require plentiful irrigation and

manure to ensure a fair return. Wages and prices of food-grains have
risen greatly of late years. Coolies, who in 1861 received 2^d. a day,

now receive 6d.
;
carpenters and bricklayers now receive is. who were

then paid 9d. In i860, the best quality of unhusked rice sold at 3s. 4d.

a cwt.
;

it now sells at 4s. id. a cwt. The price of the best cleaned

and husked rice has risen from 6s. 9d. a cwt. in i860 to 8s. 2d. in

1882-83. Common rice in the latter year sold at 4s. nd. a cwt., and
wheat at 7 s. iod. a cwt. There is very little spare land in the District.

Rotation of crops is practised to a very limited extent
; and when lands

are allowed to lie fallow, it is only for a few months.

Natural Calamities,—Blights occasionally visit Hugh, but, with one
exception, they have not affected any crop throughout the entire Dis-

trict. The exceptional case was that of the * Bombay sugar-cane/ which

was totally destroyed by blight in i860, since which time the cultivation

of this valuable crop has been almost entirely abandoned. Floods, which

were formerly common in the District, are now of very rare occurrence;

protective embankments have been raised by Government along the

banks of some of the larger rivers, and no other measures are required.

Droughts, caused by deficiency of rainfall, sometimes occur, but not to

any serious extent.
*

The drought of 1865, which preceded the great famine of the

following year, was not much felt in this District; and the effects

of the famine itself were much less severe in Hiiglf than in some

of the neighbouring Districts. It was not until late in July that

the Collector asked for a Government grant
;
and in August relief-

centres were opened. In Hiiglf and Howrah (which were then one

District), the average daily number of persons in receipt of relief was

—

in July, 645 ; in August, 3242 ;
in September, 6741; in October, 7041;

in November, 5941 ; and in December, 1041. The total sum spent

on relief amounted to £$956, of which ,£750 was granted by the

Board of Revenue, ^3390 by the Calcutta Central Relief Committee,

while ^1816 were raised by private subscription. The means of transit

in the District are amply sufficient to prevent the extremity of famine,

by importation from other parts. The highest price of rice during the

famine of 1866 was 14s. 9|d. per cwt. in November at Chandarnagar.
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Commerce and Trade
,
etc.—The trade of the District is chiefly carried

on by means of permanent markets. The principal exports are—fine

rice, silk, indigo, jute, cotton cloth, and vegetables
;
the chief imports

—common rice, English piece-goods, lime from Bardwan and Sylhet,

timber, etc. The District is said to export more than it requires to

import. The principal river marts are Bhadreswar, Chandarnagar, and

Baidyabdti, at all of which large quantities of agricultural produce are

stored for shipment to Calcutta.

The chief manufactures of Hugh are silk and cotton. In the

early days of the East India Company, silk and cotton fabrics to

the annual value of about ^100,000 were produced here, but the

manufacture has gradually decayed, owing to the withdrawal of the

Company’s weaving factories and the importation of English piece-

goods. The silk and cotton fabrics of the District are of a superior

description, and command high prices. Among the other manufac-

tures of Hdglf are paper, rope, oil, baskets, and pottery.

The roads in the District are maintained in good order, at an

annual cost of about ^4000. The East Indian Railway runs

through Hugli District for a distance of about 40 miles, with stations

at Bainclif, Panduah, Khanyan, Magra, Trisbigha, Hdglf, Chandar-

nagar, Bhadreswar, Baidyabati, Seoraphuli, Serampur, and Konnagar.

A line of railway, made by a private syndicate of Calcutta, under

certain Government concessions, including the free gift of the land

required, runs from Baidyabati, on the East Indian Railway, to'

the pilgrim shrine at Tarakeswdr. It was formally opened by Lord

Dufferin in January 1885. The length of this line is 22 miles.

Two newspapers are published in Hdglf, namely, the Education

Gazette,
a weekly, printed in English and Bengali, and a Bengdli

weekly, the Sddhd rani
,
both published at Chinsurah. The Friend

of India , a well-known weekly English newspaper, was formerly pub-

lished at Serampur, but is now printed and published in Calcutta.

At several towns in the District there are small public libraries.

Administration.—In revenue matters, as stated above, Hdglf and
Howrah form one District, but in all other matters are quite distinct.

Owing to original deficiencies 'in the records, to the different systems

of account which have been employed, and to the alterations in area

which have taken place, a comparison of the revenue and expenditure

of the District, as returned at different periods, would be worse than

useless; but it may be simply stated that the balance-sheet of the

District for 1850-51 gives the revenue in that year as ^141,522.
In 1870-71, the revenue had increased to ^239,452, and in 1882-83
to ^264,711. The land-tax forms the principal source of revenue,

amounting in 1870-71 to ^145, 462. In 1873, after the area of the

District had been considerably reduced by transfers to Bardwan and
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Midnapur, the land revenue amounted to .£128,062; in 1882-83, it

was £134,206.
The sub-division of estates has increased considerably of late

years. In 1850, the number of estates was 2784, held by 5775
proprietors, the average payment by each estate being £41, 16s. nd.

;

in 1873, the number of estates was 3537, and the average payment
from each £36, 4s. id.

;
in 1883, there were 3752 estates, the average

payment from each being £38, 8s. 4d.

In i860, there were in the combined District of Hriglf and Howrah
10 magisterial and 22 civil and revenue courts, with 7 covenanted

English officers; in 1870, the number of officers was 8, and there

were 16 magisterial and 35 civil and revenue courts. In 1882-83,

the District of Hiiglf proper contained 10 civil and 19 magisterial

courts.

For police purposes, the District is divided into 11 th&nds or police

circles. The regular and municipal police force of Hdgli consisted

at the end of 1882 of 815 men of all ranks, maintained at a total cost

of £12,125. In addition to these, there was in that year a rural police

force of 4939 men, costing in money or lands an estimated sum of

£ J 31630. The total machinery, therefore, for the protection of

person and property consisted in 1882 of 5754 officers and men, or an

average of 1 man to every 0-2 1 of a square mile, or to every 176 of

the population. The estimated total cost of maintaining this force

was £ r 5>5755 giving an average of £2, 14s. 5d. per square mile, or

3fd. per head of the population. Dakaitl
,

or gang-robbery, was

formerly of frequent occurrence, but is now not nearly so common.
The French Settlement of Chandarnagar used to afford special

facilities for smuggling opium and spirits, but this illicit business has

of late been entirely stopped by the police. It is said that a little

salt smuggling is carried on in Howrah. In 1882, there were three

jails in the District—at Htfglf, Serampur, and JahanaMd; the daily

average number of prisoners was 495.

Education has spread rapidly of late, the number of aided and

inspected schools having increased from 66 in 1856-57 to 193 in

1871-72, and the number of pupils from 7022 to 11,809. The number

of such schools in 1877-78 was 625, attended by 22,666 pupils; and in

1882-83, 1579, attended by nearly 32,000 pupils. This is exclusive

of uninspected schools; and the Census of 1881 returned 32,990 boys

and 746 girls as under instruction, besides 67,665 males and 1643

females able to read and write, but not under instruction. The

principal educational institution in the District is the HugH College,

with its attached collegiate school and law class, which was, in 1882-83,

attended by 519 students. The College is maintained out of funds

derived from landed property, fees, and endowments invested in
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Government stock. The Muhammadan Madrasa was attended by 40

pupils at the end of 1882-83.

For administrative purposes, Hdgli District is divided into 3 Sub-

divisions—(1) The Sadr or head-quarters Sub-division; (2) Serampur;

and (3) Jahandbad Sub-division. The District contains 14 munici-

palities, with an aggregate population of 151,757; the total municipal

income in 1883 was ^12,943, of which ^11,332 was derived from

taxation; average rate of municipal taxation, is. s|d. per head of

population.

Medical Aspects.—The climate of Hugh does not differ from that of

Lower Bengal generally. The ordinary maximum temperature may be

taken at 96° F., and the ordinary minimum at 6o°. The average

annual rainfall for a period of 18 years ending in 1881 is returned

at 60*42 inches. The total rainfall in 1881 was 64*75 inches, or 4*33

above the average, and in 1882, 50*93 inches, or 9*49 inches below the

average.

The diseases of the District are those common to this part of the

country— fevers, cholera, dysentery, etc. The epidemic malarious

fever, which has raged at intervals during the last quarter of a cen-

tury throughout the Bardwdn and Presidency Divisions of Bengal, will

be found referred to in the article on Bardwan District. It made
its first appearance in Hriglf District in 1S61, and since then it has

been gradually extending its ravages from village to village ; and there

is now hardly a spot in the District which has not been visited by it.

There are no accurate statistics to show the extent of the mortality,

but the disease is said to have carried off more than half of the popu-

lation, and to have almost depopulated certain villages. An estimate

in the Census Report of 1881 puts down the loss of life from this fever

during the 12 years from 1862, when it first appeared in this part of

the country, to 1874, when it abated, at no less than 650,000 in Hiiglf

District alone.

The special dispensaries established during the ravages of the fevers

were closed in 1875, and since then the fevers of the District have

been the ordinary seasonal malarious fevers of the country. Per-

manent dispensaries are established at Hilglf, Serampur, Uttarpdrd,

Bainchf, Jahanabad, Baidyabati, Dwarbasini, Bandipur, and Roshra.

These dispensaries afforded medical relief in 1882 to 1564 in-door

and 37,470 out-door patients. The number of deaths registered in the

District in 1882 was 23,273, or at the rate of 22*97 per thousand of

the population. [For further information regarding Huglf, see the

Statistical Account of Bengal, vol. iii. pp. 251 to 440 (London, Triibner

& Co., 1876). Also the Bengal Census Report for 1881; and the

Bengal Administration and Departmental Reports from 1880 to 1883.]

HiigU.—Head-quarters Sub-division of Hugli District, Bengal, lying
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between 22
0
52' and 23° 13' 45" n. lat., and between 88° o' 15" and

88° 33' e. long. Area, 442 square miles, with 873 villages or towns

and 86,68o houses. Population (1881) 308,217, namely, Hindus,

226,092, or 73*3 per cent. ; Muhammadans, 81,810, or 26*6 per cent.

;

Christians, 290; and ‘others,’ 25. Number of males, i47>555

—

females, 160,662 ;
proportion of males in total population, 47*8 per

cent Average density of population, 697 per square mile ;
villages per

square mile, 1*98; persons per village, 353; houses per square mile,

221 ; persons per house, 3*6. The population in 1872 was returned at

363,114, showing a decrease of 54,897, or 15*12 per cent in nine

years, owing to the ravages of malarial fever described in the article

on HiigH District This Sub-division comprises the 5 police circles

{thdnds) of Hugli, Baligarh, Panduah, Dhaniakhili, and Polba. In

1883 it contained 5 civil and revenue and 8 magisterial courts;

strength of regular District police, 406 men, with 1794 village watch-

men {chaukiddrs).

Hiigll.—Chief town and administrative head-quarters of Hugll Dis-

trict, Bengal
;
situated on the right or east bank of the Hugli river. Lat,

22
0
54' 44" n., and long. 88° 26' 28" e. Huglf and Chinsurah imme-

diately to the south form a single municipality, and the two towns were

treated as one in the enumeration of 1881. Population of Hiigli-cum-

Chinsurah, (1872) 34,761 ; (1881) 31,177, viz. 15,382 males and 15,795

females— Hindus, 24,916; Muhammadans, 6017; Christians and
t
others,’ 244. Area of town site, 3840 acres. Gross municipal revenue,

1883-84, ^4326, of which ^3894 was derived from taxation ;
average

incidence of taxation, 2s. sfd. per head. Railway station on the

East Indian Railway, 25 miles from Calcutta. The principal building

is an Imdmbard, constructed out of funds which had accumulated

from an endowment left by a wealthy Shid gentleman, Muhammad

Mohsin.

Hdglf is said to have been founded by the Portuguese in 153 7 »
on

the decay of Satgaon, the royal port of Behgal, a decay caused by the

silting up of the Saraswatf river, on which it was situated. Upon estab-

lishing themselves, the Portuguese built a fort at a place called

Gholghat (close to the present Hdgli jail), vestiges of which are still

visible in the bed of the river. This fort gradually grew into the

town and port of Hdglf. But the Portuguese made themselves very

unpopular with the Mughal Governor of Bengal. About 1621, Prince

Kharram, afterwards the Emperor Shdh Jahan, revolted against his

father, the Emperor Jahangir. He was defeated, and fled to Bengal,

where he solicited the assistance of the Portuguese at Hdglf, and asked

to be furnished with troops and artillery. The Portuguese governor

refused, and taunted the prince with being a rebel. Shdh Jahan never

forgavet the refusal and the insult. Eight years afterwards, shortly after
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his accession to the throne of Delhi, a representation was made to

him by the Governor of Bengal that some European idolaters who had

been allowed to establish factories at Hdgli had mounted their fort

with cannon, and had grown insolent and oppressive. The Emperor,

glad of this pretext, gave orders that they should be immediately

expelled from his dominions.

A large force was accordingly marched against the Portuguese at

Hdgli, and, after a siege of three and a half months, the fort was carried

by storm, over 1000 Portuguese being slain, and upwards of 4000

men, women, and children were taken to the Emperor at Agra as

prisoners of war. After the capture of Hdgli by the Muhammadans,

the seat of the royal port of Bengal was removed thither from Sdtgaon,

together with all the records and offices.

The English factory at Hugli dates from 1640, being established

under a firman granted to Dr. Boughton, a surgeon in the East

India Company’s service, who had cured a favourite daughter of the

Emperor’s of a dangerous illness. It was at Hdgli, also, that the

English first came into collision with the Muhammadan Government.

In 1685, a dispute took place between the English factors at Hdgli

and the Nawdb of Bengal, arising out of the oppressions and exactions

which the former suffered at the hands of the native officials. Ulti-

mately, in 1688, war was declared between the English and Mughals,

and a force was despatched by the home and Madras authorities to

strengthen and protect the Company’s factory at Hdgli. This expedi-

tion alarmed the Emperor, who hastened to end the quarrel and make
peace by promising to redress the grievances complained of by the

English. The Nawdb is said to have been on the point of signing a

treaty, when an accident frustrated his intentions. A few English

soldiers, walking in the bazar of Hugli, were suddenly attacked by

some men belonging to the Nawdb’s force. The comrades of the

former came to their rescue, and a street fight ensued. The town of

Hugli was bombarded by the English commander, and 500 houses

burned to the ground, including the warehouses of the Company itself.

The English factors embarked on the expeditionary ships, and Hdgli

was for a time abandoned by the Company’s servants. They were,

however, invited to return by the Emperor, and the peace was signed

under which the Company obtained permission to build a fortified

factory at Sutanati, the present site of Calcutta—a peace which lasted

for upwards of seventy years.

Hllgri (Hagri or Vedavaii).— River of Southern India, rises in

Mysore State, and flows 125 miles into the Tungabhadra at Hale-

kota in Bellary District, Madras Presidency. Lat 15
0
43’ 20" N., long.

76* 57' 50" e. The Hugri, better known under its name of Vedavati,

is a shallow and broad stream, rarely navigable.
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Hujra.— Town in Montgomery District, Punjab, and head-quarters
of a police circle (thdnd), situated in lat. 30° 44' 30" n., long. 73

0
52' e.,

on the Khanwa Canal, about 16 miles from the railway station of
Wdn Rddha Ram. Old fort, containing the police station and village

school; post-office. Population not returned in the Punjab Census
Report for 1881. Residence of an important jdgirddr family of
Sikhs, a branch of the Bedis, descendants of Guru Bdba Ndnak.
Originally held by a Sayyid proprietor; conquered by Bedi Sahib
Singh during the reign of Ranjft Singh, and held by him in jagir
from the Maharija. His descendants still hold extensive revenue
grants in the neighbourhood, and exercise considerable local in-

fluence.

Hukeri.—Town in Belgium District, Bombay Presidency; 30 miles

north-north-east of Belgium town. Lat. 16
0
13' n., long. 74

0
38' 20" e.

Population (1872) 5364; (i88r) 5519. Connected with the high-road

to Poona (Pdna), and with Chikori and the large town of Gokik by
metalled roads. Hukeri is a Mahalkar's station and has a post-office.

On the outside of the town, to the north, there are some interesting

Muhammadan remains, including two domed tombs in the same style

as those at Bijipur. One of the tombs is kept in repair and furnished

for the use of the Collector, or as a rest-house for travellers. A few

miles to the east there is another large tomb of the same architecture.

The celebrated falls of Gokik are within 12 miles of Hukeri, and can

be visited from thence in a day. The town is abundantly supplied

with good water by means of an underground pipe connected with a

spring to the north-west. This system of water-supply dates from the

period of Muhammadan rule.

Huliyir (‘ Tiger Town ’).—Village in Chitaldrdg (Chitaldroog) Dis-

trict, Mysore State; 51 miles south-east of Chitaldrdg town. Lat. 13
0

35' n., long. 76° 34' 51" e. Population (1881) 1319. Ancient inscrip-

tions and other remains have been found. Head-quarters of the

Budihdl taluk,

Huliynr-durga.—Village in Tdmkdr District, Mysore State; 40

miles south of Tdmkdr town. Lat. 12
0

49' 20" n., long. 77
0
4' 30" e.

Population (1881) 1114, chiefly Muhammadans. Fortifications on the

hill over the village, 3096 feet above sea-level, were erected by a local

chieftain. Until 1873, the head-quarters of a tdluk of the same name
;

now included in Kunigal tdluk,

Humcha (
c Golden Bit ;

9 or Pomburchcha),—Village in Shimoga

District, Mysore State. Lat. 13
0

51' n., long. 75
0
16' e. Population

(1881) 840, almost exclusively Jains. Traditionally said to have been

the capital of a Jain principality of the Solar line, founded by Jina-

datta, who came from Mathura (Muttra) in Upper India. Existing

ruins indicate the site of a large town. The oldest inscriptions found
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date from the ioth century. It is probable that the town was founded

under the Chdlukya dynasty in the 8th century. The capital was

subsequently removed to Karkala in South Kanara. The succession

of gurus or Jain priests has been continued from of old to the present

day.

Hungund.—Sub-division of Kalddgi District, Bombay Presidency.

Area, 518 square miles; land revenue (1881), ^12,104. Contains 3

towns and 157 villages. Population (1881) 80,037, namely, 39,659

males and 40,378 females. Hindus numbered 73,044 ; Muhammadans,

6668 ; and ‘others,’ 325. Since 1872, the population has decreased by

25,829. The Sub-division contains 3 criminal courts, with 7 police

stations (thdnds) ; strength of regular police, 39 men ;
village watchmen

((chauklddrs), 464.

Hungund.—Chief town of Hungund Sub-division, Kaiadgi District,

Bombay Presidency; 115 miles north-east of Belgium town, and 43
miles south-east of Kaiadgi. Lat. 16

0
3' n., long. 76° 6' 30" e. Popu-

lation (1872) 6296; (1881) 5416, of whom 4522 were Hindus, 872

Muhammadans, and 22 Jains. One of the best markets in the District

;

post-office.

Hunsur.—Town in Mysore District, Mysore State; on the right bank

of the Lakshmantirtha. Htfnsdr is 28 miles west of Mysore city, on

the Seringapatam trunk road. Lat. 12
0
17' 40" n., long. 76° 19' 5" k.

Population (1872) 4293; (1881) 5670, of whom 3934 were Hindus,

1592 Muhammadans, and 144 Christians. The trunk road from

Seringapatam branches off at Hdnsdr to Merkdri and Cannanore

;

and the brisk traffic supports an extensive manufactory of country

carts, which has given rise to the local name of Gadipalya for the

town. It is also the head-quarters of the breeding establishment of

the amrit mah&l
,
a select breed of draught cattle said to have been

formed by Haidar AH for military purposes, and still kept up by

Government Until 1864, a tannery, a manufactory of kamblis or

country blankets, and a timber yard were maintained here by the

Madras Commissariat. The traditions of excellence in workmanship
in these various trades are still continued by private enterprise. The
breed of sheep, from the wool of which kamblis are made, has been

improved by a cross with merinoes imported by the State. Boots,

knapsacks, and pouches were once the chief articles of local industry.

Large coffee works have recently been erected, where the berry, sent

down from the Coorg (Krirg) estates, is prepared for shipment.

Bone^crushing works have also been established. Hdnsdr is the head-

quarters of the Periyapatna tdluk.

Hunza.—Mountain State in Afghanistan. Hunza lies among the

valleys of the Hindu Kdsh range, and has a considerable extent of

territory, with an estimated population of 6000. The inhabitants are
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pastoral and nomadic. Neighbouring towns pay tribute to the Timm
,

or Governor, of Hunza. The ruling family is called Ayesh£ or
6 Heavenly/ The State is divided into 8 Districts, each District

having its own fort. Elevation, 8400 feet. The religion professed
is Muhammadanism

; the caste is the tribal one of Yeshkuns. Culti-

vation in Hunza is good. Fruit of all kinds grows in
s
abundance.

The people are peaceful
; firearms are scarce, but bows and arrows are

used.

Hurang*—Range of hills in the east of Cachar District, Assam,
north of the Barak river, across which runs the road from Silchar to

Manipur.

Husain.—Town in Sikandra ta/isil, Aligarh District, North-Western

Provinces, distant 8 miles from Sikandra, and 22 from Aligarh town.

An unimportant place of about 3000 inhabitants,

Husain Beli.— Ferry across the Indus at Gemro in the Rohri

Sub-division, Shikarpur District, Sind, Bombay Presidency. Lat. 27
0

52' n., long. 69° e. Also called the Azizpur and Amil Got ferry.

Husainpur-BaMdurpur.—Village, or rather two villages running

into each other, in Jansdth tahsil, Muzaffamagar District, North-Western

Provinces
; situated on the Meerut (Merath) road, about the centre of

the Ganges khddar or alluvial river-bed, 22 miles distant from Muzaffar-

nagar town. The population consists chiefly of Chauhan Rdjput

zaifimd&rs and cultivators, and of Chamar labourers and sub-tenants.

Cultivation in the neighbourhood is much impeded by the existence of

high grass, which harbours large numbers of wild pigs, and occasionally

tigers. During the Mutiny, Husainpur was plundered by the Giijars,

who carried off all the cattle and moveable property they could lay

their hands on
;
and the villagers have never since succeeded in recovering

their prosperity.

Hushiarpur.— District, iahsil, and town in the Punjab. — See

Hoshiarpur.

Hutri-durga.—Hill in the south-east of Tumkrir District, Mysore

State; crowned with fortifications, captured by Lord Cornwallis in

1792. Lat 12
0
57' n., long. 77

0
11' e.

Hyder&b&d.—State and city in Southern India
;
District and town

in Sind, Bombay Presidency
;
pargand and town in Oudh, North-

Western Provinces.—See Haidarabad.

HyderdMd Assigned Districts or Berir.—Province in Southern

India.—See Haidarabad Assigned Districts.

Hydergarh.—Pass in South Kanara District, Madras Presidency.

—

See Hosangadi.

Hylakandy.—Sub-division and village in Cachar District, Assam.

—

See Hailakandi.
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IbrahlmAbad.— Town in Bara Banki District, Oudh; situated

on the Gtfmti river. Lat. 26° 50' N., long- Si° 15' E. Population

(1869) 3095; (x88i), 2477, namely, 2096 Hindus and 3S1 Muham-

madans. Bi-weekly market, at which a considerable trade in grain is

carried on.

Ichak.—Town and municipality in Hazaribagh District, Bengal

;

situated in lat. 24
0
5' 24" n., and long. 85° 28' *3" E., and between 7

and 8 miles north of Hazdribdgh town. A picturesque place, contain-

ing the garh or fort which up till recently was the family residence of

the Rajas of Ramgarh. Population (1872) 8999 ; (1881) 7346, namely,

Hindus, 6510, and Muhammadans, 886 ;
area of town site, 920 acres;

municipal revenue (1881-82), ^289 ;
average rate of taxation, j^d. per

head of population.

IcMk&dd. — Village in Jessor District, Bengal ; 4 miles west of

Mdgurd. Formerly a small military station under the Nawdb’s Govern-

ment; now a roadside bazar
,
with considerable trade in molasses,

potatoes, and pine apples.

Ichamati—River of Pabnd District, Bengal
;
a branch of the Padma

or Ganges, given off about 7 miles south-east of Pabna town at the

village of Dogdchf. After passing Pabna town, it flows through the

District by a tortuous route, and joins the Hardsdgar a short distance

below the confluence of that river with the Baral. During the rains

the Ichdmatf is a wide and beautiful stream, but for eight months in the

year it is little more than a dry, sandy bed ;
the length of its course is

32 miles.

IcMmatf.—River of Nadiya District, Bengal
;
a branch of the Matd-

bhdngd (an offshoot of the Ganges), which it leaves at Krishnaganj.

The IcMmatf flows south till it enters the District of the Twenty-four

Parganas, where it takes the name of Jamuna. It is a deep river,

navigable throughout the year by the largest trading boats.

IcMpur (
c City of Desire').—Town in Ganjdm District, Madras

Presidency; situated in lat. 19
0

6' 40" n., long. 84° 44' 10" e., on the

Great North Road, 16 miles south-west of Berhampur. Population

(1871) 12,493; (1881) 5528, of whom 5362, or 97 per cent., were

Hindus, and 166, or 3 percent., Muhammadans; area of town site,

3720 acres. Seat of a sub-magistrate, with police station, post-office,

and travellers’ bungalow. Ichdpur was formerly* the head-quarters of

the Ichdpur District, in the Chicacole Sarkdr, and the seat of the

Muhammadan Naib; but in 1768 the Province of Chicacole Sarkdr

was attached to Ganjdm. Six miles to the south-west of Ichdpur are

the Bodagiri Hills.
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Ichapur.— Town in the District of the Twenty-four Pargan^s,
Bengal. Lat. 22

0
36' N., long. 78° 23' e. Site of a large Government

powder manufactory
;
also station on the Eastern Bengal Railway, 16J

miles from Calcutta. Contains an aided vernacular school.

Ichauli.—Town in Bara Banki District, Oudh; situated 25 miles

east-north-east of Bara Banki town. Lat. 26° 58' n., long. 8i° 37' e.

The original Bhar holders were driven out by the forces of

Mahmiid of Ghazni (995-1030 a.d.), whose lieutenants, having been
granted the village in jdgir, razed the Bhar fort to the ground,

founded a new town, and colonized it from among their followers,

but retained the original name. The descendants of the jdgirddrs still

own the village, which contains a fine masonry tank constructed

by MaMr^jd Tikiit Rai, finance minister of Asaf-ud-dauld, who was
born here. Population (1881), Hindus, 2455; Muhammadans, 2296;
total, 475 x.

Ichawar.— Head-quarters of Ichdwar pargava
,

Bhopal State,

Central India. ‘ Population (1881) 4139. Held in jagir by a

French lady, the lands yielding ^3828 yearly. Small Christian

community.

Ichra.—A suburb of Lahore city, Punjab. Population (1868)

532 7-

Idar.— Native State in Mahi Kantha, Gujardt, Bombay Presidency.

—See Edar.

Idha.— Village in Partdbgarh (Pratapgarh) District, Oudh .—Se
Aidaha.

Igatpuri.— Sub-division of Nasik District, Bombay Presidency.

Area, 376 square miles; contains 1 town and 127 villages. Population

(1881) 68,749, namely, 35,549 males and 33,200 females, or 132

persons to the square mile. Hindus numbered 64,993, or 95*83 per

cent.; Muhammadans, 1813, or 2-63 per cent.; Christians, 813, or

1 *21 per cent.; and ‘others/ 1130. Since 1872, the population has

increased by 11,014. In the north-west and in the south the tdluk is

hilly, the soil poor and shallow, the climate cool and healthy. Average

rainfall during 12 years ending 1881, about 1 14 inches. The revenue

survey was introduced in i860, and the rates of assessment settled for

30 years. In 1&80 the number of holdings was 7 1, t 1 7, with an average

of 37 acres each, paying an annual rental of £1, 5s. 7d. Nagli

(Eleusine Corocana) is the chief cereal grown ;
in 1881 there were

13,071 acres under rice, and 12,035 acres under wheat. Land revenue,

^9406 in 1881. The Sub-division contains 2 criminal courts, with

1 police station. Number of regular police, 35 men; village watch-

men, 128.

Igatpuri.—Town and head-quarters of Igatpuri Sub-division, Nasik

District, Bombay Presidency. Lat. 19
0

40' n., and long. 73
0

35' E.
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Population (1872) 4985 ; (1881) 6306, of whom 4164, or 66 per cent.,

were Hindus, and 1009, or 16 per cent., Muhammadans ; Christians

numbered 837 ; Jains, 80; Parsis, 131 ;
and ‘others,’ 85. Municipal

revenue (1881-82), ^300 ;
rate of taxation, n|d. per head of popu-

lation within municipal limits. Igatpuri is a station on the Great

Indian Peninsula Railway, 35 miles south-west of Ndsik and 85 miles

from Bombay 3
post-office. It is situated at the head of the Thdl

pass, 1992 feet above sea-level, and is used by Europeans as a health

resort during April and May. Half a mile to the north-east is a

reservoir. English church, Roman Catholic chapel, and Methodist

place of worship. There are three schools. The railway station

includes a locomotive workshop, employing 700 workmen; also

waiting and refreshment rooms. Pimpi, near Igatpuri, contains the

tomb of Sadr-dd-din, a Muhammadan saint of great local sanctity.

Iggutappa - kunda.—Mountain in Coorg (Kurg). One of the

highest peaks in the main chain of the Western Ghats. Distant from

Merkdra 30 miles. The summit is crowned with a small temple and

fortifications. The mountain-sides are clothed with impenetrable

forests.

Iglas.—Central western tahsil of Aligarh District, North-Western

Provinces, consisting chiefly of a flourishing cultivated plain, and com-

prising pargands Hasangarh and Gorai. Area, 213 square miles, of

which 188 are under cultivation. Population (1872) 1x4,665; (1881)

111,379, namely, males 60,319, and females 51,060. Classified

according to religion, there were in 1881—Hindus, 104,964; Muham-
madans, 6394; and Jains, 21. Of the 2x6 villages comprising the

tahsil, 14 1 contained less than five hundred inhabitants. Land
revenue at time of settlement, ^28,769 ; total Government revenue,

^31,646; rental paid by cultivators, ^42,774 ; incidence of Govern-

ment revenue, 4s. 8fd. per acre. The proportion of cultivable land is

91 per cent, of the total area
; and of the cultivable area 94 per cent,

is under tillage, the small margin of 6 per cent, being barely sufficient

for grazing purposes. Irrigation, which reaches 76 per cent, of the

cultivated area, is derived from wells, water being found at from 20 to

30 feet below the surface. Wheat occupies 23 per cent, cotton 14,

joar 17, gram and bdjrd each 8, and barley 5 per cent of the cultivated

area. The agriculturists are chiefly Jits, who are especially good and
industrious cultivators. The tahsil contains 1 criminal court, with

police stations at Iglis and Gonda ; strength of regular police, 34 men,
besides 250 village watchmen

(
chaukiddrs).

Iglds.—Town in Alfgarh District, North-Western Provinces, and
head-quarters of Iglis tahsil, situated on the Muttra road, 18 miles from
Aligarh town. Besides being the head-quarters of the tahsil

,
with a

police station and post-office, Iglas is a mere agricultural village, with
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a population in 1881 of 1428. For police and conservancy purposes,
a small house-tax is levied under the provisions of Act xx. of 1856.
During the Mutiny of 1857, the place was unsuccessfully attacked
by the Jdts.

Ikauna.—Pargand in Bahrdich District, Oudh ; bounded on the
north by Bhinga pargand, on the east and south by Gonda District,

and on the west by Bahr&ch and Bhinga tahsils. Up to the time of

Firoz Shuth Tughlak, this part of the country is said to have been
under the sway of a tribe of the carpenter caste, who lived by
robbery and marauding. In the reign of that monarch, about 1374
a.d., the Janwdr Rajput, Bariir Sah, after having effectually put down
these robbers, received a grant of the tract on condition of keeping

the country in order. This was the foundation of the great Ikauna

raj

\

which continued in the family of the original grantee until the

Mutiny, when the estate was confiscated for the rebellion of its owner,

part being conferred upon the Mahdr^ji. of Kapdrthala, and part upon

the RAjd of Balrampur, who belongs to a branch of the Ikauna family,

which separated from the parent stem upwards of two centuries ago.

Rdjd Pratap Singh, belonging to another branch of the same stock,

established the Gangwdl rdj in this pargand about 17 t 6, and his

descendants still hold the estate. The rivers are the Rdpti, Singhia,

and Kohdni, all running south-east— the two former through the

north and the latter through the south of the pargand. The soil

throughout is excellent, consisting mainly of good clay and sand

mixed, and in the northern or low-lying portion, of fine alluvial

deposit. Area, 259 square miles, of which 139 are under cultivation,

one-fourth being irrigated. Government land revenue, ^£13,007 ;

average incidence, 2s. njd. per acre of cultivated area, is. 9§d. per

acre of assessed area, and is. 7^d. per acre of total area. Of

the 213 villages which make up the pargand
,,
no less than 206 are

held under tdlukddri tenures, comprising the estates of the Rajas of

Kaptirthala, Balrdmpur, and Gangw^l. Population (1869) 79A21 } (1881)

89,626, namely, 45,903 males and 43>7 23 females; average density of

population, 307 per square mile. The Brahmdns are the most

numerous caste
;
the Ahirs and Kurmis coming next. Two good roads

intersect the pargand

,

both passing through Ikauna town. Four

schools. The pargand contains many interesting Buddhist remains.

The village of Tandwa is identified by General Cunningham with the

Tu-wei of Fa Hian and Hiuen Tsiang, where Kasyapa Buddha was

born and lies buried ; while a statue of the mother of Sakyd Buddha is

now worshipped in the village as Sita.

Tlrfl.nna. (Akona).—Town in Ikauna pargand
,
Bahrdich District,

Oudh; situated 22 miles almost due east from Bahr£ich town, on the

road from that place to Balrampur. Lat. 27
0
33' 11" n., long. 8i° 59'
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38" e. The town had always been the residence of the Ikauna R£jd,

down to the time of the Mutiny, when the estate was confiscated in

consequence of the disloyalty of its owner. Population (1881), includ-

ing neighbouring hamlets, 2216. The village itself contains only

264 inhabitants. Two Hindu temples
; 3 mosques

;
police station,

and dispensary. English school supported by the Mahdraja of
Kapurthala.

Ikhtiydrpur (called also Jah&n&bdtt).— Town in Rdi Bareli

District, Oudh ; situated close to Rdi Bareli town, in lat. 26° 13' 50"

and long. 8 r° 1 6' 25" e. Founded by Nawab Jahdn Khdn. The town
is included within the municipal limits of Rdi Bareli town, of which it

is a suburb, and its population is included in the figures returned for

that municipality. Principal buildings—a palace called the Rangmahdl,
mausoleum, masonry market-place, and travellers’ rest-house. Noted
for a coarse description of cloth known as garhd

, and for a sweetmeat
called bard, the latter being a speciality of the place.

Ikkeri (
£ Two Streets ’).—Village in Shimoga District, Mysore State.

Lat. 14
0

7' 20" n., and long. 75° 3' 45" e. Population (x88r) 164.
From 1560 to 1640, the capital of the Kelddi chiefs, a family of
Lingdyat origin, who exercised a wide dominion over the surrounding
countty. The cradle of the dynasty was at Kelddi, in Shimoga District,

and its members fixed their residence finally at Bednur or Nagar.
Bednfir was captured by Haidar AH in 1763, and the territory of the
Kelddi chiefs was annexed to Mysore. The dynasty, however, took its

name from Ikkeri, and its currency was known as Ikkeri pagodas and
phanams, even after the mint was removed. The walls of Ikkeri were
of great extent, formed of three concentric enclosures. In the middle
stood the palace and citadel, built of mud and timber, and adorned
with carving and gold. All that now remains is the large stone temple
of Aghoreswara, containing effigies of three chiefs, represented as doing
obeisance.

IlainMzdr. -Town in Birbhum District, Bengal
3 on the Ajai river,

in lat 23° 37' 35" n., long. 87° 34' 50" e. Seat of a considerable
trade, and celebrated for its manufacture of lac ornaments, Ilambdzdr
being the centre of this industry. The sticklac is obtained from the
neighbouring western jungles. Messrs. Erskine & Co. established
large shellac and lac-dye works here, but these have recently been
closed. There are some ten or twelve native factories.

_

Havarasanandal.—Hamlets in Tinnevelli District, Madras Pre-
sidency.—See Elavarasanandal.
Hichpur.—District and town in Berdr.—See Ellichpur.
Ilkal—Town and municipality in Hungund Sub-division, Katedgi

District, Bombay Presidency. Lat 15* 57' n., and long. 76° 9't; 8
miles south-east of Hungund, and 52 south-east of Kalddgi. Popula-
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tion (1872) 10,107
; (1881) 9574, of whom 7836, or 82 per cent,

were Hindus, 1704, or 177 per cent., Muhammadans, and 34 Jains.

Area of town site, 63 acres. Municipal revenue (1880-81), ^651

;

rate of taxation, is. 4d. per head of the population within municipal

limits; in 1883, the municipal revenue was ^574, and the rate of

taxation is. per head. Post-office and dispensary. Ilkal is the prin-

cipal market town of the District; the staple exports are silk and
cotton manufactures, rice, and other agricultural produce. Cotton

cloth, manufactured into sdris for women’s dress, is exported to Shote-

pur, Poona, Belgium, and the Nizam of Haidarabad’s Dominions.

The military cantonment of Lingsdgar, the station for one of the

Nizdm’s regiments, 24 miles from the Hungund frontier, is supplied

with grain from Ilkal. Patients treated in the dispensary in 1883

—

in-door, 78 ; out-door, 2940.

Ilol.—Petty State under the Political Agency of Mahi Kantha, in

the Province of Gujardt, Bombay Presidency. Population (1872)

5511; (1881) 5603 ;
gross revenue, inclusive of transit dues, ^1564.

No minerals have hitherto been discovered, but the hills yield

quarries of sandstone. The vegetable products are cotton, wheat, and

the ordinary varieties of grain and pulse. There is one school, with

138 pupils. The family of the chief are Hindus, Makwand Kolis

by caste. The succession follows the rule of primogeniture ; there is

no sanad authorizing adoption. The present chief, Thakur Wakhat

Singh, was educated at the Rdjkumdr College at Rajkot, in Kathiawar.

Ilol State pays a tribute of £186 to the Gaekwir of Baroda, ^43
to the R&jd of Edar, and £2 to the State of Ahmadnagar, now
incorporated with Edar.

Uol.—Chief town of the petty State of Ilol, in Gujarat, Bombay

Presidency. Lat 23
0
59' n., and long. 73

0
18' e. Dispensary.

Im&mgarh.—A ruined fortress in Khairpur State, Sind, Bombay

Presidency. Lat. 26° 32' N., and long. 69° 16' e. Hither, in 1843,

Mir Rdstam KMn Talpur fled for refuge, trusting to its situation in

the desert and its reputed strength ; but Sir Charles Napier pursued

him with a force mounted on camels, and the Mir surrendered the fort.

In its bomb-proof magazine were found 20,000 lbs. of powder, which

Sir Charles Napier exploded, reducing Imdmgarh to ruins.

Inchalk&r&qji.—Native State, feudatory to the Kolhapur Princi-

pality, within the Political Agency of Kolhapur and the South'

Mar&tha Country, Bombay Presidency. Area, 201 square miles; popu-

lation (1872) 59,330, and gross revenue, .£21,223; (1881) 55,848;

gross revenue, £21,466. Iron is found in small quantities. The

vegetable products include rice and the ordinary varieties of millet,

vegetables, sugar-cane, tobacco, cotton, chillies, and safflowers. There

are 13 schools, with 862 pupils. There is a limited manufacture
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of coarse cotton and woollen cloth, and the ordinary pottery

and hardware. The family of the chief, who ranks among the first-

class chiefs of the South Marathd Country, are Hindu Brdhraans.

The late chief, Govindrdo Keshava, died in February 1876; and

as he left no heirs, the present chief, Narayan Rao Govind, was

adopted in August 1876, with the permission of the British Govern-

ment During his minority, the estate is managed by the Kolhdpur

State. He pays a yearly tribute of ^200 to Kolhapur. The chief

holds no sanad authorizing adoption
;

his house follows the rule of

primogeniture.

Inchalkaranji.—Chief town of the State of Inchalkaranji in the

South Mardthd Country, Bombay Presidency. Lat. 16
0
41' n., long.

74
0
31' e. Population {1872) 9244; (1881) 9107, of whom 7448, or

8178 per cent., were Hindus
; 826, or g

wo8 per cent., Muhammadans;
and 833, or 9-14 per cent, Jains.

Ind&piir.—Sub-division of Poona (Puna) District, Bombay Presi-

dency. Area, 567 square miles. Population (1881) 48,114, namely,

24,596 males and 23,518 females; Hindus, 45,488; Muhammadans,

1801;
c
others,’ 825. Since 1872, the population has decreased by

14,278. The Sub-division contains 1 civil and 2 criminal courts, with

1 police station (thdnd); strength of regular police, 44 men; village

watchmen (
chaukiddrs\ 151. Number of villages, 86; number of

houses, 8964.

Ind&pur.—Town in Inddpur Sub-division, Poona (Puna) District,

Bombay Presidency. Lat. 18
0

6' n., and long. 75
0

4' e.
; 84 miles

south-east of Poona. Population (1872) 7740 ; (1881) 5588 ; municipal

revenue (1881-82), ^185 ;
rate of taxation, iod/per head of popula-

tion within municipal limits. There is a weekly market and a fair,

attended by Muhammadans, held annually in November. The town

has a post-office and a dispensary. Patients treated at the dispensary

in 1883—in-door, 6; out-door, 5300. Celebrated for the manufacture

of coarse cotton cloth.

Indarpat.—Village in Delhi District, Punjab, occupying the site of
*

the ancient Indraprdstha, and in the immediate vicinity of the modem
city of Delhi. Lat. 28° 36' 30" n., and long. 77° 17' 30" e. The
original town stood upon the banks of the Jumna, between the Kotila of

Firoz SMh and the tomb of Humayun
;
and although the river has now

shifted its channel a mile eastward, the former bed may still be traced

past the early site. Scarcely a stone of the ancient capital remains

standing; but the village of Indarpat and the Muhammadan fort of

Purina Kila probably occupy the true site, while the modern name
is obviously a corruption of the old Hindu title. Indraprdstha was
probably founded in the 15th century b.c. by the earliest Aryan colonists

of India ;
and the Mahdbhdrata relates how the five Pandavas, Yudisthira
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and his brethren, leading a body of settlers from Hastinapur on the

Ganges, expelled the savage Nagas, and built their capital upon this

spot. For later details, see Delhi City.

Indaur.—State in Central India.—See Indore.

Indi.—Sub-division of Kaladgi District, Bombay Presidency. Area,

870 square miles; land revenue, ^17,430; contains 12 1 villages.

Population (1881) 71,940, namely, 36,632 males and 35,308 females.

Hindus number 63,581; Muhammadans, 7539; ‘others,’ 820, Since

1872, the population has decreased by 33,536. The Sub-division con-

tains 2 criminal courts, with 7 police stations (;thdnds); strength of

regular police, 48 men ; village watchmen (,chauMddrs), 301.

Indi.—Chief town of Indi Sub-division, Kalidgi District, Bombay
Presidency; a station of the South Mardthd State Railway. Lat.

17
0
u' n., and long. 76° e. Population (1881) 3367. Post-office.
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